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Z./£f almost all oilier fresh fruits,
strawberries yield Dextrose
sugar — which is a most valuable energy "fuel" for the body.

S35"

uscious

are

rich

ripe Strawberries

in

pure

delicious

Dextrose

Baby

The natural goodness of Baby Ruth

Ruth
comes from

the natural foods so deliciously blended to make
this fine candy — such foods as milk, butter,
eggs, chocolate, fresh plump peanuts — and
pure Dextrose, the sugar your body uses directly for energy. Doesn't that explain why
Baby Ruth is fine candy and fine food?

AT

CURTISS

CANDY

CANDY

COUNTERS

EVERYWHERE

CO M PAN Y ... CHICAGO

Sugar...

and

so

is

By actual energy tests,
a fjo-lb. athlete can run
almost 4 miles at a
speed of more than 5
miles per hour on the
FOOD ENERGY
contained
Candy. in one fjc bar
of delicious Baby Ruth

You
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Why

never
you've

risk loneliness?

Mum

know

how

loved

each

much

day surely guards

MUM IS QUICK! Just pat a little Mum
under each arm— at any time— even after
you're dressed. Takes only 30 seconds!
MUM WON'T HARM CLOTHING! The American Laundry Institute Seal proves that

So often it is a girl's fault, although she
may never know it. For where is the man
who will speak about a fault like underarm odor . . . who would humiliate her by
suggesting that she needs Mum?
Girls who keep romance never take for
granted the matter of personal daintiness.

MUM IS SURE! Mum makes odor impossible—not byattempting to stop perspira-

They don't expect just a bath to keep
them fresh and sweet— they use Mum
every day! A bath removes only perspiration that is past . „ . but with Mum, future
underarm odor is prevented. Though your
bath may fade— Mum's protection goes
right on!
Mum is so quick and so dependable,
that more women choose this one pleasant
cream than any other deodorant.

Mum won't harm fabrics. So safe that you
can use it even after underarm shaving.

DEODORANT

HOW CREAMY
ANDMUMSMOOTH
IS!
TAKES ONLY
30 SECONDS.
TOO. . .

QUICKER

loved

lost!

-and

WHY should love seem so easy to keep
when you have it... but so hard to
win hack? The memories of happy days —
of dances, dates — are so heart-breaking!
And even worse is the gnawing thought
that somehow it might have been your
fault that they are gone.

NO

you've

your charm!
tion—but byneutralizing the odor. Get

Mum
at yourhave
druggist's
today. Mum
Thousands
of women
the daily
habit
(thousands of men, too). Let Mum guard
your charm!
FOR SANITARY NAPKINS -More women
use Mum for sanitary napkins than any other
deodorant. Mum is gentle, safe, prevents unpleasant odor. Avoid offending this way, too. ^

... SAFER

.SURER. ..THAN

MUM!

TO HERSELF:
QUICKENOUSH
DAB
OFJUST
MUM A WAS
TOTHISKEEP
ME
FRESH
WHOLE, LONG /
EVENING!
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"YOUNG TOM EDISON", starring
Mickey Rooney, recreates the exciting
boyhood which led to the flowering
of Edison's genius in later life . . ,
"EDISON

THE

MAN"

finds Spencer

Tracy as "the Wizard of Menlo Park",
in another story of dramatic power.
Each film is complete in itself — two
great motion picture productions — in
which M-G-M

MICKEY ROONEY as "YOUNG TOM EDISON"
with Fay Bainter, George Bancroft, Virginia Weidler, Eugene Pallette 85
Original Screen Play by Bradbury Foote, Dore Schary and Hugo Butler S
Directed by Norman Taurog . Produced by John W, Considine, Jr.
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

takes extreme pride.

SPENCER TRACY as "EDISON THE MAN"
A CLARENCE BROWN
Production with Rita Johnson
Lynne Overman • Charles Coburn • Gene Lockhart
Directed by CLARENCE BROWN
Produced by John W. Considine, Jr. A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

SCREENLAND
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Elizabeth Wilson, Western Representative

WHO
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GIRL

Yes, we know we're starting
something! And we're inviting you
to join in the argument that's sure
to ensue when our strong feature
with this title appears in the next,
the June issue. We like a good,
healthy argument when there's no
malice aforethought; we believe
our readers enjoy a good scrap,
too. So watch for the fireworks !

COMPLETE

OF

STORY

SEASON'S

ORIGINAL

WATCH

SCREENPLAY!

FOR JUNE SCREENLAND,
ON SALE MAY 3rd.

PAUL

C. HUNTER,

Frank J. Carroll, Art Director
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"Turnabout,'' the whimsical story
by Thorne Smith, has become a
fascinating motion picture, with the
gorgeous new blonde star, Carole
Landis, Adolphe Menjou, William
Gargan, and other topflight players
in the cast. You can read the novelized version of this film, with grand
dialogue, engrossing action, and
clever comedy situations, retold by
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author, in our big June issue.
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an ideal love meant to last forever can, somehow, die. It was that
kind of love that inspired Gus Kahh to
write his hit song for "Lillian Russell."
Alice Faye doing the final recordings of
Blue Love Bird . sang dramatically from
her heart because she knew, then, that she
and Tony Martin were through. All the
circumstances surrounding Blue Love
Bird are sad. Tt was written when one of
EVEN

a pair
and
he
knewof ofGus
the Kahn's
legend pet
that birds
said died,
the other
soon must follow. The song was picked
for Alice to sing for a heart rending highlight in her picture. That was all quite
some time ago. It was when Alice began
to see that her marriage had little chance
of holding together. Finally it came time
to record the song for the film. She sang it
with great feeling and real sadness. Shortly
after that the remaining bird of the pair
died. Within
week,to Alice's
marriage
had acome
an end and
and Tony's
Alice
announced her divorce plans.

First love scene
from "Lillian
Russell," screen
biography of
one ofmost
thewomen
foreof
Americanatrical thehistory,
showing Alice
Faye in title
role, and Don
Ameche porEdward
Solomon,trayingwho
married th
famous beauty
of the 1 890 s.

WHEN you see Anne Shirley in Warner
Brothers' picture, "Saturday's Children," it will be for the last time as the
wistful, immature girl that we have always
thought her. In the closing reel of that
picture Anne announces that she is going
to have a baby. In real life she is, too. The
next time
you see
the screen
you'll
ly mature,
have
to regard
herheras oncomplete
and a woman. There never was a blessed
event that caused so much commotion in a
family circle as this coming of the John
Payne heir. When Anne's mother, who
was in ill health, heard the news, she immediately left her bed to go to Anne and
she completely regained her health in the
nt. John Payne, who'll benew exciteme
come the proud father, was so happy he
began sending his wife hourly telegrams
suggesting every name that came into his
head for the christening of the heir. The
first few days the names were all boys'
names because, of course, he wanted a son.
Slowly, he realized it might be a girl. Ever
since,
John'sy names
the feminine'
gender,
all extremel
exotic,ofhave
amused Anne.

from
ALL the studios that are groaning about
not making enough profit out of the
pictures they release could make a very
tidy fortune indeed, if they could only release the bits of racy dialogue and risque
drama that is filmed in screen tests.
Whether you know it or not, screen tests
are far spicier in essence than anything you
see or hear in movie theaters. Players
choose the most sensational and tellingscenes from plays or novels which are to
be done in celluloid, because these high
spots offer greater emotional opportunities
and make bigger dents in their producer's
susceptibility. The tests that Crawford did
for "Susan and God" were so outstanding
that M-G-M
couldn't
wait of
to almost
get the conpicture going. Now,
because
stant purity purges by the Hay's office, the
picture is meeting delay after delay. You'll
never see Crawford in some of the best
acting she ever did on the screen.
6

Hollywood

HERE are some very interesting statistics on the art of osculation as practiced in Hollywood. According to experts,
the kiss is returning to Hollywood, and the
screen, with a vengeance. Whereas the
average movie heretofore provided approximately five smacks an hour, the present
rate has noticeably increased. For instance,
in "I Was An Adventurer" Richard Greene
and Zorina will exchange 33, count 'em,
kisses. In round figures each buss will set
20th Century back about $200, or $6,600
for the whole picture. That's at the rate
of one smack every two and a half minutes. The varieties of kisses have also been
tabulated. If you care, a peck is supposed
to last ten seconds ; a clinging vine, two
minutes : a swiftie, five seconds ; the Graustark (lips barely touching), ten seconds.
The least interesting of the lot and rightly
labeled "the prude," is a quick smack of
five seconds aimed-at the forehead.

DECONCILIATIONS between all raerabers of the Beery clan have been popping right and left. There have been impressive overtures of friendship between
Wally and his brother and nephew, Noah
and Noah Beery, Jr. During the feud days
it was easier to assume that these different
branches of the family had never met.
When Wally failed to land Noah a role in
"20 Mule Team" he went to bat for Noah.
Jr. Uncle and nephew will appear together
for the first time. Wally insisted that Noah,
Jr.'s, role was a wedding present. Hollywood took it for granted he was married
to Maxine Jones. Now it appears that
Wally's wedding present was premature.
Mrs.
Jones, the
mother
of Noah,
Jr.'s.
fiancee,Buck
announces
two are
not married
and their wedding date not yet decided. But
most surely when the picture is finished
these two will lose no time in leaving on
their long-planned Mexican honeymoon.

i

UNBELIEVABLE

. . . yet done

Dr. Cyclops injects his new radium formula. . . shrinking victims to pygmy size!

A normal-sized cat becomes a huge ravening monster to the helpless victims I

Angered by their resistance, Dr. Cyclops
attacks the little people with a shovel!

before

your

very

eyes!

A beautiful young woman shrunk to miniature size . . . yet breathing defiance!

Dr. Cyclops' victims, maddened at the results of
their size reduction, attack the gigantic doctor!

A Paramount Picture with Albert Dekker • Janice Logan • Thomas Coley • Charles Halton
Victor Kilian • Frank Yaconelli • Directed by Ernest Schoedsack • Original Screen Play by Tom Kilpatrick
SCREENLAND
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T"\EAR and gentle reader, how can we make
you realize the difference to you when
you use Tampax? Doesn't it mean something
to tell you that over 250,000,000 have already
been sold? Doesn't that give you assurance?
There is an old saying "What others can do,
do."
can principle
of internal absorption has been
youThe
long known to physicians. Tampax has simply
made it available to all women for regular
monthly sanitary protection. No pins or belts.
No chafing, wrinkling. No odor can form. No
disposal troubles. Tampax is made of pure
surgical cotton, greatly compressed. Each is
hygienically sealed in dainty, patented onetime-use container. Your hands never touch
the Tampax and the user is unaware of it.
Tampax now is made in three sizes: Regular,
Super, Junior. These meet every individual
need. You, can travel, dance, golf. . . use tub
or shower . . . Sold at drug stores and notion
counters. Introductory box, 20$. Large econ-
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The haru
ster of Booth Tarkington's tales is
brought to the screen by John Sheffield,
who IS Little Orvie. It's a simple story
always getting into trouof a boy who's
ble because of his desire to acquire a
dog. His ma, Dorothy Tree, doesn t want
and
a dog, but his dad, Ernest Truex
c.
theti
sympa
are
Todd,
Ann
ate,
playm
his
You'll smile when Orvie's happy and wish
sad.
you could adopt his pets when he s

(4 months'
omy package
supply)
will save
you up
to 25% in money.
Accepted for advertising by
the journal of the American
Medical Association.
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TAMPAX INCORPORATED
SU-50-C
New Brunswick, N. J.
Please send me in plain wrapper the new trial package
of Tampax. I enclose lOtf (stamps or silver) to cover cost
of mailing. Size is checked below.
( ) REGULAR
( ) SUPER
( ) JUNIOR
Name
AddressStareCity
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A Chump At Oxford —
United Artists-Hal Roach
With the aid of a banana peel —
the remains of their lunch — Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy capture
a bank bandit and, as their reward,
accept a tuition at Oxford. What
these two zanies do to the dignity
of that college is nobody's business.
You'll laugh yourself sick at some
of the hilarious situations, especially the one where mysterious
hands help Stan and Ollie blow
their noses. If you're in the mood
for good hearty laughs, don't miss it.

a

Zanzibar — Universal
This film relates the adventures
of a celebrated woman explorer
and wild animal collector, Jan
Bvowning, in her search for a skull
which is held sacred by superstitious primitive African tribes. Picturegoers who like animal films
may go for this, but scenes with
the wild beasts are overdone for
the average fan. Situations meant
to be serious seem funny. Lola
Lane as Jan and James Craig, as
the adventurer, and others of cast
do their best with the poor story.

and here's something new!
UNIT ALL-PURPOSE POWDER
for every member of the family.
Delightfully different.
TRY IT TODAY !

wish a cupful or more of
Lin it in jy our tub of warm water
. . . step in... and relax for fifteen
minutes. You will find yourself
enjoying this delightful Linit
Bath. The cost of Linit is trifling.

I Take This Woman — M-G-M
The efforts of a great actor are
wasted
a weak
story.Spencer
It's a
romanticonfilm
in which
Tracy, a doctor in charge of a
clinic, saves Hedy Lamarr from
suicide because of a broken heart,
falls in love and marries her although suspecting she still cares for
the other man. Tracy's not at home
in the role and Hedy doesn't have
much to do except turn on the
glamor, but see it if you still want
to see Spence do a bit of rhumba.

AT

More reviews on page 93
SCREENLAND

GROCERS

EVERYWHERE

FREE

Lucky guests at
Nona's Beverly Hiils
home are treated
to very special
apple
served bystrudel,
the star
herself (below).
POUJDfcBflSE

at our expense!
Give yourself a new beauty experience! Just a
Unusual

touch of the POWD'^-BASE hampden foundation
stick keeps your makeup fresh, lovely, lasting.
Helps conceal lines, blemishes. Ends shiny nose.
Makes your skin smoother, younger-looking. See
how much lovelier your complexion can be.
Mail the coupon today, for your free sample.
At all cosmetic counters • Over 8 million sold

dishes

a foreign
with Hona

with

flavor,
Massey

your lovely hostess

FREE! Powd'r-Base and Rouge!
■ Hampden Sales Dept. G-l
Powd'r-Base
□ Flesh
251 5th Ave., New York
I Canada mail to 10 McCaul St. Toronto □□ Rachelle
Brunette
Send me 1 large trial size of POWD'R,- Rouge
| ROUGE
BASE, also
1 of checked.
POWD'IVBASE
in shades
I enclose □ Bright
15c in coin or stamps for mailing.
□ Light
Name
□ Dark
■ Address
Amazing

Quick

Relief

For Acid Indigestion
YES — TUMS bring amazing quick
relief from indigestion, heartburn,
sour stomach, gas caused by excess
acid. For TUMS work on the true
basic principle. Act unbelievably fast
to neutralize excess acid conditions.
Acid pains are relieved almost at once.
TUMS are guaranteed to contain no
soda. Are not laxative. Contain no
harmful drugs. Over 2 billion TUMS
already used — proving their amazing
benefit. Get TUMS today. Only 10*
for 12 TUMS at all druggists.
You never know when or where
Always Carry
FOR ACID
INDIGESTION
ADVISES
/
YOUNG
GIRLS

ENTERING

WOMANHOOD
Thousands of young girls entering womanhood
have found a "real friend" in Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to help them go
"smiling
thru"
restless,headache,
moody, backache,
nervous spells,
and
relieve
cramps,
and
embarrassing fainting spells due to female functional irregularities. Famous for over 60 years in
helping "women's" functional complaints. Try it!
Note: Pinkham's Compound comes in either
liquid
formula)or■ handy to carry tablet form (similar
12

THERE'S something Old-World about
Ilona Massey, and there's something
Old-World about her Beverly Hills
home. She is young and slim, with a cloud
of fair hair ; the dress she wore was a
blue-and-white linen sports frock designed
in Hollywood, but she has a rhythmic romantic grace that is definitely not American.
The house is a Southern California
house, which means that there is a patio
and a garden full of flowers, with wide
doors opening onto it. The furniture is
Italian, heavy old carved pieces of dark,
polished wood, gilded picture frames, deepcushioned couches. Against the dark wood,
Ilona's fairness is like candlelight.
"I love this country," she exclaimed, "it
is so full of flowers ! See, how my rooms
SCREENLAND

are full of them — roses and lilies and azaleas
— and my garden ! We will have tea in the
see it."
garden
There and
are you
two shall
portraits
of Ilona in her
living room and two small heads done in
clay. The portraits are two amazingly different conceptions, the heads identical,
except that one is finished in bronze and
one in white.
"Nelson Eddy did the heads," explained
Ilona. "I had time to sit for him just one
hour, but he finished them with his imagination. Iam so proud of them! When I
was an unknown singer in Hungary, I
never missed his pictures, the ones he made
with Jeanette MacDonald, and wonder if I
would ever really see either of them. I did
not imagine in my wildest moment that I

Ilona, above, selects table linen from old
chest in her dining room. Right, above,
happy moment with Junior, the household pet.

was very difficult. Everyone in America is
so willing to help. That is how it should
be in this world, but so seldom it is so. I
am full of wonder to be in so kind a

would ever kuozv them ! It would not have
occurred to me that such important people
would be kind to me. Mr. Eddy was wonderful to me when we made 'Balalaika,' he
taught me how to speak French for my
Carmen song. I do not know French and it

A huge azalea tree in deep rose pink had
country."
just
arrived, a gift of sympathy to Ilona
because her aunt and "home-keeper" had
been suddenly taken ill. "She is in the
hospital," Confided Ilona, "and I know she
is better today, but because I love her as

MARY

WITBECK,

LOVELY

CORNELL

JUNIOR,

if she were my mother, I worry. I worry
so that do you know what I do today? I
clean the house ! Always I was homekeeper at my home in Hungary, because
my father and mother were at work, but
now I am out of practice. But there is
fascination in caring for a house. I like it.
Tea better
was set
I feel
so."out in the patio on pretty
metal tables.
There were
gaily88)colored tea
(Continued
on paije
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IT'S EASY WITH THIS FACE POWDER
CHOOSE BY THE COLOR OF YOUR EYES!

Today women want makeup that is
subtle . . . that gives complexions the
natural beauty of gay, young "collegiennes." And that's what Richard
Hudnut has created in Marvelous Face
Powder, the powder you choose by the
color of your eyes!
For eye color is definitely related to
the color of your skin, and the color of
your hair. It is the simplest guide to
powder that matches and glorifies your
own coloring . . . gives you that delightful, natural look that men adore!

So, whether your eyes are blue, brown,

gray or hazel, it's easy now to find the
powder that is exactly right for you.
Just ask for Marvelous Face Powder
— the pure, fine - textured powder you
choose by the color of your eyes!
See how smoothly Marvelous Face
Powder goes on . . . how it agrees with
even the most sensitive skin! And how
it lasts — ends powder-puff dabbing for
hours and hours! For complete color harmony, use matching Marvelous Rouge
and Lipstick, too.
Hudnut Marvelous Face Ponder and harmonizing Rouge and Lipstick
at drug and department stores — only 55t each. 65i in Canada.

HUDNUT

law
Im In ^0?-. \%>r %bJ^
fill**
RVFI
AN

D

M
SCREENL

AND

PERSONAL TRY-OUT KIT!
Generous junior sizes of
Hudnut Marvelous Face
Powder and harmonizing
Rouge and Lipstick . . .
packaged together in an
attractive kit, perfect for
home or office.

13
Specially
time
only
apriced
limited
for
At drug
mentb5f
stores
and55*
departIn Canada,

A snarling, vicious,
killer-breed ... in the
eyes of the law! A
hurt and embittered
boy . . . to the girl who
loves him!

With

bite

and dynamite, this
drama blasts the truth
out of his heart!

Tyrone
POWER
. . . not since "Jesse James'
has he had such a role!
-0

Dorothy
LAMOUR
. . . revealing more of her
allure than ever before!
in
^

J°h

ffi

A 20th Century- Fox Picture
Darryl F. Zanuck In Charge of Production
14

>ll
o
EDWARD
ARNOLD
. LLOYD
NOLAN
CHARLEY
GRAPEWIN
. LIONEL
ATWILL
Directed by Henry Hathaway
Associate Producer Harry Joe Brown
. Screen Play by Philip Dunne
and Rowland Brown • Original Story
by
Samuel G. Engel and Hal Long
•
Dorothy Lamour sings: "This is the Beginning of the End" by Mack Gordon
and "Dancing for Nickels and Dimes" by Lionel Newman and Frunk Loesser
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DELIGHT:
DEAR
Just a reminder to you. Don't miss me in my
new sarong. Yes, s-a-r-o-n-g. I still wear 'em. Remember you accused me some time ago of exchanging sultriness for snootiness, and my

I love the things. Haven't
I've always wanted?

they given me everything

My place in the sun — ouch, that

sun tan! — clothes, jewels, all the rest of it? Where would

sarong for an evening
gown? You got the idea somewhere that I hated sarongs

— a few years ago I was running an elevator trying

and wouldn't

to earn a living. I know

wear them again. Well, just take a look
at my little "Typhoon" number, model 1940. It'll make
you eat your words. It certainly gave me a. sun tan.

You know, that Open Letter you wrote me kind of
got my goat — chimpanzee to you — and I've been carrying a chip around on that shoulder of mine ever
since I read it. You

I be without my sarongs? Just remember

to want

fact, I'm grateful to 'em. I want you to know

me that way, honest — and I want
cause you know
want

you to like me be-

what you're talking about. But any-

how you got your way. Now
me to cut my hair!

I only hope you won't

I've kept

all the sarongs I've ever worn — a whole pile of them
now — in a hat box on my

I couldn't have.

wear gorgeous clothes on the screen. You'll get to like

didn't think there was room for

I fooled you. I've nothing against sarongs, in

to wear lovely things I knew

to be hungry,

Frankly, I adore beautiful clothes. Don't grudge me
that. Once in a while, let me put away my sarong and

even a chip under that sarong, did you? But that's
where

what it means

this, Delight

top shelf. Go on, laugh. I

can't help it if the series of 'em do fit in a hat box.
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It was Vivien ScarO'Hara Basking
Leigh's
greatlettnight.
in her reflected
glory
was her Olivier,
fiance,
Laurence
and Olivia de Havilland, runner-up for
best - supporting
- actress award which
went to Hattie McDaniel, first colored
performer ever to
win an Oscar. David
O. Selznick's "Gone
With
Wind"
swept the
all before
it, grabbing most
of the big awards.

Vivien Leigh, below,
istens to praise from
Spencer Tracy and
Fay Bainter. Lower
left, Mickey Rooney
congratulates Judy
Garland, who won
the nile
special
award for juve1939.

Presenting pictorially movieland's
most important event — the annual
Academy
Award
Dinner, where
screen's

great

and

near-great

gather

to watch the "Oscars" change hands.
Belie of the evening: Vivien Leigh
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Robert Donat receives his award for best actor of 1939
by proxy, above, as Tracy presents Oscar to Victor
Saville,
English
of Donat,
"Goodbye
Chips."
Well,
would YOU
haveproducer
voted for
or forMr.James
Stewart?

Last

year's

winning

actor,

Spencer

Tracy, stole this year's show from
every star except Miss Leigh when
he presented

major

acting

awards.

Our staff photographer, Len Weissman, was, as usual, right on hand

Spencer Tracy, suffering from
a bad throat, nevertheless
attended the dinner to
award Oscars for outstanding screen achievement.
Above, Tracy makes the
presentation to Thomas
Mitchell, best "supporting
actor" of 1939, for his work
in "Stage Coach." Mitchell
was as bewildered and embarrassed as he was delighted.

The lad whom many thought
deserving of the big acting
award for 1939, Jimmy Stewart, is shown at right with
Tracy. Stewart's performance
in "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington" was only topped, according to industry award
voters, by Robert Donat's in
"Goodbye Mr. Chips."
Cheer up there, Jimmy —
and better luck next year!
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In line with her recently announced determination to turn from
tragic roles to light comedy, Bette Davis starts stepping out for
practice. Above, dancing with radio executive Tom Lewis. Left,
with her protegee, Pam Caveness, singer, at Pam's opening
engagement at Victor Hugo cafe. Below, at studio party with
Anatole Litvak, director, and ex-husband of Miriam Hopkins-
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The Santa Anita Ball at the Ambassador brought out the picPat O'Briens
Cagneys
crowd. Above,of the
as a
was thedesigned
which and
ballroom,
the Jimmy
in theture entrance
horse starting gate. Right, Edgar Bergen engages in a little
expense. Below, at Warner's party: Lady
ribbing at Bing Crosby's
Diana Duff-Cooper, Errol Flynn, Jack Warner, Louella Parsons.
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All Hollywood Whirl
photographs by Len
Weissman, exclusive to
SCREENLAND

Right after the news broke
that she had filed a divorce
suit against Tony Martin,
our cameraman caught
Alice Faye in a gay mood
at Hollywood premiere of
"The isGrapes
Alice
seated of
nextWrath."
to Mr.
and Mrs. Dick Barthelmess.
Dick, by the way, is planningtour
a personal
appear-to
ance
in an attempt
rebuild his once-great popularity with the film fans.

Newest cafe craze in fickle filmdom is the
Chinese restaurant recently opened by James
Wong Howe, one of Hollywood's finest cinematographers. Right, James Garfield and Claude
Rains "hejp" Jimmy Howe dish up. Below, lovely
Linda Darnell dancing, as usual, with stars in
her eyes and Robert Shaw, at the Cocoanut
Grove. Lower right, Judy Garland waves to a
fan. Escort is non-pro Homer Sprinkel, easterner,
visiting school pal Forrest Tucker in Hollywood.

*7» r\

Merry group at opening
of Ching How, Chinese restaurant, get a lesson on how
to use chop-sticks from Jimmy Howe, the host. Two interesting twosomes here,
one of which you may take
seriously: Cary Grant with
Bobby Mollineaux, who was
his girl-friend before Phyllis
Brooks, and Randy Scott
with Natalie Draper, exwife of actor Tom Brown.
Now, do you know which?

Steadiest young couple in Hollywood: Deanna
Durbin and Vaughn Paul. No wedding bells
yet, but don't be too surprised when you hear
'em ring. The youngsters are officially engaged.
Below, Brenda Joyce at film premiere with
George Montgomery, stalwart newcomer being
groomed for Gable roles by 20th Century-Fox.
Don't worry — Brenda's real boy-friend is still
Owen Ward. Lower left, the other twosome of
Judy's foursome: Helen Parrish, Forrest Tucker.
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SIZZLING

FICTION

STORY
of New Warner Bros. Film.
Original Story and Screen
Play by Richard Macaulay
and Jerry Wald. Directed
by William Keighley. A
complete Cast on page 80

IBlliit

A FTER a guy's been banished to
/■A
the swamps even a hole like
\ Puerto Aguilar doesn't look
/
too bad. Especially when the boat's going to be there only a couple of hours
and the next stop is the good old U. S. A.
and a swell job's waiting in Chicago. Even
the sight of Steve Case leaning carelessly
against a pile of fruit cases on the dock
couldn't spoil the picture.
"If it isn't old Jocko himself," I says to myself taking a gander at my ex-boss. I like to
talk to myself just as I like to talk to any right
guy. But if you ask Jocko he wouldn't agree.
About me being a right guy, I mean. But that's okay
with me since that's how I feel about him too.
Jocko's a nickname I gave him when things were different. That's when I thought he was the kind of man he
might have been before he came down here to South
America to be General Manager of the Baldwin Fruit
Company. When I first took over the job as plantation
manager for the outfit I thought we were pals.
That's where I made my mistake. I thought we were
good enough pals to tell him his wife was no good. But

no, he wouldn't take my word for it and so I had to prove
22

it to him. Well, what if I was a bit
personal about proving it, Jocko
ought to have known I was only thinking of him. There I was doing him a
favor and he couldn't see it. How could
I know he figured it'd be cheaper to stay
married to her than be paying her two
hundred bucks a month alimony ?
Anyway it was the swamps for me until
I'd worked out my contract. Jocko saw to
that. But now it was over and even Jocko
looked good to me knowing I was seeing that
mug of his for the last time.
I started to give him the big grin I know he
hates when I saw the dame. She was being hustled onto
the boat by a couple of guys who looked like musical
comedy tenors and take the place of the police down
here. I knew then that she'd run afoul of Jocko too for
he's the one who decides who stays and who gets out of
Puerto Aguilar seeing how the company owns everything down here even Rodriguez, the chief of police.
One look wasn't enough to get my fill of her.
looked like the answer to a boy's prayers. Red hair,
kind that's never said howdy to a bottle of henna,
the real McCoy that's only handed to a babe in
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I said
in the

you'd
never
#
•* «
stop looking at if
her figure didn't give
* ,
them such competition.
You know the kind, slim,
yet cuddly, too, and every
curve a danger signal.
One of those musical comedy

H
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voice that
used to
keep the boys
stepping back
at the plantation.
"Can't
you see
she's
a lady?"
"Thanks,
mister,"

cops must've been thinking the same
things I was the way his hand was sort
of easing her along up the gang plank. But
he
red didn't
hair. get far. Her temper went with her

V

"Listen, Buster Brown," she says, and now there
was another kind of menace in her eyes, "stop trying
to prove the hand is quicker than the eye."
I Stepped forward then. "Stop roughing this dame up,
24

r

she smiled, and I'm telling
you her smile went with
her eyes and her figure. And
that figure ! I just started to

give it another" gander when she
stopped me short. "I can get along
without the x-ray treatment," she
snapped.
"I always inspect my fellow travel-

Left: Jocko looked horrified and, pointing at Nick,
said, "You in an inside job! Imagine yourself
closed in all day. No sun, no air, no freedom. Nick
Butler choked
a whiteover
collar."
Wally
listens to
to death
Nick by
laughing
the Above:
phone.
Jocko told him the police were looking for Lee.

ers," said I, never at a loss for the snappy comeback.
"My name's Nick Butler. I'll be seeing you on the boat,
kid." And I winked as I started toward the gangplank.
"It's a long way to New Orleans."
can be.
have a nice little card game," she said
as ''Yeah.
sweet asWecould
"We can start off that way, anyhow," I said, and I was
off the ship before she took the take on what I'd said and
glared at me. But there's something about me, I'm modest
so I can't tell you what it is, but when I grinned at her
she forgot her huff and smiled right back at me.
The minute Jocko came up to me I knew he hadn't
come all the way to town just to see the company's
bananas got on board.
"Xicky, you're looking swell," said he and gave me
a big brotherly pat on the back.
"That's not your fault," I smacked back at him. "You
know, sweetheart, I ought to crack you right on the puss
for sending me down to that swamp."
"Why, Nick, that's no way to talk," he said, and I
could tell from his voice he was after something. "Whatever Idid was for the good of the company."
"Don't slip me that vaseline, Jocko," I warned him.
"You shipped me down to that cesspool hoping I would
kick off."
"Well, I'll admit I was a little sore," he said, "but
that's done and past. Come on up to the office and have
a drink."
"Of what? Arsenic?" I asked but I went along with
him. A drink is a drink in any language. "And how's my
successor coming along?" I asked thinking that would
stop him, for anyone could tell that dope Anderson Jocko

had dragged out of an agricultural college wasn't the
kind of he-man you need to run a plantation.
"Oh, he's turned out fine." Jocko sounded so enthusiastic began
to smell the rat right then. "A real,
I
scientific fruit grower."
"Scientific, eh?" I said. "I suppose by now he's growing bananas with zippers on 'em."
"Same old Nick, always gagging," said Jocko with a
big hearty prop laugh, the kind he takes out of hiding
when he needs it. "What are you going to do back in
the States ?"
"I'm going with the Coast-to-Coast stores at plenty
of dough," I said taking a long sip from the glass Jocko
handed me. "Assistant to the general superintendent."
Jocko looked horrified. "You in an inside job!" He
shook his head. "Imagine yourself closed in all day. No
sun, no air, punching a time clock. No siesta in the after-

noon, no freedom. Nick Butler choked to death by a
white collar and a tangle of red tape!"
"You don't know it, but you've just been describing
Paradise," I told him. Now I knew Anderson hadn't been
panning out. "What do you think I've been doing down
here the past four years? Taking a rest cure? Out all
day in a hundred and twenty degree heat, up to my knees
in swamp, mosquitos that look like eagles and snap like
alligators, fever, unfriendly natives, and you for a boss !
And what was I slaving for ? So that some silly yap in
Battle Creek, Michigan, could have bananas and cream
for breakfast. No sir ! From now on I'm on the other
side of the fence. I'm going north and be one of the yaps
having bananas and cream for breakfast. I'll let some
other sap sweat his brains out growing them for me !"
"Look, Nick," Jocko leaned toward me and from the
sound of him you'd have thought he had no interest in
anything under the sun except just yours truly. "Stop
kidding yourself. You're not going to be happy away
from here. You need the company and the company heeds
you. / need you, Nick. Sure I was sore at you, but are
we going to let a little thing like my wife come between
ourSofriendship?"
Jocko was up to something.
"What's this valentine leading up to?" I asked.
"I'm going to tell you the truth, Nick," he said giving
his voice the old 'between you and me' stuff that didn't
fool me for a minute. "Anderson hasn't worked out."
"Nooooooooooo !" says I in elaborate surprise.
But it wasn't only Anderson. There was something else
bothering him and he got it off his chest in another
minute. Now to explain it I got to go back a bit and tell
you about Rosario. He's our pet bandit. Every selfrespecting community has to have a bandit. And since
you
got to have one it's more
Rosario.

fun to have one like

You see he's sort of a nice guy and he has a sense of
humor and he certainly enjoys life. The only trouble with
Rosario is he's likely to blow your head off if he gets
annoyed. He was always getting in the company's hair,
shooting things up around here, but they'd finally caught
him and put him in the jail. Then this morning when he
was supposed to have been taken out and shot he swiped
Rodriguez' own gun and made a getaway.
Jocko knew what he was doing telling me that. He
knew I had a private score to settle with Rosario ever
25
since the day he held me up and got my ring and
my
month's pay. But Jocko went further than that. He offered
me a thousand buck bonus (Please turn to page 76)
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THE last time it happened I was fit to be tied and I
swore it would never happen again. It was several
years ago, before Carole Lombard became Mrs.
Clark Gable and moved out to a Valley ranch practically
isolated by mud, manure, and a toll telephone. In those
days she still played tennis with wild racquet swingers.
She won't play with us today. She says we stink. We say
we can remember when she had lead in her pants, too.
But she really never did. Not that long-legged bolt of
lightning.
One morning I read in a newspaper column that
Carole Lombard was dreadfully ill, that a breakdown was
impending, and that the doctor had ordered her to stay
in bed for at least two weeks. Well, I knew that the
Round Robins (that was the name of our tennis club,
silly, wasn't it?) wouldn't hold their tournament that
Saturday with Madame President in bed, so I went out
of town for the week-end, but before leaving I sent poor
sick Carole who might die two dozen roses. Now I am
not the type to send flowers, not even to a favorite corpse,
so you can see how really upset I was over her illness.
They were deluxe roses too. I spread myself. Poor dear
Carole, I said, so fragile, so lovely, not long for this
world.
Well, came Monday morning, and came me back from
a dreary week-end, only to read in the social-goings-on
that Carole Lombard had won in the women's tournament, and had been so pleased with herself that she had
thrown a dinner party at the Clover Club, and danced
with everyone in sight. I was livid. I remembered the
price of those roses, not yet paid for. I called Miss Lombard on the phone — and I didn't call her so fragile and
so lovely. I told her she had gotten flowers out of me
under false pretenses. An hour later there appeared at
my door by special messenger two dozen roses in the
last stages of decay — and there is really nothing so
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depressing as a rose that has seen better days. The note
accompanying them, written in the Lombard green ink,
smelled too. Well, that taught me a lesson. Or so I
thought.
But days passed, weeks passed, and ditto months and
years. Which brings us up to a few weeks ago when
suddenly one night I heard over the radio that Carole
Lombard, or rather Mrs. Clark Gable, was in wretched
health, that she was bordering on a nervous breakdown,
and that the doctors had ordered her to retire from the
screen for at least a year. It sounded even worse than
that. It sounded like Carole was completely shot, and
might drop off any minute. Goodness, was I scared ! I
couldn't live without my laughs from Lombard. I knew
that she bad looked pale the last time I had seen her
but she was playing a nurse in "Vigil in the Night" and I
thought she was only in character. I called her immediately to console with her, but learned from her
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We've had enough of those silly rumors and so
has she! So Carole tells us the truth about her
health, her work, her plans for the future. Below,
with husband Clark Gable on a duck-shooting
vacation in Mexico. This, and our other lively
pictures, are positive proof that there is absolutely nothing wrong with Carole Lombard.

about

International
Me!

Says
CAROLE

(MRS.

LOMBARD

CLARK

GABLE)

secretary that she was out of town, but would
be back Friday. Nerves, I said, probably her
nerves are shattered, poor dear, and Clark has
had to take her to some quiet place to rest. I was
out at the Gable Ranch early Friday morning
all prepared to hold a wan hand, stroke a fevered
brow, maybe even say, while bravely choking
back the sobs, Carole, old girl, you look wonderful.
Her nerves were shattered, like hell ! With
fifty million dogs barking and chickens cackling
as I got out of my car it was I who had shattered
nerves. If only the Gables would teach their dogs
to differentiate between guests and burglars. I,
evidently, looked like a hatchet woman.
Carole, all wrapped up in a white robe, was
seated at her dressing table while the ever faithful
Loretta fussed with her hair. She did look a bit
peaked. Poor child. My heart simply overflowed
with sympathy and I fought to keep the tears out
of my eyes.
"Did you have a good rest, darling?" I asked
softly and solicitously.
"Rest?" screamed Carole. "Are you crazy?
Did you ever shoot quail ? Do you know how fast
they can dart over mountains? And with me
right after them with eight pounds of gun and
three pounds of shells over my shoulder? Rest?
I'll have you know I walked ten miles a day,
every day. Look at the blisters on my heels."
"But, darling," I said, so quietly and patiently,
the way one speaks to a petulant invalid, "do
you think you ought to do that ? So much exercise isn't good for your health, you know."
"What's wrong with you?" Carole demanded
indignantly. "You can talk louder than that.
There's no one sleeping around here. Unless it's
Loretta." (Loretta gave her dome a none too
gentle whack with the hair brush). 'And what,
may I ask, is all this hooey about my health?
When we got in from Mexico this morning I
found a whole stack of letters from fans saying
they were so worried about me. Several of them
suggested specialists I should see, and different
medicines which they {Please turn to page 91)
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Taurus. Born as the ancient weariness of winter
departs, these children of Taurus reflect in their
personalities the perennial miracle of awakening
life. Spring's hope, joyousness and, above all, its
sweetness and sanity, these are the heritage of
persons born in this fortunate sign. Added is the
fact that the beautiful planet Venus dominates
the heavens during April and May, bringing the
thrill of newly awakened romance into the lives
of those born in these two months.
If Taurus happens to be your own birth sign,
compare your life and character with the movie
stars of this sign, and see what experiences you
have in common with some of your screen favorites. First of all, it will be found that many
stars were born in this sign and that they number among them some of the most beautiful
women and most handsome men of the screen.
In considering the movie stars born in this sign, let us begin with Shirley Temple. No matter to what position in boxoffice polls she may
go, there
no hearts
doubt ofshe
willfans.
be for
longtime first inisthe
movie
As Ia heard
an old lady say at the preview of "The Blue
Bird," "Why shouldn't we fans love Shirley?
her !"
raised
WeI will
not waste any time describing Shirley's
characteristics, because they must be as familiar
to you as those of your own little pride and joy,
but
will saythat
thisshe
about
future:
chartI shows
will Shirley's
never suffer
the Her
sad
oblivion of the has-been, because she will always be important in whatever field she chooses
to enter. Although producers seem, at present,
satisfied to employ, her charm rather than her
full histrionic talent, her gifts are great, and Ave
will observe a new Miss Temple very soon.
Shirley will continue her career on the screen
indefinitely. She will marry by the time she is
twenty-one — for love, of course. It will be a
very successful marriage, for her chart shows unbroken happiness.
Another Taurian after your own heart is
Tyrone Power. Although Ty is visually a glamor
boy of the first order, if you will observe his
life carefully you will see there is no nonsense
about him. The down-to-earth quality of the
Taurus-born dominates his every act. Take his
marriage, for example. Ty could probably have
won any heart-whole female in America. He

Opposite page, Gary Cooper and
Norvell look over Gary's horoscope;
lower picture, Norvell studies Maureen O'Sullivan's life lines. Above,
Sigrid Gurie, for whom the stars show
a lasting marriage and success in her
career now that she is being given a
real opportunity to reveal her talents;
above left, Bing Crosby, the shining
example of the astrological truth of
the statement that those born in the
Sign of Taurus are big money-makers.

SEND

chose a girl notable for her good sense, of a race famous
for its perfect wines and practicality. A true Taurian, Ty
immediately built a home which is, in its perfection, an
all-time high for Hollywood domesticity. He accepted
Annabella's daughter for his own and now seems as
settled a citizen as we have in these parts.
The only unfortunate thing about this set-up, astrologically, is that Annabella's sign is not compatible to
Tyrone's. I have predicted that such a marriage cannot
last, but we must take into consideration the fact that
Tyrone Power has the great stubbornness and sense of
duty given to him by Taurus which might make it possible for this couple to over- (Please turn to page 96)
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FREE
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If there are problems in your life that baffle you, do as
the screen stars of Hollywood do — consult Norvell, the noted
astrologer, and let him send you your horoscope for 1940.
You may be amazed at the things astrology can reveal about
you, your personality, character, and temperament. Send for
your own and your sweetheart's or husband's horoscopes.
Merely clip another coupon and send to NORVELL, Box
989, Dept. J, Hollywood, Calif. Re sure to include selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
Please send me NORVELL'S 1940 Horoscope. I enclose 29selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
MY NAME IS...
MY ADDRESS IS....
CITY
MY BIRTHDATE IS
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You've heard them on the air, and looked at and
listened to 'em on the screen — now meet the
stars of "Information Please." Left to right above:
John Kieran, Franklin P. Adams, guest. Christopher Morley, Oscar Levant. Lower right, Clifton
Fadiman. Right, making an "Information Please"
movie in a New York studio. Below, trying to
stump the experts, Kieran and F. P. A. with a
"visual question." But they know all the answers.

screen

THE calendar says Tuesday. The clock says eight
thirty ill New York, dropping across the continent
to five thirty in California. The rooster crows ! Milton Cross says : "Wake up, America ! Time to stump the
experts." And a large section of our literate population
settles back, smacking anticipatory lips.
You can see them in the movies now too — Fadiman,
Kieran, Adams and Levant, the felicitous four. You can
go to your favorite theater and fit the voices you've
known, lo, these many months, to their respective
faces. In recognition of their boxoffice pull, INFORMATION PLEASE twinkles in lights above the marquee,
big as Garbo and at least as alluring. The Pathe rooster
who copped them crows with his brother of Canada Dry,
as the distribution figures soar to a height that threatens
to leave all but Disney behind.
In one respect, Information, Please is direct heir to
Amos 'n' Andy. Not since that program rode its crest,
has a radio interval been held sacrosanct by so many.
Unless you value friendship lightly, don't phone anyone
in New York between eight thirty and nine of a Tuesday
evening. Don't even phone the fire department, unless
the flames are licking your toes.
In an NBC studio in Radio City, the fun starts fifteen
minutes ahead of time. The auditorium is filled. No
standees allowed, or they'd be hanging from the fixtures.
"How do I get to a broadcast?" citizens wail. Write to
Canada Dry, citizens. Your name goes on a list, and
maybe will be reached some fine day in '45.
A banner stretches across the platform, announcing
that Canada Dry presents Information, Please. Ads of a
certain beverage ogle you from either corner, lest you
forget. Upstage left is the piano — right, the rooster
machine and cash register. Milton Cross's mike stands
full center. Downstage right, two somewhat battered
tables have been pushed together in a line at right angles
to the audience. Here the experts sit. A small table mike
does for two, but each has his own private lily cup of
water. Downstage left, Mr. Fadiman faces them. His
table is nothing to brag about either, but his dignity as

teacher is delicately underscored. Instead of a lily cup, he
gets a handsome chromium water bottle and a glass.
A representative of the astute advertising agency that
sold the program to Canada Dry, introduces Mr. Fadiman to the audience with endearing brevity. Fadiman is a
roundfaced young man, with a smile that suggests diffidence. Ifthere's anything in the suggestion, he keeps it
nobly concealed for the most part. He does admit a
reluctance to being photographed, on the plea that he has
never been able to assume for the camera any expression
beyond one of simple dumbness. He welcomes the audience. He tells them to their obvious glee that there will
be a fifteen-minute preliminary bout to warm up the experts. He asks them to observe {Please turn to page 82)

The O'Brien family, complete: Pat, his mother, son Sean,
daughter Mavourneen, his wife Eloise, and his aunt. Left,
Pat in front of his new Brentwood home; a view of the
library, and Mavourneen with her doll cupboard. Complete descriptions of the home are included in our story.
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Hollywood's handsomest new home
—a dream-come-true for a lovable
Irishman

AST

Summer

and

one

his

devoted

week-end

Eloise

wife

(Mrs.

Pat)

O'Brien was entertaining a crowd of us at their
pel Mar beach home when Pat returned from the
studio. He was pretty disgruntled and Eloise (after greeting stead
him ofas
had been
awaysolicitously
for' six months
injustthough
for thehe day)
inquired
as to the
cause of his discomfiture.
"If only," Pat grumbled, "just one person would say,
T saw your new home and it's beautiful' I'd be satisfied.
But everyone comes up and says 'I saw that new hotel
you're building' or T saw your sanitarium' or T saw
your new winter resort.' It's disheartening, that's what
Probably no two people in the history of Hollywood
have taken the kidding about a new home that Pat and
Eloise took while building theirs. Well, the new home is
it is." finished, they've moved in, and once again the
finally
truth of that old adage "He who laughs last giggles
longest" is proven, for the ribbers have had to eat their
words. It would be hard to imagine a more beautiful
place. It is a large place — but not as large as it looks,
and it is one of the finest examples of the Mt. Vernon
type of architecture imaginable.

The windows of Pat's library look out on the swimming pool,
right above. The playroom, where Pat entertains his cronies
of the film colony including Jimmy Cagney, has the largest
private bar in Hollywood. Bronze plaques on either side
of fireplace, below, are imprints of Sean's baby hands.

HOME

By

LIFE

S. R. Mook

Exclusive photographs of the Pat O'Brien home
by Scotty Welboume. More pictures on Page 72
Coming into the house there is a large reception hall
with a pure Georgian staircase rising by easy steps to
the second floor. The banjo clock is an antique and the
1 chandelier, one of the most beautiful in the house, was
designed by Pat and Eloise. The living room, opening
off the hall, runs the entire depth of the house, looking
out on the lawn in front and the swimming pool in back.
This, the dining room, and the master bedroom are the
only really formal rooms in the house.
The twin lamps on either side of the living room fireplace are Dresden. They were bought at an auction sale
years ago and were salvaged from their old house. The
painting over the mantel is "The Lakes of Killarney"
and the coloring in it is exquisite. "It typifies the things
we love," Pat says. The lamp on the table behind the
iivan is of blue Bristol glass. The draperies are white
serge with ^a floral print. All through the downstairs
casement cloth has been utilized instead of blinds. Over
this hang the glass curtains, made of hand-embroidered
1lawn.
I The carpet is from Scotland and delivery was held up
because of the war. "When the carpet was ready for
delivery," Eloise told me, "the (Please turn to page 72)
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how

6-year-old

Shirley
in

your

Johnny

Russell won fame as Shirley Temple's
little brother in "The Blue Bird"

By

Dora

Johnny looks enough
like Shirley to be her
real brother. Compare close-up
Johnnywith
Shirley of
at
his age, right below.

Albert

ITWAS Louella Parsons, nationally-known newspaper columnist, who noticed it first. Long before Johnny Russell, the 6year-old wonder boy, was cast as Shirley Temple's brother in
"The Blue Bird," she saw him working" on the set of another picture— I think it was "Always Goodbye" — and wrote, "He is such
a sweet baby, sharp as a tack and looks enough like Shirley Temple
to be her little brother."
Someone at Twentieth Century-Fox must have noticed it afterwards, for when a boy was needed to play the role of Shirley's
brother, Johnny was the only child even considered for the part.
Now everyone is talking about Johnny — and about his amazing
resemblance to Shirley. That story is plain for everyone to see.
But the story that hasn't been told is the story of the place Shirley
has in Johnny's heart and life. That is a story which should be
told as softly and gently as the muted playing of a violin, for it is
a story of a woman who longed for a son for six long years, and
prayed for one — and of how he finally came like an answer to
prayer, just when she had given up hope. It is also the story of a
lonely boy who never knew what it was to have a sister — and of
how Shirley Temple has taken the place in his life of the sister
be never had.
But first I want you to meet Johnny Russell, whose real name
is Johnny Russell Countryman. Meeting him is like meeting a
character out of a Milne book. He has light brown hair, blue eyes,
and the most sensitive imagination I have ever seen in a child. He
is deeply emotional and very sentimental. If Shirley had a 6-yearold brother, he would be exactly like Johnny. For Johnny doesn't
merely look like Shirley. In everything he does and says, he keeps
on reminding you of what Shirley was like at six, except, of course,
for his natural boyishness.
Life, to him, is a vast game of make-believe, but he is sensible
enough to know all the time that it is make-believe. That doesn't
make it less important, however. Occasionally he bursts into tears
when adults fail to understand. "They think that because something
is done by a child, it isn't important," he'll say, his voice breaking.
There was, for instance, the incident of the French fleet. As I
understand it (and I was there when it (Please turn to page 85)
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On a M u n s c n ,
whether as Edward
G. Robinson's radio
leading lady, or as
the picturesque Belle
Watling in "Gone
with the Wind,"
combines sophistication with real appeal

BIG

TIME

pencerTracy,handiipped by an in*
trior story in "1
ake This Woman,"
evertheless created
character. Now in
Northwest Passage"
e has a role worthy
f his terrific talents

No languid screen queen is Ginger Rogers.
She believes in the athletic life and, between
pictures, spends every minute soaking up
sunshine at her beautiful California home,
which occupies hilltop acres overlooking
Hollywood. Right, in the nautical environment of her flagstone patio near the pool.

Photographs oy John Miehle, RKO
EXClU8iVe tO SCREENLAND

How

Ginger

Rogers

retains her golden

tan all-year-'round with strenuous
outdoor days at her hilltop estate

Part of the daily ritual at Ginger's house, left: she "screens" the pool to
it's like rowremove the leaves that blow in from surrounding trees. She says special
serve
ing aboat, but not getting any place. Below, the Ginger Rogers
— she's Hollywood's best woman tennis player. Lower left: in her studio
which is part of the dressing rooms beside the swimming pool, Ginger works
on a clay bust of her mother, Lela Rogers. Ginger is a gifted artist and, after
finishing "The Primrose Path," put in several hours a day at her hobby.
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Yes, Kay Francis plays the morher of
an 18-vear-oldgirl — Dcanna Durbin —
in "It's A Date." Hollywood, aghast
at her "daring," forgets that Miss
Francis
played Jane Bryan's
in "Confession,"
hack inmother
1937.

WELCOME
BACK,
WARNER
BAXTER!

You

have been away

too long! We haven't
forgotten and will
give you

a big hand

in

new

your

"Earthbound."

film,
But

you'd better not stay
away so long again.

P
The home-wrecker is not,
contrary to popular report, aproduct of the 20th
century, but just an old,
established custom. In
"1,000,000 B.C." Jacqueline Dalya, below, runs
rampant from cave to cave
as a primitive siren. Far
right, Jacqueline, 1940 version. Right, the male menace— Victor Mature, Hollywood's latest Gable-threat.

And

here we'd been thinking the abbreviated sun-suit was a 20th century invention! Seems that prehistoric

woman

had

pretty good ideas of her own, if you can
believe Carole Landis and Jacqueline
Dalya, femme

lures in novel

new

picture
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Are you good at sports? Or jost o good
sport on the sidelines? No matter what
your line is, these gay ENNA JETTICK sports
models will flatter your feet and give your
personality a lift. Shoes with young ideas
— brimming over with high style and high
spirits. You'll get a kick out of their blithe
little heels and trim rounded toes. Are you
hard to fit? Think nothing of it. ENNA JETTICKS
come in sizes 1 to 1 2, and in widths AAAA to EEE
ENNA JETTICK SHOES, INC., AUBURN, N. Y.
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TOO!

As the "Okie" gal in "The
Grapes of "Wrath" Dorris
Bowdon
in a shabbywasand"under
patheticwraps"
part.
Glance above at the real
Dorris — all set for chic roles.
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George

likely as spotting
Unbends!

All NOR miracle has happened in Hollywood.
George Brent, for years the original "Grrr-oomph"
boy of the village, darned near has turned into
Gregory the Glad Alan !
What brought him out of his shell of aloof and chilly
reserve? The simple truth is that George at last faced
certain inalienable facts and compromised with life and
himself. It was inevitable, he said, that he do so sooner

A

or later. "I finally realized I had to make that compromise if there
he told
me. was to be any living with myself in peace,"
The time was, and not so long ago either, when most
of us who recount the facts and fables of Hollywood always donned our ear muffs and long flannels when we
set out to interview George. Not that he ever was rude
or even discourteous. Far from it ! He was, if anything,
meticulously polite. Nevertheless, we usually found ourselves stumped, perhaps by his diabolically clever way of
evading or turning our personal questions (and impersonal ones, too), or the subconscious way he made us feel

Blvd.

off-guard
Garbo

in cellophane

was

as un-

on Hollywood

shorts.

But

now—

guilty of trespassing on his strictly private domain. Somehow we never quite could get through to the man behind '
the tall wall of reserve ; somehow he was adamant about
letting us see him for the interesting and likeable man he
is. And so we usually ended up with a good case of the
shakes, blowing on our finger tips to warm them into
comfort, and making a bee-line for someone like Bette
Davis in whose open friendliness we could thaw out and
relax. George, when we looked back, would have a
puzzled look in his eyes.
The time was when he was called high-hat and antisocial. To see him dining, dancing, and having a good
time in public with other celebrities, or even attending
''must" affairs like swank premieres or benefits, was as
unlikely as spotting Garbo hopping down Hollywood
boulevard in cellophane shorts. The time was, too, when
even his studio, Warner Brothers, could find neither hide
nor hair of him once the last shot of a picture safely was
in the can. He would vanish as completely and instantaneously as a puff of smoke {Please turn to page 74)
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Reviews
NORTHWEST

PASSAGE— M-G-M

YOU may hear that this is "a man's picture." Well, it's
raw meat, all right. It drips with gore. Some of the
, franker scenes may make you swallow fast and hard.
But it is NOT only a man's picture. It is very much
of a woman's picture, too. And all because of Spencer Tracy.
Here, he out-Gables Clark himself for red-blooded realism and
virility. Tracy, for years acknowledged a great actor, is now in
danger of becoming a matinee idol as well. For all that "Northwest Passage" concentrates on masculine adventure in the early
American wilderness, with Indian rather than boudoir battles
the chief excitement, and scarcely an ounce of feminine interest,
women are going to eat it up, because of Spencer Tracy : The

of

the

best

Pictures

way his strength and courage keep up the spirits of Rogers'
Rangers, the tough band of Indian fighters who follow him
through thick and thin, hell and high water. The way his humor
seldom deserts him, as for instance when he aims a well-directed
kick at a blonde squaw. The way, in the final tremendously
touching scene, his indomitable spirit rises above his pitiful
defeated hopes and the soldier, once more, triumphs over the alltoo-human man. It's grand, rousing stuff — and only an extremely
anemic audience will be able to withstand it without bursting
into cheers at the end. Robert Young and all the cast, fine.

THE ROAD TO SINGAPORE — Paramount
A FIELD-DAY of fun — and not only for the stars,
Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, and Dorothy Lamour — but for
,the audience and even the ushers. It's crazy and it's carefree ;it's exactly the sort of picture we have all been
wanting. (Well, then, all but' a stray sourpuss or two ; and they
can revel in the dreary dramas of the month while we enjoy ourselves). Dorothy Lamour told me she had the time of her life
working in this film, and I believe her. That zany spirit permeates
the whole wacky show, with Crosby and Hope, far from trying
to steal each other's scenes, positively putting on an AlphonseGastoiv act of politely handing each other the best laughs. Sometimes it's Hope's picture, as in the scenes aboard the yacht when
Bob sings and dances; then it's Crosby's, as when the Crooner
dons a South Sea mother-hubbard and does a hula — what other
top star would make himself deliberately ridiculous for us to
howl at?; and sometimes— briefly— it is Lamour's, when she has
a chance to sing one of her characteristically throaty serenades.
As the ship tycoon's son with the wanderlust, who lands in the
tropics with side-kick Hope, Crosby is at his lovable, casual best,
and Bob's comedy never misses. Heap big love feast with lush
hula-hula maidens pursuing Bing and Bob is the funniest sequence
of the season. The tunes are good, especially Sn'cct Potato Piper.
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TOO MANY HUSBANDS— Columbia
OH, HOW the ladies are going to love this one ! If this
Ss«||| kone
picture
doesn't upset
the complacent
of more home
than
American
household,
bringing peace
the husband
from the office earlier than usual and sending the little
woman into jitters of smug joy, then it won't be the fault of those
audacious trouble-makers, director Wesley Ruggles, his scripter
Claude Binyon, and his three stars Jean Arthur, Melvyn Douglas,
and Fred MacMurray. They are all engaged in putting a little
more piquancy into the blessed state of matrimony, and doing it
so disarmingly and charmingly that not even the Will Hays office
can object, let alone us. Just one suggestion: husband and wives
should see this picture together; if they attend separately no telling what may happen. "Too Many Husbands" is a brand-new
twist on the old triangle with cute Jean Arthur pictured in one
heck of a dilemma when her first husband, Fred MacMurray,
supposedly dead, turns up after she has been married a year to his
best friend and business partner, Melvyn Douglas. From then on
it's every man for himself, with Jean in the middle. It's all verychic and clever, and the real fun is for the femmes in the audience
to try to make up Jean's mind for her. Imagine having to choose
between Melvyn and MacMurray ! As it happens, she doesn't — but
I won't give it away; you'll have to see and enjoy it yourself.

DR. CYCLOPS— Paramount

STRANGE CARGO— M-G-M
A STRANGE, powerful, and at times deeply moving
drama, this new film marking the screen reunion of
Clark Gable and Joan Crawford is strong film fare. Not
pleasant or persuasive, it is still well worth seeing for
its awareness of spiritual values and its several superb performances. Strange is the word for this one: a strange, brooding
story of escaped convicts, a cafe girl — delicate Haysian description of the Crawford character — and a mysterious stranger whose
Christlike example serves to regenerate most of the bitter group
who, thrown together when escaping from a French penal colony,
undergo horrible privations in which the strong endure and the
weak perish. In the extremely difficult role of the stranger, Ian
Hunter, playing with magnificent restraint and feeling, carries
the photoplay on his responsible shoulders ; and if it conveys conviction to you, credit Mr. Hunter's performance. Personally I
found "Strange Cargo" interesting all the way. Joan Crawford,
casting aside her broad-A and mannerisms, her lipstick and
her Adrian wardrobe, turns in a terrific portrayal of the tarnished
girl — tremendously moving, truly sincere — the finest acting she
has ever done. It is Clark Gable, strangely enough, who disappoints; the reason baffles me, but here he is no Rhett Butler.
Blame it on the role, not too convincingly written, shall we?

If YOU liked "King Kong," if you relish the horror films
of Karloff and Lugosi, you'll go in a big way for "Dr.
Cyclops." It's the latest effort of Ernest Schoedsack who
collaborated in "King Kong," and it's as spooky and
eery and fantastic as you could wish. All in technicolor, it's a
revelation of camera magic, and as a novelty it will hold your
attention through most of its scenes, granted that you can work
up frenzied interest in the experiments of a bad, balmy biologist
whose quaint imaginative invention is to reduce human beings
to mice-size dimensions. The trouble with his invention, though,
is that the tiny people gradually grow back to normal size — well,
of course he can't have that happening, so he has to start trying
to kill 'em off, and then — but why should I give away a good,
tricky show? Albert Dekker, in a weird make-up, is properly
malignant as the mad scientist, with a hard-working cast being
hounded and harried in expert manner. The pretty newcomer,
Janice Logan, is the one decorative note in the sinister proceedings, and displays marked ability to leap hither and yon in her
own version of a Lamour sarong. "Dr. Cyclops" may give the
less hardened kiddies good, old-fashioned nightmares because its
chases are somewhat more strenuous than those occurring in a
Gene Autry opus ; but it is a spine-tingling entertainment for you.

MY SON, MY SON— Edward Small-United Artists
IF YOU liked the best-selling book by Howard Spring
from which it was adapted, you're sure to like this picture.
The long novel has been carefully translated to cinema,
with sympathetic direction and some splendidly sincere
performances. In casting Brian Aherne as William Essex, the
producer made a particularly happy choice, for Aherne lends distinction and plausibility to the role of the English author whose
great devotion to his only son is repaid with ingratitude and
tragedy. Louis Hayward plays the son, Oliver, with such fidelity
to the sinister flaws in the boy's character that you will find him
thoroughly despicable — while applauding his uncompromisingperformance. Henry Hull as Essex' salty friend, Dcrmot
O'Riorden, gives by far his best screen portrayal. The women in
the cast are less fortunate
in their assignments : Madeleine Carroll isan unconvincing Lipid, though Laraine Day fares better as
Macve, whose self-sacrificing love for William Essex smacks
more ^of the 18th than the 20th century brand of devotion. In
fact,_ "My Son, My Son" is a traditional rather than a modern
movie; it's for the conventional picture-goers who cherish their
dramatic cliches and still prefer Dickens to Steinbeck. But it is
also for fans of fine acting, and they're certain to be satisfied
with the topflight performances of Aherne, Hayward, and Hull.

YOUNG TOM EDISON— M-G-M
THE family film of the month ! This pictorial account
of the boyhood of the famous inventor is not limited
in interest to admirers of Thomas Edison and his works.
"Young Tom Edison" might be the fascinating story of
any boy of great talent, and it is an inspiration to other hopeful
American boys, understanding mothers, and stern if well-meaning
fathers. This picture's appeal is not confined, either, to fans of
Mickey Rooney or Andy Hardy — for here the Number One Box
Office Kid is not Rooney nor yet Andy — he is Young Tom to the
life. It's a big advance histrionically for the mighty little Rooney,
and a credit to him; he has the good taste to eschew false gestures and smartiness and stick to his characterization, with the
result that he will make friends of those he only annoyed before.
You'll find the experiments of Young Tom, which lead him into
continual scrapes, with everyone in his home town of Port Huron,
Michigan, pointing to him as a problem child, even his own
father failing to sympathize with his ambitions, of genuine interest, no matter what your age ; you will like the poignant performance of Fay Bainter as Tour's ever-encouraging mother ;
of Virginia Weidler as his sister. And you will find yourself
looking forward to "Edison the Man" with Spencer Tracy as
the grown-up Mickey Rooney — or is Mickey a miniature Tracy ?

Spirit of Springtime sweeps Hollywood! Here,
exclusively, Priscilla Lone shows
off her crisp
new

clothes

Her new Spring suit, left,
is a new shade, paprika,
in an interesting new
ribbed wool. Her taffeta
blouse combines paprika,
brown, and white. Her
shallow-crowned hat and
accessories are brown.
Below, her new overal
playsuit: green suspender
shorts,hamScotch
plaid page,
gingshirt. Facing
Priscilla's pet white pique
playsuit, accented with
bright red ric-rac.
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If Annabella has really changed Tyrone Power, is the change for the better
or worse? Our famous Liza, who knows them better than any other writer,
reveals the reasons for this much talked of change. Left above, Ty and
Annabella off on their "third honeymoon." Right, actor Tyrone Power in
a love scene with Dorothy Lamour from new film, "Johnny Apollo."

they
THE LAST time I saw Tyrone and Annabella
both had awful colds. Ty was drinking orange juice,
which is the California cure for practically anything that ails you, and Annabella was stretched out in
bed in a beautiful blue bed jacket and a chest pad, like
we used to wear when we were kids and had croup.
The doctor had told her not to have her hair done until
she was well, but she had slipped out to the hairdresser's
that morning, when Ty was at the studio, and every
wave was in place. Ton jours la femme,
The Powers had just returned from a glorious week's
visit in New York where in that short time they had seen
eight- plays, a hockey match, Greta Garbo, and all the
night clubs. I gathered that not only had they seen all
the night clubs but that they had also closed a considerable number of them. "Every night we danced," said
Annabella, with a Camillc-ish. cough, "until four in the
It was wonderful."
morning.
Well, no wonder you both caught such dreadful colds,
I remarked. I hadn't been dancing until four in the
■morning in ages and I could be a bit sour about the
whole thing. But Annabella hastily assured me that only
she had caught her cold in New York. Tyrone, she
added with a wicked gleam, had caught his in San Bernardino, California, just one hour away from home. "It
was Fate, the kind Fate," she said with grim satisfaction. "Tyrone was so smug because he didn't have a cold
and I did. He laughed when my nose began to run. He
said only silly people caught colds. So — in San Bernardino he goes out to walk on the station platform and
chats a few moments with Cesar Romero, and, voila,
he catches cold. It was Fate."
"Fate works for Annabella now," said Ty with a
boyish grin. "When anyone displeases her she reports
it to Fate and Fate slaps 'em down."
From this conversation you might get the idea that
Annabella had turned into a shrew of a wife, who fiendishly rejoiced in the misfortunes that befell her mate.
But you would be dead wrong. The way she looked at
him when she said it, with eyes full of devotion, and you
knew that she was thinking how good looking he was,
how attractive, what fun to be with. You knew that she
was thinking — and he was thinking right back at her —
that being together was so sweet and gay and satisfying.
It was love, all right.
"We

saw Garbo," Annabella said, remembering

me.

"Yes," said Ty. "As long as I have lived in Hollywood
I have never seen Garbo. But the first day we were in
New York, Annabella and I were walking along East
71st Street when suddenly the door of a brownstone
front opened and out came Garbo. I'm afraid we just
stood there and gaped like a couple of fans. We weren't
at the Monte Carlo the night she showed up with Dr.
Hauser and threw the place in confusion, but I hear it
was quite a sensation."
"We dressed every night," said Annabella dreamily.
"But we were at the Monte Carlo the night that Elaine
Barrie moved in on John Barrymore's party. That was a
sensation too."
, "Tell about the opening of the Barrymore play, darling," Annabella coaxed. And then annoyed because I
didn't seem to be giving Ty the proper attention (she
need never worry about that) she said to me, "Listen
carefully, this is very funny when Tyrone tells it."
While they talked and laughed and remembered this
and that about their New York trip I couldn't help- but
think what an utterly congenial couple the young Tyrone
Powers are. And happy too. As bugs in a rug. Ty andAnnabella were married the 23rd of April, 1939, nearly
a year ago. When they married a lot of people in Hollywood said that they didn't give it a year. They said that
Ty, twenty-four at the time, was only a kid, not even
dry behind the ears, and certainly didn't know his own
mind. They said that he was much too young to take on
the responsibilities of marriage. They admitted that
Annabella was young, attractive, and really quite fascinating, but no woman could hold Ty, for long. They said
that it was only a case of Ty being in love with love.
That when he got out of the mood he would be through
with marriage, and Annabella. The world was his, right
in the palm of his hand, to do with as he pleased. With
so many enticements he would soon weary of the dull
shackles of marriage. They said, and this definitely, that
she would ruin his career as sure as day followed night.
They said all this and a lot of other things too. But why
bother? A year has passed. Time has made complete
liars out of the self-appointed prophets of Hollywood.
When I reminded them that their first anniversary
was right around the
Annabella announced,
ous honeymoons in one
happiest year of my

corner, as if they didn't 59
know,
"And we have had three gloriyear. It's been the most beautiful,
life." {Please turn to page 94)
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group of people and five golden cocker-spaniels.
The dogs, Romeo, Juliet, Scarlett, Rhett, and Constance,
are just as excited as the people by the strange noises
coming out of the portable recording machine that Fannie
Brice is trying to make play. The first time people got up
out of their deep cumfy chairs and said things into the
microphone, Vivien Leigh still talking with a Scarlett
O'Hara accent and everyone trying to be very brilliant
and witty, Miss Brice forgot to switch the set on. Then
when at long last Errol Flynn found the right switch,
Rhett — who is the mean dog and incidentally George
Cukor's favorite, even though he's bitten several distinguished guests — jumped up and knocked the whole
complicated affair over.
While Miss Brice was on her hands and knees picking
up the parts and using language not exactly suitable for
Baby Snooks, Constance Collier was telling Olivia
deHavilland how last night at the Brian Aherne party
some man came in trying to look like Hitler, with upraised arm and hair pulled down and that little mustache,
and how everyone thought him so funny and clever until
it came time to go home, when it was discovered that
he had ripped off a nice little piece of Miss Collier's
sables with which to adorn his face for his clowning.
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The)- aren't all movie people in this beautiful hillside
garden ; nowadays Hollywood draws every kind of
world-famous personality. Aldous Huxley, the brilliant
English writer, is here with Michael Brook, Lord Warwick on Sundays, please, and they are both amazed how
this garden which looks as if it's been here for years
was nothing but barren mountain just three years ago.
Tons and tons of rock were blown away and fifty-yearold magnolia and olive trees were moved on gigantic
trucks in the trafficless still of the night and set down
bodily up here. Just then Lili Damita, who everyone
thought was asleep in the sun, broke in and told Lord
Warwick that if George Cukor wakes and finds the trees
not in full bloom and covered with ripe olives within
a week of planting he has them all uprooted and taken
away on those huge trucks again. Luckily husband Errol
Flynn is there to throw her in the pool, but Hollywood
is such an amazing place that far more strange things
than that do happen.
Now Vivien Leigh, who has the grandest 'sense of
humor of any girl in pictures, is telling a story about
another girl who thought she ought to play Scarlett. She
was a stenographer in a downtown department store and

K>0
J-?/,-

These
intimate,
exclusive candid
photographs
were made by one of
George
Cultor's
guests, and
give regular
you a
real glimpse of the
gaiety and informal fun
Havilland,byFannie
enjoyed
OliviaBrice,
deVivien Leigh, Lili Damita Flynn and other
the amusing
picgueststify inwhom
you'll identures on these pages.

had a six-foot replica of the book, "Gone with the Wind"
made, and dressed as she thought fit for the part hid
inside the three-ply dummy book ready to step out and
say, "I'm the girl who ought to play Scarlett:'' Well, she
hired a truck and the huge (Please turn to fagc 92)
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Kenny Baker
made Frances
Langford,
right, s and
fn g
"Night
Day" twelve
times before
he got the expression
he
wanted for
this picture.

He

his

Makes

Camera

SING!

Photography

is more

hobby

Baker,

By

to Kenny

Ruth

than

a

it's an art

Tildesley

RANCES," said Kenny Baker, one day, when the
Texaco program was rehearsing, "sing 'Night and Day'
for
"Yes,"
"I want
explained
meter.

me, will you ?"
said the obliging Frances Langford, "but why?"
to shoot you the way you look on the third line,"
Kenny, busying himself with camera and exposure

"I still don't know what's right or wrong with the way I
look on the third line," said Frances, telling of it later, "but
that man made me sing 'Night and Day' twelve times before
he got what he wanted !"
Kenny's the thorough sort. If he goes in for anything, he
isn't satisfied with almost getting it. The results must be
better than he expected, or he'll do it again. He never dashes
up and clicks the shutter. He studies his subject, moves
tilings, consults his exposure meter, tries different angles,
and then, like as not, comes back next day to do it all over
again.
"Every cameraman shoots his own way; it's like a signature on his work," said Kenny. "I don't think it would be
any fun to make pictures if you didn't work the shot out
carefully
Kenny first."
and his family live on top of a mountain in Cold
Water Canyon, so far from Hollywood that directions include "And
:
ask the real estate man at the summit to show
you the house." There's a view every way you look for miles
and miles. It's an English house, with a controlled gate,
gardens, a court for parking cars, a playhouse for the babies,
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Some of Kenny's pictures: Capitol dome at
night; his wire-haired terrier; night scene at
airport; highway near Yosemite; Texas tanks.

and a darkroom built over the garages. Like many another man, Kenny was born, grew up, got through school
and even got married before the camera bug hit him.
"I
after
"and
baby

don't remember ever having a paint box in my hand,
I grew beyond the kindergarten stage," he observed,
I was never interested in sketching. When our first
was coming, we decided it would be wonderful to

have a record of the child's life ; so we bought a movie
camera. I had the outfit, so I used it as often as I had
time. Pretty soon I realized that color stuff was so far
above black-and-white that I discarded all film except
color. When I use the movie outfit, I don't bother with
titles. I know lots of movie experts who write a title on
the sand, for example, and then take a fan and blow it
away. Or they have someone run on carrying the title
written on a card, and then run away. But I don't bother.
I let come what comes.
"The trouble with movie stuff, though, is that you have
to set up your screen and projector every time you want
to look at what
see a single shot
and extravagant
bought a Contax

you've done. Sometimes, too, I would
that looked good and it seemed foolish
to use a movie outfit for them. So-o, I
camera. Being used to color in my movie

film, black-and-white didn't

(Please turn to page 95)

"Give

us

tweeners

in-bea fash-

ion break!" begs
Gloria Jean, now
co-starring

with

Bing Crosby in "H
i Had My Way"

mm

mrnmim
Youthful play togs for in-betweeners recognize all the fashion
notes set forth for grown-up girls. Gloria Jean, above, wears
for
'cycling
smart two-piece
the
newest
style adecrees.
Her shorts playsuit
of blue that
denimadheres
are theto new
longer length; while the contrast which is so good this season
is shown in the multicolored striped overall top. At right,
Gloria Jean's casual slacks outfit that spells comfort as well
as chic for eleven-year-olds this season. The sailor-styled
white gabardine slacks are topped by a white angora
sweater. Over this she wears a marine blue hand-knit sweater
of baby floss. Of course she tops it all with a colorful scarf.
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Stripes are so good that little daughter shares them with
mother and older sisters this Spring. Gloria Jean, above,
wears her new "practical" dress of navy and white striped
broadcloth. The skirt with side pleats buttons on to the white
linen blouse which has a Peter Pan collar piped with same
material as the skirt. Over this goes a matching brief bolero.
Something gay and smart, which must combine complete
freedom of movement, is the fashion requirement for girls
of Gloria Jean's age. At left, she wears for active sports this
navy pique playsuit with white zig-zag design interspersed
with colorful flowers. The wide shorts allow for freedom.

Gather
and

'round

we'll gossip about the
Weston

goings-on in
that wacky,
wonderful

East

Hollywood

MAYBE you won't be hearing so many
stories about how startlingly temperamental and painfully aloof Jean
Arthur is, because she seems to suddenly
have taken a turn to a more friendly
attitude toward the people she works with.
Previously, these same people were the
ones who were close enough to her to be
able to start the rumors of her very
strange behavior on the set. Everyone who
worked with her during the making of
"Too Many Husbands" would think twice
before they'd say anything about her selfcentered aloofness now. Before the picture
was finished, and for the first time, Jean
gave the members of the working crew
a sizeable personal check with her appreciation of their help. Every girl she had
worked with was given her choice of a
selection of imported, hand-made sweaters.

I INA O'CONNOR is crazy about
American fountain specials. Her
record for a 24-hour period is ten banana
splits with other assorted parfaits and
soft drinks thrown in. . . . This is irony.
At Pomona, the alma mater of both
Robert Taylor and Joel McCrea, James
Stewart was just chosen as the coed's
choice of the man they'd like to propose to
this leap year. . . . Dolores Del Rio has
ditched that watch she wore on a choker
around her neck because she got tired of
looking in a mirror to see what time it
was — only to find the hands pointing out
the hour backwards.
THERE should be some kind of insur1 ance to protect actors from being sued
by women who find it possible to. blame
a movie star's super appeal for their loss
of life and limb. Richard Greene's latest
experience takes the prize, though. The
sight of Richard bowling out Sunset
Boulevard in his open roadster does make
the most blase out-of-towners stop and
stare. One morning about a week ago
Richard came down Wilshire on his way
to the studio. A very smartly dressed
woman driving a car with an out of the
state license took one hungry, excited
look at Greene's young handsomeness and
promptly got hysterical, lost control of
her car and crashed into a street lamp.
Richard, not even realizing what was happening, drove on home. He never knew
what had occurred until the woman tried
to sue him for causing the accident.

Wheel Diana Lewis is leaping into her
place in the sun! She's just 21, the divinely happy bride of Bill Powell, and
she has a nice part in the new Eddie
Cantor picture. Next, the role of the
deb in "Andy Hardy Meets a Debutante."
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Oomph Man? Well, Jerry
the title, and we must
mighty fetching here.
you see him in "The Road
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Colonna claims
admit he looks
But wait until
to Singapore."

o££i)

AN after-sickness token, to give her
convalescence a lift, Ann Sothern got
an arresting gift from Airs. Ray Milland — a pair of earrings in the shape of tiny,
fiery red lobsters that cling to the ears
realistically with their ingenious claws.
.to . Hollywood
. On Ingrid
recent
return
she Bergman's
ordered corn
on the
cob
as a favored repeat of all the delicacies
California had introduced her to, arid was
unbelievably disappointed to find it out of
season. . . . Hedy Lamarr made a sweeping sally through a not so crowded theater
lobby the other night, and no one seemed
at all impressed. Hedy whisked out the
door without the leap of a lens-hound.
Inside of five minutes Hedy did her sweep
all over again. Could it be that she was
fishing for some kind of a reaction that

wood

she didn't get? ... A local charity organization representative in Hollywood
now does her soliciting for funds in a
sleek limousine with a liveried chauffeur.
When she went the rounds in an old
model of a moderately priced car she
found no one at home to her call.
GARBO is the greatest old signal gal in
all of Hollywood. She has so many
signals down pat with her friends that
she can get along nicely without much
actual talking. Secret signs give her that
spice of mystery that she demands in
everything she does. The story comes out,
now, that when Garbo and George Brent
were having those secret tete-a-tetes at
George's secluded Coldwater Canyon
home, Garbo
had her signals working

overtime, and there arc rumors that
Mr. B. got a little sick of all the nonsense
and when he didn't respond with the right
signal one day Garbo went home in a pout
and never came back again. Her arrival
at George's was accompanied by an exchange of low whistles and secret responses. George was supposed to follow
her leads with code answers from the
time he heard the distinctive toot of her
car horn until he heard her secret knock
at his door. Somewhere along the line,
the story goes, George didn't come back
with an appropriate yodel and the silent
one slinked back home and out of his life.
EVERYONE knows that besides being
a gaunt-eyed student of Shakespeare
at the tender age of three, Orson Welles
also knocked much older magicians for a
loss by conjuring up astonishing sleight
of hand tricks when he was only a sprout.
So when he reserved a whole section of
seats at the Hollywood El Capitan
Theater for the opening of the International Magicians show, those in the know
smelled a rat. Welles is so in the habit of
stealing the national spotlight, even crowding movie big shots in the shade on their
very own stamping ground, that an amazing coup dc theater was expected. All the
Welles henchmen were in his party to see
their little major domo serve another ace.
Everyone of those who were suspicious
of Welles motives were as right as rain
as to his plans. Not one to ever be caught
napping, he came to the theater fully expecting to be asked to the stage to give
a little demonstration, and he was fully
prepared. The secret pockets of his evening clothes were stuffed with handkerchiefs and eggs. Then came the blow —
the
magicians
showhome
didn'twith
givea
him his chance,running
and he thewent
high hat full of unused rabbits.

Love? No! Just
Ray M i I I a n d
obliging the publicity department
by attempting a
"different" pose
with Loretta
Young, his costar
"TheA
Doctor inTakes
Wife." It's one
of those crazy
comedy pictures.

H e r o-wo rshi p ?
Yes! Judy Garland's favorite
a c + or is Laurence Olivier —
as long a asmovie
he's
making
on the Metro lot
— and she gazes
at him admiringly on the set of
"Pride and Prejudice," his newfilm.
Sunnyside up at
sunset! These two
grand troupers,
Beulah Bondi and
Guy Kibbee,
have the best
roles of their long
careers in "Our
Town," screen
version of Thornton Wilder's play.

Best Undressed Woman?

Janice Logan

is so pretty, here and in "Dr. Cyclops,"
that we don't mind conceding her the
silly title if she really wants it. Janice,
a Junior Leaguer from Chicago, has her
big screen
Paramount's
novelty
thrilleropportunity
directed by inErnest
Schoedsack.
She
goes
through
"Dr.
Cyclops"
clad only in this brief affair; but her reallife interests are — writing and clothes!
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is rife with rumors
HOLLYWOOD
about Warner Baxter. On one hand
you hear that he is going to quit the
screen for good now that his Fox contract has run its course, and on the other,
that he definitely intends to take up the
stage offers waiting him. Some say he will
re-sign with another company for more
pictures,
others,
that he's
od going
wash his and
hands
of Hollywo
forever.to
The least concerned about the whole affair
is
Warner,He who
doesn't intend
commit
himself.
is worried
about toonly
one
thing and that is that, somehow, rumor
has spread, about that he is as bald as a
billiard ball and the heavy mop of hair
we see on the screen is a wig. The rumor
started when his luxuriant thatch was
tightly curled for his role in "Under the
Pampas Moon." That marcel job made
him look so phony that fans took it for
granted he wore a wig. Ever since then
rumors have grown and people persist
writing him about it. If fans don't stop
asking him if he's bald, Warner
may set
out on a personal appearance tour if only
to prove that he's got a real head of hair.

THE WARNER BROTHERS' studio.
' publicity department has tried everything short of out and out theft to get
a hold of a picture album that belongs
to Pat O'Brien. Pat made a visit to
Jimmy Cagney's fabulous Martha's Vineyard estate, which Jimmy has never allowed to be photographed. Pat being newly
bitten by the photographer's bug had taken
his camera with him. He spent his entire
time there filming the picturesque spot.
When Pat boasted of his camera studies
around the studio and the publicity department got a look at the photographs
of Cagney's holy of holies, they grabbed
for the shots. But Pat and Jimmy must

FROM the moment of the announcement,
until after the preview of the new
Deanna Durbin picture, "It's A Date," all
the glamor girls thought Kay Francis was
altogether out of her mind to enact the
role of a mother of an eighteen-year-old
girl. Eyebrows shot sky-high on her decision to take the part, and they remained
arched during wholesale broadcasts of the
most dire consequences for Kay. Everyone
said her declaration was an outright resignation to middle age, and they predicted
that in no time she would be doing only
character grandes dames on the screen.
But, as usual, Kay was smarter than all
the calamity shouters put together. Miss F.
is canny enough to know that although
Deanna is 18 years old, her public thinks
of her as a little child and to play her
mother can do an actress no harm. Deanna
is actually several years older than Linda
Darnell, who is playing sophisticated roles
on the screen. Nancy Kelly and other
girls are the same age as Deanna and
yet they are grown up on the screen. To
play the mother of one of these teen-age
sirens Kay realizes would be quite another
thing and she, as well as any other actress
of her age, would steer well away from
such a complication.

have
had awill
pact.never
Pat's see
pictures
Vineyard
print. of Martha's
T'S BARELY possible to live with
Henry heFonda
days.head
And from
it isn't
because
has athese
swelled
all
his acclaim in "The Grapes of
far from it! It's simply because
himself as a handy man. He
won heart
a bet towith
the
tell his
him wife,
that but
all

Wrath" —
he fancies
thinks he
she
his hasn't
fancy

fiddling with the out-of-order radio only
doubled the eventual repair bill. Hank
used to be a trouble shooter for a telephone company and he prides himself on
his self-imposed ability to repair ailingelectrical gadgets. Mrs. Fonda didn't want
him to touch their combination phonograph and radio that went on the blink.
TheyHe laid
bet and
that together
he couldn't
fix
it.
gota itstiff
apart
again.
It worked, after a fashion, till he left
the house. Then it practically fell apart.
Mrs. Fonda had it all secretly repaired
and Hank's still taking the credit for a
grand job, until he reads this.

Y i/p.p eel ''Buck
n"
s Agai
Rideeste
r and
—Benn
andy Roch
Carmichael feud
again in new Benny
comedy. Here's Jack
in cowboy togs rivaling Gene Autry's for
elegance — : and he
really rides that
horse, folks. See
Rochester playing
ball with polar bear
Carmichael in hilarious sequence from
film.
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a new hat he
buyslining
Raft the
George
WHEN
ly rips
immediate
out of it.
They
say
it's
because
he
thinks
might
muss his slick haircomb. . . . Greer itGarson
can do double-jointed contortions that
would put a professional to shame. When
she
is among
friends,
and drop
at ease,
herself
into a knot
at the
of a she'll
hat. . tie
. .
Robert Donat, touring the English provinces, writes that the small hotels in
rural England are advertising like this :
"Room and Board — and excellent view of
the air raids — reasonable." . . . Gracie Allen is taking real Hawaiian hula lessons
from an honest-to-goodness island princess.

D REN DA MARSHALL is unique in
D Hollywood because after all her
acclaim she is still the most retiring leading lady in these parts. When she first
arrived on the Warner lot almost a year
ago she was introduced to Errol Flynn
and, sion
as Brenda
is Mr.
Flynn's
the She
impresreceived
was wont,
terrific.
was
so conscious of his devastating charm and
popularity that she could never bring herself to speak to him after that because
she thought he would never remember her,
and
didn't
to take anythat
of she
his
time. she
When
it want
was announced
was to do "The Sea Hawk" with him,
Brenda's knees began to quiver and she
dodged around the lot hiding behind
tilings whenever Flynn hove in sight. She
didn't want to be embarrassed by not
having him remember who she was. All
that nonsense came to an end when Errol
walked into the make-up department one
day and came face to face with Brenda.
By the time he finished complimenting
her on her tests for the picture and letting
her know how lucky he considered himself
in having such a fine actress to work
opposite, Brenda was truly amazed. Her
shyness had previously made Flynn into
a magnificently handsome ogre.
Papa Cantor gets a son! Comedian
Eddie, father of five daughters, shown
with the 8-months-old baby boy whose
proud parent he plays in "Forty Little
Mothers," with Rita Johnson. Lower right,
Baby Quintanilla and Eddie in cute scene.

GRATITUDE in Hollywood: Muriel
Angelus has just given to Hugh McMullin, in appreciation of many past favors, ablack Scotty pup. Hugh McMullin
is the man who made the test of Muriel
which got her a long-term Paramount
contract. . . . Ruth Gordon, Broadwayactress, has "gone Hollywood" by her own
admission. She just bought a rhinestone
collar for her French poodle. . . . An innovation in commemoration : Hollywood's
newest theater, the Hawaii, will honor
Charlie Chaplin through the years by having an imprint of his famous cane placed
in a cement block in the foyer. . . . It's
true, the back seat of Wally Beery's car
has become a miniature nursery for the
convenience of his adopted daughter, Phyllis Ann. The seat is specially built, a
heater to warm milk has been installed,
and there's a supply of triangular pants.
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Success

Story

A

firm

answer

to the

"Please

tell me what to do" problems
of face, figure, and fascination

By

Courtenay

Marvin

failing knowledge, experience, taste, and understanding.
Sometime ago, I met such a person, Ann Delafield,
Directress of the Richard Hudnut DuBarry Salon, New
York. To me, she is an ideal in appearance. But if she
weren't, the moment you heard her speak or saw her
function, you would feel a kind of magnetism. This, I
believe, is because she has delved deep within the feminine heart and mind and, therefore, from her rich background, knows how to attack our failings from the outside. She feels that most of us develop less than half the
promise of fulfillment we hold for face, figure and fascination. She also knows that most of us, conscious of this,
develop a slightly vinegar flavor in our psychological
outlook on life and thereby miss many of the good things
that should be ours.
About a year ago, a school in charge of Miss Delafield
was opened here in New York. This school promised
success to attendants who devoted a number of hours a
day for a period of six weeks. (Please turn to page 87 )

These stars' success is the result of backbone!
Norma Shearer will always look younger than she
is and always keep her lovely profile, says an
authority; and for the same reason, Linda Darnell will keep her beauty certainly until forty

F YOU'RE not satisfied
as you are today, you
Everything in this world
seasons, even the map and

with yourself
• can change.
changes, the
standards of

correct behavior. There isn't a star in
Hollywood that ever got where she is, just
as Nature made her. This goes for the
Clark Gables, too. In years of interviewing, there is an inevitable chorus that
reechoes from the honest stories I hear,
"change" !
To change yourself is relatively simple.
But — here is the hitch. Deciding what to
do is the job. Not just doing it. Many of
us are not sure of our own judgment. We
need the guidance of an authority of un70

Marina

Enna Jetticks, long
known for comfort,
smart designing.
emphasize
ultraAmelia, a dressy oxford, can be worn
from now
snow-in
time.
It until
comes
black patent, and
blue or white calf.
Riviera hugs the instep, giving you
grand support and
foot grace. In black
or blue calf, or white
swan buc. Beautiful
styling, manship
finea gloveworklike ease andon
feet.
Priced at about $6.

Of the new American Symbol Prints— identifying
marks of products you know — used as designs for
fabrics, we have chosen the Coty Powder Puff as
the most charming. Here you see it in a smart
warm-weather rayon print, with matching turban.
Emphasis on the slim waistline, front fullness and
Paris pockets. In a variety of colors. About $14.95.

Put

design

and

color

in your life! See Store
Directory on Page 89

A crisp candy-striped rayon taffeta
pettiskirt to rustle enchantingly under
your suit or frock. A Miss Swank garment, with the usual perfect fit of the
Miss Swanks. In a variety of color
combinations, such as black and purple; green and black; brown and
orange, or navy and red. For added
chic, choose a color combination to
match your
costume
accessories.
young
fashion,
a good
one and It's
verya
neat under-protection. At about $3.

"Jujube" looks like a party frock, but
it's one of Munsingwear's newest
nightie
inspirations.
striped
an
old-fashioned
candy It's
stick,
has alike
heart
shaped bodice for good figure lines
and an Empire skirt. The fabric is a
cool tricot knit — and vacationists and
business girls please note; it launders
beautifully and needs no ironing. It
makes a bright thought for a goingaway present, and you might put it
on your list for some of your friends
who are graduating in June. Meanwhile, you might do yourself a favor,
too, by possessing and wearing it.
This is only one of a fascinating collection of nighties by Munsingwear
that dress you up for bed. About $4.

"Pat has a passion for collecting animal
skin
rugs,"
Eloisethat
explained.
"He has
lot more
of them
I have stored
away.a
I won't let him litter up the whole house
with them but he goes right on collecting
"Yeah," Pat grinned. "I have just about
every kind of skin there is except an
agent's and producer's, and I'm going to
getThe
themwalls
before
quit." pine with an old
are Ipickled
English
wax
finish.
Here, too, the rear
them."
window looks out over the pool towards
the rumpus room and guest house. The
ship on the mantlepiece is a reproduction
in miniature of "The Royal Sovereign,"
which was built in the reign of Charles I
of England by Phinease Jett. Pat once had
some research done on the original vessel
and learned it was built at a cost of 65,558
pounds sterling, was launched at Wilwich,
England, on October 13, 1637, was 124 ft.
long, 46 ft. wide, weighed 1637 tons and
carried 100 guns.

The Pat O'Briens may have a very busy life, but they can always find time
for their children, Mavourneen and Sean. Mrs. Pat usually does the reading.

Pat

O'Brien's Home
Life
Continued from page 33

manufacturers wrote and asked if we
wanted to take a chance on having it sent
over on an English ship or if we wanted it
shipped to a neutral country and sent over
on one of their vessels. We told them to
ship it to Holland and re-route it from
there on a Dutch boat. Finally it arrived
in Wilmington, California, and for three
weeks it lay there on the docks in plain
view of God and everybody — but we
couldn't get it. We had the bill from the
manufacturers to show but the agent in
Holland had forgotten to forward the shipping papers. It would probably still be
there if we hadn't called up the manufacturer's agent in New York and had him
cable the Dutch representative to forward
the papers. Then we had to wait until they
arrived."
On the table behind the divan are a pair
of Sheffield book-ends, one figure being a
woman (a colonial dame) and the other
a man. It's the only pair like it I have
ever seen. It is too bad that the fireplace
doesn't show more plainly, for the brass
fender and andirons are among the most
striking features of the house. They are
17th century English.
"Who 'did' the house?" I inquired casually for the decor is unusually harmonious,
without the "studied" effect decorators
usually manage to achieve.
"We did it," they exclaimed happily.
"We've dreamed of this house for years,
studied plans, furnishings, decorations, and
we knew almost exactly what we wanted
before we started building. We were tired
of Spanish architecture and we wanted a
house that would be suitable for this climate so our choice naturally fell on Southern colonial."
"What!" I laughed mockingly, "no farm
in the East?"
"No farm anywhere," they grinned.
"You see," Pat went on, a serious note
creeping into his voice, "in New York we
had a back bedroom and we were lucky
to be able to afford that. We've made our
money out here and we think it should be
spent" out here. We have the house at the
beach, and now this place, and that's
72

enough for anyone. If I can keep going
for another three years we'll be able to
keep these places up on our income and
that's all anyone could ask. Come on, and
we'll show you the rest of the house."
He led the way into the library. The
desk and divan were brought over from
the old house. The desk formerly belonged
to Gene Stratton Porter and was bought
at an auction. It was at this desk she
wrote most of her famous books, including
"The Girl of the Limberlost." The divan
was recovered when they moved into the
new house but as the original upholstery
on the back and sides was still good the
thrifty Eloise had the large chair next to
the desk recovered with it. The base of
the lamp in back of the divan is an antique
Russian
samovar
that has been wired.

On the right side of the mantle you'll
notice a bronze plaque. There is also another on the left side. These are imprints
of Sean's hands, when he was a baby. On
one is inscribed, "To Daddy" and on the
other,
Sean."
The "From
most noteworthy
feature of this
room is the collection of Irish literature,
first editions and old theater programs and
magazines. He had bought a collection of
water prints called "The Haunts of Dickens" which Eloise had bound for him.
There is a six-volume deluxe edition of
the stories of the operas and a deluxe edition of Milton's
"Paradise
Lost,"George
published
in 1827
and dedicated
to King
IV,
bound in black crushed morocco. He also
has a beautiful portfolio for photographs
with a small Holbein portrait in the cover
— a present from Jimmy and Billie Cagney.
The walls boast the presence of three original Whistlers — "Reading by Lamplight,"
"Annie Seated" and "Adam and Eve
Tavern." The lamp shades on either side
of the mantle are copies of pages from the
Gutenberg Bible.
The dining room, to my notion, is the
cream of the house, not only on account of
the excellent food served there, but because
of the decoration. The walls are murals
done on canvas depicting scenes of Southern life in ante-bellum days. The corners
of the room have been rounded so there is
no break in the paintings. The dining table

The quilted apron on the table of Eloise 's powder room, left, is of the same satin
used for the upholstered bed and be dspread of the master bedroom, right.

is early Duncan Phyfe and the chairs are
Chippendale.
Even the kitchen in this home is distincPat's pride
and thejoygarbage
is a garbage
mincer tive.
which
crushes
so that
it flows out the drain and into the sewer
obviating- the necessity for an incinerator
or garbage pail. Technically, this machine
is called a "garbage disposal," but Willie,
the colored houseboy, has euphemistically
re-christened it "the garbage c.rposal."
The ice-box is of Gargantuan proportions
and is always filled to overflowing so a
midnight raid always bears fruit — or cold
chicken. It contains a dozen ice-trays. In
the butler's pantry is another large ice-box
containing six trays. This box is used
mostly when they entertain. Salads can
be prepared early in the afternoon and kept
here until it is time to serve them.
The master bedroom looks to be only a
trifle smaller than the waiting room of
the new Los Angeles Union Station. It is
a large room, but the effect of great size
is obtained through the use of a mirror
at the far end which covers the whole wall.
In this mirror you can note the size of
the bed, which is reflected in it. The
chaise is double the ordinary in width and
is called a "double chaise." It is upholstered in the same pattern of satin as is
used on the bedspread and for the apron
of
has Eloise's
not beendressing
quilted. table, except that this
What appears to be a desk, with Eloise's
picture on it, is really a plant stand. On
the right is a lamp table — with no lamp.
They have not yet been able to find just
the lamp they want for this room.
The apron around the fireplace is of
glazed tile with a small floral pattern.
Note the fan screen. Eloise is making a
huge hooked rug, entirely of rags, to go
in front of the fireplace.
Both hers
dressing
rooms Hers
are
different
thanand
any Pat's
I have
ever seen.
has walls covered in phlox — a bluish-gray
material (washable) that looks something
like a shiny felt — but isn't. Every possible
inch of space has been utilized. Built in,
under every wash-basin in the house, is a
hamper for the reception of soiled linen.
In one closet, instead of the regulation one
rod, hung near the top, there are two rods
— one at the top and the other halfway between the floor and top. The top one is
for her blouses and sports jackets and the
lower one for odd skirts. There is also

The painting, "The Lakes of Killarney," which hangs over the fireplace in the
living room of their home, above, typifies the things the Pat O'Briens love.
one closet with no shelf and the rod hung
near the top for evening dresses, so the
trains don't touch the floor. The carpet
is apricot and is a carry-over from the
bedroom.
Pat's dressing room has walls upholstered in pigskin leather. As all the laundering is done on the place, the laundress
conceived
idea ofof hanging
Pat's doing
shirts
on
hangers,theinstead
folding them,
away with creases.
Going into Mavourneen's room, we find
a mahogany tester bed and a genuine antique mahogany desk. All the draperies,
and the aprons on the coverlet and dresstable are over
pointthed'esprit
edged
blue.a
The ingmirror
dressing
tablein has
real Dresden china frame. This formerly
belonged to Julian Eltinge, the first and
certainly the most successful of all female
impersonators. Mavourneen has a cupboard
full of dolls but only deigns to play with
one of them, explaining, in all seriousness,
that she is not the "maternal type."
Sean's room is severely plain and strictly

The walls of the dining room are mural s done on canvas depicting scenes of
Southern life. The table is early Duncan Phyfe and the chairs are Chippendale.

masculine. The wall-paper has red figures
in it and he is prouder of this than of anything else in the room — although he is
somewhat at a loss to explain it when you
ask him why.
The playroom' is probably the most
used room on the place. Pat's hospitality
is famous and people avail themselves of it
on any and all occasions. In the old days
when they first came to Hollywood, Eloise
had always to keep a ten-gallon pot of
beans on the stove on Sunday, for she
never knew how many guests would suddenly arrive whom Pat had invited and
forgotten to tell her about.
Usually rumpus rooms are too small.
People insist upon having their parties in
these rooms with the result that the air is
always fetid and the guests uncomfortably
crowded. The O'Brien playroom will accommodate fifty people comfortably and the
bar alone, in a pinch, can accommodate
eighteen people. It is the largest bar I
have ever seen in a private home.
In the fireplace is an old maple pot that
was formerly used for boiling sugar. The
rugs are Navajo, some of them presents
from Bert Lytell. The little figures on top
of the bar are Toby mugs, most of them
having been brought back from England
by Wally Ford. The room is a reproduction of an old English Tavern and the
chairs around the tables are reproductions
of cabin chairs aboard ships.
The guest room is on one side of the
playroom. It is furnished throughout in
rock maple. Note the Bermuda fireplace.
The pictures are antique frames with Godey prints. The old brass medallion they
picked up in an antique shop for $3.50.
They have been offered $75 for it. To the
left of the fireplace is a sampler that Eloise
worked herself. Eventually the floor will
be covered with a braided rug that she is
working on now.
On the opposite side of the playroom
from the guest room are the dressing
rooms and showers for guests who have
taken a dip in the pool.
One could go on and on about this house.
It is truly one of the show places of the
cinema capital. The only thing not pretentious about it is the owners who greet
guests as informally and with as much
genuine pleasure in this palace as they did
in their one-room, three-flights-up apartment in New York City, years ago.
7}

Joan
baby Blondell's
daughter
paid
a
visit
to her
mother on the
set
of "Two Girls on
Broadway," the
streamlined musical which costars Joan, Lana
Turner, and
George Murphy.
The cute little
miss made a big
hit with Lana.

Brent

Unbends

Continued from page 51

and stay vanished until time for the
cameras to roll on his new production. It
was futile to check the usual vacation spots
or rest places where the majority of stars
relax between pictures ; George would be
lost to view in some small Mexican town,
on board an unknown boat bound for an
unknown port, or hidden away in some
nook of the vast Mojave Desert.
Added together, these things did not
make him the most popular man in Hollywood. Because they could not understand
him or his complex compulsions, people
made snap judgments and condemned him
on face values. No one knew, for instance,
what drove him to run away as soon as his
work in Hollywood was done. For a long
time George himself was not sure. Mercurial restlessness and a passionate curiosity about life always have been the two
besetting sins of the Irish and he is_ Irish
from the crown of his straight black hair
to the tip of his well-made brogans. The
twin devils have ridden him without mercy
since he was a broth of a boy in County
Galway in his homeland. His heart was
happy and his feet walked with a lighthearted step only when they were carrying him over the far hill and out of sight.
"The trouble was that I never had a set
goal to reach or a material end to accomplish," he said.
was itthat
pureI adventure
in the sense
of "Nor
excitement
sought so
endlessly. Mine was an intangible restlessness. Iwanted to see new colors, smell new
smells, touch new surfaces, hear new
sounds, know new customs and experience
new emotions. I guess most Of the Irish
are like that ; it's why you find us all over
the face of the globe doing strange jobs
in strange places."
It was not unnatural that George, as he
grew into manhood, wandered the world
to live dangerously and by his wits as he
did when serving as a dispatch runner in
the Irish revolution ; or impatiently and by
manual labor as he did when picking fruit
on a farm in upper New York. From the
beginning of his life he was encouraged
to follow where his heart and curiosity led
him. As a boy of seven he sat at the feet
of his imaginative old grandfather in the
family's stone house near Shannonbridge,
listening with rapt eagerness as the elder
Brent spun glowing yarns of the world beyond the Irish farm. Dreams stirred within
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him and a restlessness was kindled to go
out in that . world ■ and do the fine deeds
other men did. Only with his discovery of
the theater and the intense satisfaction it
could bring him was he content to be tied
in one place for a stated length of time by
a scrap of paper called a contract. But even
then the fight within him would not be
silenced entirely. To assuage it he seized
short trips as temporary escapes, trips that
left him free of other men's will and of the
harassing
problems that crowd any Hollywood actor.
"Something stronger than myself made
me rush off and out of sight," he said. "I
don't know what that force was. I never
could tie it down with a name. I simply
knew I had to go or something inside me
would explode. In a way I was like those
people who never can hear a train whistle
in the distance without an almost unbearable longing to get on a train, any train,
and go some place. The difference between
us was that I could not reconcile myself
to No
wishing.
I'd find
train and go!"
one knew
or aunderstood
either the
super-shyness which made him withdraw
into a shell from the hail-fellow-well-met
camaraderie of the town and seem unfriendly, cold, high-hat and superior.
"I could not help that shyness," he said.
"I was born with it, and as any excessively shy person can tell you, it is more
than a handicap ; it is an agent of very real
and tangible self-torture. Many times I
tried to analyze it, thinking if I could bring
it out in the light I could conquer it. As
nearly- as I could define it, my reserve
around others was a deep-rooted defense
mechanism I subconsciously built against
disappointment, disillusionment, and being
hurt emotionally. We Irish are sensitive
fools ; we have thin skins around our
That same shyness, combined with another factor,of influenced
hearts."
with
those
us whose George's
business relations
it is to
write about the stars and made us uncomfortable in his presence. (But not half as
uncomfortable, it turned out, as we made
him!) He could not believe that anyone
outside his circle of personal friends could
be interested in anything that did not pertain to his work. Therefore certain questions embarrassed him horribfy. He honestly felt that the majority of things about
his private life were no one's business but
his own. Therefore other questions angered
him.
Now, suddenly, all that is changed. He
has stopped running blindly away every

time a new restlessness surges up in him.
He has conquered his shyness to a large
extent and is easy to approach and friendly
in conversation. And he has made fast
friends of us who once felt the north wind
blow when we were in his presence. How
did it happen?
Some months ago George set sail for
Honolulu. That in itself was something of
a miracle for Honolulu is a gay place and
a favorite haunt of the stars when "off
duty." It is not the ideal habitat of the
recluses of the world of which George was
a shining example. Originally, he said, the
voyage was planned as just another sop to
the restlessness that was driving him to
still another horizon. Once there, however,
something happened. Somewhere, sometime
on the trip he examined his heart and mind
honestly and dared define exactly what he
wants of life and exactly what constitutes
happiness for him.
Just when or where he made his decision
he does not remember. Perhaps it was on
that morning he lay on the sunbaked sands
of a hidden beach on the far side of the
verdant island and stared into the blue sky
above him. Perhaps it was on that magic
night when drifts of clouds were scudding
across a moon-warmed sky as he looked
down on the incredible beauty of the rocky
cliffs of the majestic Pali. Perhaps, even,
it was on the afternoon he stood on the
deck of his homeward bound ship, watching the loveliness of the island fade into the
distance, unaccountably without regret and
glad
returning home to the ties of
work heto was
be done.
"When I discovered it does not matter,"
he said. "What I discovered does. I found
suddenly I had had my fill of restlessness
and the turmoil it inevitably brings in its
wake. I knew if I ever was to find surcease
from it I must find it within myself though
it meant compromise. I realized traveling in
itself was only a stop-gap, a temporary
medicine that was effecting no permanent
cure for what ailed me. I finally acknowledged that getting everything I wanted,
satisfying all my whims was not the answer, for then I was worse off than before.
The very zvantiug of something is the stimulus that gives zest, color, and meaning to
life. To be able to buy whatever you want
solves nothing. I decided I was through
fighting something beyond my power to
whip.
That, inIt turn,
—compromise.
was left
futilebuttoone
trycourse
to run
away from myself ; the solution to my problem would have to come from within me.
"I found I secretly coveted the friendly
fellowship of men and women and since
they had shown they were willing to give
it to me, I alone must answer to myself for
the lack of it ; that I must give my share
in order to receive a like amount ; that
since I alone had built the wall of reserve
around me, by the same token I alone could
destroy that wall.
"I admitted in all fairness that the interest of the fans and others in my private
life need not be construed as a prying
nosiness but as flattering evidence of their
warm regard for me as a person as well as
an actor ; and while part of that interest
still might seem exaggerated to me, none
the less it sprang from good-will. I defined my concept of happiness as threefold :financial security enough for creature
comforts ; contentment in love ; and pride
andThesatisfaction
last three inhework."
already had or were
within his grasp. The others he knew he
must find for the first time. Experience had
proved they did not lay at the end of any
of the blind alleys he had been following,
and so he set for himself a new and
straighter course. He put the theories into
practice. It was not easy at first, nor did
he expect it would be. But he has won.
A changed, happier Brent is the result.
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Miss June Rothe, TWA air
hostess, has learned to serve
a 7-COUrse meal — alone — to
21 people traveling at 200
miles per hour! Charm,

Whitney Bourne's luxurious
New York apartment is the
meeting place of society and
the ai ls. She spends a great
deal of time in Hollywood
where she follows a career
in the movies.

BUT

BOTH

THEIR
SAME

limited
weight,
's training are other
job nurse
requirements

SKIN

GIVE
THIS

THOROUGH
CARE

QUESTION TO MISS BOURNE:
With a busy social life and a demanding career like yours, Miss
Bourne, how do you keep your
complexion so vibrant and fresh
looking?
ANSWER: "It's a matter of regular
skin care with Pond's 2 grand
Creams. To keep my skin clear
and glowing, I cleanse it thoroughly
with Pond's Cold Cream night
and morning. And, of course,
before fresh make-up."
QUESTION: Aren't the sudden
changes from California sun to
New York weather hard on your
skin?
ANSWER: "No, because my powder base — Pond's Vanishing Cream
— also serves as a marvelous protection against sun and wind and
weather. I always use it before
make-up! "

m
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QUESTION TO MISS ROTHE:
Does your appearance count very
heavily when you apply for a job
as air hostess, Miss Rothe?
ANSWER: "Yes— we needn't be
actually beautiful, but we mast
look attractive. I give my complexion the best care I know — with
Pond's
2 Creams.
I use my
Pond's
Cold Cream
to cleanse
skin,
help keep it soft and supple — and
Pond's Vanishing Cream to smooth
itQUESTION:
for powder."
Does using two Creams
seem to affect the way your
make-up goes on?
ANSWER: "Definitely! Cleansing
with Pond's Cold Cream freshens
my skin. Then a light, satiny film
of Pond's Vanishing Cream
smooths little roughnesses and
makes a perfect powder base. No
wonder make-up looks better!''
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after Lee. But she'd gone. Then I heard
what she was in jail for. A card cheat!
What a sucker I turned out to be.
I was off Lee good and plenty. Curves
are curves and all that but so is cheating.
And I can't stomach a cheat. Especially
when it's me she's been taking. So I wasn't
pleased when I got to the plantation next
day to find her rolling out of the baggage
car of our tin rattler. But there was nothing to do but let her stay until the next
train
pulledleft
out.inAndanother
that wouldn't
be until
the boat
week. But
you
couldn't kick a girl out into the jungle.
I got back my three hundred bucks,
though. I had to ruffle her up a bit to get
it, but I was sore. Jocko hadn't kicked in
with
given the
me thousand
a hundred heonpromised
account either.
when. I He'd
said
goodbye to him in town and let it go at that.
I took Lee over to Gloria's shack. I was
looking for an excuse to see Gloria again
anyway.
She's
Anderson's
been pretty
friendly
before wife
Jocko and
sentwe'd
me
to
the
swamps.
She's
a
nice
eyeful
herself,
Gloria is. I never could understand how

While Deanna Durbin was romancing for the screen in "It's A Date," her new film,
Betty Harrison, her stand-in, was finding real-life romance with Fred Reinecke, an
aviation engineer. Deanna is shown congratulating the happy pair after they told her
plans. Betty will retain her stand-in status after her marriage.
of their wedding

"Torrid Zone"
Continued -from page 25
to stay until the next boat left, and another
grand thrown in if I got Rosario before a
firing squad again. Not bad for a couple of
week's grind, so I gave in. Dough is dough
and could I spend a wad like that on the
Chicago cuties. Wow !
Jocko had some business to attend to so
I sauntered over to the dump they call a
hotel and hired me a room and bath. Then
just to get the taste of it outa my mouth
I dived into my suitcase and got out a bottle.
you don't
here hands
been down
If you've
out.
this hotel
the glasses
aboutnever
know
They throw in the rings gratis. You know
the kind of rings that come out with a bit
of soap and water.
I'd just come out of the bathroom where
I'd been rinsing it out when who should I
see closing the door to the balcony behind
her but the red-headed dame. She looked
like she'd swum the Atlantic. Her clothes
stuck to her like they were glued on and
I saw a couple of curves that had escaped
me before. The way that chassis went in
and out in- all the right 'places was something. But I didn't want her to know it was
getting me.
"Raining out?" I asked casually.
"I didn't notice," says she, just as calm
as you please, but. her lips were chattering
and she didn't say no to the slug I handed
her.
"Thought you were on the boat" I said.
"So did the captain," says she. "I didn't
like the suite they gave me. So when the
boat pulled out in the harbor I got a headache, and the cluck who was playing watchdog took me for a walk around the deck.
First thing I knew the clumsy lug tripped
over one of my feet."
"I get it. He fell so hard, he knocked you
overboard." I gave her the wink.
"That swim back wasn't any picnic. I'm
not Johnny Weissmuller."
"Nobody's going to argue about that,"
says I, liking what I saw of her more and
more. "What happens now ?"
"Well, the ship's probably radioed back,
so the cops will be looking for me," she said.
"I thought you might put me up for awhile.
I don't know anyone else to turn to. You're
76

the first guy here who didn't try to boot

if this was a dream I didn't ever
around."
me Boy,
want to wake up. "Here," says I, tossing
her my bathrobe. "You better get out of that
this isn't
understan
But you
bath.larger
shower
of thed Waldorf.
suites
of the
one
What I mean is, there's only one bed." She
started to get mad at that so I hurried on.
"What I'm getting at is that someone's
going to have to sleep on the floor."
the another
time she'd
put Ionfound
the bathrobe
andBy had
drink
out her
name was Lee Donley. She was a bit mysterious about other things though, and I
admit I w:as surprised when she picked up
my deck of cards to see how she shuffled
them. Her technique was as good as her
figure. It was then I saw the ring she was
wearing. It was mine, the one Rosario had
taken from me.
I knew they'd held her in the jail till
the boat left and by that time I figured
she'd met Rosario. Things are a bit informal in our jail house. But when I mentioned his name she didn't bat an eyelash.
"Nice looking ring you got," I told her.
"Tell you what I'll do. I'll cut you cards
for it. If I win the ring's mine and if you
win,
whatit. about
twenty
bucks?"
She well
fell— for
But after
I saw
her luck
I knew it was me that had fallen. The luck
that girl had. Before we were through she'd
won my roll, three hundred smackers.
No girl's worth that dough. I didn't like
it. "I'm turning in," I says, starting to take
off my shirt.
"Me too," she agrees and before I could
stop her she'd started to dive under the
mosquito netting draped around the bed.
"Not in that bed," says I. "I said someone's going
sleep three
on thehundred
floor — that's
You can
useto that
bucks you.
for
a pillow and watch out for the splinters."
She musta been reading about Sir Galahad the look she gives me. But I just turns
over on my side and goes to sleep. And I'm
lost to the world until I think there's been
an
earthquake
the way someone's banging
at my
door.
It was those cute musical comedy cops

Anderson got that cute dish.
Those girls hated each other at first sight.
They looked like a couple of fighters eyeing each other before the bell.
"She goes back to Puerto Aguilar with
the next load of bananas," I said. "Can you
put"Oh,
her Iupsuppose
until then?"
we can find room for her
somewhere," Gloria said, looking as if I'd
asked her to give hospitality to a scorpion.
"Don't strain yourself" says Lee pert as
ever. "I can always sleep in a tree."
"Hereditary, I guess," snaps Gloria.
By the sound of it you know those girls
didn't get together on a tea party. It was a
good thing for Lee that Jocko was still in
town. But it gave me a laugh when he
called me up on the phone telling me how
him and the police was looking for her all
over town.
Gloria and me took up where we left off
which was plenty. And one night when I
strolled out to her shack I found her on
the porch and her eyes looked all puffed as
if she'd been crying.
"I can't stand it here another day," she
said. "I married that guy thinking South
America would be romantic. If a mug like
you hadn't come along I wouldn't have
And she threw her arms around me and
kissed me and I sizzled. She is cute and
she smelt
sweet
anyway
I've Ialways
been
a sucker
for and
dames.
Suddenly
heard
stayed."
a laugh and there stood Lee at the door in
one of Gloria's nighties.
"I understand the Chicago fire started
from something like this," she said.
"That was caused by a cow," I told her,
giving her a dirty look.
"Yeah, I know." She laughed and looked
at Gloria who burned plenty. "I was trying to cool off but I can see it's much
hotter out here." She started to go and then
she turned and grinned at me. "You'd look
pretty funny with one of Anderson's bullets
nailed
to yoursheback
porch."
Evidently
thought
that was the note
to leave on for she went in banging the door
behind her. Gloria was all for going on with
our little interlude but I'd kinda lost the
taste for it. But I had to be chivalrous and
play
up toLee.
her. She was a lady, wasn't she?
Not like
"Nick, you've got to take me back to the
States
Gloria
said.
Just with
then you,"
I spotted
Anderson
coming up
the path and I edged away, making it in
something under a second.
"I haven't intruded on anything private,
I hope," Anderson sneered.
"Not at all," Gloria said innocently,
and went in the house. Anderson and I
went in too and when he saw me in the
light he suddenly leaned over and mopped
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FOR

SMART

FASHION

CREATORS

The gcyesf fingertips — in
the gayest places this
spring — will be wearing
creators
prophesy!
Cutex, smart
fashion

Dancing in harmony! The
latest in evening frou-frou
. . . the latest in Cutex
nail tones — romantic,
glamorous, heartbreakingly
feminine.

smartest, longest fingertips will be wearing Cutex Salon Polish this spring, smart
fashion creators prophesy. In Cutex shades,
THE

Guaranteed to wear longer than
any polish you've ever worn . . .
or your money back.
If the new Cutex Salon Polish doesn't
wear longer than any polish you've
ever used, simply return the bottle
to us and we will cheerfully refund
your original purchase price! (Off er
good during 1940 only.) Buy a
bottle of Cutex Salon Polish today
— at any toilet-goods counter.

they predict, you'll find the right answer to
what to wear with every fabric color from deepest "Storm Cloud" shades to palest nude pink
. . . With Royal Air Force blue, Legion red,
Scandinavian green, Chinese tea . . . And the
newest neutrals — Turtle gray, putty, greige.

GADABOUT: Vivid blue -red to go places
with your dashing
hooded-head
gowns. new exposed-midriff,

It's smart to wear Cutex, too — the fashion
oracles say — because it gives your nails that
all-important well-groomed look. For flair and
wear — -choose the new Cutex Salon Polish this
spring!
Northam Warren Corporation, 191 Hudson St., New York

HIJINKS: Red-red — just what you'll want
with the new military influence — braid,
cockades, "uniform" pockets.
CEDARWOOD: Mauvy-rose flattery to
feminize man-tailored toppers and suits.
OLD ROSE: Rich rose — an added romanhat.
tic touch with your innocent off-the-face
CLOVER: Deep winy red to tone down
fabrics.
your noisy plaids, stripes, checkerboard

new

CUTEX

S^CP^A
SCREENLAND

LAUREL: Rambler pink — delicate, young.
Perfect with your new pinafore frocks.
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Gone
The
SPECIAL

With
Wind

MOVIE

EDITION

> COMPLETE, UNABRIDGED <
With 14 pages of gorgeous pictures
in technicolor from the film !
1,000,000
copies sold
at $3.00!
0nly6<}e!
On sale wherever books are sold;
if your local dealer can't supply
you, mail us this coupon.

The Macmillan Co.,
CO Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C.
Send me
copies of GONE
WITH THE WIND (Movie
Edition) at 69c
Name
Address
..State
City
□ cash enclosed

□ C.O.D.
Len Weissman

BUNIONS
Enlarged or Tender
Joints. Quick Relief!
Stop suffering! Get New
Super- Soft Dr. Scholl's
Zino-pads.Lift shoepressure. Soothe, cushion
the sensitive area. 630%
softer
come than
off inbefore!
bath. Don't
Cost
but a trifle. At all Drug,
Shoe, Dept. stores,
Toilet Goods counters.

Di r Scholl's Zinopads
SONG POEM WRITERS
out- S
free inspiring forbooklet
diS^SS
SAmL^Bt
Irot^K^^KStL ■I Wr'tG
''nin9 *oropportunities
songwriters.
ALLIED MUSIC, amateur
INC. ■H
Dept. 10, Box 507, Cincinnati, Ohio
GIVE

YOUR

LIVER

LAZY

THIS

"NUDGE"
GENTLE
Follow
Noted Ohio Doctor's Advice
To Feel "Tip-Top" In Morning!
If liver bile doesn't flow freely every day into
your intestines — constipation with its headaches and that "half-alive" feeling often result.
So step up that liver bile and see how much
better you should feel! Just try Dr. Edwards'
Olive Tablets used so successfully for years by
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The most widely discussed book of modern times, "Gone With the Wind," by Margaret Mitchell, received overwhelming honors at the 12th annual dinner of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. The film version was awarded
eight of the prizes, with David O. Selznick taking the producer's trophy, and
Vivien Leigh winning the best performance
award for her interpretation of Scarlett.
his handkerchief across my mouth and it
came away smeared with red.
"Do you always use that shade of lipstick?" he asked. "I always tell Gloria she
uses
too much."
There
it was, high, wide and handsome,
and not a thing I could say. And I have
to admit Lee saved me from that one. She'd
come in carrying a plate of sandwiches.
"That's my lipstick," she said cool and
collected. "And I don't use too much."
I could have laughed to see Anderson's
jaw
fingerhanging.
at me. When he'd gone Lee shook her
"You're a big boy now," she says. "You
should know about lipstick. Have a sandI took one even if I was sore at the way
she was
"Why don't you get in
wich ?" laughing.
your cracker
box and go to bed?" I asked.
"Now look here," she said getting sore
herself. "I just saved you from being the
heavy in a nasty little bedtime story. I don't
know why I bothered. And I wish you'd
stop pushing me around. What do you
think I've got? Smallpox?"
"Whatever it is, I don't want to catch it,"
I said me
as out
I walked
away.spotI admit
helped
of a tough
but did she'd
that
mean I'd have to be pals with a card shark?
Not on my three hundred bucks !
I was right, too. That dame sure was
a sucker for trouble. The very next morning I was walking along the river with
Wally, who's second man under Jocko,
when who should I see swimming along
but Lee. That river's alive with alligators.
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"Get out of there !" I yelled. But she only
grinned.
"Come on in, the water's fine," she
laughed. "Just like Coney Island only not
got plenty of company in there, sisso "You
crowded."
ter," Iwarned her. "Alligators !"
I didn't need to say anything else. Two
alligators, big, brutal ones were heading
towards her. She looked at them and tried
to
scream.
couldn't
evenButyip.she was so paralyzed she
I whipped out my gun and got one. Wally
shot off his too and I dived in after her.
It wasn't any picnic dragging her back to
shore with Wally's bullets whizzing around
us and the alligator snapping at our heels.
She was game enough in the river, then
when
I got onher meon ! land
if she her
didn't
keel over
I picked
up goandandI
gotta admit I went a bit soft over her again
looking down at her in my arms with her
red hair falling like a fan. She'd rigged
up some sort of bathing suit out of an old
pair of slacks and she'd cut 'em so short
they hardly concealed a thing. And the feel
of her, close like that, sent shivers down
my back.
You butwouldn't
look
like that
she did,think
like aLee
littlecould
kid
sorta helpless and forlorn. I guess it was
my protective instinct she appealed to.
Suddenly I felt her wriggling in my arms
and
smiled
like a and
siren.sighed
"Am as
I heavy?"
she she
asked
sweetly,
if she
was enjoying it. "What are you thinking
about?" she asked.
I was sure she'd been faking. That she'd
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those tiny flakes of older skin that can
"smother"

your new-born

Beauty!

EVERY TIME the clock ticks— every time you breathe— your
new skin is crowding eagerly upward, outward— and soon
will make its bow before all the world— in new glory and new
glamour, if you will do your part!
Why let your new skin be "born under a cloud," asks Lady
Esther— when it can be flattering— can make you look a little
younger, fresher, lovelier? Yes, each coming generation of
your skin can bring you a new-born beauty— if—
If only you will let my 4-Purpose Cream help you to remove—tenderly and gently— those almost invisible flakes of
worn-out skin beclouding your complexion today— concealing the glory of your new skin !
For those tiny flakes of worn-out skin are the thieves that
steal your beauty. Feel with your fingertips now the little
rough spots they leave on your face. They can make you look
older, for they keep even the finest powder from going on
smoothly— give you a lifeless, drab complexion!
My 4-Purpose Cream permeates those flakes. Soothingly
and gently it whisks them all away— loosens embedded impurities—cleanses thevery apertures of your pores— helps your
skin to be smoother— lovelier— younger-looking.
Ask Your Doctor About Your Face Cream
If he's a specialist on the skin— all the better ! Follow his advice if you have a vitamin deficiency. He will be a strange
physician indeed if he tells you to try and push anything like
vitamins or hormones into your skin via your face cream!
Ask him if every word Lady Esther says isn't absolutely
true— that her cream removes the dirt, impurities, and wornout skin beclouding your new, young skin about to be born !
Then try my face cream at my expense. Continue using it
twice a day or oftener for two weeks. See if your powder
doesn't look lovelier day by day. See the glamour of your newborn skin as my cream helps you keep your Accent on Youth!
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Lady Esther, 7162 West 65th St., Chicago, 111.

The Miracle
of Reborn Skin
Your skin is constantly
wearing out— drying up —
flaking off almost invisibly. But it is immediately
replaced by new-born skin
I —always crowding upward
I and outward. Lady Esther
I says you can help make
I each rebirth of your skin
I a true Rebirth of Beauty!
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She's thrilled with
the traditional symbol of the engagement
. . . her beautiful,
genuine registered
Keepsake Diamond
Ring.

ARDMORE Set $79.75
Engagement ring $50.00

HUDSON Set $139.75
Engagement ring $100.00

BROOKLINE Set $200.00
Engagement ring $150.00

Keepsake Diamond Rings, A. H. Pond Co., Inc.
[ 214 S. Warren Sr., Syracuse, N. Y.
. Please send me rhe valuable book, "Etiquette of the EngageI ment and Wedding." I enclose 10c to cover mailing expense.
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I've Lost!
Now you can slim down
your face and figure without strict dieting or backbreaking exercises. Just «at
sensibly and take 4 Marmola Tablets a day, according to the directions.
Marmola Tablets have been
sold to the public for more
than thirty years. More than
twenty million boxes have
been distributed during that period.
Marmola is not intended as a cure-all for all
ailments. This advertisement is intended only for
fat persons who are normal and healthy otherwise
and whose fatness is caused by a reduction in the
secretion from the thyroid gland (hypo-thyroidism) with accompanying subnormal metabolic
rates. No other representation is made as to this
treatment except under these conditions and according to the dosage as recommended.
We do not make any diagnosis as that is the
function of your physician, who must be consulted for that purpose. The formula is included in
every package. Start with Marmola today and win
the slender lovely figure that is rightfully yours.

My hunch was right and we fought it
out in the jungle. Our guns blazed and
we let them have it plenty. But there's one
thing
that isyou've
that hegotta
can admit
take it,about
too. Rosario
I wished and
he
was on our side instead of against us. And
afterward when I shot at him and hit him
I was almost sorry to see him go down
as the rest of the gang got on their horses
and scrammed.
But I wasn't as sorry as I was when I
went over to him and saw it wasn't Rosario
after all but one of his greaseballs. There
were a few men lying dead there but none
of them was Rosario. He'd hoodwinked me
plenty changing sombreros with one of his
men. His was extra fancy with its silver
trimming and leather bands.
I'd been plugged in the shoulder but I
didn't realize it until, I saw the blood trailing down my arm. I hated to go back to
camp but my shooting arm was useless.
Gloria came running over to me when she
saw me and Lee was back of her.
"Nick, are you all right?" Gloria asked
and it did me good to hear how upset she
sounded over my arm.
But Lee just looked at me and grinned.
"You look ready for a fast trade-in to me,"
she flipped. "What happened? A mosquito
~1

The Keepsake Certificate of quality and
registration permits
you to choose with
confidence of quality
and value.
Ask your jeweler to
show you these distinguished new Keepsake matched sets for
every taste and purse.
Extended payments
can usually be arranged.
Romance
Ahead ?
Send Coupon or write
for the book — for coming
brides and grooms.
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taken me again. "I'm thinking I should
have rescued the alligator," I said and I
dumped her. She fell on her rear with a
thud and I stalked off without another look
at her.
There wasn't much time to think of her
after that. I didn't even give Gloria a
second thought these days for there was
trouble. Rosario was riding again. And
when that baby rides, you sure know
about it !
Anderson came up against him once and
he' had a gang of men with him, all with
guns in their belts. But Anderson is yellow.
He turned heel and didn't spare the horses
getting back to camp. But when Rosario's
gang blew up the bridge the train crosses
to get to town I had a pretty good hunch
where to find him. So I set out with a gang
of men,
take
it. all of 'em hand picked and able to

"Nick," Gloria said ignoring her, "get in
the house and let me fix that shoulder up."
Lee snorted as she followed us in. "A
touching
bite?" little drama entitled, 'The Nurse's
Curse,' or 'Florence Nightingale Among the
Bananas,' " she said, but neither of us paid
any attention to her. "I'll be more practical
and mix you a drink. I could stand one myself. Ididn't sleej> well last night."
"Why not?" I asked her. I had to say
something to keep from yelling at the way
Gloria was digging into my arm.
"I was worried about you," she said, giving me a look that would have made my
heart turn a cartwheel if it had come from
anybody else.
"Stop cooking with gas," I snapped at
her. "Why should you worry about me?"
"I've been wondering about that myself,"
she said. Then she came over to us and
pushed
Gloriaamputations.
out of the Let
way.me "Ilook
neverat
could stand
him. Why don't you get off in a corner and
practice on your finger nails awhile?"
I was fed up with the two of them but
even so I had to admit that Lee knew how
to make a man feel comfortable. Her
fingers were as light as fluff as she worked
on me. She didn't hurt a bit.
The next morning I woke up late and
I was still groggy from sleep when who
walks into my room but Jocko. "Good
morning, dearie," he sneered. "Would you
like your breakfast served in bed? What
are you doing, rehearsing for the Chicago
"That does it !" I said. "I'm blowing. I'm
going back to town and sleep for forty-eight
hours. You capture Rosario and for my
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money you can shove him in your hope
He saw he'd gone too far and tried some
of his old soft soap on me. But it didn't go.
I was going to Chicago and nothing could
stop me. I got out of bed and threw some
clothes
chest." on and packed my bag with him
standing there still trying to argue me into
staying. Then Gloria blew into the room.
"You can't go like this," she said. "What
"Meet me in Chicago," I told her. I was
me?"
fed
with ather.
Fed uponewith
all dames.
I'd
aboutup look
never
another
as long
as I live
so help me !
"Lee's taking that train," she said burned
to a crisp. "You wouldn't leave without
Jocko
as if inhe'd
He
went
out got
with upmurder
his been
eye andshot.
I after
him,
after with
me. him,
I didn't
want and
to seeGloria
even tagged
Lee wrestle
the
mood he was in. He bellowed to someone
as we started toward the cabin where
Gloria had exiled Lee last night, though 1
didn't know it until then. Rodriguez came
up to him and it gave me a laugh to see
Jockoher."
had brought his musical comedy cop
along.
Rosario A! fat chance he'd have against
Well, we bust into the cabin and Lee was
sitting there as calm as could be playing
solitaire. But I saw two piles of chips on
the table and a gun and holster lying on
the floor. I knew she wasn't alone and I
knewbeen
my right.
hunch she'd met Rosario in jail
had
Rodriguez let out a yell that could be
heard in the States when he saw the gun.
It was the one Rosario had copped from
him when he escaped. There was only one
place he could be hiding and that was the
closet, and when Rodriguez started countingpointing his gun at the door, Rosario steps
out.
We got him up to the main house and
Jocko was talking big about me. and Lee
being under arrest too when suddenly he
stops. The house was surrounded by
Rosario's men and there was a gun at every
window.
Jocko was plenty scared. He handed me
over the nine hundred bucks he owed me
on the spot knowing Rosario would do just
what he did, put it in his pocket. But it
didn't turn out to be the bribe Jocko thought
it would be. Rosario told him in the pleasantest voice I'd ever heard from a man with
murder in his heart that he was going to
shoot him. Then he turned to Lee.
"Senorita, you are coming with me," he
said
a sweeping
bow. "We
have
a lotgiving
of funhertogether.
I teach
you three
important things. I teach you how to ride,

11 teach you love, and I teach you some
I more how to plav poker."
I could have laughed at that if I hadn't
and
I seen Lee's face. It was so innocent
sweet. Then I remembered the pile of poker
I chips on the table in her cabin and how
much bigger it was than the one in front
been pretending she didn't
of her.howShe'd
to play. That was clear. And I
I know
wondered what her game was. But the rest
of it made me see red. And I don't mean
j Lee's hair !
"If you think you can hijack her, you're
screwy." I doubled up my fists. If anyone
had told me I could ever feel that way
about Lee I'd have thought they were
I screwballs. But I did. I felt my heart go
down in my shoes at the thought of her
going with Rosario or any man !
Rosario didn't like my butting in and
told me to stand against the wall with
Jocko, that he was shooting me too. Gloria
et out a scream at that but Lee didn't bat
m eyelash.
"Look, Rosey," she said. "I think you're
a swell guy but I'm a home gal at heart.
What fun would it be for you to take away
a girl who doesn't want to go with you?
That isn't what I've heard about you Latin
lovers. Now, you're a poker player, aren't
you r
"I am definitely, positively the card poker
player who can't be beat," he said beaming
at her. "Maybe perhaps the best in the
whole world."
"Okay," said Lee. "Here's the proposition.
We play one hand of draw poker. If you
win you can knock off both these clucks
and I go with you. And if I win I don't go,
you leave these guys alone and take your
gang and beat it."
"I am too good for you," Rosario grinned.
"Anyway, why should 1 play for a pot I
have won already ?"
"There's a difference between a lady who's
agreeable
out to him.and one who isn't," Lee pointed
He couldn't argue that one and he was so
sure of himself he agreed. Lee dealt the
cards. From where we stood we could see
both their hands. He'd drawn three jacks,
a nine and a four and Lee had a complete
bust, a deuce, five, seven, ten and queen.
Jocko's teeth chattered, he was so scared.
And I admit I shook a bit when Lee announced she was playing her hand. Rosario
drew two and snagged another jack.
He slapped 'em down on the table and
Lee smiled. "I'm afraid you have to go by
yourself, greaseball," she announced. She
lay down her hand and how she'd gotten
them I'll never know but she'd bagged four
queens. Sometimes I don't mind a girl
knowing a bit about cheating at cards, at
that.
I must say this for Rosario. He comes
of sporting- stock. He shrugged his shoulders and smiled as he got up.
"Unlucky at cards, unlucky at love," he
said. "Actually, Senorita, it is you who
have had bad luck, because now you will
never know the joy of Rosario making love
to you. And you, Senor, some things you
see clear, but some things you see like mud
in your eye. You fool around with this
squeak-pip," he glowered at Gloria, "and
all the time, hanging right under your nose,
is a fine lady who is in love with you,
maybe perhaps ?"
"Don't you think you ought to let me
propose to him myself?" Lee said then.
At first I thought she was only wisecracking. But that was before I saw the look
in her eyes and it's never left them yet even
though she's settled down on the plantation
now with her husband. That's me, of course,
and we've turned into one of those married
couples that don't look for any excitement
except making love.
Yeah, I stayed, all right. I couldn't leave
a pal like Jocko in the lurch — could I?
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a wundcrkind. When he covers himself
with glory — at which moments he's most
likely to duck his head as if in shame —
they exchange a congratulatory handshake.
When he perpetrates an outrage, they turn
on him what Kieran calls the twelve-pound
sneer.
The tall, purposeful-looking gentleman
in horn-rimmed glasses who sits near Fadiman and clocks the program is Dan Golenpaul, from whose brow this Minerva of the
airwaves sprang. He is a radio producer
and director, who whips up ideas to sell
to the networks. He has fathered other
programs, some moderately successful, none
to compare in bouncing vitality with his
youngest. He will tell you it was his
feeling for the underdog that got him
started. On all the popular quizzes, Mr.
and Mrs. Average Citizen acted as guinea
pigs from omniscient Dr. Thises and Professor Thats. Why not let Average Citizen, in mass, form a questioning body for
a change to take cracks at a so-called
board of experts?
NBC sniffed. Show us an expert, they

Here's one of the very first scenes from "If I Had My Way,"
which co-stars Bing Crosby and Gloria Jean, the I 1-year-old
singing star who was introduced to the screen in "The Under-Pup."

Time

to

Meet

the

Experts!

Continued from page 3 I
one rule. "You may have an answer on
the tip of your tongue. If you let it slip
off,
it's which
likely to
be caught
by one
of thea
mikes,
would
give our
listeners
poor idea of these gentlemen who are paid
small sums of money for their information— which you, after all, are not. So we
ask you to hoard your knowledge till nine
o'clock. Yon may then depart, congratulating yourselves on being so much smarter
than we are." In acknowledgment of either
his flattery or his irony, the audience
titters.
He then proceeds to introduce the experts : Oscar Levant, bi-weekly repeater
and bad boy, e}'es mournful in his swarthy
billiken face ; burly Christopher Morley.
the guest, who reminds you of Benjamin
Franklin, either because of his air of
serene benevolence or because his hair,
worn rather long, is brushed back from
the forehead and behind the ears, as in
photographs of Ben ; Adams and Kieran,
the regulars — Adams sad and saturnine
looking, till he breaks wide open in a
grin ; Kieran small and spry like a leprechaun, his bald spot fringed in white, his
ruddy face alive with humor. Levant
looks pained under the formality of presentation, Morley looks pleasant. Kieran
applauds for himself, while Adams hisses
him.
"Have I slighted someone?" Fadiman
inquires.
else do you
John?"
Kieran "What
runs a meditative
handdo, over
his
scalp.
"He tries," booms Adams, "to think he's
got enough hair to smooth."
The questions start popping, and the
banter pops with them. Levant's hand goes
up with a quirk of two fingers. His face
is a brooding mask most of the time, and
he smiles as if under duress, lips tight.
Adams' mobile features mirror the goings82

on. Morley is deliberate. He removes his
glasses, blinks, and restores them, while
a question almost gets away. But he flags
it in time. "I'm a little bashful," he explains.
"You don't say !" Kieran peers at him
in solicitude. "When did that happen,
Chris?" Except when in action, Kieran
keeps his hands on the table, and his eyes
on his hands. His arm goes up smartly.
In moments of urgency, his fingers snap.
Morley answers a question without signalling first. "Don't forget the hands, gentlemen. As in a classroom, you know. I
won't manmisunderstand
the gesture," Fadiassures them gravely.
happen
he "How
demandsdidofyou
Adams,
who tohasknow
just that?"
solved
a sticker. Adams, about to reply, bethinks
himself that it's not the Gestapo he's facing. "Don't ask me how I know things,"
he growls. "Watch," says Fadiman, "how
meek he gets at eight thirty."
At a given signal, he states without emphasis, "We're on the air in fifteen seconds." Adams lifts his head, as a charger
scenting battle, Levant squirms, Morley
removes his glasses, Kieran continues to
contemplate his hands. Cross steps to the
mike, and this is where you horn in.
Actually, they are only a shade less
casual on the air than off, though casual
is hardly the word to apply at any time
to Levant, who is supercharged with nerves
like a highstrung horse. Let us say, then,
that he remains uninhibited or, more accurately still, defies his inhibitions to trammel him. He seems now and then bewildered by his own pyrotechnics, and will
turn in confusion to Fadiman or Kieran
or Adams with a look that plainly cries,
"Get me out of this." The latter two regard him with the mingled awe and exasperation bestowed by reasonable adults on

said, who'd be fool enough to lay himself wide open. Golenpaul consulted friends
and strangers, scholars and men in the
street, emerging heartened by the assurance that the plan might click, provided
(a) that the questions were fair, edited
by a board aware of the pitfalls, difficult
enough to challenge the wits of the experts, not so technical as to fall outside
the lic scope
of the program's
pub; and provided
(b) thatpotential
the experts
were well-informed generally, wore no
stuffing in their shirts, could bandy language and take their blunders in stride.
Various candidates were suggested —
Adams of the Conning Tower among
them, as a connoisseur of the American
scene, an omniverous reader who retained
everything he read, a verbal swordsman
trained in the ruthless school of Woollcott, Kaufman, Ferber et al. "You'd be
great on the air, Frank," an agent had
told him. "I'm going to put your name in
my files." "You remind me," said Frank,
"of a city editor." It was through the
him.
agent,
however, that Golenpaul reached
"I've got an idea for this question business the other way." He sketched it in
brief. "Would you let yourself in for
something
like I've
that?"been doing it all my
"Why not?
Of the present board, only Adams and
Fadiman graced the initial tryout. Adams
says he was picked because he had the
loudest voice. Fadiman had had previous
radio experience, as a book reviewer and
on The listeners,
Magic Key.
He'shesure
had
twelve
because
got hetwelve
cards,
life."saying he was terrible. The thirteenth listener didn't write him a card,
but stored the memory of his voice into a
mental cubbyhole. That was Golenpaul.
He met Fadiman on the bus one morning.
"I've been meaning to phone you. I've got
"At the studio," says Fadiman, "they
shoved a lot of cards into my hand, I
an idea."
read
'em, and found presently that I had
a job. One of those breaks that always
goes to the other fellow. This time, surHe has prisingly,
severed
editorial
the otherhisfellow
was connection
me."
with Simon and Schuster. He continues
to write book reviews for The New
Yorker because he likes to write book
reviews. But radio is now his dearest love,
and promises to do as well by him as he's
done by it. We needn't point out that the
break wasn't as fortuitous as his modesty
would indicate. He slipped into his role as
sweetly as a hand into a glove. An agreeable voice was only a first requisite. He
had the others as well. Genial, urbane,

he can still loose a shaft with the best of
them. He keeps the divertisement going
on a stead\- keel. His temper is even, his
humor tolerant. He can smooth the edge
of an awkward moment, and he brings an
almost judicial calm to the settling of disputes. He's fair, knows when to yield a
point, but won't let the boys get away
with murder. He's their favorite teacher.
That first audition broke the moguls
of NBC down. It ran three hours, and
the audience yelled for more. Information,
Please was scheduled as a sustaining program, with Fadiman, Adams, and three
variables. "Who else would be good?"
Golenpaul asked F.P.A. "John Kieran."
"Who's he?" "Writes the' best sports column in the U.S.A. is all." "Does he know
anything besides sports ?" Franklin showed
signs of a seizure which subsided by degrees. "Look, do me a favor. Call Kieran."
The phone rang in Kieran's office. "Do
you want to go on a radio program?"
"Certainly not." "Why not?" "I can't take
on any more work." "This isn't work, it's
fun." "I've heard that one before too."
"This time it's true. Will you come over
it?"
andBy try
his own account, Kieran is a weakminded
whoandcan't
say no.it He
over andperson
tried it,
by golly,
zuas went
fun.
First thing he knew, Golenpaul was sayhere." later. He was already a
ing, "Signcame
Levant
legend among the creative intelligentsia.
Kaufman and Hart commended him to
Golenpaul's attention. His knowledge of
music and his cheek were both incredible,
and both assets. He accepted the bid
avidly, though he swears he was frightened and still is. Eventually he became
an every-other-week fixture. The rumor
that Golenpaul staggers him out of regard for his own blood pressure is false.
He thinks a guest and a half a week pro-
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vides the right leaven of unexpectedness.
The program ran for six months without a sponsor. Many auditioned and nixed
it
as
highbrow.They
The were
experts
weren't
greatlytooconcerned.
being
paid
for enjoying themselves. They felt that a
sponsor might inject highpressure methods. But they reckoned without Golenpaul,
who knew a good thing when he had it.
One of his conditions was : no change in
the mode of procedure. He owns the program. The experts are under contract to
him, and consider themselves blessed in
the torarrangement.
negotiain their interestsHe's
and a hisshrewd
own, and
they
trust him as a babe its mother. Adams
will tell you he's never read his contract.
"All / know," says Kieran, "is what I
see on my check. — Long live Golenpaul."
Canada Dry, off the air for seven years,
had been shopping for something nifty in
programs with which to launch a new
radio campaign. Their advertising agency
were by way of being iconoclasts, breaking loose from the sacred advertising
dogma that the average intelligence of
radio listeners, as of moviegoers, was that
of a twelve-year-old. They introduced
Canada Dry to Information, Please, and
the union soon followed. An agency for
a second national product, that had blown
hot and cold, came around the day after
the contract was signed. They were left
chewing their nails, in which futile activity they have since been joined by others
who watched with glazed eyes as the alleged twelve-year-old mind sent Information, Please soaring to second place in
the Crosley ratings. The experts were
gratified. Naturally. They are not so unworldly as to turn up their noses at money.
They decided to go out and get drunk on
Canada Dry.
Frederic Ullman, Jr., producer of Pathe
News — he looks like Laurence Olivier,

PETE
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girls — noted a phenomenon. Every morning
but Wednesday, his fellow-commuters
from Connecticut buried themselves in the
papers, or discussed business, the market
and the government. On Wednesdays such
trivia were laid aside. All the way in to
Grand Central Station they compared
eager notes on questions they could or
couldn't answer, howled over wisecracks
made on a certain quiz program, called
Information, Please. Mr. Ullman had never
heard it. He made it his business to listen
the following Tuesday. He phoned Dan
Golenpaul. Would Golenpaul sell the idea
to Pathe for movie shorts, acting as agent
for the guests involved? After weeks of
wrangling, Mr. Golenpaul did. The wrangling was mostly over money. Mr. Ullman
will attest to the experts' good fortune in
having lective
drawn
Mr. Golenpaul as their colbargainer.
As on the radio, the movies are unrehearsed. Frank Donovan, the director
shoots more than he needs. The film is
cut — not for correctness, but for laughs.
As Ullman points out, "If all we wanted
was right answers, we could hire four
good-looking fellows who'd learn the lines,
and we'd save money. You never know
what these birds are going to pull, wherein
liesWhen
their F.P.A.
value." observes in a movie that
he never goes to the movies, the line is
kept. "And a week later," chortles Ullman,
"I find that the fellow sitting next to me
in the loge is F.P.A., snickering at himself." Adams explains this as pure scientific curiosity. "They say the make-up and
lights can improve any face. I wanted to
see if they could. They can't. I was surprised, though, to hear my voice. It
sounded
perfectly
beautiful,"
firmly. Kieran
expected
nothingheof says
his
face, inured to it as he is by daily shaving. He, on the other hand, was horrified
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by his voice which he failed to recognize.
"It sounded like my brother's and I never
did like the way he talks."
A pleasant book-lined living room forms
the movie set. Each short is made in a
day and runs ten minutes, though they
may be lengthened by popular demand.
An invited audience is present, on the
theory that listeners pep the experts up.
The former are treated to the sight of
Levant having his hair combed, and
Morley lifting a docile face to the make-up
man's
powder topuff.
He says
sootheson him.
In addition
Morley,
the itguests
the
shorts made to date have been Rex Stout,
Gene Tunney, Clarence B. Kelland and
Deems Taylor.
Visual questions, barred on the air, can
be used in the movies. A dummy was
brought in, its physiognomy changing with
changing mustaches. Levant identified one
as "the Berchtesgaden kid." Another question featured a duck. Levant proffered
it a drink, but withdrew the glass hastily
as the creature stuck its neck out. "He
wanted to bite me," yelled Oscar. "More
likely the other way round," Kieran
grumbled giving the bird a consolatory
pat and pronouncing it "as amiable a duck
as Questions
ever I met."
for the movies are compiled
by Golenpaul and his editorial board, consisting of a playwright, a music critic, an
attorney, the heads of a university English
and history department. For the air program, they are supplied by the country at
large. Letters come in at the rate of ten
thousand a week, representing an approximate total of sixty thousand questions.
These are sifted by a staff of five readers,
who emerge with about two. hundred possibilities, which are then tackled by the
editors, singly and in conference. The
questions eventually selected are rephrased for the air, and turned over to
research men who check the answers.
• Whoever saw a "fashion plate" with rough, chapped Hps? Smart
lips must have the smooth sheen of glossy red
silk. So don't risk Lipstick Parching! Take advantage ofthe protection offered by Coty "SubDeb." This amazing Lipstick actually helps to
soften . . .while it brightens your lips with the
season's ultra -smart, ultra - brilliant colors!
THRILLING RANGE OF 9 SHADES!
You'll like the dramatic shades of "Sub-Deb"
Lipsticks! Newest of many grand shades is
Magnet Red . . . very dashing, very red.

Golenpaul's is the ultimate decision. He
picks the guests too.
Morley had to be shoved into his first
appearance. His wife, his daughters and
his secretary did the shoving. "After all,"
they reminded him, "you've got a book
coming out." "Kitty Foyle" would doubtless have been a best-seller on her own,
but Fadiman's plugging did her no harm.
If, in the movie, you detect about Morley
a suggestion of the cat who licked up the
cream,
it will
be because "Kitty" had just
been sold
to RKO.
Levant's best-seller, "A Smattering of
Ignorance," flowered directly from the
program. Smitten by the combination of
his personality and musical lore as revealed on the air, Doubleday Doran asked
him to write it. He has garnered tributes
still closer to his heart in the form of
invitations from symphony orchestras to
play with them. He is proud, terrified,
and suspicious. Profoundly skeptical by
instinct, he cocks a wary eye at fate. She
looks
smiling.more natural to him, scowling than
He says he doesn't mean to be fresh,
but is sometimes conscious of getting talkdrunk, as others get drunk on liquor,
which he doesn't use. Then he can't stop
himself. For days after the Eleanor Roosevelt gaff, he suffered torments of contrition, but an overdose of badgering restored his perspective. After all, the
answer had been conditioned by the question, which he had honestly misunderstood. He doesn't resent the discipline of
his colleagues — gets a kick, in fact, out of
being bawled
by F.P.A.he"He's
economic,
acid.outAnything
says sois terse,
O.K.
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with me. I've got a father complex about
His bride, June Gale of the movies,
listens to the program, but makes no comments. He says she has an instinct. He's
SCREENLAND
him."

been accused of going around looking
mad, in order to scare people. "I scare myself.— Howdarkly.
would you like to be me?" he
inquires
Kieran too has known his- embarrassingmoment. Some day he'd like to meet the
guy who dreamed up the one about
"when's your wife's birthday?" At that,
he got it within a day. But when he slunk
into the house that night via the kitchen,
the first sight to greet him was a placard
propped on the f rigidaire, red-lettered :
"SKUNK! TRAITOR!!" That was his
daughter's contribution. As for his wife,*
"It's a laugh," he says bitterly, "when she
tells it outside, but not such a laugh around
the house. I ought to be decorated as a
public benefactor. I've made every home
safe
for the
married him
man but
my own."
What
astonishes
is that
people
should be astonished by what has been
termed his encyclopedic mind. He con-

Elyse Knox,
one inofHollywood,
the most popular
models,
is now
and has artists'
joined
Brenda Joyce, Kay Aldridge and Nancy Kelly,
also former models, in a race for stardom.
siders himself no better informed than the
next one. He says Adams, the meticulist.
knows more than he does. "I may know it
faster, but he knows it better. He pulls
me up frequently, and he's always right.
I'll say this for myself. If you're just a
little faster than Frank Adams, you're
Hit or miss, they remain a nonchalant
pair, as well as they may be in the face
pretty
of
theirfast."
batting average. They note, with
appreciation of human nature, that for
every applauding "How did you know
that?" they get a hundred who cackle.
"Why elder
didn'tsons,
you know
the to
otner?"
two
allowed
stay Adam's
up till
nine on Tuesdays, alternate the latter
query with, "Why did you talk so much,
papa? You didn't give anyone else a
They're always a little surprised when
Fadiman starts his closing announcement
with, "Next week we'll have Mr. Kieran
chance."
and
Mr. Adams." Surprised that people
continue willing to tune in, and sponsors
to
while
they havehada circus.
"I
usedforkto out,
think
ballplayers
it pretty
soft," says Kieran, "getting dough to play
ball.
Nowthat
I know
what it's
"Gee
half hour
wentlike."
fast," says
Adams at the end of every broadcast.
"Gee," say the listeners. "Ditto !"
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happened), the French fleet was the group
of boats in one corner of the room. On a
chair was a soldier looking down at the
fleet. It was all part of a story. It was
very important that the soldier be just
where he was, on a corner of the chair — ■
otherwise it would spoil everything. The
soldier had to be looking at the enemy.
Unintentionally, a maid who was straightening up the room knocked down the
soldier. Johnny broke down and wept. He
had to put the soldier in the corner of the
chair again before he could recover his
composure.
He was heart-broken when he had to
travel to New York recently without his
toy elephant, Elmer, which he has treasured for many years. By this time Elmer,
who started out in life by being grey, is
absolutely black. Mrs. Countryman thought
it inadvisable to travel all over the country with Elmer.
"I'm sorry Elmer couldn't come," Johnny
told me, "but meet Browny Butterball Russell.'L He extended toward me the dark
brown hand of a somewhat worn-looking
teddy bear. "He is five years old today,"
he told me, "and he has been all over the
United States. He has traveled on trains
with me ever since he was born. Sometimes
I call him Winkus Tail. In my language
that means 'no tail.' "
Johnny reads omnivorously, preferring
books about pirates. He idolizes an uncle
named Rudy, who is twenty-six years old,
and who lived with Johnny and his mother
before he got married. Uncle Rudy knew
all about the Foreign Legion and Johnny
was fascinated when he talked about it.
Uncle Rudy also knew all about archeology
— and when Johnny wants to stump someone with the longest word he knows he
asks them if they know what archeology
is ; if they don't, he gives them the most
fascinating account of it. He will also sit
down and draw you a picture of any kind
of a mine from copper to gold, explaining
each detail to you.
He whistles proficiently, sleeps ten or
eleven hours every night, is mad for geography, adores subways, and loves to pretend
he's a director and give orders just like a
real one. He also likes to mimic the electricians on the set and call out orders.
When he was working on "The Blue Bird"
the crew called him "the second assistant
director." The electricians taught him to
call out orders like "Light that Junior over
there," and "Bring this baby match up in
here." At a second's notice he can still
call out about a dozen orders. He also
knows the Greek alphabet, but it kind of
bores him to repeat it— for which I can't
blame him, can you ?
In spite of the fact that he is obviously
much more intelligent than any average
child of his age, he is very boyish. When
he and his mother were visiting relatives in
Iowa City recently, his mother took him
into a beauty parlor to have his hair
shampooed. This disturbed him. "What if
some boy should walk in here and see me?"
he demanded. "I'd just die."
When the operator began to press his
hair into definite waves, he was very much
upset and called for help. His mother came
running. "She's trying to put hilly bumps
in my hair," he said accusingly.
Johnny definitely doesn't want to be
pampered and says so. His mother, a very
wise woman who has studied psychology,
dietetics, and everything else that would
help her to bring up a little boy, doesn't
pamper him. He adores her — and if once

in a while he gives her valuable tips on
how to bring him up, that after all is what
any son as devoted as he would do. He is
extremely considerate. Out of his twentyfive cents a week allowance, he managed
to save up two dollars in his piggy bank.
He took it all out so that he could buy
a flower for his mother and suspenders for
his father.
They once gave him a bill fold. As any
sensible person realizes, the thing to put
into a bill fold is a bill. For a time Johnny
had a couple of real bills in his, but after
he spent them, he was stumped. Then it
occurred to him that if he couldn't have
real
money,
maybe
could to
have
money.
All he
wouldhe have
do "pretend"
would be
to draw one, five and ten dollar bills. But
he wasn't quite sure whether this would
be the right thing to do.
"Would that be counterfeiting?" he asked
his mother. She said no, it would be all
right, as long as he just kept the money in
the bill fold and didn't use it. So he drew
the money himself. He showed it to me
very proudly.
He is one star who adores autograph
seekers. When they are announced, he always says that he wants to see them, and
he generally spends a lot of time with
them. He also plays tick-tack-toe with them
and
wins.
doesn't
mind nearly
if he always
loses ; he
lost(But
quitehe often
to
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Uncle Rudy. As he himself admits, "I'm
no champion at tick-tack-toe.")
He never signs autographs just "Johnny
Russell." Even if the autograph seeker is a
complete stranger to him, Johnny signs it
"fondly," "with love," or "with best
wishes." "It's much better that way," he
explains. "And I have all the time in the
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Of course, now that he has scored his
big
success in "The Blue Bird," maybe he
world."
won't have "all the time in the world" any
more and adults may begin to try to protect him and his time a bit. Adults are
pretty dumb anyway, as anyone would
know after meeting a child like Johnny,
although he is much too polite to say so.
But his attitude toward things is much
more sensible than that of most adults. For
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instance, he visited Jane Withers' home
one day — and was very much excited about
the miniature city which Jane showed him.
Everything in the miniature city was in
proportion. Johnny liked that, for he loves
to have all his toys in proportion. After all,
he thinks it is ridiculous for a soldier to
be bigger than a cannon. He saw a real
cannon at the American Legion building
once,
he knows
it just
So Iand
asked
him if he
wouldisn't
likeso.to have
a miniature city like Jane's. "I would," he
said, "if it weren't so expensive. But we
can't afford anything like that. Some of
the price tags hadn't been taken off yet,
and I saw one of them for part of the set
—it was for $200."
To explain Johnny, you really have to
know the story of Johnny, his mother, and
Shirley Temple. After all, in every fan
story you should tell about the women in a
man's life and those are the two women in
his.
mother For
and father
wantedtheya
childJohnny's
passionately.
six years
prayed for one. Mrs. Countryman had
given up her job, an executive position
with a telephone company, in the hope that
a baby would come. When it didn't, she got
restless and went back to her job. Finally
she decided that since evidently it was
God's wish that she should not have a baby
of her own, she would adopt one. She was
SCREENLAND
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just on the point of adopting a baby when
she discovered she would have one after
all — and the baby was Johnny.
She says quite honestly that Johnny was
an answer to prayer. She also says that
she and her husband continually ask themselves what they have done to deserve a
boy like Johnny. Apparently Johnny has
heard her say something like that because
when a woman gushed over Johnny and
said to him, "What can I do to get a little
bov
like you?" he said quite gravely,
"Pray."
Johnny was born in Brooklyn, but when
he was very, very young, his mother and
father moved to Mount Vernon. His father
was and is art director for the Associated
Press. Just as any father would, he took
photographs and snapshots of Johnny and
showed them to his friends. They were impressed. Some of them were artists, and
beggedpictures.
Johnny'sBefore
fatherlong,
to let
him
their
Johnny
aregistered
favorite with
photographers'
model.
the John Powers

pose
for
became
He
was
agency,

with which usually only the most successful and talented models are registered. Before long, all of New York's leading photographers were telling Johnny's father
that is
he so
ought
to be ininpictures.
"When what
the
boy
wonderful
photographs,
would he be like on the screen!" they exclaimed.
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Nevertheless,
the Countrymans
react to the idea very
favorably. Butdidn't
Johnny
went to the movies and read about pictures
and wanted to see Hollywood. Mrs. Countryman could use a vacation. When Johnny
was four she decided to take him with her
on a trip West.
In California, everyone kept saying the
same thing. "Why isn't your little boy in
the movies?" Mr. Countryman had no objection. In fact, he is so grateful for having
a child like Johnny that he feels it's only
right to share Johnny with the world,
since way.
Johnny and the world both want it
that
A friend who was supposed to have an
"in" at M-G-M heard that they needed a
boy
was Then
actually
testedforand"Conquest."
fitted into Johnny
a costume.
the

DURA-GLOSS

powers-that-be at M-G-M decided that he
boy.
was too American-looking to play a French
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Mrs. Countryman took him to an agent.
Johnny gravely told about his experience
with "Conquest." The agent gasped. How
could a boy of four talk so well !
"Did you prompt him before he came
here?" he asked.
"No," said Mrs. Countryman truthfully.
"There are two qualities that are necessary for a child in pictures," said the agent.
"Intelligence and screen personality. Your
little boy obviously has intelligence. Now
we must see about the screen personality."
Republic took a chance on the boy, casting him as Allan Lane's son in "The Duke
Comes Back," a prize-fighting story. If you
saw it, you may remember Johnny »-as the
boy who took after his father, and also
wanted to be a prize-fighter. The critics
liked him and gave him flattering notices.
At 20th Century-Fox, Barbara Stanwyck
was
"Always
There
was
a partmaking
in it for
a little Goodbye."
boy who was
to play

color by the
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Barbara's son, and who as Johnny explains,
"was always buttin' in between Barbara
Stanwyck's
Cesar
love."
To
get the love
rightandboy,
theyRomero's
tested dozens
boy.
of them. Johnny, of course, was the right
After the picture was previewed, the
critics w^ere enchanted. They called Johnny
"a small boy you can't help but like" and
a child who "should interest a large audicontract.ence." 20th Century-Fox put him under
Barbara Stanwyck was also enchanted
with Johnny. She gave him a Snow White
book inscribed "To the nicest son I ever
SCREENLAND

Johnny played in a number of other pictures— in "Jesse James" as Tyrone Power's
son ; in "Five of a Kind," where he was
the boy who traveled to Canada to bring
the quintuplet puppies to the Quints ; in
Wa rners' "I Am Not Afraid," in "Prison
Break" at Universal, in "Mr. Smith Goes
To Washington," where he was a member
."Kibbee's family.
of His
Guy
hadoutstanding
memory seems to be of
Tyrone Power and of the puppies. He said
the cocker-spaniel puppies were so nice he
would have liked to have them for himself.
Of
Tyrone
said,a "In
the but
picture
he
seemed
to behe such
villain
he was
really so nice." He remembers the long
location trip to Noel, Missouri, and a
rather disagreeable little boy on the train
who kept calling Johnny names through
the transom on the bottom of the door. The
names were so bad he said he wouldn't
dream of repeating them. But they evidently disturbed him very much.
Because of his work, his father had to
stay in New York, and Uncle Rudy took
the 'place
father inorhis
life. But
there
were ofno a brothers
sisters.
One still
day
he saw the picture called "The Five Little
Peppers."
As heit watched
shone.
He
saw what
meant to it,behisa eyes
member
of
a large family. In his troubled heart he
wished it could be that way for him.
When he got home that day, his own home
seemed to him strangely silent in comparison with the noisy, joyous Pepper
home. He said wistfully, "Mother, I wish
we had a bigger family. I wish we had
So perhaps
some
children."it was Fate- which made it
possible for him to meet Shirley Temple,
who has taken the place in his life of the
big sister he never had. When Shirley was
making "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm"
they met for the first time. She had learned
a few Chinese sentences for her role in
"Stowaway." She saw Johnny on the set
and decided to try her Chinese on him.
"What are you, man or mouse?" she asked
in Chinese, then translated. "Why, neither,"
said Johnny. "I'm a little boy."
Later,' when Johnny was chosen for the
role
of Tyltyl
"The Blue
he and
Shirley
became in friends.
He Bird,"
liked her
for
her sense of fun, her love of make-believe,
her enjoyment of games between scenes.
One game
played game
together
in Shirley's
trailer
was they
a guessing
in which
Shirley would name some thing, and he would
have to name a thing found in it. For instance, ifshe said "desert" he had to say
"cactus" quick as a flash. The game was,
unfortunately, interrupted in the middle for
the comparatively unimportant business of
making another scene in the picture.
Shirley became very much attached to
Johnny and said she would like to adopt
him. He said he would like to adopt her.
She told him what her ambition was and
he confessed that he would like to be a
railroad engineer when he grew up, so he
could "see scenery as it goes by." His
mother says she hopes he won't pay so
much attention to the scenery that the train
will be wrecked.
Around New Year's Johnny heard adults
talking a good deal about their New Year
resolutions. "So I thought it would be a
good idea to make one myself. I used to
have thirty-seven girls. Now I just have
one — Shirley. I made a resolution on NewYear's that I'd have just one girl. She
seemed to me the perfect one."
His memories of "The Blue Bird" are
very vivid. He talked about them on the
"We the People" program. "I talked about
how exciting the scenes were ; about how
I was pretty scared in the forest scene because all the trees were falling down, and
there was so much thunder and lightning.
But Shirley Temple didn't say anything
about it, so I didn't say anything either."
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Continued from page 70

To this school came college girls, whose
of their "campus" appearmothers despaired
ance, unkempt, awkward, gauche. Came,
also, girls intelligent enough to realize they
must improve their appearance if they
hoped for a job, and movie stars and
middle-aged housewives, worn with work
and worry. The beautiful swan that grew
out of the" miscast duckling was something
to write home about. I was privileged to
see some amazing cases.
In this school, the pupils literally remade
themselves from the inside out. They
learned the simple, sensible diets_ that help
a good complexion, the sparkle in the eye
and vitality to spare. With diet and exercise, they slimmed down their figures or
built them up. Then they learned how to
keep that fine figure, largely through posture. I think few of us realize the vast
importance of posture. But hear what Miss
Delafield has to say about this later on.
These pupils learned how to care for their
hair, how to coif it to best advantage, how
to care for skin and how to make up. They
learned, too, and this is priceless knowledge, how to toss out of the window an
inferiority complex, how to be charming
people, because they had become charming
people. Word spread, and students came
from all over the country. But classes were
limited to thirty. The waiting list grew,
and there were too many who could stand
neither the absence from home nor the
additional cost of living in New York for
the course. The upshot of this was that the
school began to go to the pupils. By explicit
directions, they were taken step by step on
the way to success, exactly as they would
have been in the salon.
To find yourself with a waistline once
more ; to find a double chin that you
thought you could never part with erased
from your profile ; to feel that fine old
up-and-doing spirit and have friends ask
with wonder and admiration, "What have
you been doing to yourself?" is an unalloyed joy that all of us who have been
through a period of reconstruction know.
Miss Delafield is an ardent disciple of
good posture. She knows, that if you can
ever get your spine under control and in
good order, you have eliminated a number
of beauty worries from your life. If you
could ever stand off and look at your own
spine, you'd have due respect for it. You'd
see it as the foundation of you — twenty-six
little pieces of bone — extending from your
dainty! neck to your seating apparatus.
According to Miss Delafield, "Nine out
of ten women who are winners have perfect backs. For a perfect back, the spine
should hang in a straight line from behind
the ears. This results in better health, better looks, better spirit and mental alertness."
Miss Delafield cites Norma Shearer as an
excellent example of this perfect back type.
Because of this, Miss Delafield says she will
always look younger than she is and will
continue to be a winner. She says that
Helen Vinson, also, has perfect posture,
and for the same reason the young star,
Linda Darnell, will have a bright future
certainly until she is forty. With a correct
spine, Miss Delafield says the profile
always remains good. The head does not
gradually jut forward nor the chin sag —
both definite marks of middle-age. Further,
our mentor says these three stars will have
no double chin, no slipping of the body
and can go on and on to success, as they
choose to gauge it.
Perhaps you never thought that that
hidden bit of you, your spine, could be so

important, liut — it you were to take a
natural picture of yourself right now, a
front and a side view, do six weeks' of constructive .work on yourself, and then rephotograph yourself in the same position,
you might have a shock — a very pleasant
one. You might honestly say to yourself,
"How in the world did I ever manage as
I. was?" To get a quicker idea, however,
do a little wall work. Remove your shoes
and edge up to a wall, preferably without
a baseboard. Let the back of your head,
your shoulders, your buttocks and heels
touch this wall. Then push in with the
small of your back, trying to touch the
wall with it. If you have a nice, straight
back, maybe you can. If you have a lordosis
or sway back — and this is a weak back —
you
improve.
try wall
the
same can't,
test but
fromyouthecanfront.
FaceOrthe
and touch it, first with the tip of your
nose, your bosom, reaching up with it to
do this, and your toes. From whichever
position you assume, move from that wall
as you are and give yourself a good look
in your mirror. Quite an improvement, I
should say.
Were you to take this success course,
you would have some new and interesting
experiences, plus the happy revelation of
that
lovelythese
person
you've
keptForhidden
and
disguised
many
years.
example,
you might be surprised to learn just how
far you can stretch. You might be surprised to learn just how much you can
increase your height by correct standing.
You would shed a lot of your face top
skin, unveiling that nice, new, soft skin we
all have beneath. As Miss Delafield says,
"It's amazing how women hang onto their
skin." We ought to shed, you know, as the
animal kingdom does, hair, feathers, skin,
shells or whatever covers it. But humans
need special aid, and this you get. At times,
you would find yourself lying flat on your
bed, feet higher than your head, with a
soft, sweet cream on your face, making
you feel very luxurious and pampered. And
you
would
be pampered,
you'd be
letting
a special
position because
and preparation
give you the results of increased circulation
in your upper body and face, instead of
spending tedious minutes at patting, stroking or other manipulation. You would say
good-bye to ill-assorted foods, because you
would be told exactly what to eat and when.
I gather that a combination of ice-cream
and pickles, peanuts and chocolates are out.
Confusion as to the cosmetics or make-up
you should use is out, too, because with
your lessons comes a handsome travel case,
filled with DuBarry beauty and make-up
preparations. This ends confusion here. You
would also say good-bye to good intentions. To quote Miss Delafield, "You had
them all your life, and where did they get
you?" Where, indeed? Nowhere. "Say
good-bye to them and just do things," says
she. Only recently, a famous doctor joined
in on this "do" chorus. Said he, "Work
will never kill anybody. But sitting and
stewing about it can. Just do."
"Just do." There's a solution to many a
problem in those two little words. Yet,,
reader, I am probably like you. Now and
then I want to be told what to do, and I
want to be told by somebody who truly
knows the answers. That's why I think
Miss Delafield is a person who spells
success both for herself and others. She
knows the answers.
APPLE BLOSSOM

COLOGNE

A junior vial of this sensational
is yours with the May bulletin
fashion and good times. Send a
stamp to Courtenay Marvin,
Magazine, 45 West 45th St., New
Screenland

FOR YOU!
fragrance
of beauty,
three cent
Screenland
York, N. Y.

SAME

GIRL!

Eileen Blackwell came to the Success School in the
Richard Hudnut Salon, New York, a timid, awkward
girl with an inferiority complex. Six weeks later she 1
was a new Eileen, with posture corrected and a figure tine,
of proper
in a abeauty
roushe is nowproportions.
poised andTrained
confident,
glamorotis
beauty with a loveliness that she knows how to keep.
NEW HOME
BEAUTY COURSE
Shows YOU the Way to GLAMOUR
Now, wherever you live, you can learn to
develop your own beauty. For the same
methods, the same secrets taught at the
famous Success School, New York, are
yours to enjoy at just about one-tenth the
cost, through the DuBarry Home Success
Course. It brings you a personal analysis
and a coordinated beauty routine designed
for your needs, a complete step-by-step success program that tells and shows you just
what to do every day for six exciting weeks.
Send for FREE Book
o
Use this coupon or write at once for the
book , " Six Weeks from T onight , " containing
full information about the DuBarry Home
' Success Course and what it can mean to you.
THIS CASE
INCLUDED
With your Course
you receiveTravelthis
handsome
Case containing 20
different thiBarry
Beauty
and
Makeselected
for you.
up Preparations
Richard Hudnut
11-E
DuBarry
Salon,
Dept.
S,
693
Fifth
Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
Please send
meTonight,"
the book,telling
"Six
Weeks
from
all
about
your
DuBarry
Home
Success Course.
Name
Street-

-State

City —
%ef^Ba'i't^
SUCCESS
ANN DELAFIELD,
Directing r€vuMe
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Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page 13
cloths and ivory white cups and plates,
great trays of strudel, platters of dobos
tortc and cakes covered with chopped nuts.
"In Hungary, food is heavy and if you
are not careful you gain too many pounds,"
warned Ilona, her hands busy with the tea
things. "Over here, I have learned about
calories and vitamins and I eat only salads
for lunch. I still do not like them very
much, but they are good for me. In Hungary we serve grapefruit with so much
sugar on it that it is like syrup, but I like
it better the way you serve it here, quite
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REAL- FORM GIRDLE CO., 358-5tlt Ave., New York
Be an ARTIST
TRAIN AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME!
Trained Artists are capable of earning $80,
$50,
a week.
spare-time
training$75
makes
it funOurtoandpractical,
learn
COMMERCIAL
ART,
ILLUSTRATING
CARTOONING
all
in one course. No previous training necessary.
Write
for
details
of
course
in
free
book,
"Art
for STUDIO
Pleasure I75P,
& Profit".
State age. SCHOOL OF ART
WASHINGTON
1115— 15th ST., N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C.
If you are troubled with
itching, bleeding or proILES
truding piles, write for
a
FREE
sample
may
P Combination Pile Treatment and ofyouPage's
I bless the day you read this. Write today to the
™ E. R. PAGE CO., Dept. 520-E-3, Marshall, Mich.
SONG & SONG POEM WRITERS
We want original songs, poems & lyrics with commercial
appeal for recordings. WE SUPPLY MELODIES for poems
& lyrics if accepted. Send stamp lor information.
HOLLYWOOD RECORDING STUDIOS
Dept. 2At Box 87, Preuss Sta., Los Angeles, Calif.
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"Today our strudel is filled with apple,
plain. with cherry, and some with cottage
some
cheese and raisins. You will like it !"
APPLE STRUDEL
2 cups flour
1 tablespoon Wesson oil
1 pinch
pcrosalt
Water
Put flour on pastry board. Make a
well in the center into which place egg,
oil and salt. First mix with a knife, then
knead with hands, adding water gradually. Work for IS to 20 minutes. Take
dough in hands and knead on board.
When it shows bubbles and no longer
adheres to hands, put on floured board
with a clean cloth under the dough,
cover dough with a bowl and let stand
one hour.
Then roll out dough until it reaches
size of cloth, 2 feet square, then roll on
cloth until thin and transparent. Brush
with melted butter or Crisco, sprinkle
with fried bread-crumbs, put in the
apples, raisins, currants or cherries, lift
the two corners of cloth with both
hands and roll the paste into a long
thin sausage. Bend and lay carefully
on well greased pan. Brush with melted
butter or Crisco, and bake until nicely
browned.
Sprinkle with sugar, cut in slices and
serve hot.
DOBOS TORTE
I cup sugar
1 cup butter
Grated peel of y2 lemon
2 cups Swansdown Flour
1 cup yolks of eggs
Cream butter and sugar and lemon,

add slowly egg yolks, fold in flour,
spread very thinly over paper baking
sheet. This makes several layers. Bake
at 370 degrees. When cold sandwich
layers with bright red jelly. Carmelize
some sugar and spread over top layer,
cut in sections and serve.
"Hungarians make the most delicious
soup in all the world. When I serve it, I
have a little salad first, then the soup, and
after that a dessert and coffee. Nothing
else. To make the soup, first you buy veal
bones with marrow in them and meat on
them, also a little pork and lamb, the kind
you choose for soups. Put the meat, uncut,
into a pot of water with plenty of vegetables the
;
amount depends on how many
you wish to serve. I use carrots, turnips,
a whole onion, chili peppers and two small
slices of garlic. I am fond of garlic. I like
plenty of seasoning so I use red pepper,
chili pepper, black pepper and salt. When
the meat is half done, take it out and cut
it up, add two peeled potatoes, whole, put
back the cut up meat and finish cooking.
When the meat is well cooked, take it out
and put it on one dish, take out vegetables
and put them on another; add very thin
noodles to the soup and cook them quickly ;
then serve each dish separately."
Ilona's two dogs, a shining brown dachshund named Junior, and a white-and-black
bull with bowlegs and several chins,
romped through the flower-filled garden.
"The bull is Molly-0 or Glamor Girl
sometimes, because she is so ugly she is
beautiful.
"Oh, I must tell you of my favorite
dish ! It is chicken paprika, and everyone
who comes here adores it. When I serve
this, I have only a thin soup first, say
consomme and a dessert of dobos tortc,
perhaps,
sidered. or fruit if weight is to be con"Consomme

Tropic is a little different

and tastes good."
CONSOMME TROPIC
Parboil 1 seeded green pepper in 2
cups of water to which has been added
l/2 teaspoon soda (Arm & Hammer
Brand), drain, cool and cut in small
pieces. Heat 5 cups of clear consomme,
add the green pepper, 1 diced pimento
and 2/i cup of cooked rice ; heat well,
season
in cups. with salt and paprika and serve
"For the Chicken Paprika, cut your
chicken in small pieces, season with salt
and pepper — we like plenty of pepper.
Take your frying pan and fry 1 whole

HAIR

and Lock 10
• Now,
at home,
can streaks
quickly and easily
tint you
telltale
of gray to natural-appearing shades — from lightest blonde
to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush does it —
or your money back. Used for 28 years by thousands of
women (men, too) — Brownatone is guaranteed harmless.
No skin test needed, active coloring agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting — does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray appears.
Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair. 60c at
drug or toilet counters on a money-back guarantee. Retain your youthful charm. Get BROWNATONE today.
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Constance Bennett playing with her dog on the front lawn of her Holmby
Hills home. This is a rare picture of Connie because she seldom poses in shorts.
SCREENLAND

large onion, finely chopped, in pork grease,
stirring constantly so that it will not stick.
Then put in your chicken, sprinkle with
4J/2 tablespoons flour, mixed and sifted with
1 teaspoon paprika. Then pour in V/> cups
of chicken stock and cook until tender.
With this we serve a bread made of dough
with an egg in it.
"I serve cucumber salad with this dish,
oo. We make it differently over there. We
rut the cucumber in slices, put salt on it
and let it stand to draw the water out ;
then we strain it, put lemon and a little
sugar on it and serve it with sour cream.
Sometimes we add some rings of green
pepper. It is wonderful.
"We have many marvelous dishes in my
country, but it is a pity they are so fattening. Did you ever taste baked noodles?
They make a nice luncheon dish."
BAKED NOODLES
Cook y2 pound of white or whole
wheat noodles in boiling salted water
until tender, drain and place in a baking dish and mix with them a seasoning of salt and pepper, 2 tablespoons
of butter, 2/$ cup of chopped cooked
ham, y2 cup of grated Blue Moon
cheese and milk to fill the dish 2/z full.
Sprinkle the top with buttered bread
crumbs and bake in a moderate oven 20
minutes.
Ilona is delighted with American corned
beef and cabbage, but cannot understand
another American dish.
"When you serve fried chicken over here,
you sometimes serve honey with it," she
marveled. "What for?" To her the flavors
don'tthatcomplement
eachcobother.
tell
me
corn on the
is an "They
American
dish, but we have it in Hungary, too; only
we cook it differently. We use the green
leaves, too. We put the green leaves in
the bottom of the pan, then the corn, then
more leaves, and cover with water. When
it is cooked, we eat it with salt. The green
leaves give a sweetness to the corn. The
water they are cooked in also has a
delicious taste so we strain this off and
put it in the ice-box and when it is cold
we drink it. You would like it."
But the best way to eat corn on the cob,
according to Ilona, is to toast it before an
open fire. "You could do this at your barbecues over here," she suggested, "but in
Hungary we light a fire in an open grate
and stand before it with our corn cobs
on a fork, turning the fork before the blaze
until each kernel is toasted. The full flavor
of the corn is there."
Pimpernella, a proud white cat, appeared at the screen door and we went
inside to meet her. "She is very friendly
with Molly-0 and Junior," said Ilona. "It
must be the country; everyone is friendly
here. I have a little neighbor, a boy named
Steve. He comes to take me shopping
whenever I am home by day. I think he
must be six years old. He told his father
one day : 'Daddy, I think Miss Massey is
in love with me, she is always holding my
hand!' And he is right. I love all children.
I have a friend who has three of them, and
they are also mine because they are hers.
I had a letter from Stevie today, saying :
'Dear Miss Massey : I have a headache. I
am in bed. Come and see me !' I am
flattered."
The telephone bell rang and Ilona came
down the three steps from the dining room,
very fair against the black iron railing and
twin sets of wrought iron candlesticks that
guarded the stairs. She picked up the receiver. A studio cameraman wanted her to
ride an aquaplane for publicity stills. She
agreed, with enthusiasm.
"I can swim now," she exulted. "The
first time I ride an aquaplane I do not swim
and I fall off. But now it will be wonderful. When I fall off, I can swim!"

SCREENLAND'S
Clamor
Guides
Fashions featured on Page 71 will be
found in the following stores and in
others in principal cities throughout
the country.
Enna Jettick Shoes by Dunn and McCarthy,
Inc., 41-49 Washington Street, Auburn, N. Y.
Rich's, Inc., Atlanta, Ga.
R. H. White, Boston, Mass.
Frederick
Loeser & Co., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, 111.
The May Co., Cleveland, Ohio
J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit, Mich.
G. Fox & Co., Inc., Hartford, Conn.
Wm. H. Block & Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
The
Broadway
Dept.
Store, Los
Angeles, Calif.
The Dayton Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Bloomingdale Bros., New York City
James McCreery & Co., New York City
Strawbridge & Clothier, Philadelphia,
Joseph Home Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
ThePa.-Outlet Co., Providence, R. I.
Famous-Barr Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Woodward
& Lothrop, Washington,
D. C.
Pettislcirt by Swank Company, Inc., I 12 Madison Avenue, New York City.
Carson-Pirie-Scott, Chicago, 111.
Halle Bros., Cleveland, Ohio
B. Siegel & Co., Detroit, Mich.
Sakowitz
Bros.,' Indianapolis,
Houston, Texas
H.
P. Wasson,
Ind.
J. J. Haggarty, Los Angeles, Calif.
B. Altman & Co., New York City
Gladdings, Providence, R. I.
Livingston Bros., San Francisco, Calif.
Frederick Nelson, Seattle, Wash.
"Jujube" Nightie by Munsingwear, Inc., 200
Madison Avenue, New York City.
Chandler & Co., Boston, Mass.
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, 111.
Younker Bros., Inc., Des Moines, Iowa
W. C. Stripling Co., Fort Worth, Texas
J. W. Robinson Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
The Dayton Company, Minneapolis,
Minn.
B. Altman & Co., New York City
Meier & Frank Company, Portland,
Ore.
Cherry & Webb Co., Providence, R. I.
Marston Co., San Diego, Calif.
John Bressmer Co., Springfield, 111.
Woodward
& Lothrop, Washington,
D. C.
American Symbol Print Dress by Abrams &
Norman, 1385 Broadway, New York City.
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, 111.
Halle Bros., Cleveland, Ohio
Crowley-Milner, Detroit, Mich.
D. G. Fowler & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
The May Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
Lillian Kaufman, Miami Beach, Fla.
Gimbel Bros., New York City
Gimbel Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
Joseph Horne Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Thalheimer, Richmond, Va.
Famous-Barr Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Woodward
& Lothrop, Washington,
D. C.
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Smooth,

tempting

lips

are every man's ideal
o man likes to kiss lips that are hidden
N under a coat of heavy, greasy color.
Don't let your lips repel men ! Use Tangee
Lipstick because it doesn't hide the softness of your lips . . . because it has a marvelous cream base that gives your lips
alluring smoothness, flattering color— just
the kind of lips that invite kisses !
The Natural shade of Tangee looks
orange in the stick, but magically changes,
when applied, to the one color, ranging from
rose to red, that is most becoming to you.
It doesn't blur or smear— and it stays on!
When you try Tangee Natural Lipstick,
be sure to use the matching rouge, compact or creme. And, use Tangee Face
Powder, too, to give your make-up its final,
perfect touch. When you want more vivid
color, ask for Theatrical Red, Tangee's
new brilliant shade.

pstick
TEusD liLO
INmo
OK
ENDSWorld'
THsATMostPAFa
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SEND FOR COMPLETE MAKE-UP KIT
The George W. Luft Co., 417 Fifth Ave., New York
City ... Tangee
Please rush "Miracle
Make-up
Kit"
sample
and Rouge
in bothPowder.
NaturalofI
and
Theatrical lipsticks
Red shades.
Also Face
enclose 10£ (stamps or coin). (15£ in Canada.)
Check Shade of Powder Desired:
□ Peach
□ Lieht Rachel
□ Flesh
□ Rachel
□ Dark Rachel
□ Tan
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Extra glamor

Spring
never

hurt your romantic
prospects
in May!
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New

for
beauty

from

L ove
the inside out to

start you on a new "appeal"
By

Marina

that won't
and bulges
FIGUR
yield Eto bumps
other forms
of persuasion, find
able
a happy and comfort
solution in the
Thynmold girdles and brassieres. Thynmolds are made of whole perforated Para
rubber, lined with a suede-like cotton to
make the inner surface smooth and soft.
They give definite control, slenderize your
silhouette and keep it in place. With every
movement, these garments give, but nothing snaps. Sufficient play is allowed in
every part, permitting great freedom of
action, ease of body, and still they hold
your line. A size smaller dress is the usual
result. I will send you full particulars.
For girls who
like to crochet !
Make yourself
Debonair, winsome pullover,
or Bandbox,
lacy shirtwaist.
Complete instructions foi
making either or
both will be sent
you on request
to Marina.

mess

program

OPPOSITE, is a rare kind of beauty. It may not
look like it. But it is ! You can't put it on. You
put it inside. It gives vitality and sparkle. It gives
that quality from which spring success, popularity, appeal or even "oomph." Test after test has proved that
you can build amazing vitality and freedom from fatigue by the daily consumption -of Knox Gelatine in
its natural form. This you. take for a given length of
time
stores inin your
your fruit
systemor antomato'
extra juice
force oror water.
power. Thus,
Vitalityit
is an asset much to be desired. From vitality spring
the clear skin, the sparkling eye, the ever-ready-foraction spirit. These points spell beauty and magnetism
far more than perfect features. They are the points
Knox Gelatine will encourage
■that invite life, and the points to which life responds.
For your extra slice of life, fight fatigue with Knox
a sure appeal — vitality — vivacity, freedom from fatigue.
Gelatine and acquire an urge to be up-and-doing.
and
in
IF YOU'VE ever caught a reflection of yourself i
I candle-light, you've probably felt reassured an
confident of your appearance. Again, when you've
looked in your mirror in the cold light of day, you've
probably felt pretty disappointed. Your make-up was
very likely the cause of either emotion. To give you a
night beauty by day, Louis Philippe laboratories
worked long and" hard to develop tones in powder,
rouge and lipstick that would be impervious to the
harsh rays of daylight, which can turn make-up to
hard, cold tones. Illustrated, are a coordinated threesome, keyed to flatter individual color types. The
rouge, in a jewel-like container, is new. You will like
this rouge. A new process "soft-presses" it to a delicate, feathery consistency, so it looks as soft and even
Louis Philippe's trio for peras a natural blush. It will not change color on your
fect make-up includes a new
and glamorous compact rouge.
skin, and it will 'not look hard and blotchy. Its perfect
blending makes
you look young, radiant, lovely.
F YOU have lost or never had colorful hair, or if your hair is flecked with disheartening strands of grey, look to the modern Rap-I-Dol Shampoo Tint Method for help.
This up-to-date method of tinting hair from the inside of the hair shaft is quite unlike
old methods of dyeing. Often youthful hair is an economic and emotional life-saver.
Rap-I-Dol Shampoo Tint Method, which shampoos, reconditions and tints all at once,
is given by your hairdresser and a thorough test of your reaction is first made. There
are eighteen natural shades to choose from, and your hairdresser will gladly advise you.

They look like collectors' pieces,
all of them, these charming 18th Century Toiletries.

you see any member of the 18th Century
WHEN
Toiletries group — and there are twenty-three —
you simply want to gather it up and take it right
home with you, regardless of the contents. For these
preparations are so exquisitely packaged. Sketched,
are the toilet water in a Jenny Lind hobnailed bottle,
and bath powder in a quaint spinning wheel box that
you will later use for trinkets. In fact, no two packages are alike, and you will cherish every one, ranging from the perfume inserted in a little flask in a
wooden hurricane lamp, the soap so beautifully carved
you may hesitate to use it and the water softener
in an old wooden bucket with a wooden scoop. The
perfume, itself, and in the other accessories is something new, characteristic of young America, vigorous
with new life yet with a definite allure. Not expensive.

NOW and then a gadget comes this way that gets
this department all agog. Opposite, you see the
latest gadget excitement, those neat little Vassar
Wavers for long hair or bobs. "Comfort and curls
combined," as the manufacturer says, and that's the
cause of our excitement. The" wavers are soft, green
rubber that snugly button your curl in place. You can
lounge or sleep in them with relative comfort, they
can't possibly cut or break your hair and they curl
with a professional touch. Every girl should keep
a card of these at hand. They'll give_you an all-over
curl or freshen up that bang in a jiffy, and are particularly suggested for little girls' soft hair and sensitive scalp. There's a helpful chart on the back of
the card, showing how to achieve any type of curl
to a spiral or
or wave, from a child's long curls
C. M.
Croquignole effect for yourself.
SCREENLAND

"Comfort and curls combined,"
aptly tells the story of these
grand rubber Vassar Wavers.

Help

Kill Crazy
About

Rumors

Me!

Continued from page 27
guaranteed would cure me. I appreciate
their interest. But I'm not sick. Maybe I'm
a little goofy. I'll even admit that maybe
I'm a little dopey, at times. But I certainly
am not sick. Why are people worried about
me? Why are you giving me the Camille
business? What's it all about?"
"It was on the radio," I gulped. "And
in all the newspapers: Your health is supposed to be
You're
run-down,
yourcompletely
nerves arewrecked.
shattered,
you
haven't
the last
too, or
have to

any red corpuscles, and you're in
stages of something. You're dying,
something like that. Anyway, you
retire from the screen for at least
a year. You're — "
"Oh, so I'm retiring from the screen,
am I ? Well that is news ! You don't think
that rumor could have been started by
some people who saw 'Vigil in the Night,'
do you? No, it can't be that bad. In fact
I think
rather
I were ofgoing
to
retire it's
from
the good.
screen Ifbecause
bad
pictures I should have retired after 'Food
for Scandal.' See this — " She showed me
a slip which had a message on it to the
effect that Mr. .Pasternak had called. "Well,
that means that I am going to do a picture at Universal in a few months. As
soon as Boyer is available. And maybe before that even I have to do the Norman
Krasna story which David Selznick will
produce. And I have just signed a new
contract with RKO which calls for three
pictures. So please stop worrying about me
retiring from the screen. Or, maybe you
aren't."
"But you do look a bit peaked," I insisted. When I come to bury Caesar I don't
give up easily. "You are run-down, just a
little, aren't you?"
"If it means so much to you," said
Carole with one of those Lombard guffaws, "I'll be big about it and admit that
maybe I am just a teensy weensy bit oftcolor. Now — does that make you and the
radio commentators and the newspaper
columnists feel better? But I defy any of
you to go through what I have been
through for the past few months and not
look a little pale. You, cutie-pie, would
look bedraggled. As you know, I had an
acute 'attack of appendicitis last August
and was rushed to the hospital for an
emergency appendectomy. Three weeks
later I reported to RKO for 'Vigil in the
Night,' the Cronin story with Brian Aherne
and Anne Shirley, who, by the way, is a
grand actress. For seventy-eight days I
worked from nine to six on that picture
withoutAndoneme single
I, Loretta?
fresh day
out off,
of a didn't
hospital.
The
studio kept planning for me to have a
collapse, but I fooled 'em. I didn't miss
a Iday."
ought to take time out to say that
Lombard is the pride and joy of directors,
producers, and her fellow workers because she never upsets the schedule of a
picture. She does not go in for those hysterical "set collapses" which most of the
Glamor Girls pull several times during the
production of a picture and which are
mostly caused from temperament, not from
overwork. The promptest person on the
set is Star Lombard.
"After a week of retakes," Carole continued, "I packed my bag all of a sudden
and flew with Clark to the Atlanta premiere of 'Gone With the Wind.' (Writer's
note : If you think / gushed about Clark
Gable as Rhett Butler, if you think you
gushed about Clark Gable as Rhett Butler,
well, you just ought to hear Miss Lombard

gush about Clark Gable as Rhett Butler.
Honey, we're amateurs.) We had a marvelous time, I have never seen such genuine, charming people as I met in Atlanta —
but it seems to me that we were shaking
hands with somebody every minute we were
there, and you have to admit that it is
havingto
arather
lot ofwearing,
fun. As even
soon when
as weyou're
got back
Hollywood Clark had to finish up 'Strange
Cargo' and I had to rush around and do
all our Christmas shopping.
"As soon as Clark had finished at the
studio we jumped in the station wagon
and lit out for Mexico where we have
been hunting for the past few weeks. We
had so much fun that we decided to call
off the New York trip and return to
Mexico — maybe we can stay a month or
so, though I doubt that Metro will give
Clark that much time off."
That, I take it, is the only disadvantage
to being
to Clark Gable. He's just
too
much married
in demand.
"Do me a favor, please, and tell everybody who will listen that I'm not sick, that
I'm not retiring from the screen, and for
heaven's
sake,could
to stop
me.
I wish they
haveworrying
seen me about
tramping
around in those marshes after ducks. A
breakdown, fine thing — why, I looked about
as I fragile
Jackcoming,
Dempsey."
knew itas was
and here it was.
"Seems to me," Carole cooed, "that once
before you read in the papers that I was
practically a corpse. That time you sent
roses. What, no roses this time? I must
be slipping. And," she screamed at my retreating figure, "sometime you'll know better than Carole
to believe
you got
read offandthehear."
Well,
and allClark
next
day in the most beautifully equipped station wagon you ever saw, it fairly made
your mouth water. But they had been
"south of the border" only ten days when
all the newspapers carried headlines that
the Gables were lost in the wilds of Mexico. It seems that a boy from the studio
had flown in a plane down to the ranch
where they were stopping to take pictures
of them (poor Clark, even on vacation,
his studio never lets him alone) and they
had left the ranch, and no one knew where
they were. Which was just exactly what
Clark and Carole wanted. But a gas station attendant, one of those amateur reporters, heard the photographer and publicity man discussing the Gables' disappearance so immediately he phoned the San
Diego newspapers that the Clark Gables
were lost. And such a hullaballoo as that
caused. With newspapers and broadcasts
simply
not the
lost,"
Clarkof
finally going
phonedmad.
his "We're
studio in
midst
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Faces that fascinate are always velvety-smooth and exquisitely free
from shine.
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It's a complete make-up or powder
base, as you prefer.
Takes but 2 minutes to apply, yet
keeps your skin radiant, fresh, looking
and glamorous for hours without retouching.
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the excitement. "And please stop worrying
about us!" Carole shrieked over his shoulder. If it's not one thing it's another, says
Carole.
Carole
Thea studio
wouldn't
give
Clarkwas
timeright.
off for
honeymoon
but
had him back soon afterwards preparing
to start "Boom Town" which is going to
be one of those super-colossals with Gable,
Claudette Colbert, Spencer Tracy and
Hedy Lamarr. And hardly had they gotten
the station wagon back in the garage before Walter Winchell announced that the
Gables were expecting a blessed event.
Well, after my last encounter with Carole
I knew better than to believe all I hear
and read but — So I braved the dogs,
horses, and chickens again.
"Rumors that I'm going to have a baby are
not true," said Carole. "I wish they were."
SCREENLAND
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Continued from page 61
affair was lifted on and driven out to
Beverly Hills to be a Christmas present
for David Selznick, producer of the epic.
They carried the immense book with its
live contents into the Christmas tree-filled
hall and out stepped the girl saying, as
she
did a much
practiced
"Merry
Christmas
to you
and curtsey,
/ should
be
Scarlett." But, and here's the sad part of
the story, they had gone to the wrong
house and who should the terrified girl
confront when she looked up from her
graceful bow but Paulette Goddard, who
as you know thought at that time that
she ought to be Scarlett!
Vivien Leigh especially loves these informal Sunday lunches. It gives her a
chance to see new faces and talk about
other things besides "Gone with
Wind." People who only know one
of the story
shouldn't
her
refusing
all parties
and criticise
never going
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the
side
for
out

nights to the Hollywood gay spots. Although she certainly isn't the type of girl
to do anything she doesn't want to, the
last thing you can call her is high-hat.
It's
thatin after
ten months'
solid often
work
fromjust
8 :00
the morning
to very
later than 8 :00 in the evening, most Sundays and national holidays, too, anyone
would be too tired to do anything but eat
at
homeherandif she
go straight
bed.difficult
You can't
blame
did get ato bit
and
not feel too kindly toward Hollywood,
always seeing the same faces every day
(except for different directors!), and with
a leading man who dropped her like a
hot cake the moment the "take" was
through to go and see his attractive new
wife, while the best Vivien could do was
to talk very long-distance to the person
she likes best.
When
Ina Claire
in Hollywood
sure
to appear
for is
lunch
and today,she's
the
best-dressed actress on the New York
stage, she's here with enough flowers
pinned on her to open up a nursery, enough
jewels sparkling to set up a fire, and her
new San Francisco husband. When they
aren't sitting together she calls out to him
and waves every five minutes, "Hello
there, lawyer !" and suddenly turns and
questions,
pointing"
at her
"Just
who is that
attractive
manhusband,
over there?
Why, that's my husband!" Just at the
moment
everything's
and even
dandymore
for
Miss Claire
and shefine
looks
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This dark-haired, blue-eyed charmer
who came to pictures via the Bing
Crosby Talent Contest, is Janet Waldo.
Watch for her on the screen in
her new film, "Those Were the Days."
Sr. REE-NLAND

attractive than ever, if that's possible.
I saw some female heads get down in
a huddle and that look in the eye and
quick movement of lips which I know
from experience means dirt's flying and
I edged over to do that horrid trick of
eavesdropping. It seems Phyllis Povah,
who had never been to Hollywood before
but was brought here by M-G-M to repeat the brilliant performance in "The
Women" she gave on the New York stage,
was feeling a bit lonely at first not knowing many movie people, and wandered
alone into a restaurant for a bite to eat.
Imagine her delight when she saw someone she knew very well among so many
strangers and rushing up to him said how
delighted she was to see him again and
what was new and on and on till she
realized he was being polite in a kind of
foggy way but didn't remember her.
"Looky here," she said, "you don't know
me, do you? Well, I'm Phyllis Povah, and
I know your face so well but I can't
think of your name, either." "Oh, my
name's
Gable," wanted
he replied,
that's
where Clark
Miss Povah
theandfloor
to
open up and swallow her because she had
never met Mr. Gable before in her life
but had seen him on the screen so often
she felt absolutely sure they were old
friends! I know the feeling, don't you?
If you think that's embarrassing, wait
until you hear what once happened to
host Cukor. Driving down Sunset Boulevard he saw a motorcycle cop giving
Katharine Hepburn in her station wagon
a ticket. Trying to be very funny he pulled
up alongside and informed the cop that
he'd seen her going 70 miles an hour,
passing through a red light and nearly
knocking down a poor old woman with
two small children and to arrest her at
once and take her off to jail. All of which
was very gay till the utterly strange
woman who wasn't Miss Hepburn turned
around and slapped him in the face.
I also overheard how to play a dirty
trick on someone if it's worth fifty cents
to you. Bill Haines did it to George Cukor.
Wait until they are in the barber shop
with someone working on their hair, nails,
and shoes, and the place is very full. Then
have a Western Union boy arrive and
sing to the poor person who can't get
up out of the chair Happy Birthday to
You. If that isn't an embarrassing situation Idon't know what is.
You wouldn't think anything short of
an earthquake could silence this gathering
of chattering friends but suddenly in pops
Elsa Maxwell bubbling over with something that must be very important indeed
from the look of terrific excitement on
her face. At least Hitler's dead or the
20th Century-Fox studios are on fire. But
no, it's another new Maxwell game and
to a poor unbright boy like me quite
amazing. Try and see if you can figure it
out yourself.
Maxwell sat down, while around her
stood Fannie Brice, Ina Claire, by this
time not the theater's best dressed woman
by any means with her hat and coat off
and some of the corsage floating on the
pooF to keep fresh, host George and myself. "Now," dictates Elsa, "in strict slowish rhythm put your hands on my head
one at a time, first your right hands then
the second time round your left hands,
pressing down all the time with the palms
and keeping strict time. That makes eight
beats. Now each of you people put your
two
indexfingers,
fingersandtogether,
all, your
just
the two
a pair ofthat's
you put
fingers under my knees and the other pair
under my arms and lift. You see the ninth
beat is taken up in moving your hands
from the top of my head to your other
position." Well, I wish you could have
seen the way Maxwell shot up over
shoulder high,-' and I promise you none

of us were cheating, but I wish more of
you could have seen the real amazement
covering everyone's face until she was
down to earth again. Try it sometime, it's
amusing and amazing, but I'm afraid I
can't give you the why and wherefore of
it. Everyone then started thinking up
l ricks and Cole Porter tried to do the
Hitler trick that's going around Hollywood like the old chain letter. You know,
about folding a piece of paper and cuttingit into three parts, one part's a cross, one
a swastika, and the other spells Hell. Well,
he tore up three boxfuls of nice clean
stationery trying to make it work out and
drove the dogs almost frantic with the
rattling of something they seemed to
think would be good to eat, and then gave
it up as a bad job. Still we'll forgive him
because they say there's another Night
and Day in the new "Broadway Melody"
picture.
Gradually the noise died down again as
everyone strained to hear Olivia deHavilland's terrifying story of far-away location on "Dodge City." While they were 40
miles from Modesto in the heart of uninhabited country little Miss deH., not
being a needed
for and
the day,
thought
she'd
take
walk. On
on she
strolled
to
the top of a hill miles away from anywhere, and after taking a few deep breaths
and thinking how grand nature was she
suddenly realized to her horror that she
was lost. There wasn't a house in sight
and she started to run a little in the direction of where she thought the Warner
Bros, unit was working, when out of the
corner of her eye she spied two large men
running after her. As she slowed down
they slowed down too. After about two
miles of trailing they came up quite close
behind her and she, no longer terrified but
quite resigned to her fate by this time, was
determined all the same to give the two
burly
men ifa you
goodsuddenly
fight. Somewhere
read that
turned and she'd
met
your foe and looked them straight in the
eye it completely floored them. Taking off
her shoe with its high wooden heel she
wheeled around and, bracing herself, went
to meet them, weapon in hand. They stood
still, nudging each other as she approached, one little girl against two huge
men far out in the desolate wilds of God's
most wide-open country. Then — the larger
one of the two drew something from his
pocket — pointed it at her — demanded :
"Please, Miss deHavilland, can we have
your autograph?"
One thing I'll never understand, and
that's the Hollywood diet. At lunch, and
it's the same thing every Sunday at the
Cukor house, each one of the slim attractive women has a line she says as she
helps herself liberally to fresh peach ice
cream or creamed chicken and asparagus
tips. With Brice it's "Oh, George, I
shouldn't !" With Leigh, it's "Well, today's
Sunday !" With deHavilland it's "Just this
once, then," and with- Damita it's "But,
George, creamed chicken isn't fattening."
It's about
new
line ! time those girls thought up a
And already here come the servants again
laden down with tea, cakes, and sandwiches. There's a happy groan from this
group of Hollywoodites on their day of
rest at the sight of all the cups, plates,
and food piled up on the huge silver tray,
although only an hour ago they all said
they never wanted to see a bit of food
again.
it's goodbye
George
SundaySo lunch
as we to
leave
them,Cukor's
Errol
pouring tea as Lili likes it, Vivien Leigh
with a cup in one hand and a sandwich in
the other, Brice licking eclaire off her
fingers, George being the perfect host
with a plate of fancy cakes in both hands
seeing that all his guests are happy. Goodbye to Sunday lunch — it's tea time !
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The House Across the Bay
United Artists— Walter Wanger
If the story lived up to the high
quality of its fine cast, this might.
have been good, but it just misses
George Raft, racketeer-husband of
Joan Bennett, night club singer,
framed by his attorney, Lloyd
Nolan, is sent to Alcatraz. He escapes, murders Nolan and, returning to prison, is killed by guards,

clearing way for Walter Pidgeon's
ng
looks"rsstunni
Joan numbe
for Joan.
love sings
nicely.
two catchy
and
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Three Cheers for the Irish— Warners
Those with Irish blood in their
veins will give three cheers for
this film, but everybody will cheer
1 of Thomas
performances
the
Mitchell, Priscilla Lane, Dennis
Morgan. Mitchell plays Casey, a
been retired and
bitter cop towho's
turn over his badge
has had
to a rookie. To make matters
lla, and
worse, his daughter,It Prisci
has lots of
the rookie elope.
Irish humor and tomfoolery. Irene
Hervey, Virginia Grey. also in cast.
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Double Alibi — Universal
This film deals with murders,
hidden loot, and newspaper reporters. When Stephen Wayne,
portrayed by Wayne Morris, is
essuspected of murdering his
tranged wife, he masquerades as
Chick Lester, newspaper reporter,
in order to solve the mystery.
Margaret Lindsay, columnist, tries
Wayne's name. Has
to help ofclear
action and mystery, not
plenty
tions, confuto mention complica
sion when the real Chick shows up.
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"Yes," said Ty enthusiastically. "The
Powers may not have much else, but they
have plenty of honeymoons. Our first
honeymoon we spent at Grand Canyon.
Good American sightseers. Remember,
honey, how crazy we were about backgammon then ? We swung the backgammon
board over the donkey's rear end when we
rode down into the Canyon so that we
could have a game when we got to the
**
bottom. But the donkey wasn't a backgammon lover, and we were out one perfectly good backgammon board. We spent
our second honeymoon in Europe, mostly
in Italy and Annabella's France. Annabella
was the perfect guide, she saw to it that I
didn't miss a single worthwhile sight, not
even the smallest chapel or the most
crumbly old statue escaped her. Then of
course.this New York trip made our third
"We are going to have a fourth one
honeymoon."
soon," Annabella added. "After Ty's preview we are going to Big Bear to ski.
Though we aren't very good at it and will
breakhasourlostnecks."
probably
Annabella
none of her enthusiasm. Which is one of her most attractive
characteristics. I remembered meeting her
for the first time, nearly a year ago, in the
garden below. I didn't want to like her —
yeah, me and a million other Tyrone Power
i'ans. But it is impossible not to like Annabella. She is so fresh and clean and enthusiastic, so full
of that
j'oi
de vivre. No
wonder
that intoxicating
she, of all his
girls, was the one Tyrone fell in love with.
In the movie exhibitors' box office poll,
the most important and carefully watched
of all popularity polls, Tyrone Power has
the enviable number-two place. Which
means
that, the
nextbiggest
to Mickey
Rooney,
Ty is'
considered
box office
attraction
in the country. So those old smarty-pants
who said that marriage and Annabella
would ruin Ty's career will have _to eat
their words. He was more popular in 1939
than he was in 1938. His career is getting
along very nicely, thank you.
As a matter of fact he is far more interested in his career now than he ever
was before. Annabella has brought about
that change. Before, Ty was perfectly content to be a personality. It was easy for
him to smile and turn on the charm. And
women loved it. But all that is changed
now. Ty, with Annabella to inspire him,
is playing it the hard way. He wants to
act. No matter how hard he has to work.
He wants to be known as an actor, and not
just a popular Hollywood Glamor Boy. His
plans now are to return to the stage as
soon as his picture commitments will permit. The stage experience, he feels, will
much better actor. There won't
make
be as him
mucha money, but Annabella would
be the last one to carp about money. .
Before he married Annabella, _Ty was
well on his way to becoming a jitterbug.
He was nervous and high-strung and when
he finished work at the studio he was so
keyed up that relaxing was the last thing
he wanted to do. He and his gang had a
rip-roaring time of it. But after he met
Annabella he suddenly lost all interest in
tearing around in a high-powered car with
a lot of kids who had very little between
the ears. During their engagement, and
now following their marriage, Ty and
Annabella spend many a night stretched
out- in front of the fire reading plays to
each other. Annabella will read the French
classics to him, and Ty will read Shakespeare to her. At first he didn't understand
French very well, and Annabella would
SCREENLAND

have to stop frequently to translate. But
he has been taking lessons for nearly a
year now and has proved himself a very
quick scholar. These nights of French and
English literature have been very good for
Tyrone. Good for his voite, for his nerves,
and
especially
soul. It'sWith
a very
change,
thanks for
to his
Annabella.
all nice
her
vivacity, and enthusiasm for living. Annabella has an intellectual quality which none
of Ty's other girls ever had. An intelligent
wife is certainly no drawback. Especially
for a boy like Tyrone.
When he first met Annabella, Ty realized
that she was different from all the girls
he had gone with before. It was on the set
of "Suez" and if you saw that picture you
may recall the number of sand storms in it.
Annabella refused to have a double. For
hours she stood before the wind machines
with sand blowing in her face. Tyrone had
never seen an actress "take it" before.
When
scene was
wouldn't
rush
to her the
dressing
roomover
to she
powder
her nose
or put fresh lipstick on, but she would
stand there dripping sand and talk to
Tyrone, quite seriously, about serious
things. None of that coy small talk. Now
Ty had never talked seriously with any
woman, except his mother, and he found
it quite a novel experience. He found that
lengthy discussions of the serious things of
life were far more fun, most times, than
that idle chit-chat and snappy repartee he
had always indulged in with other girls.
Gradually be became a serious-minded
young
man. in Annabella the perfect comHe found
panion. Serious and sympathetic one minute, she could be the gayest of the gay the
next. Whatever his mood he never found
Annabella in a contrary mood. His mood
was her mood. Just as his career is now
her career. When a talented and beautiful
young actress gives up her career to be
your wife and match you mood for mood,
boy, she must be in love. And she is.
Not only did Annabella bring to him an
appreciation of the better things of life
but she awakened a sense of beauty in him.
When someone asked him, a few days after
his return from Europe, what the most
beautiful thing was he saw on his trip, Ty
answered, "The Pope's hand. It was like a
.Michel Angelo." Now the fresh kid who
"went to Missouri to make "Jesse James"
would never have said that. He wouldn't

For afternoon wear and the cocktail hour,
Virginia Grey chose this new bonnet of
rose silk braid, which is edged with
roses and has a below-the-shoulc'.er veil.

even
have beauty
noticed intheit. Pope's hand, much
less seen
Since his marriage Ty's home is no
longer a favorite hang-out for all the young
boys in Hollywood. In his beautiful home
now you meet the Ronald Colmans, the
Charles Boyers, the Warner Baxters, and
the movie producers and their wives. Anna-1
bella has seen to it that he meets the right
people. And, just as she knew he would,
he likes them much better than the fresh
kids he palled around with prior to his
marriage.
Tyrone Power, at twenty-five, and one
year a benedict, has become one of the best
read, best liked, charming young men in
Hollywood. Annabella can take a bow.
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satisfy me. I discovered that I could use
color film in my Contax, Eastman would
develop it for me, and I could either project the tiny prints in my movie projector,
or blow up the ones I liked into real pictures. Of course I use black-and-white for
late afternoon or when the light isn't bright
enough for color.
"The more I worked with a camera, the
more I wanted to know about it. It's fascinating. When I get the negative back from
Eastman, I go into my darkroom and make
three prints from it— one blue, one red, and
one yellow. Come on out to the darkroom
and see for yourself !"
Kenny, junior, aged three, and Susie,
aged one and a half, were playing between
the house and the darkroom. Susie, who
had firmly taken possession of 'her
brother's velocipede, ignored us, but
Kenny, junior, smiled and welcomed us
with "Hi." "Susie was so fond of Kenny's
little red skooter that we gave it to her
and bought the velocipede for Kenny. Now
she has that," observed her amused parent.
"At first we were afraid she'd fall, but her
nurse watches her and she's too determined
to fall when she's having her own way."
Little Kenny followed us up the stair to
the darkroom, singing "Hi !" with every
step, and had to be discouraged. "No?" he
inquired, his sunny temper never failing,
and down he went again, cmging "Hi !"
happily on each downward tread.
Kenny led me into the long, narrow
darkroom, equipped with sinks, knotty
pine shelf -table, enlarger, printer, waterfilter, developer trays, time clock and all
the paraphernalia of the camera fiend.
Color printing is exacting work. Films
must be dyed, washed, and enlarged. The
three prints, yellow, red, and blue, must be
put together carefully so that no tiny shred
of color overlaps before the final picture
can be made.
"The trouble with color pictures is that
you can't make them over in trfe darkness," said Kenny. "Most of the successful
cameramen who work in black-and-white
change a poor shot into a good one by care
in the darkroom, changing shadows, bringing up interesting points, and so on. You
can blow up one part of a color shot, yes,
and you can cut off too much foreground,
but you can't have much contrast, too much
light or shade, or it won't turn out well.
A monotone color picture is best. If you
take a shot in brilliant light so that the
cheeks and chin of your subject are lighted
and there is shadow in the neck and under
the eyes, it's bad. You can't get your hand
in while you're printing to stop the shadow
from going black, and you can't hold back

the light where it's too hot. That's why it
must lie right when you click the shutter."
On the walls of the darkroom hung finished color prints — red poppies blowing in
the wind, a girl against a sapphire sky,
haymakers at work in a field.
Kenny regarded them frowningly. "Some
of my first work," he said. "Lots of things
wrong with them. Now here—" he tapped
the shelf where a glass slide had been inserted— "is some of the stuff I've just
made. Got it back from Eastman yesterday and haven't selected the ones I'll
He
snapped on a light beneath the glass
blow up."
slide and immediately there sprang into
view a dozen or more small colored pictures— little Kenny with hands and face
smeared with paint from his paintbox,
small Susie tilting back a golden head,
sunsets almost too vivid to be true, an
English village asleep on a hot afternoon,
a forest deep in ferns, a clump of
daffodils.
"Try this gadget and look at them,"
Kenny extended a tiny microscope that
fitted in my eye. Through it, each fern in
the forest stood up graceful and delicate,
the baby skin of the children showed
appleblossom smooth, the stone in the
English chimneys looked old and worn and
warm.
"No, I shan't blow them all up. Ask any
cameraman
tellbefore
you that
often shoot ; athey'll
whole allroll
they they
get
one picture that's worth saving," said my
host. "Over in England, where I went summer before last to make 'The Mikado'
there are lots of camera fiends, but it's an
old sport there and everyone has his
camera. They do things more simply than
we do because there's not so much money.
Over here if a man gets the bug, he may
spend as much as $400 on an outfit, and
every time he hears of a new gadget, he
gets it. But over there they figure out ways
to get along with what they have, or
build something themselves. If I had a
little more time to give to photography, I
think it would be fun to figure out substitutes for all this stuff.
"When I do black-and-white stuff, as
I've done for Screenland's pictures, I
go into experiments which I find interesting. The shot of Yahbut, our terrier, is
made from a positive, so that black prints
white and white prints black. I took the
dome of the Capitol at night from the
front of the lagoon to get the effect of
the floodlights on the fountains."
Kenny hopes to be a gentleman farmer.
That's the reason he can't spend every
spare moment with his camera.
"Some day, I'll have a ranch. I'm taking courses in cattle breeding, because
breeding cattle will be my major interest,
and in agriculture because every farmer
needs all he can learn about that."
We were back in his den by this time,
thumbing through stacks of government
pamphlets issued to help the farmer solve
his pressing problems. "I have all sorts of
theories," confided the young actor. "I
shall analyze my land when I find the
ranch I want and keep a record of what I
grow
to my
analysis,
I'll
enrich onit,it.
or According
give it lime,
or do
whatever
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is indicated. I shall keep chickens, naturally. Ihave a theory about hens, too. Each
hen should be given her own pen and her
own pan; she should be kept to herself so
that a record can be made of how much
she eats, how frequently she lays, and so
on. Then if one hen gets the pip or whatever disease
around,
she'llof have
it alone
and isnotgoing
infect
the rest
the
flock. This is all in the future, but I'm
preparing
for it put
now."his head in at the
Little Kenny
door.
"Hi !" he observed cheerily.
"Hi, yourself!" said his famous father.
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to
overcome
them.
too, you've
no
doubt
heard that
old Then,
astrological
loophole,
"The stars incline but do not compel." I
seldom use it myself, but in this case I
shall, because no one would be happier than
I to seetinuesoindefinitely.
perfect The
a marriage
as Ty's
constars show
divorce
for Annabella and Tyrone. We shall see.
Because Taurus represents the second
house in the Zodiac, ruling money, it is
only natural that these persons should
know how to make money. What's more
important, they know how to invest it and
hold on to it also. Some of the screen's
biggest money-makers are Taurians and
they have proved the astrological truth
of this statement. They include : Shirley
Temple, Bing Crosby, Gary Cooper, Alice
Faye, Tyrone Power, Kate Smith, and
Lionel Barrymore. If you choose a Taurus
person for a marriage partner you can be
almost certain that you will eventually
grow rich, for everything these persons
touch seems to turn to gold — not a bad
gift in these depressed times.
Typical of this Taurus touch is the life
of Alice Faye. The tenacity and even stubbornness that characterizes Taurus helped
Alice Faye in her long, hard climb up the
ladder of success.
No actress started out in Hollywood
with fewer apparent possibilities than Alice.
A sort of road-show version of the one
and only Jean Harlow, she inspired great
indifference on the part of fans and critics
at the beginning of her movie career. Now,
however, by dint of hard work and the
help of her lucky star, she is an actress
not to be ignored. While she may never
wrest the mantle of greatness from Bette
Davis, Alice Faye will some day be a
really important actress.
The recent divorce of Alice Faye and
Tony Martin was no surprise. Although
Tony's sun position of Capricorn was the
right one for Alice, there were so many
other adverse aspects in their charts which
indicated a stormy marriage that a divorce
was inevitable.
Lest I sound like an agent for Reno,
let me hasten to say that there are more
happy Taurus marriages of long standing
in Hollywood than those of almost any
other single sign in the Zodiac. Witness
the eminently happy marriages of these
Taurians : Gary Cooper, Bing Crosby,
Lionel Barrymore, Sigrid Gurie, Maureen
O'Sullivan, James Ellison, Henry Fonda,
and
few. Richard Barthelmess, to name only a
There is this to be said about Taurus
persons in marriage — they want to stay
married more than anything else in the
world, and they generally make every effort even to sacrificing a promising career
if need be, to make marriage successful.
In past instances where Taurus-born have
failed in marriage, it has generally been
when both parties were so interested in a
career that neither had time to concentrate on problems of the home. The more
outstanding cases of Taurians whose marriages have failed include Henry Fonda
and Margaret Sullavan, both born in Taurus. These two wonderful persons might
have been happy together if each had not
been so concentrated on career. Then, too,
many times those born in the same sign
are so much alike they wear on each other.
Then there was the case of Mary Astor.
Her famous red diary in court made romantic history. In her case she had not
SCREENLA
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married a compatible sign. Her husband,
Dr. Thorpe, was born in Leo and had
afflictions in his chart that made them most
incompatible.
If Taurus persons follow the star-given
talents shown in their charts they generally become successful and even famous.
This sign happens to rule the creative
talents, the ability to originate ideas and
carry them out. Physically it also rules
the throat, tongue, and organs of speech.
Therefore it isn't so surprising to find that
many Taurians attain fame through acting
or singing. They are generally given pleasant, low voices which respond to training
for stage, screen or radio. It is interesting
to note that Bing Crosby, Kate Smith, and

Helen Parrish is wearing a fruit boutonniere and something new in link
bracelets. Crisp white pique trims
her dress and perky white straw hat.
Alice Faye really began their careers as
singers, and they are all Taurians.
There is one outstanding Taurian on
the screen for whom I predict a truly
brilliant future. Do you remember "Algiers?" Remember how, when your eyes
were thrilling to the highly spectacular
beauty of Hedy, your intelligence was responding to the splendid acting of Sigrid
Gurie ? In any other picture except Lamarr's debut that performance would have
won instant stardom for Miss Gurie. Now
she is being given every opportunity to
reveal her beauty and dynamic talents to
best advantage. Not only will Miss Gurie
be a sensation on the screen but her very
happy marriage will last indefinitely.
Of the younger screen stars who were
born in Taurus and who will rise to even
greater heights than they have so far atare MaureenhasO'Sullivan
Ellison.tained,Maureen
been on and
the Jimmy
screen
for years, it seems, but then she started
when just a child. To her wealth of experience Miss O'Sullivan now brings the
maturity of marriage that will enhance
her work with a new richness and vitality.
She can make of her marriage a great
success if she does not let her career become too all-engrossing.
Jimmy Ellison has been a long time
emerging, but his Taurian charms should
prove as effective as Tyrone Power's with

further grooming for star roles. Jimmy
Ellison will continue on the screen for
years,
and should leading
become men.
one Happiness
of 1940's
most outstanding
in marriage is also indicated for Jimmy
and a family of two.
Gary Cooper really needs no astrologer
to predict his future. Yet Gary can thank
his lucky stars that he was born under
the brilliant rays of Venus otherwise that
gangling six feet four might have remained
out on the range roping cattle and his low
throttled baritone might have struck terror
to the hearts of lonely coyotes rather than
palpitation to the hearts of millions of
women throughout the world. As it is,
Gary has nothing to worry about, for his
horoscope shows continued success for
years to come on the screen. He has already made of his marriage one of the
happiest in the film city and there is no
reason why anything should happen to
upset this pleasant pattern of his life.
There are other Taurus-born screen
stars who face pleasant experiences in
1940. They are : Brian Aherne, better roles,
and happiness in marriage to Joan Fontaine. Richard Carlson, who shows promise
of doing splendid dramatic roles in the
future; Eddie Albert, whose star is just
beginning to rise, can go on to better
things if he does not let his stubbornness
stand in his way. Then there is Lionel
Barrymore, who might have health disturbances in1940, which we sincerely hope
will not be too severe.
The trend toward happiness is so clearly
defined for those of you born in Taurus
that there are only a few brief warnings
that your stars give: be cautious in regard to romance, for your eager, impetuous nature often mistakes infatuation for
real love. Do not enter into any serious
alliances unless you first know the person
involved is compatible to you in every
way. If married you can remain happy if
you give a certain amount of your time to
the marriage partner. Be careful not to
let 3'our work become too all-engrossing.
Those not born in the Sign of Taurus
have varying experiences during this
month. To find out what the stars predict
for you check the section below that deals
with your own birth sign.
Aries — March 21 to April 20
A stimulating month romantically, for
Venus brings you one or two exciting experiences inlove. New romance is favored
over the old, however, and there is a
strong possibility you may make a decision
to break off with someone you have cared
for deeply. Do nothing hastily under these
rays for you are inclined to rash action
this montlj. The aspects for financial matters are somewhat better than last month.
An opportunity may come to advance
yourself in your work through a superior.
Those in secretarial, sales work, beauty
parlors, teaching, or creative -work are under the fortunate vibrations of Jupiter and
Venus at this time. Those anxious to make
a business change may seriously consider
same any time this month. Short trips are
favored, visits to relatives, changes in residence and refurnishing the home come under good vibrations. Watch the health during^ the first and last weeks, avoid overtaxing the strength and overeating.
Taurus — April 21 to May 20
As usual, activity in romance is favored
for Taurus-born this month. Use your
charms cautiously, however, for there may
be a slight tendency on your part to be
somewhat flirtatious and inclined to trifle
with the affections of someone who cares
deeply. This is an excellent month to make
a decision about marriage. Because lovehappiness means so much to you be sure
you are taking the right steps. Your

chances for happiness are greater with
someone born in the Sign of Virgo, Capricorn, or Pisces than any of the other signs.
Those engaged in the business world have
better opportunities this month to express
their talents. This month is especially favored for seeking a rise in salary or for
promotion. It favors those engaged as
designers, salesladies, stenographers, nurses
and accountants. It is also extremely favorable for any independent business venture.
The urge to settle into a home may express itself in concrete terms this month.
Choose a new location, buy or build, or
otherwise be interested in home furnishings. The influence of Venus promises happiness in any marriage consummated during this month.
Gemini — May 21 to June 20
You are highly favored by your planets
this month. Make the most of your vivid
personality and versatility and use them
to progress in a business way. It favors
all professional and commercial endeavors
this month, especially those where you are
required to meet the public and use the
personality. The executive side of your
personality should exercise itself; go into
new business contacts, branch out into independent lines. The month favors things
of the mind, so study and develop your
talents, decide on jour future course. Studies along creative lines are favored; especially music, acting, dancing, singing, or
commercial art. Social activities are on the
increase at this time and some man may
enter your life who has the power radically
to change the course of events for you.
Concentrate more on financial matters at
this time for the romantic affairs of life
take care of themselves now. Avoid complications in romance, make no immediate
decisions about engagements or marriage.
The month favors elderly persons and the
home.
Cancer — june 21 to July 22
Your stars promise you some relief from
the depression this month. You should be
able to find a happy solution to money
difficulties, either through seeking a job
or through financial assistance from others.
Jupiter brings this change, and whether
you stay where you are now or
into
another location depends on you, lor the
tendency is to make changes this month.
Make no sudden decisions regarding love
or marriage. Let romance seek you out if
it chooses but do not be too anxious to
find love for the stars hold some minor
warnings at this time. You are still apt
to be looking for the one big love of your
life, and this month may bring several
persons who nearly fit the bill — but not
quite. Those married have favorable aspects of the Moon for the home, and
should get along quite well in the home.
Leo— July 23 to August 22
The social side of your life should require much of your time this month. Invitations to attend parties, chances to go
on trips with friends or relatives — these
are all in order during this month. Your
sign also attracts persons who may be in
the entertainment world such as musicians,
actors, and singers. Travel is favored at
this time, or moving into another locality.
Any decisions you make now are good, for
your mind is clear and you will avoid
mistakes. Be alert to new opportunities
in business, accept opportunities especially
from others regarding partnership or going
into business for yourself, for you have
the aggressiveness needed to make a success. Warnings are held in romance ; do
not break off existing romance and avoid
complications that might prove disastrous.
Your heart may rule your head at this
time so use caution in all you do.
SCREENLAND
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confusion, and the month should be fairly
normal in most departments of your life.
Capricorn — December 22 to January 19
You may have much to look forward to
this month. This may apply to romance as
well as finances ; although Venus may cause
some unrest in love it may be of your own
making. You may disagree with someone
you love and eventually give in. Your sign
causes you to be hasty and, at times, rather
stubborn, so use your head this month to
think your way out of your various problems. Important messages may arrive by
telephone or mail. A chance to obtain a
new position may present itself. Some man
you meet socially may become interested
in you romantically. Change, advancement,
and improvement, these are all favored by
your ruling stars for this month. Avoid
spending money too freely, save and direct
your funds toward some goal. Your sign
favors an independent business venture such
as owning a dress shop, interior decorating
business, beauty parlor, candy store, or
magazine counter ; this month is a good
time to consider such business ventures.
Health is somewhat more favored during
the last two weeks of the month. Avoid
vehicles and dark places the last week of
the month.
Lucille Fairbanks, youthful member of the famous house of Fairbanks who is carving
a name for herself in pictures, is shown, above, acquiring a sun-tan at Santa Barbara.

Virgo — August 23 to September 22

Scorpio — October 23 to November 22

Some doubts may exist in your mind
about the one you love, but dismiss such
doubts. Venus favors present romance. Although no immediate changes are noted
that favor marriage you can continue indefinitely with the person in your life now.
New business ventures come under favorable aspects ; profit may come from some
plans you made in the past ; someone may
help you or members of the family in a
business way. This month favors those
working as teachers, nurses, secretaries,
telephone operators, salesladies, designers,
interior decorators, and those in the investment fields. The health must be guarded
this month, as some sensitivity in the stomach region may be affected by nerves.
Avoid complications with relatives. Do not
spend too much during last two weeks of
the month. Make a special effort to save at
this time. The general aspects are favorable for the home and financial affairs.

Your problem may be how to get your
hands on more money this month, for your
expenses may be out of proportion to your
income. Balance this by. cutting down your
expenses. Your mind is stimulated by Mars
and Venus. A decision may arise in the
first two weeks of the month about a proposition you may receive in business. The
stars favor changes for you at this time.
Those having to do with meeting the
public or creative endeavors are most favored, especially art, music, literature, advertising, publicity, or promotion schemes
for raising money. Use your personality to
advantage this month. Romantically do
not expect immediate solutions to your
problems for Mars may agitate and disturb your love life. It may take }tou a
month or so to quiet down again but you
are assured of more contentment in the
latter part of the month. Certainly you
will have one or more new opportunities
in love but your great sense of loyalty and
duty will continue to keep you by the side
of some person you feel really needs your
attentions.

Libra — September 23 to October 22
As usual, activity dominates your affairs
this month. There may be a tendency to
waste of time and energy. Watch out in
the romantic side of life especially that
you do not waste time on some person who
is not truly worthy of your time and
attention. One or more persons may vie
for your heart. The stars bring you the
predominant radiations of the love planet
Venus and it promises you much in the
way of great love happiness. A good time
to become engaged, if you are sure you
have chosen wisely. The business side of
your life holds fewer problems now than
in the past ; although the stars do not
shower you with immediate riches the
prospects should be somewhat brighter.
Jupiter will bring some man into your life
who may change your financial outlook. Be
prepared to make changes in business,
travel, change residence, or redecorate your
present living quarters. Avoid over-activity
in regard to social affairs, for the health
must be guarded. Real estate and investments are favored this month.
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Sagittarius — November 23 to December 21
Conditions in your life should show
steady improvement this month ; if not, the
fault might lie in you and not in the stars.
You may not be alert enough to the opportunities about you for very often you
expect them to be on the surface when
they are really hidden. Jupiter gives your
talents free expression this month but you
might have to work harder than ordinarily
to bring yourself to the attention of superiors. You have executive work ahead
of you for your sign is the "boss" rather
than the type to be "bossed." Watch out
for cupid this month for he may deal you
a knockout blow. You are promised thrilling action this month in love but should be
cautioned to take it rather lightly. No
decisions should be made regarding marriage at this time. Those married have
some disturbances of Mars to contend with
but they should not be serious enough to
cause separation. Avoid haste, temper, and

Aquarius — January 20 to February 1 8
Money matters may cause concern ; you
still spend more than you make and you
can't get ahead fast that way ! Although
you might advance where you now work
it seems doubtful ; under the month's stimulating vibrations a chance might come for
a new job. Remember, you lean more toward the creative and artistic ; try to get
into work connected with modelling, designing, music, radio, or even beauty shops,
and your chances for using your talents
would be more numerous. A climax may
arrive in romantic affairs. Your sign falls
in love often and many times marries
twice, so let your head rule your heart
this month ! Of two persons in love with
you a choice may have to be made between them. Do not act in haste for you're
a long time married ! Attend social functions and entertain friends in your home
this month, for Venus favors making new
and interesting contacts socially. Attend
to personal development, study along cultural or musical lines. The month ends on
a very progressive accent with more balance than usual.
Pisces — February 19 to March 20
You may long for a change of scene at
present. The stars incline to some restlessness but your affairs may keep ybu somewhat confined for a while. Lay plans for
the future and develop your latent abilities
for progression in your work. If you follow the usual Pisces trend, early marriage
is shown, and problems arise in such an
early union. If still single, be most cautious this month about romantic ventures.
Some person may appeal physically only
to be incompatible mentally. Choose a person born in the signs of Taurus, Cancer,
Scorpio, and you have a chance at happiness in love or marriage. Watch the finances at this time for you may be too
generous for your own good. This month
favors paying or collecting debts, legal
affairs, signing papers, leases, contracts,
and dealings in real estate. Relatives may
impose on you if you permit them to. Attend to health during the month, travel in
the last two weeks by land, and be calm in
everything you attempt this month.
Because the planets reveal various destinies for every person it is necessary for
you to consult your own individual astrology reading for your birth sign.
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lybelline Eye Shadow in six
morons shades — Blue, Gray,
le-gray, Brown, Green, Violet.
EYE

Either in Solid

BEAUTY

AIDS

For the Merry Month of May
MISS ELAINE SHEPARD
New York and Hollywood's celebrated
model in Chesterfield's Sundial dress

THE

CIGARETTE
OF

Today
turning

more

THE
than

to Chesterfield's

HOUR
ever, smokers

skillful blend

are

of the

world's best cigarette tobaccos. Now is the time
for you to light up and enjoy a Chesterfield . . .
they're COOLER
AND DEFINITELY

SMOKING,
MILDER.

tf/cu ca/tC
Copyrighr 1940, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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Preston

KYSER

Her

Chic

"Frock

But

Her

Coat"

Smile

invited

invaded

His

Look

His

Heart!

• Neii> Frock Coat of shepherd
check, trim little waistline faring skirt, huge saddle pockets.
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J/J?

Your smile is a priceless charm — it's You!
Help guard its loveliness with Ipana and Massage!

YES, a chic and charming costume can
catch a man's attention . . . but it takes
the spell of a lovely smile to hold him.
For interest quickly fades to indifference
if a girl lets her smile— her priceless, precious smile— become dull and lifeless ... if
she ignores the warning of "pink tooth
brush."
What "Pink Tooth Brush" Means
If your tooth brush "shows pink," heed the
warning it gives and see your dentist immediately. He may find nothing serious. But
often he will say that your gums are lazy,
that the soft, creamy foods we moderns eat
have denied gums the vigorous chewing,
the exercise they need for health. He may

IPANA

suggest, as so many other dentists do, "More
work for your gums— the helpful stimulation
of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage!"
For Ipana is especially designed not only
to clean teeth thoroughly but, with massage,
to help the gums to health. So every time
you brush your teeth, massage a little Ipana
onto your gums. The pleasant, exclusive
tang of Ipana and massage tells you circulation isquickening in the gums . . . helping
to make gums stronger, firmer, more resistant to trouble.
Get a tube of economical Ipana Tooth
Paste at your druggist's today. Start now
with the modern dental routine of Ipana
with massage to help make your smile as
lovely and attractive as it can be.

TOOTH

PASTE
SCREENLAND
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A

LIFETIME

LIVED

IN

Vivien

A

SINGLE

Leigh returns to you — beautiful, tender,

appealing

and talented beyond

role which

might have

...A girl whose
world

around

emotions

this absorbing

mhmmd

her . , . grasping

attains new dramatic

the chaos of the
fervently, eagerly

to youth ... Robert Taylor

stature as the man

romance

create an emotional

description — . in a

been treaied for her alone

at the love that belongs

VIVIEN

DAY!

shares

with her. Together, they

experience

LEIGH

who

you'll never forget.

ROBERT

TAYLOR

in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
WATERLOO
with LUCILE

WATSON

BRIDGE
• VIRGINIA

FIELD

MARIA

OUSPENSKAYA
• C. AUBREY
SMITH
A Mervyn LeRoy Production
Screen play by S. N. Behrman, Hans Rameau, and George Froeschel
Based on the play "Waterloo Bridge" by Robert E. Sherwood
Directed by MERVYN LeROY
• Produced by SIDNEY FRANKLIN
SCREENLAND
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OUR

HER, TOO—

NEXT

ISSUE!

FULL-LENGTH
FICTION

STORY

OF

We're looking forward to this feature and we
know you will join us, especially when you hear
that it is not only the best of all the immensely
popular Hardy Family series, but that featured
with Mickey will be none other than Judy Garland and — surprise — Diana Lewis, the new Mrs.
William Powell in private life, playing the dashing debutante who captures the fickle Rooney
heart — for a while. Amusing "inside" slant is that
Mickey was sorta "sweet on" Diana when they
were a couple of kids, long before she ever met
Mr. Powell and HE ever met Judy.
See them in our grand illustrations for this
fictionization. Watch for our "Double" cover of
Mickey and Judy. And don't forget we will also
be giving you many other features, all exclusive,
all colorful!
JULY

—ON
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The Editor's Page
Delight Evans
Hollywood Whirl
Len Weissman
A Big Date with Jeffrey Lynn
May Mann
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26
28
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"Turnabout." Complete Fictionization
Elizabeth Petersen
Meet An Actress. Betty Field
Ida Zeitlin
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Delight Evans
Screenland Glamor School. Edited by Deanna Durbin
What Will Norvell Predict for You?

32
51
52
54
58

The Dick Powells Throw A Party
Liza 60
Pictures by Patricia Morison
Ruth Tildesley 62
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BIG NEW FILM
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Finest portrayal

by

a

young

actress

in

moons is Joan Fontaine's as the
many movieidealistic
sensitive,
second wife in Alfred
Hitchcock's

sympathetic screen translation
of the Daphne du Maurier novel, "Rebecca"
6

If you've been classifying Miss Fontaine as
"just another ingenue" or "Olivia de Havilland's little sister." you're in for a big surprise! For— charmingly, skilfully — she steals
first acting honors from Laurence Olivier
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Included in the notable supporting cast are

ALL

HONORED

THIS

TO

OFFER

AND

O'NEIL
• BARBARA
LYNN
JEFFREY
ll
Danie
y
Henr
•
ler
Weid
Virginia
Walter Hampden • George Coulouris
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PRODUCTION
AN AT OLE LITVAK
. Music by Max Steiner
Screen Play by Casey Robinson Nationa
l Picture
A Warner Bros.-First

FROM THE WORLD -APPLAUDED
NOVEL BY
TOO'
HEAVEN

EX- LAX

MOVIES

SCREENLAND'S
Crossword

By

The action of Ex-Lax is thorough, yet
gentle I No shock. No strain. No
weakening after-effects. Just an easy,
comfortable bowel movement that
brings blessed relief. Try Ex-Lax
next time you need a laxative. It's
good for every member of the family.
10* and 25*

50. Co-star of

1. He plays the title role in "Viva
6. She returns to the screen in
Kid" Chickadee"
Cisco Little
"My
"Four Daughters,"
of theWives,"
9. One"Four
etc.
13. Conditional release of convict
14. Printed notices (abbrev.)
15. Smell
16. Co-star of "Virginia City"
17. He croons in "The Road to

51. Near
Co-star
Pa's wifeof

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
27.
28.
29.
30.
32.
34.
35.
36.

Talley

"The Primrose

ACROSS

38.
39.
41.
42.
45.
46.
48.
49.
3

Alma

Puzzle

54.
53.
52.
55.
57.
58.
60.
61.
63.
64.

'Lillian Russell"
His last name is Sparks
Level
European measure of area
A work horse
Proportion
To lookPaslyly
th"
Markey substance
Corrosive
The glamorous Mrs. Gene

Sun-god
e"
orgait
Singap
AChum
horse's
65.
Co-star(contraction)
of "New Moon"
66. Ever
(slang)
A vote in favor of something
67. Yonder
His last name is Alexander
DOWN
Either
Seldom
1. Her new film is "My Son, My
To place
Mistake
Ruby Keeler's ex-husband
Grime
He's married to Annabella
"It - - - Came True," with
A rule of conduct
Ann Sheridan
A wild plum
Note
of the scale
A beverage
Co-star
of "Destry Rides
Character actress in "Our
Fuss
"The
Wore Red," an
Short literary work
old film of Joan Crawford's
She's Mrs. Arthur Hornblow, Jr.
Her new one is "All This, and
Supernatural force
Town" Joan Fontaine
HeHeaven
married
Son" is "The Doctor
Her new one
Too"
Ocean
Pertaining to an era
Group of islands off the Irish
Takes
Person of sub-normal mentality
"
CoastAgaainWife"
Caress
She's
Mrs.
Artie
Shaw
True
She's
Mrs.
Clark Gable
Beside
Neither
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21.
23.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

March
Gable's most talked-of role
Means
of transporration
(abbrev.)
Frenchofarticle
Kind
pigeon
Like
Fright

30. Encountered
31. Exclamation
Hit on
Star
of the
"Tillhead
We (slang)
Meet Again"
33. "Jamaica ," with Charles
Laugh ton
37. Charlie McCarthy's voice
35. Part of to be
40.
38. Respected
41.
Less shady
43.
39.
44.
46.
47.
50.
51.
52.
53.
55.
56.
58.
59.
60.

Co-star of "Broadway Melody
Behold
Note of the scale
Syllable of hesitation
Co-star
of ""Strange Cargo"
Partofof19a40church
She's featured in "Buck Benny
Mid-Western state (abbrev.)
What
extra hopes for
Ridesevery
Again"
Jutting rock
Lacking moisture
Incidentalyell
College

62.
Robinson's
64. Short
Army for
officer
(abbrev.) name
(Solution Next Month)
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says Mrs. Madge
Purdy Van Cott,
City, N. J. me!"
showed
y Jersey
e certainl
Listerin
"I've been Co-ed, Trained Nurse, Mother

. . .

I know how Listerine fights infectious dandruff."

As a trained nurse, doing post-graduate work
at a famous New York hospital, I first heard
the peculiar bottle-shaped bacillus, Pityrosporum Ovale — nearly always found in high concentration in infectious dandruff conditions — and
how important
it is to keep this and other organisms under control.

3 As a school nurse in New Jersey,
1 had the care of hundreds of children in rural districts. Scalp examinations were part of my regular routine.
Time and again I prescribed Listerine
Antiseptic and massage . . . time and
again I saw dandruff's scales disappear.

Listerine, in Actual Clinical
Tests, Beneficial in 76% of
Infectious Dandruff Cases
If you are plagued by dandruff, so
often caused by germs ... if, in
spite of everything you've tried,
those distressing flakes and scales
are still in evidence . . . don't waste
any more time — start today with the
famous Listerine Treatment. It is so
simple ... so easy . . . you can treat
yourself right in your own home!
Simple, Delightful Home Treatment
Just douse the scalp, morning and
night, with full strength Listerine
— the same Listerine which has
been famed for more than 50 years
as an antiseptic mouth wash and
gargle. Then massage scalp and
hair vigorously and persistently.

You'll be delighted with the
cooling, soothing, tingling sensation. And, think of it! . . . this wonderfully invigorating treatment is
precisely the same as that which,
within 30 days, brought about complete disappearance of or marked
improvement in the symptoms of
dandruff to 76% of the men and
women who used it in clinical tests !
Start Your Treatments Now
So, if you've been fighting a losing
battle against dandruff, don't give
up hope. Above all, don't neglect
what may be a real infection. Start
right now with Listerine Antiseptic
and massage. It's the treatment
which has proved so useful against
infectious dandruff in a substantial
majority of clinical test cases. Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
SCREENLAND

When I got married and my baby came, I knew how to
4 help keep her scalp clean and healthy. I have shown my
husband how to guard against infectious dandruff, too. I give
Mm a vigorous Listerine massage regularly. A slight dandruff
condition Listerine
he had Antiseptic
at one timenow.
quickly improved. He's never
without
9
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Dr. Christian —
The Courageous
RKO-Radio
The second of the "Dr. Chris-a
tian" series tells the story of
small town doctor's tireless effortsa
to help the under-privileged of
shanty town. Jean Hersholt fits the
role of the kindly, lovable old physician to a T. Although the film
deals mainly with social problems,
it has a good share of comedy —
supplied by Maude Eburne and
Vera Lewis— and Tom Neal, Robert
Baldwin and Dorothy Lovett make
up the romantic trio of the film.

No

girl need
prevents

Rancho Grande — Republic
This modern western has Gene
Autry as a ranch foreman and
guardian of its youthful heirs. Unless an irrigation system is completed the ranch will be foreclosed,
and Autry makes two of its scatterbrained owners realize its importance before the villain gets in his
dirty work. The picture has everything to make Autry fans happy —
plenty of Gene's songs and plenty
of riding and, of course, Smiley
Burnett's standard brand of comedy.
Rancho Grande is film's theme song.

risk popularity!
underarm

odor—

being
help such
PEG
and she
fun,envious—
were having
they couldn't
was so lonely. So many girls who weren't
as pretty as Peg, had dates. "I'll leave this
old town, then I'll be popular," thought
Peg. But Peg, others will neglect you
wherever you go— if you neglect underarm odor.
Like Peg, we seldom know when we
are guilty of underarm odor. How much
wiser to play safe— each day— with Mum!
Don't rely on a bath, alone to guard your
charm. A bath removes past perspiration,
but Mum prevents future odor.
Wherever there is social life, you will
find popular girls use Mum. And more
POPULAR

GIRLS

MAKE

MUM

every

guards

use Mum

day

charm!

than any other deodorant.

MUM SAVES TIME! Just 30 seconds,
and underarms are fresh all day.
MUM SAVES CLOTHES! The American
Laundry Institute Seal tells you Mum
won't harm any fabric. Safe for skin, too
—even after underarm shaving!
MUM SAVES CHARM! Mum makes
odor impossible— not by attempting to
prevent perspiration— but by neutralizing
the odor before it starts. Get Mum at your
druggist's today. More women (and more
men) make a habit of Mum because
Mum
keeps you "in right" everywhere—
with everyone!

A DAILY

HABIT

OF

MUM

TO HERSELF:
MUM WAS THE ANSWER
HIT...
FOR I'MME,A ALL
RIGHT!
TONIGHT!

The Human Monster — Monogram
In this horror film, Bela Lugosi,
screen's begeyman, plays the dual
role of a diabolical doctor who
murders to collect on insurance
policies of his victims and head of
a blind man's home, conducted as a
"blind" for his crimes. The gruesome chores are not performed by
Lugosi, but by a blind giant who
strangles victims and drowns them
in a tank before throwing the bodies
in the river. It's not the best horror
film, but it's good for some chills
and thrills. Don't bring the kiddies.

For Sanitary Napkins, Too—
No need to worry about Sanitary Napkins if you remember Mum will keep you fresh.
Mum is so safe ...so gentle . . .
thousands use it this way!
SCREENLAND
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Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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Join "the kids'
at Ann Rutherford's for good
food and f

a

REGISTERED "1
K' GENUINEake
eeps
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING

ll^ou'lliouslove
color the
. . .glordistinguished styling . .
and time-honored
quality of your genuine registered
Keepsake. The Certificate of Quality
and Registration
protects you against
an unwise choice.
There's a Keepsake
for every taste and
purse. Extended payments can usually be
arranged. Ask your
jeweler today to
show you the new
matched sets.

STANDKH Set $264.75
Engagement ring 5225.00

Write for Book
for coming brides
and grooms.

Keepsake Diamond Rings, A. H. Pond Co., Inc.
214 S. Warren St., Syracuse, N. Y.
Please send me the valuable book, "Etiquette of the Engagement and Wedding." I enclose 10c to cover mailing expense.
Name
_
Street and No..
City
SL-6-40
AWVWWWVWVVVWVWW

STRONGER.

MORE
TRY

ABSORBENT
OUR

NEW

SITROUX
BEAUTY CREAMS
COLD CREAM for thorough, pleasant
cleansing.
FOUNDATION CREAM for smoother,
long-lasting make-up.
BUY SITROUX CREAMS WHERE
YOU BUY SITROUX TISSUES
12

ANN RUTHERFORD shares a smart
/ \ "Wilshire district" apartment with
7 \ her mother and sister. Unlike some
apartments I've visited, this one is a real
home, overflowing with laughter and affection, not to mention more tangible objects:
Ann's friendly fans simply shower her with
"We're going to be crowded out of the
gifts.
place
smiled
mother.
lucky soon,"
that most
of Ann's
the things
are "It's
tiny
cabinet pieces, and is Ann thrilled with
them! She has a collection of little angels
in her bedroom, and more frogs, ducks, and
SCREENLAND

Scotties
than— you
believe existed."
"But look
just would
look— at
my Farway
Farms horses !" cried Ann, an animated
whirlwind in blue-and-white summer print.
Along the white mantel ranged a line of
adorable little horses done in bronze.
"They're from the famous Farway Farms
near
up
grew"Our
in LexingtonsaidandAnn.
was born Kentucky,"
familyLexington,
there. Last year we went back to visit and

Farms."
at thewith
spent
"Anna day
romped
Man O' War," related her mother, gaily "but when she began talking baby-talk to him he got so

When she isn't busy appearing in the "Hardy Family" films,
gay little Ann loves to entertain Hollywood's young crowd.
Facing page, she prepares her favorite salad. Above,
right, she really plays those drums. Above, with her collection of tiny horses from a famous Kentucky farm.
embarrassed ! He hung his head and acted
just like a person."
"That horse has his own office" declared
Ann, brown eyes wide. "Yes, sir! A grand
fireplace in it and everything. All the
thoroughbreds live in beautiful places and
YVONNE

FOX, SYRACUSE

are treated almost like royalty, maybe better. Man O' War was a pet — he adored
romping and I had a marvelous time. It
was after I left that they sent me these
precious bronze replicas of all the horses
at Farway Farms. Aren't they perfect?"
UNIVERSITY JUNIOR, SAYS:

tfeaf" wvodetiY

According to her mother, Ann has a
natural talent for design ; she makes nearly
all her own hats and most of her clothes.
"Last week she came home with yards and
yards of (Continucd
material," Mrs.
Rutherford
conon page
76)

vuxWat

look

!

AND IT'S YOURS WITH THIS FACE POWDER
YOU CHOOSE BY THE COLOR OF YOUR EYES!
Follow the modern trend in makeup!
Achieve the engaging natural look of
easy
It's Face
young "collegiennes."
gay, Richard
with
Hudnut Marvelous
Powder . . . the wonderful new powder
you choose by the color of your eyes!
Eye color, you see, is definitely related to the color of your skin and the
color of your hair. It is the simplest
guide to cosmetic shades that match
and glorify the beauty of your own
coloring . . . give you that modern
natural look that men prefer!

So, whether your eyes are blue, brown,
grayexactly
or hazel,right
you'll
that
is
forfind
youthe inshade
Hudnut
Marvelous Face Powder . . . the pure,
fine-textured powder that you choose
by the color of your eyes!
See how smoothly Marvelous Face
Powder goes on . . . how it agrees with
even the most sensitive skin! And how
it lasts — ends powder-puff dabbing for
hours and hours! For complete color harmony, use matching Marvelous Rouge
and Lipstick, too.

Hudnut Marvelous Face Powder and harmonizing Rouge and Lipstick
at drug and department stores — only 55( each. 65( in Canada.
HUDNUT

ImRRVELOUS
FACE
POWDER
AND
MATCHED
MAKEUP
SCREENLAND

PERSONAL TRY-OUT KIT!
Generous junior sizes of
Hudnut Marvelous Face
Powder and harmonizing
Rouge and Lipstick . . .
packaged together in an
attractive kit, perfect for
home or office.

Specially
apriced
limited
lime
only
for
13

In Canada, 65{

THIS happened not long ago at the Fox
Studio. It wasn't perpetrated as a gag,
but just as an instance to show how indescribably irregular and obtuse the motion
picture industry can be. A very famous,
highly touted director on the lot accidentally came across a very old picture of
Tyrone Power. Ty was very young-looking
and the photograph suggested an immature
country bumpkin. The director sent the
picture to the casting department with the
following note. "Can we do anything for
this young fellow ? I've seen him act and I
think he's very good. To me, he shows
promise !" This director's recommendation
is not without great weight at his studio.
Nevertheless, there was very little delay in
the answer from the casting office. Their
reply read, "Dear Mr.
: From our
experience we find that this young man has
the kind of face that is impossible to photograph. It is our belief that he would not be
found satisfactory."
ANDREA LEEDS found a very becom' ing hat in a small shop for $2.95. The
studio had to reproduce the bonnet so her
stand-in would have a duplicate for "Earthbound." They did — at the cost of $35. . . .
Young Bill Holden was all for accepting
one, and only one, answer to the ad he ran
in the paper for a secretary, but his agent
talked him out of it. The answer came from
an entire
graduating class of a girls' business school.

Lett. Weissman.
To Myron Selznick, actor's agent and brother of David O. Selzniclt, went the privilege of escorting two of the screen's famous beauties — Joan Bennett, wearing white
wrap, and Loretta Young — to a recent premiere. Some fellows get all the breaks!

from

JOHN PAYNE recently received a many
times forwarded letter which took him
back more than five years in his struggle
for a career. The context of the terse business note was in the form of a stern reprimand to him. It was from an employ-

Hollywood

ment bureau where he was once registered.
It said, "Dear Mr. Payne : It has been
called to our attention that you have not
availed yourself of the privileges of our
organization for some time. You have been
most uninterested in our efforts to secure
employment for you. Our notices of available jobs have been consistently ignored.
We are therefore eliminating your name
from our lists of ambitious young men. If
you should care to still keep your registration with us please inform us to that effect
within the next ten days."

Len Weissman

AND
now ofthey
are Hollywood!
accusing Hattie
■ Daniel
going
Who Mchas:
a better right? Hattie has lately been
criticized because she suddenly blossomed
out with a whopping limousine, a liveried
chauffeur and what seems to be an insatiable taste for orchids. However, in spite
of that, her grinning face in her spacious
limousine is, somehow, more thrilling thaa
all the other glamor girls, put together.
Hattie was once an attendant in a powder
room in a Milwaukee night club. She
worked as a cook in Denver. She is so.
genuine that at the Academy Award banquet she. brought all of bored Hollywood
to its feet with rousing praise and with not •
a few eyes blurred with real tears. Hattie
was deeply impressed by being honored in
the Cocoanut Grove by all of the industry's,
big shots, but no one knew better than she
that a week or a month hence the Cocoanut
Grove would be as remote as Mars to one
of her color. I say, if Hattie wants to glitter in her new-found fame, let her glitter.
To Hattie McDaniel all the orchids she
could ever wear !
THEY'RE calling Eddie Albert Holly-.
I wood's Technicolor Orson Welles. His attempt to grow a beard sprouted out a fiery
red. . . . Brenda Joyce, well on her way to
stardom, fights any show of pretense. She
has even refused to buy a new car. She
drives a very modest 1936 model coupe an
hopes for (Please
a few more
turn toyears'
page use
95) out of it

Humphrey Bogart may be a bad man on
the screen, but to his wife, Mayo Methot,
he's an attentive husband. Left, they're at
the Cocoanut Grove for an evening of fun.
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His first wife left him on a tidal
wave and came back like a
cyclone— smack in the middle
of his second honeymoon!

[

GRANT

That's the signal to commence
firing . . . and the laugh bombardment never stops until
Irene and Cary have scored
more direct hits than in "The
Awful Truth". .... It's "THE
YEAR'S FIRST GREAT COMEDY
HIT," SAYS LOOK MAGAZINE
And it's coming soon!

Wi\^ooLPH^T
Tf
Wire
A LEO Mccabcv
I ' GAIL pA TRICK
Directed fyJ^
^>DU^^
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^
♦ Here is your chance to win One
Thousand Dollars — or any of 132 other big cash

1 Lillian Russell was called "Tht
Most Beautiful Woman in America."
True □ False □

prizes! It's easy! It's fun! The glamorous, fascinating beauty, whose life and loves soon
will be seen in the spectacular 20th Century-

2 "Diamond Jim" Brady was Lillian
Russell's ardent admirer and showered her with costly jewels.
.. True □ False □

Fox picture, "Lillian Russell, " inspired this
Contest! All you have to do is check as
True or False the statements in the column
at the right. Then write a letter of not
more than 50 words on the subject:
'WHY

LILLIAN

RUSSELL

IS

AS AMERICA'S
FAMOUS
NO. I GLAMOR
GIRL."
Be sure to send in your True or False
List with your letter to 20th
Century-Fox — and you can be one
of the many winners! Read carefully the Contest Rules below
. . . and start immediately !
EASY

TO

3 Lillian Russell was given a kingdom by the Maharajah of Rahndigoor.
True Q False □
4 Lillian Russell's exciting life and
loves will be seen in a motion picture made by Darryl F. Zanuck.
True □ False □

5 Lillian Russell was discovered by
the famous showman, Tony Pastor,
when he heard her sing.
//
True □ False □
6 The pavement outside Lillian
Russell's home was studded with
diamonds and rubies. True Q False □

7 Lillian Russell was the daughter of
a President of the United States.
True □ False □

WIN!

8 Celebrated New York men-abouttown returned to the theatre week
after week to see and applaud
Lillian Russell.
True Q False □
9 Alice Faye will portray Lillian
Russell in a motion picture soon to
be released by 20th Century-Fox.
True □ False □
10 Lillian Russell wore a wondrous
evening gown woven entirely of
rare butterfly wings. True^ False □
YOUR NAME
STREET
CITY
ATTACH

STATE
■THIS TO YOUR LETTER

J
Jr
ON

"WHY LILLIAN RUSSELL IS FAMOUS
AS AMERICA'S NO. 1 GLAMOR GIRL."
16
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EASY

RULES!

1, Check the True or False statements in the
space provided. Print or write plainly your
name and address on the coupon and attach
it firmly to an original letter of not more than
50 words on the subject: WHY LILLIAN
RUSSELL
FAMOUS AS AMERICA'S No.
1 GLAMOR IS GIRL.
2. Mail your True or False List and your letter
of not more than 50 words to the Lillian
Russell Contest Editor, 20th Century -Fox
Film Corporation, 444 West 56th St., New
York. You can submit as many letters as you
want, provided each is accompanied by a
separate True oi False printed form.
3 Residents of the United States, Hawaii or the
Dominion of Canada may compete, except
employees of 20th Century-Fox, their advertising agency and their families. Contest is
subject to Federal, State and local regulations. Contest closes June 15, 1940. All entries become
the property of 20th CenturyFox Film
Corporation.
4. Entries will be judged by the highest number
of correct answers to the True or False List
and, in the event of a tie, by the merit and
originality of the letter of not more than 50
words. The decision of the judges will be
final. No correspondence will be entered
into regarding the Contest.
5. Checks will be mailed to the winners within
a month of the close of the Contest. Anyone
wishing a complete list of winners may obtain
same by writing 20th Century- Fox and enclosing astamped, self-addressed envelope.

Remember Ginger
in "Gold Diggers
of 1933?" (Right).

Ginger, today,
great actress in
"Primrose Path."

An

Open

Letter

Ginger
GER:
DEAR GIN
How you've changed!
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We
way forg
that. For the cutie has vanished; there is no trace of
Rogers today. She's a comher in the girl called Ginger
pletely new and different person. And a very, very
fine actress.

Aren't you proud of her? You should be! You have,
after "The Primrose Path" every right to pat yourself
on the back and say, "Good girl! It was a tough fight,
but we won." For you have won. Despite the skepticism of critics and public who said, when the dancing
team of Astaire and Rogers split up, well, goodbye
Ginger, it was nice watching you — through sheer grit
and iron determination and, not incidentally at all, a
great deal of talent, you have turned yourself out one
of the two or three best actresses on the screen. And I
mean actresses: not personalities or glamor girls. I
think we must all take you seriously as an artiste,
with the e, mind you, from now on. It was a bold thing
you did, forsaking first the sequins, and later the trail-

to

Rogers
ing chiffons that always seemed about to trip up Fred
Astaire but never did, of course — for acting. And such
fine acting as I've seldom seem. Why you don't win an
Academy Award for it is one of Hollywood's major
mysteries. Can it be that, in your courageous climb to
artistic success, you have lost the common touch? It's
there, in your work — that compassionate quality, that
sensitive understanding of the other fellow's problems.
But in the almost Garbo-esque aloofness of your
private life, has it disappeared? I'm wondering, along
with the readers who berate me for not printing more
good, human Ginger Rogers interviews. How can I,
when you won't give 'em? Or else blue-pencil 'em so
that there's very little left of the grand, warm, intensely human girl we know you must be, really? Why
not take a tip from Bette Davis, who has permitted
vivid publicity to become an important part of her
brilliant career; who, bored or tired or not, somehow
always finds time to tell us, through the interviewers,
what we want to know about her? Let down the bars,
Ginger, and shake hands with your public.

Arrival of Hollywood's
Olivia de Havilland and
In the Cocoanut Grove.
listens as Jimmy tells
pal Maggie Sullavan and
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most speculatively romantic couple,
Jimmy Stewart, at the Guild party
Below, at their table: the girl-friend
a story, with gestures, to screenher husband, agent Leland Hayward.

Miss Sullavan turns an amused profile and a pretty back as
John Swope and Stewart listen, this time, to Miss de Havilland.
By the way, how'd you like our Livvy's new pompadour coiffure?

Maybe

it's taking

a

mean

advantage, but don't you
prefer sneaking up on your
picture
them
to

pets

and

off-guard,

carefully

studio
are

the

ups

of

catching
like

retouched

photographs?
best
the

this,

candid
cinema

Here
closemonth

Three of the film colony's grandest actors, below, share a joke
with one another though not with our Weissman, who is still
hoping to hear it. Basil Rathbone, Joe E. Brown, Frank Morgan.

Regal arrival of a fascinatin' filmland foursome: Norma
Shearer and George Raft, who are at the public-handholding
stage, atandtheMr.Grove.
and Mrs.
Cooper,
nice table
"old" later
married
folks,
Left, Gary
at their
reserved
on,
Norma's still having fun — but how about the cool Coopers?
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Still honeymooning! William Powell and his young wife,
the former Diana Lewis, dancing blissfully at Cocoanut
Grove. Where did you get that hat, Missus Powell?

The girl who converted Jackie Cooper to the simple life
is dancing with him, above. She's "Jimmie" Rogers, who
helped teach Jackie to ride 'n rope, in Palm Springs.

The opening of the
baseball season is the
same everywhere in
America. The celebrities toss out the first
ball, as George Raft,
Gail Patrick and her
Derby" Cobb
(left),
husband,
Bob "Brown
and Grade Allen and
George Burns are
doing here. Scene is
the Hollywood Ball
Park, where
you'llor alsee a dozen
so
screen waysfavorites
rooting
at the national game.
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Remember when Ronald Colman wouldn't face a candid camera?
That was before his marriage to the gracious Benita Hume,
who now persuades Ronnie to smile into the lens and like it.

Ann "Maisie" Sothern, in her best bib 'n tucker, and her best beau
who also happens to be friend husband, Roger Pryor, table-hopping
at the Guild party. Top of sleek head, and hand, are Liz Whitney's.

The picture at right,
we believe, is a reassuring sight. Surely the
top box office boy,
Mickey Rooney, might
be excused from any
more boyish hero-worship, now that he's so
famous; but he's still a
fan himself, especially
when his idol, Benny
Goodman, comes to
town. Mickey tells the
maestro of swing how
good he is, at band's
opening night at Grove.

2
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And

girls —

Leap

Year!

it's
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A LL This, And Heaven Too — (strictly

By

May

Mann

/

/-\ the title of Jeffrey Lynn's next pic\ture) — might never have happened
if a movie glamor girl hadn't said shewas "simply dying to meet that Lynn !"
"Jeffrey's the most interesting hoy in
New England
pictures, that strong

type," she murmured with a Priscilla
Lane look in her eyes. "And so eligible," she'd continued. ''He's shy, I
robeen Itany
haven't him.
think, for
seems
mancethere
rumors about
he's been so intent over his career
since he's been in Hollywood, he's
simply neglected the girls. If I could
"Then why don't you?" I said in
"
him — way
meet naive
just
my own
— thinking that
of course for an Ann Sheridan,
Loretta
Young, Wendy Barrie, or
easy.
Dorothy Lamour, that should be
"But how?" she wailed. "He
works at a different studio — and
I haven't the slightest excuse for
an introduction. Now if I were
only you," she sighed. (Imagine
a movie queen with her Beverly
Hills mansion and swimming
pool and her three automobiles
and mink coat and diamonds
and her three-pictures-a-yearcontract with a salary check at
four (Please turn to page 86)

All photographs of Jeffrey
Lynn's Big Dale l>y Schuyler Vrail,to Warner
Bros.,
Exclusive
SCREENI/AND
Follow Jeffrey Lynn
and May Mann on
their big Leap Year
date! Large picture
above shows them
dancing, and not
with tears in their
eyes, either. Follow
other pictures for
their progress from
dinner through an
evening of fun
— and
autograph
23fiends,
above. Mr. Lynn is
still a bachelor — as
we go to press.

E ARE

bound to the movies by

a power which roots far back bew
yond the beginning of civilization into the primitive world when the
race was young and lawless, and men
roved the earth like animals, intent only
on following out tbe instincts of their own
natures without interference !.
Tbe two great primal necessities of the human being
which are accountable for all his actions— the demand for
food and the demand for reproduction which results in
what we call "love" or '"sex" — were not disguised and
subverted as they are today under a thousand differing
pretexes and sublimated causes. Our primordial, ancestors
went straight for tbeir goal — fought, slew or were slain,
indulged in cunning or stealth, plundered and dragged
each other's women off by the hair of their heads. Nothing but death could come between them and what they
wanted. They knew no restraint.
Then one day, thousands of years ago, some of our
stone age ancestors laid the foundation for the astounding
hold our movies have today on the twentieth century,
with their fabulous previews, glamor, autographs, "Gone
With the Wind," and all the rest. They got together
and decided that it could not hurt anything and might
make life a lot pleasanter, if they gave up some of their
fierce determination to have their own way and agree to
a few rules for the common good. They laid out a sort of
five-year plan obstructing the rugged individuality of the
caveman for the first time.
That was the beginning of the "repressed desires" we
have heard so much about ever since Dr. Sigmund Freud
began to delve down into the unconscious mind to see if
he could discover how to help men overcome their mental
kinks and difficulties. The consciousness, or ego of these
primitive men, gradually hardened into something like a
conscience. And the brute passions, the aggression and
disregard of others had to be thwarted, rudely submerged
and crowded out of sight.

"All of us have been forced to repress many of our
primitive emotions, such as hates, fears, secret forbidden
longings, grievances, schemes for revenge hidden within
us," says Dr. A. A. Brill, the noted authority on human
behavior, who is more familiar with the works on
"Psychoanalysis" of Dr. Freud, perhaps, than any other
modern psychologist since he translated them into Eng-

lish from the German and introduced Freud's methods
into America. "All of us have things we're mortified and
ashamed about. (It sometimes does us good just to knozv
that. ) Most of them are forgotten by our conscious mind ;
or they are distorted, so that we cannot recognize them.
"The movies by showing us human beings in action —
in every sort of action, in every sort of character and
situation — often reach down into this submerged unconscious mass of taboos, and repressed desires, and enable
us to get an outlet for restless and starved emotions. By
stirring up this lower mind to unsuspected depths, they
purge the individual of many sources of trouble. Aristotle
ascribed the same effect to the Greek drama.
"One of the reasons that the motion pictures do us so
much good," said Dr. Brill in this exclusive interview,
"is that they give us the means to identify ourselves with
situations or characters that appeal to us or that we feel
are like us in some way. They allow us to 'empathize'
or read ourselves into the player and the character which
he represents. Thus, a girl who never went out with a
boy in her life may become the best beloved of Clark
Gable. A telegraph operator in a. way-station in Kansas
may become the handsome, swashbuckling Errol Flynn.
And it is safe to say that every boy, everywhere, will
choose to be Robert Preston as he woos Dorothy Lamour
in the new wild, primitive 'Typhoon,' which I understand
is now in the making."
And here it might not be amiss to point out that Dr.
Brill agrees with the box office that the "native" or exciting adventure picture if well done, with winds shrieking,
palm trees flinging their fronds in the air, with towering
seas, foundering boats, and human nature in a battle
with the elements, makes excellent material on which to
give the contents of the mind a thrilling work-out.
"Movie stars are our 'scapegoats!' " says Dr. Brill.
''Motion picture actors and actresses earn every penny
we pay them, and all the adulation we give them, for the
great service they render their audiences in this difficult

world," he stated in a speech at a recent luncheon. "Like
the goat called 'the scapegoat' that was sent by the
ancients loaded with the sins of the people out into the
wilderness once a year, our movie players take our sins
upon themselves. They commit adultery
with Freudian frankness, "do crimes
They do all the mean and malicious
things for us that we would (Please
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Did you know: that a girl who never went out with a
boy in her life may become the best beloved of Clark
25 as he
Gable?
That the
everycharacter
boy, everywhere,
"empathize"
himself into
of RobertwillPreston
woos Dorothy Lamour in a wild, primitive new film?
Read our article to learn just why the movies may do
you more good than you realize. They give us the
means to identify ourselves with the characters played
by Gable, Errol Flynn, Robert Taylor and Befte Davis.
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What

really happens

when
makes

a

movie

star

a sentimental

journey

to her birthplace? We tell you
in this scoop story!

FOR a long time now, Myrna Loy has
planned to visit the folks back home.
And the folks back home in Helena,
Montana, have been planning great biggala receptions for Delia Williams' girl
who made good in Hollywood.
It was rumored around town at least
twice a year that Myrna was coming
home to appear at some charity ball,
benefit, or bazaar, and all the townsfolk
and kinsfolk — Myrna has more aunts and uncles and
first and second cousins in Montana than Scarlett O'Hara
had in Georgia — would get the brass band and the red
carpet out and polish up their welcome home speeches.
But Myrna never showed. In the first place, up until the
last two years when Myrna discovered that she could say
"No" and get away with it, she has been one of the
hardest working stars on Mr. Mayer's lot, with little
more than breathing space between pictures. Her pictures
bring in millions at the box office, so naturally her bosses
aren't going to let her go gallivanting around the countryside enjoying herself if they can help it Then too, Myrna
married Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Paramount producer, a few
years ago, and ever since then the only vacations they
have been able to snatch from their busy lives have been
spent in Mexico (Myrna is (Please turn to page 92)

Top, Myrna in local theatre; next,
with mother, aunt, brother, and husband; above, with mother and aunt.
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ITIS rarely that a band leader, no matter how famous,
popular, or successful he may be in radio, scores a
smash hit in a motion picture. Ably supported by talented casts, Artie Shaw, Rudy Vallee, Harry Owens,
Benny Goodman, Fred Waring, and other nationallyknown maestros have done well in their respective movie
assignments ; but their appeal has been essentially to their
radio following.
Kay Kyser, on the other hand, has chalked up a more
individual and distinctive achievement. His case is outstanding inthat he was able to sell himself to the moviegoing public as well as command support at the boxoffice from his loyal radio admirers. For his initial film
effort, "That's Right — You're Wrong," was received far
more generously by the movie audiences of America than
he or the movie producers ever dreamed it would be. Its
pronounced success has, therefore, prompted RKO to
line Kyser up for a second starring screen venture late
this spring. This new vehicle will again involve Kay and
his band in a series of amusing adventures in Hollywood.
Kyser 's only insistence is that no attempt be made to turn
him into an actor, Hollywood style; he's determined,
wisely enough, to remain his natural, ebullient self.
\utumn of 1939 saw Kyser and his troupe portraying

themselves in "That's Right — You're Wrong." In the
early stages of that production Kay learned the necessity
of strict discipline while he was working before the cameras. He relates : "It made no difference that I was supposed to be sharing star honors with Adolphe Menjou —
I was just one of the cast, so far as rules and regulations
28

McAfee

were concerned. If I thought I could prance around like
I do on the stage, I was speedily disillusioned. The cameraman let out bellows you could have heard in a storm.
I was jumping in and out of focus and out of the lens
Director David Butler told Kay that he couldn't "play
altogether."
tag with
the incamera."
Kay,around.
"they marked
defi-I
nite limits
which IThen,
could says
move
I felt like
was in a straight jacket with chains and balls on my feet.
I couldn't move my head more than an inch or two each
way, or I'd be out of focus. And still, I had to be natural
■— not act stiff or frozen. My first few days were torture,
and then I began to get the idea. Movies," he submits,
"are just like the band business : each has its own set of
For the College of Musical Knowledge scene in "That's
Right — You're Wrong," Kyser was granted a rare privilege— that being permission to ad lib for 1,500 feet of
rules."
film.
This took up fifteen minutes of the playing time on
the screen. Kay insisted that a clause in his contract contain the provision extending him freedom of action for
this one sequence. His explanation was : "I ad lib my
shows, never script them. That's the way I get spontaneity. It's the only way I can operate."
When he first plunged into the College of Musical
Knowledge episode, Kyser lacked his customary zip.
Then it occurred to him what was wrong. There was
no audience in the rows of seats in front of him. He
realized that he must have one ; so a group of extras were
brought in to fill up the vacant space. Thereupon Kay

Fest

with

Kay

Kyser

"Evenin*. folks! How you-all? That's good!" Meet the
Old Professor of radio in this exclusive interview
by a writer who knows him well. Kay will soon be
seen in a new movie comedy so read up, chillun!

struck his usual lusty stride. Not even Director Butler
knew what would happen or would be said next. In the
remaining scenes of the picture Kay had to follow the
script. It caused him to wonder whether he could avoid
memorizing his part. Maybe he was thinking of how
John Barrymore's lines are written on a board, out of
camera range, just in case he might forget them. At any
rate, he inquired of Adolphe Menjou: "Don't you fellows
have some easy way to learn all this stuff?" Menjou
wasn't exactly helpful. "If you find an easy way, tell
me," he said. Kyser gazed into space, a sad expression in
his eyes. "Why didn't I make that ad lib clause include
the whole show ?" he lamented.
Kay plucked immense enjoyment from his initial movie
chore. He was his natural, entertaining self at all times.
His co-workers applauded his homespun ways, his joviality, and gay good humor. He incited their laughter more
than once^by fighting the Civil War all over. Kyser's
level-headedness came to the fore when press agents gave
indication that they would like to dub his performance in
"That's Right — You're Wrong" as "terrific" and "sensational," in advance of its release. Then and there he
requested them to leave off the adjectives and let the
public decide for itself the merit of his film effort.
Kay was. born to Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Kyser at Rocky
Mount, North Carolina, on June 18, 1906. His father
died about two years ago. His mother lives at Rocky
Mount today. Her famous son is never too busy to remember her with cheery messages and presents. He is
today, notwithstanding his (Please turn to page 90)

Kay Kyser and his
band will make a second movie any minute
now. His first, "That's
Y o uy ' rest — firml
i g h,"
RWrong
tablished the genial
Southerner as a big
film as well as radio
y.tence
s
Kyser'is
personalit
insis
only
that no attempt be
made to turn him
into an actor, Holreto he's
determined
lywood style;
main his natural,
ebullient self. For
facts about Kyser
and his popular comread this
want a-to
pany, you'llinform
tive article. Our
photographs show
him, top left on
facing page, in his
role as Professor of
the College of Musical Knowledge; with
, his
fa-;
Ginny Simms
vocalist
vorite
above, rehearsing
his radio show; and
right, as himself.
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She won the acting plum of
the year: Scarlett O'Hara
in "Gone With the Wind."
Then she won the Academy
Award for her artistry in
playing the part. So riva
stars resent her. They even
say: "Leigh will meet her
Waterloo" — as she appears
on screen with Robert Taylor— see facing page closeup — in "Waterloo Bridge."

CIVILIZATION advances by leaps and bounds.
Don Ameche discovers the telephone, Richard
Greene the steamboat, Edward G. Robinson 606.
Yes, indeed, we are getting places. But when it comes to
good old-fashioned envy, human nature hasn't changed
one iota since Lot's wife looked back, and it was a long
time ago that she took that backward gander.
Just let somebody get something that we want and
right away we are consumed — no, not with joy and gladness— but with a deep-dyed envy. When we shout congratulations we've got our fingers crossed. But that's the
way we are, that's the way we've always been, and it's
too late to do anything about it now. You can change the
map of Europe overnight, but you can't change human
nature in a million years. Isn't it depressing? Aren't we
human beings just terrible? But isn't it more fun?
When a dictator envies somebody something he simply
goes out and grabs it, but in Hollywood we don't do it
that way. Imagine walking up to Vivien Leigh, snatching
"Oscar" right out of her hot little hands, with a casual,
"Thanks, Toots, I'll just take that." No, in Hollywood we
have more finesse. We just hate the person who has
something we want, and let it go at that. The most thor30

Gir|

Through it all, Vivien Leigh
goes about her business of
being a grand actress and
her personal life of being
engaged
Laurence
Olivier, withtowhom
she is
co-starring on the stage in
"Romeo and Juliet" between films. Center above,
with
her ofadored
Left, one
few gay"Larry."
scenes
in new Leigh-Taylor movie.
oughly hated person in Hollywood right now is Vivien
Leigh of London, England. And really, one of the nicest
people who ever came to Hollywood. You can take it
that Vivien has something that the other stars want. She
has indeed.
Now don't think that the Glamor Girls are a vicious
lot who wouldn't be a bit averse to dropping a little arsenic into Miss Leigh's tea (which would be the last
place she'd find it as she doesn't drink tea, and she is an
English gal), or batting out her brains with a ping-pong
paddle when she wasn't looking. Good heavens, no. (Certainly nothing untidy.) Honestly, the Glamor Girls are
an all right bunch, but they just happen to be human
like the rest of us. So don't be too hard on them. You and
I resent the new girl who gets ahead in our profession,
they resent the new girl who gets ahead in theirs.
When Vivien Leigh first arrived in Hollywood, less
than two years ago, not a single soul in the entire village
disliked her. Her boy friend, Laurence Olivier, and
mighty attractive too, was busy being menacing as Heathcliff in "Wuthering Heights" and Vivien, who had never
been to Hollywood, thought it would be a good time to
drop in for a visit and a little (Please turn to page 74)
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You'll Enjoy Reading our Fictionization of this
Gay Film Featuring Adolphe Menjou, Carole
Landis, John Hubbard, and other Prominent
Players. "Turnabout" is from the novel by
Thorne Smith. Adaptation by John McClain.
It's a Hal Roach Production, Released by
United Artists. Complete Cast on Page 96.
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[•TER it was over, it seemed like a
dream, too fantastic, too cockeyed ever to have happened.
But then, Tim and Sally Willows were
used to a fantastic , cock-eyed existence,
gay young moderns that they were
Sally always insisted it began
five
yearssent
ago them
when Tim's
Uncle
Remus
the sacred
Ram's head from India as a
wedding present. But Tim had
his own ideas about it. He
wondered if anything out of
the way would have happened
if little Miss Gale hadn't left
her sunny southland behind
and wandered north and so
into the Advertising Agency
of Willows, Manning and
Clare.
"Good mornin', ah'm
Miss Gale," she said that
morning going up to the
receptionist. She had that
honey-chile sweetness in
her voice, that look of
magnolias and candle-light
and mint juleps in her
eyes. Miss Edwards looked
beyond her expecting to
see a plantation trailing her
right into the office.
"The agency sent me,"
she went on, fishing out a
card from her bag. "Ah'm to
see Miss Edwards."
"Oh," the girl at the desk
raised her eyebrows. "So
you're to be Mr. Clare's new
secretary, huh?"
"Oh, yes, and ah 'm so thrilled,"
Gale almost went into a tap
dance in her exuberance.
"Oh, now isn't that exciting!"
Edwards said dryly. "You're pretty
young, aren't you?"
"Yes, but Em real fast, awful fast,"
she said quickly. "Wouldn't Mr. Clare
like that?"
"Em not sure that Mrs. Clare would,"
Edwards said grimly. "Eisten, honey, you
look like a nice kid. Why don't you just go
home and take an aspirin and a hot bath and
forget the whole thing?"
There's no doubt at all that things would have
been better for all concerned, particularly for Tim
and Sally, if Gale had taken that sage advice. Instead,
she stayed to see Tim come into the office like a tornado.
He was the human dynamo, the one man beehive, the
chief spark plug that fired the mighty engines of Willows,
Manning and Clare. His were the mighty dreams that
blazoned their sponsor's wares on the advertising pages

FICTIONIZED
Elizabeth

B.

BY

Petersen

of every magazine in the country, and on the side
he found time to go in for the daily dozen, jiu£^Jt+

other type of
and every
wrestling
jitsu,
athletic
torture known
to man.
He was living up to all of them as he came
in, eyes clear, step brisk, head up, giving
his all for home and country and business
as he approached Edwards and gave
her his customary greeting.
"H'ye, Butch, how's your love life?"
And with an ease born of daily practice as impersonally as anyone else
would
have her
said ''good
morning,"
he tilted
head back
and
planted a kiss on her bored lips.
He saw Gale then and bestowed
his bounty on her too. "We
play no favorites
plained jauntily. here," he exGale's eyes widened and she
smiled as he went on to his
office. "My, he's powerful
friendly,
isn'thimhe?"
she said
staring after
expectantly.
"Well, I suppose that's one
way
of putting
agreed
crisply. it," Edwards
Things began humming in
Tim's office the minute the
door closed behind him.
There was copy to be okayed,
the photographs for the
bathing suit layouts to be
gone over, and his weekly
refusal to see Allen Pingboom, whose manner was as
sweet as his money.
"He's willing to spend $30,000
'

a year with us," Manning
complained as he came into
Tim's office. "And all you've
see him."
to punch
gotI to
"If
see do
himis I'll
him in the

nose, the big petunia," Tim said
grimly. "I don't care what he
spends. The guy swishes and I don't

The
mad
and merry
highlights of
the picture are
shown here, with
lovely Carole Landis
n the leading role of a
spoiled wife, who experiences
a change of personality with
You'llVerree
find here
such
favoriteamazing
stars asresults.
Menjou,
Teasdale,
Bill Garg an, Joyce Compton, Mary Astor, Donald Meek.

like swishers."
Manning
couldn't do anything about it
when Tim was like that. He knew better than to tackle him again when the
three partners met in the gym for their
daily pre-luncheon going over. Tim went
through his routine like a colt let out to his
first pasture, snorting as he heard Clare telling
his troubles to the masseur.
"My back needs a bit of going over," he was explaining patiently. "It's my wife, I guess, her feet,
that is. It's — er — at night. She puts her feet right there
on my back and well, they're awful cold feet. I guess I
"Cold cold."
feet!" Manning snapped. "Is
caught
worried
about? Why, my wife goes to
water bottle every night of her life. Not
leaks ! And a mask on her face. I wake

that all you're
bed with a hot
only that, but it
up in the
night

and think the Ku Klux Klan is
after me."
Tim felt he hadn't done so
badly in the matrimonial game

What happens when the ladies wear the pants?
Well, judging from the horrified expressions of
Adolphe Menjou, William Gargan, and Berton
Churchill, above, as they gaze at Mary Astor and
Joyce Compton — practically anything can happen!

after all. Sally didn't wear a
mask and never yet had warmed
her cute little feet on his back. Of course they had arguments. But that only happened twice a day, mornings
and evenings. And there was Dopey. Dopey was the dog,
the sort of a dog for a he-man like Tim. A great Dane
with
floppy ears and a heart as big as himself. Sally didn't
like him.
She was on the phone to tell him so the minute he came
back to the office. "That mutt of yours is going out of
here voluntarily or he's going out between two pieces of
bread," her voice came through the instrument with every
oit of sweetness shrilled out of it. ''He's too big for a
house dog and he's too small for a saddle. He goes to a
kennel tomorrow or I go."
Tim was mad enough to think that was exactly the
place for her but he managed to bite back his words. He
raged out to the studio where they were photographing a
bit of the tropics with palm trees and pretty models for
Marlowe's fruit juice. It was their biggest account and
Tim cherished it like a baby. And right now. he was
planning -like any other doting parent just how to make
34

the youngster grow and grow
and grow.
He'd like to double the account that year and he thought
he knew how to do it. Marlowe

liked pretty girls and he liked
the flattery pretty girls knew how to give. Throwing compliments at Marlowe was like casting bread upon the
waters and having it come back, not only buttered but
covered with caviar.
It would be so simple to get a couple of girls, the pretty
model in the fruit picture, for instance, and maybe that
cute little southern number who'd blown in that morning,
and introduce them to him as Sally's sisters. That would
give the glamor-plus the family stuff all bachelors like
when it isn't their own. And then the girls could whoop
up a couple of phrases and when Marlowe was still staggering he'd clinch the deal. Gosh, if things went right
Sally
wouldn't
have strut
to struggle
in last year's mink
after all, but could
her stuffalong
in sable.
Gale was an apt pupil. She was so good in the rehearsal of the meeting with Marlowe there wasn't a
doubt she'd carry it off the next day with flying colors.
Tim was sure he had everything under control by cocktail time. Everything but one. There was that little matter of Dopey, and Sally usually {Please turn to page 96)

Description of the evening gown worn by
Miss Colbert on preceding page: of white
slipper satin, the skirt
sweeps out in a billowing line; the decolletage
is heart-shaped; at the
high waistline black
and white sea horses
are embroidered with
highlights of silver
thread. Designed for
Claudette Colbert by
Irene, at Bullock's Wilshire in Los Angeles.
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Favorite Spring top
Best Dressed
Lady is
coat
of Hollywood's
designed
by
navy andcloth,
white
broadHoward Greer to be
worn over a slim dress
of navy silk jersey. An
interesting new type of
"high hat" is introduced in Robert
Galer's black,
rolling
brimmed toyo, designed
especially for the star,
with a touch of black
silk fringe in the shallow crown. Miss Colbert's gloves are particularly smart
— short
white fabric
gauntlets.

E w el u s ive
photographs
Robert Richee.
by Eugene
next picture
Miss
■will beColbert's
"Arise,
forParamount

My Love."

tripe:

Pink and black polka dots in a
variety of sizes riot over this silk
crepe Summer frock from Claud*
ette's personal wardrobe. An
original Howard Greer model,
the dress stresses a flattering surplice bodice and short, full
sleeves — a perfect foil for black
shoes and a black straw hat
which can be worn or carried as
the mood demands. Above: pert
dressmaker suit created by Irene,
with clever buttons of dull gold
in snail motif, an entirely new
note in fastenings. Her hat is a
high crowned black French felt,
with a wide and novel band of
brown yarn. The gauntlet gloves
are the same shade of brown.

OLDEN

YELLOW

AND

BLACK

Charm for Spring, posed by Claudette Colbert in her own
elegant back yard in Bel- Air! The dress: golden yellow crepe
with unusual drapery in the bodice and the skirt. Designed
by Irene, with a pert turban of the same material with provocative black veil. A clip of rubies set in gold matches
the wide bracelet worn by Claudette over her black glove.

f

GOWN
A

GRACIOUS

FOR
LADY!

Beneath an oil portrait, by Anna
Wilson, of her beautiful mother, Madame Colbert, Claudette poses in her
favorite hostess gown of cerise red,
with piquant shoulder bows. Clip,
bracelet, and
fromaddClaudette's
fine
collection
of ring
jewels
rich accents.

"All This, And Heaven Too" brings together, for the first time, the
acting genius of Davis and Boyer. Watch for fireworks when you see
this screen version of the powerful novel which is based on a tragedy
of real life with Bette as the governess, M. Boyer as the Duke

SWEET

AS

THE

LILLIAN

ALICE

FAIR

RUSSELL

That blonde bombshell of movie box
offices, Alice Faye,
has a rich new role,
that of the fabulous
Lillian Russell, box
office stage beauty of
the gay '90's, in the
spectacular new film

<«

Those were the days of ribbons and ruffles,
confining corsets and unconfined humor.
As the star of "Lillian Russell," Alice has
two leading men: Henry Fonda, left; Don
Ameche, right — with Edward Arnold and
Warren William, and a bevv of corseted
beauties, top right, also in the cast.

Perhaps no other part
Alice Faye has played,
or ever will play,
equals in dramatic
opportunities the role
lianthe Russell.
of
legendaryAlice
Lil-'
will beish ascoy
and
kittenthe youthful
actress;
she will and
mature to wifehood
motherhood; she will
have a chance to
wear the costumes
most becoming to her
fullblown beauty.

/

k

Pat, or Priscilla? Her
nickname seems
sometimes to suit
her more trimly than
her prim monicker.
She can go screen"Three gay,
Cheers
ically
as for
in
the Irish" — but she
can be dignified and
dramatic, too, as
small picture proves.
Which shall she be?
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New picture, adapte
from Thornton Wilder's
Pulitzer
winning
stage Prizeplay
will appeal to everyone with precioui
memories and even a
scrap of sentiment,
Directed
by Sara
' ' Goodbye
Mr
Wood who made
Chips," of
uniting
the
talents
two fine
young
Martha Scottartists,
from BroadHolden
of
Hollyj
way and Williami
wood,
featuringactorsj
also'
such seasoned
as Guy

Kibbee and

Thomas
Mitchell
— I
"Our
Town"
should
be one of the sea-j
son's truly distinguished screenplays 1

At left and below, j
Martha Scott as Emily, \
William Holden asj
George.Thomas Mitchell, :
below center, plays Dr.
Gibbs, with Guy Kibbee, !
far left, as Editor Webb.

|es. you'll look divinely lovely in these new
white shoes by ENNA JETTICK. Fresh as a white
cloud in the summer sky. And almost as cool,
with their breezy open toes and showers of
perforations. Clever little models that ac- Jm
tually seem to perform miracles for your
feet— making them look smarter, slim- Jtk
mer and sizes smaller. You'll bless
ENNA JETTICKS also, for their perfect fit - sizes 1 to 12, widths
AAAA to EEE. All this and
heavenly comfort too, for
just $5 to $6 a pair!
ENNA JETTICK SHOES,
INC., Auburn, N. Y.
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Her name? Virginia Dale. She has flaxen hair, big
blue eyes, a sense of humor, and a swell swingy voice.
Look at and listen to her in "Buck Benny Rides
Again" and we think you'll agree with us she's a bet!

$5

TO $4

IFYOU'RE a conscientious movie fan. you've met her —
as the high school kid in "What a Life," as the babytalk charmer of "Seventeen" and — to your probable
astonishment — as Curly's wife in "Of Mice and Men."
Despite visual evidence, it still seems slightly incredible
that one and the same Betty Field should have played
the gawky little calf of the first picture and the sexconscious woman who taunted her husband with such
expert venom in the Steinbeck film. She took the hurdle
by virtue of being an actress in more than name only.
She herself didn't believe it could happen. Not that she
doubted her capacity. "I'm not an outstanding personality," she says, "and Fin certainly no beauty. Acting
ability is all I've got to trade on."
For the past seven years all her waking hours have
been geared to a single end — learning to act. It wasn't a
question of sacrificing other interests. The)' didn't exist.
She knew she could play Mae, but was much too wise in
the ways of casting to expect anyone else to share that
conviction. "They want you to look the part, they don't
care if you can act it. I get so tired of being told, 'You're
too young, you haven't the face for it.' "
She'd pleaded in vain at Paramount for a chance at

Meet"

AN

something other than an ingenue. It never occurred to
her that her prayers would be answered on another lot.
It happened this way. Sam and Bella Spewack, authors
of "Boy Meets Girl," were friends of Lewis Milestone,
directing "Of Mice and Men" for Hal Roach. Betty had
toured the country with the Spewack play. Ah, but
there's nothing in the role of simple Susie, you'll be quick
to point out, that would indicate Betty's fitness for the
part of Mac. Ah, but the Spewacks had also watched her
performance of a bad little nymphomaniac in a floperoo
called "Angel Island." It was the deftness of that performance which prompted them to commend her to Milestone's attention.
He knew what he wanted — not an out-and-out hussy
like the stage Mae, but an ignorant girl Avho craved kindness from men as much as anything else and, to get it,
abused the only art she possessed, that of flaunting her
body. The director explained his conception to Betty, and
asked her to make a test. She did the scene with Lennic,
which ends in death. Fired by Milestone's ideas and B
her
y
own yearning for the part, she worked so hard that when
the test was finished and they said, "We'll phone you and
let you know," reaction set in. {Please turn to page TO)

ACTRESS!

Ida

Says

Betty

Field: "I'm not
an outstanding personality, I'm cert a i n I y no
beauty. Acting ability is
all I've got to
trade on." It
seems enough

Zei

tli

n

You've applauded 22year-old Betty for her
amazing versatility in
portraying with equal
brilliance the baby-tallc
charmer
in "Seventeen,"
with Jackie
Cooper, below; and the sex-conscious wife in "Of Mice
and Men," left below.
Now meet her here in
this revelatory interview.
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Deanna

Edited

by

leads

Spring Dress Parade!
Here, modeled for you
by the star
are favorites
own

Cotton pickings! Above, Deanna wears a smartly styled chambray
frock of cocoa brown striped with white, with full flared skirt with
inserted squares simulating pockets suspended from the waistband.
The stripes of the bodice run straight, to contrast with the diagonal
lines of the skirt. At right, a crisp red and white pique frock that's
a delight to Deanna with its slim lines and its rick-rack embroidery
edging the front and neckline. Her shoes are the ever-popular pumps.

54

the

clothes

herself,
from her
collection

The indispensable two-piece outfit in two versions, worn by Deanna on this page. Left: twopiece dress of pastel blue sheer wool with slightly
flared skirt and smooth-fitting hip-length jacket.
Amusing little wooden hats with navy yarn bands
fasten the front to the high round neckline.
Deanna's hat of white angora is banded in navy;
her gloves and shoes are white suede, her bag
white kidskin. Below: two-piece suit of imported
linen in colorful plaid with short sleeves, collar,
and unusual pockets trimmed with natural. This
comes in natural with green and brown, pink and
navy, red and yellow, all crisp and very wearable.
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feel about my private life. An actress belongs to the pubPAULETTE
lic, naturally, but I believe there should be a small part
a "different" type of role in "The Women." Her porg
rackin
woman of the world, which
trayal ofthe wise-c
of every person's soul that is reserved for one's personal
critics believe was her best piece of film work, may have
affairs. That's about the only way a Hollywood marriage
surprised movie-goers, but to an astrologer, Paulette was
can be kept safe from gossips and scandal-mongers." And
a very sensible idea, Miss Goddard!
living up to the dual nature of her ruling sign. She was
born on June 3, in the air Sign of Gemini. This sign rules
This is so typical of those born in Gemini — they resent
people prying into their private lives and being publicly
every one born between May 21 and June 20 of any year,
dissected. Although I must in all truth report that Pauso if this happens to be YOUR birth sign, listen to the
lette and Charlie Chaplin are born in signs that are instrange-patterned destiny the stars reveal for you and
compatible, still
I
maintain that she is a very wonderful
your future.
girl and sincerely hope that the Hollywood busybodies
When I first set up Paulette Goddard's horoscope it
and columnists give her a chance to make her marriage a
was at the sumptuous Charlie Chaplin estate in Beverly
Hills. Great mystery had attached itself as to whether
happy one. As I told Paulette, "Our stars never dominate
Paulette was really Mrs. Chaplin. When I examined
us — we dominate our stars." As to her career, I predict
it will be one of Hollywood's brightest when producers
her chart the mystery was instantly dispelled. "Your
once discover the type of part she should play. I predict
chart definitely shows that you are married to Charlie

GODDARD

Chaplin," I said, "and what's more, the only reason
this romance and marriage have been shrouded in such
secrecy is because of your love of privacy in your personal affairs."
Paulette breathed a sigh of relief. "Thank heavens !"
she exclaimed, "that someone really understands how I
YOUR
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further that her role in Chaplin's picture, "The Dictator,"
will prove Paulette Goddard to be one of the screen's
truly great actresses.
Another Gemini star who startled audiences throughout the country with her role in "The Women," was
Rosalind Russell. The vastly amusing role of the mischievous, querulous, and talkative gossip she portrayed
was truly a revelation. Rosalind was also living up to the
dual nature of her ruling sign. Roz's birthday is June 4,
just one day later than Paulette's. .
It is only natural that Gemini-born are dual in personality. This sign is symbolized by the twins and those
born in Gemini are changeable, versatile, complex and inclined to vacillate in their fortunes as well as their affections. You never really know a Gemini person ; one moment they are easy going, genial, and sentimental — the
next, some whimsical mood may catch them up and cause
them to suddenly become aloof, reserved and unemotional. In Rosalind Russell's case, her phenomenal change
of character and new lease on life was to be expected.
The Sign of Gemini came into popular faVor in 1939. and
promises to remain so during the next two years. It.
brought Roz a new cycle of success and prolonged her
screen career indefinitely.
This new transit of your ruling star also brings into
your life strange personality changes, new business opportunities, and recognition in whatever field you happen
to express your talents. And, speaking of talents, you

his

for

Predictions

these

STARS

aren't limited to acting and the creative arts by any
means. If Gemini is your birth sign, you have been endowed with special mental gifts by your ruling star, Mercury. This planet rules teachers, nurses, secretaries, reporters, designers, interior decorators, artists, beauticians,
dancers, musicians, and actors. There is one consolation
about being born in this sign, you are so endowed mentally that you have the ability to follow more than one
profession in a lifetime and sometimes, two at the same
time. So — if you are chafing at the restraint imposed upon
you by Fate, make up your mind to seek a change and
presto — your stars will produce it !
Robert Cummings, the coming Universal star, is one
Gemini who was caught up by this changing era. Cummings, born on June 9, is no mere flash in the pan. His
unusual versatility, and love of adventure attracted him
to acting as a profession. He also has a love of aviation
deeply ingrained in his character. Bob is one of the best

Paulette Goddard,
right, resents people prying into her
private
life.
vell says
thatNor-is
typical
those
born in ofGemini.

licensed pilots in Hollywood, and if he hadn't met with
success in acting there's no doubt but that he would
have gone far in aviation.
A strange story lies behind Bob Cummings' career
which I don't believe has been revealed before. When I
recently visited Bob, he told me that he and his mother
had both studied astrology for several years. His mother
made up Bob's chart when he was still in school and predicted accurately that Robert Cummings would become
a big star. "I had only toyed with the idea of astrology,"
Bob told me, "until I actually saw that prediction coming true. Strangely enough, mother also read in my chart
a love of aviation." That is another natural thing for
Gemini- — after all, this is an air sign and gives a love of
aviation, radio and all things connected with the air. As
to Bob's future, I predict that he will be one of Hollywood's biggest stars in the next two years.
One of the most romantic figures to come to the screen
in the past year was Laurence Olivier. Strangely enough,
he had been viewed by Hollywood with only casual interest in his previous screen attempts. Then suddenly
came "Wuthering Heights," and Olivier was the talk of
the town. When we realize that he was born on May 22,
in the air Sign of Gemini, we can readily understand just
why he should be caught up by public fancy at that particular point in his career. Laurence Olivier's stars were
with him — Fate beckoned, and (Please turn to page 82)

For Jeanette MacDonald, with whom
he's pictured at
right, Norvell pregreater successdicts
on screen
and
in concert tours.

Hilarious
occasion
Blondell

account

of

a

certain

festive

in Hollywood, with Dick and Joan
Powell
in
their
zaniest mood
By

Li

, who should have known
Dick
N and
JOA
d toPowell
better,
decide
give a party the other night, a
party that was "different." When Dick returned
recently from his personal appearance tour Joan gave
him a welcome home party at swanky Ciro's, and it was
all very la-de-da with caviar and champagne and Mary
Livingstone in a new bracelet and Barbara Stanwyck in
a new hair-do. But Joan didn't have any fun. And Joan
is the kind of hostess, thank heavens, who sees- no reason
why she shouldn't enjoy her own parties.
"I think," said Joan dreamily over a glass of skimmed
milk, "I'll whip up some of my spaghetti and meat balls,
and invite some people in who aren't on a diet — do we
know anybody who isn't dieting? — and we'll simply eat
ourselves into a coma. I'll call it a stuff party."
You can easily tell from this that our Miss Blondell
has been counting calories again, and is darned tired of it.
"Spaghetti," said sister Gloria, ''is just what you and
Dick -need now that you are reducing for your new picture. But don't let me stop you. My mouth is watering at
the thought of it." Dick said nothing. He merely grabbed

mis

If you like Dick and Joan Powell;
if you like spaghetti; or even if you
won't
want
to miss
this gay
— youstraight
partystory
a good
just like
from Hollywood at its wackiest.
The Powells, fed up with formality,
found a wonderful old recipe for
spaghetti and tried it out. Result:
also, a later disila grand time;
lusioning session with the scales.
But it was worth it. In the exclusive
pictures, besides Joan and Dick,
are Joan's father, sister Gloria
and her best beau, Cubby Broccoli.
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his racquet and dashed out to the tennis court in the
backyard
heart
throb.to play six sets with Cubby Broccoli, Gloria's
As a matter of fact Joan's famous spaghetti sauce and
meat
ball trunk
recipesthat
weren't
found tucked
awayaround
in that
theatrical
the Blondells
traveled
in old
for
years, though Joan might lead you to believe that. The
recipes really belong to Cubby, who is fine old Italian
family from way back, and Joan just sort of lifted them,
in a nice way of course. You know how movie stars are.
But no matter whose recipes they are, I am here to state,
several pounds heavier to be sure, that I never ate such
delicious food in all my life. And being a nice generous
girl, when it doesn't cost me anything, I shall now pass
on to you the famous Blondell ( ?) spaghetti recipes, and
reducing.
heaven help you if you're
SPAGHETTI
SAUCE
A good spaghetti
sauce cooks slowly for
at least three hours in
order to have flavor.
The sauce is cooked
with three different
kinds of meat : fresh
Italian pork sausage,
young spring hens, and
meat balls made from
sirloin. The meats are
cooked separately in individual saucepans in
the tomato sauce. Then
the sauces from the three
pots are put into a larger

pot together. After the meat is removed it is again placed
in individual pots with lids and placed on the stove where
it will keep warm without cooking. (The meat takes
about an hour of cooking in the sauce ; otherwise it will
fall apart and disappear into the sauce.)
In order to make the sauce for six people you would
use three cans of solid-pack tomatoes and three cans of
tomato paste. (One can of tomatoes and one can of
tomato paste to each pot of meat.)
In order to cook the meat, pour about a quarter of an
inch of olive oil in the pot and brown three or four
kernels of garlic with the meat, and then throw the
tomatoes and paste in on top of the meat when it is
browned. Then add salt and pepper to taste, sprinkle a
little origano (Italian thyme) and a little basilico (sweet
basil), chop up one large onion and a green pepper in the
now cooking sauce and meat, and also a can of little
button mushrooms. Stir the contents of the pot gently in
order to keep the sauce from burning and not break the
meat. After cooking for about an hour, remove the meat
as explained before and pour into one pot and simmer
slowly for remaining two hours.
A large kettle of water should be kept on the stove so
that when the sauce is finished you can boil the spaghetti.
Throw a small handful of salt in the boiling water and
cook the spaghetti for about ten minutes or until it is
done. Do not cook spaghetti (Please turn to page 72)
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is Mexico-conscious. "I'm
PATRICIA MORISON
mad about the place!" she exclaimed. "My pet ambition now is to follow Tyrone Power's example and
f
buy mysel a slice of land down there. I'd go back tomorrow, if I could, and I'm only just home from my
"
visit.
repea
Shet is
tall and slim and delightfully animated, with a
very fair skin and dark hair, which was partly concealed
beneath a scarlet snood that made her skin the fairer.
"I took my camera with me this last time," she continued, ''and I seemed to be shooting pictures all the
time, but unfortunately, I made all the mistakes possible
and the best pictures were like the finest fish — they got
away ! The trouble with Mexico is that it's so full of
color, it cries out to be painted — and I'd get enchanted
with color."
At the age of sixteen, Patricia was awarded high

honors by the Metropolitan Museum of Art for her paintings. She still works with brush and canvas but a screen
career leaves small margin for the sort of art that is long.
"The first camera I had was an Argus," she said, making a colorful silhouette of herself before the wide white
mantel. She sat on a low crimson footstool, her bountiful
black-and-white skirt spreading around her, a curling
pile of prints in her lap. "I suppose I got the Argus because everyone in Hollywood has a camera and I was
curious about the fad. But after I'd worked with it a
while, I got the fever, too, and decided I must have a
swifter lens. Actually, I think it was the bullfight I saw
the first time I was in Mexico. I sat behind two little
girls of eight and nine and when I tried to snap the
matador and the bull, all I got was a cloud of dust rising
from the children's hats !
"Yes, / thought I'd never go near a bullfight, or if I
had to go I'd sit through it with my eyes tight shut. The
bullfight season was beginning just as my brother and I
arrived in Mexico City, and all our Mexican friends
talked of was what sort of bull should be used and who
was the finest matador, what method was best, what fight
most exciting. So I went to the fight out of curiosity, and
I found it interesting. I took it as a sort of spectacle and
scientific adventure ; but no matter how you take it, it's
bound to be thrilling.
"I don't know why we chose Mexico in the first place,"
she went on, thoughtfully. "I had some time off from the
studio and had my mind half made up to go to New
York, when suddenly Alex, my brother, talked about
Mexico. Between daylight and dawn, we made up our
minds and off we went in a little car — Dad wouldn't trust
us with the big one.
"We traveled through State after State and crossed
into Mexico from Texas. Then we had seven hundred
62

Travel

is more

fun

when you take your
camera
along, as
pictures from Patricia Morison's Mexican album prove

By

Ruth

Tildesley

J
Picture-making is the Morison family hobby.
Here's Patricia her
shooting
who
accompanied
on thebrother
visit toAlex,
Mexico
where she snapped the fascinating pictures on these pages. Top left, convent at
San Angel. On this page, from top right:
Patricia ringing the 500-year-old convent
bell; Carman Convent; page from old
hymnal; candy stand in street in front of
cathedral of Guadalupe; and, close-up
below, Alex, co-worker Akim Tamiroff,
and Mr. Morison, father of the family.

miles of Mexico ! It's a wonderful road but it's all ups and downs
and sharp curves and grades. Alex had to go back those seven
hundred miles a little later on a rush trip to get a permit to remain ;
he was born in England though he was five years old when he
came to America and Father is an American citizen, but the law's
the law. Alex had an offer to sing in a popular night club, you see,
and got a six months' contract. He is as thrilled with Mexico
as I am."
Among her early attempts with the Argus, Patricia tried her
hand at portraits. "We were making. 'Untamed,' and had to workin an ice house during some furiously hot weather," she explained.
"Because of the extremes in temperature we had to go into
sort
of defrosting chamber when we entered or left the set so that a we'd
become better adjusted and not catch pneumonia. While I sat there,
I amused myself with my camera. There were no movable lights
there and no chance for anything artistic, so I attempted to get an
angle shot of the director, without great success. This portrait of
Dad is better. He was out on the terrace and the sun was coming
through the vines, so I had him lean forward into the light and let
the shadows dapple him. I like that kind of effect. The shots of
Alex on his boat aren't bad — the sail (Please turn to page 79)

By
Greer (Mrs. Chips) Garson is back in costume, above, for role of Elizabeth Bennet in
"Pride and Prejudice." Director George Culcor
has the floor, above right, explaining a scene
for "Susan and God" to Joan Crawford and
Ruth Hussey while Bruce Cabot looks on.
Below, Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland consult with Director George Seitz on their next
scene
Hardy Meets
Debutante"
—
watch for
for "Andy
our fictionization
in the
next issue.

Make
news

this

your

guide to Hollywood happenings!

Weston

East
IT WAS during the closing days of this
' year's racing season at the beautiful
Santa Anita race track. Every movie player
who could wangle it had excused himself
from work that day. A beautiful star whom
you all know waited impatiently tapping
her beautifully shod foot while her escort,
a newly discovered he-man of the screen,
spent an unusually long time at the parking
lot. When he joined his companion he had
turned very serious for such a gala occasion. She chided him persuasively and softly
to cheer him up. The excitement at the
smart Turf Club mounted to a climax. The
$100,000 handicap was to be run. The young
man, with his fist full of crisp, crackling
bills, left the girl to place their bets. Suddenly, instead, he headed straight for the
parking lot and pressed the money into the
hands of a surprised and grateful youth.
Then he joined his companion and told her
what he had done. He explained, "It really
made me feel that I've helped in a little
way. He's still working for money enough
to go to school. I worked beside him, right
here, less than three years ago, but I got a
lucky break." The girl never said a word,
but patted his arm in deep and perfect understanding. The young man, believe it or
not, was Robert Preston, the girl was
Dorothy Lamour — the stars on our cover.
IAN A TURNER has nearly everyone conl— vinced that she and Artie Shaw mean to
live a highbrow cultural life and ignore the
shallow tinsel of Hollywood. Lana is telling all interviewers these days that sitting
home with Artie and listening to good
music has Hollywood night life beat all
hollow. Lana and Artie never miss a Hollywood chestra.
appearance
of Stokowski
his orAt a recent
Marian andAnderson
concert, Artie spent the entire intermission
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in deepsinging
discussion
the benefit
Negro ofsinger's
lieder
for theof sole
Lana.
Her only comment was, "Artie, you're
wonderful !" They clung to each other in
the foyer of the theater and caused no end
of comment. "That guy Shaw is bad news
for Lana Turner," I heard someone say.
"She'll never go on with her career now
that she's married him." Lana has given the
town something to think about. She married about
the King
of Swing,
and nowand
she'sShubert.
learning
Mozart,
Beethoven,

WHEN
Mr. and Mrs. John Garfield
packed up their bags and baggage and,
on their departure from Hollywood, announced that they were moving to New
York for good, insiders here knew that at
last Mrs. Garfield had won. Most of Hollywood knows that ever since the Garfields
came West, their forced residence in California has always been a point of contention
between them. John is resigned to the fact
that from now on any living in Hollywood
will be considered camping out. Their
established home will be in New York.
John will even scorn the health angle of
having his child grow up in the constant
sunshine of California. A plain, substantial home in Westchester is John's new
choice of a fitting background for his baby
daughter. Hollywood has always been too
gaudy for the Garfields.
K IOW I know why Charles Boyer has all
J ^ the women under his thumb. That guy
is as sleek as an eel. He has a line that
would melt the heart of a brass monkey —
if the monkey were of the weaker sex. On
the set of "All This, And Heaven Too"
Boyer ladled out his charm with an amazingly telling effect. He had co-star Bette
Davis purring; hand-kissing was startlingly
promiscuous that day ; and every woman on
the set was starry-eyed. What finished flattery he can dish out — and with what an
accomplished hand! Within earshot of
Bette he said to me, "It's such a privilege
for me to play with Miss Davis. An actor
gets big results only with big people. It's a
great opportunity for me because Bette is
the idol of France, she has tremendous
popularity there." This from a native
Frenchman, always a great success in his
own country. What finesse! Boyer's voice
affects women like a caress. They warm to
it and wait for more. He doesn't talk too
much. His eyes say many things he leaves
unuttered. His subtleties are all lost to men
but women read many meanings into them.
Boyer went right on, "Women are more
than human creatures, they are everything
that a man could never hope to understand— fully. They, in short, are wonderful !"Boyer had struck a sympathetic chord
in every feminine breast from script
to
star. That fellow understands women girl
!

Bob Burns, above, has picked up his bazooka
again for his role of the sideshow barker in
"Alias the Deacon." Above left, Frank Morgan, Margaret Sullavan, James Stewart and
Irene Rich in a scene from "The Mortal
Storm," film version of Phyllis Bottome's bestseller. Wallace Beery, Marjorie Rambeau,
Ann Baxter and Noah Beery, Jr. (Wally's
nephew) make up the old tintype family
scene, below, from "Twenty Mule Team."
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rHE arguments for and against Robert
moustache
in "Waterloo
Bridge"
areTaylor's
still waxing
hot and
furious. There
are
those who say that it was because of that
very controversial element that his studio
bosses made the new adornment compulsory.
Taylor's sleek British uniforms and the
dashing, streamlined tickler were supposed
to whip up a new frenzy of interest in his
lagging appeal. The telling effect on his
career remains to be seen. To create a
moustache for a glamor boy isn't as simple
as it sounds. A»great deal of thought and
design go into its creation. Taylor's new
moustache wasn't his own. It was a transformation, so to speak, glued on like fake
eyelashes. Its size, shape, and heaviness
were argued over for weeks. An unbelievable and exhausting series of tests were
made trying every sort of design that would
pique women's fancy. Barbara Stanwyck
helped discuss every model. The day the
perfect design was created, tested, and
finally chosen by studio bigwigs, Taylor,
himself, in his carelessness, courted near
tragedy for the new-born moustache. It was
mounted on invisible gauze. Taylor zipped
it off his lip, and in a rush to get home
tossed it away. The next day the frantic
search for this one and only design of the
perfect moustache was found in his dressing* room waste basket. It was retrieved
and you'll see it on the screen.
IEANETTE MACDONALD, quite unJ intentionally, has gathered a most
amazing collection of peculiar epitaphs.
Dabbling with touching last sentiments was
no pastime of her own choosing. It all
came about on her recent countrywide tour.
In each city on Jeanette's itinerary, the
vicinity of her hotel and the theater she
played were always so crowded with fans
that she found it impossible to get in her
daily walks. And if you know Jeanette,
you know she has to have her brisk jaunt
of a few miles each day or she isn't happy.
One day, in despair, she hopped a taxi and
told the driver to take her to any quiet
place with room enough to walk. He took
her to a beautiful, secluded cemetery. Jeanette was entranced. In every other city
after that her standard order to her taxi
was, "to the largest, quietest cemetery in the
city, please." Swinging along on those quiet
walks she couldn't help but unconsciously
read thousands of epitaphs. The strange
and unusual ones stuck in her mind. Now
she has a written collection of a whole
volume of quaint last sentiments.
iilll:
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Above, make-up expert Charles Dudley is giving Rosemary Lane a
dirty look, but it's all part of the day's work. Dudley is getting
Rosemary's face ready for a gag scene in "An Angel from Texas."

A WO MAN tourist gave Basil Rathbone
the
town's
unusual
fan experience this
month.most
When
he finished
his
lunch in a Hollywood restaurant this fan
pounced on his plate and kept it as a souvenir. Basil obligingly paid the added cost
of the plate to his luncheon. . . . Irene
Dunne knows racing forms as well as any
stable owner. She can tell you the ancestry
of every important horse in the running
today. ... A very amusing mistake in
public records places one of our most important male stars in a very peculiar position. Of all people, Clark Gable, in his birth
registration, is listed as a girl. . . . That old,
vicious-looking tusk that Dennis Morgan
wears asshot
a watch
charmhimself.
is a bear's tooth.
Dennis
the fellow
Sandy, who made her movie debut as a
boy, permits a candid cameraman into
the privacy of her boudoir to prove that
the title of her new starring film, "Sandy
Is a Lady," is right. Below, at the dressing-table ready to begin her beauty ritual; and, smiling, showing her preference
for the good old-fashioned nail buffer.

T WAS Alan Curtis', most embarrassing
moment. He was left speechless with
chagrin on the stage of a crowded theater
in Boise, Idaho. He had pulled the most
awkward boner of his life. Alan was making a personal appearance with some of
the
members
"Northwest
company,
and ofhe the
stood
before thePassage"
curtain
in the
It was and
his"
job
to theater
introducedoing
both his
Natstint.
Pendleton
a very pretty young girl, a local resident,
who had won a personality contest and been
dubbed "Miss Northwest Passage." The
girl's friends and townsmen crowded the
theater, eager to shower their applause on
a local girl in her first stage appearance.
Alan clowned through his speech and kiddingly went into his introductions with,
"and now I want you all to meet the personality Iwas telling you about, two hundred pounds of genuine bloke." The cur^
tain parted, for a moment there was an
awkward silence, then pandemonium. There
stood the slip of a girl who had been chosen
"Miss Northwest Passage." Allan had mistakenly put Nat Pendleton into her spot in
the introductions.

ALL at once Hollywood is buzzing about
what is going to happen to Shirley
Temple. What, everyone is asking, will be
decided about Shirley's future when her
option comes up in July? There are predictions that little Miss Temple's popularity
will steadily continue to fade now that she
is growing up and has slipped from her position as foremost money-makers. Insiders
read a grave significance into the fact that
there are no pictures planned for Shirley
to follow immediately after "Young People," her next. They point out further that
should 20th Century take up its option their
contract would hold Shirley only for twelve
more months, then her seven-year contract
is washed up. Everyone seems concerned
about Shirley's future but Shirley herself.
She's grown up making pictures as a kind
of fascinating game, and, I'm sure, she
isn't bothering about contracts or pictures,
but she doesn't intend to stop playing her
fascinating game, ever.

Even the screen's handsomest he-men must stand for being fussed
over by make-up men and hairdressers. Above, Errol Flynn had to
muster up all his pati.ence to be prettied up for "The Sea Hawk" role.
WHEN Bill Holden arrived at work later
and later each succeeding day for a
week, his studio eventually diagnosed the
upset and deep distraction as girl trouble.
That's exactly what it was, but of a most
unusual kind. It proved that even Bill Holden has become a slave to that ol' devil,
public admiration. But with his youth,
charm, and popularity, that is just as it
should be. Bill was late the first day because he drove his kid brother to school at
U.C.L.A. and found to his surprise a welcoming committee of girls expecting him.
His brother was guilty of the prearranged
treachery, but Bill enjoyed the tremendous
fuss made over him so much that the next
day he was back again. That day the girls
doubled their enthusiasm and their numbers
and Bill had a personal appearance on his
hands. He signed autographs furiously and
the next day was back for more. The glut
of worshipping females soon grew out of
all bounds, and impressionable Bill finally
felt it his duty not to disappoint such ardor.
The dean of women at U.C.L.A., and Bill's
bosses, broke the spell at last. They both
forbade
their of
individual'
charges to further
these orgies
admiration.

ILONA MASSEY has a devastating oldI world appeal that can charm the birds
right out of the trees. Quite shamelessly
Ilona uses her great gift to help her out
of tight situations. Recently, returning to
Hollywood, she was caught in a mob of
excited admirers. They threatened to crush
her in their demand for autographs and
their desire to touch her. Ilona soon had the
situation in hand. Smiling", she said, "I will
sing you a song, if you would like that,
but
cannotseated
sign the
all mob
thesein autographs."
She Icalmly
the waiting
room seats of the station and sang the most
impromptu concert she ever sang. Completely awed and very grateful, the crowd
saw Ilona calmly walk out of the station,
board her waiting train, and disappear.
Hollywood's youngest Glamor Girl knows
all about hair being a woman's crowning
glory and, having given hers one hundred
strokes of the brush, sets her waves and
curls; next, the perfume technique — a
drop behind each ear, you know — for
that subtle feminine allure. And now have
you any doubt that "Sandy Is a Lady"?

IT WOULDN'T surprise me much if the
' gossip hounds would soon be intimating
that either a new romantic twosome of
celebrities is about to burst upon Hollywood, or that these same two exponents of
real acting are in the coils of a bitter feud.
Stranger things have happened. The reactions of two famous people in the acting
profession on their initial meeting are
chronicled with strange interpretations. It
happened that Madame Ouspenskaya and
Spencer Tracy very suddenly came face to
face with each other for the first time in
their lives on a set at M-G-M. They both
were speechless and until introduced they
just gawked at each other. Finally Madame
Ouspenskaya stammered out that she
thought Spencer was simply superb in
"Captains Courageous." Spencer blushed to
his ears and haltingly assured her that she
was a hundred-fold better in her role in
"Love Affair." Ouspenskaya countered with
a paean of praise for his work in "Northwest Passage" and Spencer again begged to
bow before the artistry of Ouspenskaya in
"The Rains Came." This Alphonsc and
Gaston routine went on until everyone listening was conscious that these two were
so genuinely awed with each other's presence that they couldn't say anything else.
When that happens between two celebrities,
it's news. In due time you're apt to hear
all sorts of stories attributing their hedging
to everything from love to jealousy. The
truth in this case, is that each sincerely
thinks the other is a genius.
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SCREENLAND'S
Guides
Clamor
Fashions featured on page opposite
will be found in the following stores
and

in

others

in

principal cities

throughout the country
Playtex Living Girdle by International Latex
Corporation, 350 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Win. Filene's Sons, Boston, Mass.
Adam, Meldrum & Anderson, Buffalo,
N. Y.
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, 111.
The May Co., Cleveland, Ohio
F. & R. Lazarus, Columbus, Ohio
Nieman-Marcus, Dallas, Texas
L. S. Ayres, Indianapolis, Ind.
B. Airman & Co., New York City
Wanamaker's, Philadelphia, Pa.
Kaufmann's, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sibley Lindsey & Curr, Rochester, N. Y.
LaSalle Koch, Toledo, .Ohio
Lansberg's, Washington, D. C.
Catalina Swim Suit by The Pacific Knitting
Mills, Inc., 443 So. San Pedro Street. Los
Angeles, Cal.
The May Co., -Baltimore, Md.
Win. Filene's Sons, Boston, Mass.
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, 111.
The Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.
Sak's 34th Street, New York City
Gimbel Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
Gimbel Bros., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Famous- Barr Co., St. Louis, Mo.
The Emporium, San Francisco, Cal.
Lansberg's, Washington, D. C.
Night Ensemble by The Barbizon Corporation, 148 Madison Avenue, New York City.
Jordan Marsh, Boston, Mass.
Wm. Hengerer Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
Shillito's, Cincinnati, Ohio
Wm. Taylor, Cleveland, Ohio
F. & R. Lazarus, Columbus, Ohio
J. L. Hudson, Detroit, Mich.
G. Fox, Hartford, Conn.
L. S. Ayres, Indianapolis, Ind.
John Taylor & Sons, Kansas City, Mo.
B. Lowenstein, Memphis, Term.
Burdine's, Miami, Fla.
Joseph Home, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Shepard Company, Providence, R. L
Miller-Rhoads, Richmond, Ya.
Jelleff's, Washington, D. C.
Kennard-Pyle, Wilmington, Del.
Play

Frock by Jantzen Knitting Mills, 350
Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Belke Bros., Charlotte, N. C.
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, 111.
Himelhoch's, Detroit, Mich.
Godchaux's, New Orleans, La.
James McCreery & Co., New York City
Lion Clothing Co., San Diego, Cal.
Spokane Dry Goods Co.. Spokane, Wash.
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preparations

for your beautiful skin!

brown or red, which snaps
can
n skin
womaful
RY a beauti
EVE
have
together and is finished
if she will cultivate the
with a handle. It makes
habit of scientific, thora
good-looking pocketbook
ough, coordinated beauty
if you like to carry your
life,"
her tein,
care
beauty with you; a coma of
Rubins
Helenday
says every
pact travel companion, an
known the world over for
ever-welcome gift or a
her research and creations
handsome addition to your
in the interest of your
dressing-table. Inside the
beauty. And so Madame
kit,
you will find that piece
Rubinstein has collected
de resistance of Madame
five of her preparations,
Rubinstein's creations.
the ones she considers
Pasteurized Face Cream
ial
to skin care, in
essent
— Special for dry skin, or
a convenient and inexthe usual formula for norHelena Rubinstein's "Beauty
pensive kit, so that your
malcial
or oily
in the Making" kit contains
formulaskin.
is aThe
boonSpeto
basic skin care routine
essentials for scientific, thormay be correct and that
dry skin. It is rich and
ough, coordinated skin care.
mellow and besides truly
your skin may benefit day
cleansing,
it sweeps away
and night — constantly —
those
small
particles
of
dried
cuticle that
instead of just now and then. And beoften obscure the fine tone and texture of
cause skin types vary and need different
fragile skin, making it appear rough and
care, Madame Rubinstein has designed
one kit for dry skin and one for normal
dull. This Special formula has unusual lubricating qualities, and so softens, smooths
or oily skin. I have always believed that
and helps prevent those lines of dryness,
it is more beneficial to use preparations
especially about the eye area. You will see
that are created to work in unison, begratifying results from using this cream
cause each will aid the good work of the
merely as a cleanser ; you can double those
other and you will get the maximum of
results you
by sleep.
using it also as a night cream
benefit. And this coordination you get in a
while
smart kit of lizard grain fabric in black,
Left, ized
famous
Pasteur-In
Face Cream.
two versions, Special
for dry
skin andor regular for normal
oily
skin. Right, Beauty
Grains, an unique
granular wash to aid
excessively oily, blemished, or dull skin.
Both are by Helena
Rubinstein,
and toprecious to a skin
be
admired.
|N MY correspondence, a great many
fective treatment for disturbed, blemished
skin. A good wash with Beauty Grains, and
writers ask, "Should I use cream on my
you seem to have a better skin immediately !
oily skin?" Normal or oily, Pasteurized
Third in your kit, whatever your type,
Face Cream in regular formula is a cream
you should use, because it will benefit oily
you get a jar of Town and Country Makeskin. It has a normalizing, purifying effect
up Film, and this spells the instant beauty
on this skin ; it helps prevent blackheads
you can see the moment you spread a little
over face and neck. It seems to become a
and enlarged pores ; it is soothing to blemished skin and excellent for the younger
part of your skin, giving it a young, soft
and dewey look. A film of this type is a
fry, whose sensitive skin often breaks out.
Oily or normal, the regular formula is the
secret of those marvelous Hollywood skins
version of Pasteurized Face Cream you
we may well envy. It gives glamor, groomneed. A tube of this worthy cream, long
ing, and benefits as it glorifies.
Madame Rubinstein
one of my "loves," comes
in a generous size for
spent years in perfecting
her Moisture Proof Face
your special skin type.
Powder, and results show
Now, the dries are goit. It cannot swell with
ing to get a bottle of Skin
Toning Lotion, Special, a
skin moisture, and so protects pore fineness. It also
non-drying astringent,
especially created for this
protects inner skin moisture, even as it gives skin
type. It is soothing and
refining and helps your
an exquisite, luminous
day-long beauty. If you
glow, young, natural,
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are normal or oily, you
lovely. This is truly a discovery inface powder, and
get Beauty Grains, an
comes in your kit. Then
unique, granular washing
there's an enchanting
preparation. Wonderful
Helena Rubinstein lipstick,
for too much oiliness,
full size, radiant, lovely,
roughness and those anlustrous, with biological
noying under-skin bumps. Town and Coun try Make-Up Film,
ingredients to keep lips
These grains and your Moisture Proof Face Powder and
forever young.
C. M.
t}'pe cream make an eflipstick for co impelling glamor.

Step by step, Perc Westmore, one of the
brothers of the famous House of Westmore,
demonstrates his method of applying makeup on Fay Bainter's face. Reading across
pages, Mr. Westmore pats foundation cream
on Miss Bainter's face; next, he applies eye
shadow to the lids; moist rouge is blended
on the cheeks; powder is patted on the
face; all traces of powder brushed from
brows. Now see caption opposite page.

Meet

an

Actress!

Continued from page 51
Throughout her stay in California — her
first — she'd been homesick for New York.
"Gee," she decided, "they'll never let me do
it, and I'm too tired to care." So she
packed her belongings and hopped a plane
for the East. New York looked less alluring
in fact than in nostalgic visions. She arrived at the crest of a heat wave, got herself an air-cooled room at the St. Regis,
and set out to see the Fair. Five days later,
the phone in her air-cooled room rang.
Hollywood calling. Hollywood calling. Hop
another plane, Betty. You're not too young,
Betty. Your face is O. K. and your acting's
superlative. Betty. Milestone wants you
for Mae.
You don't take to the girl as warmly as
you do to the actress. There's more than a
suggestion of Lady Disdain, which sits
gracelessly on her young shoulders. She
tends to carry her nose upward — either because she was born that way or because of
her success or as compensation for certain
childhood memories. Humility is rare in the
young. So when she quotes the critic who
called her "the most promising young actress in the theater today," you condone it
as excusable. After all, while the movie
marquees were flashing two hits in which
she's a standout, Betty herself was gracing Broadway in "Two on an Island." But
the minute her show closed, Betty caught
a train for Hollywood and Paramount studios, where "Victory," her new film, will
be made. (Her contract with them leaves
her free for six months of stage work).
Wanger tried to borrow her for "Personal
History," but previous commitments forbade. If her head's been turned, in view of
all this, time will doubtless restore it to its
normal position.
She hasn't endeared herself to the press,
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but the press is notoriously a fretful fellow, unreasonable enough to consider his
job
as
important
to him
Betty's
to her.
So it irks
him when
she as
breaks
a date
or,
having promised him an hour, vouchsafes
him ten minutes on the fly. The press
doesn't stop to consider all that a popular
actress has on her mind. Miss Field, for her
part, evidently disagrees with Mussolini,
who thinks that interviews are the best of
all possible forms of propaganda.
In street clothes, with no visible trace of
make-up, she looks nearer seventeen than
the twenty-two she's attained. Item : brown
hair ; item : gray eyes ; item : trim figure ;
item : assorted features that add up to a
pretty face ; item : bountiful measure of
self-assurance. Walk half a mile through
any
well-populated
and Only
you'lltwomeetof
a dozen
to match herdistrict,
in looks.
the dozen, perhaps, would have her intelligence, and none the strain of grit, so
at odds with her childish appearance, which
has been the determining factor in landing
her where she is today.
By her own account she was a gawky,
unattractive youngster — "the last person in
the world you'd associate with theatrical
ambitions — braces on my teeth, glasses on
my nose, and things in my shoes that they
give kids with flat feet." She was an only
child, and her mother didn't stay put long
enough for her to find companionship of
her own age. They moved from Boston to

Forest Hills to Porto Rico to New Jersey,
and Betty changed schools with each move.
The other little darlings tittered, because
she was funny-looking and wanted to be an
actress — a dream she couldn't keep to herself, despite derision. She grew selfconscious, awkward, and unhappy, and the line
her mother took — "Well, Betty's not a
pretty child,
but she's
sweet"
— didn't
matters.
"Sweet!"
Betty
would
muttermend
between clenched teeth, and suppress an inclination tohowl like a wolf.
Neither her own self-consciousness, however, nor the gibes of her contemporaries
nor maternal candor moved her for the
fraction of an instant from her appointed
task. She was attending high school in
Morristown, New Jersey, when she saw
and grabbed her chance. After weeks of
hanging around the stage door of the
Newark Theater after matinees, she was
advised by some kind soul to write to the
manager's secretary. Her third letter
brought a phone call. She was to report for
rehearsal the following Saturday — as an
extra at a dollar a performance. She
doesn't know how she got to Newark, but
she thinks she floated.
Thereafter she hung around without
apology. Since she was always there and
cost only a dollar, they used her frequently
to save themselves the trouble of hunting
up a better and more expensive actress.
The girls at school were speechless. "I

Perc Westmore continues with the perfect
make-up, and with an eyebrow pencil accents the natural line of Miss Bainter's brows.
Next step, the upper lip is made up with a
lip brush and rouge; lip rouge is then applied to the lower lip; and the final step
shows Mr. Westmore applying dry rouge
lightly over the cheeks to pick up cheek tone.
The picture at left shows Fay Bainter after
make-up has been completed. Nice work!
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could hardly bear to talk to them, I felt so
superior. At least I had my revenge."
Revenge still seems sweet. "They were a
dull bunch," she comments from the vantage
point of her present pinnacle.
Having tasted blood, she had no intention
of retreating to the boredom of academic
life. The stock season ended, she crossed
the Hudson to New York, and at fifteen
set out in quest of a career. She tripped up
the
steps toadmittance
producers' tooffices,
gained
occasional
inner and
sanctums.
"I'm Betty Field," she'd announce in a
clear treble, "of the Associated Players in
Newark." They never took the cigars out
of their mouths. Often they didn't bother
to look up. "Sorry, baby, no kids' parts
in this show."
Her mother intervened — not to stop
Betty, you don't tangle up with an irresistible force, however small — but to help her
to a more orthodox start. She moved her
daughter from "the funny little old hotel"
where she'd been living to a girls' club, put
her on a "kind of budget," and sent her to
dramatic school. Of that period, Betty recalls that she worked very hard and ate
very little. Through one of the school directors, she also met her first playwright,
Elmer Rice. He hadn't yet written "Two
on an Island," and if he had, Betty wouldn't
have
it. "How d'ya do?" he said,
which been
was in
that.
But an agent saw her in one of the school

productions, got her an understudy job, and
tried to gyp her out of her salary. "So I
learned a lot," says Miss Field cryptically.
No one has gypped her since. The play
was a flop. She grabbed an offer to go to
London with "She Loves Me Not," because
once
the chuck
boat, they
couldn't
their
minds onand
her back
intochange
the ocean.
The play,
a hit in New York, wasn't
fancied
by London.
Back she came, and started the rounds
again. "You're too young. You're too young.
You're not striking enough. You're too
young." It used to drive her crazy. She
couldn't refute the charges, and had nothing
to counter with except, "I can act." They
weren't interested.
Finally she got a bit in "Page Miss
Glory," produced by George Abbott. She
even doubled, playing an old man with a
beard in a crowd scene. Abbott wasn't impressed. When she appeared to tryout for
the Boston company of "Three Men on a
Horse," he growled : "What are you bringing her in for? — She's too young. — Oh,
well, she's here, let her read it. Might need
another
understudy."
Betty read
it, and Abbott sat up, surprise
written all over his face. "It was always
like that," says she. "Too young, too young,
but when I read it, I'd get the part."
P. S. She got it. P. P. S. She was later
transferred to the New York company.
After that the sailing was pretty smooth.

Paramount tested her while she was appearing in the Broadway production of
"What a Life." "The only reason I took it
was because I felt dull in spirit and mind
and health. I'd been working five years
without a vacation. Everybody said : 'California has such a nice climate. You'll get a
Instead ofthere.'
resting, she made three piclovelytures rest
in six months, " then flew back to New
York for Abbott's "Ring Two." Meantime
Elmer Rice had written "Two on an Island,"
and by now Miss Field needed no introduction to him. He wanted her for the girl.
The notices of "Ring Two" were painful.
Betty read them all, pushed them behind
her, and picked up the script of the Rice
play. When "Ring Two" folded a couple of
weeks later, she was in rehearsal.
The New York critics may hot know it,
but she's pleased with them for the first
time in her theatrical career.
"They always used to say, 'Betty Field
was her usual excellent self,' or something
equally innocuous. Good old standby.
Drooling
and sweet
sweet still
as usual,"
jeered.
To
be called
seems she
to set
her
nerves on edge. "It infuriated me. But now
I've apparently crept up on them. In this
show they sat back and discovered me, as
though
seen me
For
the firstthey'd
time never
they really
tookbefore.
me apart
and raved about me. I could kiss them for
She's due to report back to Paramount in
June. So far, she hasn't had a chance to
find
Hollywood's
like.went
She tolived
in a out
hotel,what
worked
incessantly,
bed
early
and Now
had noshetime
to taste
California's
delights.
plans
to take
a house
and get a horse. Riding is her hobby.
As for the movies, they interest her —
not only because of the salaries they pay
but as an acting medium. For the present,
she sticks to her six-months clause, but refuses to forecast the future. On her record,
the industry will roll out the red carpet for
her. It's not Betty alone now who knows
she's good. Everybody knows it.
it."

the boat and was taken completely by surprise when she learned from them that Mr.
Topping
was on board. No, no, Sonja, I
know
better.)
The Oomph Girl was so mad at Harvard
that she could hardly eat her meat balls.
(Ann, you know, was recently chosen by
the Harvard undergraduates as the movie
star most unlikely to succeed.) "I wonder
what those bozos think is success," Ann
fumed. "I've looked up that institution and
I don't think its graduates have any cause
to be criticizing anybody. Statistics show
that the average inmate of that school earns
less than $5000 a year, twenty-five years
after
getting out
out of
of it."
Red-headed
five years
college
herself, Annie,
earns

Singing for their spaghetti supper, above, and from left, are: Gloria Blondell, Joan's
sister, Dick Powell, Cubby Broccoli, Gloria's beau, and Joan Blondell' Powell; but after
enjoying the repast, the scale told them that exercising their lungs was not enough.

The

Powells

Throw

A

Party

Continued from page 61
too long. Just until it is chewy. Then drain
the water from the spaghetti and mix
grated Roman cheese or Parmesan cheese
in the dry spaghetti. And then mix the
sauce in. Empty this onto a platter and
sprinkle a little more cheese on top and
spread some more sauce and garnish with
a little chopped parsley.
MEAT

BALL

RECIPE

The meat ball recipe is an entirely difv ferent recipe. They are made of ground
sirloin with chopped parsley and garlic
mixed into the meat and the yolk of an egg
to one pound of ground sirloin. This is all
mixed together and seasoned with salt and
pepper and enough dampened bread is
mixed so that the meat balls will be light
and fluffy. The meat balls are also browned
in a skillet with olive oil.
SALAD FOR SPAGHETTI DINNER
To balance the meal of Italian spaghetti,
a salad should be served in the Italian style.
For six people the ingredients would be :
ten tomatoes, four green peppers, four
onions, Italian olive oil, one half teaspoonfull of origano, salt and pepper — which is
the same seasoning used in the sauce. Slice
tomatoes, peppers, and onions in a wooden
salad bowl ; add oil, then flavor with
origano and salt and pepper to taste. This
is served with the spaghetti. Cheese should
be served after dinner, along with fruit.
For dessert there is nothing so delicious as
Italian spumoni.
Place cards for the spaghetti dinner were
very large Bermuda onions made into faces.
To make the face, pins, rubber bands,
whole cranberries, raisins, and bearded
scallions were used. With pins to fasten,
attach cranberries for eyes, raisins for nose,
rubber bands for mouth and scallions for
moustache. In making the moustache, cut
end of scallions about half an inch from the
roots and let roots droop in moustache
fashion. Make two holes just above the
mouth to insert the end of the scallion?.
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Arrange parsley over the top for hair.
When you have the head complete, keep in
refrigerator until ready for dinner, then
make a small slice in the top of the onions
in which to put cards.
If you have a large table and want to
copy
Joan's (certainly
centerpiece ingetkeeping
yourself with
a Horn
of Plenty
the
dinner.) Take a large squash, cut a hole in
one end. From its mouth should come
onions, scallions, carrots, parsley and radishes with their natural foliage. And by the
way, if you serve wine, be sure and serve
red wine. (Red ink we used to call it in
the speakeasy days, ah me !)
Those onion place cards of Joan's caused
a lot of comment from" the guests (Dick
said, "Huh, onion sandwiches tomorrow"),
and you have no idea how attractive and
"different" the table looked. I noticed that
none of the guests tried to swipe the place
cards, for a change.
Of course some of the guests came early,
and some came late, which threw Joan into
a frenzy as that spaghetti has to be cooked
just so. And Joan, smelling strongly of
garlic, would dash in and out of the living
room playing a dual role of hostess and
cook, and loving it. Invited to wear slacks,
or "any old thing," and "stuff," were Sonja
Henie and Dan Topping, Liz Whitney and
Bruce Cabot, Ann Sheridan and Pat de
Cicco, the Robert Taylors, the Jack Bennys,
and the family. Sonja in a big black hat
and a short print dress arrived on Dan
Topping's arm and didn't leave there the
entire evening — romance, right under my
eyes. Dan is very wealthy and very social,
and will make quite a good catch for the
Norwegian skating girl. Sonja with her
mother and brother had reservations to sail
for Honolulu the next day, and it seems
that Mr. Topping also had reservations.
And what fun the two of them were planning on that paradise island. (I got a big
laugh the following evening when I read in
a newspaper that Sonja Henie had been
greeted by the press when she arrived at

$100,000 a year. "I had a date with a
Harvard man one evening," Ann continued
bitterly. "It was a very sad evening." The
men present all assured her that they had
never been nearer Harvard than Yale, and
Ann cheered up and had another helping of
sauce.
After dinner most of the guests stretched
out on the floor, there's nothing like a good
stretch on the floor after a Blondell spaghetti dinner. A few tried ping-pong, and
Dick and several of the boys tried a little
harmonizing, but stretching out on floor or
couch seemed to be the favorite pastime.
Sonja Henie asked for a bicarbonate of
soda which brought a murderous look from
Joan — no hostess likes that.
When the last guest had been shoved out
of the front door Joan herself collapsed on
the couch. "What divine food," she said,
"even if I did cook it myself. I don't see
why they say it's so fattening. I think I'll
have a spaghetti stuff party every week."
"Just for fun," said Gloria, "let's step
on the scales before we go to bed." They
did.
When I last heard of Joan she had gone
to Santa Barbara to take off five pounds.
Dick had gone to Catalina with Errol
Flynn to shoot wild pigs — and walk miles.

Sonja Henie put away her skates when she
visited Hawaii recently, but with or withthem, Hawaiians
Sonja's
good
skateout and
showered think
her with
reala Island
Aloah leis and treats of pineapple juice.
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The wrong shade of powder is a tragedy— but
even the most becoming shade can raise the dickens
with your appearance— if that powder contains grit!
For powders containing grit can make you look
older— can give your skin a harsh^ "hard" look.

Powder

FREE

Shade

now

powder!

SO^g-

The "Bite Test" will tell you.
You have a laboratory right in
your own mouth! Put a bit of
your present powder between
your teeth! Be sure your teeth are
even, then grind slowly. Your
teeth will tell you if your face
powder contains grit.

Lady Esther powder passes the bite test with
colors flying. It's GRIT- FREE — so smooth that it
clings actually FOUR LONG hours. Pat it on after
dinner, say at 8, and at midnight it will still be
there, flattering you and your skin.

Does a higher price mean a better
powder? Don't be deceived! For even
expensive powders often contain grit.
Impartial laboratory tests showed many
powders costing $1.00, $2.00, $3.00, and
even more, contained up to 20.44% grit!
But there is no grit in Lady Esther
Face Powder. Day or evening, when you
wear it, no harsh, "powdery" look will
spoil your loveliness. For my powder will
flatter you through busy hours with
never a trace of grit to ruin its smoothness ... to spoil the perfect blending of
your most becoming shade.

Find

Your

One

Luckiest

If you want to look your best at a
party, a dinner, or a dance, you must
have the right shade of face powder. Why
guess, when you can be certain as to which
is exactly the right shade for you, the
becoming shade, the flattering shade!
Find out right now! Write me— and I
will send you 10 glorious new shades of
my grit-free face powder (including my
Champagne Rachel). Try all my shades
—you'll be amazed to see that my beiges,
dark rachels, light rachels, rose tones

Shade-

Here

and

Now

and my natural are so much more flattering than the equivalent shades of
other brands you may have tried.
From this complete range you will
surely find the one shade that is made to
order for you — the one shade that will
make you look younger and lovelier!
And because my powder is grit-free, it
will never give you an ungroomed, "powdery" look! There is no finer, no higher
quality powder in the world today— no
lovelier shades. So mail the coupon now!
Screenland

* 10

shades

FREE!

*

(You can paste this on a penny postcard)
Lady Esther,
(56)
7162 West 65th Street, Chicago, 111.
Please send me FREE AND POSTPAID your
10 new shades of face powder, also a tube of
your itedFour
Face Cream. (Offer limto one Purpose
per family.)
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| If youlive in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.

Most

Hated

Girl

in Hollywood!

Continued from page 30
sight-seeing. She was invited to dinner by
Merle Oberon, whose husband, Alexander
Korda, has Vivien under contract in England, and the Ronald Colmans, and Dame
May Whitty, and the rest of the British
colony. Except for a few people who had
seen her in a minor role in Robert Taylor's
London-made "A Yank at Oxford," she
was completely unknown in Hollywood.
Everybody who met her thought her an
awfully "cute little trick," "a sweet little
thing," and "pretty as a picture." Heathcliff's girl friend caused no more ripple on
the Hollywood pond than Baby Sandy's
breath. And then — BOOM — came "Gone
•With the Wind."
Now every Glamor Girl in Hollywood
secretly, and some not so secretly, considered herself the perfect choice for Scarlett. What she could do with that part !
Dozens of actresses were tested. One day
it was announced that Norma Shearer
would play Scarlett, the day after it was
Margaret Sullavan, the day after that Bette
Davis, Miriam Hopkins, Katharine Hepburn, Paulette Goddard, and so on and on
for months until movie star nerves .were at
the breaking point. And then it was suddenly announced in February, a year ago,
that Vivien Leigh, a little known English
girl visiting in Hollywood, had been definitely signed for Scarlett and production
would start at once. Some of the Glamor
Girls hoped that the South would strenuously object to an English girl playing a
Georgia
heroine.
the that
South
Other Glamor
GirlsButhoped
theredidn't.
was
something wrong with Miss Leigh's visa
and that she would have to return to England. But there wasn't. And still others,
the more obvious sort, just hoped that
she'd fall down and break her neck. But
she didn't.
Scarlett was a part that every actress in
Hollywood would have given her eye-teeth
for. As a matter of fact a lot of them offered to play it without salary. So naturally each and every one of them resented that little snip of a Vivien getting
the plum of the year. They were good
sports about it to all appearances, they
smiled sweetly, and made pretty little
speeches to the press, but deep down in
their hearts they wished they had never
heard of Vivien Leigh. Possibly they could
have forgiven Vivien if she had given a
bad performance as Scarlett, if the picture
had been a flop and Vivien had been panned
to high heaven by the critics. But you well
know what happened. From Coast to Coast
Vivien was acclaimed the most brilliant
star in Hollywood. That was too much
for the Glamor Girls.
The fact that Vivien Leigh was an "outsider" didn't help matters, either. The
movie business, like all businesses, is clannish. Ten years ago, with the advent of
talkies, when the Broadway stage stars
started pouring into Hollywood, the home
guard resented them bitterly. "Do we have
to have Claudette Colbert, Irene Dunne,
Miriam Hopkins, Jeanette MacDonald,
Katharine Hepburn?" the columnists wrote.
"Aren't our own girls good enough?" The
stage stars were quickly assimilated and
easily became a part of the clan — they
even joined up with the home guard when
Hollywood was threatened by an influx of
foreigners. For the past few years these
"outsiders" have been a sore point with
Hollywood. Luise Rainer with her wistfulness and her two Academy - Awards was
greatly resented ; so was Simone Simon
with her baby face and her million dollars'
worth of publicity. After "Algiers" the
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glamorous Hedy Lamarr was pretty well
disliked by the old-timers who admitted
that she did have a beautiful face, when
she kept her mouth closed, but mercy,
what amateur
WhenwithHedy's
skyrocket sort of acting
fizzled! out
two flops
after the sensational "Algiers," Hollywood
admitted Hedy into the clan. The English,
Merle Oberon, Madeleine Carroll, and
Geraldine Fitzgerald, have been particularly
envied of late because they have grabbed
off so many good parts. And so to have
an English girl, a "new girl," and an "outsider" win the coveted role of Scarlett was
really rubbing it in. We, of the Hollywoods,
aren't as big about things as we ought to
be. But, as I said before, we are only human after all. Stars who had never thought
much about it before suddenly became aw-

Cleo, glamor goldfish, who made her debut
in "Pinocchio," is presented, in all her
golden glory, swimming in a dark blue sea,
as the
printBubbles
design surrounding
of Phyllis Brooks'
ner frock.
Miss dinFish
reflect images of other members of cast.
fully home-townish and one hundred percent American. Several of them actually
visited their birthplaces.
The week before the annual Academy
Award Dinner excitement was rather tense
in Hollywood. A lot of the players (and
12,000 votes were cast this year) insisted
that Vivien should not win the Award because David O. Selznick's superproduction,
"Gone With the Wind,' with its four million dollar budget, and its two years of
preparation, had a decided advantage over
other pictures and other parts. And as one
actress expressed it, "Good heavens, she
got
thatcampaigning
enough for against
her?"
But Scarlett!
with all theIsn't
petty
her — and the Bette Davis and Greta Garbo
contingents got all hot under the collar —
on the eventful night of February 29th
Vivien Leigh was awarded an Oscar for
her Scarlett in what many will tell you was
the first really fair election held by the
Academy. Vivien cried as she accepted it.
But even those tears, sincere as the day
is long, didn't thaw out most of Hollywood.
Hollywood just wasn't going to give an

inch. The following quotation from the column of a leading columnist sort of summed
things up. doubtedly
Saidplayed the
columnist,
una major
factor "Luck
in Vivien
Leigh's winning of the Academy Award
as the top actress of the year, luck in landing a role that almost guaranteed its holder
the top award of 1939." Vivien, I am
delighted
to say,
let any cracks
luck dampen
her didn't
enthusiasm.
She putabout
her
Award in the most conspicuous spot in the
house, right on the living room mantel. She
was simply tickled pink. And especially
when the morning following the Academy
Dinner she received a huge box of roses
from
tions. Bette Davis, and a note of congratulaNow Vivien had done enough to irk the
Glamor Girls of Hollywood. She had done
quite enough in getting the role of Scartctl
and an Academy Award to make herself
thoroughly disliked. But, alas, she has to
do even more. She has to play Juliet on
the legitimate stage ! A few Glamor Girls
who were just getting ready to forgive
all heard about that and started hating her
all over again. If you know Hollywood
movie stars at all you know that they all
dream about going on the stage. If they
came from the stage originally they are
constantly talking about the good old days
in New York, and how they plan to return
just as soon as these dreary picture commitments permit. They rarely go back.
Nearly every Glamor Girl in Hollywood
will tell you how she pines for the stage.
But most of them haven't the nerve to try
it. So you can well imagine that when
they heard that Vivien and Larry Olivier
would open in San Francisco in April in
"Romeo and Juliet" (another role that
every actress wants to play), and from
there would go to Chicago and New York,
that it didn't endear little Vivien to them
one bit. "She gets all the breaks," they
grumbled. Well, Scarlett might be a break,
but
GlamorJuliet
Girls,certainly
is work. isn't. Juliet, dear
Not many stars would be content to work
all day at the studio (Vivien is now appearing in the re-make of "Waterloo
Bridge"), and go home every night, worn
and weary, just in time for a brief bite
of dinner before starting rehearsals on
"Romeo and Juliet" that are guaranteed
to last well into the night. No dancing
at Ciro's for Vivien, no gay parties with
gay people,
no delightful
the
snow
at Arrowhead
or theweek-ends
desert at inPalm
Springs. No skiing, no tennis, no sunbathing. Just work, work, and more work.
Gosh,
girlshewhois
thinks you've
so muchgotof to
heradmire
career athat
willing to sacrifice all pleasures and work
at
it day
and the
night.
But part
Hollywood
think
about
work
of it; doesn'
Holly
wood that can't see beyond those artificial
lashes is only thinking of Vivien Leigh up
there in a balcony, looking too beautiful
for this world, and giving a performance
that has the critics doing nip-ups all over
again. And already they're filled with jeal
ousy. Now if Vivien would only make
bad Juliet she could come back to Holly
wood and make the clan. But she won't
I'm afraid that Vivien Leigh, the little
English girl who dropped in for a visit
and stayed to pick up an Award, is going
to be the pet hate of Hollywood movie
stars for a long, long time. Of course, th
minute she started work on "Waterloo
Bridge" everyone said, "Well, now we can
see just how good she really is. Scarlett
of course, was a natural." That will b
one preview that will have Hollywood
hanging from the rafters. And to be sure
many a Hollywoodite, remembering th
evil fate that often pursues re-makes, has
wise-cracked, "Leigh will meet her Water
loo." Nice people we are. But human.
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Continued from poge I 3
fided, her soft Southern voice, like Ann's
own, gliding with terrific speed past every r.
"I said: 'Good heavens, child, what are
you going to do with that?' 'Gussie up my
bedroom,' she replied, and starts cutting
into the goods. My, / wouldn't dare be so
reckless! But come and see what she did!"
Ann's bedroom had been what decorators
call a "cold room," but Ann's inspiration
had brightened it ; she had made soft peach
glass curtains for the windows and a heavy
silk valance of deeper peach, the same silk
being used for shades for the wall lights
and dressing room table lamps.
"Then she did the dressing room in a
lovely
flowered
silk in
Mrs.
Rutherford
exhibited
thepeach
result,tones,"
proudly.

10*

JOLENE CREATES FOR YOU...
FILMLAND FASHION FOOTWEAR TO ENHANCE YOUR
HOLLYWOOD STYLED FROCKS

"But did one of my jokes backfire?"
chuckled Ann, bobbing into the room. "See
my attempt at humor on the wall by that
dressing
my and
sister, so I table?
cut outI thought
some of I'd
thetease
flowers
pasted them lightly on the walls, expecting
to tear them off after she had seen them.
And will you look? The paste took the
paint off the wall, so I had to leave my
flowers
!" it was a minor tragedy to
You'd upthink
hear Ann tell it, but actually the flowers
give the room a decorator's touch.
"Well, it doesn't look as corny as it did,
for a fact," commented Ann, beginning to
be consoled. "But we're forgetting that you
came over to hear about our Sunday
bruncheons. You see, I simply never get
any time off, except maybe a Sunday or so
— that's why I have the kids in then. If
we'd been working late Saturday, we sleep
late and everybody comes trooping in
around noon. The kids are simply mad
about my creamed crab.

To outsmart them all
...JOLENE offers you
these glorious styles
of the stars , . . seen
at Hollywood's most
fashionable rendezvous and brought
to you by JOLENE,
screenland's foremost stylist. By all
means see these
glorious new JOLENE
styles today!

: Copyright
1940

A HOLLYWOOD
PATTSSN FOR DRESSY
AFTERNOONS ... emphaiizmg the perife
lingerie trim.

CREAMED CRAB
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
2 cups milk
1 can crabmeat
Paprika, salt and pepper
"You take your butter and flour and
brown them in a pan over the fire. When
thick, add the milk and keep stirring. When
quite thick, add the crab and paprika (lots
and lots of that !) and salt and pepper."
Ann's guests like potato pancakes too.
POTATO PANCAKES
cCs&
41 potatoes
1 large Bermuda onion
2 tablespoons milk
2 tablespoons flour

FREE STYLE BOOKLET
Contains
style hints.Holly
Writewood's
todaylatestfor
free copy and name of
your JOLENE dealer.
iOLDffS HDUrwOBD ST8DI0 SI
6715 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.
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TOBER-SAIFER SHOE CO. • ST. LOUIS, MO.
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"I grate the potatoes and onions," said
Ann, "whip the eggs and milk and pour
them into the potato mixture. That makes
them a little too loose for frying, so I add
the flour and if 2 tablespoons isn't enough,
you must use your own judgment about
adding more. Of course you add your salt
and pepper to suit your taste. Have your
skillet very hot. The pan usually holds
about four of the pancakes and you flip 'em
and flap 'em until they are really brown.
This recipe usually makes about ten pancakes. You can serve bacon and eggs or
tiny sausages if you aren't having crab.
"Talking about what to serve, I think
just ordinary soup is so unimaginative! If
I'm serving it, I take a can of, say Campbell's celery soup and Campbell's pea soup
and mix 'em together. Or any two soups
that aren't too far apart.
"I think serving fresh peas all by tliemSCRF. ENLAND

selves looks stupid. So I take a piece of
bread and pinch the corners so they will
turn up and then toast it. It will make a
sort of little cup. I put the peas in that
with
a chunk
butter."
"Ann
knows ofmore
about cooking than I
will ever know," contributed Ann's proud
parent. "I go to the kitchen and turn around
four times trying to decide what I'll do to
feed my family, and by that time, Ann ha5;
everything
and ready
"Mother'sthought
kiddingout you;
she's to
a eat!''
swell
cook," laughed Ann.
"Oh, let me tell you about my pet salad!
The one we're having today is a green
salad, tosort
goodI standby,
but ScreenI hadn't
time
fix of
thea one
want to tell
land readers about. We call it
GRAPE SALAD A LA ANN
1 head of lettuce
Blue Moon cream cheese
Seedless
Ripe
pearsgrapes
"I take a chunk of lettuce as the base and
fill it with cream cheese. Then I cut
the pears in halves and paste them well
with the cheese and press them down into
the lettuce. Now comes the fancy part : the
seedless grapes must be pressed down on
theThe
pearRutherford
until they form
grapes."
maid bunches
appearedof just
then
with a plate of inviting sandwiches. Ann
hovered over them with a critical eye.
"My favorite is here, I hope, I hope. I
hope ! Yes, it is. You take a hardboiled egg
and mash it up ; add a teaspoonful of
Beechnut peanut butter and a tablespoon of
Hellman's mayonnaise. That peps up the
peanut
butter sandwich.
and it's marvelous. And here's
my avocado
"You mash your avocado with celery,
olives, and nuts, and oh, anything you have
around — raisins, or figs or dates or something— and it makes the finest spread!
"The kids always want me to make
Brownies for dessert."
BROWNIES
1 cup sugar
3 chocolate,
bars or 3 melted
tablespoons Baker's
2 eggs, slightly beaten
54
Swansdown
\y2 cup
teaspoons
Royal flour
Baking powder
1 cup nuts chopped fine
Mix all the ingredients and bake in a 350
degree oven, and. cut into two-inch squares.
"I put whipped cream on top. Aren't you
starving? Wish we had a flock of brownies
this minute ! Another thing we do the night
before the kids are coming : we freeze a
strawberry in each ice cube with which to
dress
the fruitback
juice to
or ice
we serve."
Ann upI drifted
the tealiving
room
and she suddenly cried out: "Mother!
They've put my drums away again ! Where
are they? I must show Betty what a fine
Mrs.I Rutherford
noise
can make." confided that she was
wicked enough to put away Ann's drums
whenever Ann wasn't on the premises.
"They clutter up the room so," she sighed,
but
sigha was
edged
smile. "When
Ann thewas
little
girl,with
shea longed
for a
drum. But I gave Ann and her sister piano
lessons, because I thought that would be
of more use to them. A little neighbor girl
was taking lessons on the drum and Ann
was so envious. 'Wait till I grow up !' she
kept saying. And the first thing she bought
with her own money was a drum."
By that time the big drum and the little
drum had been dragged from their closet
concealment and set up by Ann.
"Boom -boom-boom !" said the drums.
Ann's mother shook her head above the
racket, but Ann shouted and sang in time
with the beats. She was supremely happy.

J*C?U<f£-- has the starring role of LILLIAN RUSSELL
. . . first and
great
and
greatest of the glamour girls ... in the 20th
Century-Fox

picture of that name.
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Continued from page 24
like to do and can't — as did Scarlett
O'Hara in 'Gone With the Wind.'
"A decent, upright, law-abiding citizen who
would not for the world commit a questionable act, may go to the pictures where he sees
characters do all sorts of things which he, in
the role of the man known to himself and his
friends, can never indulge in. It is impossible for him to do them, he has been
too. well brought up and conditioned. And
yet, by a process of empathy, he unconsciously lives through these same experiences as his own, he identifies himself with
the characters doing the very acts he would
not do in the character of himself as known
to his world. Thereby the repressed and
hidden emotions, primitive desires, forgotten disappointments, which he may not be
conscious of, are there, are given expression, and subside again or diminish, or even
pass off altogether into thin air. Aristotle,
again speaking for the Greek drama, called
it a mental purge, or 'catharsis.' He especially felt that the tragedies were invaluable in purging the soul of sordid and base
ideas and desires.
"And coming down to the movies," said
Dr. Brill, "I think Aristotle's idea about
the purifying effects of tragedy have been
a potent part of the phenomenal success of
Miss Bette Davis in her recent contributions of pictures with unhappy endings.
Many of the Greek tragedies were tragedies
of fate in which the individual was made to

® Whoever saw a "fashion plate" with rough, chapped lips? Smart
lips must have the smooth sheen of glossy red
silk. So don't risk Lipstick Parching! Take advantage ofthe protection offered by Coty "SubDeb." This amazing Lipstick actually helps to
soften . . . while it brightens your lips with the
season's ultra -smart, ultra -brilliant colors!
THRILLING RANGE OF 9 SHADES!
You'll like the dramatic shades of "Sub-Deb"
Lipsticks! Newest of many grand shades is
Magnet Red . . . very dashing, very red.
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bow to the will of the gods. Miss Davis'
skill in acting lifts the pictures in which
she appears to heroic proportions attaining
the effect of one of these ancient pieces.
Miss Davis has been the first of our screen
actresses to do the tragic thing supremely
well. As Judith Traherne in 'Dark Victory'
in which the heroine goes blind ; as the
Empress Carlotta in 'Juarez' in which she
goes insane; as Charlotte in 'The Old
Maid' in which she is forced to relinquish
all claims to her unknowing daughter; and
as Elizabeth in 'The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex,' in which she is forced to
send her lover to the scaffold, she has
brought to light a rare and forceful power
of the screen to practice the healing art.
There are many people who find release for
their bound emotions in a tragic theme and
many find escape from reality in the sorrowful theme as well as in the happy, or
Pollyanna one, which we are accustomed
to associate with escape. I would not say
that Miss Davis' success means that there
is a definite transfer of taste and trend
from happy to unhappy endings as a general thing. Her work shows one of the
infinite possibilities of the screen to satisfy
every
kind of emotional
need." influence of
In speaking
of the beneficial
the motion pictures on the individual Dr.
Brill discovered that people had an instinctive feeling for the type of picture that
appeals to them, and that, as a matter of
fact, almost any program of pictures strikes
some familiar, and pleasant chord in the
audience.
Dr. Brill was the first to recognize in
the movies the same great human device for
the relief and the release of the inhibitions
being forced by civilization on human beings, that the Greeks, and especially Aristotle, saw in the drama.
"When we were restrained by the necessity of living, harmoniously together to
give up most of our primitive impulses, we
did not give them up altogether," Dr. Brill
points out. "We created by-paths or substitutive ways of living through these primitive urges. One of the ways of living
SCREENLAND

Above, Dr. A. A. Brill, noted authority on
human behavior, and chairman of the Notional Board of Review of Motion Pictures.

through these impulses is to make believe
we live through them. This we have done
in plays, and now are doing with movies.
Baseball is another outlet, which exercises
those primitive mechanisms which are dormant in all of us and which may spill over
some time if we dam them up altogether." Dr. Brill has been for many years interested inthe work of the National Board
of Review of Motion Pictures in fostering
a demand for better contributions to the jj
screen. This demand paid for vat the bsx
office will do more for the permanent improvement of the screen than all of the
screen censorship could possibly do is the
policy of this large organization, which
functions
through The
"Better
Film" Board
commit-is ?
tees everywhere.
National
one of the oldest and most persistent forces
for the encouragement of a broad, tolerant '
and
patient
attitude
towardsgroups,
"the screen.
Through
weekly
reviewing
every*
picture released is seen and is classified and
rated according to excellence and audience
suitability. Dr. Brill has recently been made
chairman of this body to succeed Dr. George
Kirch wey, the sociologist, and Dean of the
Law School of Columbia University.
"I feel that much of the criticism on thfi
part of the intelligentsia concerning the
artistic standard of the movies is unfair,"
Dr. B'rill believes. "The producers of pictures have accomplished miracles against
great odds.
"I do not believe," states Dr. Brill, "in
the necessity of censorship — because I feel
that we all have within us a censorship
of our own that is equal to our own problems. Children come under a little different
heading than adults. It would be well if
they could always go with their parents —
but since they cannot, great protection is
being offered them by the lists of suitable
films provided by the National Board and
other groups, which are being used widely
by exhibitors. I have heard it said frequently that certain cases of juvenile crime
have been traceable to the movies, but have
never
foundnow
it proved
true."
It was
time for
me to go, and I
asked the pleasant grey-eyed psychiatrist
with his small, pointed beard, and his
interesting accent, if he would tell me in a
word his idea of the movies for which he
has such a profound admiration.
"They give us the world," he replied.
And his eyes twinkled through his glasses.

Pictures

by

Patricia

Continued from page 63
and the shadows help the composition.
"Taking pictures on sets is difficult because the reflection of lights creeps in, or
the shadows are blacker than you expect.
If I did my own printing, I could overcome those faults."
Over the teacups, Patricia confided that
she sometimes has doubts of her own judgment about pictures. "When I was seventeen, the family had financial reverses, so
I decided to make my fortune doing fashion
sketches. I took them around to the big
New York stores, and the next thing I
knew I was fashion designer for one of
them — they didn't care for my sketches but
they did like my designs!"
Judy, the family dachshund, attempted to
crash a nearby cabinet and brought Mexico
again to mind, the cabinet being filled with
souvenirs.
"We met Diego Rivera, the artist, and he
gave me the tiny figures in red and gray
clay — mother and child and woman with
folded arms — for some reason his favorites.
Indians dig them up from ancient ruins.
Diego took us to see his murals ; also to
see his ex -wife, who lives in a palace filled
with marvelous paintings. I found him most
interesting. Mexicans say he embroiders
his stories, but whether that's true or not,
he's a splendid host and no dull moments
drag by when you're with him.
"Later he took us to a little Indian village off the beaten track ; it is nestled at
the foot of some curious old cliffs that
look as if they were made of horn and the
little Indian huts are like straw stacks.
Perhaps it doesn't sound romantic, but it's
full of color and beauty, and that's where
I'd like to have a vacation cabin. Tyrone
bought an island, you know, because he had
the same feeling.
"Oh, romance! We visited the palace of
Chapultepec, and had dinner in the gardens
of the palace where Emperor Maximilian
and Empress Carlotta once lived. It's a
restaurant now and they serve meals in the
gardens."
Patricia pointed out that her cathedral
shots were all made with the idea of getting "angles." I went angle-mad sometimes and the results were quite wild, but
there are a few interesting things. I like
especially the shot of the old hymnal and
the saint inside the cathedral. The fast
lens was a great help on my street scenes
and in this shot of Alex diving into a pool.
"Now that my pictures are developed, I
can see exactly what's wrong with them —
and I'm going back as soon as I can to
try it again ! What an excuse !"
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If you met them at a party, you
would say that they were the
ideal couple.
But at home alone together . . . his
love, which once had flamed so
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Her own neglect was ruining her marriage. Do you use "Lysol" regularly
for feminine hygiene?
Even the most loyal husbands cannot easily forgive a wife's carelessness
about intimate personal cleanliness.
"Lysol" is cleansing, deodorizing,
germicidal. Its regular use gives you a
sense of immaculate cleanliness that
adds greatly to your personal charm.

Hedy Lamarr, screen's number one Glamor
Girl, gets a haircut for her role as "the other
woman" in her new film, "Boom Town."
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So

You

Graduate!
By
To

the

sweet girl graduates and the brides—

your charm is now more
precious than ever, and
beauty is, indeed, where
you find it. Here
are
cues
on
where to look

Courtenay

If

Marvin

OTH you in your white graduation
frock, awaiting that diploma that
certifies to the world you've learned
something, and you in your white wedding gown, awaiting that circlet of gold
or platinum that certifies to the world
you've learned where love lies, have
something much in common. Before each
lies a nice, big slice of life that you can
take and make into something fine and
successful or that you can accept merely
as a matter of course and let Fate decide
which way it's going to go.
You, and everybody else, for that matter, need all you can muster in the way
of normal good looks, practical knowledge
and experience and personality. And
though this may look like a pretty big
assignment
at the
moment,
it truly
when you take
yourself
apart,
bit by isn't
bit,
do a lot of work on one angle of you, and
leave well enough alone on another.
We begin down the scale, on the girls
in their 'teens and work up to the brides,
many perhaps still girls in their 'teens.
Judy Garland will keep her balance, and
so will most of the graduates who are now
finishing one chapter of their lives and
about to turn to another, wonderingly, perhaps. Judy wears a suit in chalk-white linen,
with red, white and blue trim, a red hat
with yarn brim, navy gloves and shoes with
scarlet hearts. Below, Judy at play at home.

School girl problems largely fall into three
groups — hair, skin and figure. These are
the things you fret and stew about, that
make you long to exchange your little plain
Jane face for that of a star, and that can
give you a bad inferiority complex if you
just sit and concentrate on yourself long
enough. Yet — don't think you are the only
girl who ever knew these pangs. You aren't.
Not long ago, Lucille Ball, now a regular
glamor girl, told me that youthful selfconsciousness had all but ruined her life. "I
was too high (she is a tall girl), and my
forehead was too low." Those were her
words. However, she discovered that height
is an asset and that a soft, loose curl over
her forehead made you guess as to whether
it was high or low. So that settled that.
And that is the way to settle many of your
worries, for some things won't change. But
illusion will, and when you can't physically
remedy a fault, then we use magic, which
is illusion, and we actually do it with
mirrors !
Suppose you have hair worries. Suppose
your hair is mousey. Then we'll put some
life and color in that hair and it won't
be
mousey
any will
longer.
or
henna,
but we
brushWeit !won't
That dye
sounds
dull, I know, but your hair won't look
that way after a few weeks. And I'll bet
that mother will even buy you a really
good brush out of her own budget, if you
ask for it. You'll brush long and hard, and
count the strokes, just to be sure, and
you'll put on a polish like the family best
silver or
shampoo
weekly
or mahogany.
at least everyAnd
ten you'll
days, and
rinse
and rinse out the shampoo. And if good
grooming becomes important enough to
you, between rinses you'll use a hair and
scalp freshener, made especially for young
heads, plus a creamy dressing that you apply ever so lightly to push in your waves
and make lovelier, softer curls as well as
to give your hair a real "make-up," an
ultra-plus sparkle. If your hair is absolutely
straight and without body, then a permanent in those ends is your solution. If it has
a wave or curl, train in these beauty marks
simply by first brushing at night and pushing in the waves or twirling into place
those curls before you go to bed.
Some day, take off an hour before your
mirror, and experiment with hair-dos. If
you haven't any notions in your own head,
skim through the pages of this magazine,
and see what you see. Try hair off your
forehead, in a bang effect, up from the
sides, down from the sides, everything you
can think of, and something good will come
out of this hour. Hard, artificial waves,
curls or arrangements are out for everybody, and especially for you.
And now your skin. Soap-and-water
should be your theme song, but all skin
needs cream also, and so do you. Maybe
you are already a good girl who really
cleanses her face thoroughly twice daily.
Then be better and do it three times, and
I don't mind if that third cleansing, say
about noon or afternoon, isn't as thorough
as night and morning. Now and then, every
skin and especially that which is not so
good, needs a good, rousing cleansing and
for this purpose comes one preparation in
the form of granules that you use for washing your face. It's splendid, especially when
you have a tendency to break out, look
rough or muddy, and for that bane of all
skin, blackheads. This, plus your favorite
soap and a nice cream, especially suited to
your skin, as opposite, and you ought to
get off to a good start on skin cleanliness.
If you're ever going to know an acne
condition, you'll probably know it in your
teens. It's heartbreaking, I know, but you
can control it with persistent care. And
please try, or it may scar and disfigure that
young skin forever. Any serious case should
have the attention of a doctor immediately,
(Continued on page 88)
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HELENA

RUBINSTEIN'S
famous
Beauty

in the Making

kit . . . containing
5 essential beauty aids

complete for

2.00

Only Helena Rubinstein,
with her practical understanding of
every woman's beauty needs,
could have designed this efficient
little kit, which contains the
five essentials of skin care and
make-up— in sizes generous
enough to last through
many week-end excursions, summer
trips, and weeks of daily use in the home or office. Start out
on a lifetime of beauty the Helena Rubinstein way— with these five
essentials— and you will never need any more!
1. PASTEURIZED FACE CREAM —This
famous cream does everything for your
beauty that one cream can do. It cleanses
your skin immaculately, soothes and
softens it when it is dry and weatherbeaten, helps you guard against lines,
sallowness, and coarse-textured skin.
2. (In the dry skin kit) SKIN TONING
LOTION SPECIAL — to give your skin
refreshment, "tone," a soft smooth surface for your make-up. (In the oily
skin kit) BEAUTY GRAINS-invaluable
aid to washing — excellent for blackheads — and for giving you that freshscrubbed, fine-textured look.
3. TOWN AND COUNTRY MAKE-UP
FILM— the foundation that makes your
powder look twice as glamorous. Preserves the soft texture of your skin
against sun and wind, keeps your makeup fresh, lovely, and lasting.
4. HELENA RUBINSTEIN FACE POWDER
—exquisitely blended, gives a soft,
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natural finish to your make-up, a pearly
transparency to your complexion.
5. A LUSTROUS HELENA RUBINSTEIN
LIPSTICK— gives your lips vivid young
color, an inviting, soft texture. In a
shade that's perfect for summer wear.
Take advantage of this special beauty
buy u;htle they last. Get your Beauty
Kit at your nearest dealer, or mail this
coupon to Helena Rubinstein.
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What

New
Cream

Stops

under-arm
Deodorant
safely

Perspiration

1. Does not harm dresses — does not
irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly checks perspiration for 1
to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration.
4. A pure, white, greaseless, stainless
vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for being
harmless to fabric.
More than 25 MILLION
jars of Arrid have been
sold . . .Try a jar today.

ARRID
a \ar
AT ALL STORES WHICH SELL TOILET GOODS
(Also in 10 cent and 59 cent jars)
*

39<

WAKE

UP

YOUR

BILELIVER
Without Calomel— And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pints of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food may not digest. It may just
decay in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and the
world looks punk.
takesthese
thosetwogood,
old ofCarter's
Little Liver
to Itget
pints
bile flowing
freelyPills
to
make you feel "up and up." Amazing in making
bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills
by
name.anything
10^ and else.
25c' at all drugstores. Stubbornly
refuse
NEW
ODORLESS*
CREAM
safely REMOVES
HAIR
Nair is painless . . . not irritating to normal
healthy skin...*no sulphide depilatory odor...
economical.. .39?! a tube at stores or «* ja WW%
from Carter Products, New York. JM A£Ml
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Will

Norvell

Predict

for You?

Continued from page 59

he became a glittering star in that constellation which is Hollywood.
If you will recall, in the February issue
of SCREENLAND I predicted that Vivien
Leigh would be divorced, and that she and
Laurence Olivier would in all likelihood
marry. Only recently both stars filed for
divorce and they have announced they will
be married as soon as possible. This was
clearly shown in both their horoscopes
months before it occurred. I predict marriage happiness and continued success on
the screen for Olivier.
As a rule it' takes Gemini persons a year
or two to really get started in their chosen
work — then when they once begin to win
recognition, they seldom ever drop back
into past obscurity. Such is the case of John
Payne, born May 28. He was lucky enough
to ride the stellar waves to fame during
the current success cycle of Gemini, and I
predict
he is in
one 1940.
of Hollywood's
bets forthat
stardom
John is at best
the
same place in his career as Jimmy Stewart
and Robert Taylor were only a few short
years back. With his singing ability and
appeal to the ladies, John Payne is definitely assured of a top spot in the Hollywood roster of stars in the future. As you
know, he married Anne Shirley a few
months back and he seems to have found
the romantic happiness every Gemini person
so avidly seeks. I predict a little John Jr.
in 1940.
Those of you born in this sign might
wonder about your own romantic destiny
in the future. It is true that many times
those born in this sign find unhappiness in
marriage, but when they once know the
problems that confront them and probe
their dual natures, they can overcome mistakes in love and marriage. If you are a
Gemini ask yourself these questions and
answer them honestly : "Am I too dominating? Stubborn? Flighty? Talkative?
Fickle?" You may not answer "Yes" to all
these questions, but it's a certainty that
you occasionally give in to perverse moods
that might bring defeat in love and marriage. You can co-operate with your stars
by choosing someone born in one of the
following compatible signs : Libra, (Allan
Jones and Carole Lombard are typical of
this sign). Aquarius, (Clark Gable and
Judith Barrett are Aquarius-born). Scorpio, (Dick
Powell and Hedy LaMarr are
Scorpio
types).
The proof that Gemini-born can find happiness when they marry the right signs is
in the following marriages that have lasted.
Basil Rathbone and his charming wife,
Ouida, lead the social set of Hollywood and
are perfect examples of conjugal bliss. Don
Ameche has been married to his childhood
sweetheart for a long time, has a happy
home and three young sons. That marriage
shows every sign of lasting forever. Then
there's Bob Hope, another versatile Gemini
who's been married for some time. He is
more than apt to celebrate his fiftieth anniversary with the present Mrs. Bob Hope.
There are so many Gemini stars that we
cannot analyze them all individually, but
following is a list of many of your Gemini
favorites on the screen and predictions for
their futures :
Jeanette MacDonald : Greater success on
the screen and in her concert tours.
Ralph Bellamy : Marriage success and
better parts in the future.
Lola Lane : Another marriage before the
end of 1941 and happiness.
Priscilla Lane : Marriage in latter part
of 1940 ; will continue on screen.
SCREENLAND

Robert Preston : Marriage in 1941, continued success.
Just as there is a certain destiny for the
difis there
Sign offerentGemini,
fortune forsothose
born anin entirely
other signs
of the Zodiac. In order to find out what the
planetary indications are for you this
month, check below and find your birth
sign — then consult the advice and information under that section.
Aries — March 21 to April 20
Better vibrations exist this month for
business and finances. Grasp opportunities
that may come your way, seek changes
through friends, and do not hesitate in assuming any new responsibilities that com: '
your way. Favors from executives may be I
expected, and this month may even bring
a raise in pay. There are apt to be dangers
through the emotions which means you
must be careful who claims your heart this ■
month. Certainly enough temptations exist,
but no definite decision should be made in
this department of your life as yet. Social
activities, entertaining and visiting relatives are favored. The good days this month
are: 3rd, 5th, 7th, 8th, 12th, 15th, 16th,
18th, 21st, 24th, 25th. The other days are
somewhat adverse for new ventures,
finances, or business changes. Curb the temper, avoid overindulgence and watch out for
accidents on the adverse days.
Taurus — April 21 to May 20
A marvelous month for new developments in your life. The planet Uranus
favors new and expansive ideas in your
work — you may be more than casually interested in seeking a new job. This planet
may also take you into another locality to
live. The favorable aspects of Jupiter and
Venus might cause some unexpected good
fortune from some public official, doctor,
lawyer, or executive. Progression mentally
is also noted. News may come through a
letter of some important event about to
transpire. Favors contracts, signing of papers, leases, and deals in real estate. Also
good for hospitals, schools, dealing with
public officials, and buying or selling. Those
interested in going into an independent business have the aggressive vibrations of Mars
to help them this month. Some little danger
to the health from nervousness or overwork. Watch the health and diet in the
last two weeks. Romance thrives and brings
completion in the love life. Children are
favored and all activities of the home come
under favorable aspects. The good days are :
1st, 2nd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 11th, 12th, 16th, 17th,
19th, 20th, 22nd, 24th, 25th, 28th. The other
days are somewhat negative and favor only
routine matters.
Gemini — May 21 to June 20
A better month in many ways than last
— that is for the romantic side of your life.
Some confusion may still exist about business and money matters. Extravagant tastes
must _be curbed this month, for money will
be too easily spent. Vibrations from Neptune may produce some mysterious event in
the social or romantic side of life. Avoid
involvements with those married or in other
ways hampered in - love. A good time to
build future plans, use the creative talent^
you have been gifted with. Music, art.,
dancing, radio work, or acting are favored
for Gemini. A short trip may take you on
a visit to friends or relatives. A good
month to become engaged or to marry. Be
careful of deceit or treachery in business

and friendship. Avoid assuming the obligations of others. The health should be"
fairly good, although Mars may cause
stomach disturbance in the second week of
this month. Favorable days are : 3rd, 5th,
7th, 8th, 12th, 14th, 18th, 19th, 23rd, 24th,
27th, 28th, 30th. The other days are slightly
adverse. Use caution in business and avoid
complications in love.
Cancer — June 21 to July 22
This month produces mixed vibrations
for your sign. Jupiter brings you a tendency
to progress through your work, but the
cautiousness of your sign causes you to
sidestep the issue, and to bury yourself in
the backgrond. Develop your progressive
and executive tendencies. Those in secretarial, teaching, clerical, and nursing lines
come under favorable vibrations. Those engaged in artistic work, such as beauticians,
designers, interior decorators, writers, etc.,
face a productive period, new ideas, and
original methods of execution. Attend to
personal habits, beautifying yourself, changing the home, and progressing in romance,
for Uranus, the planet of changes, sends
some disturbing vibrations to your sign.
Love affairs may cause concern — you may
lose someone you dearly love, or some other
problem might arise that is difficult to
solve. The days most favored for business
and romance are : 1st, 2nd, Sth, 7th, 8th,
13th, 14th, 16th, 18th, 19th, 20th, 24th, 27th,
29th. The other days are negative. Use caution in vehicles — avoid overeating, watch
the health, and avoid quarrels in the home.
Leo — July 23 to August 22
This month should just suit your personality and character. It is one that requires drive and determination to carry you
through the month, but with the sun as
your ruler, and symbolized by the lion, you

Norvell predicts happiness in marriage and continued screen success for
Laurence Olivier, pictured above with Greer Garson, and C. Aubrey
Smith. Greer and Olivier are costumed for co-starring roles in "Pride
and Prejudice," and Smith for a featured part in "Waterloo Bridge."
like a good scrap and generally come out
the winner. This struggle applies especially
to the romantic side of life. Some trying
problem may hound you at this time — you
may be worried as to the outcome of a love
affair, or wonder if you can win the one of
your choice. In this case there are apt to
be some overwhelming odds, but if you use
your charm and magnetism you can win

anyone you set your heart on. As to
finances, there may be a shortage of money,
as usual. You still may be learning how
to take care of your money. This month
brings opportunity for advancement or
change. The chances are excellent that you
will get another position paying better
money. The month favors work dealing
with the public, such as sales work, or

A breath of eternal spring; a lyric
fragrance tender as young dreams.
Eyes turn, and are captured. Once
again you have woven a spell with
Evening in Paris... the fragrance of
romance. Evening in Paris Perfume,
$1.10 to $10.00. Face Powder, $1.00.
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work in dress shops, beauty shops, hotels,
or d'enradio stations,
clubs, Your
night offices.
tists'
stars bringdoctor's
you into good
favor in the latter part of the month.
Favorable days are: 1st, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 8th,
10th, 13th, 15th, 19th, 20th, 22nd, 24th,
26th, 29th. The other days are only slightly
negative.
Virgo — August 23 to September 22
The planet Mercury brings you new ideas
for promoting your welfare, and under
these vibrations there should be decided
benefits come through employment. This
sign favors staying in one place of employment for some time, and being promoted
through your natural abilities. Take action
in any new business venture you may have
planned at this time for, if you wish to
make a change, this month is favorable.
Venus, the planet of romance, brings you
a continued love affair with some one already in your life. It does not favor the
return of an old sweetheart. Long-delayed
plans in love and marriage may materialize
at this time. The home life, and especially
relatives, may cause some concern. Try to
unload some of the heavy responsibility
resting on your shoulders. A good month
for investments in stocks, or real estate, but
not so good for oil, or gold mining speculation. Social activities may be more pronounced, and happiness comes from close
friends. Travel by land is favored. Watch
the health and diet during the month, as
nervous rays from the planet Mercury
cause high mental tension. This may affect
the stomach. Favorable days are : 1st, 3rd,
6th, 8th.
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Beech-Nut

Gum

Bicycling! Tennis! Golf! All sports
are extra fun when you refresh
with Beech -Nut Gum. Your choice
of Peppermint, Spearmint, Oralgum and three flavors of candycoated BEECHIES, Peppermint,

Libra — September 23 to October 22
This month brings changeable conditions
in your life. Some little disturbance is due,
owing to afflictions of Mars. This affects
the departments of love and marriage. If
you watch your tongue and temper you may
overcome this trying period. Until the 15th,
watch your step in love. Someone may come
into your life who intrigues you greatly,
but it may not be the right person — so be
cautious. Business prospects should be better, employment is assured, but no great
benefits can be expected at this time. Favors
the following lines : investment and insurance business, real estate, banking, wholesale distributors, accounting, bookkeeping,
teaching, and the automotive trades. Favorable days this month are : 3rd, 5th, 7th,
8th, 10th, 12th, 14th, 17th, 20th, 22nd, 23rd,
25th, 26th, 28th, 30th. Other days neutral.

Spearmint and Pepsin. Beech-Nut
Gum is made in Flavor -Town
(Cahajoharie, N. Y.) . . . famous
for Beech-Nut flavor and quality.

Beech-Nut
Gum
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Robert Cummings
told Norvell that
he had only toyed
with the idea of
astrology until he
actually saw the
prediction made
by his mother,
that he would
some day be a
star, come true.
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Scorpio — October 23 to November 22
The month is ushered in with a shower
of good aspects for your sign. You may not
know just which way to turn, but with
these planetary aspects you can definitely
progress
in your
work and
into bea able
better situation
financially.
Youcome
should
to get more money and stay out of debt
from now on. Mars gives you courage to
go ahead in new fields— it favors selling merchandise, radio work, newspapers, advertising, beauty products, and those working
in hospitals,
dentists'
and inpublic
institutions.
Caution mustoffices
be used
the steps
you take in love and marriage. Emotions
are apt to rule. Avoid haste in your choice,
for some new and interesting love affair
may come into your life before the month
ends. Attend to investments, and matters
connected with insurance, financing, banking, etc. Watch the health on the 5th, 9th,
and 21st. Be cautious in dark places, and
avoid intoxicating liquors. Good days this
month are: 1st, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 10th,
11th, 13th, 14th, 17th, 19th, 22nd, 24th,
26th,
29th. There are few negative or
adverse28th,
days.
Sagittarius — November 23 to December 21
The planet Jupiter favors most of this
month for you. This is true in the business
world especially. Your capable nature and
efficiency should win promotion at this time.
Strive for the highest in your line of work,
for you have earned it. Money does not
flow in abundance yet, but with Jupiter
well-aspected there should be a gradual increase in salary. Travel to another city if
you wish for work, or you may stay where
you are. Someone in business may help you
gain a cherished goal this month. Meet the
public, and do any work where it is necessary to use the personality. The month is
good for all creative work also. If interested
in music, art, writing, radio work, you may
have one or more chances to express your
latent talents. Venus brings love, but your
independent nature might restrain the emotions. You can find happiness in love, but
do not let a career cloud your vision. Those
single may meet someone romantically inclined. Those married may have trifling
problems that can be easily overcome. The
health should be good ; relatives may cause
some concern. Mars brings some danger of
a secret enemy in the business world —
avoid overeating, temper, and overwork.
Favorable days: 1st, 2nd, 4th, 7th, 10th,
12th, 13th, 16th, 19th, 20th, 23rd, 24th,
26th, 30th. All other days of the month are
neutral and favor routine action.

Capricorn — December 22 to January 19
Business opportunities that you should
be prepared to grasp may present themselves this month. The somewhat severe
afflictions of Saturn should have subsided
in your life, giving you a breathing spell
for the first time in months. Money may
come unexpectedly from some source. Employment isfavored. Although some restlessness may exist it is of a progressive
type — causing you to seek changes, move
to new locations, and in general to better
your life. Some confusion may exist in the
love life. It is more than likely that you
have made no definite decision about anyone in your life. The month may bring one
or more romances, but a decision regarding
marriage is still somewhat premature. Mix
socially, avoid too many family obligations,
and seek entertainment and amusements this
month. Favorable days : 1st, 3rd, 4th, 7th,
9th, 10th, 13th, 14th, 17th, 19th, 20th, 24th,
25th, 28th.
Aquarius — January 20 to February 1 8
The vibrations of the Sun and Jupiter
favor the mental activities in your life this
month. New and progressive ideas should
come regarding your work, and for advancing your personal interests. A good
month to plan going into another business,
or even going into business for yourself.
Progress may come through business executives or persons romantically interested
in you. A person of means may take a
sudden interest in you and your affairs.
Money matters improve somewhat, and the
future appears generally brighter under
these aspects. Watch out lest confusion and
discord enter the home, as the house ruling
families shows some disturbances of Mars.
This can be avoided by being tactful. Love
fulfillment is shown at this time. If you
still have not made up your mind regarding the present romance this month may
bring someone else who sways the emotions. Favorable days : 3rd, 4th, 6th; 8th,
10th, 11th, 14th, 16th, 18th, 21st, 22nd, 25th,
26th, 28th, 30th. The other days are somewhat negative for new ventures and romance.Pisces — February 19 to March 20
Your independent nature may bring about
a crisis in love during this month. Use caution in what you say or do, for Mars and
Saturn bring disturbing rays that might
cause you to act hastily and regret leisurely.
The prospects in business are only fair — in
secretarial work, beauty parlors, clerical
and nursing activities, Mercury, Mars and
Neptune bring favorable opportunities to
win recognition, but in general nothing of
a startling nature occurs in working conditions at this time. Handle your money
cautiously ; avoid being too extravagant ;
avoid losses of personal jewelry and money
in the first two weeks of this month. The
month favors writing letters, moving place
of residence, social activities, short trips
for vacationing purposes or visits to friends
and relatives. Also a good month for meeting members of the opposite sex, seeking
a new romance, or becoming engaged.
Those who _ are under twenty-two should
use caution in romance, for hasty decisions
are not favored. Those married may experience discord and confusion. Divorce is
not favored _ at this time. The health is
favored, avoid indigestion, overeating, and
drinking. Keep regular hours, and much
difficulty can be avoided. Favorable days
are: 2nd, 4th, 5th, 8th, 10th, 11th, 14th,
18th, 20th, 22nd, 24th, 26th, 27th, 28th.
A SPECIAL READING FOR YOUR
BIRTH MONTH
Everyone has a different character— a
different destiny. To find out what YOUR
destiny is consult your own individual
horoscope for your birthdate.
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in
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Daylight!

night was made for love . . . because that's when you look your loveliest! But use this amazing, special type
lipstick and — night or day — your lips
can have the warm, tempting, teasing
color that seems to beg for kisses.
Louis Philippe created this flattering
lipstick — color-blending it in a special
way hard
so that
its shades won't turn cold
and
in daylight.
THE

It's the sun's violet
light so cruel to your
why all colors used
Lipstick must pass the

rays that make daybeauty. And that's
in Louis Philippe
violet light test . . .

and prove that, day or night, they'll give
your lips glorious, warm tones that are
utterly young, natural and glamorous.
Louis Philippe Lipstick will amaze ^
you in other ways, too. It stays on for
hours. You can smoke, eat or drink

hot coffee — you can even surrender
your lips to an ardent kiss — and still
you need not fear that this wonderful
lipstick will smear or smudge.
In fact, there's a startling test which
proves how perfect, how lasting Louis
Philippe Lipstick is . . .
MAKE THE ELBOW TEST
Put some Louis Philippe Lipstick on the
skin inside your elbow. Let it set a minute — ■ then wipe off the excess. Bend your
arm back and forth vigorously several
times.
Now examine the patch of lipstick and
you'll see that it hasn't smeared, smudged,
nor lined — even in the natural
creases of your skin at the elbow.
Notice, too, that water does not affect it . . . you must remove this
lipstick with cold cream!
Of course, you'll want the lipstick
that can pass such an amazing test.
But to have a completely enchanting make-up, get Louis Philippe
Rouge and Face Powder, too . . . ask
for harmonizing shades by the same color
number. They, also, are color-blended by
the same special process so that their lovely
shades won't turn cold and hard.
And that's why Louis Philippe Make-Up
works a miracle of glamour for you. Night

seductive color —
gives you— the
or day,
the
soft itradiance
usually seen only in
romantic evening light.
S5
LOUIS PHILIPPE LIPSTICK, COMPACT ROUGE & REFILL,
FACE POWDER AND ANGELUS ROUGE INCARNAT.
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Joan Crawford
had a birthday
while making "Susan and God," in
which she's
costarred
with Fredric March, and
ence Eldridge
Mrs. March
(Flor-)
joined bandher
husand other
well-wishers
to
make it a happy
day for Joan.

A

Big

Date

with

Jeffrey

Lynn

bulb flashed, nearly blinding us. And we
discovered that the studio had sent a photographer sleuthing after us. "Don't mind
me," he said. "I just thought I'd take a
picture or two — if you don't mind."
I murmured something about "two being
company
and three
crowd"
but hethat
didn't
take the hint.
So I atried
to forget
he
was along — as much as possible. But at the
most unexpected moments flash would go
a bulb. After a while he became a habit.
As we left the Tail O' the Cock a friend
of Jeffrey's stopped us at the door. "Do
you know what night this is ?" he asked.
"Yes, Thursday night, February 29, 1940
— Academy Award Dinner — and — -" began
Jeffrey.
"It's Leap Year night," came the announcement, "and not a safe night out for
anyHere
bachelor.
my upword
!" for Leap
I'd beenMark
saving
names
Year ever since Christmas — never hoping
I'd be so lucky as to have one of the
movies' most eligible bachelors right in
the palm of my hand, so to speak. But Jeffrey squelched such a thought. "I don't believe in Leap Year tactics," he said. "If a
man's interested in a girl he'll seek her out.
The minute a girl goes to pursuing a man,

Continued from page 23
figures a week, besides her trip to Europe
last year — wanting to be me, just a writing
girl?) "All you'd have to do to meet him
is to ask for an interview!".
Actually, the thought had never occurred
to me before. All these years in Hollywood
— and I'd never known my own power !
Here was something I could do, and quite
naturally under the guise of business, that
even a movie actress couldn't do. The more
I thought of the idea the more fascinating
it became. So quite casual-like I let drop
a little hint out at Warner Brothers Studios
that I would like very much to meet Jeffrey
Lynn — for an interview. And I did — but he
was so busy on the set making love to
Bette Davis that he didn't have time to talk
and asked if he might call me sometime
later.
And presto, three nights later Jeffrey telephoned and said he wasn't doing anything
that evening, and if I'd like he'd call around
and we'd have dinner and perhaps some
fun. It didn't matter that it was the night
of the Academy Award Dinner and I'd
promised Vivien Leigh to be on hand to
see her win the award (that is, if she got
the award — and she did). I said without
the slightest hesitation, "Why, of course,
I'd love to."
Jeffrey had no sooner hung up than I
was calling Miss Movie Star who has such
a yen for Jeffrey. "You're going to the
Academy Award Dinner tonight, of course,"
I purred over the telephone. "And you'll be
wearing something gorgeous designed by
Adrian or Irene."
"Yes," she admitted.
"Well," I said, "if Jeffrey Lynn called
up instead and asked you to have dinner
with him, and wear something comfortable
in which you could have some fun — what

you say ?"'
would
"Why, I'd forget the Academy Award
Dinner in a minute," she replied. "They're
stuffy things anyway with long speeches —
?" e that's
why
"Becaus
what I just did!"
said,
and hung up quickly before she Icould
catch her breath.
The phone rang all the time I was singing in my bath — I knew how curious she
must be— but I went blithely on and let it
ring. At seven o'clock the chimes rang in
the hall — and I ran down the stairs to admit Mr. Jeffrey Lynn, who looked even
more handsome than he did the first time I
saw him on the screen way back in "Four
Daughters" — and was so impressed.
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I'd heard he was born in Massachusetts
of Puritan ancestry — and was not without
that
England or
reserve.
he didn't
care New
for frivolity
fun, That
and would
at
times draw right into his shell and be very
serious and conservative. But I was to find
Jeffrey as natural a young man as any girl
could wish for, with a delightful sense of
humor, and an affability that would place
him right on top of any preferred date
list.
"Hope you don't mind 'these,' " he
laughed, pointing to his sideburns. "I'm
wearing them in this new picture," he apologized. Itold him I thought they were
very nice — and before I could say another
thing, he suddenly grabbed my arm and
whirled me around in the general direction
of the kitchen — from which came the odor
of burning pork chops !
"Oh, to
my thegoodness!"
I exclaimed — and
rushed
rescue. Simultaneously
the
kitchen alarm clock began ringing and the
door chimes made it a duet. I found the
cook all in a dither over the chops — and
came back to find Jeffrey talking to nextdoor-neighbor Stuart Erwin's butler —
who'd come over to complain that our
dog was barking through the hedge and
scaring their cats out of seven of their nine
lives.
What a setting — my lilac perfume was
permeated with the aroma of scorched pork
chops — and I had to go out and frantically
call the family hound to come in and leave
the cats alone.
"Before anything else happens, let's go !"
said Jeffrey, picking up my coat and
throwing it around my shoulders and bundling me right out the door into his car—
a big sports convertible in two tones of
green. And off we went.
Jeffrey drove to a charming little place
tucked away in the hills — called "Tail O'
the Cock." "The name came from cocktail
turned around," he explained after we'd
chosen a corner table by a window looking
out onto the twinkling lights blanketing the
city below.
Glancing over the menu, he suggested a
New York steak — saying they were excellent and that the baked potatoes were just
like his mother bakes up in their farmhouse
in New England. I ordered the steak — but
the waiter prevailed on Jeffrey to order
something very foreign-sounding cooked in
wines. When it came he didn't like it— so I
cut my steak in half and we shared it.
From no place at all, it seemed, a camera

he So
loses
thatinterest."
was that — but somehow I just
couldn't get Leap Year out of my mind,
seeing it comes only every fourth year —
and this being it.
"Tell you what let's do — let's go down
to the beach and go on the giant racer,"
said Jeffrey, buttoning up his coat against
the early spring breeze. "I haven't been
there for years. Would you like to do that?"
"I'd love it," I said, thinking of the possibilities aride on a giant racer with Jefsurely contraption.
he wouldn't let
a girl frey
fallLynnoutoffered
of the— racing
At Venice, we parked our car unobtrusively and sallied forth down the amusement
I noted that
very hair
tall
and very pier.handsome
with Jeffrey's
brown wavy
and hazel eyes and dimples when he smiles.
He has a way of tucking your arm under
his — like he's glad you're along — and takes
the initiative in suggesting things to do.
First we tried the Dodge-em autos — and hit
everything on the floor, once completely
taking the breath out of the both of us.
"Are you hurt — or are you all right?" he
asked, after we'd hit the railing with such a
terrific bang. But I assured him I was still
in one piece — whether I looked it or not.
Across the walk I saw a fortune teller,
and said boldly, "Jeffrey, let's have our fortunes told." Jeffrey was skeptical — but secretly Iwanted to see if his future held out
any hope
girl's,
was
Leap for
Yearwriting
and all.
So seeing's
I coaxedhowhimthis
to
go in. The clairvoyant asked our birthdates
— Jeffrey's being February 16th and mine
September 1st — and then told us that astrologically speaking we were compatible ; that
Jeffrey would have to make an important
decision of the heart within three months,
and that for ten dollars apiece she'd tell
us more ! What about my Leap Year prospects, Iventured — and she said that would
cost an extra $5 — so I decided to leave it
up to Fate as to whether there are any
writing girls in Jeffrey Lynn's present,
past, or future.
Like had
Gabby
"Gulliver's
newsy
been inrunning
up andTravels,"
down thea
pier shouting, "Jeffrey Lynn is on the pier
— Jeffrey Lynn is on the pier!" — and when
we came out of the mystic's there were
mobs of people to see Jeffrey. First thing
he was surrounded by people with pencils
and paper for autographs and I was left
straggling on the outer edge of the crowd —
my usual
accustomed
place at bargain basement sales
and parades.
Jeffrey was furiously signing away when
he remembered something he'd forgotten.

Stepping on a box, he peered over the
crowd and located me. "Hey, that's my girl
friend out there !" he protested — whereupon
several gallant youths grabbed me by the
arms and elbowed me right through the
middle of the crowd up to Jeffrey. Jeffrey
then took out his pipe and puffed in perfect
comfort as he signed autographs for a half
hour.
Now
fooled.
men as

if you think Jeffrey's strictly a romantic heart throb on the screen, don't be
For there were as many boys and
girls who crowded up for his signature. Jeffrey has that same swell something in his smile that Gable has.
At the salt water taffy stand he purchased afive pound box and from then on
he gave a kiss to every girl he saw — and I
had a dozen — candy ones, I mean. In the
penny arcade we consulted the Hindu mystic, who for a penny gave Jeffrey a card
that said he was a "G-Type" — and further,
"You have more force than most people
and continued failure is unknown in your
hand."
So in such a forceful mood we took a
ride in the roller coaster — and I did a Martha Raye, which Jeffrey said must have
been heard from Venice to Santa Monica.
But one thing — be assured that if you ever
go coaster-riding with Jeffrey Lynn and
scream loud enough, he'll hang on to you —
which will make you feel very Priscilla
Lane-ish, if you get what I mean. From
there on we tried the whirly-gig bucket —
and went up in the air and round and round
to emerge the dizziest couple on the beach.
On the merry-go-round, Jeffrey became
quite expert as a trick rider and rode backwards catching the brass rings for another
ride.
At the shooting gallery, he amazed even
me by hitting everything in sight — and I
came away with a Charlie McCarthy and a

Mae West and a golden dog and a green
cat. At the Casino Gardens we joined in
the Leap Year dance, and without a doubt
Jeffrey is the smoothest dancer in all HolHe doesn't
a strangle
hold
or clinchlywood.you
when goyouintostep
on the floor,
but with perfect ease and grace you just
naturally lose yourself with him in the
rhythm of the music — be it swing, rhumba,
or waltz time. He smiles and talks a bit —
and looks into your eyes — and holds your
hand warmly and reassuringly — ah, me !
We danced every dance — and of course
there was plenty of excitement about , a
movie actor being present in person. The
manager
asked if he'd say a few words
to the crowd.
"Well, we're just here like the rest of
you, to dance," he said after the cheers and
applause had subsided. And we did — everyone being very swell about not asking for
autographs or anything. Though I knew
there were dozens of girls who would have
liked to use their Leap Year prerogative
and ask for a dance.
;■ n ,.,'.| ,.
On the way home I congratulated Jeffrey
on his being selected as the actor likely to
win the greatest fame in 1940 by the Newspaper Film Critics of America — which had
been announced in the morning's papers.
"I'll have to cut it out and send it to
Dad," he commented. "For years Dad
thought I was making a mistake in trying
to become an actor. I'm the second of eight
children
and we
lived on aDad
farm,wasworkinghard to make
a livelihood.
afraid
I'd never make a living in this profession.
But both of my parents and all of my brothers and sisters are happy about the luck
I'm having now.
"I had a pretty hard time of it at first,
and for years for that matter. I studied law
in school — earning my way through, doing
all sorts of jobs from sweeping dormitory

floors to cutting lawns and shoveling snow.
I studied dramatics, because every good
lawyer has to be a good actor to convince
juries.
That's how I became interested in
the
theater.
"I joined little theater groups and taught
school for a couple of years — then went
to New York to take a real fling on Broadway. There had never been an actor in our
family, and my Dad was dubious. But I
didn't crash Broadway with a bang at all.
I had to begin ushering in a newsreel theater. Then I spent a summer in stock. Then
■I played understudy to the juvenile lead
in a' Broadway
— andat bits.
another season inplay
stock
Bar Then
Harbor,
Maine: On my return to New York that
fall I couldn't find a job on the stage,
but finally,! located one in Macy's bargain
"But hard luck can't go on forever. I
! ••'•'••the.*':•No. 1 road company of
was
signed for
basement.
'Brother Rat' — and when we played in Los
Angeles Metro had me make a screen test.
Warner Brothers saw the test, and I was
signed to a contract. This is my third year
hope you'll remain a bachelor star for
in "I
Hollywood."
a long time — they're so in demand and so
few," I remarked, not mentioning the fact
that when Gable, Tyrone Power, and Robert Taylor all up and married they left
half of feminine America without an eligible star to whom they could give their complete adoration. Jeffrey Lynn's photographs
have replaced those of the married stars
by hundreds — young girls not thinking it
good taste to have Carole Lombard's or
Annabella's husband in silver frames on
their dressing tables. But after giving Jeffrey all this valuable professional advice, he
replied that he wasn't so sure — for if1 the
right girl came along, he was afraid he
wouldn't be able to resist her.
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HIGH
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for this Youthful
Dress with Rows of
Stitching for Decoration, Triangular
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Extra Money at/fa*
Increase your income at home by
new, simple Wentworth Tempera
Color method. We instruct you
and supply you with work. Write
today for FREE BOOKLET.
Wentworth Pictorial Company, Ltd.
DEPT.130, Hamilton, Ont
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Make the most of your eyes — this easy
way! Curl back your lashes from your
eyes with KURLASH, the clever eyelash
curler. No practice is needed and less
than half-a-minute is all it takes. Your
eyes will appear larger, brighter and
your lashes longer and lovelier. $1.00
Follow through with KURLENE, J|l
the scientific oily-base cream.
/ i? |
Makes lashes and brows gleam
with beauty — also gives that
dewy look to eye-lids. $.50
KURLASH
The Only Complete Bye- Beauty Line
THE KURLASH COMPANY, INC.
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"Everyone tells me that I must not fall
in love, now that I'm really getting some
place
in pictures,"
he said.
if I
do
I must
put my career
ahead"Orof that
any girl.
I think that would be a very cold-blooded
thing to do. In fact, I don't think I could do
it. It certainly wouldn't be fair to the girl.
"I haven't thought seriously of marriage
— until now — because I didn't want to askany girl to take a chance with me on my
prospects, which from a financial viewpoint
have been a struggle until recently. I think
a man wants to give his wife everything he
possibly can to make her happy.
"Someday I hope to find a girl who is
lovely, refined, and sweet. A girl who wants
only to make a home for the two of us —
and who will be interested in everything I
do. Especially in being with me ! I want her
to be interested in athletics, and in all outtennis.door sports. I'd want her to ski, swim, play

And

So

You

Graduate!

Continued from page 81
while minor breakings-out usually respond
to a good antiseptic lotion or cream designed for this special purpose. Scrupulous
cleanliness is necessary. Avoid touching
your face, or you may infect eruptions or
spread them. Good physical condition — and
this means diet, sleep, exercise and elimination— will aid in clearing the skin. The

She doesn't have to be a glamor girl.
However, I'd like her to be pretty and know
how to wear clothes well. When she's out
with me, I'd like other fellows to look at
her and say, 'Jeffrey's a lucky man !'
"My college chum and his wife live out
here.
I think
theirjust
marriage
ideal.live
I'd just
like
to have
a wife
like heris and
as they do. They have a nice little home of
their own, have their friends in to dinner,
and
other.they're completely interested in each
"This being a bachelor and going out
every night to Ciro's, La Conga, and the
Grove, sounds exciting — but a fellow gets
tired of it. I like to take a girl out to
dinner' — for I especially don't like eating
dinner alone. Then I enjoy dancing. But I
like to go with the same girl pretty much
of the time. I think you enjoy each other's
company better when you know one another, and can plan going places and doing
things together.
"Last year I took a house out in San
Fernando Valley. I began furnishing it—
but a house is not a home when you live
alone in it. It was lonesome, so I moved
back into Hollywood. I stored the furniture,
for I may need it some day !
"I like girls who are intelligent and can
talk about interesting things — girls who
have ideas and who keep up on books and
plays
current with
happenings.
I've always
admiredandbrunettes
blue or brown
eyes.
I like a girl of^ medium height to dance
with. I rather think I like college girls —
although a fellow is sure to make a statement like that and then fall in love with
just the opposite type entirely!
"At present, I'm just going along. I have
three or four dates a week when I'm not
working. And I jump into my car and go
up to Palm Springs — or out to a ranch
or anywhere to spend a few days. I generally go alone — and as I drive along I
can't help thinking how swell it would be
to have a girl, who was my wife, sitting
there by me. It would be so much nicer to
have someone to share things with.
"One of my sisters came out a short
while back to visit me. She's about eighteen.
I never had a better time, than taking her
about with me. I bought her clothes and
took her to every place I could think of.
We went sailing over to Catalina, drove to
a dude ranch on the desert, up to Arrowhead in the mountains, and went dancing
and previewing and dining. When she went
back home I was lost for a while without
It wasn't until after Jeffrey had said
goodnight and was walking down the footpath to his car, that I suddenly remembered
that it was Leap Year night and I'd been
out her."
with Jeffrey Lynn, one of the screen's
most eligible bachelor stars, and hadn't
done anything about it— except to advise
him NOT to get married !
SCREENLAND

Janice Logan makes a charming
picture in her new white linen overall playsuit with which she wears
a bright red slipover sweater.
same cure goes for boys, too, as well as
The figure problems of many girls are
wide
and varied. Either you have too much
girls.
or too little. Lucky is the girl who grows
and develops evenly, and for one of the
loveliest thirteen-year-old figures I have
yet seen from Hollywood, let me hand Jane
Withers an orchid, though her taste runs to
race horses. Jane even had one named after
her. If you suddenly pop out here and there,
instead of rounding out and curving in as
you'd like, don't be discouraged. If you
have too much Of you, it won't hurt to
eliminate those chocolate sodas and between-meal snacks and substitute fresh fruit
and the salad you don't like and green
vegetables.
the and
otherlong
hand,
if you're
straight as On
a pin
to send
the
scales up, then drink more Grade A, and

sleep and
exercise
ercisedon't
whateverworry.
shape And
or size
you! Exare.
Exercise, says Mrs. Withers, is responsible
for the all-around good development of Jane.
You can create some helpful figure illusions through choosing your clothes with
care. Tall girls look shorter in sweaters
and skirts, blouses and skirts and frocks
with belts. In fact, any line that cuts you
in two makes you look shorter, while the
pee-wees and the frankly fat girls look
taller and slimmer in one-piece frocks. In
many schools today, there are counselors
who have an eye to dressing to type, and
they will gladly help you. Or concentrate
on the stores and magazines that have your
age in mind.
Recently, I interviewed a number of boys
of prep school and college age as to what
they liked in girls. A clarion chorus rings
out, something like this : "Not too much
lipstick. No painted mouths. No deep, dark
lipstick. Just a little lipstick." Smart girls,
take your tip from this. The boys like lipstick, all right. They'd feel pretty low if
you didn't use it. But I gather that they
.want it to look like you, natural, that is.
Then, they
didn'tto like
fat girls,
all
wanted
the girls
be sleek
dancersand; and
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Why

let your new skin look dull and

drab? It can bring you new beauty if

the3' didn't like them fresh and sophisticated
beyond their years and they didn't like
boasting" girls. There were lots of other
thingshave
theythedidpertinent
and didn't
you
factslike,
on but
facesabove
and
figures.
As to personality, well, I think the Judy
Garlands and the Deanna Durbins and girls
like that should be a big inspiration to
everyone of you. Girls just like yourself,
who are their age and no more, though they
may sometimes look it ; natural, unaffected,
friendly and good sorts. The boys like
them ; the girls like them, and magazine
women like myself pay to go and look at
them. I believe that a pleasant openmindedness, a friendliness and consideration are
about your best bets. These make everybody like you, and for your own young set,
of course, there is a certain "line" or attitude that's right there.
And now, the tempo changes from swing
king rhythm to the stately and beautiful
chant of a church chorus or the sonorous
march from an organ, for here comes the
bride. She is the lucky girl who now has,
but her problem is to hold. And I have
faith that she will. An important thing to
remember is that your loveliness and just
the you that once attracted this groom must
continue and not be allowed to slide now
that you're married. Especially must I
stress personal immaculacy. With the reasonable means of good grooming at hand
today, there is just no excuse for any errors
here.
Deodorants, depilatories and sanitary
protection have been so highly perfected
that there seems little more to wish for in
this field. Keep alert on these subjects, for
they simplify many personal phases. If you
do your own housework, do it in the hours
that your husband is away working. It is
more distressing to men than we realize to
find us mixed up with soiled dishes or
struggling with a mop. Organize your work
so you have time for play. Keep those
lovely hands. Use the mild soap chips instead of harsh soap wherever possible.
Wear gloves when you dust or do chores.
There are some splendid new ones made of
pliofilm that are great hand-savers. Utilize
these work hours for putting up your hair
in curlers, if you use them, and for that
extra cream on your face. You'll get beauty
by day as well as night, you know.
Never forget that your lovely skin, hair
and figure are more important now than
ever. You have a man to be proud of you.
That is an achievement. And to keep him
proud, is still more of an achievement.

that

you help remove those tiny, menacing
flakes of older skin!
RIGHT NOW your old skin is departing in
. almost invisible, worn-out flakes. Why
let these tiny flakes menace your loveliness ?
Why not help your new skin bring new youthfulness to you?
You can, says Lady Esther, if only yon
will let my 4-Purpose Cream help you fo
remove those tiny flakes of worn-out skin
beclouding the glory of your new skin!
Run your fingertips over your face now. Do
you feel little rough spots left by your old,
dry skin? They're the thieves that steal your
loveliness— make you look older ! My 4-Purpose Cream loosens each tiny flake— and the
other impurities. It helps Nature refine your
pores— and reveal the fresh youthfulness of
your "new-born skin"!
Ask Your Doctor
About Your Face Cream
Ask him about so-called skin foods— about
hormones and vitamins. I'll be amazed if
your doctor tells you that vitamin deficiencies should be remedied by your face cream.
But ask him if every word Lady Esther
says isn't absolutely true— that her cream removes the dirt, impurities and worn-out
flakes of older skin . . . that it helps Nature
refine your pores . . . and thus brings beauty
to your new-born skin !
Accept

Lady

Esther's

7-Day

Tube

FREE!

(You can paste this on a penny postcard)
(56) |
Lady Esther, 7162 West 65th St., Chicago, III. I
D "C C supply
Please send
me your
generous
rivDC
of Lady
Esther
Face iI
Cream; also ten shades of Face Powder, post- §
89
paid. (Offer limited to one per family.)
|
Name
I
City_
Address.
_State_
(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Out.) £
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June Storey,
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If you haven't tried Camille Cream Mascara,
you're missing one of the most exciting
beauty helps ever perfected! For this
amazing mascara that you use without water,
works eye magic! It lines your lashes to the
very tip, makes them look thicker, longer
— makes your eyes bewitchingly lovely.
Smearproof, stingproof, tearproof.
Comes in a smart, colored vanity that
keeps your purse clean. Get Camille
Mascara at your 10c store today, or send
10c (15c in Canada) coin or stamps to
CAMILLE, 49 E. 21 U Street, New York, N. Y. Dept. E l
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tube,
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YOU'LL
BE

ALWAYS
CONSTIPATED

UNL
ESS
You correct faulty
living
habits— unless liver
bile flows freely every day into your intestines to
help digest fatty foods. SO USE COMMON
SENSE! Drink more water, eat more fruit and
vegetables. And if assistance is needed, take
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. They not only
assure gentle yet thorough bowel movements but
ALSO stimulate liver bile to help digest fatty
foods and tone up intestinal muscular action.
Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are
wonderful! Used successfully for years by Dr.
F. M. Edwards in treating patients for constipation and sluggish liver bile. Test their goodness TONIGHT! 15{S, 30ji and 60jS.
SONG POEM WRITERS
Write forlining
free inspiring for
booklet outsongwriters. opportunities
ALLIED MUSIC,amateur
INC.,
Dept. lO. Box 507. Cincinnati. O' >o 1
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STAR

Fest

achievements and celebrity, pretty much
the same unspoiled Kay Kyser he has always been ; the same gallant Southern
gentleman ; and still a shade on the sentimental side. As a youth, he worked in the
tobacco fields for which his native Tar
Heel State is widely famous. His pursuits
and pleasures were those of a normal boy.
Sports held his fancy. He was a cleantoned lad and believer in fair play. And
being well-liked and popular with his associates, any undertaking with which he identified himself usually produced good results. That's why his bright example was
responsible for the reformation of a group
of young toughs in his home town who
called
themselves
Badchallenged
Boys."
On one
occasion "Peck's
Kay was
to
enter a song contest. He readily agreed to
do so, seeing that he was one who seldom
passed up a dare, particularly if it held
forth promise of fun and adventure. It was
an amateur affair. To insure that he
wouldn't forget the words of the three
tunes he had chosen to sing, Kay scribbled
them on cards which he held back of him.
Nervously he glanced at these a last time ;
then opened fire. In the excitement that
followed his cards became mixed, and onr
hero sang the lyrics of one number to the
music of another. This brought whoops of
laughter from the audience. Warm applause
greeted the performance, and Kay marched
off with the prize.
Kyser's screen- and radio work have
paid him handsome dividends. It remained
for his rollicking fun-fest, the College of
Musical Knowledge, which he introduced
about two years ago, to send him rolling
down the road to popularity. This feature
caught on with the public almost overnight.
Audiences were delighted to participate in
the frolics of a merry Kyser program. And
they are even more tickled to do so today.
He is currently rated as one of the country's top-notch band maestros. His earnings
are among the highest in his profession.
His following is exceedingly large and enthusiastic. Several polls have revealed his
orchestra
as the nation's current number
one
favorite.
From the outset Kyser has shown the
good judgment to keep his successful College of Musical Knowledge simple and
fast-moving. Most of his questions are easy
to answer — and thereon hangs the secret
of the tremendous popularity this feature
enjoys. Kay helps with hints, sometimes
all but telling the person he is interviewing
what to say. Most important of all, he dispels the participant's nervousness or microphone fright with his playfulness, informality, and reasurring manner.
Being a philosopher, wit, comic, and hairtrigger thinker all thrown into one, Kyser
seizes upon every opening or chance remark to jest and provoke the mirth of audiences. One night he asked a pretty youngwoman to identify a tune, excerpts from
which his orchestra had just played. She
replied: "Now's The Time To Fall In
Love." Which was correct. Kyser then
let out one of his rebel yells, then exclaimed: "You
said it, he
sport!"
In another
instance,
was getting ready
to test the knowledge of an attractive girl.
Kyser flashed her an approving look ; then,
smiling shyly, he put an arm around her
shoulder and pulled her close against him,
under the pretext that he wanted her to
come
the microphone."
Fun "nearer
runs rampant
during the College of
Musical Knowledge presentations. Ludicrous answers to "Professor" Kyser's questions have been heard on some of these proSCREENLAND

grams. Kay chuckles when he recalls the
gold nuggets of the lot. They go like this :
"One fellow, asked to name the national
anthem, promptly asserted that it was 'Flat
Foot Floogie.' Another contestant said it
was his belief that a Broadway columnist
wrote 'Now
It Can
Be Told.'
declared that the
weather
bureau Another
must have
introduced
'April Showers.'
another
voiced
the conviction
that the And
composer
of
'Home, Sweet Home' must have been
none other than his brother — when he
needed
money
Subject
this!" Kyser fellow to the microscope, to find out what makes him tick, and
he turns out to be a many-sided person ;
and, in some respects, a study in contradiction. He observes that swing has been prevalent in musical trends for many years and
that it's here to stay, in one form or another. But for his part, he prefers music of
charm and quality ; the kind that appeaL
to your heart. This does not, however, prevent his playing that "makes you want to
dance" music. Truth is, his programs emphasize the latter, although they are spiced
with a neat variety of selections.
You will note that, by and large, Virginia Simms, charming, dusky-voiced contralto of the Kyser troupe, sticks to torch
numbers in her choice of songs — especially
those which pulse with plaintive and wistful themes. Her rich voice lends itself to
a happy rendition of these selections. This
is the kind of music Kay fully appreciates.
On his personal appearances and during
his radio broadcasts, Kyser projects himself as a jokesmith, a gay buffoon. There
is punch in his spontaneity. He dashes about
the stage, dances, wisecracks, and makes
faces. His bag of tricks seems inexhaustible. He overlooks no bet to promote the
spirit of jollification. His approach is
among the friendliest and most natural on
record. He steps forth and, in his gentle
Southern drawl, begins : "Evenin', folks.
How you-all?" A momentary pause, then:
"That's good!" After that, festivities whirl
away to a flying start. Harry Babbitt
comes to the microphone and sings the title
of every number in a pleasing voice. Ginny
Simms sometimes shares vocal honors with
him. Otherwise, she is featured in a solo.
"Sassy" Sully Mason, the only other North
Carolina boy of the organization save Kay
himself, does specialties and novelties on
the show. Ish Kabibble (real name, Merwyn Bogue) claims the spotlight from time
to
dian.time in his role as slow-witted comeKay is a bespectacled ash-blond, stands
about six feet, and weighs in the neighborhood of 160 pounds. His build is solid.
Unlike the glamor girl who wishes to reduce, Kyser's problem is to keep his weight
up to par.
His during
strenuous
exercises
and vigorous actions
his one
hour program,
as well as the requirements personal appearances exact of him, wear him down a
good deal. As soon as it's all over, he goes
out in search of appetizing, energy-building
foods. He is a hearty eater and has a weakness for Southern cooking and dishes.
Whenever he hits a new town, he loses little
time in ferreting out quaint and unusual
dining places.
Members of his band admire and respect
Kay and respond to his leadership with cospirits. He's Harmony
a firm yet
very
democratic operative
taskmaster.
prevails
in his organization. He's glad that most of
his boys are happily married; thinks that
factor helps them to concentra.te on their
work to better advantage. There are no
petty squabbles or jealousies to stir dis-

sension in his troupe. Kyser insists that his
boys shall not sprout moustaches. His explanation for that is that upper-lip adornments make them look sheikish and draw
attention, however slight, to them personally. It is his wish, instead, that audiences
may center their appreciation around the
musical entertainment he and his colleagues
dish out.
Rake the entertainment world with a
fine-tooth comb, and you won't likely uncover acleaner-living nor cleaner-thinking
representative of it than Kay Kyser. He
doesn't drink. He smokes only occasionally.
His high ideals and homely virtues remain
unimpaired. Fame has changed his living
habits little, if any. By no stretch of imagination, however, observes Adolphe Menjou can Kay be classed as a kill-joy or
prude. On the contrary, he is one of the
joiliest young men in circulation. Simply,
he sticks to his principles and shows the
courage of his convictions, the while he
tactfully leaves others to the business of
living their lives as they see fit.
One reason why Kyser lives economically
and unostentatiously is because he has not
forgotten those lean days of struggle when
he was battling for recognition and better
bookings. Gay night life and the social
whirl see little of him. He much prefers to
watch exciting football and hockey games ;
circle golf links ; listen to negro bands and
symphony concerts ; go to movies ; spend a
quiet evening at home reading ; or, better
still, hustle off to the nearest roller-coaster
for the most thrilling (to his way of thinking) pastime of all.
His. eyes light with a merry twinkle
when he tells of his enthusiasm for rollercoasters. They chant a siren song to his
ears. Once, during intermission at a dance
at which he and his band were playing, he
went for a brief stroll, during which he
chanced upon his favorite riding device. "I
was late for the second-half of the performance," he laughs, "because I couldn't
resist the temptation to take a ride." This
reminds of the almost boyish relish he derives from motor spins. He delights to sit
at the wheel of his car and course open
highways, mount hills, and ply in and out
of traffic. Report persists, however, that
Virginia Simms is the only member of his
troupe he can readily persuade to accompany him on these jaunts. Which just goes
to prove what a woman will do for the man
she loves.
Virginia, affectionately ticketed "Ginny,"
and as fair a specimen of beauty as San
Antonio, Texas, has produced in many a
day, set out to be a school teacher. In later
years, though, after her family had moved
to California, she turned to piano-playing
and study of voice. She sang in a college
trio and appeared on radio programs. One
afternoon she bounced into the Hollywood
office of Kay Kyser's business manager in

the hope of landing a spot in the band
leader's organization. Kay was vividly impressed with her singing, but, much to his
regret, he wasn't then in a position to hire
her for his outfit. So he had his manager
use his influence to line her up for an aswith Guy saw
Lombardo's
orchestra.
After that,signment
Virginia
service with
other
bands.
Kay and Virginia felt a strong attraction
for each other at first meeting. In the
months and years until she signed to be his
vocalist, friendship sprang up between
them, then flowered into romance. Kyser
placed her under his banner the earliest
moment he could afford it. Now, as on the
first day he heard her, he has the highest
admiration of the sincerity of her voice and
characterizes her as a foremost woman
singer of appealing songs.
Obviously, these are partly the sentiments of a man deeply in love. Rumor and
certain published reports have contended,
in past instances, that Kay and Virginia
are married. But try as you may, you cannot pin either of them down to a clear-cut
statement or committal on the subject.
Whatever Virginia's present status in Kyser's life, she once assured this writer that
a married woman's first consideration
should be to her husband ; and that a career
should bulk second in importance.
Kyser entered the University of North
Carolina back in 1924, bent on pursuing a
course in law. Soon the call of music was
not to be denied ; and an ambitious sixpiece ensemble sprouted fledgling wings under his leadership. As the popularity of his
presentations increased, he added four more
members to his original band. At college
balls, proms, and at private parties, he and
his boys gave out for all they were worth.
Kay's heart was wrapped up in providing
musical entertainment for the public. A
legal career paled into insignificance beside
it. Thus was born his resolve to weld his
group into a permanent organization and
launch it as a dance orchest ra in the national field. It was a step Hal Kemp encouraged him to take; and one which he
translated into action after graduation, in
1928, from the University (North Carolina) which has nurtured such well-known
band leaders as Jan Garber, Skinnay Ennis,
John
Dowell.Scott Trotter, Hal Kemp, and Saxie

"Thinking Of You," written by Walter
Donaldson in 1926, was adopted by Kyser
as his theme song. It has been retained to
this day. All the musical scores on Kay's
programs were — and are — arranged by
George Duning.
Engagements took Kyser's band to scores
of leading cities, including Milwaukee, St.
Lo uis, Memphis, Denver, and other points.
At Chicago's Blackhawk it began to pick
up speed. It was there that the maestro

Crooner Rudy
Vallee and Cowboy Gene Autry
were on hand to
help JudyCanova
make merry at a
studio party given
in her honor when
she was signed to
star in Republic's
"Scatterbrain."
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PERSPIRATION
\A PHYSICIAN'S PRESCRIPTION

J
Applied in seconds, stops perspiration
1 to 4 days. Destroys body odors.
Harmless to clothing. Perfect assurance against offending others; complete security in moments when poise
counts most. Good stores or by mail.
Large jar 19$ — extra large jar 33$
608 ffl 1
JK M ' NEW YORK
FIFTH AVE. IfMMtDetM
(at 49th St.)
SPECIALIST
Also creator of the new ZiP Depilatory Cream.
Fragrant. Removes unwanted hair.

WRITERS
Attention!
Have you a story, script or idea that you think
would be good for a movie scenario? Major Hollywood Motion Picture Studios are constantly seeking and purchasing material for new movie plots.
Many an unknown writer has suddenly become
financially successful through a story or script
that reached the proper parties in Hollywood. An
unlimited and profitable field. Write at once for
full information regarding our service of studio
presentation before mailing your stories. It will be
sent immediately, without obligation. Our service
consists of synopsizing, editing and preparation
for proper presentation. We submit eligible stories
and ideas to Motion Picture Studios, also radio.
AUTHORS INTERNATIONAL MART. Dept. C
9 1 24 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California
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• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale
streaks ofto gray
to natural-appearing
blonde
darkest
black. Erownatoneshades
and —a from
smalllightest
brush
does it— or your money back. Used for 28 years by thousands of women (men, too) — Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent ia
purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting —
does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
60c at drug or toilet counters on a money-back guarantee.
Retain your youthful charm. Get BROWNATONE today.
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With Glamour
Stay Free From Shine
Faces that fascinate are always velvetysmooth . . . stay exquisitely free from shine,
without retouching.
MINER'S LIQUID MAKE-UP. the complete
make-up or powder base,
as you prefer . . .
applied in 2 minutes, keeps your skin radiant*
fresh looking and glamorous for hours.
LIQUID
MAKE-UP
...
forTry
newMINER'S
charm! Also
glorifies
back, today
neck and
arms in evening or sports wear.
Choose the one of 4 flattering shades especially created to enhance your complexion.
MINE
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Large size 50c; trial MAKE-UP
size at 10c counters
FREE Generous Sample
Send Coupon and 3c Stamp
PEACH . . . □
MINER'S
12th toSt.cover
, Dept.mailing
S60, New
MICHELLE □
I enclose 123? E.stamp
cost.York,
Send N.Y.
me
BRUNETTE □ generous sample of Miner's Liquid Make-up FREE!
SUNTAN. . □ Address
ORIGINAL SONG POEMS
any subject.
YOU for
CAN a
write
the words
WANTED
song. Don't delay — send
us your mediate
poemconsideration.
for imRICHARD BROS., 28 Woods Building, Chicago, III.
IS EPILEPSY

INHERITED?

WHAT CAUSES
IT?
A booklet containing the opinions of
famous doctors on this interesting subject will be sent FREE, while they last,
to any reader writing to the Educational
Division, 535 Fifth Avenue, Dept. S U-6,
New York, N. Y.
..AND I USED TO BE SUCH
A SAUSAGE IN THIS DRESS
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Fat

I've Lost!
Now you may slim down
your face and figure without
starvation dieting or backbreaking exercises. Just eat
sensibly and take Mannola
under the conditions and according to directions on the
package.
Marmola Tablets have been
sold to the public for more
than thirty years. More than
twenty million boxes have been distributed during
that period.
Marmola is not a cure-all. Marmola is only for
adult fat persons whose fatness is caused by a
thyroid deficiency (hypothyroidism) but who are
otherwise normal and healthy. We do not make
any diagnosis as that is the function of your physician, who must be consulted for that purpose. Why
not try to lose those ugly, uncomfortable pounds
the Marmola way? Get a bos of Marmola today
from your druggist.

first.conceived ."Kay Kyser's Kampus Class."
Patrons signified their approval. Cheered
by this reception, Kyser was later to revamp and polish his idea, and present it as
the College of Musical Knowledge. His
first commercial radio effort bore the tag
of Elgin Football Revue. Then began his
ascent of the ladder. By 1935 polls disclosed that he had climbed to sixth place
in the popularity sweepstakes. His rise continued. Lucky Strike sponsored him, and
the NBC network of stations carried his
program. He was to reach the top rung in
1938 and consolidate his position in public
favor in 1939.
In private life, Kyser is an earnest and
quiet and thoughtful person ; almost retiring of disposition. He likes his moments of
solitude for serious thinking. He reads
magazines and newspapers extensively, and
keeps sharply abreast of current topics. His
mind is alert and keen. He absorbs his subject. During games of solitaire he often
thinks of questions to include on his College of Musical Knowledge.
Thrifty though his own habits are, he is,
nevertheless, generous to a fault toward his
friends and those others who have done him
the slightest turn or favor. And his loyalty
to those who have shown him a .kindness
of some sort is proverbial. A striking illustration ofthat may be had from the ensuing
incident: In 1933 Kyser was doing an engagement for Frank Martinelli at San
Francisco's Bal Tabarin. At that time he
was struggling to push ahead in his profession. Hisfirst
offerings
not Criticism
hit the bull'seye for the
severaldiddays.
was
leveled at him from this and that source.
Others were for tossing Kay and his boys
out, bag and baggage. But Martinelli stuck
by him. Later, Kay began to click. His
"Man on the Flying Trapeze" act won
widespread notice and applause. Hence
Martinelli's confidence in Kay Kyser was
justified.
Last summer Kay had a chance to repay
the man who befriended him in 1933. He
had swept up from Catalina Island, a favorite stamping ground of his, to the San
Francisco Fair, where his appearance for
one week garnered him $16,000. From there
he jumped over to the Bal Tabarin, then
limping about on financial crutches, and
performed for seven days and nights for
$800 — just to help out an old friend. He
would have filled the engagement for much
less than that had not union officials interfered. His stay at the Bal Tabarin
served to transform that place into an emporium of cheer and put it back on its
traditionally lusty feet.
Kay is a neat and nice-looking fellow,
but not by any stretch a handsome one.
Nor has he any illusions on that score. He
didn't mind in the slightest, the inferences
in "That's Right— You're Wrong" that he
was homely. For that matter, he is first to
rib himself. A little incident will serve to
prove that : Adolphe Menjou strove to convert Kay into a snappy and natty dresser,
and took him to his own tailor. That
worthy did the best he could. It produced
no noticeable results of improvement. Menjou shrugged his shoulders in resignation.
Kay was philosophical about the whole affair. He laughed: "You can't put a hundred-dollar saddle on a ten-dollar mule !"
Should tides of public fancy shift and
send him toppling from the heights, Kyser
admits that he would probably try his hand
at producing radio skits and musical comedies. But, as movie-goers have placed a
warm stamp of approval on his first movie
venture, and with the making of a second
photoplay in store for him, not to mention
his radio program and personal appearances, it isn't likely that he will have a
chance to pull out his pipe, don slippers,
rest his feet beside a fireplace, and start
reminiscing, for some time to come.
SCREENLAND
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Myrna

Visits

Home

the

Old

Town

Continued from page 27
awfully romantic about Mexico, she was
married there), New York, and Europe.
So one
it wasday,a case
"Wolf, ago,
Wolf."Myrna,
And
then
a fewof weeks
quiet as a mouse with an inferiority complex, arrived in Helena with her mother,
and started calling up friends and relatives.
No one believed that she was really there,
until they saw that familiar red hair,
freckles, and cute little tilted nose. And
then they knew that Myrna Williams had
come home at last — and she hadn't changed
a bit.
When Myrna was a long-legged, freckledfaced tomboy of eleven her father, David
Williams, died in a flu epidemic, and
shortly afterwards her mother, who had

Like Mrs. Artie Shaw in her new cocktail
hat of white silk blossoms with gold and
crystal hat pin? Now don't let the new
name puzzle you 'cause Mrs. Artie is none
other than your own favorite Lana Turner.
been in bad health since the birth of little
David, decided to sell the Williams home
in Helena and move her small family to
Southern California where the climate was
mild the year round. Myrna, heart-broken
over leaving the neighborhood kids, (though
they were rather relieved to have her go),
divided her toys among them, made a last
face at the little boy who had turned her
down, skipped out on a couple of fines at
the local library, kissed her aunts and
uncles and first and second cousins goodbye, and left for the California that in a
few years would make her one of the most
famous
in the
she'd
be back women
soon, she
told world.
them atOh theyes,station.
She wouldn't like California. No snow. No
horses. No fences to sit on and dream.
She'd be back soon. But she never did go
back. Until a few weeks ago. Lives can
get so busy. So tangled. We seem never to
do the things we really want to do.
Nevertheless, Helena, and the little western town of Radersburg, sixty miles out of
Helena, where her Uncle Elmer's ranch is,
and where she spent all her summers as a
child,
been "home"
Myrna.
Even have
after always
she entered
into theto exciting
life of making pictures, even after she became the most popular "wife" on the screen,
Myrna never got over her nostalgia for her
home town. For weeks, maybe months, she

wouldn't think about "home" at all, and
then one day driving out to the Valley to
a location she would see an old ramblingranch house, a farmyard gate slightly sagging, ahorse looking over it, and a wave
of homesickness would sweep over her.
I'll go home as soon as I finish this picture,
she'd
to herself.
that
brisk say
Montana
air. II want
want toto breathe
feel a cold
wind against my cheeks. I want to smell
those pleasant smells of a country store on
a snowy night. I want to see my trees, my
horses. Yes, when this picture is finished
I'll go back. But when that picture was
finished there was always another one waiting. And another. And another.
Then suddenly, and without any warning— that's the way Myrna does things —
she packed a couple of bags, and with her
mother, and colored maid, Theresa, she
caught a train for Helena, Montana. And
once more Myrna Loy, sophisticate of the
screen, became Myrna Williams, home town
girl, and almost cried from the pure joy
of it.
The first night she was in Helena, Myrna
made her one and only personal appearance. The manager of the Marlow Theater
had arranged for a special showing of
"Test Pilot" and after the picture Myrna
was presented to the audience by Mayor
Roberts. In a strapless evening gown of
mousseline-de-soie, made in Paris for her,
Myrna fairly took their breath away.
Helena had never seen anything like that
before ! For a few moments there she was
a Queen, and then they remembered that,
after all, she was only Elmer Williams'
niece who had done right well in Hollywood. "I can't remember much about my
personal appearance," Myrna told me later.
"I wanted to be awfully gay about it all,
so I got up on the stage and tried to wow
them with a couple of stories. Then I got
all sentimental, and choked up, and I think
I cried a little." Whatever she did, the
audience went for it. They applauded so
loud that the roof nearly fell in.
The stage of the Marlow Theater has
always been lucky for Myrna. It was there
that she made her first public appearance
behind honest-to-goodness footlights. It
was for a benefit put on by the Elks, and
Myrna, all done up in blue tarlatan, did a
"Bluebird" dance that was the hit of the
show. The applause that followed was
sweet to her ears, and right then and there
she decided to be an actress when she grew
up. But not even in her wildest dreams,
and Myrna being an imaginative child had
some pretty wild ones, did she ever think
that she would come back to the Marlow
Theater some day as a famous Hollywood
movie star.
At the reception held for her that night
at the hotel Myrna shook hands with practically everybody in town. If she missed a
name now and then no one noticed, for
Mrs. Williams was right there at her
daughter's elbow, and Mrs. Williams, fortunately, has a remarkable memory for
names. Myrna saw again the kids she used
to go to school with, grown-up now with
families, and was slightly horrified when
several of them told her that their lives
had been far more pleasant after she left
town. "You were always making us dress
up in funny old things and do silly shows
down in your basement," they said. "You
were so determined about it, and we wanted
to please you, but really we were glad when
you went to California so we could have
some peace!" Myrna gave them her best
giggle. "But I was surprised," she confessed to me. "I thought they were enjoying
it as much as I was."
The high spot of the evening was when
the woman who had been librarian in the
Helena library when Myrna lived there
presented her with her old library card.
"How sweet," said Myrna. "You kept it

all these years!" "Yes, Myrna," said the
librarian with a chuckle, "I had good reason to keep it. Just you read those blue
slips ! You owe the Helena library fiftyfive cents." Sure enough, one blue slip
showed that some years ago a certain
Myrna Williams had borrowed "The Camp
Fire Girls' Log" and had kept it overtime
without paying the fine. The second blue
slip proved beyond a doubt, that the same
Williams girl had borrowed "The Peter
Pan Picture Book" and had kept it considerably overtime without paying the
money due. (Why, Myrna Loy, to think
you would skip out on your obligations !
I'll have to warn Mr. Mayer to watch you
in the future.) Well, anyway, we know
what a movie star reads. And the library
will get a check — after all these years.
Next day Myrna and her mother drove
out to the old family ranch, sixty miles out
of Helena, which had started as a log
cabin a long
when wagon
Myrna'spioneers.
grandparents had time
been ago
covered
The ranch is still owned by Myrna's Uncle
Elmer. It was here that Myrna spent all
her summers when she was a kid, and you
can be quite sure that she had herself a
sentimental spree as she visited with the
horses, the trees, the barns, and the fence
where she used to sit and dream of the
future. Hollywood with its artificial lives
and laughter seemed millions of miles
away. Myrna was drenched in the beauty
and simplicity of the soil, her soil, and
loved it. Then she wondered, as we all
wonder when we visit our home towns, if
it would not have been better never to
have left at all.
She visited the little town of Radersburg
nearby, where she had bought Hershey bars
and ice-cream cones as a child, and where
she had seen her first moving picture.
Radersburg was very glad to see her because she was Elmer's niece and Delia's
daughter,
but her
by golly,
going
to fawn over
becausethey
she weren't
was a movie
star. She entered the small store to make
a few purchases and visit the old pickle
barrel — (she doubtless filched the pickles
when she was a kid, we know about Myrna
now) — and ran right into a pinochle game
over by the stove. "They didn't even bother
to look up at me,' said Myrna. "That took
me But
downon athe
peg sidewalk
or two !"outside she heard
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ranch when Myrna was a small kid. "Do
you still run away?" he asked. "When you
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fences, irrigation ditches, and everything
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The rest of the week Myrna spent with
her relatives, reminiscing about old times,
visiting old scenes — and every night, of
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course, there were family dinners. "They
are such wonderful people," Myrna told
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everything that is fake." Myrna who has
had so many thrills these past ten years,
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tired of the old-fashioned, long-winded film review! We believe you are, too. So, this month, we are beginning a new policy:

telling you, tersely and straight-from-the-shoulder, without fear
or favor, exactly what you may expect from the current film offerings. This way, when the head of the family says, "I'd like to
see a movie if there's anything good in town," grab your copy
of SCREENLAND and be guided, at a glance, to the best pictures. Let us know
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Hodgepodge!
APPEAL: To Bromfield fiction
fans and Oomph lovers.
PLOT: Combines melodramatic
wallop with sweetness and
light. Tough gangster softened by old lady's goodness
and Ann Sheridan's Oomph.
PRODUCTION: Adequate, and
of interest for ladies and gentlemen with nostalgia for the
Gay Nineties: ornate sets in
old-time boarding house, oldfashioned renditions of song
and dance numbers.
ACTING: Humphrey Bogarf
steals the show with caustically humorous characterization
of gangster reformed by good
influence, to his own disgust.
Ann Sheridan works hard and
looks beautifuJ but her acting
and singing are still amateurish. Jeffrey Lynn is a foo-too
noble leading man.
OBJECTIONS: Won't wow you,
but won't put you to sleep,
either.
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Poignant!
APPEAL: To the tender-hearted
who revel in romance.
PLOT: Boy meets, loves, loses
girl— with tragic overtones: a
new and better version of the
unforgettable "One-Way

Pas-

PRODUCTION: Expensive and
in excellent taste, with most
scenes aboard luxurious cruise
liner; smartly costumed; sympathetically directed by Edmund Goulding; expertly phosage."
tographed.
ACTING: Superlativel Merle
Oberon is delicate, poetically
lovely heroine. George Brent,
despite stolid moments, impressive as her lover. Pat
O'Brien provides human note
as brusque detective with
heart of gold. Binnie Barnes
fine as high-class crook, Frank
McHugh for comedy relief.
Won't interest
TIONS
OBJEC
children
or :cynics.

"It
All Came
is o
Warner
Bros,True"
picture
" 'Til We Meet Again"
is a Warner Bros, picture
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Hot

from

Hollywood

Continued from page 14
DON

grace
hour of
Hollywoo
now,visited
RIGHT
has been
upond'sLaraine
Day. At
the moment she is the most exciting new
find in Hollywood. Actually, motion pictures and acting aren't new to Laraine at
all. For years she has been preparing herself and, waiting.
isn't ,a experienc
miraculoueds
discovery
she is a She
deserving
actress. Anything outstanding that comes
to her now isn't by any means luck, it's a
well-earned reward. Her one exceptional
nce in "My Son, My gSon!" has
performa
established her
as a promisin feminine
personality. Yet Laraine has appeared in
picture after picture, thirteen to be exact,
and was never mentioned as being unusual.
She lived very modestly with her family in
a small town near Hollywood. When she
couldn't get a job in the movies she went
back to little theater groups for more experience, but she never gave up. At last her
role came and she was ready. You'll see
her next as Robert Taylor's leading lady,
no less, in "The Dawn's Early Light."
EVERYONE tried to discourage Roger
Pryor when he began becoming too interested in airplanes. They explained it
was an expensive and foolhardy folly to
own your own plane. No one gave him
any sympathy but Ray Milland. Now Roger
has returned Ray's friendly interest with a
most gracious deed and Ann Sothern has,
in some measure, become resigned to
Roger's
flying.
Whenthreatened
Ray was pneumonia,
ordered to
the
desert
with
Roger found that the Millands would miss
seeing an English visitor, a very close and
dear friend of their family, who was on his
way back to England. Roger had just received his license to fly passengers uncommercially. The visitor had only a few hours
to spend in Southern California. Roger put
the two facts together and asked the Englishman ifhe wanted to take the chance.
He jumped at the suggesion, so Roger flew
him to see Ray. The two exchanged warm
greetings and reminiscences, and now the
Briton is on his way to England with personal news of Ray for the Milland family.
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THAT'S AIDED THOUSANDS HELP CLEAR
UP YOUR COMPLEXION
• Don't let a Poor Complexion cheat you of a lot
of life's fun!... Don't cover up a skin that's roughlooking or marred by externally caused blemishes! You may be making those very flaws worse'.
Let MedicatedNoxzema SkinCream help restore
your normal skin beauty. It's the cream so many
nurses rely on for natural complexion loveliness.
How it Worfcs... Noxzema helps reduce enlarged
pores with its mildly astringent action . . . softens
rough skin. ..soothes irritated skin . . . helps promote quicker healing of externally caused blemishes. Apply Noxzema as a Might
Cream — it's greaseless! Use it as
a protective Powder Base.
See if Noxzema can't help you
as it has so many thousands. Get
ajar today
any drug
department store.at Trial
size, or35fi,
500.
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ALL

IN "MEN
I CAN'T
FORGET!"
America's Glamour Girl FRANKLY Discusses Leading Men She's Had in Her
Pictures! Read What She Says About Her FIRST SCREEN KISS from Fred
MacMurray! Here is the best story out of Hollywood in many a moon! Only
in the June Issue of Silver Screen Will You Find It!
BUY

THE

JUNE

Silver

NO

Len Weissinan
Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks, Jr., recently announced the birth of a baby daughter whom
they'll
name
Daphne
Young.Lucille
With Fairbanks.
the Doug
Jrs., above left,
is cousin
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meant what she said. Well, what was the
use of figuring out advertising campaigns if
you couldn't figure out a way to sell your
ideas to your own wife, too? Tim put his
mind on the problem and presto, there was
his solution. Why hadn't he thought of it
before? He'd get Sally a dog of her own,
one of those squashy, soft little dogs that
women liked and then Sally would know,
how it really felt to love a dog and Dopey
would be safe.
He needed help, though. How could he
know the sort of little dog that would appeal to a for
woman
he couldn't
see any
of them
dust?when
Suddenly
he fixed
his
eyes on Gale.
"Do you like dogs?" he demanded.
"Why, Mr. Willows," Gale widened her
cornflower blue eyes to acreage proportions. "Ah'm just currazy for dogs, especially those itsy-bitsy furry ones."
"That's great!" Tim became the big executive and snapped his fingers. "Get your
hat. We're going to go out and buy one."
The pet shop had everything in the
animal line from a Siamese kitten to the
bear an irate customer had just brought
back.
"We're looking for something in a dog,"
Tim explained. "One of those itsy-bitsy
"With the fuzzy-wuzzy hair," Gale
thrilled clapping her hands, "And the funny
"Sounds
like a Pekingese to me," said the
Clerk
.
ones."
noses."
"It sounds terrible to me," Tim muttered following him to the back of the
store.
His Clare
back come
was turned
he or
didn't
see
Irene
into the sostore
Marion
Manning waiting for her outside, her nose
pushed against the window where a couple
of puppies were frisking around as bait for
the sucker trade. But Irene saw Tim, not
only Tim but Gale and the Peke, too, and
Irene was always a girl for action. She was
out of the place in something under one
second flat and had told Marion all about it
and the two of them had dashed to the
shop where they'd left Sally trying on an
evening gown in the time it would ordinarily take any one of them to tilt a hat to
its most becoming angle.
Sally, Marion and Irene were as much a
partnership as Willows, Manning and
Clare. They spent their days together
lunching and matineeing and teaing and the
three musketeers had nothing on them
when it came to one for all and all for
one. But that didn't mean Sally was going
to take it lying down when the other two
told her of the luscious blonde with the
southern accent Tim was buying a Peke
for.
"Nonsense," Sally said firmly. "Probably
just one of the girls from the office helping
himSally
buy was
me aright,
pet. of
I love
dogs."
course,
even though
she didn't believe it herself. There is such
a thing as pride and Sally had more than
her share of it and she wasn't going to play
the role of neglected wife in front of the
complacent Marion and Irene.
But the face that greeted Tim that evening was first cousin to a thundercloud.
Then she saw the case he was carrying and
in an instant she was all contrite for ever
having doubted him for a moment.
"Then you really zvere getting it for
me !" she cried delightedly tugging at the
straps. But her cries of joy changed to
horror when she saw what Tim had
brought her. It was a bear!
SCREENLAND
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"TURNABOUT"
(Hal Roach— United Artists)
Directed by Hal Roach
CAST
Phil Manning
Adolphe Menjou
Sally Willows
Carole Landis
Tim Willows
John Hubbard
Joel Clare
William Gargan
Laura Bannister Verree Teasdale
Marion Manning
Mary Astor
Henry
Donald Meek
Irene Clare
Joyce Compton
Miss Edwards
Inez Courtney
Pingboom
Franklin Pangborn
Nora
Marjorie Main
Mr. Marlowe
Berton Churchill
Dixie Gale
Margaret Roach
Miss Twill

Polly Ann Young-

Tim of course couldn't know that he had
picked up the case the other customer had
just returned and he was as much at sea
as Sally. But there wasn't any use arguing
with her in this mood. He'd tried it before.
All through dinner the battle raged. Sally
was sure he had intended the peke for the
little blonde.
"For the twenty-fifth time, I tell you I
don't understand how it happened," Tim
bellowed as they were getting ready for
bed that night.
"And for the twenty-sixth time I say
'find the blonde and you'll find the Pekingese,' "Sally raged. "You bought a Peke
for a blonde and what do I get? I'm only
your wife. / get a bear. A madhouse, that's
what this is ! Dogs ! Bears ! And," she
glanced disgustedly at Tim who wasn't
going to neglect his evening breathing exercises even for a major battle and was
inhaling
rapidly
husband that
makes ata the
noisewindow,
like a "a
vacuum
cleaner ! What did I do to deserve all this ?
I never
mother."
"That'sbeat
justmybecause
she could run faster
than you, "Tim said, hopping into bed.
Suddenly Sally thought she saw a light
flash on the Ram's head hanging on the
wall. Uncle Remus' wedding present was
an old grievance but she seized on it now.
"And of all the unpleasant objects to
stare at the last thing at night and the first
in the morning," she said, and again she
thought she saw the light hovering over
it. "As if it isn't bad enough to have you,
I have to have that ridiculous relic leering
at "Now
me, right
own!" bedroom."
wait ina my
minute
Tim stared at her
indignantly. "He isn't a ridiculous relic and
you know it. Remember when Uncle Remus
sent him to us he said it had a strange
power that could grant us any wish that
we "Well,
both agreed
upon?"
that's safe
enough, I must say,"
Sally sputtered. "As long as I'm under the
same roof with you, Tim Willows, I don't
think we'll ever agree on anything!"
"A-w-w — go soak your head," Tim said
drowsily,
burrowing his head into his pillow.
"What was that?" Sally asked belligerently, and to prove she'd heard perfectly
well went on indignantly, "if I were a man
you wouldn't get away with that !"
"If you were a man I'd fix it so you'd
be eating off the chiffonier for a week !"
Tim grumbled.
"If I were a man, eh? Sally sat up in

bed with fire in her eyes. "Well, I'll change
places with you any time you wish, wise
guy. What a cinch you have ! Dash out of
the house every morning, play around all
day, and try to kid yourself you're working.
You ought to try running a house sometime."
"I'd love to!" Tim laughed sarcastically
and he was so mad he didn't see the statue
of the sacred Ram suddenly illuminated
across the room. "I'd love to loll in bed
all morning up to my hips in beauty creams,
pastes and powders, and then pull my tired
body out of the hay in time to go to a
bridge party and stab my friends in the
back. You and your hard lot ! Don't make
me hysterical !"
The Ram's head blinked. "Do you agree
you'd like to change places?" it asked softBoth Sally and Tim jumped. They were
sure they'd heard a strange voice.
"Did you say something, Tim?" Sally
asked.
"No, my friends, it was I who spoke,"
the Ram's head said pleasantly. "Here I've
been sitting for five long years minding my
own business and what do I get? Nothing
but a crashing discord of bickering and
wrangling.
But tonight
longyou
last,recall,
you'veI
found a common
bond. atAnd
trust, that it is within my power to grant
such a request. So I'll teach you a lesson
that'll last you the rest of your lives. And
don't forget you asked for it."
Afterward they dimly remembered hearing the voice but then they both put it down
to nightmares and let it go at that.
Sally was the first one to wake up the
next morning. At least it looked like Sally
sitting up in bed yawning and stretching
luxuriously and finally getting up and humming as she crossed to the dresser and
picked up a razor. Only it wasn't Sally's
voice singing those deep notes off-key. It
was Tim's voice. The Ram had kept his
promise. Tim had become Sally!
"Sally!" It seemed absolutely crazy to
see Sally shouting her own name in that
deep bass voice and shaking Tim who was
still asleep. "Something awful has happened. I'm you !"
"For goodness sake what's all the fuss
about?" Sally's voice asked coming out of
Tim's startled mouth. Then she looked at
what she thought was herself and screamed.
"Why, this is awful. It must be a dream !"
"Dream, my eye !" Tim's voice came bellowing out of Sally's sweet little rosebud

mouth. "This is a nightmare. Things like
this don't happen !"
"Of course they can't," Sally agreed.
"B'ut — but what are we going to do? Oh,
I remember now. It was the Ram last night !
He said we'd been yapping about wanting
to be in each other's shoes so often he was
going to give us our wish."
Suddenly Tim decided it wasn't so bad
to be Sally. He wouldn't have to go to
the office. "I'm going to sleep for another
three or four hours," he announced triumphantly getting back to bed. "Isn't that what
always
you"You
mean do?"
I've got to go to your office?"
Sally's voice shrilled. And it certainly was
preposterous to hear that high voice coming
from Tim's lips and to see his body prancing around the room like that. "Nice going. Ihave to get up and go to work while
you loll around in bed. And you call yourself a man
"Oh,
no, !"I don't! Not any more!" Tim
roared. "And if you're ever going to get
there you'd better get buttoned up and start
shaving. Because you're wearing the whiskers in this family now."
Sallyto was
so scared
she walking
didn't know
what
do. Here
she was
into
Tim's office and looking like him and talking like a male milliner ! Miss Edwards almost jumped over the reception desk when
she
voice heard
raised what
to a she
highthought
falsetto.was
ThenTim's
she
shrugged and put it all down to a gag.
But his secretary looked up annoyed when
he pranced into the office.
"I suppose that's your idea of a very
funny entrance," she said scathingly. "But
you'll only succeed in making everybody
think you're a little crazy."
"Why, Miss Bannister, I don't know what
you mean !" Sally's voice shrilled. Then
she remembered. She was Tim. "Oh, you
mean my voice? Well, you see I caught
cold and it settled in my throat. Laryngitis."
"What about your wife's handbag?" Miss
Bannister persisted, stony-eyed.
"This?" Sally looked confused as she
saw her handbag swinging from Tim's,
wrist. "Oh, she asked me to get it fixed."
She faltered. "It keeps coming open all the
It was an awful morning. The only
bright spot was the interview she had with
time." Pingboom. Sally couldn't understand
Allen
why the others didn't seem to like him.
He'd been so nice and understanding when
she forgot she was Tim and took out her
puff and started to powder her nose and
he was really a darling sitting there talking about his stocking account and telling
her his troubles. When Manning and Clare
came in she glared at them.
"Mr. Pingboom tells me he's been trying
to see me for a week," she said, and Mangrinned asTim
she such
tossed
head.
never ning
thought
an her
actor.
Why,He'dto
look at him you'd think he was as swishy
as Pingboom. Manning barely managed to
suppress a wink as Tim went on in that
high-keyed girlish voice. "He informs me
that you kept him away. It may interest
you to know I've just closed the deal with

Herbert Marshall was besieged
by autograph seekers when he
attended a preview with his recent bride, the former Lee Russell.

Shefirm."
turned away as if dismissing both
his them
of
with her words and her head, or
rather Tim's head, was tilted coyly as she
smiled at Pingboom. "Thank you again
and an revoir, Allen."
Pingboom fluttered to the door. "Toodleoo, Timmsy," he said coyly, then he
flashed a withering glance at Manning and
Clare and was gone.
Sally felt good. It was her first day in
Tim's shoes and she'd landed a new account for the firm. Of course there were
annoyances such as the time she was
thrown out of the rest room when she forgot for a moment and went to put on some
lipstick and of course there was the pert
little model who slapped her just because
SCREENLAND
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"Sounds like a
said the pet shop
Pekingese to me,"
clerk, when Tim
and Gale told him
they were looking
for an itsy-bitsy
dog with
wuzzy
hair fuzzy
and -a
flat, funny nose.

she was trying to feel the material in her
bathing suit. But it hadn't been a bad day
at all. And wouldn't Tim be amazed when
he found out about the new account. She
glanced at Tim's watch and saw it was
just about time for Irene and Marion to be
coming to the apartment for lunch and
she smiled maliciously as she wondered
how Tim would make out.
Tim wasn't making out badly at all.
At the moment he was perched on top of
the flagpole swaying from their sixteenth
floor terrace fixing the aerial he'd been
hankering to get at for weeks. Of course
Sally's
skirthiswasknees
a nuisance
but he gripped
it
between
as the servants
stared
at him in consternation.
"But, maid
Madame,
you will be keel!" Sally's
French
shrieked.
"Nonsense," Tim's voice boomed as he
pushed back Sally's hair that was getting
in his eyes, or to be accurate, in Sally's
eyes. "Not one of the Flying Willows !
Twenty years under the big top and never
hit the net." He glanced down gaily and
waved as he saw Marion and Irene staring
breathlessly at him from the doorway.
"Sally Willows!" Marion thought she
was shouting but only a scared squeak came
from her lips.
"Hy'a, girls," Tim waved a hammer
jauntily.
"Be toright
He leaped
the with
groundyou!"
with the flying
ease of an acrobat and slapping them on
the shoulders led the way to the dining
room. The girls did themselves well, he
thought, looking at the lunch table, but
Irene gasped as he helped himself to a
heaping plate of chicken and avidly applied himself to a huge drum stick.
"Sally
Willows, think of your figure !"
she cautioned.
Tim helped himself to a generous portion of potatoes. "These aren't going to
hurt my figure !" he grinned.
Irene shook her head, then she smiled.
"I wish you girls could see the simply
divine nightgowns I got at Hattie's," she
gloated. "If Joel knew what they cost he'd
scream his head off."
"Doesn't he pay for them?" Tim asked.
"He pays for part of them," Irene giggled. "Hattie sends him a phony bill and
I pay the rest out of my household account."
"Where I come from, that's petty lar-

ceny," Marion could be exasperatingly
superior. "When this little girl goes to
town she does it in a big way. See these?"
she asked, lifting up her skirt and showing her scanties. "They cost me two dollars at Ginsfogel's
basement."
"With
that lace?"
Irene snickered.
"Don't make me laugh."
"That, my sweet, is my system," Marion
said, "Phil likes lace, so I sew it on myself
and Phil pays for them at twenty dollars
per. That makes an eighteen dollar profit
per scanty and you'd be surprised how
many I can buy."
Tim looked his disgust. 'Why don't you
pick his pockets ?" he asked. "It'd be easier."
"Listen to who's talking!" Marion almost
had hysterics and Tim felt himself getting
hot under the place where his collar would
be if Sally wore collars. What had that
little minx he'd married been putting over
"They're all the same," Irene sighed.
"Look
at Joel. If I were to just up and
on him?"
ask him for a hundred dollars he'd bellow
like a bull. But if I say 'Pettykins, your
little Mumsy-Wumsy hasn't got a pennywenny' he forks over and loves it. The big
"Listen," Marion said, "Joel may not be
blubber!"
very bright, but don't think that rum-dum
husband of mine is any dream prince."
"It looks as if Tim is the only bargain
in the firm," Tim said, trying to giggle
the way Sally always did when she was
pleased about something.
'Who, the boy athlete?" Irene howled
at that one. "Timothy, the terrible !" And
striking an athletic pose she took a deep
breath and went into a knee-bend. "One,
two,
one,what
two, they
three!"
she mocked.
So three;
that was
thought
of him!
It was more than any he-man could stand
eventheif minute.
he didn't happen to be a he-man
at
"Listen, I've had enough of this !" Tim
bellowed. "You're not putting anything over
on Joel. And if you think he sounds silly
talking baby talk how do you think you.
look when you stick your cold feet up
against his back? And as for you," he
turned
Marion,Phil"you
have any
to
complainto. about
not wouldn't
giving you
attention if you'd stop going to bed with
your chin strap and cold cream."
He'd gone too far. He knew that when

they waltzed out of the room without giving
him a chance to try to square himself and
he was lifting the phone to call Sally when
the doctor was announced. The doctor's
visit didn't take long. Only long enough
to send the world into a tail spin. Sally
was going to have a baby. And he was
Sally ! He'd never be able to live this
down
Tim rushed into the hall when he heard
Sally come in and threw his arms about
her. And Sally wept in his.
"Oh Tim, I'm so sorry. I've made a terrible mess of things at the office!" she
wailed and she told him how she'd put her
foot right through the Marlowe account.
But how could she know the thing had
been planned when that gooey little southern girl and the pert little model had announced they were her sisters? Sally had
told the truth and Marlowe had left in a
rage taking his account with him.
But even losing the Marlowe account
wasn't as bad as the fix he was in.
"I'm afraid things are even worse here,"
Tim said miserably. "Why didn't you tell
me "Oh,
aboutTim,
the baby?"
I meant to," Sally wailed.
"And then we had that stupid argument
and Mr. Ram did this and — " she stopped
in horror as she looked at Tim— "Oh,
Tim ! Tim ! It isn't me. It's you. You're the
one that's going to have it."
"I know," Tim said grimly. "And it's
desperate. I can't go on like this."
"Oh, Tim, it's all our fault," Sally started
to cry. "If we hadn't fought and bickered
all the time it wouldn't be like this.'"
"Now, how, darling, don't cry," Tim said
soothingly. "Let's see what we can do about
it. If we both promise to behave, maybe — "
He grabbed her hand and a moment later
they were standing in front of the Ram.
"Look, Mr. Ram," Sally said pleadingly,
"can we speak to you just a minute?"
The light started to quiver around the
statue and the Ram nodded pleasantly. "I
don't see why not," he said. "What's on,
your minds? I suppose you two want me
to "Oh,
change
you you,
backplease?"
again?"Sally said tearwould
fully. "We'll be grateful as long as we
"All right, then," Mr. Ram agreed. "But
don't forget. This time it's for keeps."
The light quivered again and went out
and suddenly they were laughing and talking at once. Sally was Sally, and Tim was
Tim, and everything was all right again.
They had to do something to celebrate
and live."
so they called up the Mannings and the
Clares and asked them over for cocktails.
Then Sally had a brain storm and called
up Marlowe. He was still furious but when
she told him about the baby he relented and
promised to come too. It was fun with all
of them friends again after the first cocktail and Marlowe announcing he was going
baby.
to double his account after all and everybody making a fuss over Sally about the
She and Tim were so happy they just
had to go back and thank the Ram all over
"You've made us the happiest people on
again.
earth," Sally whispered.
The light flickered again and a look of
embarrassment closed over the Ram's face.
"It's nice of you to say that," he said.
"But look, I've made a terrible mistake.
I forgot something." He looked at Tim and
beckoned to him. "Come here, listen."
Tim and
put a his
close to
Ram's
mouth
lookear
of horror
cametheover
his
face. "You mean you forgot to — " he faltered. "You mean that I?"
He made a dash for the bar and reached
for a glass and drained it in a single gulp.
But it didn't help any. He could still hear
Sally laughing as she came into the room.
"I just found out," she announced gaily.
"Tim is going to become a mother !"
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She was one of those stunning, Aquarius
types . . . tall, regal, red-haired . . . about
thirty; of obvious means, and with a hand
that showed personality, health, brilliance of
mind, daring and romance. Fortune's child
if ever I saiv one.
Yet here she was confessing unashamedly
that she'd had little luck with men and almost
tearfully demanding to know why. Should I
tell her . . . dare I tell her . . . that the answer
lay not in her hand — but in something else*
that most people do not even mention, let
alone discuss.

why

have
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One of the most damning faults in a woman
is halitosis (bad breath)*. Yet every woman
may offend this way some time or other
—without realizing it. That's the insidious
thing about halitosis.
How foolish to take unnecessary risks of
offending others when Listerine Antiseptic
is such a delightful precaution against this
humiliating condition. You simply rinse
your mouth with it night and morning, and
between times before engagements at
which you wish to appear at your best.
Some cases of halitosis are caused by

systemic conditions. But usually — and
fortunately — say some authorities, most
bad breath is due to fermentation of
tiny food particles on teeth and gums.
Makes Breath Sweeter
Listerine Antiseptic quickly halts such
fermentation, then quickly overcomes
the odors it causes. The breath becomes
sweeter, purer, more agreeable, and less
likely to offend others.
In the matter of charm, your breath
may often be more important than your
clothes, your hair, your skin, your figure.
Take precautions to keep it on the
agreeable side with the antiseptic and
deodorant which is as effective as it
is delightful.
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
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BREATHLESS expectations . . . dreams
of a wonderful evening . . . turned
to dust! Why should it happen to a
pretty girl like Jean? She bathed so
carefully, chose her loveliest dress, started
out so gaily. But she did forget Mum—
she thought her bath would be enough!
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MUM SAVES TIME! Takes only half a
minute! Just a pat under this arm, under
that . . . and you're through!
MUM SAVES CLOTHES! Mum has the
American Institute of Laundering Seal
as being harmless to fabrics. And even
after underarm shaving Mum actually
soothes your skin.

And now she's sitting out the dances.
She's missed her chance for popularity—
and she doesn't know why.
It's a mistake to believe that the bath
which leaves you so fresh and sweet will
secure your charm for the evening. Even
the most perfect bath removes only perspiration that is past! Underarm odor
can come after a bath, unless you prevent
it. Why not make sure you never risk
this danger? Make future odor impossible—-follow your bath with Mum!

FOR SANITARY NAP KINS -More women
use Mum for sanitary napkins than any other
deodorant. Mum is gentle, safe, dependable!
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SAVES CHARM! Without attempting to stop perspiration, Mum prevents
underarm odor. With Mum, after-bath
freshness lasts all evening. Women everywhere use Mum . . . yes, and men, too. Get
Mum at your druggist's today. Be always
welcome— make a habit of Mum!
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THEY say that the real reason Elsa Max■ well is not going to play Tugboat Annie
is
the flood
protesting
Warners'
choice
of her offorletters
the role.
... It could
only
happen in Hollywood : Mrs. Humphrey
Bogart and Mrs. Johnny W eissmuller picking up their knitting between courses at a
smart dining spot. Mayo Methot was knitting socks for Humphrey, and Mrs. Weissmuller was working on a very tiny baby
outfit. . . . The whole Warner commissary
waits each noon for Buddy Westmore to
come in to "check" on Rosemary Lane's
make-up when she is lunching with someone else.
HEDY LAMARR'S teaming with Clark
Gable in "Boom Town" is like a dream
come true for her, because as a girl of
sixteen she used to live only to be an
actress and to play opposite Gable, who
was her favorite. She still has many of
the scrap-books with page after page filled
with pictures of Clark that she cut from
magazines and papers when she was a
schoolgirl in Vienna. She managed even to
get adreams
real photograph
him.notHedy's
young
girl
came true,ofbut
quite as
she
would have them if she were still that romantic young girl and not Mrs. Gene
Markey. In "Boom Town" she plays a
slinky adventuress and does win Clark
from his wife, Claudette Colbert, only to
lose him again ; but there is not one love
scene for Hedy in the whole story. Never
once is she in Gable's arms on the screen
as she was in her schoolgirl dreams. Claudette, as Clark's wife, is the only one in the
picture to share his love scenes.

hen Wcissman
Above, Marlene Dietrich signing an
autograph album for a smiling fan at
a recent preview while her escort,
Erich Remarque, patiently stands by.

hen Wcissman
SOMEHOW the friendships between men
in Hollywood stand a better chance of
lasting than real friendship between women. The case of one of Hollywood's deep,
unknown friendships of years' standing
proves it once more. Years ago, in a certain
show on Broadway, there were two young
men who were good friends. One was a
star of the show, the other was a tall, goodlooking fellow who played in the orchestra.
By a peculiar twist of fate it was the
musician who was noticed and wanted by
Hollywood. The star did all he could to
help his friend. He loaned him clothes and
money and aided him in his screen test. It
wasn't until years later that the star got
his chance in Hollywood and clicked. Today their friendship is as deep and genuine
as it ever was. They are under contract to
the
studio.
bothhave
experienced
a lotsame
of ups
and They've
downs and
travelled
a long way since those days on Broadway.
You've
guessed
by now and
that Bob
I'm
talking probably
about Fred
MacMurray
Hope.
ANY director who has ever worked with
■ Vivien Leigh will agree that she is by
no means easy to work with, but thev all
swear by her. She never hesitates to tell off
anyone on how she means to interpret a
role. If she is criticized she argues that
her portrayal was the way she felt the part
and, therefore, natural and right — for her.
She never resorts to tricks to steal scenes
but will fight for advantages she rightly
thinks are hers. Everything, with her, is
on the level, and above board. Her crew
on "Waterloo Bridge" reversed precedent
and gave her a party instead of vice irrsa.
ThatHollywood.
gesture opened
of people's
eyes
in
Viviena lot
Leigh
is genuinely
liked by everyone she works with. She is,
in every sense of the word, a clever girl. At
the San Francisco opening of "Romeo And
Juliet," a stranger was talking to her about
Laurence Olivier's performance in the
play. "I always thought of Mr. Olivier as a
much larger man. On the stage he appeared

You'd never guess that the
tween Dorothy Lamour and
ton, "Typhoon" stars, had
this picture, but it's the

romance beRobert Prescooled from
latest rumor.

shorter than I had pictured him." Quick
as agreatest
flash Vivien
back, were
"Somesmall
of
the
lovers snapped
in the world
men. Height really doesn't have a thing to
do with
it." The
"so there"
look
silenced
the accompanying
stranger completely.
(Please turn to page 8)

Len Wcissman
Know her? She's Marguerite Churchill,
your old favorite who retired when
she married George O'Brien, above.
George goes right on making Westerns.

A Paramount Picture with,
TULLIO

CARMINATI

• MURIEL

ANGELUS

LYNNE OVERMAN
• BILLY GILBERT
DIRECTED BY EDWARD H. GRIFFITH
Screen Play by Delmer Daves • Based on a Story by Paul Hervey Fox
SCREENLAND

LYNNE OVERMAN

as the canny Scot

who doesn't give a "hoot" about women!

WHY

is Joan Crawford being so secretive about the baby she has living in
her home? Why did she deny a child was
living
thereby attooallmany
untilpeople
the baby's
crying
was heard
to be dubbed

"imagination"
any longer?
Whyadopted
doesn'ta
Joan
want to announce
she has
baby ? Despite her forced announcement
that the child belongs to a friend and was
only there temporarily, weeks stretch on
and on and, still, I've found, the valet service which administers to tots that age continues to call at Joan's house daily. They
have been given no inkling that their services will soon be terminated. No one seems
to have met the visiting mother. Infants
that
usually
house
all onif
their age
own.aren't
Insiders
insist
that guests
the baby,
not already, will soon be adopted by Joan.
HERE'S sible
a mutual
storyadmiration
of a seemingly
society.imposIt is
certainly the most unpublicized friendship
in all of Hollywood. These two men never
met until they were established screen
stars. They admired each other's work for
years and finally were introduced by a
mutual friend. Their respective screen
careers are poles apart. One has a particu-

larly punchy dramatic sense. The other is
the screen's foremost dancer. You've probably guessed by now that it's Jimmy Cagand Fred
Astaire
I'm talking
about.
They neywant
to make
a picture
together,
but
each
insiststhey
thatwant
the to
other's
particular
forte one
is what
portray
on the
screen. Cagney wants to be able to dance
with Astaire, but, also, as well as he does ;
and Astaire wants to swap dramatic punches
in the inimitable Cagney style. There isn't
a producer willing to take a chance on these
two in the kind of roles they'd like to play.
HENRY FONDA does nothing by
halves. He studied painting so diligently for a number of years that just recently he was able to do the murals that
decorate the walls of his daughter's room,
and
by athebigger
way, job,
they're
bad. Then
he
tackled
and not
actually
did very
satisfactory portraits of his children. But
Hank still didn't know enough about painting. He kept on studying. All through the
making of his last picture he hurried home
from the set twice a week to take a lesson
in cleaning and restoring antique canvases.
The Fondas have gathered a number of old
pictures that need a restorer's attention

badly. On their last vacation they bought
nothing but old canvases that might prove
valuable. When Hank has mastered his
training course, no one will restore the
works of art but himself.
DOSEMARY
LANE'S of
ambition
has made'
l\
everyone conscious
how hard
that
girl works to try to make herself acceptable and fit for good movie roles. Her only
interest in life is to make herself a success.
When Priscilla, whose attitude is so very
different from her sister's, refused to be
bothered with traveling around the state
on a Warner Brother's publicity junket,
Rosemary was only too glad to accept. She
charmed everyone she met, and made a most
favorable impression, as always. Rosemary
studies acting technique religiously. She
diets, she exercises, she studies voice. She
works twice as hard as Priscilla and still
hasn't
beenItable
to prove
she's worth
ashereal
break.
makes
you wonder
just
which is the right attitude to take toward
Hollywood success. It makes you wonder if
there's such a thing as trying too hard. If
Rosemary's big chance in "The Boys from
Syracuse"
her over, she'll be rewarded
for
all her puts
sincerity.

CLARK GABLE has more men friends
in Hollywood than other actors because he hasn't forgotten all about the
leaner days now that he has his success.
He's never forgotten anyone who helped
him then. A dozen or more years ago he
made the daily rounds of every casting office in town. He became particularly friendly with the casting director at the old
Universal Studios. After Clark's query of
"Got anything today?" they always exsucClark's with
words.
friendly
changed afewtook
of contact
him out
cess finally
his friend, but he never forgot him. Just
recently, that same man happened to be
present on the bustling set of an important
Gable picture. He realized how far Gable
had gone since the old days, and he wondered if Clark would recognize him. Before
he knew it, someone tapped him on the
shoulder and jokingly asked in the same
anxious voice of those lean extra days,
"Got anything today?" He didn't forget!
OLDTIMERS who still happen to be
on the Hollywood scene are taking a
merciless ribbing at most of our gay night
spots these days. All the popular clubs now
have movies, shown on small portable

screens,ment. The
as more
part old-fashioned
of the evening's
and entertainthe more
hammy the acting in these old melodramas,
the greater hit they make. If the stars of
those old days happen to be present they
are good-naturedly panned to a fare-theewell Somehow, after a whole day of movie
making, pictures can still entertain picture
people. No spot in the world is as conscious
of the entertainment value of movies as
Hollywood.
In truth, for
it's all
onlythegood
to
set the example
restbusiness
of the
country. At Ciro's you get the hottest sports
flashes by way of the screen. At other clubs,
especially good short subjects are shown to
great appreciation. The Derby gives you
some idea of what television entertainment will be like by having the first television screen installed. Patrons get every
television broadcast in the vicinity free with
their lunch or dinner.
THE BEST sight of the month: To see
l Ray Milland arranging with a taxi driver
to take him for a ride with his new son.
Ray called for his heir at the hospital and
took him home himself. Now he hires a
taxi so he can personally hold him in his
arms when they go out to take the air.

CPRING BYINGTON has invented a
J, new wrinkle for more safety in night
driving. It is a gauntlet for the left arm
made of alternate stripes of brilliant gold
and red sequins. The driver behind you
can't miss your arm signal.
IN THE wee small hours of the night, not
' long ago, the telephone of a very well
known Hollywood columnist jangled insistently and when the phone was answered
a strange woman's voice cackled that she
had astounding news. She said she had just
seen Bette Davis boarding a plane with a
handsome man. She insisted they were
bound for some quick marriage spot and
wondered what her scoop would be worth
to the columnist. After a lot of arguing the
two were about to get together on a price
when the woman calling changed her voice,
broke into a hilarious laugh. It turned out
to be Bette Davis herself. "There is about
as much truth in the story I just told you
as there was in what you printed about
me the other day. I'll teach you to say things
about Davis that aren't true!" It was
Bette's good-natured idea of a reprimand
and practical joke. The columnist solemnly
promised never to malign her again.
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IN ALL ITS GLORY, with the full
fire of its deep-stirring story,
All

this,

AND

this beloved

to the summit

of screen

achievement!

And

its stars come

to you so

immeasurably

Heaven

best-seller sweeps

never have

magnificent,

or brought you a drama

that

touches so close to your heart.
You

will, of course, see it!
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From the World-Applauded

Novel By

Especially distinguished in the supporting cast
of this new WARNER BROS. Success, are
JEFFREY

LYNN

BARBARA
O'NEIL
Virginia Weidler • Henry Daniell
Walter Hampden • George Coulouris
AN ANATOLE LITVAK
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Attention,
brides! Read
how Jane
W y m a n ,
i Mrs. Ronald
Reagan), entertains
in her new home

DON'T

WAIT

ANOTHER
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MONTH
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Accepted for advertising by the
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Medical Association.

TAMPAX INCORPORATED
su-7o-d
New Brunswick, N. J.
Please send me in plain wrapper the new trial package
of Tampax. I enclose 10(t (stamps or silver) to cover cost
of mailing. Size is checked below.
( ) REGULAR ( ) SUPER
( ) JUNIOR
NameAddress-State-

City
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I'M USING some of my wedding present
silver," Jane Wyman pointed out, as she
poured tea from a graceful silver pot.
A silver cream jug and sugar bowl were
set on a silver tray. "I adore silver, especially old pieces. We have a lovely compote
on the buffet in the dining room that delights me — are you an antique snooper, like
me? I love to track down really good old
pieces — I found my crystal candelabra in
Philadelphia, where you get wonderful bargains. The antique shops out here are too
expensive for the bred-in-the-bone antique
hunter ; half the fun is in getting a prize
for the well-known song."
Jane — who is Mrs. Ronnie Reagan in
private life — had just come in from a day's
golfing, and still glowed with sun and exercise. The yellow of her turban and summer sweater was no brighter than the sunshine in her "apartment with a view." Her
home is brand new, as a bride's should be,
set high on a Hollywood hillside overlooking the beginning of Beverly Hills, its light
SCREENLAND

walls reflecting the brightness of the day.
"I think colors are so important," observed my hostess. "One of the first things
we bought were the yellow love seats because yellow makes you happy. We can put
them together if we like, but we seldom do
— Ronnie has the one by his pipe rack and
I haveseats
the are
one setby before
my knitting
bag."
The
love
the white
mantel,
where the fireplace contains a low bookcase now that summer's here, within easy
reach of two pairs of readers' hands.
"Tea
so refreshing!
couldn't
without it. I ismust
have a cup I after
my doevening
meal — not with it, but after it, or I don't
feel right. Then if I get just one sip, I'm
fine. Ronnie isn't a tea hound, but he likes
it iced, with cherries in it, or one mint
straw. These little biscuits are a specialty
of the house. My cook has the lightest hand
with dough ! She takes one cup of flour,
two tablespoons of Royal baking powder,
one heaping tablespoon of butter or Crisco,
and she works it with a fork, never touches

it with
it out,
with a
round

her fingers until she's ready to roll
then she rolls it lightly, and cuts it
thimble, puts a dab of butter on each
and bakes them. They come out

Jane doesn't cook, because she never has
time,
she used to be the kind of cook —
buttered.''
ready but
in high school days — who never knows
exact measurements, but tastes as she goes.
An intuitive cook.
"We had an old southern mammy at our
house for years while I was little," she explained, "and she could turn out the most
luscious dishes with a handful of this, a
po'tion of that, a pinch of the other. She
always cooked things with onion, if she
could; fiend
I suppose
that's
suchtimes
an
onion
— I could
eat why
them I'm
three
a day, if I let myself go, and then my poor
husband would come home and not be able
to draw a free breath. Our old mammy
used to cut up her chicken and prepare it
for baking as usual, then put it in a Dutch
oven, the white meat first — in a little water,
of course — the rest piled up into a pyramid,
and
thentheshe'd
slicesdish
of and
onionbake.
all
around
sides put
of the
When it was done, it was ready to fall
apart and the onion flavor was all through

Modern "Young Marrieds" are Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Reagan — she's Jane Wyman
of the films; and you see her, above, softly playing a love song to her
handsome husband's picture. Facing page, she pours tea from her gift silver.

What

it,The
though
didn't of
serve
onions."
real she
specialty
the the
Reagan
menage
is stuffed pork chops. No matter what the
weather, their guests clamor for that dish,
which Jane serves with fried pineapple.
"But a hostess must draw the line in really
hot weather," laughed Jane, "so tonight we
are having roast of lamb instead. Did you
ever try serving your roast lamb with
pears? We take canned pear halves and
pin them to the roast with toothpicks and
stick them full of cloves, and are they good?
W e often do the same thing with slices of
canned pineapple
on ham."
{Please turn
to page 80)

every

motorist

should

know

When you drive, take along some Beech-Nut Gum. It's
always refreshing and restful, especially when you get
tired or tense. Your choice of 7 delicious kinds:
Peppermint, Spearmint, Oralgum
and 4 flavors of BEECHIES (Candy Coaled)
Peppermint, Spearmint, Pepsin, Cinnamon
Beech-Nut Gum is made in Flavor-town (Canajoharie,
N. Y.), famous for Beech-Nut quality and flavor.

Beech-Nut

Gum

GOING TO THE N. Y. WORLD'S FAIR?
Visit the Beech-Nut Building. If you drive, stop at Canajoharie, inthe Mohawk Valley of New York, and see how
Beech-Nut products are made.
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the older sister.
excellent performance as

SCREENLAND

ANN SHERIDAN starring in the new
Warner Bros, picture "TORRID
ZONE"
. .. with make-up by Perc
Westmore.

One Million B. C. —
Hal Roach-United Artists
A prehistoric melodrama about
people living in the year 1,000,000
B. C. A simple tale of the romance
of a son of a tribe of killers, Victor
Mature, and a daughter of a more
gentle race, Carole Landis. In all
but one or two scenes, pantomime
takes the place of dialogue. Magical
camera effects are achieved with dinosaurs' battles, earthquakes,
ing volcanoes. Mature, Landis,eruptLon
Chaney, Jr., and others of cast good.

Curtain Call — RKO-Radio
The antics and mugging of Alan
Mowbray, harassed stage director,
and Donald MacBride, whose brilliant ideas backfire, make this amusing. They try to hold their star,
Helen Vinson, by buying an amateur's (Barbara Read) play, hoping
she'll refuse to appear in it, making it impossible for her to go with
another producer. To their surprise,
she likes the play and insists on doing it. The picture has enough gag
lines to help it over its weak spots.

Down Went McGinty — Paramount
This riotous burlesque on corrupt
politics and dishonest public officials,
with its rowdy rallies, is the story
of the rise and fall of Dan McGinty, related by Dan (Brian Donlevy) himself from behind a bar in
Latin America where he fled after
his
downfall.
first
leading
role andIt'she Donlevy's
puts McGinty
over with a bang. Akim Tamiroff
gives an A-l performance as the
political boss ; Muriel Angelus
charming in role of Mrs. McGinty.

Covered Wagon Days — Republic
The Three Mesquiteers ride again
— and how they ride — in this fastmoving horse opera in which Mesquiteers Bob Livingstone, Raymond
Hatton, and Duncan Renaldo capture the criminals guilty of smuggling silver across the border. They
help rescue an innocent man from
being lynched by putting the finger
on the real killer, one of the smugglers who murdered to gain possessioncapeof afrommine.
The mine
Mesquiteers'
esa blasted
is exciting.

WESTMORE

''UNDER

SAYS:

THE

FOR

A

SUN"

WESTMORE
FOUNDATION

CREAM

• \ 1. Helps protect your skin from
L
sun and wind
* j 2. Lasts through work and play

y 3. Stays on through a swim
With Westmore Powder to match . . .
for that enviable, velvety-smooth look!

Gaucho Serenade — Republic
Another fine Western with singing cowboy Gene Autry. Gene, with
the help of Smiley Burnette, June
Storey and Mary Lee, ride and sing
and do their usual good deed by
aiding the innocent victim of a false
embezzlement charge and balking
the plans of the real culprits from
kidnapping his young son. The tuneful number, Gaucho Serenade, is
rendered by Gene, and the inimitable Smiley gives you The Wooing of Kitty MacFuty, a comic song.

Cowboy from Sundown — Monogram
This Western may click with
Tex Ritter fans, but it's doubtful
if it will appeal to any other audience. True, it has plenty of action
— fighting and hard-riding, but it
just doesn't measure up to the average Westerns
Tex'sas past
performances.orTex isto cast
a sheriff
who has trouble with the ranchers
when he tries to quarantine their
cattle to keep an epidemic of hoof
and mouth disease from spreading.
Roscoe Ates is amusing as Gloomy.
SCREENLAND

Under this summer's sun look your loveliest with the make-up we created for
f-.ollywood stars. Be protected, too, against
sun and wind. In four glowing tones at
your drug or department store, with other
Westmore cosmetics to complete an alluring make-up.
variety
stores. 500 each. Smaller sizes at
SEND FOR "Westmore's
Make-up Guide"— gives you
the make-up pattern for your
■particular face type— just as
it's used for the star of your
type! Send 25 to House of
Westmore, Inc., 730 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. C. (Dept. F-7.)
p^WESTMOR^J
HOLLYWOOD

A deep
Miss

obeisance

Anna

to a most

Neagle,

looks,

and

gaiety

movie,

"Irene,"

a

whose
make
joy to

lovely lady,
grace,
the
eye

good

musical
and

ear

SO THIS is the actress who played Queen Victoria
and Nurse Cctvell — this lilting, laughing, lithe creature whose charms turn "Irene" from a routine
musical into a sparkling show ! Yes, this is Anna Neagle,
who revives the good old theatrical phrase, "An actress
of versatility," and sets a pace for other stars to follow.
14

— Herbert
Ray Milland, Anna
Neagle in "Irene."

RKO-Radio
Wilcox
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Safe • No Caustic • No Poison • No Burning
Everywhere fastidious women are adopting this
new, amazingly safe way in feminine hygiene!
Not only to kill germs on contact, but to enjoy
continuous protection hours longer — without
injury to delicate tissue.
Called Zonitors — these dainty, snow white,
greaseless suppositories spread a deep reaching
protective coating. To kill germs, bacteria at
contact. To cleanse thoroughly. To deodorize
— not by masking — but by destroying odor.
Zonitors are most powerful continuous-action
suppositories . . . gentle, safe for delicate tissue.
Non-caustic,
poison.
Don't burn or
irritate.
Help contain
promote nogentle
healing.
Greaseless, Zonitors are completely removable with water. Nothing to mix, no apparatus
needed. Come 12 in package individually sealed
in glass bottles. Get Zonitors today at druggists. Follow this amazingly safe way in feminine hygiene women are raving about.
mm mm revealing booklet, sent in
EmW
plain envelope,
write
■
Zonitors,
1709 Chrysler
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ACROSS
I. He co-stars in "Too Many
' '
5. Co-sHucasbr anofdsus"Strange orCargo"s
. He's famo for horr role
10
14. Greasy
15. Ingenue in "French Without
16. Dry ars"
17. To Teshed
blood
19. Seamstress do this
20. Scrap or tatter
21. "Saps
- - -," a Laurel and
Hardyat comedy
22. Blackface radio comedian
24. Liquid measure (abbrev.)
25. Donkey
26. Title
28. He's featured in "Our Town
31. Star of "Seventeen"
33. He dances in "Broadway
Melody of 1940"
36. Injured
37. An amorous look
40. Untrimmed at margins (said of
books' pages)
41. "- Ann
- AllSheridan
Came True," with
42. Olivia de Havilland's role in
"Gone Withstate
the (abbrev.)
Wind"
44. Mid-western
45. Weird
48. Formerly (poetic)
49. Black
51. He's
married to Florence
Eldridge
53. This star is Mrs. Harry Joe
Brown
55. Gives birth to (Biblical)
57.
gangster's
58. AFemale
sheep girl (slang)
60. Prefix
61. List of players in a movie
63. Limb
66. "AMarx
Day Brothers
at the
film ," a

46. Film success with Laurence
68. One of Lillian
Russell's
bands in the film
about husher 47. A Olivier
and Joan Fontaine
small fish
69. Conscious of
49. Wing of a house
71. Heroine in "Nick Carter in
50. He's featured in "His Girl
Her new one is "All This, and 52. Plural ending
Panama"
Greek letter
74.
7 7 To Heaven
give forth
Too"
What
every extra hopes to
54. He's featured in "Virginia
75. become
Makes mistakes
76. To come into
56.
62.
58. To linger
iday'in' expectation
77. What you see a movie with
PokerFrstake
59. Tiny
One
of
the Great Lakes
DOWN
64.
65. Obtains
1.
67. Ever (poetic )
Irritate (slang)
2_ Watch-pockets
68. Small room
70. Exist
She dances in "Broadway
3.
4. Some stars
of hesitation
this "on their hair 72. Syllable City"
1940
ofearth
Melody ofuse
73.
Goddess
Too
6.5.
Answer to
To consecrate
Dr. Kildare
Last Month's Puzzle
Printer's measure
Exclamation of annoyhhshb
rana hhhq
ance
HHQHHH
QBE
HHHE
Irregular,
eccentric
Falsehoods
HS0HH
hebeeh
ma
ATotals
lady
DSHD
ana
main
HE □□BHHH
QQD
A piece of sculpture
Star of " 'Til We Meet
□H
QHEHGSa
C3BQDB
d
BHHH
HHH
EHHHEIE]
LIinkfeelcyte matter
Mountain lakes
„
BEIIHH EHH
BHDDH
HfflHEElH
HEHB
Sped
□HEBE
DHBCIHB
EH
"
Main A;gaprincipal
n
i
External
EBB
HDESBBfl
Unfounded report
hbgd ran ghhh nana
Short jackets
HE HBEEIim EQQDH
To select by vote
Part of the head
ushe
nan
hehuhee
Unites
HEED
HHH
DQHBH
Derails
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300
GIRLS
To try NIX, the amazing NEW Deodorant Cream,
FREE if not delighted. NIX stops perspiration;
ends all underarm odor. NIX is GUARANTEED
to protect your clothes from underarm stains
and strong, stale odors. A jar of NIX lasts
weeks. Used by thousands. Get NIX today at 10c
stores. Large Jar NIX 10c. Extra large jar 25c.
m* _ Ask for sample new NIX Bleach Cream at
skin lig;htener.
Large isjar the
only X'"
10c.
f nbt ■ amazins'
stores. NIX
Bleach Cream
. . AND I USED TO BE SUCH
A SAUSAGE IN THIS DRESS
Look
the
I've

at
Fat

Lost!

Now you may slim down
your face and figure without
starvation exercises.
dieting orJustbackbreaking
eat
sensibly and take Marmola
under the conditions and according to directions on the
package.
Marmola Tablets have been
sold to the public for more
than thirty years. More than
twenty million boxes have been distributed during
that period.
Marmola is not a cure-all. Marmola is 15
only for
adult fat persons whose fatness is caused
by a
thyroid deficiency (hypothyroidism) but who are
otherwise normal and healthy. We do not make
any diagnosis as that is the function of your physician, who must be consulted for that purpose. Why
not try to lose those ugly, uncomfortable pounds
the Marmola way? Get a box of Marmola today
from your druggist.

PRODUCTION

DON

ALICE
FAYE

HENRY

AMECHE

Edward
ARNOLD

OF

Warren

• WILLIAM

FONDA
Leo

• CARRILLO

Helen Westley • Dorothy Peterson
Ernest Truex • Nigel Bruce • Claude
Allister • Lynn Ban • Weber & Fields
Eddie

Foy, Jr.
• Una O'Connor
Joseph Cawthorn
Directed by Irving Cummings
Associate Producer Gene Markey
Screen Play by William Anthony McGuire
A 20th Century-Fox Picture

The

woman

whose

beauty and glamor had
the world at her feet!
Diamond
showered
|

Jim

Brady

her with jewels !

Bankers, industrialists,
the smart and the famous
lost their hearts
Out

of the

to her!

fascinating

story of her life and

her

loves, Darryl F. Zanuck
has created one of the really great motion

pictures!

Sonqs!
. Ball7 is Over",
"After
Old . . the
"Rosie, You Are My Posie",
"The Band Played On"
("Strawberry Blond"),
New"My
. . . Evening Star".

"Adored One", "Blue Love
Bird'.
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Hope, comic,
top radio
screen
takesandit
on that chin of his in
this Open Letter. Do
you
has aagree
publicthat
dutyBobto
perform?take
Thatmore
he
should
pains and give more
laughs? Watch for
his new picture, "The
GhostandBreakers."
he
Crosby, Then
not
to mention Dorothy
Lamour, will make a
sequel to their popular "Road to Singapore"— another tropical tuneshow called
"South
of Samoa."

T*\EAR MR. HOPE:
*
While there's life there's, etc. That means you!
At the moment you seem to be the White Hope —
oops, sorry! — among screen and radio comedians. Certainly you're making more people laugh more loudly
more often than any other actor in years. I am one
of those people, could you hear me? Trouble
so much guffawing going on we can't hear
The minute you step before a microphone
your mouth and jut that chin of yours,

is, there's
the jokes.
and open
we start

howling, we simply expire from mirth, we're rolling
up and down radio studio aisles. Is that bad? Yes, I
think so.
For this reason, Mr. Hope — and how I wish I could
put that quaver in my voice that Judy Garland has
in hers when she coos, "Mr. Hope"! — that you could
be so very, very much funnier than you are. You
could become, I think, a really great comedian. You
bring to screen and air waves a quality no other
funny man has ever brought — a combination of personable appeal and sly sophistication. Fred Allen is
funny; Jack Benny likewise — but they're not as pretty
as you are. And you're more clever than Crosby,

cuter than Kyser. There

would

be no limit to the

heights you could scale and sit on permanently IF
you just would take a little more pains with your
material. You're slovenly, Hope, and I don't mean
your clothes. You have a bad habit of pretending
you have been too busy to read your radio script
until the second you go on the air; then you profess
yourself amazed, appalled, and revolted by the old
gags about the weather and Bing's horses. Can it be
you really don't bother reading your scripts? Anyway, it's an old line, and I wish you'd either read
the scripts and blue-pencil 'em, or write the gags
yourself. Or maybe you do? The point is, you have
let yourself in for a big responsibility by working
us into hysteria; we're hanging on your words and I
hope you won't let us down. Regards to Brenda and
Cobina, and oh yes, — Yehudi.

It may all be in the business interests of their new co-starring
picture, "Andy Hardy Meets Debutante" — but that's a sweet, soulful look Judy Garland is giving Mickey Rooney at Cocoanut Grove.

Rudy Vallee admires beautiful girls, especially brunettes, so
it's no surprise to see him gazing appreciatively at Priscilla
Lawson, the ex-Mrs. Alan Curtis, at dinner at the Ambassador.

Sonja Henie looks radiantly happy, above, as she greets Hedda Hopper
at the Hal Roach party. Reason: Sonja's best beau, Dan Topping,
millionaire playboy, whom it's rumored the little skater will wed.

Romance

runs

Cutest of all Hollywood couples: "Jimmii;lad, Jackie Cooper. They're "going steady," with no ou..
pleased about it than Jackie's very nice ma, Mrs. Mabel Big^

riot in screenland

this merry summer season — see
the cooing twosomes
here for
latest lowdown on who's whose,
at least as we skip to press!

All Hollywood Whirl photographs by
Len Weissman, exclusive to Screenland
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Their engagement officially announced, Eleanor Powell and Merrill Pye,
M-G-M art director, beam as they take a bow at movie preview. Left:
look at Deanna's new hair-do! Same boy friend, though — Vaughn Paul.

I

\ il

At gala preview of their picture, "Irene," in Hollywood,
producer Herbert Wilcox and his star, Anna Neagle, entertain the Ray Millands. Ray is leading man in film.
20

Tennis matches for the British war relief fund brought out
cinema celebrities both as performers and spectators. Charlie
Chaplin was on hand to watch Paulette Goddard play, and
Mrs. Lewis Milestone, wife of the director, joined their party.

Those proud new
parents, Mr. ana
Mrs. Ray Milland,
have their first eveouting born,
since
their sonning'swas
with Loretta Young
saying "So-o-o-o
big!" as
describes theshe
Milland
heir to Cesar Romero. Loretta, Ray's
co-star in "Doctor
Takes A Wife," is
baby's godmother.
They're
at
Cocoanut pictured
Grove taking in the ice show.

4

If it isn't tennis, it's polo — to bring out the famous filmites
such as Myrna Loy and her husband, producer Arthur
Hornblow, Jr. Here they are at the Midwick polo game.

Try to keep Bing Crosby away from any sports event! Here he is at
the ball game with grand character comedian Bill Frawley. Don't
miss Bing's sporty jacket — what will Robert Burns say about this
one? The next Crosby film, "Ghost Music," co-stars Mary Martin.

Rudy Vallee goes picture-shooting for stars with his own
movie camera and catches up with Mickey Rooney at the
charity tennis matches held at the Ambassador Hotel courts.
21

Dinner

with

22

Garbo's favorite
dinner partner, Dr.
Gayelord Hauser,
in informal and
formal poses, right.

So you think she never eats — anything but
raw carrots! So you believe she never laughs
— except for pictures! You're in for a pleasant shock when you read this ofMhe-record
account of a real evening with Greta Garbo

By

Elizabeth

Wilson

last person I ever expected to meet that Saturwas Greta Garbo. I couldn't have
Aprilsed.
night insurpri
been daymore
For years I have wanted to
meet her. But Garbo is the one Hollywood star who really
has a private life. She entertains, she receives, she interviews— no one. Innumerable legends have grown out of
the impenetrability of her private life. Her very name
evokes mystery. The odds were a million to one on my
THE

meeting Garbo. And I've never even won at bingo.
Now I have been up to my ears in celebrities for a
long time, and it has always been my proud boast that I
can take the great and glamorous in my stride. But not
Garbo. She wras the exception. I dropped so many dimes
in Wishing Wells, wishing to meet Garbo, that it's a
wonder I'm not a charity case. Why, I even used to lie
awake nights thinking up brilliant bits of dialogue I would
dazzle Miss Garbo with, following our introduction. Well,
when I finally did meet her I was just about as brilliant
as Mortimer Snerd.
"It will be a Southern dinner," my host said over the
phone. "Baked ham, candied yams, black-eyed peas — "
"Black-eyed peas," I gurgled in a gourmet's delight —
I might mention that I come from Scarlett O'Hara's
neighborhood — "Hone}- chile, I'll be there." Not a word
about Garbo. Later he explained that he didn't tell me
because
he more
wantedM/matural.
me to act natural. The lug. I couldn't
have acted
The dinner was served buffet, and I was just diving
into the black-eyed peas when the door opened and into
that beautiful candle-lighted dining room walked — Garbo.
As casually as if it were a little something she did every
evening. I took one look. And froze. Everything went
blank. And at my age too. They tell me that I did a
"double take" that was a scream. They tell me that I
opened my mouth and forgot to close it, which must have
given Miss Garbo the impression that she was dining
with an idiot. They tell me that I dropped my fork with
a loud clatter on my plate and sent shivers down the
spines of china-lovers. I only remember that I had to sit
down quickly because my knees were shaking. And that
of all the perfectly poised people I have seen in my life,
on two continents, Miss Greta Garbo was ' the most

delightfully at ease. I remember thinking, "She's supposed to be shy. Not me. She's supposed to have an inferiority complex. Not me. Something's wrong someHow long I was in my own private fog I don't know
but when I regained consciousness, or semi-consciousness, Ifound myself sitting across from Garbo and telling
where."
her, with great seriousness, about a recent front-page
murderer — who conked somebody on the bean with a
hammer.
"What is conk?" asked Garbo. "Is it like clink?"
"No," I explained. "When you conk a person on the
head with a hammer you la)id in the clink."
Miss Garbo, I may say, had the goodness to laugh at
my feeble effort at humor. Which is more than my halfwitted friends at the table did. I thought, in utter disgust
with myself, "For years I have longed for the opportunity
of talking with Garbo. There are millions of things I want
to ask her. And I sit here like a prize dope teaching her
slang. Remind me to slit my throat."
Garbo bit down on a red pepper. "Is food in the South
hot like this?" she asked, reaching hastily for a glass of
water. Someone suggested beer. "I understand it23now,"
she said with one of her wonderful laughs, "you make
the food hot so you will have an excuse for drinking much
I explained to her that the black-eyed peas were not
really cooked in the Southern manner despite our host's
boast that it was a real Southern dinner — I'm sure I
won't be invited back any (Please turn to page 92)
beer."

Love comes
to Andy — again!
Read his latest romantic adventures in sparkling
new

film starring

novelette

from

Mickey

Rooney, Judy Garland,
with Ann Rutherford,

Diana

Lewis,

Lewis

Stone,

and

others

in the cast

"Restrain yourself unfit fhe sixth dance — Glamor Boy!"
said Daphne Fowler (Diana Lewis), New York debutante of
the year, to Andy Hardy (Mickey Rooney). At left: in desperation Andy gave the adoring Betsy (Judy Garland) a
hint of what he was going through. "You see, it's me
against the city of New York," he said enigmatically.

ANDY HARDY was in love again. Of course he had
/-A been in love before, what man of seventeen
/
\ hadn't? But this was different. This was real.
This was what Tristan felt when he died for the fair
Isolde, what Romeo endured for Juliet, what Abelard
suffered for Heloise. Take all the emotion of all the great
lovers of history and it would remain but a small part of
the flutter in Andy's heart as he looked longingly at
Daphne Fowler's pictures.
They were all somewhat alike, those pictures he had
cut out of magazines and pasted in his botany book. In
whatever mood the photographer had caught her there
24

was her smooth skin, which Andy knew must look like a
gardenia, although he had never come any nearer to seeing a real gardenia than he had to seeing Daphne in the
life. There was her mouth as flagrantly audacious as a
poppy, her dark eyes languorous under slender brows,
her hair curled back from her forehead and reaching
down to the dimple in her shoulder.
Andy didn't need to see her to know how he felt about
her. Her pictures had been enough to send his heart
scooting after the stars. Andy had aimed high this time.
He had fallen in love with New York's number one
debutante, the glamor girl of the season.
It was at times like this Andy felt the need of a talk
with his father, so he was glad of the opportunity to drive
him to the orphanage when the message came that Judge
Hardy was needed there.
"Dad," he said, "I been wanting to talk to you for

FICTIONIZED

BY

Elizabeth

B.

Petersen

Polly Benedict (Ann Rutherford) looked at Andy gravely.
"I don't
we ought
to go hetogether'
so steadily,"
she
said. think
Andy was
so outraged
could only
glare at
her. Here she was taking the words right out of his mouth.
At right: "I've problems of my own, son," said Judge
Hardy (Lewis Stone), "but I'd like to help you if I can."
several days. You want me to be a success in life, don't
you?"
"I certainly do," his father agreed.
"Is it true that every successful man has been married
to a sophisticated woman?" Andy asked. "You know, a
woman of the world?"
Judge Hardy took a quick glance at the boy beside him.
"I hardly think so," he said.
"But it'd help, wouldn't it?" Andy was projecting
himself into the future, seeing the problems that might
beset Andy Hardy, self-made millionaire and husband of
Daphne Fowler. "You know, a wife who can handle
chauffeurs and footmen, who's just as much at home in a
night club as in a kitchen."
The judge had difficulty repressing a chuckle. So this
was another stage in the progress of that unpredictable
young human, his son ! "I can see your point," he said.

"You know, Dad, you're a great guy." Andy went on
confidentially. "But I often wonder how far you'd've
gone in this world if you'd been married to somebody like
"I don't dare think of it," his father said comfortably.
Cleopatra."
"But
what about the nice old-fashioned girls like Polly
"I have?" every sympathy for the old-fashioned girls of
Benedict
this world," Andy said with quiet dignity. "But 25
I been
going around too steadily with Polly Benedict and I'm
going
to have
a littlelanguorous
talk with her
It was
a warm,
day,about
a dayit."made for love

MICKEY ROONEY
as Andy Hardy has
three
count
"em,
three!— —
lovely
leading ladies:
JUDY GARLAND
playsLewis
Betsy Booth
Diana
(Mrs. William Powell) is Daphne Fowler, the debutante
Ann Rutherford,
of course, is Polly
Benedict

Take all the emotions of all the great lovers of history —
that of Romeo for Juliet, Tristan for Isolde, Abelard for
Heloise — and it would remain but a small part of the flutter in Andy's heart as he gazed at Daphne's picture.
and dreams of love. Andy was all set to give his dreams
to Daphne while he waited for his father in the orphanage
garden. So it was a little disconcerting to hear an automobile horn toot behind him and recognize it as Polly's
signal. What if that signal had once made his pulse race
and his heart beat high — that was over now. And nothing
is as dead as a love that has gone.
But he felt a quick stab of pity when he turned and
saw Polly sitting in the driver's seat of the Benedict
sedan. Poor child, she looked so happy not knowing how
soon her world was to crash around her. He felt like a
heel as he walked fiver to her. It was going to be hard
telling her the things he had to tell her. But it was the
only decent thing to do. What was it that poet said about
every man having to kill the thing he loved? Wasn't it,
"the coward does it with a kiss, the strong man with a
sword" ?
Well, never let it be said Andy Hardy was a coward !
He could practically feel the firm hilt of a sword in his
hand as he spoke. "I want to have a talk with you,
Polly," he said.
"I want to have a little talk with you too, Andy," Polly
looked at him gravely. "I don't think we ought to go
together so steadily."
Andy was so outraged he could only glare at her. Here
she was taking the words he was supposed to say right
out of his mouth. It just showed what girls were. You
couldn't trust any of them.
"Relationships like ours sometimes grow into serious
things," Polly rushed on in the way a person will who
wants to get a disagreeable thing over and done with as
quickly as possible. "And a girl of seventeen is always
older, more mature, and more sophisticated '"than a boy of
the same age."
Andy blinked in horror. He had to swallow before he

could find his voice. "Polly, you're crazy!" he exploded.
"A boy of seventeen is practically on the threshold of
manhood !"
"Who was it only last Sunday said the epistles were
26

THE

OTHER
ERS ARE:

PLAY-

LEWIS STONE
as Judge Hardy
Fay Holden
as Mrs. Hardy
Cecilia Parker
as Marian Hardy

mm
"tr^f ,

■

Directed by George
B. Seitz. Screenplay
by Annalee Whitmore
and Thomas Seller,
based upon the characters created by
Aurania Rouverol.

Funny, how Andy's
of values
had for
changed!
He couldn't
understand
the newsense
feeling
he had
little Betsy
Booth
or his pride in her when she got up on the platform and
sang. Maybe Brigham Young had the right idea, after all!

the wives of
she went on
happier with
Andy was

the apostles?" Polly asked sweetly. "Andy,"
in a voice gently maternal, "wouldn't you be
someone who could look up to you?"
stung to the quick. He pulled himself up to

the tallest height he could muster. "Miss Benedict," he
said with quiet dignity, "there are girls of seventeen who
make you seem a mere child. A backward child at that !
Goodbye, Miss Benedict !"
Polly gave him a cool, measured glance. "I suppose I'll
have to see you at the editor's meeting," she said loftily.
"But kindly continue to address me as Miss Benedict!"
Andy was so full of his own thoughts he didn't notice
his father's troubled eyes when he came out of the
orphanage. And the judge had completely forgotten his
son's sudden interest in the sophisticated woman in the
new problem turning over in his mind. The lawyers of
the Cyrus Carvel estate in New York had written that
owing to the default of bonds in the orphanage trust fund
they were absolved of any further financial liability.
Something must be wrong, terribly wrong, the judge
decided. Cyrus Carvel had left over half a million to take
care of the orphans in the town that bore his name. Now
it looked as if the orphanage would have to be closed.
But all that would have seemed child's play to Andy
compared to the danger that menaced him at the editorial
meeting of the Carvel High Olympian. There had never
been any love lost between him and Beezy who was editor
of their high school paper, but Andy had always managed
to hold his own with his adversary. But today Beezy had
taken a sudden and unexplained interest in the botany
book Andy was clutching under his arm. And while they
were debating the important question of the magazine's
next cover, Beezy suddenly leaned over and snatched the
book right out from under Andy's protesting arm.
"Wow! Will you look at this!" Beezy demanded in
fiendish glee. "Daphne Fowler, princess royal of the four
hundred ! Ho, Ho ! Look Polly ! Why, the whole book's
filled with pictures of that dame." (Please turn to page 82)
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Debunking — and

about

time, too — the ridiculous
notions held in some
circles about who's who,
and why, in Hollywood
Society.

Here

are

facts!

Clawss, affects various
the Upper
meaning
"Society,"
word
THE
I know bow down in pious
Some people
ways.
in various
peopleadoration, while others emit rude unattractive noises by pressing
the tongue against the teeth and wagging the lower lip. Now I don't
know whether you belong to the salaaming group or the sneering
group — and you know just as little about me. Anyway, in this article,
so help me, I shall play neither to the gallery nor the four-forty seats
on the aisle. I shall stick to the real facts. With malice toward

By

Producer
David O
Selznick.

none. Well, maybe just a soitpqon of malice, my dear.
Not so many years ago, when Brenda Frazier was a
little tot on her nurse's knee, Paris was the great Society
capital of the world. Here one found a happy mingling of
New York's Four Hundred, Europe's Decadent Titles,
Actors, Writers, and Amiable Young Men who just
dropped in. Though unable to crash Newport, the stuffy
stronghold of Grade A American Society, smart young
actor-folk found themselves {Please turn to page 72)
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Attention,
Americans!

good
Tracy

tells you: "Don't
think of your job as
a soft racket; you've
got to care deeper
than

that!" Firsthand pep talk by a
big shot who made
good via the hard,
old-fashioned

way
As told to
Gladys

GUESS it all comes clown," said Spencer, "to the
person who can't be discouraged, to the fellow who
won't give up ! No matter what odds are against him,
I mean, no matter how long he has to wait and work.
You can't defeat a person who has no such word as defeat in his vocabulary. Because he can't be discouraged.
You can't shake a fellow loose from success if he won't
give tip!

"To me, one of the most significant things Edison
ever said was when, after he'd worked on the electric
light bulb for nine years, after he'd tried 9000 filaments
30

Hall

before he found the right one, and folks said to him,
'you're whipped,' he answered: 'No! I know 9000 things,
that can't be used !'
now,
"Most of us," Tracy said, "if we'd given nine years to
a thing, and 9000 experiments and heaven knows how
many black hours there were in those years of work,
most of us would say, 'Well, this is the jumping-off place,
boys!' What it should teach us is— there isn't any jumping-off place. Not on this earth. Only jumping-off place
there is, we build ourselves, in our own imaginations.
Makes you believe, things like this, that it doesn't matter

Good

Advice

11111011 how many mistakes we make, how many things we
muff, how often we try and fail, whether men tell us
we're licked or not ; not if we don't name it failure, not
if we keep on trying. I don't mean trying for days, or
weeks, or even months ; but for all the years we've got,
if necessary.
"Yeah, maybe if we'd be willing to wait a bit, there
wouldn't be so many nervous breakdowns, and throwing
up of hands, and even lives, men calling themselves failures before they've given enough time to working and
waiting for success. What if a business does" fail, half a
dozen times ; or a book doesn't get published ; or a play
flops ; or a man loses his home or has a pack of creditors
at his door — none of these things need be failures. They're
only failures if we call them that. They're not failures if
we've got that everlasting patience. We're bound to get
there if we never stop going!"
Spencer Tracy doesn't just talk, I thought, off the top
of his mind. He isn't a glib talker. He doesn't say things
he doesn't mean. He drags up what he has to say out of
what he has learned, first-hand. Like the odds were all
against him when he started to be an actor. For one
thing, he didn't have "actory" good looks. He often kids
himself, saying : "I don't look like any actor / ever saw !"
or "I bet Gable wishes he had what I have!" No, he

Tracy doesn't mince words in this article of sane, practical counsel. He
cites the career of Thomas Edison as
an example of the fighting spirit which
wins success — because as star of the
film,
he and
had his
to
learn "Edison,
all aboutthetheMan,"
inventor
struggles. Above, Spencer in a scene
with Rita Johnson, who plays his wife.

from

wasn't any Ty Power or Richard Greene, making a million maidens swoon on sight. He didn't have any of the
obvious weapons. He didn't hit the movie Milky Way
"overnight." He had to grub for his stake on stardom.
He lived on $30 a month while he was studying dramatics, learning his craft. His father, skeptical of his son's
choice of a career, paid his tuition at the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts but Spence had to feed, house,
and clothe himself on the $30 a month he had from the
government after the War. He ended up every month
eating rice and pretzels. His room rent often wasn't paid.
He got deeper into debt every month. He knew all the
mortifications of poverty. Everyone he knew said,
"You're whipped."
Well, there are two Oscars on the book-shelves in
Spencer's room at home on the ranch. If they could talk,
they'd say, "We're here because he didn't give up."
Spence was saying, " — makes success seem a simple
thing, huh, just to get it down to the fellow who can't
be discouraged ? A simple thing, yeah, but a strong thing,
too. About the strongest thing there is. Especially these
days. Yep, it's the patience of the man Edison that gets
me. Should get all of us who expect our little, particular
Romes to be built in a day. Last week, here at the studio,
I, as Edison the man, conceived (Please tarn to page 76)
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The youthful ideas of you who were born at this time of
the year may be delayed in maturing ; your plans may
be brilliant, and you may be capable of great things, but
always the unyielding laws of nature demand that you
await the completion of your cycle for the attainment of
success and happiness. You must learn to cultivate
patience. You have been unusually gifted by nature and
can accomplish wonders, but remember, nature will not
be rushed and it often takes years to accomplish your
life's ambitions. Look at the life of Barbara Stanwyck if
you wish to see a wonderful example of ability to be
patient and overcome hardships and suffering.
It was about seven or eight years ago that I first met
Barbara Stanwyck and read her horoscope. Barbara was
very much in doubt about what the future held for her.
I set up her chart and told her, "You have nothing to
worry about in the coming years ; your birthdate, July
16, brings you in the lucky Sign of Cancer and your ruling" star, the Moon, brings you a destiny that will be both
strange and thrilling. You are standing at the crossroads
of indecision right now but the stars show that you will
go on to great heights and make for yourself an enviable position on the screen."
I still remember the grateful look on Barbara's face
as she murmured, ''That's so encouraging — thank
you." But I had not yet finished reading her chart
of destiny. "There are warnings of dark things
to come in love and marriage," I continued.
"Afflictions in your chart show that your
present marriage is doomed to failure." Barbara was then married to Frank Fay, seemingly itwas an ideal marriage and everyone
in Hollywood said it would never end.
The stars showed otherwise, and I

I <
those born between
T
June 21 and July 22, is one
of the luckiest of all signs in
which to be born. It is a romantic
sign too. If this happens to be your
birth sign you ma}- expect wonderful
things from a beneficent Fate. You came into
the world during the period when the flowering
Spring has passed into the mature and growing
Summer season ; when abundant life surges in all
growing things and gives promise of a fruitful harvest
to come in the Fall.
The aspects this month favor new romances. And
although Spring is the time when a young man's fancy is
supposed to turn to thoughts of love, Summer is really
the time for new romances. It's vacation time — and young
people off on a Summer holiday get away from old environments, make new acquaintances, and very often lasting friendships are formed and many new romances are
begun. True, all Summer romances don't last, but many
an attachment which has taken root at some Summer
resort has led to real love and marriage and lasting
happiness. The configuration of the planets at this time
not only favors new romances, but the culmination of
romances of long-standing are looked upon with favor too.
The various changes shown by the Moon, the planet
ruling those born in the Sign of Cancer, mean a startling
and radical departure from the ordinary routine of life.
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warned Barbara at that time: "Unless
you use caution you are apt to have
the great tragedy of your life in the
near future. A divorce is clearly
shown in your chart ; and after
that divorce another great love
will come into your life and
you will marry again." Barbara Stanwvck wouldn't

Nelson Eddy's outstanding success may be credited to the
fact that he was born under the rulership of the cre(
Sign of Cancer. The future revealed for Eddy is indee
brilliant one. Above, with Norvell, Eddy is in costume
"New Moon," new film co-starring Jeanette MacDoi
Above right, Barbara Stanwyck and Norvell having fun
a studio camera. Barbara's chart shows continued sc
success as well as warnings regarding her marriage to Rc
Taylor, but no disturbances that she cannot overci

YOUR

believe the strange prediction made at that
time, for it would have meant the shattering
of her belief in human nature. Within a fewyears, however, that prediction came true.
Now Barbara is happily married ; the past is
behind, the future looms bright and clear. Her
chart shows that her talents have come to new
and rich maturity. She can continue on the screen indefinitely. What of Barbara's marriage to Robert Taylor ?
There are still warnings in her chart, naturally, but Barbara has grown in soul stature ; she is wise to the ways
of the world, intelligent and (Please turn to page 87)

HOROSCOPE

SENT

FREE!

Norvell, famous Hollywood astrologer, offers you a horoscope for your birth sign. This condensed version of your
astrological reading, according to your birthdate, may help
you in attaining your life's great ambitions. Send coupon
below, properly filled out, with stamped, self-addressed
envelope at once to NORVELL, Box 989, Dept. L, Hollywood, Calif.

Please send me NORVELL'S Horoscope. I enclose self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
MY NAME IS

MY ADDRESS IS
CITY
MY BIRTHDATE IS
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Dennis O'Keefe credits
Clark, Lewis Stone, and
luck for his success

Mary

T IS largely a matter of luck," Dennis O'Keefe assured me, when he was telling about the "breaks"
that have come his way. "I always happened to be in
the right place at the right time."
He went further to explain : "Lewis Stone has it
figured out nicely. He calls luck 'the thin line.' You know
only a very fine line stands between success and failure.
A little shifting to the right or to the left and your whole
life is changed. You either get the chance you're hoping
for or, by the same token, you lose it. I happened to get
the 'breaks.' I know lots of fellows better looking than I
am, ' with just as much talent, but things don't happen
right for them. The}' did for me."
Then, with a little encouragement on my part — a word
here and a question there — this big, blond, handsome
young Irishman told me his story. And in the telling, I
could see a lot of things besides luck running through the
warp and woof of it. I could see his never-say-die persistence, his belief in himself, his courage in the face of
the most heartbreaking defeats. And a great resourcefulness. In fact, I think I can safely say that the two main
reasons for Dennis O'Keefe's present place in the Hollywood sun are his good luck and (Please turn to page 91)
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"gotO'Keefe
the breaks"
—Hebut
has
what it takes for success or he'd have
been lost in the Hollywood shuffle. At
right, a pleasant part
of his acting job, making love to a pretty
girl like Peggy Moran
in "Alias the Deacon."

Sharon

olden

Lama

Turner,

basking by her
swimming
after

honey*

mooning with
Artie
Shaw

Latest

photo-

model to crash
the movie gate
is
A 1 a i n e
graphers'
low. Oddly
Brandes,
beenough,

she

plays r ole of
a photographer's model in
her first film.

Xlona

Massey,

gently gilded by
the California
sun while

wait-

ing for her new
film assignment

A
decorative
addition to
the cast of the
new comedy,
"Turnabout,"
is Elinor
Riley, conspicuously
pretty even
in Hollywood,
home of beauti ful girls.
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Elegance is the keynote
of the Rathbone home.
Left above, the door
through which pass
most
to
some famous
of thepeople,
world's
be greeted by Basil and
Ouida. Above, the
house and driveway;
left, the Rathbones
breakfast in their garden with four of their
five pets. Below, two
views of the lovely
coral and silver guest
room. Note the small
cupboard with plants
— really a window.
Most

New

Important

Home!

Rathbone home pictures by
Hal A. McAlpin, Paramount.
Exclusive to Scebenland.

4

I

Above, the Rathbones
in their oak-panelled
library. Note birds in
cage. Right above, the
fireplace bordered in
jade green Chinese
porcelain. The dog is
Bunty, Ouida's special
pet. Below, rare antique desk in Mrs.
Rathbone's room. The
draped curtains are
brown net. Flowers are
everywhere. Lower
right, the dining room,
with table covered with
nine-inch squares of
mirrors, crystal fruit.

First, exclusive pictures of Basil Rathbone, famed movie menace, and his
charming
Bel

Basil Rathbone's new starring picture for Paramount
is "A Date with Destiny."

Air

wife, Ouida,
home,

where

in their new
celebrities

of

music, art, letters, and stage and screen
are welcomed with lavish hospitality.
See Page 72 for more

views of this home

Yes, folks— it's a Great
Romance! But unlike
their stage roles in
Shakespeare's immortal
tragedy, there's a real-life
happy ending for Vivien
Leigh and Laurence
Olivier. You'll see her
on the screen in "Waterloo Bridge," with Robert
Taylor, while his new
role is in"PrideandPrejudice," with Greer Garson

How

Baby

andy

Keeps

Fit!

Maybe the grown-up
Glamor Girls should
follow Baby Sandy's
keep-fit recipe. No fussing with diets or massage; just plenty of
food, fresh air, and
rest. About time for
Sandy to trade in that
old

buggy,

isn't it?

Well, perhaps puttering around the garden
when her mother isn't
looking could be ininSandy's
routine cluded
of how
to keep
beautiful. But she
doesn't believe in
overdoing it, as you
see in the circle at
left. Nothing like solid
comfort, after a hard
day's work at the studio stealing pictures
from those old actors.

It's no

secret,

Sandy!

She keeps

says
her

girlish figure and her
flawless complexion
by forgetting all about
'em, as she does a lot
of loafing in the sunshine between pictures
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Alan,

the

is herewith
by

Alan,

actor,
exposed
the

man

CURTIS

is an anomaly among

actors. He is

/—\ so afraid of being thought smug or conceited that,
/
\ when meeting strangers, he invariably puts his
worst foot forward. He seems to take a delight in emphasizing his shortcomings with the result that if he
makes friends it is in spite of rather than because of himself.
He fights shy of close friendships. "Most people with
whom you're friendly demand too much of you," he
vouchsafed. "I don't mean in a material sense, but mentall}- and spiritually. They drain you. I've found the less
you ask — or expect — of people, the safer the relationship
is. I'm on friendly terms with quite a few people but none
of them are what I'd call close friends."
"Doesn't it ever get you down that there's no one who
really gives a hoot whether you're alive or dead?" I
queried. "Aren't there ever times when you wish you had
someone close enough to unburden yourself to, without

"Sure,"backhe ?"admitted. "But you can't have everything.
holding
If I want the companionship of

By

S. R.
Mook

Making love to
pretty newcomer
Mary Beth
Hughes in "Four
Sons" (lower
right) is pleasant
new cinema assignmentfor Alan.

friends I can't sidestep the obligations of friendship. And, so far,
I've never found a friend who gave
enough to justify what I would
have to give up to offset it. Maybe
- I do put in some blue hours but I
never get hurt this way. I'm moody
anyhow and I don't think a person
has a right to ask his friends to
put up with his whims and vagaries. "
He has no hobbies — doesn't care
for tennis or horseback riding, although he swims and golfs a little.
"I thought of joining a golf club,"
he told me frankly, "but it's a long
drive from my house to that club
and golf is an expensive proposition. If the studio let me go at the
end of the year I'd have to quit
playing but the dues would' keep
on. And when I met the men I'd
been playing with and they asked
why I didn't come around any more
I'd feel self-conscious."
One of the girls from the publicity department stopped by the table. "New suit,
Alan?" she inquired.
"Well, sort of," he admitted. "A fellow
I know had it and needed some cash so I
bought it."

(Please

turn

to

page 91)
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The beach coat to end
oil beach coats, at least
for Summer, 1940, Is
worn here by Ann Sheridan, who enjoys the
exotic in clothes and
dares to wear 'em! Of
bright blue cotton accented with applique
of white, the coat is
lined with brilliant red,
and banded in white
terry cloth. She wears a
white turban and mass
of bright junk jewelry.
Miss Sheridan's current
film
"Torrid Zone,"
with isJames
Cagney.

Two versions of the everpopular stripes, worn by
Ann Sheridan. Grey forms
the background for this
new printed rayon fabric
Celanese Alluracel, which
is used for the spectator
sports frock on this page
The chain stripes are white.

A

STAR
IN

STRIPES!

Scotty Wellbourne, Warners
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want to get married ! But — you want adSO— YOU venture.
Well, how would you like to have both?
Can't be done, you say ! Ask Osa Johnson. She
knows, and she'll tell you. Few other famous women are
so well equipped to give advice to young American girls
as is this noted explorer, lecturer, and movie-maker ; for
she is one of the few who has been a successful wife, a
consistent careerist, and — most important of all — a good
companion and partner. During the past twenty-seven
years, she accompanied her husband on successful filming
expeditions to the South Sea Islands, the Malay Peninsula, Australia, Borneo and many trips into Africa.
Of course, you can't all expect the sort of adventure
which she experienced — roaring lions, herds of elephants,
close association with primitive black and brown peoples,
tropical storms, and ever-changing scenes. But the spirit

she brought to these adventures can be cultivated to advantage inKansas as well as in Africa. Incidentally, Osa
herself was born and brought up in Kansas, so she knows.
And, until the time of her marriages she had never been
more than thirty miles away from her home. Strange,
isn't
it, that
this domestic
— with and
the their
usual activgirl's
interest
in devoted
home youngster
ties and friends
ities— should today be one of the most widely travelled
women in the world? Stranger still, is the fact that she
finds the people in other parts of the world — for the most
part — similar to Kansans, in that they are fundamentally
kind if they are met half-way with sincerity, naturalness,
and understanding.

"My career?" she'll say when questioned, opening her
large brown eyes very wide. "Why, I married my career
at the ripe old age of sixteen! I don't suppose I fully

as fold to Martha
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Bliven

Make

Your

Marriage

Great

Adventure

realized, at the time, that I had married adventure as my
career. But, I did marry Martin Johnson. Well, where
Martin went, I wanted to go. We always talked things
over together, we looked facts in the face, we worked
hard, and we were full partners in our enterprises.
"Now, any young girl — married, or about to be married— has this opportunity of cooperation and full partnership offered to her. Take it, girls, take it ! And make
the most of it. For, if you do but realize it, there is no
greater happiness or satisfaction to be felt than that close
union of pulling together and working towards a mutual
success.
"Of course," she will add, with a twinkle, "we literally
burned our bridges behind us. We had to make good on
that first trip to the South Seas ; for we had invested
everything that we had in the {Please turn to page 74)
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sir! She shoots for and
No everyday camera subjects for Jqnie-no,
Jane's own snap hot
at celebrities and usually gets 'em. At left, the most marvelous
ro-"
Rome
Cesar
Pavne right above,
him; left above, Brenda Joycedan e m the world," she calls
Top, scene at Yosem te
a "'snapped on the 20th Century-Fox lot.
r of the little stot
mothe
s
Jane'
by
re
pictu
mal
infor
an
oly, as she expresses .t.
herself, with a chum-when Jane" was just a roly-p

I'VE got more hobbies !" Jane Withers, one-time rolypoly, who has now added inches and streamlined her
curves, bounced in with all her old-time pep. "I'll
never be bored, I know, because I'm always getting new
hobbies and never have time to get tired of any of them !
Right now I'm knitting a rug that's going to be six feet
long and all different colors. Knitting's a hobby of mine.
And I'm crocheting some table mats — I'm mad about
crocheting! And oh, yes! Are you making Japanese bowl
gardens? Boy! You should. Look, here's my very worst
one."
She darted across the room, her studio dressing room,
which is as large as a bungalow living room, walled in
knotty pine, and as gay and cheerful as its occupant —
and brought back a shallow green bowl in which a tiny
temple, guarded by two sentinel distorted trees, looked
out across a wee bridge to a silver strand of shining white
pebbles. "Last night I did four bowl gardens, each one
different, working out ideas I happened to have," she
said proudly. "I wish I had time to do four more tonight,
but there's so much else to do.
"My most chief hobby right now is taking pictures. I
have a home movie outfit and we take color pictures with
it and some of them are marvelous ! I mean ;;/arvelous.
They are the ones I take of my animals, and animals can't
get stage fright or worry about how they look, and with
a movie camera they can't be too quick for you and rush
out of the picture, the way they do when you have a still
camera.

fixed that and what kind of lights he had and how he was
going to dry the prints and so on, and today I got a letter
from him inviting me to come to see it.
"His pictures are good!" She emphasized this with
another bounce, and a giggle quite in the old Jane fashion.
"Why wouldn't they be? Boy, when George takes a picture of you, you might as well make up your mind to be
patient and relax, because you won't get away for half
an hour. This is the way he does it:"
She leaped up, strode to the middle of the room, set up
an imaginary camera on a tripod, raised the level, after
an anxious scrutiny of me through an imaginary finder,
then lowered it to near the floor, stooped down and
squinted up. "When

he's got (Please turn to page 98 )

Starlet Jane
Withers has
other

hobbies, from
crocheting
to cooking;

but she finds
the most fun
sneaking up

"I have a still camera, though, a No. 2 Brownie that
cost two dollars. You see, when I bought it I didn't know
a thing about taking pictures, so I thought I'd get something inexpensive until I learned, and now I love my little

on

studio

Brownie and wouldn't give it up ! It was George Ernest
who got me interested in cameras. George is in the 'Jones
Family' films — you know him. He's simply mad about
cameras and he isn't going to be an actor when he
graduates from the university, he's going to be a cameraman, so naturally he's a wiz. He has his own darkroom,
a brand new one just built. For weeks he's been calling
me to tell me about how this was to be and how they

trusty little
camera

celebrities
with
her

More celebrity close-ups by camera-girl Withers. Left above, Jack
Oakie and June Lang; next, Linda Darnell — Jane's "most favorite star";
then John Butler, studio gateman and former big lecgue baseball
player. Top, lovely Arleen Whalen, a pet ccmera subject of Jane's
because she hes ideas in posing. At right, Jane's photograph of her
mother with the family horses, Bingo and Red Fox — just two members
of Jane's menagerie, snapped on the grounds of the Withers home.
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EVERYONE was wondering just
how long it would be before
Norma Shearer's influence would
be noticeable in the roles that
George Raft plays on the screen.
It's no secret that, now, Norma
puts her okay on George's scripts.
Hers is a genuine, undercover influence to get him playing more
sympathetic parts. Somehow, Norma
means to wean him from the stigma
of gangdom, the penitentiary, and
jail breaks. Whether you care to
believe it or not, this is what happened on a recent George Raft picture. He refused to do a scene
showing him being" sentenced by a
judge for robbing a bank. He had
previously okayed the script and
consequently the front office set off
verbal fireworks. George was adamant because he decided it was an
important factor in his career. The
studio bosses were up in arms until
everyone got together on a compromise. Norma and George talked
it over. It was decided finally that
if George robbed only a state bankit wouldn't be quite as bad, but it
was thumbs down on pillage of a
federal institution. That's what I'd
call gradual tapering off.
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HE pair of chaps, cowboy pants
to you, that Gary Cooper wears
in "North West Mounted Police"
have a very interesting history, and
they caused quite a commotion the
first time he appeared in them on
the set. Actually, when Gary was a
youngster, he came into possession
of the chaps by winning a wrestling
match with a young Indian brave,
and, of course, they have a special
significance for him. For years they
were packed away in a trunk in his
home in Montana, and only recently
his brother found them and sent
them to him, Cecil B. De Mille
glared when Gary first appeared on the set
in those ancient tattered leather pants, and
shouted for the wardrobe man. "Get Mr.
Cooper
real pair of
he barked. but
A
De
Millea command
is chaps,"
never questioned,
Gary was adamant and wouldn't give in. So
you can be sure that in the picture Gary's
pants are the ones he "wrestled an Indian
WHEN
a Hollywood columnist, taking
a jab at Elsa Maxwell, implied that
she was
because bysheSouthern
hadn't
been
takenvery
up inpiqued
any measure
California society, that writer started a
garrulous exchange of hot shots between
Elsa and a Pasadena scribbler of social doings. Elsa announced flatly that there wasn't
any real
for." society in California. The society
writer quickly came back by announcing
that Miss Maxwell found time only to as
sociate with movie stars who made mor
than $5,000 a week. After a few more pre
liminaries the two were off to a gala roun
of pot shots. Insiders lined up and too
sides, with most of the routing resounding
for the Maxwell type of wit. Elsa Maxwel
resembles an atom-smasher when it come
to breaking down reserve. Hollywood love
her for it, but the local blue bloods only
turn more purple with each new Maxwel
attempt to humanize them as she did Par
Avenue. They may as well give in becaus
Elsa will have her way. She is only tryin
to show them how to have a little fun.

BETTE DAVIS is a natural leader. She
runs her household with the unerring
efficiency of a three ring circus. She has a
gift for handling people singly, or in
groups. Bette could order a regiment into
battle with neat dispatch. On the set recently she decided,
in aLitvak.
flash, toInpull
gagon director
Anatole
no a time
she had the seventy-odd people ready for
decisive action. Litvak finished a scene and
he momentarily left the busy set to wait
for the next set-up. He returned in a few
minutes to find to his utter surprise that
not a soul of his company was present. The
stage was absolutely deserted. Bette had
contrived to hide seventy people right under
his nose. Her raucous laugh led all the
rest when the company miraculously appeared again. However, Litvak laughed
last. He rehearsed them all over and over
in a difficult scene and after they had
given their all in repeated takes he calmly
announced they had exerted themselves
beautifully, but the camera hadn't an inch
of film in it and they'd have to do it all
over again.
THE screen's moce self-conscious stars
don't like to have strangers on their sets
while
they are
acting,however,
and youseems
can't able
blame
them. Ann
Sothern,
to
emote with unknown, curious tourists practically in her hair, but after her experience
in "Brother Orchid" even Ann may give
visitors the go-by. She was rehearsing an
extremely difficult drunk scene on the set.
She was in the middle of her monologue,
talking into a telephone, when the visiting
"friends" barged onto the set. Ann was
going great guns that day. Her acting
was inspired. She was the character she
played to the letter, and she looked
inebriated to the point of saturation. The
scene went on and on with no interruption from the director. Ann continued to
build her dialogue to a beautiful climax
when the visitors began to exchange horrified glances. They tch-tched to themselves and gravely shook their heads, "Too
bad," they groaned, "a nice girl like that
can't keep away from liquor even when
she's
working."
Just then,technicians,
the scene who
was
over and
the enthralled
know acting when they see it, burst into
spontaneous applause. It took the director,
Lloyd Bacon and Ann herself to convince
the visitors that she was as sober as a
judge.
IIMMY STEWART and Olivia de HavilJ land, both being the kind of people they
are, make it hard to predict just how serious their romance is. and where it will end.
Although everyone believes that these two
sly and shy ones are planning marriage as
a secret, under-cover coup, Olivia's and
Jimmy's attitude the other night at Chasen's made gossip about them all the more
spirited and puzzling. They sat at a conspicuous table and in a very bored manner
yawned in each other's faces all evening.
Even'one there that night was convinced
that there was nothing to the de HavillandStewart
affair.
What
they bloom
didn't know
that love
could
hardly
after was
as
strenuous a day as Jimmy and Olivia had
had. They had been up at six for a couple
of fast sets of tennis at Westside, they
skated at the Tropical Ice Gardens, and as
a gag, for the laughs, had ridden Shetland
ponies all over Beverly Hills before they
pulled up at Margaret Sullavan's for lunch.
Before dinner that evening they had sunned
at the beach, walked miles at a picture gallery where portraits of some friends were
being shown, got a healthy workout swinging golf clubs on a practice tee, went shopping, and saw a preview. Even love will
get yawny with that kind of schedule.

The man on the flying trapeze has nothing on Anne
Gwynne, sailing through
the air at left. Miss
Gwynne, and Helen Parrish
and Anne Nagel, the spirited mermaids on opposite
page,liveliness
expressof the
beauty
and
Hollywood.
Miss Gwynne's bra top and
shorts swim suit is of tricolored
Helen's
satin suitlastex;
has polka-dot
trim;one-piece
and Miss
trim
woolNagel's
suit is
cut for freedom and action.

THERE is no accounting for some people's taste. After seeing it with your own
eyes
you
hardlyRaft,
believe
true,
but
wattles, forcan
George
have it's
to be
swimming in Worcestershire
he'll
eat them.
. . . They saysauce
the before
Hays office
stepped in and changed the negligees that
Hedy
"Boom ofTown"
number Lamarr
of timeswears
(not inliterally,
course)a
before they tamed them down enough for
all
of usforto Don
see. Ameche?
. . . Don'tDonyouandwish
you
worked
Honore
gave
their
wedding
withchildren's
everythingnurse
from aa rip-snortin'
champagne
breakfast to a honeymoon — all paid for.
Most thrilling of all, for the girl — Don
gave her away himself.
THEY tell this story about Spencer Tracy,
and in my estimation it shows up Spencer
for just the kind of a fellow he is. He is
truly— the
hound's He
dream
true
he isautograph
that considerate.
wascome
besieged at the entrance of a radio broadcasting theater here in Hollywood and swamped
with requests for autographs. Spencer
signed them all and then he was begged
to get his co-star, Bette Davis, to put her
signature
Spencesuch
didn't
want
to
take the beside
chance his.
of making
a request
of anyone as temperamental as Bette. But,
instead, he offered to take a candid camera
shot of her for each one who had a camera
with him. He gathered up the cameras,
posed Bette, and with the aid of a spotlight
and a fake bunch of roses, clicked priceless
exclusive poses of her for every fan presTracy's popularity
jumped
100% with
those ent.
hounds
inside of ten
minutes.
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IORETTA YOUNG stormed into an exI— ecutive office at Columbia with a battle
royal in her eyes, but after a stormy session
of desk-pounding, the tables were suddenly
turned, and she left chuckling goodnaturedly. Unmistakably, that morning she
was horrified to see a very smart street
outfit, especially designed for her in "The
Doctor Takes a Wife," walking into the
studio — on another woman. She had already bought the whole ensemble for her
own wardrobe and it gave her a turn to
see someone else already wearing an exact
copy. Loretta demanded that the studio be
fine-combed for the offender. Soon, a grinning", gold-toothed darky janitress was on
the carpet. "Sure ah copied that outfit from
a still — ah thought it was so beautiful ! Ah
knew
Youngwink
wouldn't
with a Miz
knowing
and a mind."
flashy Here,
smile
for Loretta, sbe added,
sure we ain't goin' to be
parties into
and dances,
we,
lapsed
chuckles is and
closed.

"Because ah am
seen at the same
honey?"
Loretta
the
incident
was

MARLENE DIETRICH never missed a
day at the professional tennis matches,
but they say she has never played the game
herself. It's too strenuous for the valuable
curves of the Dietrich legs
Virginia
Bruce has learned to sign her autograph
in shorthand and loves to send out pictures
with her signature in hen tracks. Virginia
has the role of an airline hostess in her
new film, "Flight Angels."

IF MARY MARTIN were the type, she
I could give Hollywood a loud horse laugh,
because the tables certainly have been reversed, and it is now Mary's turn to guffaw,
loud and long. Hollywood absolutely
ignored her until she went back to the stage
and made a hit. The following unknown
story shows how completely Mary was belittled, but how tenaciously she stuck to
what she knew she could do. When Danielle
Darrieux was making her picture for Universal the only job Mary could get was a
few days work coaching the French star
on how to put over an American song, and
that job wasn't Mary's very long. The
temperamental Darrieux couldn't bear to
have a nobody tell her what to do, especially howjob
to sing.
even studio
get to
keep her
as a Mary
meagerdidn't
salaried
employee. She was fired and Miss Darrieux
sang as she pleased. Now, a few years later,
Hollywood is paying Mary a star's salary.
But the' big news about Mary, who won
fame singing My Heart Belongs to Daddy
in the Broadway musical, "Leave It To
Me," is that her heart now belongs to
Richard Halliday, Paramount story editor.
The transfer of affection took place recently
when the two eloped to Las Vegas, Nevada,
to be married.

THIS proves you can still boost yourself
1 along in Hollywood if you've got enough
courage and imagination. In "Lucky Partners," co-starring Ginger Rogers and
Ronald Colman, you'll see a young fellow,
new to the screen, by the name of Jack
Carson. He got that role by doing a little
quick and clever brain work on his own.
When he first applied for the part Lewis
Milestone, the director, turned him down
so quickly and completely that the thud was
deadening. However, Carson from his disappointment learned something about the
role. The fellow had to be husky, but serious and studious. By a clever ruse Jack
got a copy of the script and learned the
lines perfectly. He confronted Milestone
again as an unknown, disguised in a freak
moustache and horn-rimmed glasses. He
read the part with just the right ring of
sincerity. He got the job before Milestone
found out who he was.

THE
Hayes
wouldn't
to saya
so, but
bad office
women
have want
been me
having
field day in Hollywood lately. That is, in
celluloid, on the screen. Being decidedly
bad has been the salvation of a number of
feminine
screen
sure goodygoody roles
couldnames
neverthat
haveI'mbrought
back
with any degree of interest. Contrary to
the maxim that goodness is its own reward, Marlene Dietrich has her rowdy portrayal of a dance hall dame to thank for
the revival of interest in her. There is no
denying that Mae West's shady shenanigans in "My Little Chickadee" gave her
lagging career a shot in the arm. However,
the most promising future of all to result
from the most purple of recent portrayals,
is promised for Ona Munson. As Belle
Watling in "Gone With The Wind," Ona
got herself a screen reputation that is
carrying her right along as nothing else in
her career ever has. She is signed to do
three films, more work than she has had the
privilege of looking forward to for years.
Her starring picture for Republic, unless
I'm
imagination
with only
me, letting
sounds my
extremely
sultry. run
The away
film
is titled, "The Lady from New Orleans."

Charles
erson,
arrived
her son

Boyer and his wife, Pat
greet
Boyer'sto mother,
from France
remain
for the duration of the

Patwho
with
war.

IT'S been proven, and don't ask how, that
' Andy Devine wears old-fashioned flannel
nightshirts the year around. ... If you
could see Virginia Field, without Richard
Greene, having the time of her life at the
Club Bali
you'd
wonder
how
much
truth these
there nights,
is in the
rumors
of their
marriage. . . . Now it comes out that Jimmy
Cagney wasn't shot in the hand by Ann
Sheridan at all. While filming a scene for
"Torrid Zone" he was nicked by a lesser
contract player but Warners got reams of
publicity by pinning the shot on glamorous
Ann. ... If you could see Bill Holden, back
from the "Arizona" location, and Brenda
Marshall
together
you'd swear
they were
on
the verge
of immediate
marriage.
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GAIL PATRICK gave up all offers of
picture assignments to travel with husband Bob Cobb's baseball team, and thereby
lost a couple of very lucrative roles. She
preferred to count the home runs and batting averages of her favorite players. . . . No
matter how Garbo pictures stack up as
money-makers, the Swedish star, herself,
has averaged about $317,240 a year for
every one of the fourteen years she has
made pictures here. That's a record. . . .
Geraldine Fitzgerald, w ho is Mrs. LindsayHogg in private life and who played in "A
Child Is Born," recently became the mother^
of a nine-pound baby boy.

Jon Hall, below, who made his debut
in "The Hurricane," Is back on the
screen in another South Seas romance,
"South of Pago Pago." Frances Farmer
shown with him, makes her movie comeback in the role of a Polynesian belle.

Director Frank Capra welcomed Loretta Young and Richard Barthelmess
to the party celebrating his new
Warner contract with this big smile.
AFTER four years of jumping about from
1 studio to studio doing outstanding roles,
Maria Ouspenskaya quietly wept when she
was led into her new permanent dressingroom at M-G-M. , . . Madeleine Carroll
went shopping for a tree and she knew
exactly what she wanted. It had to be a tree
that lost its leaves in the fall. She wants
a change from the always green trees of
California. ... It should make you chuckle,
or at least give you a grin. The supposed
porpoise that was daily seen frisking about
out in the Santa Monica yacht harbor
turned out, upon investigation, to be no
one else than Edna May Oliver. Believe
it or not, Miss Oliver goes in swimming
there every day, winter or summer.
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simple heat-resistant treatments that will keep you feeling
looking

as

fresh

Courtenay

as

a

daisy

Marvin

yards of white organdie that frame you
BILL
a frostyGthough not unapproachable beauty. A tall
in OWIN
glass, jeweled with beads of moisture from its cooling contents and clinking ice cubes. The lulling murmur
of an electric fan, soft music to your ears, as your favorite
swing king drops his baton for a moment. A mid-July
night's dream of comfort ! But all this, and heat waves
too ? Indeed, yes. You will achieve this state of body and
mind through some very simple and old devices, well
worth a reminder now, and here's how.
A gallant approach to summer begins in your tub,
whether you shower or bathe in the good old traditional
manner. It begins with tepid water, never really hot,
never really cold. Hot water is enervating, and a good
idea when you want to relieve extreme fatigue or high
tension and are going straight to bed, but not for general
activity. Cold water is exhilarating — too exhilarating for
blazing weather when what you need is a cooling, sedative effect. As hors-d'oeuvres to your cleansing-cooling
ritual you need soap, eau de Cologne and bath or talcum

High up on a hilltop, Virginia Vale laughs in the face of
sun and wind. Perfect for your country vacation are those
Alice blue slacks, blazer striped in repeated blue, and
cylindrical straw hat striped in navy and Alice blue. These
are casual clothes, but look how groomed and perfectly
ordered Virginia looks. Apply this ideal to all costumes.

For dining and dancing, Rosemary Lane looks like a lovely
tropical flower. That gown is chalk white with black, coral
and sapphire blue gigantic flowers. The sunburst pleated
skirt will swirl gracefully in a rumba, and Rosemary will
keep that divinely cool, composed and comfortable charm.
It's summer magic! The spell is woven of good grooming.
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powder, and you need to use them all
lavishly. Soap is a fundamental beautifier
and you can't use too much if you will
rinse it well from the skin. And don't be
afraid to use soap on your face. If ever
your face will respond to creamy suds, it
is now, when excess oil and moisture need
Frequent and thorough removal. Discussion
often arises on this point of soap or cream
for the face. Every skin needs some of both.
This is the story I am always hearing from
the stars — some of both. If you use much
make-up, you will find it advisable to remove it first with a cleansing cream, then
wash with soap and water, applying a
little softening cream afterwards if your
skin seems to need it. In theater, in Hollywood studios, in homes, this is about the
safest fundamental routine for good skin
care that I know.
Experiment to find the soap best suited
to your face skin, because soaps must vary
to meet different tastes and needs, as do
other necessities of living. However, my
personal experience is that the good, everyday, recognized brands that we use for the
bath do very, very well by most skins.
Personally, too, I prefer a normal size,
because it is easy to manipulate. The great
magnum size cakes are lovely for gifts and
grand to use if you are a tubber. However,
as a frequent showerer, I find a tendency to
slip from hands and give the toes a nice
bruise now and then. But this is a matter
of taste. Some smart ideas to avoid this
situation are the bath soaps that come on
soft cotton cords to be hung around the
neck as you shower. These make grand
gifts. Your favorite size, scent, color and
general type are waiting on the shelves of
chain, grocery, drug, department and specialty shops, and it is well worth your
while to look about and see what is to be
had.
In using soap on the face, it is important
to rinse it thoroughly from the skin, not
give just a slam-bang slap or two of water.
I once heard a dermatologist advise, "Seven
good
waterempty
to theyour
face."basin
You seven
don't
have rinses
to fillofand
times. Turn on the faucet and apply seven
good palmfuls of clear, cool water to your
skin.
When your skin seems excessively oily,
erupted or dampish, here is a soap-masque
treatment especially clarifying and effective
for these conditions. Wash your face, rinse,
then work up a fresh lather and apply, as
you would a masque, in light, upward
movements. Let this remain on until you
feel a slight drying or pulling sensation.
Rinse off very thoroughly, and your skin
will look radiant, the texture finer and
more attractive. This treatment has a
slightly astringent effect, just what you
need as a toner-upper. Many a starlet has
mentioned this type of home-made beauty
to me.
Eau de Cologne or any of the versions
of this type of freshener and dusting or
talcum powder are hot-weather body blessings. Eau de Cologne, too, enables you to
indulge your taste for luxury at a modest
price, for practically every fine perfume
now has its lighter counter-part, which you
can afford to buy and use lavishly. You will
find new scents that you wouldn't have
dreamed of even a few years ago. After
your bath, spread this liquid sweetness well
over your body, from neck to toes, either
by pouring a little in your palms and laving
your body or by spraying. I am for the
spraying method, and some of these products come fitted with their own spray, because it distributes a fine mist over the
skin and is economical. You can buy inexpensive but lovely eau de Cologne atomizers, which have a larger mouth than the
usual perfume types. These fresheners give
your skin a soft smoothness, seem to retard
(Continued mi page 96)
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vacationists,

here are ideal companions!
NOTHING contributes so much to your summer
poise as cool, comfortable feet. If your job keeps

Use Dr. Scholl's Foot
Soap and Foot Balm and
see the world in comfort.

you
toes,sightseeing,
if you are be
World's
Fair call
boundto or
you on
planyour
other
wise and
yourif
extreme aid Dr. Scholl's Granulated Foot Soap and
Liquid Foot Balm. Designed to comfort and correct
burning, aching and tired feet, these preparations are
truly a boon. The soap is for quick, thorough and easy
cleansing, and the balm, just what its name implies, is
used for massage. They will leave your feet feeling
cool, comfortable and
rested. You will welcome those new shoes
instead of dreading
them, and you will
avoid the facial strain
and lines that come
from hurting feet.
See the world in
comfort !

I EG skin as lovely, hair-free and flawless as your face
I— skin with Lechler's Velvet-Stohn ! This is a solid
disc that you use almost with powder puff ease and
speed to gently erase hair on legs, face or arms. It is
easy to carry with you in an attractive compact-like
case. You need nothing else. When you don swim suit,
play suit or sheer hosiery, remember that your Tegs are
an important part of you. They deserve fully as much
beauty attention as your face. A Velvet-Stohn will last
a long time. Please, however, read and follow directions carefully for best results. On request, I will
gladly write you where to buy.
THE
new mitts
Milady's
pliofilm
that Mitties
you slipareon transparent
to protect
hands against wear and tear. Wonderful for
gardening, house cleaning, dish washing,
messy office work and a hundred and one
such chores. Slip them over your dress
gloves when driving a car ; slip them on to
protect bed linen against hand cream marks ;
in fact, get a pair and you'll never be without. Very inexpensive, long lasting, and affording much hand freedom. Start your
bride friends out with a pair. For sale in
drug and department stores.

Give your

egs
a new with
and
beauty
child-like Velvet-Stohn.
Lechler's

"/^AN you suggest a good cream de>-» odorant
and asked.
non-perspirant
?"' aI new
am
being
constantly
There is
Nonspi Cream, companion-piece to Liquid
Nonspi, that has all the virtues of the latter, plus the convenient cream form. It performs with a hundred per cent efficiency,
and may be applied as often as desirable
because it is harmless to skin and fabrics.
Also, it may be used after shaving. It leaves
no residue on skin and checks both odor
and perspiration. A convenient form to slip
in your travel bag.

MAKE up your legs and make this important fashion
area of you as charming and attractive to look
upon as your face. The vogue for this smart and economical touch has been growing for several seasons.
This summer, it will hit its zenith. Miner's Liquid
Make-Up is an ideal preparation to give legs a beautiful, soft and smoothing finish — in fact, to make them
glamorous. This is a liquid type of powder, long recognized for its beautifying effect on face, neck and arms
and now it puts the
rest of you in tune.
"Pour yourself a pair
of stockings," say the
makers, stockings of
extreme beauty and
"Pour yourself a pair
of stockings" with
Miner's Liquid Make-Up.

appeal, waiian
I isadd.
Hathe new,
lushics—tone
lovelyof !the Trop-

COR skin refreshment and fragrance, here are two of
' my favorites, to remind you that you can feel beautifully clean and cool underneath, even in torrid weather.
Cheramy's
the fragrance
of but
youthtwo
—
comes
in a April
numberShowers
of fine— toilet
accessories,
necessities, it seems to me, are April Showers Eau de
Cologne and Dusting Powder (or Talcum, if you prefer). The combination seems to "insulate" you against
the discomfort and disarray of warm days. They give
a cooling, soothing, refreshing touch and make you
reminiscent of a dell of woodland flowers. Lovely they
are, and lovely they make you !
C. M.

Keep

with

fresh and
C he ra m y

Showers cologne and s powder.
April
fragran'

Bennett and Mrs. Basil Rathbone, it's the
producer set, with theif summer beach
homes along the Santa Monica Strip, who
rule Hollywood Society. They are the ones,
perhaps the only ones, who have the three
requisites for social leadership : money,
power, and desire. So, if you are a sociallyminded young thing, with upper bracket
ambitions, don't run after the movie stars,
that won't get you any place; try snaring
the producers.
The most exclusive Hollywood society
is found in the David O. Selznick group.

A striking view of the north side of
the Basil Rathbone garden, one of the
most picturesque in Southern California.
Hollywood's
Strange
Social Code
Continued from page 29
readilyand"accepted"
in the
sophisticated
salons
chic night clubs
of Paris.
To the
rhythms of Irving Berlin, the Vanderbilts
danced with the Bennetts, the Astors danced
with the Astaires, while many a Judy
O' Grady and Colonel's Lady became lifelong chums over a double martini in the
Ritz Bar. The Morgans were delighted with
Gloria Swanson, the Whitneys let down
their back hair with the Fairbankses, and
it was all very gay, and very, very social.
Then came the stock market crash of
1929, followed by a dreary depression — and
Paris Society was no more. It scattered to
the four winds, like the bit of fluff it was,
only to assemble itself several years later
in — of all strange places — Hollywood. That
brash upstart movie town on the Pacific
Coast, scorned by the Literati, smug in
their Eastern Culture, suddenly became the
great Bohemian Society capital of the world.
Hollywood today is Paris before the depression. The Ciro's of today on Sunset
Boulevard is the same as Ciro's in the
Paris of 1928. The same mingling of New
York's Four Hundred, Europe's Decadent
Titles, Actors, Writers, and Amiable
Young Men — and dozens of them.
Well, naturally, when Hollywood became
a Society capital, more international than
Washington, more fun than Newport, there
was much buzzing around as to who would
be the social leaders. You'd think, wouldn't
you, that the stars (it's no secret that actors
are a perfect push-over for the social nod)
would knock each other down in a hectic
rush to establish themselves as social arbiters. You'd think that the Crosbys, the
Gables, the Taylors, the Powells, and the
Eddys would become Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt
Hollywood.
You'd think
that
Rosalindof Russell
and Madeleine
Carroll
would blue pencil the Who's Who list,
separate the sheep from the goats, the "ins"
from the "outs." But no. Believe it or not,
and you may as well believe it, the actors
are the only folk in Hollywood who aren't
breaking their necks to get into Society.
The real social leaders of Hollywood,
strangely enough, are the producers and
their wives. With the exception of Connie
72

The foyer, above, showing the grilled
white circular stairway. Below, mirrored
dressing table in one of the guest rooms.

Big,
genialwith
David
the Wind"
Selznick
his "Gone
young With
wife Irene,
herself attractive enough to be a Glamor
Girl, are the recognized social leaders in
the Cinema City, and an invitation to the
Selznicks' is definitely an "in." Jock Whitney, millionaire blue blood sportsman, is
constantly with David, and gives quite a
dash to the Selznick group — especially as
his divorce from his wife, Liz Whitney,
due any minute now, will make him the
best catch in Hollywood ( and don't think
a lot of the girls aren't waiting to pounce).
Running each other a close second in social
importance are the Darryl Zanucks and
William Goetzes. Darryl is the popular polo
playing "boss" of Twentieth Century-Fox,
and the Zanuck parties, presided over by
pretty Virginia Zanuck (formerly movie
star Virginia Fox, and considered the most
friendly of the producers' wives) — are
eagerly awaited by fun-loving Hollywood.
Cheery Bill Goetz, Vice-president of Twentieth Century-Fox, and his vivacious wife,
Edie, entertain constantly, and beautifully.
Edie,sister
daughter
of Metro's
Mayer,
and
of Irene
Selznick,L. isB.generally
acknowledged the best dressed and most
chic of the producers' wives. Other social
leaders among the producers are Ann and
Jack
Warner
parties,
by
William
Haines,(Ann's
are the
most decorated
lavish in the
colony), Charlie and Paulette Goddard
Chaplin (they go in mostly for topnotch
visiting celebrities), Sam and Frances
Goldwyn, Mervyn and Doris LeRoy, Ernst
and Vivian Lubitsch — and, of course, the
most sought-after eligible man in Hollywood, Joe Schenck.
Ouida Bergere, wife of tall, charming,
friendly Basil Rathbone, has a niche all
her own in Hollywood society. Neither a
star, nor the wife of a producer, Ouida's
parties are conceded to be the most successful in Hollywood. At most producers' parties the guests, after a gold-plate dinner,
must either choose between poker (and
what stakes, my dear) and seeing a picture
— usually a picture which they've all seen
before. But at Ouida's parties there's noth-

pictures. There's
as poker
ing so stuffy
dancing,
music,
lights,andand laughter — and
to hell with the expense. Ouida's guest list,
too, is far more flexible than that of the
' as she manages to assemble
producers
under
one roof,
or one big tent, as is the
Hollywood custom, quite a neat assortment
of people, ranging from Titles to Columnists, with a goodly smattering of movie
stars — all of which adds to the general
gaiety. Even the producers have been
known to comment that Ouida's parties are
more tofunseethan
theirs old
because
have
the same
faces. you don't
After her last Hollywood Guild (charity)
party, a weekly magazine took a severe
crack at Ouida which was quite uncalled
for. They reported that after the Alpine
charity ball that charity was $2000 in
the red. This is not true and Ouida has the
figures toballs
provehave
it isn't
true.theHerHollywood
last two
charity
netted
Guild approximately $8,000 — which is not
to be laughed at. The fact that the heavens
let loose a deluge of rain completely wrecking her imported snow at her recent Alpine
party did not dampen the enthusiasm of
the guests at all. Even when the elements
conspire
against her Ouida's parties are not
bores.
But of course, fans that we are, you and
I are far more interested in the stars who
are "in" than we are in the producers and
their wives. The stars who make up the
Big Ten in Hollywood Society, who are on
every smart guest list, are Connie Bennett,
Joan Bennett (as the wife of Walter Wanger
she Young,
also getsClaudette
in on the
producers'),
Loretta
Colbert,
Myrna
Loy, Norma Shearer, the Fred Astaires, the
Douglas Fairbanks, Jrs., the Gary Coopers,
and the Tyrone Powers. Connie Bennett has
number one spot on the list, as she is by
far the most social of all Hollywood stars.
Her parties, usually arranged for her by
her good friend Elsa Maxwell, are the
most elaborate of star parties in Hollywood. Thanks to Elsa's influence she usually has as many Amusing People as Right
People, and there's nothing that peps up
a party like Amusing People. Joan Bennett,
Claudette Colbert, Myrna Loy and Norma
Shearer go in for rather small dinner parties with exactly the right guests and the
right wines and the right amount of small
talk. Producers and their wives are very
much in evidence — and so are Irene dresses.
Loretta Young rarely entertains, but she's
so popular with the men that no hostess
would dare cut her off the list. Fred Astaire,
like Connie Bennett, has been "in" Society,
both in Europe and America, for a longtime. His marriage to Phyllis Potter, East-

Corner of the oak-panelled library. The
upholstered sofa is of rough textured green
material; etchings are by Philip Giddens.

ern socialite, definitely cinched him. Doug
Jr., with the fine old name of Fairbanks,
also married into Eastern Society last
spring when he married Mary Lee Epling,
the ex-wife of Huntington Hartford. Ever
since his marriage to Sandra Shaw, Gary
Cooper has been in Hollywood Society. The
Astaires, Fairbanks, Jrs., and the Coopers
do not go in for elaborate entertaining. The
Tyrone Powers are new on the Big Ten
list. Before his marriage to Annabella
young Ty was just one of those fresh kids
who ran around with his gang of studio
pals. But after a year of marriage Ty and
ciety.
his Annabella are now very much "in" SoHow do the. stars get "in" Hollywood
Society? That's rather difficult to answer.
Background means nothing. Your father
could have been a ditch-digger, and your
mother a laundress. Money is important,
but
too important.
Amiable
Men,notmentioned
before, The
rarely
have aYoungdime,
but they are right there in society. You
might be a social leader in Charleston, a

Above, a close-up view which reflects the
quiet charm of the house; below, the
Rathbones in the garden by the Lily pond.

very snooty town, but unless the producers'
set accepts
Hollywood
you'repretty,
definitely "out."you
Youin might
be awfully
and awfully charming, you might even be
the biggest box office attraction in Hollywood, but unless the producers' set takes
you up you might just as well give up all
social ambitions in Hollywood. Nobody
knows how you get "in." You're just "in,"
Do the stars want to be in the top social
"out."
or you're
set
in Hollywood?
Do they want to be
upper
crust?
Some
of
likedothe
Gables and the Robert them,
Taylors,
not.ClarkBut
most of them do. But not for the reason
you think. Not because they find it loads of
fun to play poker with David Selznick,
discuss polo with Darryl Zanuck, or listen
to Mervyn LeRoy's dialect stories. But because itis darned good business. It gives a
star prestige to be in the producers' set,
and prestige is something that pays off
long after everything else has failed. Prestige in Hollywood, as it is in every big business, is a neat little investment. Many an
actor is carried along on prestige long after
belly.
his box office has sunk as low as a snake's
Yes, indeed, from the actors' point of
view it's good business to mingle with the
socially great. And business, I fear me, is
the keynote of Hollywood Society. When
it's reduced to its lowest common denominator Hollywood's social code is just a
pretty good business proposition. But then,
all
social
codes strange
are, aren't
reallv
nothing
abouttheyit ?at Soall73there's
!

would say, "can develop adaptibility to environments and situations — whether pleasant or uncomfortable. The important thing
is to school yourself to meet your tasks
cheerfully; and in time, you will be amazed
how easily you can take the ups and downs
in your stride. It really is just as easy to
develop a natural, happy disposition as it is
to form the habit of complaining. And there
is no one more unpopular — with her husband and every one else — than a chronic
whiner ! I saw plenty of them in our wanderings.had
I
to listen to many tales of woe
— 'the climate was awful, there was nothing
of interest to do, the black boys were lazy
and stupid, they, themselves, were lonely,
their husbands neglected them, etc., etc' —
No wonder they were neglected ! Subconsciously, vowed
I
that, come what may, my
husband would at least enjoy having me

A complete music library is a feature of the home of Basil Rathbone. The
dark mahogany built-in case to hold records was designed by Mrs. Rathbone.
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Continued from page 63
world, our future ambitions included, in our
venture."
A certain tenacity of purpose in Osa's
character is clearly portrayed by Martin's
oft-told story of their departure on that
first expedition : They had said heartbreaking farewells to family and friends
at home. They were on the train en route
to the West Coast to board a ship. All of
a sudden, Martin began to get 'cold feet,'
as he realized more and more how completely they were casting off all connections
with civilization. After all, he thought,
there were plenty of opportunities to be
had right here in this country. So he voiced
his thoughts to Osa. Her reaction was instantaneous. She grabbed hold of the lapel
of his coat and gave it a shake, saying :
"Look here, Martin, you are the one who
started us on this South Sea Island business. Iagreed to go with you — and I'm going. So, don't you get side-tracked on other
things until we have finished this job
first!"
Time after time, this stick-to-it trait of
Osa's was sorely tried. On one occasion,
Martin and Osa — in their zeal to take films
of cannibals — landed at an out-of-the-way
island inhabited only by savages. They went
ashore and began photographing these wild
people. Suddenly, they found themselves
surrounded by tribesmen, who handled
them roughly and led them away as prisoners, Martin in one direction, Osa in another.
It looked as if they were headed for the
cooking pot. Just then, fortunately (or this
career in-the-making would have ended
right there), a British warship called at the
island in search of them. They were rescued
— just in time.
_ Shortly after this nerve-wrecking experience, Martin asked Osa if she hadn't had
enough. Her reply was : "Have you got the
film you came after?"
"Not all of it," he had to admit.
"Then, let's get it," she insisted.
Still not deviating from the main purpose, you see, in spite of risks and hardships. A man would have to succeed with
such an example of perseverance before
him.
I wonder if you, at eighteen or so, can
adjust yourself as rapidly and' as agreeably
74

Now, every girl — in the pursuit of a
career — must know that there is never any
time
for loafing or lying down on the job.
around."
And if you think that your schedule of
self -improvement to keep abreast of the
times is strenuous, just glance at a few of
Osa's problems in self-education. She
learned how to shoot a rifle, and practiced
until she was a reliable and good marksman. And if you wonder why this was
necessary
tell you : in her scheme of things, she will
"Inasmuch as there were no butcher
shops, it was necessary to supply fresh meat
for our own use and for the porters. In
fact, the British government in East Africa
requires that fresh meat be supplied to the
blacks. But, most important of all, Martin
had to be protected by a gun while he
cranked the camera in photographing wild

to an entirely different mode of life as Osa
did ? Remember, there was no telephone to
ask the grocer to send over this and that —
in fact, there was no corner grocery store.
There was no electricity. There were no
So great was Martin Johnson's confidoctors within a radius of miles. There
dence in Osa's steadiness and accuracy in
were no afternoon bridge parties ; and there
shooting,
animals." that he was able to concentrate
was no association with other white women
entirely on his camera without being confor months at a time. But Osa managed to
cerned with the danger involved. Once,
when he was photographing lions on the
adjust herself quickly. She was enthusiastic
about the out-of-door life and the beauty
plains of Africa, one of them charged directly at him and the camera. He cranked
of the scenes around her. She was interon. It was a splendid picture. Osa fired
ested in everything. When she was not enwhen the lion was about fifteen feet away.
gaged with pots and pans and the domestic
She wounded the beast; but he came on.
side of her life, she was busy helping MarShe fired again. This time she killed him ;
tin with his photographic work, or learning odd languages from the natives. She
but
dropped
almost
Martin's
foot. heSeveral
times,
she touching
has shot charging
would be quite surprised should you think
it strange that one could jump so quickly
elephants, once within a few yards of the
camera. And this is the work of a woman
from the routine of civilization back to the
who had never handled a gun before the
more primitive type of life.
time of her marriage !
"Any young, happy, and healthy girl," she
The coral on the French Provincial chest in the drawing room was a gift from
Sir Hubert Wilkins. The walls of the playroom are covered with friends' pictures.
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Osa has learned to speak several native
dialects, so that she can give instructions
regarding"
the todetails
of camp
life. She
has
been able
converse
with tribesmen,
in their language, regarding hunting and
their native lore. She has learned to drive
automobiles of all types and has operated
one of the trucks in their field work across
miles of African terrain.
From the ground, Martin and Osa had
photographed a good portion of Central
and Eastern Africa, and most of the wild
life therein. Times were changing. More
and more, airplanes were coming into use.
Back in civilization, the Johnsons purchased two planes — "The Spirit of Africa"
and "Osa's Ark" — and they learned to pilot
them. When they returned to Africa, they
flew across the country filming herds of
wild animals from the air.
Even on the return to the United States,
their career — for, remember, this was a
partnership — demanded more energetic
work than ever. Film had to be edited and
titled. Contacts had to be made ; business
conferences attended, both at the office and
during a social evening. They gave lectures
and made public appearances with their
pictures throughout this country. Osa even
took lessons in public speaking, so that
she would be able to talk before large
audiences. In fact, the - tragedy occurred
several years ago, when they were flying —
as passengers — to the West Coast to keep
lecture engagements. The plane crashed — ■
Martin died as the result of injuries — Osa
suffered severe cuts, shock, and a broken
hip. From a wheel chair, in spite of sorrow
and shattered nerves, she carried out their
lecture engagement contract. She has made
personal appearances with the films in practically every town in the United States that
has a population of five thousand or more.
In the gaps between big jobs, Osa reveled in the luxury of purchasing new and
lovely raiment. She loves pretty clothes.
In spite of all the man-sized jobs that she
has tackled, she has retained an attractive
femininity.
I well recall our first meeting — over fifteen years ago —Museum
in Carl ofAkeley's
the American
Natural studio
History.at
Osa and Martin were leaving soon fortheir
first trip to Africa. I, as a member of the
Akeley Expedition to collect gorillas for a
group in the Natural History Museum,
would be departing several months later for
Central Africa. We all planned to have
New Year's dinner together in Nairobi,
East Africa. Osa looked so pretty in her
smart suit and becoming hat, that we began

A charming corner in Mrs. Rathbone's bedroom with its dusty pink walls, and chair
and day bed upholstered in quilted brown satin. The net drapes are brown, too.
talking about what clothes we might need
on our trips. She informed me that Martin
was quite annoyed with her, and that she
did not know whether she would have any
practical walking boots. He had given her
the money to buy boots and field clothes.
But she had seen so many lovely things to
wear on board ship and in England, that
she had lost her head completely. In fact,
she had spent most of her money in the
dress department !
You know the old saying about "Home
is wherever you hang your hat." Well, this
was quite true in Osa's case. Sometimes, her
domicile was a small boat or a thatchedroof mud hut, or a tent. She will tell you
that she enjoys to the utmost the soft carpets, the electric gadgets, and the modern
plumbing in a city apartment hotel — provided she can have a small kitchenette.
(For Osa is truly domestic. She is fond
of cooking and experimenting with new
dishes.) But she will also tell you that she
can feel equally at home and perfectly comfortable in a tent in Africa.
"The routine of living is pretty much
the same any place," she will remark.
"When I am in camp, I bathe in a canvas
bath tub. The water is heated in pails over

Comfortable luxury is the keynote of the bedroom. The elegant bed is of the
brown quilted satin, framed in mirrors. The desk and chair are of bleached wood.

an open fire and poured into the tub, instead
of coming in by faucet. I sleep between
clean sheets on a comfortable folding cot.
My toilet articles and cold creams are arranged on a camp table instead of on the
regular dressing table. Furthermore, I use
those cleansing creams religiously every
night — especially in the tropics — to offset
the damage done in the daytime by exposure to heat and sun. Of course, I realize
that a cheerful expression is more important than the external texture of the skin.
If Atyou're
smartdid girl,
you'll have
both At!"
times,a Osa
the cooking
herself.
other times, she trained native black boys
to prepare and serve the meals the way she
wanted them. She always superintended the
work of the cook. She soon discovered that
food became very monotonous unless it was
prepared in different forms to tempt the
taste. So, she improvised special dishes to
vary the menu. Right then, Osa began developing aculinary technique which has
become an art.
Here are a few of her special recipes
which will add zest to your regular dinners.
Moreover, you can prepare them in a modern kitchen or over a camp-fire:
APPETIZER— SARDINE CANAPES
Mash sardines. Add ¥4 teaspoon of Worcestershire sauce, ys teaspoon prepared
mustard, dash of celery salt, teaspoon of
grated onion juice, teaspoon of ketchup.
Mix with oil of sardines to the consistency
of a paste. Serve hot or cold on crisp toast
or on toasted crackers.
SOUP— CREAM OF PEANUT
Melt 3 tablespoonsful of peanut butter
and add 3 cups of milk — evaporated or
fresh. (If evaporated milk is used, dilute
to consistency of fresh milk.) Add */> cup
cream, teaspoon celery salt, 2 heaping teaspoons onion juice, y2 teaspoon of chili
powder. Heat to boiling point, but do not
boil. When ready to serve, add 1 teaspoon
whipped cream and dash of paprika.
DESSERT— APRICOT PUDDING
Boil dried apricots until tender, and run
them through sieve. Make boiled custard.
Take 2 egg whites, beat until stiff, fold into
custard. Let stand until cool. Cover custard
with apricots. Cover with whipped cream.
"The way to a man's heart," Osa will
add, "may not be entirely via the stomach ;
but good tasty food certainly does wonders
to keep him well and contented."
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Good

Advice from Spencer
Continued from page 3

and invented the phonograph before lunch
one morning. In two days' work I went
through
the nine
experiments
with the all
electric
bulb. years'
This morning
we
filmed the wedding ; Rita Johnson who plays
Mrs. Edison, and I got married. This afternoon, the happy couple will be doing scenes
with their children. What I mean is, we
seem to be living in a push-button world,
these days. We kinda forget that someone
had to invent the push-buttons.
"Point is," Spence explained, "we got
through these scenes like we did because,
for one thing, Clarence Brown, who is
directing us, has spent years learning his
job. So any problems we met were quickly
solved because of the arduous apprenticeship of the man who holds the megaphone.
Like it took Edison nine years to make the
experiments for the bulb, but once he hit on
using a piece of thread impregnated with
carbon it took him only a few hours to
make the final and successful experiment.
See what I mean ?
"Edison once said, 'all I want is a place
to work and some tools to work with.'
Well, that's what I've got here on the set.
I have the exact reproduction of the Menlo
Park laboratory of Edison. But I have it
because Henry Ford cared enough to have
it moved, intact, to his Greenfield Village,
at Dearborn, Michigan. Intact, I mean, to
the original dirt on which it stood. I have
it thanks to the pains and expense to which
the studio went to reproduce it, authentic in
every detail, here on the sound stage."
He "has it" because of the pains he took,
too, by the way. For Spencer, accompanied
by Clarence Brown, Producer John Considine and the script writers, visited the
laboratory in Dearborn. And thanks to the
cooperation of Henry Ford, they brought
back to Hollywood photographs of the interior and exterior, close-ups of every individual invention. They brought back, too,
twelve reels of talking motion pictures,
loaned them by Mr. Ford, which explain
every part of the laboratory and the workings of the inventions. From these motion
pictures, from the sketches and specifications and photographs, dozens of technicians
working on the sets obtained complete information.
"As a result," Spence told me, "when you
see the picture you'll see every item of
Edison's laboratorv in the exact and iden76

Tracy

tical spot where he had them when he was
working on his inventions. Almost every
article in our studio lab. — and there are
more
than 10,000
them —onewere'
madedozen
for
the picture.
Not aofsingle
of the
or two Edison inventions is the genuine
machine. It wasn't possible to move any of
the rare pieces, of course. But every one
of them is accurate down to the last detail.
And every one of them will do what Edison's original models will do. Why I'm
telling you all this, what I'm getting at is
that we only push buttons on other men's
backs. What I'd like to say is, we shouldn't
be satisfied to be button-pushers. We should
do a little back-bending ourselves.
"Maybe it's good advice, too, not to stop
when you have -a success any more than
you should stop when you have a failure.
Edison didn't turn a hair, one way or the
other. Pie was only twenty-two when he
invented the stock-ticker. He got $40,000
for it, a big hunk of money in any day, but
especially
in thoseit all
days.
sit down
on it. He threw
intoHea didn't
laboratory
and
went on to the next thing. He didn't have
any terminus in his life. They were all waystations to him, failures and successes alike,
everything he did. So maybe we should
never say 'Now I'm on top of the world' or
'Now I'm down for the count of nine.'
"He was only thirty-two when he invented the electric bulb. He was thirty
when he invented the phonograph. Any one
of these inventions would be the Life Work
of any other man, all of it. Edison wasn't
'any other man.' He was his own man. He
broke precedents like they were soap bubbles. Good idea for all of us to follow, or
try to.
"He said: 'I lived twice as long as any
other man because I worked twice as long,'
(16 the
hours
He by
didn't
by
fun aheday).
had, but
the measure
work he time
did.
Not a bad tip, either. Maybe most of us
are too soft, too easy on ourselves, worry
too much about that 'all work and no play'
slogan. Well, Edison didn't play and you
sure couldn't call him a 'dull boy.' Makes
you wonder how's about some really hard
work as a cure-all for these economic evils
we hear so much about and talk so much
about. Might help !
"He never took the easiest ways. When
he first went to New York, in 1869, he
slept in the cellar of the Gold Exchange

Errol Flynn likes nothing better than to
be able to spend idle hours with his
pets. Left, the curious pups watching
Errol's horse-currying job are his Rhodesian Lion Hounds. Above, Flynn's wellgroomed horse and a full-grown hound.
Building, helped the janitor sweep out the
building in payment for that lodging. When
he was offered $300 a month salary, and
he was hounded by debt at the time, he
said: 'I'd never leave a job if I made that
much money'— and turned it down. He had
faith in himself, in what he was going to
do. We could all do with some more of
that, faith in ourselves.
"Edison never took a drink. Point is,
even
he'dthem.
liked Hehard
liquors,
he habit
wouldn't
have if
used
never
let any
get
control of him, not even the habits of regular sleeping and eating. He'd work whole
nights
through,
cat-naps.
couldn't
be bothered
withtakeregular
mealsHe when
he
was working. He'd grab a piece of apple
pie, odd times, and let it go at that. Boy,
the
put away
this apple
picturepie! I've
So, maybe
we since
shouldI started
figure,
how's fortsabout
forgetting
comfor a while?
Whatourif creature
we are tired,
hungry, hot, cold, uncomfortable?
"And one thing is sure," said Spencer,
gravely, "you've got to care about what
you're doing, seems to me. You can't think
of your job as a soft racket or just for
what you can get out of it. You've got to
care deeper than that — as Edison cared,
when he gave his whole life to his work,
not
rewards
; aswhen
Henry'
Ford
cares reckoning
; as the studio
cared
it spared
neither time nor expense to make the picture, 'Edison, the Man,' worthy of its great
As Spencer Tracy cares I thought.
Spence is too modest in his own esteem.
He'd
think it the crassest kind of bragging
prototype."
to draw comparisons of any kind between
himself and the great inventor who was,
primarily, a great humanitarian. Nevertheless, there are comparisons to be made as
there are between all men who — well, who
"care deeper than that."
It was Henry Ford who first noticed how
similar are the measurements of Tracy and
the late Thomas Edison. When Spencer
visited Henry and Edsel Ford in Detroit,
Mr. Ford told Spencer to look into a mirror, then held up pictures of Edison so that
Spencer could see for himself how striking
the likeness is. And when Mrs. Madeleine
Sloan, Edison's daughter, saw Spencer in
the old-age make-up of Edison, at the age
of 82, she burst into tears.

You can't get Spence to help much in
making parallels between himself and Edison but — and it was like drawing so many
teeth — I did extract these few tidbits from
him : "Well, we both had funny sleepinghabits, Edison with his cat-naps and me
w ith my insomnia. He was very careless
about his clothes, too. His wife had to buy
them for him. Same here. Thanks to his
indifference to clothes, I only have five
changes throughout the entire picture.
Don't have
bother natural.
with hair-cuts
much,a
either.
That tocomes
Edison had
sort of shoe fetish. He couldn't pass a shoe
store
shoes.He I'm
about without
ties, ties buying
and shirts.
usedlike
to that
like
to swap stories with his cronies. I have
the same liking. He liked music. Songs like
Sweet Genevieve and I'll See You Home
Again, Kathleen and O, That We Tu'o
Were Maying were his favorites. They
were mine, too, long before I knew they
were his. He used to play the organ with
one finger, _for relaxation. I poke at the
piano with one finger. He used to go to
the movies quite a lot. He didn't like 'problem' pictures, he liked pictures with 'happy
endings.' Same with me. The gay, white
lights didn't attract him ; same here. In his
later years he liked to go fishing off the
coast of Florida. That's what I do whenever Ican get away, go fishing off Catalina. Edison was a great reader. So am I.
I read a lot nights, when I can't sleep. He
was a window-gazer-outer. So'm I. His
teacher once told his mother, 'the boy is
addled' — they'd call it 'whacky' today.
Teachers used to intimate the same to my
folks. He burned his father's barn down
when he was a kid and was publicly
spanked. I upset the ice-box on my brother
and was privately spanked. I don't say that
both experiments were for the same creative
cause !"
I can add one or two parallels without
Spencer's help. Edison in the picture kept
a huge assemblage waiting at a banquet to
be given in his honor at the home of his
friend. Henry Ford, while he gave an interview to two students for their high
school paper. Spence once kept a very big
movie producer waiting an hour and a
half while he talked to one of the kids
from Boys Town. Edison couldn't have been
As soon as work on "The Sea Hawlc" was
completed, Errol rushed to his ranch pets.
He's the first American breeder of
Rhodesian Lion Dogs. Below, a duck joins
the feeding party; right, two new arrivals— the kid was born on the ranch, too.

called a religious man in the sense of being
a church-goer but he often spoke of the
trees and flowers, often said "there must be
a Great Chemist behind all this somewhere." Spencer doesn't say much about
religion, either, but Father Flanagan would
tell you that the Golden Rule is written on
Spencer's heart.
Spencer isn't the kind of a man, no more
was Edison, to go about declaiming a Message for Humanity. If I should write, in
this article, that Spence has a Mission in
Life, he'd murder me. Just the same, he
has.
believes
thatinfluence
he, and their
otherscreen
'film
stars, He
should
use the
popularity gives them, for the good of
humanity.
use radio,
for instance, as aHe'd
meanslikeof totalking
to people
on
matters that vitally concern them, wage
such good fights on the air as Paul de
Kruif fought against social diseases in the
pages of magazines.
Spencer wants, now, to make pictures
that may be stimulating and inspiring to
others. He hopes that his role of Father
Flanagan in Boys Town may make the
world newly aware that "inasmuch as ye do
it unto one of these little ones" ... he
hopes that his Stanley in "Stanley and Livingstone" may have pepped up other men
who are covering "tough assignments" . . .
that his Major Rogers in "Northwest Pasgive of
boys
push-button
world sage"
an mayinflux
the ofredthis
blood
of those
men whose entrails were the guts of giants
. . . that, now, his Edison may remind us
that patience and the humanitarian ideal are
not just musty words, embalmed in mothballs. In other words, he'd like to feel that
he gives something more than forty or fifty
cents worth of casual entertainment to the
people who see his pictures.
So again, Spence wasn't just talking to
hear himself talk when he said: "Edison
cared about whether others benefitted from
his work. His first invention, the vote
recorder, was turned down in Washington
because, he was told, it was exactly what
they didn't want, it eliminated delay and
filibustering, the very means government
representatives used to defeat bad legislation. He resolved, then, never again to invent anything that was not necessary to the
community at large. He never did. Pretty
good thing that he didn't. Try to be necessary to the community at large might be
a good yardstick for us all. Why, if it
wasn't for Edison, we w.ouldn't be filming
the story of his life, we wouldn't be filming anything, for that matter. He invented
the electric light without which interiors
couldn't be photographed. He invented the

motion picture camera without which my
pal Gable would still be logging, most
likely ! He invented the talking machine,
generators, electrical plants, storage batteries, the dictaphone on which scripts are
recorded, Portland cement which makes
sets practical, the fluoroscope, the electric
railway — I could go on indefinitely — thingis, office workers, doctors, dentists, builders
and contractors, railroad employees, automobile mechanics, everyone who works
with any kind of electrical appliance, employees of the telephone company (he made
the telephone practical, you know) all hold
their jobs, thanks to the Wizard of Menlo
Park. The worth of his inventions is estimated at 40 billions of dollars and because
of his inventions there is a billion dollars
a year revenue into America.
"Makes you kinda stop and think, don't
it? Makes you think that maybe if we give
some thought to how our work affects
others we may get somewhere. And even
if it is 'just money' you're after," grinned
Spence, "it's well to remember the sizeable
fortune Edison left. If he'd kept full rights
to everything
he invented
died
the
wealthiest man
the world he'd
has have
ever seen.
He didn't keep full rights to everything
because, in the early days especially, he
always needed money for the next thing.
So he'd sell an invention, outright or in
part.
goodstock
business
when He
he wasn't
inventeda the
tickerman.
and Like
was
asked what he thought it was worth, he
said 'Three thousand dollars.' They paid
him $40,000 for it. You can get somethingout of that, too, I mean, Edison had faith
in himself, he also had faith in his fellowmen. Not a bad idea to believe that if
you're on the level with people, they'll be
on
you. It's about
good the
common
sensetheto level
hold with
that thinking
other
fellow brings the other fellow's money into
your pocket because when he has confidence
in you, you've got everything he has.
"Make people trust you, that's not bad
advice for man or boy. Maybe we do think
too much about ourselves, about what our
work will do for us, whether we will reap
the rewards. Maybe we don't think enough
about the other feller, about humanity.
Someone once said, 'You can't be greater
than the system of which you are a part.'
Well, maybe you can't ignore the system of
which you are a part, either. Maybe what
you do can't just be for you, ever think of
that? The other way seems to pay dividends," said Spencer, "in cash, in the tangible
rewards — and in other things, too. It would
be kinda nice," Spence added, slowly, "to
think you'd given light to the world."

Four fashion episodes in the summer
scene. See Store Directory, Page 97

By

Marina

Charlotte of Paris has used
a feather-weight acetate
for summer costume jewelry that
looks like a drift of snow. Shown,
Is one leafy, filigree pattern in
necklace, bracelet and earrings.
There are a variety of beautiful
designs in frosty white, pastels,
richer tones and also black, the
latter being a sharp, smart accent to an all-white costume.
This is Nat Levy-Urie Mandel
jewelry. Necklace, $3; bracelet,
$1; earrings, $1. Other pieces,
beautifully designed, from $1 up.

/7[ Mid-summer formality developed in Celanese rayon jersey
^\ by Fred Perlberg. Smart South American color combinations
here spread themselves on a gown of white topped by a red
jacket, or on a chartreuse gown topped by a red jacket. The
jacket fastens by two graded contrasting belts, and a hood slips
flatteringly over your curls. With jacket, you have a dinner costume; without, a gracious and very formal gown. Price about $15.
/7[ is
Minikins,
Blue Swan,
are "the
new minimum
in undies." not
Thisto brief
^\
expertly bytailored
for perfect
fit smart,
in Celanese
rayon, guaranteed
run,
shrink or sag. The Nobelt waistline, a broad, flat band of live sheet rubber,
encased in a resilient fabric and attached with an expanding stitch, means
comfort and a belt that breathes with you. It's guaranteed to last the life of
the brief. Grand little garments for vacation and general wear; easy to launder,
light, cool and space-saving in packing. Minikins are pleasingly priced at $.39.
glf Be a sand and sea siren in the Hawaiian manner! Kleinert has created a
^\ flattering rubber bathing suit, "Hawaii," in white, dusty blue, yellow or pink,
with a flower lei of turquoise and coral sweet peas, about $4.50. All-rubber turunusually
in colors
to match
$1.25.
beachban,bag,
of becoming,
diagonal cotton
weave
in coralsuit,andis about
white or
blue The
and "Coastline"
white, has
climate-proof lining with a water-proof, slide-fastened pocket to segregate wet
accessories. About $2.95. "Ghillie" play shoes in patriotic colors, at about $2.
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skin

of your
Face
Powder
?"
[FIND YOUR LUCKY SUMMER SHADE—
AND GET IT IN MY GRIT- FREE POWDER]

Slowly, subtly— the sun has deepened your skin tones, making them
richer— more vibrant. But ... are
you innocently spoiling your skin's
sun-tinted warmth with a too light
shade of powder? It's so important
to change to a warmer, richer shade
—a shade that will harmonize with
your skin tones as they are now!

Find out now which is your most flattering
shade! But remember, even a richer shade won't
help... if your powder is too coarse for your skin!
For the deeper the shade, the more important that
your powder should be jree from grit!

Make my famous "Bite Test"! Put
a pinch of your present powder between your teeth. Make sure your
teeth are even, then grind them slowly.
If your powder contains grit, your
teeth instantly detect it. But how easily Lady Esther Powder passes the same
test! Your teeth will find no grit!

Get

GRIT-

your

lucky

shade

in my

FREE

Lady Esther Face Powder is so smooth it
clings for 4 long hours! Put it on after dinner —
say at eight— and at midnight it will still flatter
your skin. No coarse particles ruin its perfect
blending... or give you a harsh, "powdery" look!

Powderl

You can't judge powder shades by the
appearance of the powder in the box. To
find the most flattering shade for the new,
warmer tones of your complexion . . . try
each shade of my powder on your own skin
. . . at my expense!

notice how smooth my powder is. Don't
mistakenly believe a high price means a
grit-free face powder.
Impartial laboratory tests showed that many
expensive powders— costing $1.00, $2.00, $3.00
and even more— contained up to 20.44% grit.

Mail me the coupon, and there will come
to you ten new shades of my grit-free
powder— brunette shades, rachels, rose
tones. Try each shade on your own face.
Find the one that is just right for you!
And as you try on these lovely shades...

Find your lucky shade of my grit-free
powder, and wear it confidently. No
coarse particles will streak or fade your
powder. ..or give your skin a harsh, "powdery" look. You cannot find a finer, higher
quality powder. So mail the coupon now!
SCREENLAND

{You can paste this on a penny postcard)
Lady Esther,
(57)
7162 West 65th Street, Chicago, 111.
Please send me FREE AND POSTPAID your
10 new shades of face powder, also a tube of
your Four Purpose Face Cream.
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they got almost runny, and then put them
back in the red cheese shell. If you ever
Inside

the

Stars'

Homes

Continued from page 1 1

Jane declares that she doesn't care much
for very fancy dishes. "Just give me a plain
vegetable and let me take away the flat
taste and I'm satisfied. I like spinach. I
have it cooked as usual, then I have the
egg riced so that it is all in tiny crumbs
and I take a whole English cheese and melt
it and put the spinach and egg in a bakingdish, the cheese on top, cracker crumbs
on that, and bake it. Nothing flat about
that !
"Ronnie hates artichokes and I adore
them. So when we're alone, we almost
never have them, but when we have guests
I serve them in a special way, snapped up.
You boil the artichokes until they are
well done, then cut off the lower end and
sort of loosen the leaves with a fork, then
stuff with diced carrots and peas, and then
take a little garlic and sort of drip it
through the leaves. Marvelous !"
The telephone bell rang and a maid
brought the instrument in to young Mrs.
Reagan, in her sunny window seat. "Oh no,
positively not !" she exclaimed. "I couldn't
cut your hair right in the middle of a picSupposehave
it doesn't
match cuttheit,other
shots? ture.
Well,
the studio
and

RINSE

OFF

HAIR

UNSIGHTLY

THIS

EASY

WAY

Glorify your legs with the NEW Neet ! For
years the favorite cream hair remover of
hundreds of thousands, NEET now is pleasantly scented! No disagreeable chemical
odor. NEET is gentle, painless. Takes little
time, no bother to use! Just spread NEET
over unwanted hair. Leave on ONLY four to
five minutes. Then rinse off with water.
Ugly hair disappears from your legs, forearms and underarms. Your skin is smooth
as satin and petal-soft!
Avoid Sharp Razor Stubble
There are no sharp-edged hair stubs to
snag your stockings, no razor-scraped
skin, and no danger of cuts— when you
iise NEET ! Get NEET at drug, dept. stores.
Generous trial size at ten-cent stores.
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then come out and I'll see what I can do.
Goodbye,
darling."
Shethrew
returned
the hands
telephone to the
maid and
out her
in a pretty gesture.
"That was Gail Patrick. Gail and Jean,
her secretary, and Betty Kaplan and I have
been a Hollywood foursome for a couple
of years, known each other for ages. One
day, they began talking about cowlicks ;
everyone has a cowlick somewhere in their
hair, and mine happens to come at a pretty
good spot, more or less, and the other girls
liked it. They wondered if their hair could
be dressed so it would look as if they had
a cowlick in the right place, and I said yes,
it could. My hobby is hair, anyway. I've
always loved to play around with it. I used
to get a quarter for doing the hair of the
lady upstairs, when I was little — one of
those things. So I proceeded to try out my
ideas on Gail and Jean and Betty and they
worked! Now, it's getting to be a habit.
I cut Jean's this morning before we went
to play golf, and now Gail wants me to do
hers, but I wouldn't dare in case the director of her picture should say it's too
short and I'd get in a row if it didn't match
up. The important thing about hair is combing it right.
"I'm going to start a beauty shop next
year, a different kind of beauty shop, sort
of specializing in stylizing, not a drop-in
trade. Betty will manage it for me and I
know a couple of operators who can follow
my ideas, so I'm looking forward to creating some coiffures. I won't have any time
to do actual work on it, thank heavens" —
crossing
her fingers — "but I can have my
ideas
developed.
Young Mr. Reagan's favorite dish, to get
back to food, is macaroni and cheese. "We
use a white sauce with it and Kraft's
American cheese," said Jane. "It's a good
thing Ronnie likes cheese, for I'm a cheese
fan ! I used to make a special cheese spread
for crackers, but nowadays I haven't the
time
!— It red
takescheeses
ages. and
I'd get
one —ofpraise
those beround
cut
off the top and fix it as a lid with a tiny
wooden handle so I could put it back on.
Then I'd scoop out the cheese, leaving the
shell looking clean and nice to hold the
finished product. I'd mash the cheese, add
a quarter section of Limburger, a piece of
Roquefort, a little cream cheese (Blue
Moon), and whip them up together until
SCREENLAND

Janetime,
never
have
try eats
it !" desserts, except for a
lemon pie made by her cook whereon
whipped cream is used instead of meringue,
and strawberry parfait. "Not the ordinary
kind," she specified, "for this, you take
your berries and mash them, add the white
of an egg and a little whipping cream and
sugar to sweeten them, according to the
sweetness of the berries ; then you whip
the mixture until you're exhausted, chill it
in the refrigerator, and serve on rounds
of cake or some sweet bread. It gets almost
solid. Oh, I almost forgot about cheese
squares. They are grand ! We often have
them for the salad course.
CHEESE SQUARES
1 envelope Knox unflavored gelatin
2 tablespoons cold water
1 cup hot fresh milk
y2 cup chopped celery
Y2 cup white cream cheese
54 cup crumbled Roquefort cheese
1 teaspoon lemon juice
teaspoon salt
% teaspoon paprika
*4 teaspoon minced onion
Soak the gelatin five minutes in the cold
water and dissolve in the hot milk. Cool.
Fold in other ingredients and pour an inch
thick into shallow pan, rinsed with cold
water. Chill until firm. Cut in squares.
Serve on lettuce with French dressing.
"Ronnie's desserts are usually Jell-o or
tapioca, neither of which I like," went on
Jane. "He seems to like something called
Grape Fluff and a fruit tapioca. I'll get
you the recipes."
GRAPE

FLUFF

Soften y2 teaspoon Knox unflavored
gelatin in 2 tablespoons cold water, add y2
cup of boiling water and dissolve. Add
cup sugar, juice of Yz lemon and J4 cup of
grape juice (Welch) ; strain, pour into a
wet mold, and when firm force through
a potato ricer. Serve very cold.
LOGANBERRY

TAPIOCA

2y2 cups loganberry juice and water
4 tablespoons Minute Tapioca
Yz cup sugar
1Y\ toteaspoon
\y2 cupssaltloganberries
2 tablespoons lemon juice
Combine the fruit juice and water, Minute Tapioca, sugar, and salt and mix well.
Stir constantly over direct heat. Do not
overcook — the mixture should be thin. Remove from fire and add the fruit and lemon
juice. Cool, stirring occasionally. Chill.
We toured the apartment, from the dining room with its wall of glass blocks, to
the complete bride's dream of a kitchen, on
to Jane's room with its blue walls and rosycovered bed, its row of windows overlooking the jeweled lights of the city by night,
its mirrored doors.
"That's my godson's picture," she mentioned, proudly exhibiting an enlarged snapshot of a happy infant. "His name is Bert
de Wayne III, so they call him Michael!
No reason, but the happy Morris way."
Ronnie's room has yellow walls and
plenty of Exeter pennants — almost a college room. "I'm knitting him some socks,"
confessed Jane, as we returned to the living room. "Men are wearing plaid socks
this season and you can't seem to get them
too loud. These are green and beige and
chocolate,
quite This
mild one
! See
I'm
working on really
both socks.
I —began
while I was doing 'An Angel from Texas,'
so it's farther along than this, which was
begun for Elight Angels,' I'm just a
merry little housewife !"

* Repeat performance by popular
demand! Since their first appearance, this romantic Cutex trio
has been playing continuously
to admiring audiences!
Cutex OLD ROSE is a rich
rose with that hint of blue so very
flattering to your skin . . .
CEDARWOOD is a lovely fresh
mauvy-rose that goes with everything .. . LAUREL is delicate and
feminine- — a special favorite with
the men in your life!
Write your own spring success
story with the world's most popular nail tones — Cutex OLD ROSE,
CEDARWOOD and LAUREL!

CUTEX

SA10N

POLISH

Northam Warren, New York, Montreal, London, Paris
SCREENLAND
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Daphne
illustrate
story."
Andy and
triedyoua tolast
illness, the
heartfailure
coupled with a complete nervous breakdown. But the Judge, more puzzled than
ever at Andy's desperate efforts to stay at
home, showed no signs of relenting. So
there was the train streamlining its way to
the metropolis and there was Andy riding
to his doom.
Then New York ! They crossed on the
ferry from Jersey so they could see the
city as the Judge had seen it first, from the
water. Tall buildings, ocean liners riding at
anchor at the docks, the thrilling taxi ride
through the city to the apartment the Judge
had wired his friends, the Booths, to get
ready for them, and then after an elevator
had swept them up to the dizzying heights
of their new home, the complete anticlimax— little Betsy Booth.
She was teetering on a step ladder in the
tiny kitchenette when they came in, reaching for a coffee pot on the shelf above her.
and when she saw Andy she almost fell
over backwards in her excitement. Time
had not helped her infatuation. She was as
completely
Andy's victim as she had been
back in Carvel.
"It is a cute apartment, isn't it, Mrs.
Hardy?" she said breathlessly, her eyes
focussed
on Andy.
"Mother came
and
father wereadoringly
away when
your telegram
so I found it myself. And you know, Andy,
it's perfectly swell to see you and I brought
my radio over for you." She stopped, appalled at this revelation of her adoration,
and turned
to Mrs.
just common gratitude,
Mrs. Hardy.
Hardy, "It's
because
back
in Carvel, Andy took me to my first grownThis group of screen celebrities flew from Hollywood to New York on the same plane.
From left, Alexander Korda, Norma Shearer, a stewardess, Samuel Goldwyn, who's suing
Director Korda for breach of contract, Mrs. Goldwyn, Merle Oberon (Mrs. Korda).

Andy

Hardy

Meets

Debutante

Continued from poge 27
Polly's nose elevated itself a half inch
closer to the ceiling. "Of all the ridiculous,
little boy exhibitions !" she sniffed. "Collecting pictures of a perfectly awful girl
he's never even seen."
Andy's back was against the wall. "I
have too seen her," he protested desperately.
"I — I met her in Detroit, almost two years
ago, and at first sight she liked me far
more than she ought."
Beezy's retort was only the one crushing
word, "Applesauce." but Polly's, though not
so terse, was the more devastating.
"Why, Daphne Fowler goes around with
grown men!" Her voice was withering.
"She wouldn't look twice at a small town
schoolboy !"
"Yeah?" Andy's inventive mind was
working with the speed of an Edison.
"Well,
she's and
so crazy
me dance
she wants
me
to come
have about
the first
with
her when she makes her' debut," he lied
desperately. "I — I been begging my father
to let me go to New York but he says I
got to keep on with school."
"You could always run away from home,"
Polly
a way
showed she hadn't
believedsaida in
word
he that
had said.
"Sure, you could hop a freight!" Beezy
sneered in a voice equally skeptical.
Andy looked at them with quiet scorn.
"Maybe you'd want to break your mother's
heart that way, but I've been brought up
better." With a quick gesture he gained
possession of the book and held it firmly
under his arm. "It'd sure be terrific if I
could only get to New York! But I guess
we all got our crosses to bear in this unworld."a martyred shrug he opened
And happy
with
82

the door and left. But he couldn't dismiss
fate as easily as he had Polly and Beezy.
It struck at dinner that night swiftly and
without warning. Judge Hardy was going
to New York to fight the Trustees of the
Carvel estate. And the whole Hardy family was going with him. Even Aldrich
Brown, his sister Marian's beau, who had
become a reporter on the Carvel paper, was
going with them to report on the law suit,
much to Marian's joy.
Everybody was happy except Andy. Once
New York would have meant a glorious
adventure, but now it only meant the certainty that the lies he had told about knowing
Daphne
would up
be with
discovered.
Andy's
sins were
catching
him. Fate
had
put him on the spot. And once having put
him there that same pitiless fate aided and
abetted by his own father was moving him
relentlessly toward New York.
Andy tried every ruse he could think of
but all of them failed. He rallied every
symptom of practically every disease fatal
to man and paraded all of them before the
family. There he was on the very verge of
death itself but it made no difference to the
Judge's
plans.
werewith
going
New York
and The
Andy Hardys
was going
them.to
It didn't help to have the telephone ring
the morning they were leaving and hear
Polly's voice jubilantly telling him that she
and Beezy had decided to print the story of
his flaming romance with Daphne in the
high school magazine.
"You better make good with that debutante, 'cause you'll be the talk of the town
when you get home," she giggled, and Andy
felt practically at death's door. "We know
you'll send back a photograph of darling-

"Son, how do you do it?" Judge Hardy
grinned as Betsy ducked back into the
kitchenette.
up party."
"Aw
gee, Dad," Andy's face flamed.
"She don't mean anything. It's only hero
"Well,'' the Judge leaned down and
picked up one of their bags, his face averted
worship."
so
Andy couldn't see the smile he was unable to control, "come on, my hero. Let's
New York might have been everything
people
it was.weighed
Andy his
wouldn't
get unpacked."
His
ownsaid
problems
spirits know.
down
so that the Empire State Building and
Rockefeller Center and the Statue of Liberty were as nothing but a blur of stone.
Somehow, someway he would have to meet
Daphne Fowler or suffer the taunts of
Carvel High forever after. Finally one day
in desperation he gave the adoring Betsy a
hint of what he was going through.
"You see, it's me against the City of New
York," he explained enigmatically. "One
of us is gonna be ruined in the struggle."
"Would it help to use mother's car and
chauffeur
while the folks are away?" Betsy
asked.
Andy brightened. The car certainly did
help even if Betsy went with the car and
he had to drag her around with him. But
she had promised not to ask questions. And
she was trying desperately to keep that
promise when Andy came back from his
first attempt at meeting Daphne.
He had gone down in ignoble defeat
when he attempted to deliver the letter hehad written to her. When he got back to
Betsy sitting in the car parked around the
corner from Daphne's house, he could still
feel the clutch of the hands of the glamor
girl's
bodyguard
on his
shoulders
when that
he
had thrown
him out
of the
house after
one fleeting glimpse of his beloved. Even
the thought that they had taken him for a
kidnapper or something equally desperate
didn't help much.
"Andy, what's the matter?" Betsy cried
as he sank into the seat beside her. And
then contritely, "Oh, I promised not to ask
"I have just aged fifty years," Andy said
questions !"

ill a hollow voice. "What happened just
now is a secret I will carry with me to the
grave."
"Where to ?" The chauffeur broke in unsympathetically.
"Anywhere I can find some peace," Andy
sighed.
"Grant's Tomb, Prentice," Betsy said
practically. And then as the car stopped in
front of the edifice she turned to Andy.
"Come on inside. Maybe the coffins will
cheer you up."
"Yeah, it's a fine world," Andy said,
grim and tight-lipped. "Back in Carvel
there's
laugh you
at got
my
funeral people
and herewaiting
in Newto York
coffins to cheer me up!"
"I'm sorry. I meant maybe you'd feel
glad
tritely.to be alive," Betsy whispered conBut it was impressive standing there in
the half-darkeness looking down on all that
remained of one of America's great sons.
"Andy, won't you tell me what your problem is?" Betsy whispered hopefully. "I'm
a woman. Maybe I could help." And then
as Andy
"YouS. musn't
up,
Andy. shook
Look his
at head,
Ulysses
Grant ! give
Did
he surrender when things looked dark?"
"He never had any trouble like / got,"
Andy blurted. "All he had on his hands
was the Civil War."
"Then pretend you've only got the Civil
War." Betsy said comfortingly.
Andy's chin went out at that. General
Grant wouldn't surrender. He would use
strategy. "Come on, General Grant!" he
thought desperately. "What would you do?
Remember Gettysburg ! Remember Appomattox!Give, Ulysses!"
With Grant for an inspiration he cast his
mind backwards trying to remember all he
knew about Daphne Fowler. And then
came the inspiration. In almost every one
of those pictures her dog was with her.

"I got it!" Andy's voice rose jubilantly.
"General Grant rides again ! A dog, that's
it. There's nothing like a dog. Betsy," he
fixed his eye sternly on her, "have you a
"No," Betsy shuddered. "But we've got
"Cats is— I mean cats are not the same
dog?"at all," Andy said severely. "Most
thing
a cat."
people love dogs. S'pose you were walking
down the street and you saw a kind of distinguished looking young fellow leading a
dog.
you dickens,"
do?"
"I'dWhat
run would
like the
Betsy said
promptly. "I'm scared of dogs. Or maybe
I'd inch over to the curb and try to sneak
by without the dog seeing me."
"No, no, Betsy !" Andy was exasperated..
"You're supposed to love dogs ! You'd want
to "Then
go overI'dand
him."
justpetsort
of reach over and pet
him and then hurry on about my business."
"Wouldn't you speak to the man withthe
dog?" Andy demanded impatiently. And
then as she hesitated, "He's a charming
young gentleman. He's a fellow dog-lover.
You'd want to get acquainted, drawn by
the bond of our little four-footed friends.
Well, anyway," he said irritably seeing her
uncertain look, "do you know where I could
borrow a dog? I got troubles and I need
the consolation of a dumb animal."
Betsy looked at him, helpless in her love.
"If you want a dog I suppose I'll have to
figure
out some way to borrow you one,"
she
sighed.
And Betsy did. Not only one dog, but
two. A giant St. Bernard and a tiny poodle.
Again Andy left Betsy parked in the car
around the corner while he strode up and
down in front of Daphne's home, his two
dogs straining at the leash, his heart going
into high when he saw her come out of the
house with her dachshund.
Afterwards Andy never knew exactly

what happened, except there was no leash
strong enough to hold a St. Bernard with
a grudge against a dachshund. It was a
dog fight to end all dog fights, with Daphne
screaming in terror and her chauffeur the
only master of the situation. For it was he
and not Andy' who restored order out of
chaos and brought the dachshund back to
his mistress' arms.
"I'm awfully sorry, Miss Fowler," Andy
looked at her beseechingly. "Can you maybe
forgive me on account of we're both dog"Nice dogs !" Daphne glared at him. "But
not
wild animals like yours."
lovers
Had ?"any general rallied after such a defeat? It didn't help Andy to know his
father was going through his own difficulties. For at that
the Surrogate's
Judge
discovered
the Carvel Court
trusteesthe had
all
the advantages of the law on their side
since Harlan Wyatt, the former president
of the orphanage, had switched the United
States securities in the orphanage trust
funds to European bonds and conditions in
Europe had made those bonds worthless.
The case would be tried on Monday and
on.
the Judge felt he didn't have a leg to stand
Andy too had only a few days to make
good. He had seen in the papers that
Daphne was to preside at the Dog Lovers'
Banquet being given the next evening.
Again it was Betsy he turned to, and loyal
as always she hired a complete dress outfit forpearl
him, even
black
stud. to giving him her father's
The banquet was being held in one of
New York's most exclusive night clubs but
that didn't phase Andy. Didn't he have
eight
in his pocket
and wasn't
that
enoughdollars
for anything?
He ordered
lavishly
without even looking at the menu. If he
wanted to get anywhere with Daphne
wouldn't he have to be a playboy, a man

to whom expense was no object? He'd
come early and by the time his dinner was
finished there was still no sign of Daphne.
But there was a bill. For thirty-seven dollars and twenty-five cents.
He was taken to the proprietor's office
and for once it didn't help him to be Judge
Hardy's son. Carvel, it seemed, was different from New York. The proprietor had
never even heard of Judge Hardy.
"I know your type," he said grimly. "A
small town sport not dry behind the ears.
This is New York ! If a hick show-off tried
to crash some places I know he might never
come
But you
I don't
you even
rate
jail. Iout.
think
needthink
a good
spanking.
Here, Fred," he nodded to the waiter standing superciliously by, "put him in a taxi
and see that the driver gets the right ad-

Yes, you can dive in . . . and come up smiling, with lips and cheeks still colorfullyfresh— perfectly made-up.
ForTangee Natural Lipstick andTangee
Natural Creme Rouge are waterproof and
swimproof. They really stay on! And
they're not affected by hot-weather perspiration, either!
Why not testTangee's exclusive scientific
principle yourself? Why not give your lips
and your cheeks the soft, lovely color that
has made Tangee the choice of beautiful
women all over the world? Just send the
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Andy had never felt so humiliated in his
life. So this was how people were treated
dress."they didn't have any money. As if
when
they were dirt or something. How easy
things would have been if he had been born
a millionaire. He wouldn't have to try to
meet ning
Daphne
after him.then. She'd probably be runIt was only after he got home that he
discovered
hadfour
lost hundred
Betsy's father's
and
that ithecost
dollars. stud
But
before he had a chance to sink his teeth
into this new disaster he saw the letter
from Polly and Beezy enclosing the proof
of the new cover for the school magazine.
It was a composite picture of a snapshot of
Andy looking with idiotic rapture into the
photographed face of Daphne Fowler, and
it was titled, "The Most Interesting
Achievement of the Month by a Student."
Clipped to it was the terse message : "This
is the cover we're using unless you can
send us a better one."
Judge
the the
lookletter
on into
Andy's
face
as heHardy
hastily saw
stuffed
his
pocket. "I've problems of my own, son," he
said hesitantly, "but I'd like to help you if
"You can't help this," Andy said dully.
"It
isn't your fault you were born what
I can."
you were and that I'm what I am. Why
couldn't our family have money ! And family trees, and all that stuff."
"You have a family tree," the judge said
gravely. "Parents and grandparents and
great grandparents, just like every living
soul in the world."
"I don't mean that !" Andy said help-
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lessly. "I mean class, money, social position.
Why aren't we somebodies instead of nobodies? For the first time in my life I've
realized
I'm not
as someone
else."
The Judge
had as
beengood
through
many things
with his son, but never anything like this
— never anything that had hurt so much.
All the great things, the fine ideals he had
hoped to- instill in him were threatened.
"You're not, eh?" The Judge's voice was
cold.
"Youto come
with ofme!"
It was
the Hall
Fame he took him,
the home of America's great. There stood
the statues of the men who had brought
glory to the United States, the sons of
whom their country was proudest. Most of
them had come from the same wide middleclass as Andy had sprung from, and some
had fought their way up from poverty to
reach undying fame, immortal proof of the
privilege of being born in a democracy.
"I never thought I'd hear you, my own
son, denying the very soil you walk on,"
the
Judgeblood
said and
quietly.
earnedwho
for said
you
by the
tears"Soil
of men
that all men in America should be equal.
It's a heritage you should fight to keep instead of kicking it around and snivelling
about money and social position."
"Equal, that's funny !" Andy said bitterly.
"That's a lot of hooey. A bunch of hicks
thought it up because they didn't come over
on the Mayflower. Anyway, what's all this
gotta
do with
the fact
that I'mpunishment
going backa
to
Carvel
to face
the worst
guy"Punishment
ever had to?" take?"
The Judge's smile twisted
"Over there's a man who took a lot of
punishment. Abraham Lincoln. He was
born a poor boy, too."
That was fine a hundred years ago,"
Andy
said what
hotly.chance
"A guyhave
had wea chance
But now,
got in then.
New
York? I'm nothing but a hick and you —
you're nothin' but a small town judge that
nobody
ever heard
The Judge
had of."
difficulty in restraining
himself
but he put his hand gently on his
son's shoulder.
"Let's go home, Andrew," he said quietly.
He hadn't convinced Andy, but he had
begun to convince himself. Thoughts of
patriotism were good for a man who felt
himself defeated. Thoughts like that put
the fight back in a man's heart. After all,
what good was it to be born in a democracy
unless you took the ideals of that democracy
and applied them to your own problems?
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A sure way to fatten your
pocketbook is to wad money up in
bunches. But folded bills buy just
as much . . . and are lots less bulky !
Elementary? Certainly! And for
just that same reason Kotex sanitary napkins are made with a soft
folded center ! This naturally makes
Kotex less bulky than napkins made
with loose, wadded fillers!

A fine action shot of Judy Garland receiving a fast serve from Bill Tilden in a
recent tennis tournament, played for the
benefit of the British war relief fund.
And what were the ideals of that democracy but simple truths ? It meant that
privileges
couldn'tthebe inspiration
taken awaj' came
from anyone. Suddenly
that
the Judge had been waiting for. But he told
none of them what he was going to do
when he took the plane back to Carvel, explaining only that he would be back in
time for the trial of the orphanage case.
Andy was desperate. Life had closed in
on him. Even his father had gone, taking
his last prop from under him. He had almost nerved himself up to the ordeal of
confiding in his father and now there was
no one to turn to but Betsy and at last he
went to her. Then it was amazing how
simple things became. Betsy knew Daphne,
had known her all the time he had been inventing his frantic schemes to meet her.
And as Andy listened she went to the phone
and talked to her, triumphantly securing an
invitation for him for her debut Monday
evening.
Monday was a day to go down in triumph
in the history of the Hardy family. Andy
and Marian and Aldrich were in court
early, waiting for the Judge who had not
yet arrived from Carvel. Then, just when
the case was about to be dismissed he made
his dramatic entrance, carrying in his arms
the smallest orphan from the Carvel Orphanage. Itwas his new petitioner, one of
the eighteen orphans who had been betrayed without their knowledge when the
orphanage funds had been transferred to
foreign bonds.
There was silence as Judge Hardy stated
his case. Then the lawyer for the million
dollar Carvel trust fund stepped forward.
"If Your Honor please," he said, "I don't
think I would care to oppose this new
petitioner before a jury of twelve good
Americans and true."
So the orphanage was saved and so a
boy sat there, with tears choking in his
throat. All Andy's grandiose ideas were
gone now. He felt cheap and small, unworthy of being the son of such a father.
He waited while Marian and Aldrich congratulated the Judge and then after they
had gone he fell into step beside him.
"I — I don't deserve
said at last uncertainly. to be your son," he
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to be any decent American's son?" the
Judge asked sternly.
"Don't, dad, please !" Andy said brokenly.
Then his voice lifted in pride. "They say
that lawyer makes a million dollars a year
and you showed him up !"
"That's not the real point," his father
said. "Did you notice the Court treated me
with equal consideration, million dollars or
no?';
"I'm licked, dad, don't rub it in." Andy's
voice was small and humble. "It just shows
what can happen when a man lets love blind
himBefore
to thehe principles
democracy."
knew it, of
Andy
had gulped out
the whole story, down to the missing pearl
stud. And again Andy was to know what
it meant to have the father he did. Before
the day was over the Judge had come back
from the night club with the missing stud
in
one hand
a boxAndholding
Andy's
tuxedo
in theandother.
somehow
the first
fact
that his father had paid his bill for him
and was taking it out of his allowance a
dollar a week was the happiest news of all.
He felt he could hold his head high with
honorable men again.
Andy, magnificent and haughty in his
own tuxedo, and Betsy, looking sweet and
fifteen, arrived at the ballroom entrance
where Mrs. Fowler and her daughter,
Daphne, were receiving guests. As Andy
and Betsy took their places and waited for
their turn to greet the debutante, Andy
whispered, "Gosh, Betsy, there's other guys
here in tuxedos !"
"Sure," said Betsy, "some of 'ern can't
afford dress suits."
"Well, rags is royal raiment when worn
for
sake," replied Andy with a
noble virtue's
air.
Their turn to greet Daphne came, and
Betsy and Andy stepped forward.
"Hi'ya, Daph ! Gee, you're a knockout in
that strapless gown," Betsy told Daphne, in
her little-girl manner.
"I'm freezing in it," Daphne whispered
and, putting on a big act, asked, "This is
Mr."May
Hardy?"
I present Mr. Andrew Hardy,"
Betsy said, and in an aside to Daphne
added, "one of Nature's noblemen !"
"I am most happy to make your acquaintance, Miss Fowler," beamed Andy.
"Greetings, Mr. Hardy, from one doglover to another!" said Daphne.
"What's Clark Gable got that he hasn't
got?" asked Betsy.
"Nothing but Carole Lombard!" replied
Daphne, grinning.
Other guests came up for presentation
and Andy and Betsy stepped aside, but before Andy got away, Daphne gave him a

Shirley
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features which
Jack
Oakie and Charlotte Greenwood,
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20th Century-Fox
contract.
She'll
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one of the radio
or screen offers
she has received.
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parting aside : "Betsy's told me the amazing
story of your life, so restrain yourself until
the sixth
danceinto
— Glamor
Boy !" Andy's
face
expanded
a broad grin.
Dancing with Daphne, Andy, taking his
social importance very big, and looking
around to see if all the other guests were
aware of him, noticed Betsy's eyes glued
on him with adoration and pride and, behind
Daphne's back, holding up his hand, gave
Betsy the "okay" sign.
Meeting Daphne Fowler didn't seem so
afterwhen
all. His
heart didn't
aimportant
single beat
he danced
with miss
her.
Funny, how his sense of values had
changed. Funny how he had changed about
so many
things. he
He had
couldn't
understand
the
new feeling
for little
Betsy
Booth or his pride in her when she got up
on the platform and sang and he saw all
the grand New Yorkers making as much
to-do over her voice as folks had back home
in Carvel.
Acknowledging a signal from a cameraman standing in the doorway, Daphne said,
"There's my pet photographer — guaranteed
not to let your eyes squint ! Here's where
we
in Carvel !"
But annihilate
even when the
Andyunbelievers
saw the photographer
taking the flashlight picture of him dancing
with Daphne it didn't seem so important
to be vindicated any more or to have turned
the tables on Polly and Beezy, back home.
Afterwards Andy took Betsy home_ in
one of the old carriages that are making
their last stand outside the Plaza Hotel.
And as they drove through the park, Andy
looked at her with shining eyes.
"You've changed since you were out in
Carvel," he whispered. "You're growing
up. Gee, I'd forgotten how swell you were."
"Maybe I wasn't that swell in Carvel,"
Betsy sighed, "or maybe you didn't notice
it. One thing about me hasn't changed,
me yet!"
No boy
though.
Solemnly,
and has
with ever
his kissed
heart pounding,
Andy accepted her wistful challenge and
leaned over and kissed her cheek. Then
suddenly Betsy began to cry and Andy took
out his handkerchief only to discover he
needed it as much as Betsy did. It was
funny the way he felt looking at her. Sort
of excited, as if she„was some new girl he'd
just met, a girl he had a crush on. When
a girl you liked cried, she had glamor even
with a shiny nose.
Gee, it was funny about girls, he thought.
They were sort of thrilling at that. All of
them, Polly, Daphne, and now even little
Betsy Booth. Maybe Brigham Young had
the right idea after all, with so many perfectly swell girls in the world and all of
them so sweet in their different ways.
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Continued from page 33
patient. She knows how to work to overcome any disturbances that might arise in
her present marriage.
Ginger Rogers is another wonderfully
encouraging" example of how another Cancer-born overcame adversity and rose triumphantly to a position of world adulation.
Ginger's birthdate is July 16 — the same as
Barbara Stanwyck's. Miss Rogers came by
her present success the hard way, for no
one could ever have predicted that she
would become such a great star in her early
days. Her stars proved it, however, for
from the moment Ginger was born the die
was cast, and the vibrations from the planets
moulded a certain type of brain and body
that inevitably attracted her to a great
screen career.
Like many Cancer-born persons Ginger
did not find happiness in her first marriage,
but her chart shows that she will be happily married within one year. That marriage can be the turning point of happiness
for Ginger Rogers. As for her career, there
is no danger of anything happening to that
for some time to come.
Cancer is the sign of the introvert —
in other words, persons who live most of
the time within themselves. It is hard for
them to reveal their true sides to the public ;they are shy and reticent, and they resent having others pry into their personal
lives. That is one of the reasons why Cancer produces such great character actors —
they like to conceal their identity in that
of the character they portray. Several of
the screen's most outstanding character

Dennis Morgan and Virginia Bruce do a
tender love scene for "Flight Angels,"
story of the airline stewardesses.
actors were born in this sign, including
Charles Laughton, Peter Lorre, Barbara
O'Neill, James Cagney, Richard Dix, Jean
Hersholt, and even Irene Dunne and Barbara Stanwyck, who will be remembered
best for some of their character roles on
the screen.
It will further be noted that Irene Dunne
and Ginger Rogers have both attained a
measure of success in singing roles in the
past — further proof of the versatility of
those born in this sign. One of the screen's
truly great singing stars who was also
born in the Sign of Cancer, on June 29, is
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Nelson Eddy. When I visited Eddy on the
set of "New Moon," his latest picture, he
had just finished singing a beautiful number with Jeanette MacDonald, and everyone on the set was spellbound with the
harmoniously blended voices of this famous
screen couple. Later, when I set up Nelson
Eddy's chart in his dressing room, I discovered the reason for his outstanding success. He was born under the rulership of
the creative Sign of Cancer, and the futurerevealed is indeed brilliant and worthy of
Eddy's great talents. His first love, the
opera, will not be completely given up, but
he will divide his time equally between concert, opera, and movie work in the future.
There is sufficient proof in his chart to
show that Nelson's marriage can be a great
success, for his charming wife is as
ardently interested in music as he is.
Two comparative Cancer newcomers
whom I would nominate to future film fame
were both born on July 5. They are Isa
Miranda and Ilona Massey — both foreignborn, and both not yet fully discovered by
American audiences. 1940 holds great success for them, and I predict that they will
be two of Hollywood's brightest stars in
the future. Typical of this sign, Ilona Massey has already had one unfortunate marriage and will find marital happiness sometime in 1941. As for Isa Miranda, she has
already married Alfred Guarini, and it is to
be hoped she may avoid the usual misfortunes that beset most persons born in this
sign in their love lives.
There are other screen stars born in this
sign so I will give brief predictions for
those interested in knowing what is apt to
befall Cancer in the coming months :
Annabella, July 14 — better roles ; danger
in her present marriage (her fourth) to
Tyrone Power.
Irene Dunne, July 14 — continued happiOF CALIFORNIA
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that matches and glorifies your own
coloring . . . gives you that disarming natural look men like so well.

So, whether your eyes are blue, gray,
brown or hazel, it's easy now to find
the shade that's right for you! Just
ask for Richard Hudnut Marvelous
Face Powder . . . the pure, fine-textured powder you choose by the color
of Marvelous
your eyes! Face Powder goes on
so smoothly, clings for hours, agrees
with even sensitive skin! For complete color harmony, use matching
Marvelous Rouge and Lipstick, too.

Hudnut Murielous Face Powder and harmonizing Rouge and Lipstick
at drug and department stores — only 55i each. (65t in Canada.)
HUDNUT

mfiRVELOUS

RICHARD HUDNUT, Dept. M, 693 Fifth Ave., New York City
Please send me tryout Makeup Kit containing generous
metal containers of harmonizing powder, rouge and lipstick.
/ enclose lOi to help cover muiling costs.
My eyes are: Brown □
Blue □
Hazel □
Gray □
Name
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POWDER
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ness in marriage and screen success, with
more singing roles (we hope!).
Irene Hervey, July 11 — at last a good
chance to reveal her beauty and talent,
with resultant success.
Phyllis Brooks, July 18 — a brief struggle
this year. Success in 1941.
George Murphy, July 4— will be rediscovered byproducers and the public in
1940.
Olivia de Havilland, July 1 — happiness
in marriage in 1940.
July 17 — continued mariCagney,success.
James
tal and screen
If YOU happen to be born in some sign
other than that of Cancer, check the section below dealing with the predictions for
your sign of the Zodiac and see what surprises Fate has in store for your future.

NOW—

A better hair remover

without offensive odorsl
An instantaneous success— this new and
better way to banish unwanted hair . . .
a pleasantly scented cream even more
effective than old-time depilatories, yet
without their offensive odors. Simply
spread on, rinse off. Hair disappears
instantly, your skin emerges gleaming,
satin-smooth. More ZiP is sold than
any other depilatory— your guarantee.
NOW! — DOUBLE VALUE OFFER. A large
jar of ZiP All -Purpose Cold Cream free
with each tube of ZiP Depilatory Cream.
NEW YORK
608
(at 49th St.)
FIFTH AVE
Originator of ZiP Cream Deodorant, Stops perspiration
ORIGINAL SONG POEMS
any subject, for musical
setting. Publication,
Eadio and Recording
WANTED
service. Don't delay —
send us vour poem for immediate consideration.
RICHARD BROS., 28 Woods Building, Chicago, III.

Aries — March 21 to April 20
Slight afflictions in finances, so guard
your interests and do not let money slip
through your fingers. Danger from hidden
sources, watch the diet, avoid vehicles on
the 5th. 8th, 15th, and 25th. Business is favored more during last two weeks of the
month, but aggressive action throughout
the month may be necessary to make and
hold gains financially. Favors those in secretarial work, switchboard operators, salesmen, and those in hotel or restaurant
work. A new romance may prove tempting
to those single, and changes in residence
or business are shown at this time. A good
month to travel to distant places, to study
and work toward progression. Neptune
brings disturbances in friendship and social
activities this month. Favorable days are :
1st, 2nd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 9th, 12th, 14th, 16th,
18th, 20th, 21st, 22nd, 24th, 26th, 28th, 29th.
The other days are somewhat negative.
Use caution in all matters.
Taurus — April 21 to May 20
Venus, planet of romance, is active at
this time. Causes flirtations, jealousy, and
changes in love. A good month to make a
definite decision regarding an engagement.
Brings vibrations of sociability into your
life, and favors entertaining, dancing,
amusements in general. Good month for
short trips by land or water for vacation
and pleasure.
Avoid making sudden decisions regarding changing place of business. You will
not be quite content in present place but
no change should be attempted for another
month or two. Curb your tendency to spend
money carelessly, attend to duties in the
home, and avoid being too generous with
others. Some illness may afflict a relative
and cause concern. Favors real estate, stock

investments, and independent business of
your
favors
workers
in women's
wear own.
line, Also
jewelry
stores,
beauty
parlors,
and offices. Favorable days are : 2nd, 4th,
6th, 7th, 9th, 10th, 12th, 14th, 15th, 18th,
20th, 22nd, 24th, 25th, 26th, 29th. The other
days are negative; do not attempt changes
or new business ventures.
Gemini — May 21 to June 20
Favorable vibrations most of this month
in matters of business and finances. Not so
good for love — your duality may cause the
one you love some concern ; doubtful outcome to the present love affair, or marriage.
Seek quiet and peace of mind, avoid confusion on the 3rd, 8th, 15th, and 28th. The
vibrations favor general routine work, executive and creative matters, also real
estate, and investments. Do not sign papers,
leases, or contracts, without first checking them over. A tendency to haste and
carelessness shows itself. Watch the health
and diet ; avoid overindulging in food.
Stomach and nerves apt to be upset — rest,
and relax. The most favorable days for
business and romance are : 2nd, 4th, 5th,
7th, 10th, 11th, T3th, 16th, 18th, 19th, 21st,
22nd, 24th, 25th, 27th, 29th, 30th. Other
days neutral.
Cancer — June 21 to July 22
To what we have already said about
Cancer we may add warnings regarding romance and marriage for this month. The
changeable Moon brings two persons into
your life, and you may have to make a
decision between them. Let your head rule
in love, not your heart. Avoid entanglements with "in-laws" if married, and avoid
a divorce at this time. Those with children
in the home are highly favored this month.
A good time for art studies, singing, dancing, or acting. No sudden business change
is noted, wait for two months before giving
up present place of employment. Favorable
days are: 1st, 3rd, 5th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 13th,
15th, 16th, 19th, 20th, 23rd, 25th, 29th.
Leo — July 23 to August 22
As usual, with the Sun ruling your life,
you absorb
powerful
stimulating
tions in business
and and
finances.
Due to vibrasome
sun-spot afflictions, your life may be chaotic
and health may suffer, but with care you
can overcome much of the trouble that
afflicts you and go on to your rightful
destiny. Love problems straighten out this
month, the home is under better vibrations,
and matrimonial problems may dissolve.
Attend to business, invest money, collect
money owed you, and seek favors from executives, and public officials. Avoid debts and

%Lisimui\

STRONGER.

MORE
TRY

ABSORBENT
OUR

NEW

SITROUX
BEAUTY CREAMS
COLD CREAM for thorough, pleasant
cleansing.
FOUNDATION CREAM for smoother,
long-lasting make-up.
BUY SITROUX CREAMS WHERE
YOU BUY SITROUX TISSUES
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in WiHiamsburg for the filming of "The Howards of Virginia,"
Cary Grant, onatlocation
a dance at the College of William and Mary. From the left, in
greets guests
the receiving line, are: Miss Rosa Ellis, Robert Douglas, Cary, and Charles Script.
SCREENLAND

attempt to sell property or other burdensome holding's. Social affairs are favored,
also meeting members of the opposite sex
— a doctor or lawyer may come into your
life this month. Favorable days are: 1st,
2nd, 5th, 6th, 8th, 12th, 13th, 15th, 18th,
19th, 21st, 22nd, 25th, 27th, 28th, 29th.
Other days are neutral and favor only
routine action.
Virgo — August 23 to September 22
An opportunity you have long looked for
may seek you out in business this month.
Be patient, for you are now, coming into
one of the most fruitful and productive
life. Some favorable culperiods ofminationyour
in love is scheduled by the stars
and it is possible you may decide on someone you have long doubted in romance.
Marriage is favored under these favorable
rays. Those unhappy in love or marriage
can profit from these vibrations and find
congenial persons in social activities that
might become important romantically.
Favors dealing with employers or employees, doctors and lawyers, investment
brokers, public officials ; also favors secretarial work. Good month to travel for
pleasure. Attend to health and diet ; watch
the stomach and nerves. Favorable days
are: 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 8th, 10th, 11th, 12th,
14th, 17th, 18th, 20th, 22nd, 24th, 25th, 26th,
29th, 30th. Other days adverse.
Libra — September 23 to October 22
As usual, your problems this month center about two vital departments of your
life : love and business. The love life may
be unsettled by some disquieting element
that intrudes itself; a decision might have
to be made to break off a present love affair or marriage. Do not worry, for you
are on the road to happiness in love, and
may find someone this month who can
bring happiness into your life. Financially
you are due to progress — working conditions improve, money comes in steadier.
Favors teaching professions, public health
work, civil service, stenographic work,
bookkeeping, and saleswork. Good month
for vacation pleasures, travel, visiting relatives or friends. Favors changing the home
or moving to another city or state. Favorable days are: 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 7th, 9th, 11th,
13th, 14th, 18th, 19th, 22nd, 24th, 26th, 28th,
29th. Other days neutral and not favorable
for aggressive action.
Scorpio — October 23 to November 22
Doubt and uncertainty may rule this
month, for Mars brings some disturbancesin business and finances. Ideas may not be
practical — apply yourself more constructively to the job at hand rather than worry
about the future. More favorable for artistic and creative work such as art, literature,
designing, interior decorating, advertising,
music, acting, dancing, and even beauty
parlor work. Good month to deal with the
public, sell or buy commodities. Watch the
health and diet. Danger to a relative
through health disturbances ; possible stomach trouble, which may be overcome by
rest and relaxation. Love life is somewhat
steadier — a sense of duty keeps you from
breaking off a love affair, but a temptation may enter your life through some other
person. Marriage is favored this month.
Favorable days are : 1st, 3rd, 4th, 7th, 9th,
11th, 14th, 18th, 19th, 21st, 24th, 25th, 28th,
30th.
Sagittarius — November 23 to December 21
Business matters occupy your mind at
this time. A very excellent opportunity for
advancement may await you where you are
now employed. Good month to consider investments in real estate or stocks. Guard
your money, avoid encumbering yourself
with relatives who might impose on you
financially. Good time to go into business

for yourself. Those not married are apt to
meet one or more members of the opposite
sex who show a deep romantic interest.
The social aspects are good, and a decision
could safely be made regarding the future
marriage partner. Those married face better vibrations and more peaceful and harmonious vibrations in the home. This sign
is very difficult to understand, so avoid
quarrels and confusion. Trips near water
are favored, watch the health on the 4th,
17th, and 28th. Favorable days are: 1st,
2nd, 3rd, 7th, 9th, 11th, 13th, 14th, 18th,
20th, 22nd, 24th, 26th, 29th, 30th. Other
days not favorable for aggressive or new
actions.
Capricorn — December 22 to January 19
The afflictions of Saturn subside somewhat this month, bringing you assistance in
finances. Good time to seek favors from superiors, ask for a raise, or make a change,
if you so choose — for your stars favor you
in your financial affairs. Some doubt exists
in the romantic life, make no decision as
yet, but await further developments. Someone may enter your life who can alter
everything in a romantic way and bring
you more contentment than you have known
for some time. Artistic and creative lines of
endeavor favored this month. Those dealing with radio, stage, newspapers, institutions of learning, and public officials come
under good aspects. Money may come from
an unexpected source ; a message may arrive
that you have been long expecting. Health
should be guarded, and plenty of rest obtained. Favorable days are : 4th, 5th, 8th,
10th, 12th, 14th, 17th, 19th, 20th, 22nd, 24th,
26th, 28th, 29th. Other days favorable only
for routine affairs.
Aquarius — January 20 to February 18
Uranus, planet of upheavals and changes,
may bring uncertainty in business and finances. Do nothing of a startling" nature,
but stick to the present business venture.
New ideas are favored, inventions thrive
at this time, and those engaged in manufacturing, radio activities, screen and stage
come under favorable rays from the planets.
Not a good month for risking money in
speculation ; avoid buying real estate, and in
other ways burdening yourself. The month
brings steady improvement but nothing of
a radical nature. As usual, some uncertainty
exists in romance or marriage. Remember
this warning — your sign is always involved
ill a romantic way, and sometimes unhappiness comes through the love life. Be sure
you are taking the right steps before ending
any existing love affair or marriage. The
last two weeks are more favored for happiness in love. Strange health disturbances
may threaten ; avoid infections, skin eruptions and disturbed digestion. Favorable
davs this month are : 1st, 3rd, 4th, 7th, 9th,
13th, 15th, 18th, 20th, 22nd, 23rd, 25th, 26th.
29th. Other days somewhat adverse.
Pisces — February 19 to March 20
Guard your financial interests carefully
this month for you are apt to lose money
or something else of value. You may not be
happy in present employment, and should
make it a point to seriously consider a
change. Your type is fitted for sales work,
secretarial position, beauty parlor operator,
saleslady, singer, dancer, or musician. The
romantic affairs come under the influence
of Venus, and assure you of a fairly happy
romance this month. No decision is to be
expected at this time regarding engagement
or marriage. This month is good for short
trips — vacation or business. Avoid confusion and quarrels on the 4th, 12th, and 26th.
Watch the diet and health during the first
two weeks of the month. Favorable days
are: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 7th, 9th, 11th, 14th, 17th,
18th, 20th, 21st, 22nd, 25th, 28th, 29th.
Other clays are neutral and favor only
matters of a routine nature.
SCREENLAND

DON'T

reof unkin
bemarksafrai
about dyour
bare d legs

this Summer,

when

you follow the

stockingless fashion in shorts, sports
and dress clothes, j|
"Pour yourself a pair of stockings"
and glamorize your legs. MINER'S
LIQUID MAKE-UP will give them the
same

velvety attractiveness it does

to face, neck and arms. Stays on
for hours and hours.

Try Hawaiian the new Summer shade, or one of the 4
other flattering^^ia

tones.

Ask for by name —
and get the original

MINER/

254
& 50i at cosmetic counters;
MAKE-UP
trial size at lOt stores
FREE Generous Sample
Send Coupon and 3c Stamp
j"
12th St..
Dept.S-70,
New York.
N. Y.
j MINER'S.
I enclose 12
3c E.stamp
to cover
mailing
cost. Send
i me generous sample of Miner's Liquid Make-Up
j Name
ji Address
FREE! a Suntana Brunette □ Rachellea
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HYGIENE
Your

SMALLER
TAMPONS
(EASIEST TO USE)
YET SUPER
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Guide

Best

ABSORBENT

jNo wonder women by the
thousands are turning to
Holly-Pax! S#/wabsorbent
—a Holly-Pax tampon actually absorbs 10 times its
weight in liquid. (See for yourself — dip one into
a glass of water, and watch !) Extraordinary protection and long service— Holly-Pax gives you
more value at low price. They're doubly thrifty.
Why don't you try them?
Hygienically safe. Holly-Pax is accepted for advertising
in the Journal of the American Medical Association. Guaranteed byGood Housekeeping, too, asadvertised therein.
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Most of you report in favor of our new form of streamlined review! There's one com*
plaint, though, registered by a few, which calls for explanatory comment from the reviewer. It's this: why list a picture as one of the "Best" and then give it a lukewarm
review? Seems sound to us! It may still be one of the "Best" of the month. But would
you want us to praise it unreservedly when we felt it called for criticism? Some of the
season's film releases may be listed as "Big" productions in the sense of elaborate locations, expensive casts, and so on; but to us these trimmings definitely do NOT
necessarily make it sure-fire entertainment. So — we'll continue our policy of frankness
and fairness because we believe most of you want us to do so!
D. E.

'STAR

DUST"
" FO RTY LITTLE MOTH

ERS"

THE Holly-Pax
ECONOMY TAMPON-IO for 20c
AT DRUG, DEPARTMENT AND
TEN-CENT STORES

ONE-WORD

GUIDE:

Enjoyable!
To devotees of Linda

SenifotNewFactsYouShouldKnow About Monthly Hygiene
Free. Holly-Pax, Box H24, Palms Sta. .Hollywood, Cal.
SONG POEM WRITERS
Write forlining
free inspiring for
booklet outsongwriters. opportunities
ALLIED MUSIC.amateur
INC.,
Dept. 10, Box 507, Cincinnati, Ohio 1

Are you discouraged in your job?
. . . Unhappy in love or friendships?
. . . Troubled by money matters?
Let ARIEL, eminent, qualified graphologist analyze your handwriting —
mirror your personality. No two handwritings are alike and ARIEL gives you
an individual reading. She can point
out traits or mannerisms which may be
holding you back — put you on the road
to greater happiness and success — as
she has thousands!
Mail today a sample of your handwriting, 5lines or more, with month
and day of birth (year is unnecessary)
and enclose twenty-five cents.
Perhaps you would like to know
more about a friend, sweetheart or
business associate. Send specimens of
their handwriting, with 25<?. A character analysis makes an ideal and different birthday or anniversary gift!
ARIEL
P. O. Box 41, Station G(I), New York, N. Y.

APPEAL:
Darnell.
PLOT: Discovery of a

beauty by Hollywood talent
scout, and her struggles to win
fame and fortune in the
movies — a dash of Miss Darnell's own Cinderella career.
PRODUCTION: Adequate, with
chief interest in the authentic
Hollywood atmosphere, including the famous Chinese Theatre with its much-publicized
stars' footprints, etc. Debatable whether the general public is breathlessly interested in
so much local color, but it is
well done, anyway.
ACTING:

Linda Darnell, an exquisite youngster, shows signs
of true acting ability here.
John Payne as her leading
man takes one more step up
in his slow but sure climb to a
top spot among the younger
actors. William Gargan, Mary
Healy, Roland Young help.

"Star Dust'* is a Twentieth Century-Fox picture.

SCREENLAND
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young

ONE-WORD

GUIDE:

Homespun!
APPEAL: To all admirers of cute
babies or Eddie Cantor.

professor in girls'
PLOT:
trying to protect yearschoolTimid
old foundling from the merry
students' maternal instincts.
PRODUCTION: Lavish, with
boarding-school setting giving
director .Busby Berkley his
chance to show charming
minxes cavorting all over the
numbers
as such,
just lively
no "production"
campus — but
picture-postcard athletics and
gambolings on the green.
ACTING: Cantor "plays it
straight" and gives a genuinely likeable performance of the
well-meaning professor who
to raise. It's
baby
on awho
takes
the baby
steals the show,
though. Baby Sandy had better watch out for Baby Quintanilla, whose goos and grimaces are pretty cute. Judith
Anderson, Bonita Granville,
Rita Johnson, Diana Lewis,
Nydia Westman, all good.

"Forty Little Mothers"
is an M-G-M picture.

Candid

Curtis

Continued from page 51
Eventually I came out of the faint induced by such an admission from an actor.
"Don't you know you should never admit
anything like that?" I yelled. "You should
just sort of mumble something about Watson & Son or Eddie Schmidt and let it go
at that. You haven't an actor's heart."
"How can I have an actor's heart?" he
exploded. "Until a couple of. years ago I
never had any more idea of becoming an
actor than — than this chair!"
■Born in Chicago of fairly well-to-do parents, he spent most of his early life migrating from one midwestern town to another.
He has two brothers, one fifteen years older
than he, the other five. When he was thirteen his father died. He was educated in
the public schools of Chicago.
"Athletics?" I inquired.
He shook his head. "I played a little
football and baseball in grade school but
there were five thousand students in Senn
High. You have to be good to get anywhere
in a school that large and I wasn't exceptional."
When he was seventeen, right after he
graduated, the wanderlust and a thirst for
adventure gripped him. He went to Florida
during the late lamented boom. "I sold real
estate — but so did everyone else. The highpressure boys were all in Miami so I picked
St. Petersburg, figuring I'd have less competition. But some others, with more experience than I, had figured on the same
thing so I didn't set the woods on fire. I
made expenses, though, and I had some
fun."
No letters in athletics and he hadn't made
a fortune out of Florida real estate ! Holy
smoke !
Returning to Chicago, he started working
with his oldest brother in the business their
father had left — a wholesale crockery concern. While there was a good living in it
for one, when the profits had to be divided
two
they didn't business.
go so far. When
He drifted
into ways
the brokerage
the
crash came in 1929 there was no more
brokerage business — or none to speak of.
So in 1931 he started looking around for
something else.
A photographer friend of his suggested
he try modeling. His friend used him several times during that week and Alan made
$40 in almost no time at all. Being practical
and logical, he figured if he could make
that much in a week posing for one photographer he could clean up if he contacted
all of them, and he was right.
Two years in Chicago sufficed. The wanderlust gripped him again and he looked
for fresher, greener fields — New York, for
instance. Taking his savings, he bought
himself a complete wardrobe and lit out
for the metropolis. He hit town with $40
in his pocket and called at the John Powers
agency. His first week in New York netted
him $125. From then on he averaged about
$150 a week, although, he says, on busy
days he made as high as $150 in a day.
"I lived in an apartment building with a
lot of photographers and advertising men,"
he explained, "and they were pretty nifty
to me. For almost a year I was the only
chap used in Lucky Strike ads. The photographer who did their work was an especially good friend of mine and when they
would start screaming for him to get a new
face he'd say he couldn't find anyone else —
or no one with any kind of wardrobe — and
go right on using me.
"Life was fun in those days," he mused.
"The apartment was on 52nd Street and
I could drop in to the Stork Club or any
of those places without having to spend
either the evening or very much money."

NO

UNDERARM

Yes,
you canEven
rely under
on Yodora's
protection!
conditions that put a deodorant to
the severest kind of test! To
prove it, a trained nurse in
tropical Havana arranged this
dramatic "torrid test." She
asked Miss R. V. to make the
test. After using Yodora, Miss
V. danced 4 hours, 30 minutes
. . . atafter
a temperature
of 81°!
Yet
this severe test,
her
underarms remained untainted! .. . Amazingly efficient—
I glanced
at himabout
appraisingly.
known
him casually
a year andI'vea
half but I can never quite figure him out.
"Tell me something," I burst out, "did you
go to those places because you enjoyed them
or because you felt it was good business to
be seen around?"
Alan looked surprised. "Because I enjoyed them," he said. And then he explained
something else about himself: "I have
never done anything because I felt it
would be 'good business.' I should — but I
can't. I couldn't live with myself if I licked
boots. I don't think I'd mind it so much at
the time but afterwards I'd feel ashamed
every time I met the man I had tried to
curry favor with — and every time I saw
myself in the glass I'd think, 'You're a fine
specimen
of a around
man — NOT
!' "
Seeing him
or knowing
him only
casually, as I have, you'd gather the impression he is a typical actor — living beyond his means and trying to put on a front
to make people think him more important
than he is. Just the reverse is true. However small his salary is or has been, he
has always managed to save a good portion
of it.
When he had been modeling in New
York for about two years, the studios went
berserk on the subject of models and practically every one of them received offers
of a screen test. Alan was no exception.
His test came from Paramount and after
looking at it they took a six weeks option
on him, at the end of which time they
were either to place him under contract
or let him go.
He played cagey. He hard about $1500
saved up and off he went to Europe, leaving Paramount's talent scout not only
flabbergasted but aghast. "You can't do
that," he protested. "We're considering you
for a contract!"
"I've always wanted to see Europe," Alan
retorted, "and I have the money, so I'm
going. When I come back if you want me
I'll sign with you. You should have made
up Soyour
off minds
he wentby tothen."
Paris. One day he was
introduced to a Russian actress, who,
through an interpreter, asked if he would
like to work in a picture. It was a commercial short the Ford people were making
to exploit their European product. They
didn't want it to be a regulation advertisement so they conceived the idea of having
a honeymoon couple tour in one of their
cars. Alan jumped at the opportunity and
for three weeks he toured Europe with the
actress and director — at the company's expense, while his bank account mounted. ReSCREENLAND
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AFTER!
Yodora seems as silky, delicate
and lovely as your face cream.
Will not spoil fabrics — leaves no
unpleasant smell on garments.
Jar 10f4, 25f! or 60(5. Tube 25ft.
McKesson & Robbins, Inc.
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^ CARB0Z1NE LABORATORY, 315-H S. Bdwy., St. Louis, Mo.

BECOME A PROFESSIONAL ARTIST
If you have drawing talent, a large salary
or a profitable business of your own can soon
be yours. Learn commercial art at home
through
America's
oldest teaching
and finestproves
school.
Forty years
of successful
our \
ability.tails.Write
today
for
catalogue
and
full
deNo obligation.
SCHOOL OF APPLIED ART
Dept. 700-B
10 E. Huron Street Chicago, lit
"MASTER MELODY MAKERS"
WANTSONGPOEMSATONCE
to be set to music
PROMPT PLACEMENT
with Publishers, Nickel Machines, Etc. FREE
examination. Recordings FREE — Write the
"MASTER MELODY MAKERS," B.I
6411 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.
Be sure you read startling story, "Stay
big July
Away From Hollywood, Girls" in the
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DROPSneeded
of this to
eye SOOTHE
specialist's
formula
and
REFRESH dull, tired eyes ... Its special
EXCLUSIVE ingredient quickly CLEARS eyes
red and inflamed *(from late hours,
fatigue, driving, overindulgence, etc.).

Thousands prefer stainless, sanitary,
safe EVE-GENE, because it is quickly
EFFECTIVE in making EVES FEELGOOD.
WASH your eyes with EYE-GENE
today. On sale at drug,department and ten-cent stores.

turning to Paris he said goodbye to the director and his cinematic wife (still speaking through an interpreter) and crossed to
England. There must be commercial photographers inLondon, he decided, and set
about locating them. When he found them
he discovered they could not only use him
but they paid more than American photographers. He remained in London as long
as his passport permitted and then returned
to New York with his $1500 intact.
News of his short had preceded him. Not
only Paramount but RKO as well had
heard of it. Alan didn't feel it necessary
to explain it was a commercial short. He
played one company against the other and
presently found himself in Hollywood.
RKO had signed him. "It will take five
years to make an actor of you," an official
of the company explained. "If you feel you
can spare that much time and are willing
to gamble, we'll gamble with you. Any
time you feel discouraged or anything puzzles you, drop into my office."
A day or two after he arrived on the lot,
Curtis passed
the
executive.
Thatthewasexecutive.
as close "Hi,"
as Alansaidcould
get to him during the year he was on that
lot. He did nothing during the year. When
he approached casting directors or producers he was told they needed box office
names and couldn't afford to fool with him.
"But how am I going to become an actor
if you don't
a chance?"
tested. Theygive
shookme their
heads. Alan
That prowas
his little red wagon. At the end of a year
they let him go. When he was down to his
last $3 M-G-M signed him. He had been

USE
Dinner

there about fifteen months when Joan
Crawford asked for him for the second lead
Tracy.
in "Mannequin," with herself and Spencer

"Wouldn't it be wonderful if you could
recapture the feelings you must have had
when you got that part?" I asked.
"Heck, no !" said Alan. "It was a nightmare. Iwasn't as excited over getting the
part as I was worried to death for fear
I wouldn't stack up with them — two of
the biggest stars in the business. I used
to sweat and stew all night for fear I'd
be taken off the picture after two or three
Alanof shooting.
and the " stars were the only good
days
things about that opus. Bits followed in
"Yellow Jack," "The Shopworn Angel."
"Burn 'Em Up O'Connor," "The Duke of
WTest Point," and then a fairly good part
in "Sergeant Madden." Then Columbia
borrowed him for a part with Joan Blondell
and Melvyn Douglas in "Good Girls Go to
Paris." The picture was not an unqualified
success — but Alan was. After its release,
20th Century-Fox borrowed him for the
second male lead in "Hollywood Cavalcade," with Alice Faye and Don Ameche.
Opinions on the picture vary but not on
the performances of the three leads. They
turned in some of the neatest acting of the
Ameche.Now he is in "Four Sons," with
year.
"You see," he reflected. "I've had some
good breaks — but nothing happens. What
do "Iyouguess
makeit'sof still
it ?' your little red wagon,"
I grinned.
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time soon. But Garbo quickly covered up
my rudeness by having a second helping.
And I had always heard slic was rude. Not
me. The whole thing was crazy.
"The peas," she said, "are wicked." By
which I gathered that she meant there
were far too many calories in them.
"The cole slaw," I said, "is made with
Dr. Hauser's famous health dressing. Have
"The cole slaw," she said with a misglint in rumors,
her eyes,"andis read
not wicked."
I have chievous
heard
stories,
some."
about Garbo's anemia for years. But I must
say she didn't show the slightest signs of
any anemia that evening. She ate just as
heartily as the rest of us. And with as
much enjoyment. And whoever said she
was wasting away to a wraith (another
rumor) ought to be shot at sunrise. Wasting away, my eye ! She simply radiates
health and vitality.
I have also heard that she is interested
in Gayelord Hauser, famous food scientist,
only because of his wonderful diets — the
legend being that Garbo is a pushover for
health diets. But that is certainly untrue.
They are" not the least mushy about it,
thank goodness, but it is quite easy to see
that Garbo and her handsome Gayelord are
very much in love. She adores having his
old friends tell her amusing stories about
him, things that happened before she met
him. She laughs beautifully and naturally
at everything he says. Pretty good signs,
those. But even more than that she definitely
has the look of a woman in love. I ought to
know after eight years in romantic Hollywith I'amour constantly slapping me
in the wood
face.
After dinner we trooped into the playroom where Garbo settled herself on a
large hassock. She slipped out of her
sandals and drew her feet up under her.
(They aren't such big feet; you should
have them that small). She looked just

about sixteen sitting there in her handsomely tailored dark blue slacks and Eton
jacket with white pique collar. She wore
no jewelry. She needs none to set off her
Nordic beauty. Except for the barest trace
of eye shadow she wore no make-up, not
even a dab of lipstick. Any other Glamor
Girl I know would have looked terrible.
But not Miss Garbo. She looked too divinely beautiful to be of this world.
When she wasn't noticing, I hope, I
stared at her in fascination. Hers is perfection of face and figure. But not that
cold perfection of our other glamorous
beauties. There is nothing chilling about
Garbo. The minute she enters a room you
are aware of her warm personality, her
utter simplicity, and her charming manners.
Even her handshake is strong and friendly.
Her hair she wears in a long bob with the
ends curled under — a coiffure that has been
imitated by almost every woman in the
world
at some
anduntidy.
don't
let
anybody
tell time
you itoris other
limp —and
Her eyes shine like jewels beneath lashes
that quite literally sweep her cheeks. She
has a magnificent tan.
I have been to parties, too many parties,
where the Movie Star arrived on the arm,
or in the arms, of her favorite boy friend,
and proceeded to ignore everyone else for
the entire evening. She couldn't be more
rude, but for some weird reason no one
ever considers her rude. But Garbo, the
movie colony will tell you, is rude. Garbo.
the evening I met her, not only joined in
the general conversation with great interest, but chatted individually with every person there. I don't want to hear another
word, mind you, about Garbo's rudeness or
aloofness. It simply isn't so.
I don't know whether it is the Hauser
influence, or the Mrs. Harrison Williams
influence
(imagine
friend being the best
dressedGarbo's
woman best
in America),
but during the last few months Garbo has

annexed herself a wardrobe. She has some
beautiful dresses, especially designed and
made for her by Valentine, and some of
those silly, feminine hats whipped up by
John Frederics. Her slacks are not sloppy
and old, as many of the columnists would
have you believe ; but very chic, and extremely well-tailored. She likes to walk,
miles and miles every day, and slacks are
very good for walking.
Well, thanks to the other guests, certainly no thanks to me, the conversation
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Cave

Him

a Break!
Continued from page 34
his resourcefulness. Here is the story of
his adventures in Hollywood, just as he
told it to me.
"I didn't want to be an actor in the
beginning. I intended to be an engineer, but
after I got out of school I had a chance to
do gag writing at the Hal Roach Studios
for Bob MacGowan, who was directing
'Our Gang.' My father and mother were
both professionals and I had worked in
some pictures Bob directed, when I was
ten years old. I liked to do gag writing,
but when the studio pared down its staff
a few months later, they let me go. I went
back to my home town, Des Moines, Iowa,
and landed a stock contract and played in
the theater there for six months.
"Then my father died and I returned to
Hollywood. Mother suddenly decided that
she wanted me to go into business. Any
kind of a business, just so I would have a
steady income, a normal life and home. She
explained to me how much she had loved
father, yet because they were professionals,
so much of their life had been lived apart.
Now, suddenly, she resented all of those
wasted years they could have had together
and
she that.
was determined my life wouldn't
be like
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agreed over
finallywith
to give
it up. She talked
the"I matter
an influential
friend
and he gave me my pick of five different
positions. Laid them in a row and told me
to choose. They ran all the way from cub
reporter on the Examiner to a job in the
Crane Plumbing Co. I refused to choose.
I told mother that the job was her idea, so
she
could pick it out for me, and I went
fishing.

Allan Jones and Rosemary Lane in "The
Boys from Syracuse," a farce of the ancient
Greeks, with modern-day dialogue. The
comedy shows what happens when two sets
of twins tangle with a single set of wives.
got on a higher plane after we left the
dinner table, and there was much discussion
of music, books, and, of course, the war.
Miss Garbo, I discovered, is no slouch
when it comes to the arts and current
events. Naturally she is very worried about
her native Sweden.
When ten o'clock came — she's one of
those early to bed people — she shook hands
cordially all around, and most politely told
her host what a lovely evening she had
had, and could she come again. She did
not say "I tank I go home now." In fact
she has never said that. It's just another
of those legends.
As I gradually came out of my coma, I
realized that something was decidedly
wrong with the evening. Something most
unusual had occurred. Oh, yes — moving
pictures had not been mentioned from the
moment Garbo entered the door until she
left ! And I am willing to bet my last dollar
that's the first time that has ever happened
at a Hollywood dinner party.

_ "Mother picked the plumbing job. I
didn't know anything about the business
so I had to begin at the bottom. The following Monday found me on the Crane
payroll at twenty dollars a week and I was
wearing white overalls and handling a
broom in the back of the plant. But it was
a job.
"I stuck to the plumbing business for a
year.Then one day I was passing the RKO
Studios and I remembered that a friend of
mine was working in the casting office. I
stopped in to say 'hello.' The first thing
he said was, 'Say, Bud, it's too bad you
are a plumber now. I've got a part in a
picture and I can't find anybody it would
fit like it does you. Perfect for your type.
Pays $150 a week and there's at least three
weeks' work in it.'
"I didn't even answer him. I just reached
across the desk, got his phone, called the
Crane Company and said, 'This is Bud
Flanagan. I quit.'
"But things didn't come as easy as my
beginning. After the picture was finished,
I couldn't get anything but extra work
and very little of that. Mother went East
and I took a room near the studio. This
was before the Screen Guild was formed
and Central Casting Bureau was operating
as anew
closed
shop.
They
enroll
any
people
at all.
One wouldn't
day, however,
I was in the waiting room at Paramount,
while the head man at Central Casting was
talkingtheir
withconversation
the casting director.
I couldn't
hear
until suddenly
the
casting director pointed across the room at
me. 'Now, that is what I mean,' he said,
raising his voice, 'that is the type of young
man we want. You ought to register young
fellows like him. I could use him just about
every
"Theday.'
Central Casting man walked over
and asked me for my name and telephone
number then, and told me if I would go
SCREENLAND
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down to the office he would register me.
I went immediately.
"I got a number of calls the first two
weeks standand
thento they
quit.young
I didn't
it. I used
see the
man underacross
the hall from me walk out every morning
with his dress suit over his arm, and I
tried
figure
out what
had tliat
didn't.
I was totall
enough
and Ihecould
wear I clothes
well, but he was working and I was not.
Finally, I figured it out. The people who
got the most calls from Central knew
everybody in the Bureau so that when they
called in and gave their name, the person
on the phone had a picture of them in his
mind and knew whether they were right
for the part or not. To them, 'Bud Flanagan' was just a name. I remedied that at
once. I hung around the Bureau until I
had met and, talked with every member of
the staff. After that, I got plenty of calls.
"Then it dawned on me that I was not
on the preferred list. When a picture goes
into production, the big call for extras is
for the first day. The director tries to get
all of his big mob scenes shot in one day
if possible. Then on the second, third, and
fourth day, only a portion of the extras
used on the first day are called back. I
found out that the assistant director on
every set is the one responsible for the
list of 'call backs.'
"After the first big call, the only ones
who work are 'request extras.' I figured
out a system of my own for getting on the
'request' list. It would be impossible to go
to the assistant and say : Tm Bud Flanagan. Iwant to be on your request list.' I
thought up a trick, instead.
"For instance, the first set I worked on
after I figured out my system was a cafe
sequence. The assistant director placed me
at a table with three other extras. We got
acquainted and I told them my name. Then,
just as the director was getting ready to
shoot the scene, I got up quietly and
strolled off to one edge of the set. In a
moment, the assistant spotted the vacant
chair and demanded the name of the missing extra. He began shouting my name
then, all over the place. 'Bud Flanagan !
Bud Flanagan !' I came up and he gruffly
told me to get in my spot, which I did in
an humble manner. Then after the scene
was finished, I hunted him up and apologized for causing him uneasiness. He told
me to forget it. And sure enough, my call
came through next day. He knew who
Bud Flanagan was and I was on his request
list. I worked this ruse over and over
again. It never failed to land me on the
'call back.'
"I worked steadily from then on. When
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the Screen Guild was organized, Warner
Brothers signed up thirty extras and formed
a stock company with them. I was one of
them.
us under
contract,They
with put
options,
at $50 aa six
week.months'
I was
convinced that here, at last, was my 'break.'
"However, at the end of four months, I
knew that I was in a rut. The only thing
I had been given to do during those months
that even remotely resembled an opportunity was when I had to make up as an
interne in a hospital scene, wheel a sheeted
body into the room and say to a couple of
doctors, 'He's dead.' So I finally went to the
front office, asked for and obtained a release
from my contract.
"After this episode, I found myself tied
to my dress suit. Because I was tall and
could wear a dress suit well, I soon found
myself called only for this type of work.
It was while I was working in 'Something
to Sing About,' with Cagney, that I woke
up beto typed.
the fact that I had allowed myself
to
"Rather, Jimmy Cagney woke me up. I
was talking to him about how long I had
been trying for a 'break,' but nothing had
happened. Immediately, he hit the nail on
the head ; 'Get out of that dress suit ! You'll
get old and gray in it. You've let yourself
"I took his advice and turned down dress
suit calls for longer than I could afford.
Iget
sometimes
typed.' wonder how extras keep hanging on to their ambition in the face of all
the
socksreminiscently.
they get on the
chin." see
He hesmiled
a little,
I could
was
visualizing
some of
socks.several
"To tell
the
truth, I almost
lostthemine
times.
Skated tells
pretty
closeI shiver
to that a 'thin
Stone
about.
little line'
now Lewis
when
I remember. Little things can mean so
much. Many times I have had a director
walk up to me on the set and ask my name.
Then, he would call his assistant over.
" 'See here, Red,' he would say, 'this man
here is just about right for that part we
were talking about. Don't you think so?
You know the part I mean ! The boy who
dies at the end.' The assistant yesses him.
The director makes sure that he has my
name and number on his pad, nods to me,
and walks on. I am in the clouds, then.
This is the 'break' I've been hanging on
these four years for. I can see it, now. The
boy who dies in the end. That will be a
sympathetic part. The kind that will make
the fans ask, 'Who is the blond boy in the
"Walking
death
scene?' on air then, the next few days,
but the call doesn't come. Not then or airy
time. Chances are the assistant has a friend
he wants for the part. The producer also

sum
Lcn WeUsman photo
The Mischa Auers pausing for refreshments and posing for our candid
cameraman at the Midwick polo match.
has a friend
director has
assistant and
And bits.
that is
into

he wants to see play it. The
passed my name over to the
will never think of it again.
how the 'breaks' get broken

"And the 'let-down' is quite as hard as
the 'build-up.' You have got to have fight
in you to live through that kind of discouragement. Then, there is a different kind of
heartbreak. I was called as an extra in
'Broadway Bill' which co-starred Myrna
Loy and Warner Baxter. I was supposed
to be a millionaire's son home from college.
Those were the kind of parts easiest for me
to get because I had a good wardrobe.
"Frank Capra directed 'Broadway Bill'
and, in one scene, the assistant had called a
bit player who was not the type Capra
had visualized for the part. He tried to get
through the scene with the actor but it was
no go. After a number of retakes, Capra,
who is the kindest director in the business
and would never hurt anyone willingly,
took the player aside and told him regretfully that the assistant had made a mistake.
He would try to use him later in the picture.
"This left the assistant in the well-known
spot. There were several hundred people
on the set. The time it would take to call
a suitable player for the bit, get him madeup and on the set, would run the overhead
of the picture up several thousand dollars.
And the assistant knew whom the studio
would blame for the added expense and
delay.
"He looked frantically around. I had been
standing near, watching the many retakes,
and the assistant pounced on me. He asked
me if I had watched them shoot the scene
and when I told him I had, he wanted to
know if I thought I could do it. I reassured him on that point and he took me
to Capra. 'Does this man look like the
type
Caprahimself,
agreedtoldandme the
scene you
was want?'
shot. Capra,
he
was completely satisfied with the way I had
handled the part.
"I don't
I will ever
feel a grander
than
I did believe
at that moment.
What
break !
To be discovered by Frank Capra is the
thing all extras pray for. I was in a daze
after that. I knew that Lady Luck had
really tapped me on the shoulder this time.
And then the preview ! I got tickets and
took all my friends.
"You guessed right at the first time! The
scene wasn't even in the picture. That is
heartbreak for you. You fight for something for ages, then when you finally get
it, it slips through your fingers. All actors

live through moments like that. 1 knew a
baker's dozen of them. But always when I
was beginning to wonder what my chances
really were, something would happen to
keep me everlastingly at it.
"I knew most of the assistant directors
in Hollywood now and all the casting
directors at the various studios. Calls came
regularly. Finally, I was called for a bit in
'Saratoga.' It wasn't an important bit at
all. I was supposed merely to raise my hand
during the auction scene and say, T bid five
hundred dollars.' But that was one day that
Lady Luck was really on the job for me.
When they started to shoot the scene, Director Jack Conway decided that a lot of
people
the audience
wouldn't
realize that
the twoin main
characters
were bidding
too
much for the horse. He talked it over with
the star, Clark Gable, and they decided that
in order to get over the right impression,
they needed somebody to stand near during
the auction and try to get the fellow to
cease bidding.
"As had happened on the Capra set, I
happened to be the nearest and most observing extra. I had been watching them
discuss and plan the scene and I had an
idea what they were trying to get. When
Conway asked the assistant if he knew anybody on the set who could play the scene,
he brought
I didn't
too had
excited about me
it, forward.
because the
same get
thing
happened to me too many times before and
nothing had ever come of it.
"So you see when my real 'break' came,
I didn't recognize it. I played the part to
the best of my ability and I was glad of
the chance for an adjustment on my check.
I got $35 for it and I was called back for
another day at the same price. I could use
the money right then, too.
"Between scenes, next morning, the assistant director came over to me. 'Say, Bud,
I don't know what it is, but something is
up, for I heard Conway and Gable talking
about you yesterday. And they are talking about you again, right now.'
"Naturally,
I was
concerned
matter.
A star or
a director
can doabout
a lot the
for
an unknown. But a star AND a director
is really something. I tried to be nonchalant.
After the last scene in which I appeared
was shot, Conway came over to me and told
me what was on their minds. 'Gable and I
have been watching you and we think
you've got what it takes. I could offer you
a personal contract but it wouldn't do you
as much good as a studio contract. I would
like to take you over and introduce you to
Harry Rapf and some of the boys. I think
I can
you isa how
studio
contract.' Conway
"Andgetthat
it happened.
introduced me around the front office. Took
some of the executives in to see the rushes
in which I had worked. And they gave me
a contract the following day and changed
my name from Bud Flanagan to Dennis
O'Keefe. Before I signed, I had a chance at
contracts from two other studios, because
they heard M-G-M was interested."
Hollywood is like that. It is always interested in newcomers after they succeed
in making the jump from obscurity to
fame.
"I thought all my troubles were over
when I signed my contract," Dennis mused,
"but they weren't, of course. I was just
getting started well on the road to success,
when
my hoping
accident heoccurred."
I was
would tell me about
it, for it was a heart-breaking thing to
have happen just when success was in his
hands.
"I was on loan-out to Universal for
'Unexpected Father,' " he explained. "We
were at the end of the picture and I had
worked 16 hours without a let-up. It was
the hardest thing I had ever done, too. It
was the scene with Baby Sandy, where the
tot tries to walk along the window ledge
SCREENLAND
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above the street. My nerves were completely gone by the time we finished that
night. I knew the baby was protected with
wires and a net was stretched below to
catch it if anything broke, but I was under
a terrific tension all the time anyway. That
night, going home, I fell asleep at the wheel.
You know the rest. I crashed into a milk
truck and went to the hospital. When I
came to and looked in the mirror, I thought
my acting career was finished forever.
"A facial surgeon repaired my broken
nose and gradually my leg healed, but I
put in some bad weeks just the same. And
the studio took me off the payroll while
I was in the hospital. I went back to work
before my leg was healed, because I had
to have the money. I was still limping badly
when I reported at RKO for 'That's Right
— You're
Wrong.' the" last time I talked with
I remembered
Dennis
on the
of "Unexpected
Father"
just before
hissetaccident.
At that time,
he
was so anxious to get a certain role. I reminded him now of it and how he must
have felt when he lost it.
"That was a lucky 'break' for me," he
pointed out. "I was so hot for that part.
And if I hadn't been hurt, I would have
played it. Yet the role almost ruined the
fellow who took it. I know if I had gotten
it I would have fared worse than he did.
A bad role at that stage in my career would
have finished me forever. I'm glad now that
I didn't get it. So you see, even my accident might be regarded as a 'lucky break.' "
Dennis is no male Pollyanna, let me assure you, but he is a comforting young
Irishman to have around. He can certainly
see the silver lining to almost any cloud.
The day I visited with him on the set of
"La Conga Nights," he was making the
dance sequences with Constance Moore.
He hastened to point out that he is no Fred
Astaire and he confided that when he
learned he was going to be required to
dance the Conga, he got a good teacher to
hurry up and instruct him in the art.
He looked all right in the sequence to
me. In fact, Dennis is the kind of young
man who can look all right in almost any
kind of role. He is tall and slim and cleanlooking. And his experiences as an extra
have taught him the right answers.
His career is typical of Hollywood. Although signed by M-G-M, almost every
important role he has had to date has been
on loan-out. He has appeared in four pictures at Universal, and is slated to do two
more. He had a leading role in "Alias the
Deacon," with Bob Burns, and is now
being co-featured with Constance Moore
in "La Conga Nights."
When you meet and talk with Dennis,
you get the impression that he is one young
man completely content with his lot. He is
more than glad to be able to get his teeth
into roles that really try his mettle. Moreover, now that he has made the grade, he
doesn't need to put up a front any more.
When he was a successful extra, he had
to have a super-wardrobe. His monthly
pressing and cleaning bills were terrific.
Now the studio furnishes his wardrobe
and foots his cleaning bills. As an extra,
he felt it necessary to have an imposing
and much-too-expensive car. Now that he
doesn't need to impress anybody, he owns
a small car of a popular make.
He lives with his mother in a little house
in Sherman Oaks, for which he pays $50
a month rent. There is a large back yard
that Mrs. Flanagan has filled with flowers.
And Dennis has built a lot of garden furniture and installed some gay umbrellas.
He has a passion for hamburgers with
lots of sauce and onions. I know, because
he ate a huge one the last time I lunched
with him. He drives as far as Glendale
frequently, because there is a stand there
where they make them exactly right.
SCREENLAND

Clean, Cool and Crisp
Continued from page 71
a tendency to damp discomfort, and make
you fresh and fragrant to just the right
degree for warm weather, but never are
a shocking assault upon the senses, as too
much of a strong, concentrate perfume can
be on hot days. This lighter type you may
use for business, knowing that you will
never be overpowering but merely delightfully sweet and fresh.
All business girls should keep a bottle
of eau de Cologne at the office. When you
must go from there to a date without
benefit of a refreshing shower, do this.
Clean tip as best you can, then apply your
freshener
to back
of neck,
your "bosom
inside your
neckline,
overoverforearms
and

Sandy is always in the pink of condition —
that's why the book, "Baby Sandy's Health
Rules," by the makers of Lysol, is in great demand. A Baby Sandy cut-out doll with complete wardrobe is included in the book. The
little scamp's new film is "Sandy Is A Lady."
backs of hands. This is a wonderful uplifter
for sagging body and spirits.
After you have used your eau de Cologne
at home, finish off with a shower of dusting or talcum powder. Then, regardless of
the thermometer, you will want to be up
and
powder
to "insulate"
you doing.
againstThisheat
and seems
dampness.
It will
make underthings, especially tight girdles,
simply slide over your skin. If your skin
is dark, then use one of the tinted powders,
which do not show like the white.
For normally comfortable feet in warm
weather, eau de Cologne and powder prove
a daily benediction. But for real foot sufferers, there are a very special soap and a
balm that seem heaven-sent. I'll tell you
more if you'll write to me. For you who
will be seeing the World's Fair or if you
plan on real sightseeing in other fields
afar (walking being the best way to see
anything, I think), these foot aids will
prove true blessings.
So much for basic beauty. Now for the
illusion of cool crispness. This you will
achieve through make-up, hair-do and
clothes. Choose fresh colors for your wardrobe— clear tones, soft tones, but not the
mottled kind. Red and yellow can be divinely clear and, therefore, cool looking.

You don't have to suck to white and blue,
though the old wives' tale always reads
that He proposed to Her in blue ! Another
trick is to keep whatever you wear in the
pink of condition — clean, crisp and unwrinkled. Your life-savers here are soap
flakes and a little electric iron. You can
learn to use both all right, if you want,
and for travelers the two, plus a foldingpressing board, small enough for your bags,
are indispensable.
If you like dark colors in sheers — and
there is a chic to them after the first wave
of summer pastels — then use 'white accents
— bags, hats, gloves or jewelry, for that
inviting, cooling touch. But whatever is
rightly white must be kept white. Better
a black straw any time than a coquettish
white sailor not quite white any more. The
bottled cleaners will help you out on the
hat and bag situation, and if you wear
white shoes, then they must have their
daily treatment of cleanser. Pressing puts
many a frock back into pristine order, but
if you're
smart you
whenwillyou
summer
fabrics
or frocks,
try buy
to find
them
in fade-proof, wrinkle-proof, pre-shrunk
materials. Most summer frocks must take
plenty of tubbing and wear, and if they
won't, then they are a failure.
At this point your body should be comfortable and sweet, your clothes, immaculate and inviting, so your hair and face
will add the final cool fillip. Summer hair
needs a shampoo weekly or, at longest,
every ten days. Try to find a becoming line
that takes this hair up and away from your
face, up at the sides and front. This general
line is perfect for many, and while it is
not new, it is the thing right now. It is- a
style that will continue, too, I think, into
the
fall andyoung,
winter,revealing
because it
is good.
It's
flattering,
often
the best
part of your face, bone structure ! Practically all of Hollywood uses some version
of this general front hairline. If you want
to wear your back hair long, then have it
set or train it yourself in some definite
line. This gives design, and that means
style and smartness. Don't think you can
just comb out the ends of your permanent
and let it go at that. It will give the rest
of you, no matter how beautifully groomed
you are, an unkempt look. Train this hair
up, under, into curls or coils, but give it a
pattern, a design. You will look ten times
cooler when hair is in order. A limp lock,
a wandering curl, and you look undone.
To give your face a fresh, cool look, I
recommend a foundation. You can take
your choice here, for there are a number
of good types. There is the liquid powder
type that you spread on — and this in darker
tones is being used extensively for leg
make-up. Very smart, very beautifying and
ven^ economical re the stocking situation.
There are creams to give the skin a
luminous quality. There are those that will
give a velour, mat effect. There are those
that you can use heavily enough for evening
to recreate a whole new skin effect. The
modern make-up base is so perfected that
it will not reappear later in unwanted shine,
as did some such creams when they
were in their infancy. These aids definitely
help you stay put in warm weather, keep
that make-up fresh hours longer than you'd
expect, and have a certain protective benefit to the skin against sun, wind and the
dirt and grime of travel.
To finish, I believe that we might all
well adopt a little motto for July and August— -"Think Cool!" That means that you
will talk of anything under the sun but the
weather. It means you will not complain,
and that privately you can console yourself
with
that blizzards
it won't and
be sleet
long
before the
we thought
have more
storms. It really won't. So gather your
little beauty aids about you while you may
and plan to enjoy a good hot summer!

SCREENLAND'S
Glamor
Guides

Fashions featured on Page 78 will be
found in the following stores and in
others in principal cities throughout
the country.

Costume Jewelry by Nat Levy-Urie Mandle
Corp., 411 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Wm. Filene's Sons & Co., Boston, Mass.
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, 111.
Titche Goettinger Co., Dallas, Texas
J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit, Mich.
Broadway Hollywood, Hollywood, Cal.
Arnold Constable & Co., New York City
Meier & Frank, Portland, Oregon
Miller Rhoads, Inc., Richmond, Va.
Marston Co., San Diego, Cal.
White House, San Francisco, Cal.
Rhodes Dept. Store, Seattle, Wash.
Gown by Fred Perlberg, 525 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
Rich's, Inc., Atlanta, Ga.
Hutzler Bros., Baltimore, Md.
Jordan Marsh, Boston, Mass.
Carson, Pirie, Scott, Chicago, 111.
John Shillito, Cincinnati, Ohio
G. Fox & Co., Hartford, Conn.
Adler's, Kansas City, Kans.
Bullock's, Los Angeles, Cal.
Dayton Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Lord & Taylor, New York City
Joseph Home, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Lipman Wolfe, Portland, Ore.
Stix, Baer & Fuller, St. Louis, Mo.
Best's, Seattle, Wash.
Lansburg & Bros., Washington, D. C.

20— $50.00 Beauty Coupon Books
50— $5.00 Beauty Coupon Books
250— $1.00 Beauty Certificates
of winning $500.00 worth
new clothes from any store you
choose or $500.00 in cash
if preferred
I Or oneat ofyour
320
free
services
favorite
beauty shopl
Here's all you do! Try
new Blend-Rite Bob
Pins. See howtheiramazL'a
makes them
. »3 invisible.
Feel practically
theirfinish
firm
ing "hairlike"
WjjBjk
grip ; theirsinooth, round
ends that gernails.
won'tThen complete
mar your this
finsentence in 25 or less simple,
everyday words: "I like BlendBite BobENTER
Pins because
NOW! ..."
Each Blend-Rite Card contains
Bules of the Contest, Official
Entry Blank and Hints on Ho w
to Win. Or make reasonable
facsimile. Contest closes July
31, 1940. Don't wait!
10c at Shops.
Department, STA-RITE
Variety, Ten-Cent
StoresINC.
and
Beauty
GINNIE-LOU,
SHELBYVILLE,
ILL.
STAR1TE

BOB
PINS
The Invisible Bob Pin

Minikins by Blue Swan Mills, Inc., Empire
State Building, New York City.
Wm. Filene's Sons & Co., Boston, Mass.
Abraham & Strauss, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The May Co., Cleveland, Ohio
Wm. Taylor Sons & Co., Cleveland, Ohio
J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit, Mich.
The May Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
Ed. Schuster Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Krauss Co. Ltd., New Orleans, La.
Arnold Constable & Co., New York City
Carl Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
La Salle Koch, Toledo, Ohio
Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, D. C.
Bathing Suit, Cap, Beach Bag and Ghillies
by I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co., 485 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, 111.
Nagi Akras, Daytona Beach, Fla.
C. A. Rowell, Germantown, Pa.
R. H. Macy & Co., New York City
Albert Steiger, Springfield, Mass.
SCREENLAND

~ HAIR THAT GLISTENS with beautiful, soft highlights
—thanks to Nestle Colorinse. Think of what a glamorous
sheen would do to the appearance of YOUR hair. Start using
Colorinse tonight— rinses away the dullness left by the soap
film from your shampoo. Nestle Colorinse is so easy to use—
and so inexpensive, too. Harmless— washes out with shampooing. Choose your shade from the twelve flattering colors
shown on the Nestle Color Chart at beauty counters. Help
your
dreams Colorinse.
of romance to come true— glorify your hair
with Nestle

dance
with that man
before
I die
! He's the
most marvelous
dancer
in the
world!
"This is the gateman, Mr. John Butler.
He was a big league baseball player years
ago and now he has a marvelous memory
— he can remember everybody's name on
Jane's preference for informality in snapshots is illustrated by one she took of her
mother,
lot!"crouched down on the terrace to
this
get a movie of the family kittens ; a shot of
a conference on one of her pictures between
my "Popsidoodle" (Jane's father), her
dance instructor, and the script clerk ; and
a relaxed group at Yosemite. Seabiscuit's
first race, a set for "Little Old New York,"
and a scene at Yosemite are Jane's favorite
shots.

Osa Massen, pretty newcomer, wears this tennis outfit of white poplin for summer sports. It's a tricky affair with blouse and shorts joined in front and not
in back, giving it a bolero effect. The zippered front features three bow ties.

Jane's Camera
Capers
Continued from page 65
the camera in the right place, he consults
his gadgets — he has about twelve hung
around the camera that tell him about the
light and what to do about shadow and
focussing and I don't know what all. When
that's done, he decides he needs a different
angle, and then he changes your position or
sticks you against a different background.
I tell you it's zvork when you take pictures
like that. But George's pictures are swell !
"Me, I just grab my camera, turn it to
No. 1 or whatever the next picture happens
to be, look in my finder and press the button. And that's that! But you sure can get
interested in taking pictures, no matter
which way you do it. I've got so I can even
develop my own, but I don't have an expensive layout like George's. I guess my
pictures
— yet."Screenland
When aren't
Jane worth
heardthatthat
wanted a story on her camera hobby, she
went through her prints, decided they were
"not so hot," took the faithful Brownie and
toured the 20th Century-Fox studio lot. "I
can take pictures on the lot because I belong to the
union,"
"I have
working
permit
as 16shemm.confided.
cameraman
froma
the International Photographers' West
Coast Local, signed by Harland Holden,
First Vice-president.
"One day I had my movie outfit on the
set and Lucien Andriot, A. S. C. — that
means American Society of Cinematog98

raphers — said to me : 'Do you belong to the
union?' I said I didn't, did I have to? And
he said I must have a permit if I was going
to
take pictures
'How
do Iconsult
get one?'
I asked.
And he there.
said he
would
his
local. Pretty soon he was appointed a committee of one to view the pictures I had
taken, he made a report to his local, and
they gave me the permit.
"Here's my picture of Linda Darnell —
she's my very most favorite star ! Oh, she
was so happy that day ! She had just had
an award for being the most promising
young
hand. player in Hollywood — that's it in her
"Here's Arleen Whalen — hasn't she the
most gorgeous hair? What I'd give for it!
— she posed for me twice, and each time
she had an idea in posing. I like people to
do something in a picture, not just stand
and grin.
"I was in such a hurry to get John Payne
that I just went click. But George says if
I had stopped to use my brain I'd have
moved him over to the black doorway, because his white shirt is all washed out
against the white wall. I did better by Jack
Oakie and June Lang. She had on a dark
red dress that goes black in the picture, so
against the white wall, she does all right ;
and Jack in his white suit is against the
door of the cafe.
"This is Cesar Romero. I hope I get to

"I want to do some of the things George
does. He's just full of ideas ! He took a
picture of his mother looking down into a
fish-pond. The average person would have
shown a clear reflection of her, but not
George. Just as he was ready to shoot, he
threw a rock into the pond and got it
wiggling and then he shot. He got just the
outline of his mother with the water quivering— really, it was good."
Another of Jane's hobbies is cooking.
She won a prize last summer for her household accomplishments from the Girl Scouts.
"Whenever my mother had a tea or a
luncheon or something, I practiced on her
guests," she recalled. "I'd decide on the
menu, help prepare the food, arrange the
table, help receive and serve, and of course
I cooked whatever they had. The first time
I must have been pretty slow, but in the
end I could rattle 'em off.
"I've got an ice cream soda fountain of
my own ! I can make the best sodas you
ever
tasted.
It's there
in my and
new only
apartment
and
our club
meets
Mary and
Jeanie and I are allowed behind the counter.
No boys permitted, because boys break
things or get to acting silly, and pretty
soon there wouldn't be a fountain."
Jane's club used to be called the 8 and 8
Club — 8 boys and 8 girls — but now the
members are growing up and decided they
should have a better name. "We're the Gay
Teens Club now — doesn't that sound like
the Gay Nineties?" cried Jane.
The club wanted Jane for president, but
Jane objected that "president" is an honored
title and should belong only to the President of the United States, so they compromised and she's chairman, with Joe
Brown, Jr., who played opposite Jane in
"High School", as vice-chairman, and Don
Brown, Joe's eleven-year-old
brother,June
as
sergeant-at-arms.
George Ernest,
Carlson, the Mauch twins, Marvin Stephens,
Mary McCarty, the two Browns, Jane and
some non-professionals comprise the club.
"My animals are a great hobby," added
Jane. "I used to have a big assortment, but
the neighborhood complained about too
many farmyard noises, so we got rid of
the cow and the donkey, the goats, most of
the chickens, the doe and the fox, but I
have ten dogs and a lot of kittens and birds.
I had some squirrels, but we decided to let
them out while I was on my personal appearance tour, and the old darlings wouldn't
go away ; they kept coming back to be fed.
We forgot to tell Popsidoodle they were
free, and he promised to feed my animals
for me. The first day he went out, scattering food around, he felt a monster leap up
at him and run up to his shoulder. He
shook
all come
over. He
we'd trained
them to
to bedidn't
fed know
that way,
and he
says he nearly died before he found out
what it was ! We let the doves out, too, but
they made a nest in a big tree on the place
and now there are six eggs in the nest. We
feed birds all the time and now there are
so many we can't get the grass to grow !
Somebody said they'd send me an alligator
— just a baby alligator — I think I might
be able to keep that, don't you?"
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Never, never neglect your precious smile!
Help guard

its charm

IF MEN beg for an introduction, but never
ask you for a date, it may be your smile
that's turning love away!
For, alluring and smart as your clothes
may be, if you let your smile become dull
and dingy ... if you ignore the warning of
"pink tooth brush". . . you lose one of the
most precious charms a girl can possess!
"Pink Tooth Brush" a warning signal
If ever you see "pink" on your tooth brush
. . . see your dentist! It may mean nothing
serious . . . but let him decide! Very likely,
his opinion will be that your gums need
more exercise . . . need stimulation they don't
get from today's soft, creamy foods! Then,
like so many dentists these days, he may

IPANA

with Ipana and

massage!

suggest "the healthful stimulation of Ipana
andFor
massage!"
Ipana Tooth Paste is specially designed not only to clean teeth thoroughly
but, with massage, to aid the gums to health.
Every time you brush your teeth, massage
a little extra Ipana onto your gums. Feel
that refreshing "tang"— exclusive with Ipana
and massage. It tells you that circulation is
awakening in the gum tissues . . . helping to
make the gums firmer and healthier— more
resistant to trouble.
Get a tube of economical Ipana Tooth
Paste at your druggist's today. And start now
to let Ipana and massage help you to have
brighter, more sparkling teeth ... a lovelier,
more charming smile!

TOOTH
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nent to Hollywood and to the nation's pictureRichard moGreene:
"I'm Keen about a Camera!"
Ruth Tildesley 62
rI
goers. A distinguished feature which also
nt
h
e
packs a punch, it's not to be missed.
SPECIAL ART SECTION:
HOW
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Hedy Lamarr, Olivia de Havilland, Ray Milland, Elizabeth Earle, Peggy
Moran, Jimmy Cagney, Errol Flynn, Brenda Marshall, Allan Jones, Irene
IN HOLLYWOOD
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Hervey, Brenda Joyce, John Payne,
. . Jean Arthur, William Holden,
Li
za
Laraine Day, Joel McCrea, Jeanette MacDonald,
Gene Raymond, The
Frankly, says Jackie Cooper's mother, it's a
28
full-time job! Of keen interest to every
Most Beautiful Still of the Month.
parent — as well as to teen-age girls and boys
who never miss a Jackie Cooper picture — is
this revealing and very human confessional
DEPARTMENTS:
of a young and successful mother who found
that the tried-and-true methods of bringing
Hot from Hollywood
6
up a son don't always work in hectic HollyTagging
the
Talkies
8
wood. She tells why, in her own story — exclusive to readers of The Smart Screen
Inside the Stars' Homes. Ida Lupino
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WE sent style scouts scurrying far and near . . . sat down for long talks
with fashion experts in Hollywood, in New York, in sorority houses and
offices . . . consulted the nation's leading stores. And here it is! Screenland
gives you this birthday present to make its 20th anniversary a real jubilee.
An utterly fascinating new fashion section! Replete with the smart, the
young, the wearable in fashion! Selected with an eye on Miss and Mrs.
American young woman's income! Packed with absorbing fashion news!
Right styles! Good values! a careful, sensible way of style guidance! Everything you should know about new clothes, smart accessories, gadgets. Complete details on prices and stores. Here, at last, is a fashion service that
functions for both your appearance and pocketbook! It works two ways!
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IT'S BEING whispered that Joan CrawI ford has had a change of heart in regard
to her favorite crooner. Until very recently, as everyone knows, her uncontested
favorite was Bing Crosby. On the set,
when Joan was in the mood to be crooned
to,
her choice.
neverCrosby
guess
whoBing
haswasslowly
edged You'll
crooner
from first favor in her heart — it's none
other than Tony Martin ! Joan is _vitally
Martin-conscious once more; this time it's
Tony instead of Charles. It may not mean
anything but it should be reported that
just recently she came all the way down
to a local radio station and sat goggleeyed with interest through hours of boring
rehearsals of the radio show that Tony
broadcast from here. The number of tetea-tete dinners he has enjoyed at Joan's
home can't be verified, but it is definitely
known he has been repeatedly asked. You
can read into these facts any conclusions
you wish. By the time Tony has finished
the musical he is to make at M-G-M the
situation between these two may be much
more clear.

BET Garbo had the surprise of her life
the other day when she furtively sneaked
in and out of a couple of shops on the
strip without anyone as much as giving
her a tumble. . . . That beautiful blonde
girl stranded in an old jalopy with a flat
tire way out on Santa Monica Boulevard
the other night was none other than Ilona
Massey. She was on her way to a fraternity dance as an honored guest when
the buggy broke down. ... A new giggle
around town concerns the one and onlytime that Hedda Hopper and Elsa Maxwell ever got together. It was at the Edward Robinsons', where they hung side by
side on the drawing room wall. They were
both represented in Baron de Meyer's
showing of his famous photographic studies.

'y
H°'
m
ro should have charged a
I/AY
fFRANCIS
l\ peep-hole fee for her very unusual
appearance at the Beverly Hills Hotel the
other evening. She could have collected a
neat sum for charity without as much as
lifting a finger. Kay made a great hit with
everyone who secretly peeked through the
closed doors of the Garden room to watch
her, and I know that I will never again be
tempted to snicker when I hear about our
glamor girls giving, not only their money,
but their time to worthy wartime causes.
There was Kay, in full evening regalia,
diamonds sparkling against her dark hair,
back-breakingly bent over a whizzing sewing machine, stitching away in a most professional style, on very weary looking material. She was never more serious in her
life, and she worked with a vengeance.
Dressed and ready for her evening party
early, instead of twitting away her time
Kay slipped, unnoticed, into the Red Cross
sewing room and was helping, after hours,
as best she could. She sews there regularly
twice a week without fail.

d

wo
4 o

It's obvious that Anne Nagle, above, has no
trouble keeping step with Hollywood. Watch
for Anne in "A Modern Monte Cristo." Left,
Henry Fonda and Gene Tierney in "The Return
of Frank
James,"of the
which
starts
with
the death
Jesseaction
Jamesof and
furnishes
the film's revenge motive. Gene's a newcomer
from
"Thewearing
Male Animal."
Lower the
left,Broadway
Wanda hit,
McKay
a white
pique three-piece play dress, ideal for badminton. Below, Joan Bennett and Francis
Lederer in a scene for "I Married A Nazi."

A Paramount Picture wtth
RICHARD
Directed by GEORGE MARSHALL

CARLSON

• PAUL

LUKAS

ANTHONY
QUINN
• WILLIE BEST
• Screen Play by Walter Deleon ■ Based on a Play by Paul Dickey and Charles W. Goddard
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More

Women

Saves

ount
The Way of All Flesh— Param
Akim Tamiroff plays the role
which won the 1928 Academy
Award for Emil Jannings— a
scrupulously honest bank clerk and
quiet family man who's robbed of
$100,000 in securities entrusted to
him when he's lured by Muriel
Angelus. Because of his disgrace,
he doesn't return to his family, preferring tohave them believe he was
killed. Tamiroff all but lives the part
of Paul Kriza and Gladys George
capable as his faithful wife.

Gangs of Chicago— Republic
A crime melodrama in which
Nolan) beMatty Burns (Lloyd
comes a criminal lawyer in order
to be able to beat the law through
his legal knowledge and avenge
the killing of his father by the
coppers. It's a good gangster film
with plenty of action, and gives an
inside slant on how the gangs operate. The strong supporting cast
includes Barton MacLane, gang
leader, Lola Lane, who loves Matty,
and Ray Middleton, Matty's friend.

Time

Mum is the first choice with
nurses. Quick to use, on duty
or off. Safe, sure, dependable!

Mum

Every

Day

• • . Clothes

harm nessfabrics
or irritate
skin.
girls, gentle
Mum won't

Guards

For nowadays, it isn't enough to be
pretty and smart. A girl must be dainty,
too . . . nice to be around at any minute
of the day or evening!
Don't expect your bath alone to give
you that lasting charm! A bath may remove past perspiration, but Mum after
your bath prevents risk of future odor.

Against

Mum-

• . . Charm

Leading favorite with busi-

are so many deTODAY, when there
odorants—how significant to every
girl that more women choose Mum! In
homes, in offices, in hospitals, in schools
. . . Mum is used by millions of women.

Ski Patrol — Universal
This film, which stresses the
futility of war, has the effect of
a long newsreel. In fact, the opening scenes are newsreel shots of
the Olympic Winter Sports. The
with Finland's struggle
story deals
against Russia. It shows how a
brave Finnish ski patrol holds a
strategic mountain top against all
odds, and a heroic slide down the
mountain side to blast the enemy.
Skiing scenes are thrilling. Luli
Desti and Philip Dorn are in cast.

prefer

!

Wives, girls in love, make
Mum a daily habit. Mum
guards charm— popularity!

Underarm

Odor!

Thousands of men, too, are using Mum
. . . it's speedy, safe, dependable!
QUICK! Mum

takes only 30 seconds-

can be used before or after you're dressed.
SAFE! Mum has the American Institute
of Laundering Seal as being harmless to
any kind of fabric. So safe that it can be
used even after underarm shaving!
SURE! If you want to be popular— make
a daily habit of Mum. Get Mum at your
druggist's today. Long after your bath
has ceased to be effective, Mum will go
right on guarding your charm!
MUM FOR SANITARY NAPKINS—
More women use Mum for Sanitary Napkins
than any other deodorant. Mum is safe, gentle
. . . guards against unpleasantness.

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
SCREENLAND
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For warm weather entertaining, Ida Lupino (Mrs.
Louis Hayward) gives
you

"different"

dishes
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Mrs. Louis Hayward (Ida
YOUNG
) descri
besfurnis
"ram-h
homeinasEnglis
her hed
Lupinobling
American
country-house style."
It's in a Brentwood canyon, on a hill
with a glorious view of the sea — oh yes,
Catalina Island, too !— in the distance, and
nearer views of green valleys and wooded
hills. A brick terrace is built around three
sides of the "little high house" and groups
of colorful garden furniture are arranged
on it, interspersed with potted flowers.
There's a cool green lawn with an olive
and a pepper tree and many low flower
beds, and one lavishly blooming camellia
for guests to covet as they lounge on the
terraces these warm days.
Ida, in pale blue slacks that heightened
SCREENLAND

the blue of her eyes, a scarlet handkerchief
repeating the shade of her lipstick, a ribbon
tying back her curls so that she looked
about fifteen, was arranging flowers in her
living room
mitted me. when Eric, the houseman, ad"Oh, it's you already I" she cried, with a
lack of enthusiasm not too flattering. "I
wanted to get these flowers arranged before youThe
got here!"
intense,
intense.
world Ida
wentis to
pieces terribly
before
our eyes because I was ahead of schedule.
"How long do you think it takes me to
arrange my flowers?" she demanded, pressing a bright Iceland poppy to her heart.
"Three hours!" Her voice was impressively
low. "I canNOT do them properly under
three hours. And I die inside if they are

not right." She brooded over the correct spot for the poppy,
found
and time
triumphantly
prodded
it intoshop
place.
"Some
when Iit,have
I shall have
a flower
of my
own day
on
Sunset Boulevard and show the world what I can do with
flowers!"
Her living room is a charming example of English countryhouse style — windows on three sides, softly draped glass
curtains over the V enetian blinds, with plum-and-creamcolored figured drapes. The walls are tinted pale green, the
carpet is a rich, deep sand.
"Those walls were staring white — horrible — when we
bought the place," Ida indicated them with a tragic wave of
an
asparagus
before fitting
among inthewhite.
poppies.
"Thatit
mantel
there, fern
of course,
was anit in
atrocity
I had
redone entirely — but entirely — in solid oak with that bright
copper front. I cannot LIVE in white rooms!"
The mantel referred to holds a part of Ida's collection of

Ida Lupino Hayward is an "original" — and so her ideas
for tempting her guests' appetites are novel and
amusing. Facing page and at left her "lazyman's
cheese spreads" and iced drinks on the terrace. Above,
in her old English dining room, her pride and joy.
French china figures with china candelabra at each end. Two
comfortable chesterfields face each other before the fireplace,
across a low heavy oak coffee-table, which Ida had made to
order. Lamps are placed right for reading near numerous easy
chairs, and and
bookschairs,
everywhere.
Of the
course
on
chesterfields
repeated on
bench there's
before chintz
the spinet
piano. And Ida designed the lamp shades, soft eggshell fringed
with bright-colored fluted silk.
"My prints — see them? My treasured French prints!" exclaimed Ida, finishing the flowers (Please turn to page 97)
*****
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Because it's filled with flavor through and through
You'll get real enjoyment for a longer time from delicious Beech-Nut Gum. ..because the finest flavors are
mixed through and through. Try all 7delicious varieties.
Full-flavored Peppermint, Spearmint, Oralgum
4 flavors of BEECMES (Candy Coated)
Peppermint, Spearmint, Pepsin, Cinnamon

eech-Nut
Gum
DON'T MISS THE N. Y. WORLD'S FAIR. Be sure to
visit the Beech-Nut Building. If you drive near the
lovely Mohawk Valley of New York, stop at Cana
joharie and see. how Beech-Nut products are made.
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Visit "Our
folks!

Town"

Especially

and

meet

Martha

the

Scott

THIS Honor Page is dedicated to all
the good folk who help to make
'.'Our Town" the cinema meeting place
of the month, and possibly of the year.
Bright particular star of a great —
and unique — motion picture is Martha
Scott, whose luminous loveliness and
technical
skill may Important,
make her too,
movies'
latest wonder-girl.
are
William Holden, proving he is a superb young actor as well as an appealing personality ; and Frank Craven,
that fine veteran who in his original
role of commentator will set a new
style in screen characterization just as
the picture itself will establish a new
high standard for all future Hollywood films to follow. See "Our Town."
"Our Town" abounds in marvelous moments— but the scene below, with boy and
girl (Holden and Miss Scott) discovering
their love at the village soda fountain,
is a high spot. Left, Martha Scott in
close-up; bottom of page, Frank Craven.
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Protection

Safe • No Caustic • No Poison • No Burning
Everywhere fastidious women are adopting this
new, amazingly safe way in feminine hygiene !
Not only to kill germs on contact, but to enjoy
continuous protection for hours — without
injury to delicate tissue.
Called Zonitors — these dainty, snow white,
greaseless suppositories spread a deep reaching
protective coating. To kill germs, bacteria at
contact. To cleanse thoroughly. To deodorize
— not by masking — but by destroying odor.
Zonitors are most powerful continuous-action
suppositories . . . gentle, safe for delicate tissue.
Non-caustic,
poison.healing.
Don't burn or
irritate.
Help contain
promoteno gentle
Greaseless, Zonitors are completely removable with water. Nothing to mix, no apparatus
needed. Come 12 in package individually sealed
in glass bottles. Get Zonitors today at druggists. Follow this amazingly safe way in feminine hygiene women are raving about.
revealing booklet, senfin
envelope,
write
FREE plain
Zonitors,
1809 Chrysler
Bldg.,New York Cityi
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1. He co-stars in "The Mortal
" "My Favorite
6. Co-sStatorrmof
"
10. She's
in "French
Wifefeatured
14. AnWithout
oily fruitTears"
15. Bitter drug
16. To shelter
17. Co-star of "Broadway
Melody of 1940"
19. One of the mothers in "Our
'
21. SheTown'
plays Edna in "Lillian
"
Russel
22.
24. Co-star
Before of "Waterloo Bridge"
25. To climb
27. Chatter
Bird's beak
29.
32. Plaintive poem
34. Spouses
38. Love-affair (Fr.)
40. "The
- Hawk," with
Errol- -Flynn
42. Kind
43. She's Mrs. Walter Wanger
46. Dancing star of "Broadway
Melody of 1940"
48. Dregs
49. Cereal
51. Permit
52. Blundered
54. Musical instruments
57. Elevated railroads (abbrev.)
58. Label
60. Dangers
62. Dined
65. At screen
eleven, she retires from the
67. Shell fish
71. She's Mrs. Robert Taylor
73. Maeve O'Riorden in "My Son
My Son!"
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To try NIX, the amazing NEW Deodorant Cream,
FREE if not delighted. NIX stops perspiration;
ends all underarm odor. NIX is GUARANTEED
to protect your clothes from underarm stains
and strong, stale odors. A jar of NIX lasts
weeks. Used by thousands. Get NIX today at 10c
stores. Large Jar NIX 10c. Extra large jar 25c.
FDFF,
Ask for sample new NIX Bleach Cream at
r IlLLi
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amazing
skin lightener.
Large isjar the
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10c.
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An

Open

Letter

from

BOB

HOPE
to

Bob Hope took
time out from
breaking theater
records on his
vaudeville tour to
answer our Open
Letter to him which
appeared
in the
last issue. Read
his
reply on this page,
replete with typical Hope gags and
grins. Off the air
for the summer,
Bob can be seen on
the screen in "The
Ghost Breakers."

DELIGHT:
ce
Re ived your open letter of July and contents
duly noted. Before getting on to the serious business
of answering it I must ask one question: Where did
you ever get that picture of me that you ran? I mean
the one with the pipe — I look like a Harvard man who
has just thought up another nifty insult to hurl at
Ann Sheridan.

DEAR

Now I'll answer a few of your questions. "Who
writes the script for our radio broadcasts?" — I do it
myself with the assistance of three writers and two
eggplants. However, your main point seems to be that
when I run across an old gag in my script while I'm
on the air I seem surprised and amazed — well, I am —
I still can't understand how that spy from Ipana manages to slip them in. It's a funny thing about gags —
lots of times you think you've got an original and then
someone tells you it's just a copy of something that's
been around for years like a Paris dress or a redhead.
How much do I make a week? I don't know, my

relatives won't let me see my paycheck.
I agree with you that Fred Allen is funny and Jack
Benny likewise — but I disagree that they are not as
pretty as I am. I think they are — in fact the three of
us used to do a vaudeville act together — under the
name of the Brox Sisters.
I'm never too busy to read my script except when
I'm broadcasting and that beautiful blonde is crouching in the first row center. You are right, I am amazed,
appalled and revolted by the old gags about the
weather — but I am also amazed, appalled and revolted by the weather — comes out even.
I do mention Bing Crosby's stable a lot but the condition Bing's horses are in I think he deserves a free
plug — I just can't help it — anybody who has a horse
that has to be shot out of a cannon at the start of a
race is wide open to — shall we say — remarks.
But, seriously, Delight, now that I've read your open
letter to me in ScREENLAND I'm going to be in there
punching harder than ever and I hope you and my
fans will all be with me when I start again in September. Yehudi would also like to give a message to
the people of America if you have the space:
Thanks again for your letter — isn't this a wonderful world — all this, and Evans too!
15

What pranks the "Pirates" play, and how the stars
love it! Top, Rudy Vallee and Dottie Lamour are
thrown in the brig by a bold, bad pirate-waiter.

Above, Ken Murray and Rudy tease Lamour. Left, collection of notables in the brig: Nancy, Joan Valerie,
Patricia Dane, guarded by Ken and Edgar Bergen.
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More bottle-throwers, above: Ken Murray, Lamour,
Pat Dane and Rudy Vallee. Right, Connie Bennett
and Dietrich at opening of Hollywood Race Track.

The more
they
work

famous

they are, the more

fun

have — to make up for the hard
they do in the studios. Folks, observe your Hollywood
mal moments, caught

on-the-spot

cameraman,

pets

in infor-

by our

always-

Len Weissman

Herbert Marshall and his comparatively recent
bride, Lee Russell, arm-and-arm it at Hollywood Race
Track opening. Try to find a star who wasn't there.

Now here's a twosome that had Hollywood talking, and
not in whispers, either: George Raft with the ex-Mrs.
Clark Gable. P.S.: Norma Shearer was in New York.
17

II lors,
— the for
opening
nightTayof
the Bob
Happy left night
j "Waterloo Bridge," in which Bob,
to some people's surprise after
r,"
"Lucky inNight"
and "Remembe
ce
turned
a corking
performan
which kept pace with Vivien Leigh's.
Even the star himself, you'll note,
has to present his tickets at the
l\ entrance of the Chinese Theatre.

Two more interested spectators at
"Waterloo Bridge" opening were
Claudette Colbert and Annabella,
below. Note smart street costumes
on both girls. Reason Annabella is
beau-less, husband Ty Power was
-on location for "Brigham Young."

Jack Oakie, once more
part in Charlie Chaplin's
tator," escorts his pretty
sell." Right, Jane Withers
inson in lobby of theater

seen about since completing his
long-promised picture, "The Dicwife to premiere of "Lillian Rusat same event imitates Eddie Robwhile Eddie and his wife look on.

Wonder if Clark Gable is partial to all-black costumes? Here's
Carole Lombard clinging to Clark's arm as they arrive
at Hollywood Ball Park, sombre in black frock, hat, silver
fox. Funny get-up for a baseball game, say we. Left,
lovely Hedy Lamarr with husband Gene Markey at a preview.

Three beautiful ladies, above, at
premiere of "Lillian Russell": Claire
Trevor, Mary Beth Hughes, Binnie
Barnes.
Marybombshell;
Beth is Hollywood's
new
blonde
see her in
"Four Sons" and "The Great Profile."
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Together again after Jeanette's
concert tour, right — Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Raymond, both with pleased
smiles, hand in their tickets to
door-man. A glimpse of Jack Benny
is seen at far left of the picture.

These exclusive, "scoop" photographs
show you Melvyn Douglas and his
lovely wife, Helen Gahagan, reveling in the unpretentious comfort of
their home in the Outpost section of
Ho!!ywood. Their five hilltop acres
with rambling house shelter the
screen colony's most unusual family.
Above, the patio and swimming pool.
Right, close-up of Melvyn, Helen,
and Mary. Son Peter was at school.
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is deLAS
DOUGabl
MELVYN cidedly arem
ark e man. Not
only does he win and woo
Garbo, counter-banter with Joan Blondell, and carry on subtle repartee with
Jean Arthur, but he's distinctive for
still another reason. He's Hollywood's
most unusual father. Why? Simply because his philosophy of parenthood is
so normal it's positively odd!
Hollywood is full of fathers. Melvyn
certainly hasn't
the monopoly
that
cherished
institution
sometimes on
known
as a phase of family -life. But, unlike
many Hollywood papas who either
mention their off-spring merely at infrequent intervals or who gurgle volubly over the joy of fatherhood, Melvyn
sits back calmly, talks about his son,
Peter, and his daughter, Mary, and
continues to carry out, unconcerned,
his rules for being a good father.
Melvyn's first association with fatherhood came in a most amusing way. It
was about seven years ago. He and his
wife, Helen Gahagan, were on board
an ocean liner headed for Europe. They
were standing on deck one night. It
was a beautiful evening. They chatted
idly about numerous things. Suddenly
there was a pause in the conversation.
Helen looked out into the blue vastness
gliding along beneath them. "Melvyn,"
she said softly. "Yes?" he asked nonchalantly. "I've got a surprise for you."
"You have?" "Yes, I'm going to have
a baby." Melvyn did the equivalent of
a double-take and then exclaimed,
"How long have you known about
about this?" "For several weeks." He
gulped. "Why didn't you tell me? Is it
because I'm just the prospective father ?
We'll have to cancel our trip now. You
must have test." Helen smiled benignly
back at him {Please turn to page 70)

On
real
Home pictures of Mr. and Mrs.
Melvyn D onglas exclttsive to
Screbnland. courtesy Columbia
Pictures, lor idiom Mr. Douglas is
making "He Stayed for Breakfast/3

the

screen,

a

suave

lover,

life, Hollywood's most unusual husband and father. See why!
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"Elsa Maxwell's Public Deb Number 1" Copyright 191,0, 20th Century-Fox Film Corpo'ation. Cast and credits on Page 29

"Now I'm going to give
the
waiter
(George
you that
spanking!"
said
Murphy) to Penny
richest
Cooper, deb
New (Brenda
York's
Joyce). And he did, too.
— thereby starting something in Penny's
young life, despite efforts of Grisha
(Mischa Auer) below; and assorted
friends and relatives, including Charlie Ruggles
masqueradeand
costume,Elsa
top Maxwell
opposite (inpage).

You must be as startled as I am. I mean about
ng o rite n ou ike his.
I never
t
l
i y
t w
my beginni
ing own hings 'm
I
t
ds
thought I'd be theg diary type. Scribbl
doing and thinkin a:lways seemed senseles to me before.
Y
s
R
w Rmy DI
liAfe has taken such a seriou turn I feel
But noA
DE
Inevhearve fotrogetputthetmh.ings down in black and white so I'll
I'll have to confess I was what you might call the
frivolous type. But that's all changed now. I'm going in
for the worthwhile things. It was really Grisha who made
me turn away from the froth and tinsel of my former life.
He's our butler, you know, and he's really very worthwhile and a serious thinker though you'd never suspect
that just knowing him on the surface. As a matter of fact,
you'd probably
thinkhired
he was
Uncle
Milburn first
him.wacky. I know

I did when

Now I can't understand how I could ever have thought
Grisha was just a screwball. I should have known enough

by
Decorations
Leonard
Frank

about psychology and all to look below the
surface of his personality and see the
strength underneath. But then Grisha is
always doing such perfectly ridiculous
things and acting so absolutely balmy
most
blame of
me the
too time
much. I suppose you can't
Yet I do blame myself. I have ever
since I found out Grisha has a cause ! For
of course when you're serious about such
a tremendous thing as the Brotherhood of

Man and all you can't be expected to be serious about
other things too. I mean it must take up most of your
time just being serious about the CAUSE !
It's all been so exciting so far. My being arrested, I
mean. For I made up my mind from the beginning I
wasn't going to be one of those idealists who just talk.
/ was going to act. So when Grisha told me about the
big parade I decided to be a part of the demonstration.
Feodor, our second man, and Eric, my boxing instructor
who had taken up the Cause about the same time I did,
felt awful because they couldn't go along. They had work
to do. Of course that's one of the things we're going to
abolish some day, having to work, when really worthwhile things are at stake. But now, nothing could be
done about it, so Grisha and I went alone.
Eric's boxing lessons certainly came in conveniently.
It was perfectly awful the way people stood on the sidelines and hooted as we went by, shouting we were unAmerican and all sorts of things. I couldn't blame them
too much. After all, just a few short days ago I had been
just as unthinking about ideals as they were. I thought
being one of the Brotherhood was being un-American too.
So I carried my banner with the slogan about "The
New Social Order Arises" as proudly as Joan of Arc

carried her spear. It made me feel sort of proud. Being
like her, I mean, even in a small way. Then a crowd burst
through the police cordons and in a second things became
a regular riot. And I can't tell you how I felt when I saw
a couple of men fighting Grisha. I dashed in and gave one
of the brutes the old sharp one-two that Eric had taught
me and when he went down sprawling I turned around
and clipped the other one on the chin.
When I had a breathing space I looked around for
Grisha and my heart sank when I saw him running away.
I hate to admit it, but for a moment I almost felt as if he
were a coward. But then my intelligence came to my
rescue and I realized a man like Grisha who has set himself the tremendous task of reorganizing the whole world
couldn't allow a small thing like a riot to stand in the
way of his plans. After all he had to save himself for the
greater things waiting to be done. And I felt humbly
grateful for having been able to fight for him.
A policeman tried to push me aside and I turned and
let him have, it right on the jaw. He stared at me in a
surprised sort of way for I don't suppose I look as if I
have a wallop like that, being slender and not very tall.
Then without a word he took hold of my arm and hustled
me into a police patrol where some of the other paraders
had been taken.
The next thing I knew I was in court. "You look as
if
you
to know
better,"
the bench.
magistrate said to me
when Iought
was taken
in front
of the
"If believing in the Brotherhood of Man is being
criminal, then I'm a criminal," I told him. "Is it a crime
to be for the common man?"
"That's enough of that," the magistrate bellowed.

wmm

Events moved swiftly for Penny Cooper, Manhattan's
Number I Deb (Brenda Joyce), when Alan Blake (George
Murphy) crashed into her dazzling career, cutting out
Bruce Fairchild (Ralph Bellamy) and causing social
arbiter Elsa Maxwell anxious moments. Highlights of
this hilarious movie are found in our fictionization.

A
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"You're fined fifty dollars !"
"I won't pay it," I shouted
right back at him.
"All right, then — fifty
!"
days !" he snapped. r"Next
Just then a reporte looked
at me sort of sharply and
whispered something to the
policeman who in turn told
the magistrate and he called

/

me back again. "What's
your name?" he asked.
"Penny Cooper," I told
(Please turn to page 72)
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"ELSA MAXWELL'S
DEB byNUMBER
Produced
Darryl F.I"
PUBLIC
Zanuck. Associate producer,
Gene Markey. Directed by
Gregory Ratoff. Screenplay by
Karl Tunberg, Darrell Ware.
With following cast of prinALAN cipals BLAKE.
George Murphy
PENNY : COOPER. Brenda Joyce
ELSA MAXWELL
Herself
25
GRISHA
BRUCE FAIRCHILDMischa Auer
Ralph Bellamy
UNCLE MILBURN
Charlie Ruggles

Mickey and May Mann, our
"Hollywood Date" girl, start
off on their evening of fun in
Mickey's brand new car. Give
Rooney his choice of an evening's entertainment and he'll
hurry to a bowling-alley every
time. Here he plays the role of
instructor to May, below; bottom of page, when they added
the final scores Mickey said:
"You're not bad — not bad at all!"

Come

along,

midsummer

kids! Spend
evening

with

a typical
Mickey

devil and he's sure to appear — -well,
of the
SPEA
youKknow
that one! I'd just been down visiting
Clark Gable on the "Boom Town" set at the studio.
We'd been talking about Mickey Rooney, and his succeeding Gable as "Box Office King of Motion Pictures."
And Clark had said that he was not only a great actor
but one swell kid.
"You know what?" said Clark. "That kid's going to
be the biggest thing in the industry. Before Mickey's
twenty-five, he'll probably be producing and directing his
own pictures. He's another George M. Cohan. There's
no end to his talent and versatility — and his determina-
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I'd just left the Gable set and was walking across the
M-G-M lot thinking of Mickey and what Gable had just
said of him — when down the street came a blue custom
tion !"
built sports
club coupe. And who was in it but Mickey
Rooney himself.
The brakes screeched — and the car came to a full stop

By

May

Mann

a few feet ahead of me. Mickey stuck his head out of the
window with a "Hi 'ya!" and the friendliest of smiles
with the Rooney personality turned on full.
"Come on — hop in !" he offered, getting out and opening the door and helping me in. "Are you in a hurry to
get home, or would you like to go with me?" Mickey
asked. "See, it's only four o'clock. Let's have some fun."
"I'd love to," I replied, thinking that even if Mickey
wasn't the most important star in pictures — for he's
exactly that, being the greatest box office attraction on
the screen, with his pictures making more money than
any others — I'd be just as thrilled to go with him. He's
really fun.
"Feel sorta like celebrating," Mickey said, shifting the
gears. "You see, she's brand new — and isn't she a
beauty ?"
"Just about the swankiest thing on four wheels," I
agreed.
"I got a good deal on her, too," Mickey said. "I traded
my little old Ford roadster in on her. How do you like
the color? Sorta pretty, but (Please turn to page 76)
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HER
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HERE'S
NEW
BEAU!

HERE'S
NEW
HOME!

HER

NEW

HOBBY!

HERE'S

Although she is now one of Hollywood's most important personages, Bette
Davis still lives sanely and simply. Just bought the first house she's
ever owned, above. See following pages for complete pictorial record of
the Davis home. She still dates as she pleases; picture at top right
shows her on Honolulu vacation with Robert Taplinger, keen Warners publicity chief. Right, she inspects the stables which house her new hobby.

N 1929 the bottom fell out of the stock market. In 1939
the bottom fell out of the glamor market. If the producers felt like rushing out and shooting themselves in
1929, in 1939 they actually got as far as the front door.
They might be able to get along without Steel, Copper,
and Can, but they could never in this world get along
without Glamor. For what is Hollywood without glamor ?
They've been manufacturing it, and selling it like hot
cakes, for years and years — ever since one Theda Bara,
slinky and sinful as a chaise longue, flipped her boy
friend's revolver away from her breast with a red, red
rose while the title on the screen read, "Kiss me, my
fool." And the audience ate it up.
Glamor became so important in 1937 and 1938 that
glamorizing the Glamor Girl became a highly specialized
industry. Cameramen who knew the secret of diffusing
the lighting and using gauze on the camera so that the
star's face was just a beautiful lump of jelly were in great
demand, often receiving as much as $5,000 a week.
(Some of the Glamor Girls they had to shoot through
burlap, or am I just being catty.) "Camera angles"
became so important that even an actress who really
wanted to act wasn't allowed to act because it interfered
with her angles. "Informal art," snapped on the set by an

experienced photographer, known in
the trade as the "wet your lips and
wiggle" art, was retouched three and four times before
the star would consent to okay it.
So removed from contact with real people were the
Glamor Girls that they lost all sense of perspective. After
reading ten times a day that they were "beautiful,"
"alluring," "mysterious," "exotic," "orchidaceous," etc.,
they began to believe it. The simplest thing they did, like
eating a green salad for luncheon, and the simplest thing
they said, like "I love babies," became of the utmost importance, and usually made headlines. No wonder they
took themselves so seriously. No wonder they became a
pain in the neck to their fans and their friends.
And then it happened ! Suddenly, without any warning, the public lost its taste for Glamor and Glamor Girls.
A beautiful puss left them completely cold. That, indeed,
was a major catastrophe to the producers with their big
glamor investments, so they started investigations as to
the Cause of It All.
29
Some said it was the War — with a world crumbling in
ruins about them why should people be interested in
pretty make-believe? Some said it was the Steinbeck influence, that people were more engrossed now in conditions and messages than they were in sexy poses. Some
said it was Walt Disney, whose cartoon stars were so

Living room in Bette Davis' new home, above, has brick
walls and high, vaulted ceiling crossed with huge old timbers. Piano at right is original Chickering square grand.

Bette likes to dine by coal-oil lamps — only one of many
New England customs she has adopted in her hew house. The
gaily papered dining room has service counter and bar.

On her recent vacation in Hawaii Bette Davis proved most
popular movie star ever to visit there by discarding stellar swank and simply being her unspoiled, unpretentious self.
much

more attractive than real stars. Some

said it was

just the public being ornery. Others said it was Bette
Davis. And I think they had something there.Ever since she came to Hollywood Bette has refused
to fall in line with the Glamor Girls. Every family has to
have an Ugly Duckling and Bette was Hollywood's Ugly
Duckling, and if she wanted to paddle around on the
lovely artificial lake it was all right, though no one expected much of a splash out of her. Then when she started
copping off Academy Awards and Critic Awards the
Glamor Girls began to take notice, but not too much
notice. "After all," they said, "she has no box office."
Which was quite true. Although she turned in one
sterling performance after another, every year when the
Biggest Money Making Stars of the Year were announced by the Motion Picture Herald (the exhibitors
do the voting and the exhibitors certainly ought to know
what stars draw the customers to the box office) Bette's
name was way down there in the forties or fifties. When
the annual popularity poll was held for King and Queen
of the Movies (voted on by the fans throughout the
United States) it was always a Myrna Loy or a Jeanette
MacDonald
30

who won. "So," said the Glamor Girls with
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Stranger than Hollywood fiction is the true story of
how Vivien Leigh played a minor role in support of
star Robert Taylor in "A Yank at Oxford" (left, below) two years ago, only to sweep to co-stardom with
him in the current "Waterloo

Bridge"

(right, below).

I returned to Hollywood recently from
WHEN
a vacation I asked regarding a certain actress
and was informed that she had gone East to see
her dentist. "You see," one of those studio wits explained
to me, "she isn't getting her way at the studio now as
much as she formerly did, so she's having her jaw lined
with steel." Maybe I laugh easily, but I laugh loudly.
Now it so happens that this "certain actress" is not
the only person in Hollywood who is going in for a little
jaw-hardening. So is Robert Taylor. Long the possessor
of the handsomest puss West of the Rockies, young Mr.
Taylor is now indulging in a fine bit of squaring of the
jaw which has his fans cheering and his bosses worrying.
The sweetest guy in the world, really, poor Bob has
taken it on the chin with bad publicity and bad pictures
these last two years until he was almost knocked out
cold — all because he was a kindly young man, amiable
to a fault, and did everything everybody told him to do.
But no more. Bob's doing his own brainwork now.
He's no longer the press agent's perfect pushover. He
knows what he wants and he's going after it. No more
cream puff publicity. No more silly pictures. (Remember
"Remember" ? Well, do Bob a favor and forget it.) From
now on the idol of American womanhood intends to be
an actor, and not just an actor, but a good actor. And if
perseverance has anything to do with it, the Messieurs
Muni, Donat, and Tracy might just as well prepare to
move over right now and make room for Taylor. Get
those Academy Awards ready. Bob's jaw is squared.

Perseverance is not something Bob just thought up to
amuse himself with between pictures. His mother will
tell you that perseverance has always been one of bis
most outstanding characteristics — and she ought to know,
as she survived both the saxophone and cello periods of
his young life. (Bob's prized cello adorns a corner of
the Taylor library and, as Barbara will tell you,
"Although
to want a
something,
the
reason

we've had three burglaries they never seem
cello.") When Bob makes up his mind to do
he
it until
he does
it. That's
his sticks
friendsright
knowat that
if Bob
is determined

to be Hollywood's Number One Actor he'll not stop until
lie's just that. And fortunately for Bob, he has a wife who
believes in him, who is always ready to work with him,
and who never fails to encourage him when he needs it.
I recently had the pleasure — well, maybe it wasn't
much of a pleasure as I had a whole flock of Stanwyck
divots in my face before it was over — of watching the
Taylors take a golf lesson. Bob has always been keen for
riding, tennis and swimming, but lately he has developed
a yen to be a golfer, and he insists upon dragging Barbara, who is not exactly the outdoor type, along with
him. After swinging at the little ball a dozen or more
times on each tee, bitterly complaining that golf made
her look like Frankenstein's sister, Barbara suggested
that we have lunch at the clubhouse, that maybe a
green salad would improve her game. "Silly little pill,"
she grumbled, "Why don't they make them the size
of footballs? Then per- (Please turn to page 80)
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You know

her as the "Rebecca" Girl. She calls
herself Joan Aherne.
Now you'll want to read
why she's Hollywood's
most amazing actress
s a curiIN
quaElity ha
about her
FONTAous
so that if rocs, mermaids, unicorns, kelpies and
demi-urges should suddenly
materialize around her, you
wouldn't be the least surprised. So when my Editor
wrote me, "Get a different
Fontaine story. You know,
something out of the ordinary," I answered that
nothing could be easier,
since nothing could be harder than to get something
ordinary about young, extraordinary Fontaine.

They're beginning to refer to her as "Fontaine," by
the way. Which is thoughtprovoking — since Lindbergh, Flagstad, Disney, the
great of all kinds and callings are often single-named,
you know. It's indicative,
that's what it is.
A "fey" quality is the
easiest way to explain the
something-strange about
Fontaine. And I'd like nothing better than to take the
easiest way and just call
her fey and all the synonyms and prove my point
by telling how she and
Brian have "poetry-reading
evenings," but they do, they
really do, often alone, sometimes with sister Olivia and
Jimmy Stewart and one or
two other familiars, and let
34

Gladys

Hall

1

But it isn't
at that.because
it go enough
of the
good
complexity of character of
this twenty-two year old
girl which makes the fey
quality only a part of the
whole, the shadow of the
substance.
Like when I arrived at
m

Mrs. Brian Aherne's —
("They" may call her Fontaine, she calls herself Joan
Aherne) — the other afternoon for tea. I found Joan
and Brian "out back" painting their picket fence with
their own empyrean hands.
Joan wore mulberry slacks,
a bright blue jumper, a
snood ; Brian was in flannels and things. It was late
afternoon of flamey clouds,
soft whistling winds blowing
and summer roses breathing— a frame, I thought, for
two who are tall, and golden, and in love. Poetry, I
thought, they'll begin to
quote poetry to me; but
then Joan held out her
paint-smeared hands to
Brian and said, "How will
I ever get it off?" and her
bridegroom recommended
"Turps, my dear," and
then, waving me to a shining, new garbage pail nearby he said, with a fine and
courtly bow, "Miss Hall,
(Please turn to page 88)
pray be seated !"
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Established
in "The

as a deft comedian

Doctor

Takes

A Wife,"

Ray Milland's future in films
looks brighter than ever before

A. L. Schafer
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Elizabeth Earle,
newcomer to Hollywood, joinspool
the
swimming
sirensinacoolingsip
after arefreshingdip.
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Yo ho ho and a bottle of pop! ||
The screen's toughest little
guy has taken to the sea for
an all-absorbing hobby. After
completing his latest film,
"City for Conquest," he and
Martha went on a cruise,
And boy, oh boy! could that
Jimmy Cagney write a book
about "how to relax at sea."
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;'" These artistically fine pictures,
I•^Hollywood
by Scotty Welbourne,
crack
photographer,
; might give you a false impression that
Jimmy's
not hoist
a reala
|t' sailor.
Wrong!
He can
9. sail with the best of them. Low£ er right, the Cagneys heading for their private island
•| home in the bay at Balboa.
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Able

McCrea

Rugged veteran of ten years'
experience in motion pictures,
Joel McCrea can always be
depended upon for sincere and
convincing characterization.
Now

he's Laraine Day's hero

Don't call Gene Raymond "Mr. Jeanette MacDonald" any more! He's back
at work in a new picture, he's composing new songs, he's all set for
a new career — and is Jeanette happy!

Gene Raymond, Hollywood's handsomest blond
young man, is also Hollywood's most maligned
male. Because he married the very rich and famous
Jeanette MacDonald, and because his own acting
career suffered a setback, out came the hammers
and down went Gene's prestige. But now he's
back in a new film, "Cross Country Romance,"
with Wendy Barrie — see top right — arid all's serene.

Photographs by
Gaston Longet, RKO

The "MacRaymonds," as they like to call themselves, live in one of the movie colony's loveliest
homes. Here's Gene as the boss of their estate.
Top right, the gardener gets his picture taken;
left, script conference for Gene's come-back film.
Raymond's ambition is still to become a really
fine composer, concentrating on songs for his
wife to sing on her successful concert programs.
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Photographed on the campus of Notre Dame University.
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"If you want to know your future,
consult the stars; if you want
to know the stars, consult their
friends."
of

COId

Hollywood

erb). So here's a candid
Alice Faye by her

By

Marion

Prov-

close-up
stand-in

Cooper

IFYOU want to know Alice Faye, you consult Helene
Holmes, who is not only her best friend but has been
her stand-in for seven years. "I was
wardrobe department when I first met
told me. "She had come out with Rudy
small part in 'George White's Scandals.'
ute Lilian Harvey stepped out of the

working in the
Alice," Helene
Vallee to do a
At the last minlead, and Alice

stepped in." Helene paused thoughtfully. "She wasn't as
excited as you might suppose," she went on, "because
in those days she wasn't serious about her career as she
is now. Her attitude was that she didn't really 'belong'
and that she probably wouldn't be in Hollywood very
long, anyway. Betty King was Alice's stand-in then.
They were old friends and had come out here together.
When Betty married and decided to stop working, Alice
asked me to take her place. I've been 'standing in' for her
ever since."
They "stood in" for each other at their respective weddings ;Alice's in September, 1937, and Helene's the
following January. Alice and Tony Martin were both
working in Hollywood at the time of their marriage.
They had no premonition, that day in Yuma, that their
careers would soon separate them by thousands of miles,
so that two and a half years later they would agree that
divorce was their only solution.
■ "You've heard of nervous brides," Helene said, "but
when Alice and Tony were married, it was the case of
the nervous bridegroom. When the Justice of the Peace
at Yuma told Tony to repeat after him," she laughed,
"he did. The trouble was that Tony kept on repeating
after him, until finally the man said : 'No, no, you don't
have to do that.' And poor Tony rattled right after him :
'No, no, you don't have to do that.' "
Four months later, Tony also delayed Helene's marriage to Claude Smith, who is in the oil business. He and
the officiating judge became so interested in a discussion
dice said: "Tony, please let them get mar. u can talk about that later."

in" foreven
each "stood
other
They
at their respective weddings. At
was the happy
left, when Alice
Mrs. Tony Martin
at the wedding of
Helene Holmes.

"Alice kept the date of her marriage secret," Helene
explained, "because there'd been so many postponements
she wanted to be sure the ceremony would really be performed, beforethat
she had
talked
about
The gossip
Alice
and it."
Tony separating even
before they were married followed them right into their
married life.
"With Tony's radio and night club work keeping him
in the East much of the time, and Alice's work keeping
her on the Coast, the gossips {Please turn to page 94)
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Facing page, Loretta wears a stunning coat-dress of grey
sheer wool, with shirred front, bone buttons, and pique
collar. Complementing the costume is her costly platina
fox scarf. On this page, Miss Young's favorite dinner
dress for evenings in Southern California. It is an I.
Magnin model of sheer black crepe, with blaclt and white
flowered skirt and flowers appliqued at the neckline.

Hollywood's smartest young sophisticate
gives us a pre-view of her chic new clothes
Exclusive Glamor School photographs of Miss
Loretta Young by engstead-higgins, Beverly Hills
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Loretta Young's wardrobe always includes at least one black suit. Below, her
favorite black dressmaker suit has bright copper buttons for contrast. Her
sailor of natural straw is trimmed in black and lacquer red. Close-up at left
shows dazzling set of earrings and necklace in white and champagne diamonds —
and to girls who sigh, "Oh, of course only a Hollywood star can afford it!"
we say, Loretta doesn't own this set but she was thrilled to pose with it!

Loretta's favorite sports dress is the "peasant" hand-knit frock below, from
I. Magnin. Belt and buttons are of brown calf stitched in yellow. Thrown
casually over her head is the popular tri-colored net. Of course in California
the sports dress is practically an all-year-round daytime uniform for film
beauties. Close-up at right shows Loretta's Mexican breton in white greige
felt, which she wears to top a suit in three subtle tones of greige.
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Your

Gay!

Play

says

Clothes

Nan

Grey

Nan Grey, one of Hollywood's prettiest blonde starlets, shows you, on these
two pages, the smartest selections from her current wardrobe, Summer, 1940.
Above, coolest of the cool is her cotton play suit with crisply tailored striped
shirt and white, three-button skirt. At left, perfect choice for a luncheon
date on one of these so-hot days: coo green leaves scattered over a white
background, saucy green straw, green belt and bag. Facing page, in large picture
Nan wears a gay, bold-striped full skirt in several shades of blue, topped by 59
a
white blouse. Small picture, the indispensable polka-dot frock, this time in
bright red with large white dots, white cuffs and revers. Note Miss Grey's cool
but chic coiffure, becoming from every angle. Her new picture is "Sandy Is A Lady."

YOUR

HOROSCOPE

SENT

FREE!

Take advantage of this FREE offer from Norvell, Hollywood's favorite astrologer. Norvell, who forecasts for screen
stars, will send you a condensed version of your individual
reading according to your birthdate. Fill out the coupon
below and send it with a stamped, addressed envelope to
NORVELL, Box 989, Dept. L, Hollywood, Calif.

Let Norvell,

the

astrologer,

interpret

chart

and

noted

tell you how

ly stars can

Hollywood
your

birth

the heaven-

help you find romance

Please send me NORVELL'S Horoscope. I enclose self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
MY NAME IS
MY ADDRESS IS
CITY
MY BIRTHDATE IS

IFNORMA SHEARER were to ask my permission to
marry George Raft, I should forbid it. For a true Leo
girl to marry a Libra man is but to ask for unhappiness. It's that old astrological fire-and-air combo again
which causes Reno to be the largest little town in the
world. Observing Norma's happiness these days, her
dignified glow, if you know what I mean, (she's genteel

even in her radiance), it distresses me to think that the
fine companionship she has with Mr. Raft might lead to
the altar — because it will never end there.
Norma Shearer was born on August 10, in the fire
Sign of Leo, and George Raft was born on September 27,
in the air Sign of Libra — these two signs are astrologically incompatible. Norma has known tragedy; she has
known loneliness ; but she has never yet known the bitter,
destructive power of disillusionment. After careful analysis
of both their charts, I ask her to wait for the other great
happiness that fate has in store for her in the future. It
isn't that I don't admire Mr. Raft, for I do, excessively
— but he is not the marriage partner for Norma.
Remember Carole Lombard and William Powell?
Individually they are good sports ; all the chatter writers
60

Continued happiness in marriage is assured for Gracie Allen
and George Burns, above, who were born in compatible signs;
but incompatible elements are shown for Bill Powell and Diana
Lewis, above left. Born in Leo, Myrna Loy's chart indicates
lasting marital bliss; but unfortunately the stars do not
favor marriage for Norma Shearer and George Raft, below left.

in town thought that their match was ideal. But it was
no surprise to an astrologer to see it collapse. Bill was
born in Leo, Carole in Libra — the two simply do not mix.
Regarding Mr. Powell's new matrimonial venture to
the youthful Diana Lewis, I do not feel that it will last.
Their charts show incompatible elements that make it
difficult for them to overcome. Diana, of course, is very
young ; and Mr. Powell is a man of the world, so neither
of them should be hurt too much.
All Leo people have been going through a very negative cycle in the past few years. This was due to the
afflictions of the Sun spots. This sign rules those born
between July 23 to August 22. Those born in Leo have
been grasping eagerly at happiness, but fate has dealt
them some very severe blows. That sun spot cycle has
nearly run its course, however ; and if they can but curb
their eagerness to find romantic {Please turn to page 82)

Studio snapshots: a
street set, cigar-store
Indian, the Will Rogers
plaque, and balloon
used to warn away aviators when outdoor
>,1 -~\

scenes are being "shot."
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GREENE
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Keen

Camera!

Hollywood's
young
fun,

More pictures by Richard Greene: his
mother, below right; his new home, center; and his cocker-spaniel. At right,
Richard tinkers with one of his favorite
cameras while his shepherd dog looks on.
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By

handsomest

Englishman
believes a hobby should be

and takes his pictures where he finds them

Ruth

Tildesley

explained Richard Greene,
RE moving
me in,'
to his Brentwood cottage, a
elconiing"
rand new white-and-green house with a
picket fence in front and a hill rising at the back. What
will be lawn one day is now two great heaps of new rich
topsoil, with flagstones and flowers between.
ing in that
The curtains aren't up yet, and Richard dowas
bemused state all new homeowners know, where half
and
the mind is on what the gardener isn't
quarter of the other half is concerned with intriguing plans for
furnishing and decorating.

Richard took these two
pictures of his mother,
below and lower right,
soon after they moved
into their new Brentwood cottage. Below, an
informal studio snapshot
showing cinematographer Pev Marley chatting with an extra girl.

"I can't find a thing! Where the
early photograph albums can have
got to is beyond me, but I've found
some loose prints," he said, offering
me a seat on the gaily flowered
chintz of an English-looking couch.
"You see, as soon as I can get
around
to it,here
I'm going
to fit up part
of the cellar
as a darkroom,
and
then I shall have shelves for my
equipment and places for negatives
and prints.
"I want to do my own printing.
I'm really quite keen about camera
work, though so far I've not been
in the serious class. I'm not the
earnest type, I'm afraid. I never
move things and study effects and make my subjects
change position and so on, because I do it for the fun
of it, and I'm not good enough yet to impress anyone."
Richard has put on weight the past few months, most
becomingly, and lost that schoolboy look. California sun
has bronzed him, too, so that his eyes look lighter.
"I always had a kodak in England. Everyone over
there plays about with a kodak more or less, though they
aren't as expensive as those we use in Hollywood. I
imagine they correspond generally to the ones people
carry in America elsewhere. As I say, I always had a
kodak and I liked to use it, as any kid does at school.
But two years ago, I began to get really interested in
photography and bought a little Leica. A Leica is a complicated affair and you can make it as complicated as you
please, by getting different lenses and attachments ; but
you can set it quite simply, too, and get fairly good results.
''Not long ago, I came by another more inexpensive
camera, an Agfa, and took it down to Arizona with me
and to my mind the results were as good with one as
with the other. It has attachments so that you can make
night shots and it has a fast shutter. I was rather proud
of its pictures on that trip. If I can find some, I'll give
them to you. Of course I got a good many blanks, too.
I like to experiment, and since I probably haven't given
enough time to my camera yet, I have more frequent
failures than successes. But I think people who make
pictures should try to express themselves in them.
"Look at that picture over my fireplace !" He pointed
to a brilliantly colored print labeled : Rotten Row, 1895.
"I got that over here, by the way, and I'm proud of it.
The chief character in it is the soldier in the red coat,
turning his head to ogle the nursemaid, just as he's ready
to step out of the picture. He's clear over here at the
right, yet he's your chief interest, and you read back
from him to the nurse, the groups in the fashions of fortyfive years ago, the lady rider who stops to speak to her
admirer, the mother and child, and so on. The artist had
a novel way of presenting his subjects.

"I think most artists paint with their imaginations;
nothing is a literal transcription of the scene before them ;
they select a church spire here and perhaps a man or a
cow or a barn down there and that's their balance; the

rest they put in or leave out as suits the idea
conceived. Camera fiends can do it that way — su,
center their chief interest and blur out what doesn
Hobbies, to Richard, are engrossing. He'll never be
bored, he's certain, while there are cameras, hammers,
saws, and good pieces of wood around.
"Come out and look at my dog kennel and run," he
apply."
urged. "I built it entirely myself. Carpentering fascinates
me. Over there at the other side of the house, I'm going
to put in a badminton court, and out here beyond the
patio I shall build a beer garden — a sort of arbor with
tables and benches where people can enjoy themselves
when
have parties."
The wekennels
are neat, sturdy, white-painted affairs,
truly professional jobs. Richard's shepherd dog, leaping
against the fence to welcome us, couldn't shake a picket.
"Excuse the confirmed hobbyist, but you must see the
63 in it
den! It isn't finished, but I'm going to build a bar
myself. See the wallpaper?" Two walls of the room are
papered in sporting print paper, the other two are plain
and light. "I spent two weeks looking for that paper !
And when I found it, it was almost a continuation of the
framed sporting prints I {Please turn to page 96)

M ar jorie Woodworth, who was a
drum majorette
when she attended
U. S. C, obligingly
dug out and donned
her snappy uniform
at the suggestion of
the cameraman.
Miss Woodworth is
appearing in
''Dance, Girl,
Dance," the movie
with Louis Hayward,
Maureen
O'Hara,
and
Lucille
Ball.

What's Happening On the Hollywood Front
Told in Latest News and Photo Flashes

Weston
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AFTER all the talk about adopting a
> baby, Myrna Loy wants it to be known
that she and Arthur Hornblow have decided they want to take into their home
not only one child, but two. A baby boy
^nd a baby girl preferably/ so they can grow
in a happy, natural home life together.
>'t you just imagine what a perfect
.1 Myrna would be to those two lucky
A strong point to drive the Hornvvs on in their decision, is that they'll
,»y to find the children in an orphans'
home. They will look for youngsters five
or six years old, who will realize they are
being taken because they are loved and
wanted, rather than babies in the infant
stage. Myrna dotes on children and since
the Hornblows' marriage hasn't been
blessed with any so far, it seems the logical
step to give two orphans a break.
THE enormous bathrobe you'll see Lee
Bowman offer Ann Sothern in "Gold
Rush Maisie" after she gets a drenching,
really belongs to Tarsan Weissmuller. It's
the robe he always wears when not actually
before the cameras in his Tarzan pictures.

It must be Ann's Oomph that has put
that gleam back in George Brent's eyes.
Recently, however, when the wires got
crossed and romantic rumors connected
Miss Sheridan and George Raft, with
whom she co-stars in "They Drive By
Night," Brent burned and, naturally,
those same rumors also upset Norma
Shearer, who's been romancing with
Raft. Brent is working on his new picture, "The Man Who Talked Too Much."
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East

IF YOU soon hear that "Missy" Lombard
I and "Pappy" Gable are forsaking their
ranch for city life don't be too surprised
— and don't jump at conclusions and join
a lot of others who are saying, "I told
you so. Those two were never meant to
live on a ranch." If the move does come,
it will be Carole's decision and for a very
good reason — one that you never thought

Mr

of. Unless doctors can help her allergy to
poisonous plant pollens, especially poison
oak, the Gables are going to move to help
Carole out of her misery. Carole just left
the hospital after a siege of poison oak.
The attack isn't serious but is very annoying. Doctors may warn Carole that during
the summer months of pollen-filled air she
will have to abandon her home.

No, Cary Grant is not demonstrating a new dance step — he
was caught by the camera as
he was stopped in his tracks
by the sight of lovely Martha
Scott on the set of "The Howards of Virginia," in which they
are co-starred. Cary is costumed for his Matt Howard role;
Miss Scott plays Jane Peyton.

ALL CAROLE LANDIS has to say
1 about the merciless razzing she has
been getting is, "Well, a girl can't know
everything." Geography was never her
strong point, but one Bill Hunt is, and
for some time has been, her number one
heart
It's mixed
all very
for ofa
girl to interest.
get a little
up simple
in a case
that kind. Carole knew that Bill was to
compete in the yacht races at Guadalupe,
Mexico. After she saw him off a brilliant
inspiration hit her. As a big surprise, she
would motor down and be waiting on the
dock when he arrived. She got permission
from her studio to leave, she arranged all
her affairs so she could make a vacation
of her trip. As a last minute bit of precaution she called the automobile club to
find out the best way to travel. Then came
the jolt. She found that Guadalupe, Mexico,
was an island 250 miles off the coast of
the mainland.

EVER since Mary Livingston
nonchalantly stepped out and
came back home to Jack Benny
with a brand new nose (the latest thing in plastic surgery) everyone in Hollywood has been mulling the idea of doing over their
phiz. Hollywood plastic surgeons
have been busy designing new
streamlined fagades for unsatisfied stars with irregular frontage.
You get the plans, elevations, and
drawings of what you'll look like
for nothing — the actual job costs
a small fortune. One Hollywood
face-molder, who has whittled
himself a magna cum laude spot
here for his finesse at removing
masculine dimples, has a land-office business. He has his scalpel
set for Humphrey Bogart. He
offers to change him, any day,
from a "merchant of menace" to
a Robert Taylor, with or without
the chin dimples, for only $2,500
smackers. Humphrey keeps saying, "no thank you !"

ANY bachelor in Hollywood would have
> felt the same way Bill Lundigan did
under similar circumstances. How would
you react if you walked into your apartment and saw your living room draped in
some unknown woman's clothes ? Well, Bill
first stopped to look around — everything
seemed a little screwy. On the table stood
a stack of mail. He nearly fainted when
he found it was all addressed to Ann
Sheridan. He got a strangely elated yet
panicky feeling when he heard a feminine
voice from his bathroom. No, it wasn't
what you think — or what Bill thought ! The
mail had been mistakenly left by a studio
messenger. All the other strange doings
had to be attributed to the first-day
shenanigans of a new cleaning woman.
Although this advance scene from "Lucky
Partners," in which Ronald Colman and
Ginger Rogers (she's a brunette for this
picture) are co-starring, would lead you
to believe that the film is going to be a
gloomy a piece,
don't let comedy,
it fool you
really
fine romantic
and—65ityouis
know we can always depend on Ginger
to pep things up so that our friend Ronald will pick up his chin and smile again.

IF ANDREA LEEDS never made
I other picture, she could settle down to a
position as an outstanding Hollywood
figure for her perfection at entertaining.
Her first big party since she has become
Mrs. Howard intimately showed up her
enviable and happy situation in life. Her
position is undoubtedly a spot that many
an ambitious girl covets with eager eyes.
It proves again what Hollywood can do
for a girl. The home of the Howards is
a mansion of Tudor elegance set in the
midst of rolling acres of beautifully green
lawns. The estate embraces a whole private
mountain canyon. All of the grounds were
transformed for the party. The tennis
courts were canopied and covered with a
floor for dancing. The grounds meander
beyond the courts to include a huge swimming pool and the most completely appointedtinkled
playhouse
in the
town.dazzling
A string
orchestra
beside
plunge,

PEOPLE keep asking what has happened
in the way of progress on Dorothy
Lamour's threat to write her autobiography, which was to be entitled "A Song for
a Sarong." No one knows about that but
Dorothy, and she's not saying much. . . .
Madeleine Carroll gave her friends who
were present, and later her studio a turn,
when she got into a bathing suit at Catalina, donned a diving helmet, and descended
to the floor of the ocean for a close-up of
life at the bottom of the sea. . . . Now it
comes out, and Dietrich unblushingly confesses as to how she got that way. All the
poise comes from daily attitudinizing before
huge, full-length mirrors. She rested, she
ate and slept and she acted, always before
mirrors and always on the lookout for a
new pose. That should once and for all
Marlene's
aboutwhat
clear
Bette
one knows
No discussion
acting.up .a .lot. of
Davis has up her sleeve, but she's sweating
bullets these hot days. She's very seriously
studying vigorous ballet routines with an
excellent teacher.

IT HASN'T been reported that Buddy
I Adler spent the afternoon playing tennis
before his fashionable evening wedding to
Anita Louise. The kidding he got from his
pals in the balcony at the Westside Tennis
Club was blushingly something. Buddy
took
it likeofa books
man. . on
. . Joan
Crawford's
collection
manners,
social
graces, and etiquette is the most comprehensive in town. Joan is secretly terrified
of pulling a social boner. . . . Standing outside of the studio prop shop on the Warner
Brothers lot is a bicycle with a shiny, new
coat
paint. will
It's be
the back
only definite
sign that
Paul ofMuni
there soon.
For
years he has used that bike to get himself
around the lot.
After viewing scenes in which Ronald
Reagan portrays George Gipp, football
player,
Life of of
Knute
students inof "The
the Division
Fine Roclcne,"
Arts of
the University of Southern California,
ihose Reagan as the "Twentieth Century
Adonis," possessing the most nearly perfect male figure — ah, there, girls!
Ronald's broad shoulders, slender waist,
and long rhythmic lines are ideally
typical of America's
Modern Youth.
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another played for dancing.
hostess, met a great number of
a charm you've never seen in
screen. It's good to see anyone
she is.
Olivia de Havilland seems to be having
a time with Eddie Albert in this scene
from their new film, "My Love Came
Back," in which Olivia plays a student
of the violin and Eddie is Jeffrey Lynn's
rival for Miss de Havilland's affections.
MAE WEST isn't always as wise as
those worldly, know-it-all dames she
flashes at us from the screen. Mae pulls
boners, just as you and I, but hers, reckoned
in dollars and cents, can sometimes run into
a sizeable fortune. It has been rumored,
since the great success of "Du Barry Was
a Lady" on the stage, that Mae West
would do the screen version. Technically,
that would be impossible and only because
Mae once made the great mistake of flatly
refusing to do a picture titled "Gentleman's
Choice," the rights of which were owned
by Paramount. In those days Mae did all
deciding on what she would and wouldn't
do for the screen. "Du Barry," it, now
comes out, is that selfsame "Gentleman's
Choice" that Mae dubbed impossible. It
simply
can't help
but
toss
andhasturna new
these name.
nightsMae
mentally
figuring
how
grosses the
frommoney
"Du bags
Barry"it
will the
swellmovie
to bursting
filled from its legitimate run.

Andrea, as
guests with
her on the
as happy as

YOU can always depend on Lana Turner
to find a way to make a splash
appearance no matter what she wears.
When she recently swaggered into the
Beverly Brown Derby every diner missed
a swallow. She wore a brilliant green
taffeta bow (that big) bobbing jauntily at
the nape of her neck. Hubby Artie Shaw
could barely squeeze the door wide enough
to let her into the room. . . . Charles Laughton got the surprise of his life when, instead of winning his suit for $15 in small
claims court brought against Steffi Duna,
she was awarded the sum of $4.52 damages.
The judge found she had the right of way
in a traffic accident.

And speaking of aesthetic proportions
and rhythmic lines, how about Dana
Dale's?
Reagan
have on
to
move overRonald
and make
room will
for Dana
that pedestal they've put him on. Dana
posed for the bow figurehead used on
the good ship The Sea Hawk, in the film
of that name co-starring Errol Flynn
and Brenda Marshall. Below, Dana posing for Harry Piatt, the Welsh sculptor,
who is seen working on the clay model.

SURE, movie stars sometimes do their
own marketing, but the prosaic task of
buying fruits and vegetables is indulged in
right now only because it is the thing to
do. The Farmers' Public Market has suddenly become the gayest informal meeting
place in town. In fact, it's become so
popular that all leading columnists have
scouts planted out among the many booths
and any star making a striking and novel
appearance can easily rate a few lines of
nation-wide mention. As soon as food emporiums begin to get patronage of movie
names they go genuinely Hollywood. Their
wares take on an exotic glamor in direct
ratio to the degree of pampering their new
customers have allowed their palates. At
the Farmers' Market, now, you can buy
expensive, delicious papaya, a tree melon
flown in from the tropics, where before
you could only buy scallions. It's fun to
buy your vitamins rubbing elbows with
Charlie Chaplin or Hedy Lamarr. The
only item not typically Hollywood at this
favorite spot is the lack of autograph
hounds. Surely they know about this popular meeting place yet no star is ever approached or bothered here. Somehow it's
a little disarming to beg for signatures from
your favorite screen stars when they're
mulling over the choice of Brussels sprouts
or wax beans for dinner.
NOW
JefferyYou
Lynnknow
who Jeff
has was
the
town it's
talking.
always so shy that he wouldn't start a conversation with a girl unless they had been
properly introduced. He comes from a
family of stern-minded New Englanders
and life is very serious with them. No
newcomer ever struggled to try to accept
Hollywood as Jeffery did. He admits that
many times it almost had him licked, but
suddenly he has become one of the more
dashing bachelors about town. No one had
ever seen Jeff break down enough to attempt arhumba, much less any hot jitterbugging. So everyone at a recent party of
Mrs. Jack Warner's were very surprised
when Jeff eenie-meanie-minie-moed around
a roomful of Hollywood beauties trying to
pick a partner for a jitterbug competition.
His final choice of poised and lovely Greer
Garson had one and all amazed but Greer
topped his gag by accepting. Need I say,
they were hot stuff and walked off with
the prize.

DID you know that there isn't a picture
hanging
in Jimmy only
Cagney's
home?
The anywhere
house is decorated
with
wood carvings. . . . I'll bet that waiter who
served Marlene Dietrich and Eric Resky-room
last when
week
snitched marque
theat Perino's
cloth from
their table
they left. During their tete-a-tete they kept
idly sketching their initials and drawing
pictures. They even drew maps to illustrate their convictions about the war
situation . .• . They say that no actress
took more horseplay from a co-star than
Joan Crawford did from Freddie March
during
of "Susan
God."
No one the
ever making
before had
the nerveAnd
to heckle
Joan when she was trying to act. Freddie
did till she was on the brink of mayhem.
. . . Jack Benny was very surprised when
he opened his bags after he boarded the
train on a hurry up trip East to find only
flimsy lingerie, creams and lotions. By mistake, he had been given Mary Livingston's
luggage, who was to leave on the same
trip the following day. . . . Patricia Morrison, who was told by her studio to lose
a lot of weight or else, lost fifteen pounds
in a few weeks. Besides very skimpy meals
the only food she consumed was a glass of
buttermilk three times a day, each containing the juice of one lemon.

"Dance, Girl, Dance"
is the title of Lucille
Ball's new film and
here, Lucille, in top
hat and black satin
bailet costume, is
rarin' to get started
on the dance sequence offilmthis
romantic
drama.
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Beauty

Your

Problem?

Requests for "information, please," center
on certain situations. Perhaps yours is here

By
Patricia Morison
shows you how to
do "something different" with long
hair. So m e wh a t
shortened front
and sides are
swept upward to
give the up and
off the face note,
yet conform to the
general contour of
her normal head.
Long hair is that
something extra to
posses if you can
keep it beautiful.

Carolefure was
Landis'
coifespecially
designed for her by
her studio, and a
lovely creation. It's
young, smart, cool.
It's a style that
almost any girl can
copy to advantage,
especially the front
and sides. You can
use your own imagination with the
back, keeping this
general idea. When
well set, the front
rolls are very long
lasting, easy to do.

Courtenay

Marvin

planned that summer wardly you
MATT
kingly
no matterhowhowcareful
you pamper your person
painsta
robe, ER
in your good looks rituals, comes the moment when summer
gets you down. Your silken curls go dank with humidity ; your tan
didn't turn out the way you expected; that clear cafe au lait you
exposed yourself hopefully for borders on a lifeless beige; your
hands have a grimy look in spite of copious bathings; your clothes
all look a little seedy now and you long for a chic, new black crepe.
All in all, summer has you somewhat in a state of humility.
At this point, temptation to give up and blame it all on summer
is strong. If you belong to the spineless species, you will. However,
if you are modern, streamlined mentally, used to taking the days
as a game to be won, then here is help relayed via Hollywood. And,
geographically speaking, there is no better place to learn the art of
NO

combatting Nature than Hollywood. "The wind and the rain in
your hair" is wistfully poetic when sung; a sad reality when
experienced, as many a star knows. Poetic, too, sounds the kiss of
the sun, but the reflection on your poor skin often proves it
otherwise.
Most hair presents a problem in summer. My first suggestion is
a "done looking" coiffure, an orderly design, which is far less
inclined to betray its fall to summer than is just a combed out
arrangement. Besides, hair up and off your face is decidedly cooler,
easier to keep in place. This up and off the face is still the smartest
of fashions and is becoming to almost any type of face. Also, it's a
young style.
For a long-haired idea, look at Patricia Morison. The longhaired girls have had these pictures coming to them for a long
time. There have been a number of requests for arrangements that
are smart and different. Patricia's front and side hair is cut somewhat shorter, deeply waved, and conforms generally to the up and
off line, though somewhat modified. The back is elaborately coiled
closely, and the whole effect is of classical simplicity, though not

Lower left: Ann Rutherford reminds you that even young eyes get lines from sun. Use cream.
Center: Olivia de Havilland shows you how to streamline your time between hair and luncheon.
Lower right: Joan Bennett is deciding which pif paf puf, cosmetic purse, matches her costume.

without elements of style in its own way.
A word on long hair. It adds distinction,
that something extra, when hair is beautiful, perfectly groomed and the owner is
the long-haired type. Recently, Muriel
Angelus told me she had had long hair
until a few years ago, down to her waist.
For something nice to do with short or
fairly short hair, look at Carole Landis.
What could be fresher or cooler looking?
If you can't get that back ringlet effect,
try brushing your ends into curls or a
smooth brush there and either catching
with a clip or using the bow idea. This,
of course, is for the young and fairly young,
but the front is for many. A nice diversion
for evening is to use real flowers in place
of the ribbon.
For general care, shampoo more frequently than you usually do. If you will
choose your preparation according to your
hair type, a weekly shampoo will benefit
both hair and appearance. There are shampoos for oily hair, for normal hair, for dry
hair. There are shampoos that add a glint
of color, that bring back the gold to faded
blondes. There are those designed especially for a dandruff condition. There are
those that work as well in cool water as
in warm, and vacationists may be glad to
know this, when hot water at a turn of the
tap is not to be had. There are cleansing
lotions that you use between shampoos to
keep both scalp and hair immaculate, and
also waterless ones. I have heard more
than one word of thankfulness by hospital
patients for these. In fact, there is just
about what you need, if you will tell your
sales person when buying, instead of just
purchasing the first thing that comes to
mind. In many cases, you can buy the
small, trial sizes, if you are a skeptic, and
want to see for yourself.
Brush as often as ever — at least one
hundred strokes daily, as I've told you before. If you will go hatless in blazing suns,
then be smart and use one of the sun protection agents, that smooth over your hair
and protect it from damaging sunburn as
the creams do your skin. There is a sunshade snood that saves your hair-do, your
eyes from strain and offers some shade for
your face. The sports visor makes you look
somewhat like a smart-looking jockey.
These are good looking on, cost very little
and are grand for every sport, all casual
outdoor life and for riding in cars when a
hat is a nuisance. The snood comes well
over your hair, protecting your curls.
While air and a moderate amount of sun
are splendid for your hair, and if you are
careful, you will undoubtedly come out of
summer, with far prettier and healthier
hair, there is no excuse for the terrific
burning and drying-out process to which
some girls thoughtlessly subject their topknots. Bleached, streaked and dead looking
hair will be anything but attractive under
that smart autumn hat, and unless you go
to extreme care, it takes time to undo this
sign of summer. So protect that hair in
some way, by hats, a protective preparation or avoiding extreme sun.
On the first page of this story, you see
a graphic picture for business girls — Olivia
de Havilland, who knows that being busy
is no excuse for careless hair, and that
groomed hair, also, is no excuse for missing a luncheon. Olivia sits calmly enjoying
a sandwich and glass of milk while the
beautifying process is going on. Take a
lesson, readers, in streamlining your time.
I hope you're well equipped with sun oil
or cream, according to your need, and I
hope you're using faithfully the preparation
you need. A "cultivated" tan can be so
charming on many, but a merely abused
summer skin never is. Then there are the
blonder girls who will never tan, but can.
attain a lovely degree of intensified color,
{Continued on page 91)
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A LITTLE brush, designed especially for making
smooth, silken curls ! That is another triumph by
the Ogilvie Sisters, who have specialized for many
years in preparations for the health and beauty of
your hair. Curl Brush does something for curls that
a comb just won't do, in the way of grooming them
into order and beauty. This brush is only six inches
long and three-fourths of an inch wide, petite enough
to snuggle down in your bag, ready to re-do your
coiffure in a few minutes. Take it with you by day;
take it on your travels, especially by plane, when
weight of luggage must be considered. Win the wonder of friends at the perfection of your hair-do. The
brush has excellent firm bristles and a "mouse-tail"
end. The brush is inexpensive and is for sale in_ department stores, the better drug stores and in Ogilvie
Sisters' salons.

SINCEREST advice for the protection and
is, "Use a foundabeauty of your skin in summer
tion." One of the most satisfactory preparations of this
type, in cream form, is the House of Westmore
Foundation Cream. It is a very "workable" cream. It
spreads smoothly and only a little is needed to make
your skin far more receptive to rouge and powder than
it would ever be without. By your choice in tone, you
can do much to deepen or lighten your natural skin,
because this foundation has the virtue of remaining on
your skin, a true foundation, indeed. It does not thin
or melt at skin contact,, eventually to make your face
appear oily. As a matter of fact, this is a splendid
cream for oily skin, and a thin application seems to
accept and absorb the oil, so that it is not apparent
through your powder. This foundation comes in a
variety of tones and is for sale in drug and department
stores.

A brush for your curls! A
little gem is Curl Brush,
by Ogilvie
enough
to carrySisters.
in your Small
bag.

MY

WHEN you first see Sun-brette, Kleinert's scoop in
bag.a
a pancake
think itit's
youfingers,
wide into
opens
of the
twistideas,
with a hat
But beach
flattering and utilitarian beach hat. It comes in
brightly designed cotton and costs little. It will certainly prove the most accommodating hat you've ever
had. When you're through masquerading beneath it
under the sun, you give it a flip of the fingers and it
flattens back into a pancake. Thus you can pack it
in any kind of bag ; you can slip it in the pockets of
your car or sandwich it away any old place. And
because you can do this and not be bothered with a
regular beach hat, charming maybe, but needing practically atruck to get it back and forth, you'll save
you'll keep
burn ofandacquiring
painfulinstead
fromshining,
skin and
pretty
that
that
your hair bright
"last rose of summer" look. This Sun-brette is one of
the neatest tricks of the summer, and you'll find it in
the notions sections of department stores.
SOME under-cover work has revealed that many
girls carry in their purses a small source of humiliation on occasions — the powder puff that is not as
fresh as it should be. This is almost an universal failing, and is somewhat of a puzzler when you realize
how fastidious we are about a fresh, scented handkerchief and other miscellanie. Perhaps we just don't
think, so opposite is a whole collection of Betty Lou
powder puffs to help you remember to get some new
ones. Made of Marvel Velour cloth, specially processed
for extra softness, Betty Lou puffs are extra kind to
your skin and spread powder with a superb softness.
They cost but a song, and, as you'll see, you can get
almost any size or combination of sizes, as well as the
puff-a-day package. If you forget the name, remember
the pussy-willow twigs on the transparent coverings.
Keep a supply on hand. A clean puff is essential to a
healthy, smooth skin. Be especially careful in the case
of an eruption not to use the puff that has touched it
over the other part of your face. And press and puff
on powder lightly; don't rub in.
C. M.

For that
dreamed
Westmore
It's also

complexion
you've
of,
try House
of
Foundation Cream.
a grand protector.

Sun-brette, by Kleinert, resembles apancake when folded but opens to a flattering
beach hat. Summer magic, this.
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All sizes and quantities In
super-soft Betty Lou powder
puffs. Remember the pussywillows on the packages.

his manners and rested his elbow on the
table and continued to stare at her. Finally,
the little girl turned to him and very
politely asked, 'Have you broken your arm,
Peter?' When he came home later, he was
very
doubt
Those crushed.
Balinese There's
had the no
right
idea. about it.
"Of course, Peter doesn't spend all of
his time with children. I think he needs to
be around adults, too. I don't agree with
the adage, 'A child should be seen and not
heard.' I think it does them — and us — good
to hear them once in a while. In fact, Peter
has dinner with us about three times a
week. And his comments on our conversations are very interesting.
"I remember once we were talking about
the war in Europe. When we were all
through, he turned to me and said, 'But,
Daddy, that's terrible. People shouldn't
fight, 'cause if one fights, the other has to
fight back. And pretty soon, there isn't
anybody left to fight.' Now I'm not trying
to
a listthan
of Peter's
cute boy.
sayings.
no give
brighter
any other
But He's
I do

Carole Landis is wearing two of the four pieces of her new play suit of woven
seersucker in light blue with white stripes. The separate bra-top and shorts permit
a peep at the bare midriff which is the highlight of current sports fashions.

Private

Life of Melvyn

Douglas

Continued from page 21
and there was no further discussion. They
continued on their world tour.
During those weeks while Melvyn was
thinking of himself as a father, what he'd
do to be a sensible one, and how he'd act
when the baby arrived, they visited Bali.
And in this exotic island, Melvyn discovered a system that he adopted for future
use. He made up his mind to raise his children according to the Balinese idea.
The Balinese insist that their children
have their own separate community, a community for them and their friends only.
Melvyn thought the plan sensible ; so Peter,
his son, spends a great deal of his time
with his friends, going to their homes for
70

dinner and having them up to swim in the
Douglas pool. Peter is particularly fond
of this system, for he has many friends and
likes them all.
There are other points to the Balinese
idea that are a cinch to raise a child properly. The children, in ther own community,
have their own code of manners, and if one
of the rules is broken, a punishment of
some kind is forthcoming. For example,
there's the time when Peter was chastised
considerably for a misdeed.
"Peter was attending a party once,"
Melvyn said, "and he had become very fascinated bya young lass who sat near him.
He was so intrigued by her that he forgot

think
there." among most
One heofhad
the something
cardinal rules
fathers is to forbid their children to say
too much or express too many opinions.
Some papas here go to the other extreme
and let the infant prodigies talk all over
the, place. But Melvyn believes in selfexpression, as long as it is done under
favorable or meaningful conditions.
"1 like Peter to express his own interests
and his desires," Melvyn said emphatically.
"I'll never try to force anything upon him,
especially religion. When he finds a church
that interest
appeals in
to churches
him, thatnow
is where
go.
His
centers he'll
mainly
on those that have choir boys. He loves to
hear them sing, since he's quite musically
inclined. Not so long ago, he went to a
church that was holding a communion
service. It was his first experience at that
sort of thing. My secretary, Walter Pick,
took him and was taking the communion.
Peter remained in his seat during the service, but when Walter returned to his seat,
Peter could contain himself no longer.
'Walt, what did they feed you?' he asked
him. Walter tried to tell him. Peter listened and then in a clear voice asked, 'Why
do they feed you in church?' I thought it
best that he didn't attend any more communions for a while. Sunday School is
more in his line for the present.
"Recently, Peter has developed an interest in carpentry. I don't know where he
got such an interest, but I felt it worth
encouraging. I happened to hear of a carpenter who had been out of work for some
time, so I got him to come to the house
three times a week and teach Peter all he
wanted to know about carpentry. He can't
use all of the tools yet, but he is as absorbed as ever in the hobby.
"I may be considered foolish about my
belief that Peter should be allowed to
figure out what he wants to do and to try
everything within reason that takes his
fancy, but I don't believe in forcing anything on a youngster. And that definitely
includes forcing him to attend a certain
church simply because my wife and I believe in a particular religion. After all, the
boy must have some individuality."
Peter is a wild young one. He's not a
roaring devil who kicks innocent people on
the shins or who makes faces at passersby,
yet he's certainly
no goody-goody.
His
spontaneous
and combustible
temperament
combines naturally with a definite amount
of good manners. Occasionally, though, his
temperament gets out of control, and then
the disciplinarian father in the person of
Melvyn enters the scene.
On one occasion, Peter self-expressed
himself too much and became rude. Melvyn waited to see if he would realize that
he was being ill-mannered. Peter went on
his merry way. Finally, Melvyn took him

upstairs and gave him one of his very few
spankings.
"I don't believe in spanking a child,
though," Melvyn said, "because I don't
think it docs a lot of good. Maybe I'm being soft and easy on him. I don't know.
Maybe I should control him more, but I
find it hard to punish him at all. Spankingis the simplest way out, I guess, when it
comes to disciplining, but I prefer the old
Balinese idea better.
"Recently,
was tohaving
typical
childish
fit andPeter
started
throw abooks
at
me. I immediately took away one of his
cherished privileges. I told him he could
not have dinner with us for a week. He
would have to eat upstairs in his room.
That calmed him down immediately. The
only thing that is wrong with the way I
use this Balinese system of forfeiting privileges as a punishment is that I'm too inclined to go just half-way. Invariably, I'll
only go through with half of the punishment. He'll usually be denied dinner with
us for just one or two evenings of the
week. Even at that, I'm a better disciplinarian than my wife. She can't even start the
punishment."
Peter realizes his mother is more inclined to give in to him than Melvyn is,
and consequently he goes to her first whenever he wants anything. Even then, though,
he doesn't always get what he's after, despite his adroit methods of wheedling — and
can he wheedle ! His pet system used to be
to turn on the tears. But that doesn't work
now, so he talks idly about matters far
from the actual thing that is preying on his
mind. Then, suddenly, with a sort of 'bythe-way'
attitude,
crux of the
matter.he'll come out with the
Melvyn looked out of the big window
that fronts his hill-top home in Hollywood
and elucidated on the subject further. "I
never used to know when he was wheedling
me into something, but now I know the
inevitable signs. Once he begins to take an
unusual interest in clearing away his toys
or in discussing something that sounds a
bit phony, I become leery. I let him
ramble on, and when I know he's nearing
the point, I give him one look that lets him
know I'm wise to him.
"Of late, he has adopted another means
of wheedling that bothers me a little. When
I reprimand him, I usually use some such
phrase as 'Now, Peter, think first before
you lose your temper. Then speak.' Being
very fatherly and in a paternal tone, naturally. Well, recently, when Peter sees that
I'm going to scold him, he'll turn to me
and say, 'Now, Daddy, think first before
you lose your temper. Then speak.' I've
abandoned that preface to a scolding now
in Melvyn
favor of is
more
exacting
unlike
somemeasures."
Hollywood
fathers, too, in that he makes every effort
to keep Peter from thinking that being an
actor in pictures is anything unusual. But
Melvyn has had some difficulty in this line.
One day, some boys who were hiking in
the hills around Melvyn's home saw the
Douglas swimming pool and were immediately excited. They asked permission
to come into the yard and were okayed.
Just as they were coming into the yard,
Melvyn appeared. One of the boys let out
an excited cry, "Look ! it's Melvyn Douglas !" Peter looked at them and was puzzled. A few days later, Melvyn had some
guests at his home. Peter had cornered one
of the guests and Melvyn heard him. say
gleefully, "My Daddy's Melvyn Douglas !"
"I didn't think that was being cute,"
Melvyn said. "I took Peter to one side and
told him never to say that again. I tried to
explain that no one cared who I was. He
hasn't mentioned me much since, which
may or may not be a good thing.
"Of course, he is much more interested
in his mother's singing than he is in my
acting. Seeing his mother in a play is far

Here the lovely Landis has donned the brief bolero with balloon short sleeves and
a full wrap-around skirt which ties in apron fashion. The huge hat is of matching
seersucker and the Mexi-coolie play sandals are of interlaced strips of white calf.
more fascinating than seeing me in a picture or on the set. His opinion of motion
pictures is best expressed by a comment he
made on his first visit to a set. He had
been awed by all the odd buildings, the
peculiar instruments, and other paraphernalia, and by the time he reached my dressing room, he was perplexed. 'Is this where
you work, Daddy?' he asked me. I said it
was. He heaved a big sigh and said, 'Gee !
it's just like a factory!' I thought a reply
wasMelvyn
unnecessary."
sees to it that Peter lives a more
or less independent life. He's teaching him
to find his pleasure at home since he doesn't
think it necessary for him to see many pictures or to go out too often. And Peter is
perfectly contented, chiefly because he can
always
Mary. find time to entertain baby sister
Melvyn is quite the different father
where Mary is concerned. She isn't yet at
the stage where discipline has to be ex-

ertedtented
to any
greatlittle
extent.
and placid
bodyShe's
and ais conthe
apple ofterestsyoung
eye. tube
Her of
main
inin life arePeter's
an empty
toothpaste, her favorite toy, and her aluminum
mitts that were originally meant to prevent thumb-sucking but which she has
changed into means for playing. Then, too,
she is always glad when Peter crawls into
her crib and plays with her. She has the
advantage over Peter, though. Melvyn will
obey her slightest whim. He's still the
exalted father where she's concerned.
You can corner Melvyn any time and
he'll talk about his two kids. But he'll
never claim that they are the only cute
youngsters in town. To him, they're just
something swell to give him occasional
headaches and much pleasure. He's such
a typical and ordinary father with such
typical and ordinary ideas that you just
don't believe him. No wonder he's considered remarkable in Hollywood.

"Elsa

Maxwell's Public Deb Number
Continued from page 25

him, and you should have seen how excited everybody got. Of course there's been
an awful lot about me in the papers, about
my debut and about me being one of the
richest girls in the world and an orphan
and the heiress to the Cooper Soups fortune and all that sort of thing. I saw a
couple of reporters dashing for the telephones and the magistrate cleared his
throat and leaned over the bench toward
me.
"Miss Cooper," he said nervously, "I'm
afraid I interrupted you just as you were
about to say something" which might have
changed the complexion of this case."
"I'll tell you what's changed," I said
hotly. "You know who I am, now ! That's
what I was talking about ! Justice based on
social privilege must go !" .
"You're right, Miss Cooper," the magistrate said. "And now that you've explained
yourself more fully it puts a different light
on the whole matter. Sentence suspended!"
"I don't want it suspended ! I want to
serve my sentence !" I demanded.
But really it seems it's easier to get arrested than notto to.
didn't pay
the
least attention
me They
and hustled
me out.
A crowd of reporters were waiting outside.
"Say, Miss Cooper," one of them demanded, "is this Pinko stuff just a gag?"
When I gave him an indignant, "No,"
another one of them came over. "How do
you estreconcile
fact with
that the
you're
the richgirl in the the
world
Brotherhood
of Man?" he asked sarcastically.
"Having money doesn't necessarily stop
one from having ideals," I told him coldly.
"No, but it makes it a lot cozier," he
shouted as I got into the limousine and
drove off.
Grisha was so understanding when I got
home, and when I told him that they had
refused to allow me to stay in jail he muttered indignantly. "The swine ! How long
are we going to stand for this treatment?"
Then he suddenly remembered something.
"By the way, there is a Mr. Fairchild
waiting for you in the drawing room."
In all the excitement I'd completely forgotten I'd asked Bruce Fairchild for dinner. But then I never remember my dates
with him. tie's the sort of man girls forget.
It's too bad because he really is sweet in
some ways, but in others he's so stodgy
72
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and unexciting and hardly thinks of anybut his talking
law practice.
really thing
started
before IBut
was heall hadn't
agog.
Just think, he'd been asked to run for Congress. Of course I could see what it would
mean to the Cause having a sympathetic
congressman with us and I think Bruce
was a little taken back by my enthusiasm
for his affairs. But when I told him about
my new interests and how I wanted him to
help me he became quite cold.
Then Uncle Milburn came in. He's my
guardian and he's been looking after my
Cooper
twentyone
when Soups
I can interests
do exactlyuntil
as II'm
please
with
the business. Uncle Milburn's a darling but
unfortunately he's a reactionary too.
Just then Grisha came in all excited. He
was carrying the evening papers and there
was my name spread all over the headlines
and as if that wasn't enough someone on
the radio began blaring out all about my
arrest and everything. I took one look at
Uncle Milburn's and Bruce's faces and decided it was time to make my exit. Temporarily at least. So I went upstairs to
powder
my
Dear Diary nose.
:
As you know, quite a few days have
elapsed since I've been able to write a line
in you. Things have been too hectic. Uncle
Milburn goes around looking worried all
the time because our soup sales have taken
such a terrific flop. All because of me. Because I've got ideals! Isn't it too ironic? I
mean the way people loved me and bought
soup when I was a featherbrained little deb
and the way they turn against me now
when I have really taken up something
worthwhile.
Then Uncle Milburn met Elsa Maxwell
at one of her parties and he got an idea.
He was going to have her give a testimonial for our soups to sort of counteract
me, you see. It was a great idea with Elsa
and her parties being known just everywhere. Elsa and I have always been great
friends. She is such a darling and more fun
than anyone I've ever known. But Elsa
wouldn't give the testimonial. Not that she
had anything against our soups. "It's just
that I have no particular fondness for being
lynched," she told Uncle and the Board of
Directors. "At a time like this I want no
part of Cooper Soups. The only thing I

Making decorative flower arrangements is
Brenda Joyce's hobby. Far left, Brenda
puts the finishing touches on an arrangement of calla lilies, old-fashioned flags,
privet stalks, iris leaves and red carnations
in a royal blue Chinese bowl. The flowerand-leaf arrangement in the center consists
of privet, purple iris and leaves, watsonia
stalks, and a few stalks of lavender stock
in a low blue bowl with white porcelain deer.
Brenda is especially proud of the above
simple arrangement of plum blossom twigs.
can think of that would do any good is to
take that little swimming pool Bolshevik
out to the woodshed." I never thought
Elsa would say things like that about me !
Bruce has been acting sort of squiffy too.
The papers had been linking my name with
his in hitting at his campaign. So the night
he asked me out for dinner he wanted to
go to a quiet place where no one would see
us together and I suggested a darling little
Russian place Grisha had told me about.
The place was nice but we had the most
awful waiter. He didn't look Russian at all,
having blue eyes and a nice boyish nose
that was the least bit turned up. If I'd seen
him on the stag line I'd have simply died
if he hadn't cut in on me because he was
really cute looking, but as a waiter he
turned out to be the worst kind of drip.
Bruce was riding me because of the
national boycott on Cooper Soups. "Quit
kidding
yourself,
"The
Brotherhood
of ManPenny,"
is just he
an said.
impractical
theory worked out by lazy people in the
hopes of getting something for nothing."
"Of course you'd think it impractical because you're a HAVE !" I told him indignantly. "But if you were a HAVE
NOT it would be a different story. I'll bet
our waiter doesn't think it is so impracAnd with that I called him over. "Do
you know there are men in this town earning three or four million a year?" I asked
him. "Aren't you envious of them?"
"Sure
I am," he said without ar r hesitation at all.
tical."
"But if we had real brotherly love in this
country that couldn't happen," I explained.
"You couldn't be rich. Everyone would
have the same amount. How'd you like
"I wouldn't like it!" he said. And then
before I could say a word he went right
on. "Someday I hope to be making four
million
Don't left
youwhere
realizea
America a isyear
the myself.
only country
that?"

fellow like me can start out at eighteen a
week and end up by making millions? The
odds may be against me but the chance is
always there, and I don't want anyone taking it from me !"
"That's the most practical definition of
Americanism I've heard," Bruce said triumphantly.
"That's what the capitalists have preached
for years to keep the common people satisfied," I said. "Why do you swallow it?
Why don't you wake up?"
"Why don't you wake up, Miss Cooper?"
the waiter said. "I've read about those
idealistic bellyachings of yours in the papers
and I think more than anything else you
need a good spanking."
I was so furious I sent for the proprietor
and asked him to discharge the man for his
insolence. But he kept right on.
"Aren't you being a little mixed up?"
he asked with a perfectly maddening grin.
"You're using your capitalistic influence.
Don't you find that inconsistent with your
new beliefs ?"
"You're fired!" the proprietor
and at that the waiter took a step shouted,
toward
me arid he looked frightfully menacing.
"Now I'm going to give you that spanking!" he said.
Bruce being a gentleman tried to stop
him, but he knocked him down with one
blow. And before I could even imagine he
really meant it that waiter had turned me
over his knee and spanked me. HARD.
The place became a perfect bedlam. The
police rushed in and reporters began appearing from nowhere at all. I just don't
seem to have a bit of privacy these days.
Having the waiter arrested turned out to
be only a momentary triumph. The morning headlines were served to me for breakfast and I was all over them again. Me,
and Alan Blake. That's the name of that
awful waiter. And I'd hardly had time to
read the fun they'd made of me and the
hero they'd made of Blake when Grisha
Brenda believes nothing adds to the festive
ness of a room as a charming flower arrange'
ment. Below, she's using a rubber bulb to remove stale water and spray a fresh supply
without disturbing the arrangement of»Dracaena
leaves, blossoming aloe, and sprigs of Crassula
arborescence. Center, a large copper bowl holds
russet gladioli, yellow and orange snapdragons,
yellow daisies, and umbrella plant branches
banked against two huge banana leaves. The
glass bowl with chrome base contains Talisman
roses, wild Statice and wild lemon branches.
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told me Uncle Milburn wanted to see me.
Elsa was with him and so were the
morning papers.
"I see you've been reading my notices,"
I said, trying to be casual. "I hope this
isn't the start of one of your lecture tours,
"Well," she said, "I know it's none of
my business but I did come over to talk
toElsa."
you. I know your heart's in the right
place
and I know there are a lot of things
wrong with the world, but one little girl
like you
correct
them.
youngsters can't
come across
ideas
likeWhen
this for
the
first time they're apt to get tremendously
hopped up and think they've discovered the
cure-all for the world's troubles. Look at it
squarely. You haven't changed the world
one bit, but in one week you've alienated
everyone in it, driven your uncle to distraction, and practically wrecked the Cooper
Soup
"TheCompany
Cooper !"Soup Company can fall flat
on its face and I won't care !" I said hotly.
"I don't want the money."
"You don't know what you're saying,"
Uncle Milburn said. "I wish you'd listen
to Elsa. She has a plan that'll counteract
all this bad publicity and whitewash you
"I don't want to be whitewashed!" I
completely."
said. "I'm not ashamed of what I'm doing
and if people insist on misunderstanding
that's just too bad. You've been criticizing
my ideals, Elsa — what about yours? Just
what are you doing for the world?"
"I guess not much from your point of
view," she said laughing, "but I've given
some awfully good parties in my time,
made a lot of people happy. That's something your Russian friends wouldn't underJust then Grisha came in and told me
he had a message for me that he had to
stand." personally. But when I went out in
deliver
the hall with him I discovered he just
wanted to talk to me. "I couldn't help overhearing when you said money doesn't mean
anything
more,"your
he said.
"It is
inspiring, tobutyouit any
happens
income
is
indispensable. So far, almost singlehandedly
you've kept us out of the red. Ironically
our Cause seems to be dependent on the
sale of Cooper Soups, so I think you'd
better co-operate with the plan your uncle
hasOfforcourse
helping
the been
sales."helping the Cause
I had
in a practical way giving Grisha all my
allowance. Still I hated to think I'd be pretending to give up my ideals. But in just a
few weeks I could sell the company and

give the money to the Cause and unless the
business was built up no one would buy it.
And as he pointed out, great causes demanded great sacrifices. So 1 went in to
the
others
wanted me and
to. told them I'd do what they
It was worse than I thought it would
be. Elsa's scheme was that I should fall
in love with the waiter who'd spanked me !
Just for public consumption, I mean. She
said the Public would adore having me
fall for their hero. But it was one of the
hardest things I've ever done when I went
down to the jail and got Alan out.
All the reporters were there when I held
out my hand to Alan. "I know that what
you did to me last night should have been
done a long time ago," I said. "I'm sorry
you had to spend the night in jail. My car's
outside. I'll take you any place you want
"No, thanks,"way.he said in a maddening
matter-of-fact
"But I did want to talk to you," I said
uncomfortably.
He looked me over in the most casual
to go."
way
andbeside
then me.
said,I "Okay,"
and gotthat
in
the car
tried to explain
I was sorry for what had happened but
he wouldn't have any of it. "The flirtation's
laid an egg," he said.
I was livid at that. "Do you think I
would stoop to a flirtation with a motheaten waiter like you?" I demanded.
"Yes," he said. "Besides, I'm an out-ofwork waiter. You had me fired. Remember? Anyway, what I told you last night
about opportunity in America still goes.
Where else could this happen? In jail five
minutes ago, and here I am stretched out
in the back seat of a Rolls Royce with the
richest girl in the country throwing herself
"I detest you," I said, making the most
complete understatement I'd ever made in
my life. "The only reason I got you out of
jail was because you are getting all the
at me."
good
publicity and I need some of it. My
publicity has been hurting the sales of
"Cards on the table! I like that," Alan
said. But he looked at me as if he couldn't
see
for dust. "But why should a freshly
my mesoup."
hatched
little idealist like you worry about
the profits of a big, soulless corporation
like"My
Cooper
Soups needn't
?"
motives
concern you," I
said coldly. "I have to get people to change
their opinion of me and the quickest way is
to "Oh,
be seen
withtrying
you." to trump up a royou're

as we started dancing. "I'm through being
Penny Cooper. From now on I'm Mazie
"It's not as much fun being Mazie
Doakes
as you think," he said. "All the
Mazies
Doakes."I know spend their life dreaming
about being as wealthy and glamorous as
Penny Cooper. But I begin to understand
you, Penny. You're all mixed up inside."
You know, it was the first time he'd ever
called me Penny. And I really liked it. He
all.
was being so sweet. But then he spoiled it
"It's a strange thing to say about a girl
as rich as you are," he went on. "But
you've
nevermissed
had something,
a * chance. you
Whenstarted
you
sensed you
groping.
But soyouyoudidn't
know the
whatwrong
you<
were
after,
grabbed
"Please," I looked up at him. "We've
had our first half-way enjoyable evening.
things."spoil it!"
Don't
"I guess I was right about you in the
first place," Alan said. "The physical apis the onlyIt one
getsof results."
I was proachfurious.
was that
horrid
him to
say that. I felt myself almost blushing to
think of the way I was, well, almost snuggling up to him. But then how can you
really dance without snuggling?
Then suddenly his arms tightened around
me and the first thing I knew he was kissing me. Even now I tremble when I think
of it. Iplainwas
so mad.
Maybe I'd
better
that last
statement.
After
all,ex-if

June Preisser believes a daily dozen a day keeps the bulges away and daily spends
part of her lunch period in the studio gym. Above, just to make sure that her
tummy keeps flat, Miss Preisser, with the help of bars, does this toe-touching exercise.
mance?" he said." Not while I'm conscious."
"I'll pay you for it," I put in quickly.
"How about a thousand dollars?"
"I wouldn't be seen holding hands with
you for a thousand dollars," he said. "It
isn't that I object to working as a gigolo,
it's just that it's so temporary. I'm looking
for something permanent. How about a
good, steady job?"
"Oh, anything," I said impatiently. "You
can taste soup if you want to."
"That won't do," he said. "This is the
break I'm looking for and I'm not going to
sell myself short."
"How about being vice-president?" I
asked sarcastically.
"That's it!" he grinned. "Think of it at
my age ! What a success story !"
The awful thing was that he meant it.
He wouldn't take anything less, and Uncle
Milburn gave him the job.
Dear Diary :
Excuse
me awfully
for neglecting
you, but
I've
been
really
busy. Alan
is quite
strenuous. He's getting more poisonous by
the day now since the soup sales have
gone up so terrifically, with him giving the
old brands new little touches such as putting minced chives in our clam chowder
and calling it Cote D' 'Azure Clam Bisque.
That just shows what a college education
will do, for believe it or not Alan worked
his way through college ! Anyway everybody is rushing madly to buy our soups
now that my newspaper romance is going
so beautifully, and Elsa Maxwell announced
her plan for the Americanism party she's
giving on my coming-of-age birthday.
To complicate matters, Bruce suddenly
came back from his campaign trip all hot
and bothered because he'd been reading
about Alan's and my romance in the papers.
But when I explained he was so delighted
he kissed me. He took it for granted I was
doing it all for him !
Alan hopped in at the crucial moment,
and you should have seen him ! It gave me

a thrill in spite of myself seeing him square
his jaw like that. Just my love of conquest,
I suppose, for I really detest the man. And
almost immediately he went back to that
odious, off-hand way of his. "A nice thing!"
he said. "Here I stand over a pot of boiling soup all day and come home to find

there's one place a girl has to tell the truth
it's in her own diary. So I'm going to be
truthful about this, much as I hate to. I
liked Alan's kiss. That's what made me
mad, that he could make me respond to his
lovemaking
I'd been
fore but thisthat
wasway.
different.
Alankissed
was beso
strong and so gentle at the same time, so
brusque and so tender.
Then he laughed. "I told you the physical

Then he told Bruce there was nothing
personal in the punch on the chin he gave
him the other night and the first thing you
this!" they were getting together in that
know
awful boisterous way men do and he was
even promising to vote for Bruce. I was
left completely out on the sidelines ! And I
wasn't
all displeased when Bruce said he
had to at
leave.
"Well, now that the political rally is
over, maybe we can decide whether to go
to the horse show or the Beaux Arts
Ball," I said.
"We're not going anywhere," Alan said
bluntly. "I'm getting tired of making public
passes at you while a lot of morons drool
at us. I want a night off. You may not
realize it, but I had a personal life before
I met you. On Saturday nights I took a
girl out and had a good time."
"You couldn't be seen with another girl,"
I pointed out to him.
"Oh, don't worry," he said. "Where we'd
go we wouldn't be seen."
"Then why can't you take me there?" I
suggested.
Of course I was doing it for the Cause.
Personally I didn't care if he did take another girl out; I just didn't want things to
start going wrong now. But for once it
was fun. Going out with Alan, I mean. He
took me to a dance-hall and everybody was
having such a marvelous time I couldn't
help getting right into the spirit of it. And
as
I was wearing dark glasses I didn't have
thing.
to
worry about being recognized or any-

"I don't know why you thought I
wouldn't like this, I love it!" I told Alan

/I

Don Loomis, M-G-M athletic director, helps
June keep in trim. While Loomis holds her,
June practices a back arch which tightens
abdominal muscles and strengthens the h"r^
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approach was the only one you'd understand," he said.
It was an awful let-down. For a minute
I could only stand there staring at him.
"You — you — you're fired!" I cried.
Dear Diary:
. Here I am again. And you can't imagine
what that MAN has done now. He quit!
And Uncle Milburn and Elsa made me
practically go down on my knees to him
the morning of the party to get him to
come. But after all it would only be a matter of a few hours until I'd be through
with him for good. So I gritted my teeth
and told him I didn't mean it when I fired
him. But I'd have the last triumph. At midnight he would discover how Cinderella
felt.
My costume was so lovely. I was going
as Dolly Madison. But then everybody
looked marvelous even though most of the
women came as Betsy Ross and most of
the men as Abraham Lincoln, including
Alan and Bruce. It was the funniest thing
to see their faces when they saw each
other.
Elsa took one look at them and shrieked.
"I'd hate to see anyone come in here
dressed as John Wilkes Booth !" she
giggled.
It was funny how Alan acted, as if he
thoughthimI meant
every
whenHeI
asked
to come
backword
this I'said
morning.
was being so confident and sure of himself
that I took great delight in turning down
one dance with him after the other. Of
course he kept cutting in all the time. But
I couldn't help that, could I?
Then at a quarter to twelve I couldn't
hold in my triumph any longer. "Tomorrow morning you can start watching the
want ads for a new job," I told him.
"I'd like to follow you, darling, but I
i don't," he said grinning.
"Look," I said, and I was delighted at
how grim I made my voice sound. "I was

..Jf

June, who was an acrobatic dancer before entering pictures, enjoys her gym sessions. In this workout, June takes advantage of Loomis' strong grip. All the
muscles of the body are benefitted by this and a good stretch never hurt anyone.
saving this for twelve o'clock but I'll tell
you now. The only reason I ever needed
you was to keep the soup company alive
until very
I wassuperior
old enough
to sell
it. You've
been
laughing
at my
ideals,
but maybe you'll take me seriously when
you find I'm going to give every cent I
get from the sale to the Cause."
He didn't believe me at first but when
I pointed out the man who had come to
buy the company
didn't Ilook
confident.
For a he
moment
feltquite
almostso
sorry for him, seeing how chagrined he
looked at the way I'd duped him. Then he
laughed and suggested we have a drink.
Everything went black after that drink.
I came to in a strange room with the
sunlight streaming through the window.
I'd never
the place
and the
had key
no
idea
whereseen
I was.
Then before
I heard

By keeping a perfect balance, with Loomis'
help, June hopes to arch back far enough
to touch her heels. This takes daily practice as muscles must be strong and elastic.

turning in the door and there was Alan.
"I hope you like the place," he said. "I
couldn't think of a better one after slipping
youI was
that petrified
Mickey when
Finn."he told me we were
all alone there and that it was a former
summer hotel that had been closed. He
knew about it because he'd worked there
as manager once.
"I had to slip you the Mickey," Alan
told me. "You were going to sell the company and give the money away."
"And what concern is it of yours whether
I sell it or not?" I demanded.
"I'm going to marry you," he said cheerfully. "You wouldn't want to come to me
penniless, would you?"
"If it takes me the rest of my life I'll
cried.
for this !" Ilittle
you back
pay"You're
a changeable
creature," he
said
shaking
his
head.
"This
morning
tearing my head off and last nightyou're
you
were killing me with affection. But of
course
wouldn't
I mean
the
intervalyou
between
duskremember.
and dawn.
I found
you a lot more congenial when you were
unconscious."
"What do you mean?" I demanded.

"You don't expect me to kiss and tell,"
he said
no manner
cad." Suddenly heindignantly.
dropped his "I'm
kidding
and
leaned toward me. "Penny, why can't we
stop sniping at each other?" he said softly.
"You know why I brought you here? Because Ilove you and I'm not going to let
youI pretended
do anythingto foolish."
be taken in by what he
was
But anything
of coursehe I said
wasn't.
could saying.
I believe
afterHow
the
way he'd treated me? Still, I could pretend
to. I got up as if I was going to him and
then suddenly I darted to the door and
snatched the key and locked it from the
outside. Then I made for home.
But if I thought I was going to find any
.peace there I was very much mistaken.
There were Grisha and Feodor and Eric in
a regular fist fight.
I couldn't believe my own ears when I
heard what they were saying. Grisha had
been taking half their wages every week
threatening to have them fired if they
didn't give him the money and he was
spending
it all onIn a fact,
girl. heAndwashe born
wasn'tin
even
a Russian.
Brooklyn.
I could just stand there gasping, with all
my ideals crashing around me !
Darling Diary :
This is just to say goodbye. I won't be
writing in you any more. You see it's just
that I know I won't have the time because
being Alan's wife will be so exciting and
thrilling
I don't
minute an
of
it even to
tell want
about toit.waste
And a besides
ultra-American wife such as I am going
to be is going to have her hands full just
being American.
You know at first I couldn't believe Alan
really meant it when he said he loved me.
"You probable want to marry me for my
money," I said. "Sure I do," he agreed
cheerfully. "But it's nice you're good lookDarling
Diary, I just adore him. 75Fell in
ing too, Cutie-pants."
love with him the first moment I saw
him
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Date

with

Mickey

Rooney

Continued from page 27
not too flashy, or too conservative either,
do I you
toldthink?"
him it was just the sort of car
that I or Hedy Lamarr or a half dozen
other people would be very proud to own.
For it's a deep blue, with the same color
upholstering inside, with all sorts of gadgets on the instrument panel.
"Tell ya what," said Mickey, suddenly
inspired. "Let's go bowling. I know a place
down here a ways." And we were off.
Mickey began humming a tune — and then
began singing softly as he drove. "That's
my new song, My Heart Wakes Up When
the Sun Goes Dozvn," he explained. "Got
another one I just finished, too — Debutante
No. 1. I'm trying to get that published
now.
been lucky,
Got Have
Heart,I'veOceans
Apart,though.
and Love
on thea
Range on the market — published and everything."
"How do you go about composing
songs?" I asked.
"Just get in the mood and sit down to a
piano and plug them out," said Mickey.
"Sidney Miller collaborates with me. We've
had five published up to date."
Mickey pulled up to the curb in front of
the bowling-alley. And when he helped me
out I noticed with misgiving that my silver
fox coat — guaranteed not to shed— had
shed silver fur all over the handsome blue
felt seat of Mickey's new car.
"Just look at that, Mickey," I lamented.
"Never mind, honey," he said. "It'll
brush off. Come on, we got more important
things at hand to do."
The bowling man didn't want to take
Mickey's money.
"You two go ahead and bowl all you
want on the house," he said. "It's a pleasure to have you drop in, Mike."
But Mickey wouldn't have it that way.

"You work for your money and I work- for
mine," he reasoned, and insisted on paying.
The thing that impressed me most, however, was the he-man reaction to Mickey
expressed by the men and boys in the bowling-alley. Mickey, despite his rather short
stature, is accepted on an equal footing,
with the fellows respectfully greeting him
—and not a single wise-guy or heckler in
the lot. The men call him Mike— rather
than Mickey — and they don't rush around
him, but are friendly in a man-to-man
fashion. Having been about with Gable before C. L. G. (Carole Lombard Gable), I
could readily say that Mickey, too, is one
of the few stars in this business equally
liked by both sexes.
"Ever been bowling before?" Mickey
asked after we'd selected our court and
balls — which seem to me to weigh a ton
each. When I shook my head negatively,
Mickey said, "Well, never mind. I'll show
you how. Now suppose you watch me send
out a ball, then you roll one."
For some time we took turns — Mickey
patiently playing the role of instructor.
Then over a couple of Coca-Colas, Mickey
gave me some pointers on how to hold the
ball to best advantage and take a running
dive with it. We really had some fun rolling up scores.
"You're not bad— not bad at all," said
Mickey after the first three quarters of an
hour. "In fact, you're pretty good!"
When we added up the final scores,
Mickey's was 172, while I broke a hundred.
He said mine was good for a beginner, by
way of encouragement, and that he'd keep
right on giving me pointers — and soon I'd
be playing a pretty good game.
By this time it was six o'clock and we
were both pretty hungry. We went over
to the lunch counter and ordered bottles of
milk and sandwiches and doughnuts. Mickey
said that a fellow had to eat often to keep
up his energy and pep. "Sometimes I eat
as often as five times a day — that is, counting my three regular meals and a late afternoon snack and one after a show or
dance or something before getting ready for
"Well, you not being a girl, you don't
have to worry about whether you eat too
much or not," I said.
"Nope, it never makes me grow any
more,"
mused. "But then, you know
bed." Mickey
owe my luck to my stature. Being
I really
short is what has really made me on the

Doris Davenport, Gary Cooper's leading
lady in "The Westerner," says exercise
is fun in a free-action play suit like this one.
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While I agreed that Mickey being the
eternal
kid (he actually doesn't look more
screen."
than
about fifteen, even if he is nineteen)
is an asset — it is really his ability as an
actor that has made him such a success.
Undoubtedly, he proved himself a great
actor, like Spencer Tracy, whom he greatly
admires, when he played "Young Tom
Edison." For, as I told him, everyone went
to the theater expecting to see Andy Hardy
playing Tom Edison — but instead they
really saw Tom Edison, with his deafness,
his inquisitive impulsive mind, his pathetic
tribulations as a boy, and his triumphs.
"Tom Edison" should give Mickey Rooney
an Academy Award.
"Gee, I'm glad you felt that way,"
Mickey said. "I tried hard to really be Tom
in the picture. I studied all about him in
books and talked with his relatives and
everything. Honestly, during the making
of that picture, I actually got to feeling
like I should invent something or discover
something — being Edison."
"How does it really feel, way down deep
inside, Mickey," I asked, "to know that

In her strapless swim suit, Paulette Goddard
can make you forget the heat and humidity. Her new film is "The Ghost Breakers."
you are actually the top box office star in
motion
You're
king the
of the
screen.
And no pictures?
matter how
famous
stars
are,
you're tops of them all. How does it
honestly make you feel?" I urged.
"Well," answered Mickey, in a serious
low voice, "you can't call a young kid like
me a king — not when there're such stars as
Gable and Tracy on the screen. When I
heard the news first I thought to myself,
'Now I will have to work hard — for being
on top there's only one way to go, and
that is down.' You see, it's a pretty big
responsibility for a kid like me.
"It sort of settled me down a lot, too. I
don't go running around very much any
more. I keep working most of the time and
thinking up things to do that will improve
my acting. Then I'm serious about my
song-writing. Some day I want to produce
aabout
picture
myself.
I'm not
much
that now
— because
after saying
all I realize
that I'm only nineteen. But I spend as
much time as I can on the sets watching
them make pictures, studying technique.
I've been studying this business for years.
I'd like to write and direct my own pictures
"And what about girls and romance?
some
day." the original ouppy lover on the
You were
him.
screen a couple of year, ago," I reminded
"Yeah, I know," Mickey admitted. "But
anI'llNew
that age. in
you like
did the reporters
goes I through
boy
every swer
York. They asked when I was going to get
married. And I told 'em, 'Give me five or
six years and maybe I'll take a look.' Of
course,
I said earnestly
just MAYBE."
We talked
all the time we were]
eating our sandwiches and doughnuts — and
looked up to discover a line of little girls
who'd learned of Mickey's presence, and
who'd come in for autographs. Mickey
signed each request. But the thing I noticed
most was the way he thanked each girl,
making
as though
done him
a favor itbyseem
asking
him forthey'd
his signature.

by himself. His mother has waited in the
outer office and prayed a little, but she has
never gone in to harangue with producers.
Mickey, with his dyed hair and a chocolate cigar in his mouth and a world of confidence, stepped before the cameras for his
first picture. He ate the chocolate cigar and
they gave him a box full of them as a
bonus.
For the next six years he made 78 pictures and on suggestion of the studio
changed his name to Mickey McGuire.
When the services ended a court action
forced him to relinquish the name he
had adopted. Mickey and his mother felt
that to change his name would greatly
hinder his career. So the judge told him
to keep one of the names. He chose Mickey
and added Rooney.
So Mickey found himself without a job.
"But never mind, Mom," he'd say to his
mother. "See that big limousine passing
by? Well, gee, Mom — some day I'll get
you a car like that."
That was Mickey's ambition, to buy his
mother a big car — "but Mom's modestlike," Mickey says. "She doesn't have any
use for a big car. When I finally got to
where I could really buy her one she talked
me into buying her a little coupe to drive
about. Mom's like that," he says proudly.
Mickey's great admiration for Clark
Gable began when, after a lull for Mickey
of many months, Clark suggested that the
kid be given a role of Gable as a boy in
"Manhattan Melodrama." "Gable was so
sure I could do it that he went to bat for

Wendy Barrie takes her place in the sun
in a gingham pinafore swim suit. The
skirt's lining and shorts are of white jersey.
Out in Mickey's car again — and we were
homeward bound. I told Mickey I'd read
about him visiting President and Mrs.
Roosevelt.
"Yeah," he replied. "That was wonderful.
Imagine me being invited to the White
House ! There was only one thing, though
— I sure did wish that my mother had
been with me. She would have been thrilled
about it all. You know, I got the swellest
Mom," he added. "She's always stuck with
me through thick or thin. We're great
pals."
The off-the-record story of Mickey
Rooney's phenomenal rise to screen stardom is actually that of a courageous
mother and the determination of Mickey to
make her proud of him. Mickey was practically born on the stage. His parents, Nell
Carter and Joe Yule, dancer and comedian
respectively, were playing in vaudeville in
New York. And when Mickey was 11
days old he was put into an especially made
miniature tuxedo and carried on to the
stage by his proud father.
"From diaper to tuxedo in 11 days,"
Mickey puts it.
When he was five, his mother brought
him out to California for the express purpose of getting him in the movies. She
secured a job as bungalow court manager
and haunted the studios with Mickey, who
was then Joe Yule, Jr. One day she saw
an ad in the newspaper about a nation-wide
contest for a boy to play in "Mickey McGuire" comedies. The part called for a
brunette boy, but little Joe Yule, Jr., was
a towhead. Mrs. Yule dyed his hair black
and Mickey was taken to the studio to be
tested.
After the test, the director told her he
would like to talk to Mickey alone — and
she waited in the outer office while Mickey
went in and negotiated a contract for himself.
Paramount in Mickey's
character
self-^:„^ ;„t
prv;eW) iseve
rv
i negotiated

me with the director and got me the part,"
Mickey said. "And that got me started in
pictures again. Gable's a swell friend for a
fellow to have."
Mickey's ability was recognized and his
discouraging days were over, for his excellent work brought him an M-G-M contract. Then followed such films as "Midsummer Night's Dream," "Ah Wilderness,"
"The Devil Is a Sissie," "Captains Courageous," and his brilliant performance in
"Boys Town."
So outstanding was Mickey's work on
the screen that the producers began looking
for special stories to give his talents wider
range. Someone suggested that puppy love
might have entertainment value if Mickey
Rooney were the victim. A story was found
and Mickey was called in.
I recall the producer of the Hardy series
relating the conference with Mickey something like this : "Mickey, we want you to
fall in love. Do you mind?"
Mickey : "Gee, you don't mean really, do

After completing "Andy Hardy Meets
Debutante," he and Judy Garland are
now at work on "Strike Up the Band," a
new musical successor to "Babes in Arms."
Since Mickey's new title of "King of the
Movies" you don't see him about at the
Hollywood night spots nor out with -the
girls so much. His occasional dates are
usually with Judy Garland and Rita Quigley, the latter a little actress also.
He never misses a preview — although he
always attends them with a couple of fellows, topping off the evening with a chicken and tomato sandwich in a drive-in before going home.
Mickey delights in western movies and
likes to visit the small theaters and sit
on the front row and watch the rootin'tootin' cowboys. He'll come out saying
"Gosh, but they can ride !"
A large rambling farm-house in San
Fernando Valley is the Rooney home —
and there he lives with his mother. His
salary is" put in a trust fund. Mickey budgets himself on an allowance of $50 a
week. Somehow he manages to save enough
out of it to take one special vacation trip
a year — and pay all of his own expenses.
Undoubtedly, he has one of the keenest
minds in Hollywood, and a quick sense of
humor. He's never at a loss for words and
always rises to the occasion. When asked
how long he expects to play in the Hardy
pictures he'll reply, "After I play Judge
Hardy a few years."
At the world premiere of "Young Tom
Edison" he was invited to meet Henry
Ford. So intrigued was Ford with Mickey
that the interview lasted for several hours.
"Don't ever let them change you out there
in
were Ford's parting words
to Hollywood,"
Mickey.
"They won't until they change Henry
Ford," replied Mickey.
During Mickey's jaunts about the country on personal appearances he writes daily
to his mother, when she is not with him.
The first thing he asks for each morningis for the special delivery letter she sends
him. Mickey's still a youngster at heart.

"No, not really. Only in the story. But
we want you to make it look real."
Mickey:here's
"Gosh!"
"Now
a very important scene,
you?" For example, where you come to
Mickey.
this house, gaze into the dark eyes of
Polly Benedict, trip over a door-mat, and
fall like a ton of bricks."
Mickey: "You mean fall off the porch?"
"No, no, fall in love with Polly BeneMickey: "Who's Polly Benedict?"
"Never mind, we'll take care of that."
Mickey: "It doesn't matter. I was just
dict."
So Mickey tripped over the door-mat
curious."
and fell head over heels. That was the
beginning of what later delighted America
under the name of the "Andy Hardy"
series. His perfect portrayal of the average
silly, lovable American boy brought gales
of laughter and tons of joy to people
throughout the country. In the rattle-trap,
cutdown, souped-up car of Andy Hardy,
Mickey rose to stardom. Then came his
big chance. An opportunity to play Thomas
Edison as a boy in the film "Young Tom
Edison." The part was different and difficult. But Mickey Rooney rose to the challenge and turned in a fine performance.

For cycling, the Glamor Girls have
taken to the "little boy" style of shorts.
Judith Barrett's are of beige gabardine.

For a late-summer lift to figures,
try a Real-Form girdle and matching brassiere. The girdle is knitted
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A fashioned top and bottom prevent rolling, wrinkling or hiking up.
The front panel gives just enough
flattening with comfort. The same
design is also available in pantie
style. Each is $2.50. The brassiere
has a diaphragm control of the
same lastex as in the girdle, to give
with every body movement, and the
bosom control is well designed for
your best lines. The price is $1.
This pair assures good lines, that
satisfying put-together feeling after
a too casual summer. Personally,
I'd like to attest to the splendid
wearing qualities of Real-Forms.
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It was like old home
week at the 48th
Street Music Hall
in New York when
these former favorites got together at
a party for the
benefiticanofTheatre
the AmerWing
of the British Relief
Fund. To refresh
your memory, they
are: Taylor Holmes,
Madge Evans, Viola
Dana, Gertrude
Lawrence, Eileen
Percy,ton,Walter
HusJane Winton,
Conrad Veidt, Ruth
Taylor, Hoot Gibson,
Marguerite Clarke,
LI I a Lee, Beverly
Bayne, Enid
Jacqueline
Logcn,
Markey.

Pretty

Boy" Squares his Jaw!
Continued from page 33

haps us
I could
one for
occasionally."
told
not tohitwait
him as he Bob
was
going to stay with that ball until he hit
it, and it was just as well we didn't wait as
he didn't show up until almost dark. He
had a grin from ear to ear, and on an
empty stomach, too. "I know," said Barbara dismally, "a hole in one." "Not today," said the pro cheerfully, "we're saving
that for tomorrow. But boyoboy, Mrs. Taylor, you've never seen such beautiful driving. He'll be one of the best players on
this course in no time. Of course, Mrs.
Taylor, if you would persevere a little
more — " And the last I heard Mrs. Taylor
was promising, but not with too much
enthusiasm, to persevere.
Then there was the case of the stallion
who wouldn't be broken out on the MarWyck Ranch, the summer before Bob and
Barbara married. He was a nasty one, that
stallion, and all the stable boys, several of
them nursing broken arms, warned Bob
to keep his distance. The sight of a saddle
simply brought out the devil in him. But
Bob was determined to put a saddle on
the evil critter, and sure enough, after
hours of perseverance he nearly frightened
the daylights out of Barbara by riding the
stallion across her front lawn as casually
as you please.
Now no severance
one moreadmires
Bob Taylor's
perthan Barbara
Stanwyck.
But Barbara admits that there are times
when she finds it doesn't exactly simplify
her life. Bob is very particular about his
food, it has to be cooked just so. He doesn't
like fancy things — no breast of guinea-hen
under glass for Bob — and he'll trade you
all the squabs stuffed with wild rice in
the world for a good juicy round steak.
Barbara tries out her cooks on lemon pie
(Bob's always raving about his mother's
lemon pie) and when the crust is bad she
shivers as she knows another cook will
soon be on her way. Bob, an optimistic
soul, feels certain that if they just persevere enough some day they'll find a cook
who can make pie crust that will simply
80

melt in his mouth — "like mother used to
make." Barbara is not so optimistic.
Then, too, there's that getting up in the
morning. Bob has decided that Barbara
is going to be an outdoor girl, and
there doesn't seem to be very much Barbara can do about it. Having been in the
theater ever since she was a kid Barbara
is used to sleeping late in the morning,
when she isn't making a picture, and sort
of grabbing off her breakfast coffee around
noon. Sudden contact with fresh air and
daylight have, for a number of years,
brought out the worst in her. Her friends
advised Bob that she would never take
kindly to early morning rising. But Bob
is the persevering type, or have I mentioned that before? He always feels like
a million dollars when he wakes up in the
morning, so simply reeking with health and
high
he to
bounces
Barbara's
at a spirits
quarter
seven,intothrows
openroom
the
shades, and exultantly announces, "What
a wonderful morning!" From the covers
on the bed comes a muffled, "What's wonderful about it?" But that does not depress Mr. Taylor in the slightest. Somehow or other he manages to get Mrs.
Taylor out of bed (he admits that it
wasn't so easy at first), on her feet, in her
shower, and out on his ranch in San
Fernando by eight o'clock, where they ride
for hours in the brisk morning air. And
strangely enough this brisk morning air
did not send Barbara into a violent decline as she prophesied. She's never looked
better in all her life. Brooklyn should see
her now.
And believe me, it took a deal of perseverance for. Bob to get through his latest
picture, "Waterloo Bridge." Vivien Leigh
was the rave of the country. Her brilliant
performance of Scarlett in "Gone With the
Wind" was on the tip of everyone's tongue.
Fans were fairly bursting a blood vessel
to see Vivien Leigh's next picture. "You
won't have a chance in that picture," Bob's
friends told him. "They'll throw all the
scenes to Vivien, you know that. She's

hot now, and the studio's no fool. Boy,
you won't have a Chinaman's chance."
Others said, "Poor Bob! With Vivien
Leigh in
the back
close-ups
thing all
but the
of we
his won't
head see
in anythis
picture." Even the story was against him.
Typically
woman's
story.kind
Vivien's
was by fara the
best. The
of a part
part
that actresses give their eye-teeth for. As
Myra, the little ballet dancer turned streetwalker, she could suffer and suffer and
suffer, and finally, all for love, dramatically
throw herself under the wheels of a passing truck — a performance that would undoubtedly chalk up another Academy
Award for Vivien. "Don't do it," his
friends continued to urge. "You'll only be
a stooge for Leigh." Which naturally was
like turning a knife in a wound to Bob
as he recalled only too well a couple of
years ago in England when an unknown
actress named Vivien Leigh played quite
awhich
minorhe part
Yank at Oxford" in
was inthe"Astar.
But Bob read the script — he's got a mind
of his own these days, that Robert — and
he liked the role of Roy, the idealistic
young soldier. "I think," he said to Barbara, "I can do something with that part."
"Of course
you settled
can, darling,"
said Barbara. And that
that.
Bob has a terrific amount of pride, and
though he wouldn't admit it in a hundred
years, I know that he didn't exactly find
seventh heaven on the set of "Waterloo
Bridge." Vivien Leigh was besieged by
interviewers. No one particularly wanted
to interview Bob. Special layouts, special
art for this magazine and that magazine,
all for Vivien Leigh. Important visitors
to Hollywood from the East, the South,
Europe, all bowing and scraping and simpdrooling
over Scarlett
No lyone
particularly
wanted O'Hara
to meetLeigh.
Bob.
Though I couldn't get a peep out of him
all during the production of the picture I
know there must have been times when
Bob felt pretty badly about it. Any other
actor would have said, "Oh hell, what's
the use, anyway? My part's no good, everybody wants to see Vivien, I'll just walk
through this picture and forget it as soon
as possible." But not Bob. Not old persevering Taylor.
"Waterloo Bridge" was previewed at
the Grauman's Chinese, and all Hollywood
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turned out to see Vivien Leigh in her second American picture. But what do you
think? That night. Hollywood re-discovered Robert Taylor! And despite the fact
that Vivien gave another superb performance, in the forecourt of the Chinese, at
Ciro's, at the Brown Derby, everybody was
raving about Bob. "I never thought Bob
Taylor was a good actor before. But in
this I think he's wonderful." And, "Who
said Bob Taylor was through !" And "He
really is a swell actor, isn't he? I'm a
Taylor fan from now on." And so forth,
and so forth. It was a night of triumph
for the Taylors, and for Director Mervyn
LeRoy who has always been Bob's staunch
defender at Metro. "The kid's got it," Mervyn told the grumbling executives. "I'll
show you." And he did. Well, you've got
to admit that if perseverance can change
the mambypamby role of Roy Cronin into
something important then there's a lot to
be said in favor of perseverance.
There is every reason in the world why
Bob Taylor should not be a good actor.
Actors aresense
supposed
have "lived"
in the
miserable
of theto word.
How can
an
actor express agony when he has never
suffered, how can he express hunger when
he has never had to miss a meal in his life,
how can he express despair when he has
never felt despair? Bob's life from earliest
childhood on has been ideally beautiful.
His mother and father loved each other
dearly, and he never heard a harsh word
spoken in his home. His family were good
middle-class people, never very rich, and
never very poor. They saw to it that Bob,
their beloved only child, never wanted for
anything that would make him happy.
How hood
very
fromof Barbara's
spent different
in the slums
New Yorkchildand
Brooklyn ! I will never forget the morning
out on the ranch when Bob, romping on
the floor with his dogs, was called to the
studio. "I wish I was eight again," he
said. "I wouldn't be eight again," Barbara
added hastily, "if you gave it to me on
a Even
silver when
platter."he came to Hollywood, by
way of Pomona College, there was no
struggle. He had his own car, nice clothes,
and an ample allowance. Getting a studio
contract was easy for him. They went
after him ; he didn't go after them. There
was no worry, no living on hamburgers,
no dodging the landlord, no biting his
nails day by day waiting for the phone to
ring. Once "discovered" at the studio, he
became an idol overnight with millions of
hysterical young girls swooning at the
sight of him. All of this was certainly not
conducive to good acting.
And then for the first time he found that
life couldn't be so beautifully pleasant after
all.
wereand"planted"
underpress
his
bed Two
in Newgirls
York
the Eastern
ripped into him. In forty-eight hours poor
Bob outwas
knowncountry.
as "Pretty
the entire
Men Boy"
made throughpeculiar
noises when he came on the screen. There
were as many Robert Taylor jokes going
around as there were Mae West stories.
And of course troubles never come singly,
so added to all this bad publicity he had
to be given a flock of pretty dreadful pictures. Bob was practically a dead pigeon
at the ripe old age of twenty-six. Hollywood started saying, "Whatever happened
to And
Robert
that'sTaylor?"
when Bob, puzzled and heartbroken, decided to on
square
his chin.
He'dso
used perseverance
everything
else,
why shouldn't he use it on his acting? The
result, of course, is "Waterloo Bridge" —
and a brand new career for the very likeable Mr. Taylor. That guy really deserves
a lot of credit and a lot of praise. And
while we are handing out the praise we
might slip Barbara Stanwyck a little. Bob
won't mind. He's convinced that he has
married the greatest living actress.
SCREENLAND

Virginia Gilmore and Robert Sterling as they appear in "Manhattan
Heartbeat," the latest adaptation
of Vina Delmar's "Bad Girl."
Star-Gazing
with Norvell
Continued from page 61
happiness they will wake up one morning
and discover it on their doorsteps.
A Leo girl who has missed all the tragic
influences from the planets during the last
few years is Gracie Allen, who is Mrs.
George Burns, (unless you would call her
husband's unfortunate episode with Uncle
Sam's customs men 'tragic'). From the
astrological viewpoint Gracie had the sense
to marry a compatible sign. Gracie's cycle
of terrific success, which was recently instituted, isproof of the amazing changes
that Leo persons may expect in their lives.
We might pause in our analysis of those
stars born in the Sign of Leo to give a
brief explanation of the qualities endowed
upon those born in this rather fortunate
sign. If YOUR own birthdate happens to
fall between July 23 and August 22 of any
year you, too, come in this section of the
Zodiac and your life will reflect some of
the following qualities. Nature has endowed you with a brilliant personality and
a mind capable of surmounting obstacles,
You were born when the Sun was high
in the heavens in mid-summer — and all the
powerful solar rays converged on the earth
at such an angle as to give your mind and
body power and vitality. Any wonder, then,
that some of the world's great conquerors
in all fields were born in this great sign?
Some of these names in the past have made
history, and some are still making it.
Napoleon was born in Leo, and his conquests were typical of this sign. At present
Mussolini, another Leo person, holds the
attention of the world; Henry Ford, industrial giant, is another Leo subject — to
say nothing of the leaders in the motion
picture industry who still hold high the
mantle of greatness endowed upon Led
persons. These include such great stars as
Robert Taylor, Myrna Loy, Norma Shearer.
By examining the lives of these Leo
born you may find valuable lessons tha
will help YOU in conquering your ow
natures and overcoming your faults. Th
chief defect in the Leo character is over
confidence. This, coupled with an over
whelming ego, often leads to downfall fo
these brilliant persons. When they learn t

use their great powers of mind constructively, they come into the true destiny for
which they were born. Like the lion which
symbolizes this sign, they are kings of all
they survey.
We have been so busy giving the wrong
signs for marriage with one born in Leo
that we must not lose sight of the fact
that there are compatible signs also. They
are listed in the following order of preference:Aries, March 21 to April 20, (Bette
Davis and Joan Crawford are typical of
girls born in this sign, and William Holden
and Spencer Tracy are two Aries men).
Sagittarius, November 23 to December 21,
is second best — (Deanna Durbin, Susanna
Foster, Frances Dee and Dorothy Lamour
types, and among the men Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.) Aquarius, January 20 to February 18, is the third best sign for romance
and marriage — many Leo persons have
found supreme happiness in marriage with
those born in Aquarius. (Adolphe Menjou
and Jack Benny are typical of this sign).
To prove that Leo subjects have been
under a solar eclipse for some time, let's
catalogue the movie players born in this
sign and follow what they have been doing.
Take Dolores Del Rio, one of the most
stunning and gifted women ever to grace
the screen. She is now coming out of the
lamentable oblivion in which she has
languished during the past few years. Her
marriage collapsed, due to no fault of her
own, and owing to sun spot afflictions. I
feel that a reconciliation with her husband
within a year is possible and advisable.
When this negative phase passes, Dolores
and Cedric Gibbons can find happiness
again.
Leo people do not give in easily to grief
because they are optimistic and progressive
by nature, but when they are floored by
fate they rise with renewed determination. This sign is truly invincible, and generally most fortunate ; but like all good
things that nature lavishes on her subjects,
Leo people are forced to pay a terrific
price for their great heritage of birth. Selfpity is unknown to Leo-born ; they simply
rise from the depths of despair and go on
to new conquests.
No star in Hollywood has ever known
greater tragedy than Paul Kelly. A lesser
sign than Leo would have surrendered to
the series of unfortunate circumstances
that have besieged him for years. Mr. Kelly
has just grown stronger with each blow,
which is why those of us who know him
feel that the loss of his wife, the bitterest
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of all ages, prepared by a famous expert.
Included is a special children's gift ... a
full-color Baby Sandy Cut-out
Doll and cut-out wardrobe.
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Norvell says Lloyd Nolan, who has been slowly
but surely emerging from under the cloud
that's
beencharacter
affectingroles
Leo-born,
do
some fine
in the will
future.

FREE!

WITH

EVERY

"LYSOL"
Baby
Sandy HealthOFCharts—
a fullPURCHASE
color Baby Sandy Cut-out Doll and
complete cut-out wardrobe
A gift to you while they last, with
wait
these grand
presentsDon't
are
of "Lysol".
purchase
everyuntil
gone. See your druggist . . . NOW!
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blow of all, will not stop his interesting
career.
Robert Taylor is another Leo-born star
who has suffered somewhat in his career
in past months ; but this affliction is by no
means a total eclipse, for the Taylor lad
has staying power, and may make certain prophets of the past eat their words.
Although Andrea Leeds, another Leo
subject, is happy in the personal side of
her life, her career has suffered several
setbacks. In last July's issue of Screenland, I predicted her marriage, but now
unless Andrea is cautious her home duties
may interfere with her screen career. I
do not feel she will retire, but predict that
she will be able judiciously to combine her
future maternal duties with new artistic
triumphs.
Gene Raymond, another star born in Leo,
is emerging from his retirement. Goaded
by unfair publicity, Mr. Raymond was
forced to return to the screen. He will not
regret it, for new laurels await him.
A Leo lady whose light has been buried
under a bushel of Lane sisters is Gale
Page. May I call to the attention of the
brothers Warner that right on their own
back lot they have a potential star ? Her
chart shows great ability and determination
to succeed and her 'oomph' (or hadn't you
noticed, boys?) is not something that
comes out of a paint pot.
Another Warner stock player who will
emerge is Gloria Dixon. Gloria gave one
of the most brilliant performances ever
seen on the local boards in a WPA production. It had the drama lovers agog.
Signed by Warners, she was cast in tripe
and photographed badly, but time will
prove her an actress and make her a star.
Gloria, as you no doubt guessed, was born
in the Sign of Leo.
You can't imagine the voluptuous Mae
West lingering under the slight shadow of
any solar affliction. Neither the Hays office, the New York Police Department nor
the Radio Communications Commission has
ever stopped this merry gal on her apless'
than any pointed
Leo rounds.
starShe
fromsuffered
the fatalperhaps
Sun spots.
Her temporary retirement from the screen
was a manifestation of her ruling sign in
affliction — now witness her triumphant return in "My Little Chickadee," which is
proof again of Leo triumphant.

Jumping from Miss West to the sublime,
let us consider the case of Ingrid Bergman, another Leo-born. In Miss Bergman
the solar rays have blossomed in the fullest
effulgence ; not only does she possess the
great talent often found in these clever
persons but her destiny is so manifest that
home ties, marriage — nothing will keep her
from being one of the greatest stars the
screen has ever known.
Those of you whose birthdates fall in
other sections of the Zodiac may be interested in learning what fate has in store
for you this month. Select the section below that deals with your birthdate and find
out what the future holds for you.
Aries — March 21 to April 20
A generally good month for business and
financial affairs. The aggressive planet
Mars assists you materially in bettering
your fortunes, but you will have to take
aggressive action and ask favors or seek
out opportunities. Change in residence or
employment is favored this month. Work
of a creative nature may engage your attention. Favors those in literature, arts,
music, advertising, designing, beauty parlors, radio, and theatrical work. Short trips
only are favored. Jupiter brings advancement in all your interests. Romantic ventures may prove exciting but not conclusive. Wait for more favorable vibrations
before making a decision regarding marriage. Favorable days this month are : 3rd,
4th, 6th, 9th, 10th, 12th, 14th, 18th, 19th,
20th, 23rd, 25th, 27th, 28th, 29th. Other
days neutral.
Taurus — April 21 to May 20
Better business conditions should exist in
your life this month. Jupiter favors expanding, changing, or seeking favors from
superiors. New ideas may come that bring
money. Investments in stocks favored especially— also the building trades, signing of
contracts, leases and legal papers in general. On the 4th and 19th, some danger
may exist in connection with vehicles, or
through secret enemies ; use caution, and
avoid complications in romance or marriage. The planet Venus favors a new love
affair, but jealousy and some quarrels are
predicted this month. Do nothing rash or
ill-advised connected with love, for you
may regret hasty action. Vacation pleasures

Myrna Loy and her husband, Arthur Hornblow, Jr., entertain Gwili Andre at the
Cocoanut Grove. Proof that Myrna is still crazy about her husband is the fact that
she can still laugh at his jokes. However, Gwili must have heard that one before.
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In "Ghost of the Cisco Kid," Cesar Romero
has Sheila Ryan playing with him. He thinks
she's a cute little trick and we fully agree.
favored; travel by land or sea appears safe
and pleasant. Visit relatives, friends ; seek
social contacts. Good days this month : 1st,
3rd, Sth, 7th, 8th, 12th, 15th, 18th, 22nd,
23rd, 26th, 28th, 30th. Other days someters. what adverse for anything but routine matGemini — May 21 to June 20
Mars brings warnings of misunderstandings and confusion this month. Be careful
not to make enemies by being hasty.
Watch your words and actions, also avoid
affixing your signature to legal documents
on the 1st, 3rd, 16th, and 23rd. Health matters should improve, and finances come under more steadying vibrations. Most of
your progress this month is up to you, for
the vibrations from the stars are of a
mixed nature and you can make them good
or bad, depending on your attitude. Romantic matters appear somewhat disturbed
— choose someone whose birthdate happens
to fall in Libra, or Aquarius, if you wish
perfect happiness. Financially your progress may be slow and uncertain; make up
your mind to one course of action and stick
to it. You are better in executive or
creative work — this sign favors the following occupations for this month : Librarians,
hostesses, clerks, salesmen, beauticians,
florists, designers, milliners, teachers and
musicians. Travel is favored at this time.
You may meet one or more members of
the opposite sex who profess interest. Not
a good month for an engagement, but good
for social events. Favorable days this
month: 2nd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 9th, 11th, 14th,
17th, 18th, 20th, 22nd, 24th, 25th, 27th,
29th. Other days are neutral and favor
normal activities.
Cancer — June 21 to July 22
The solar rays this month give additional interest to financial conditions in
your life. You are definitely coming into a
cycle of progression and accomplishment.
Avoid nervousness and uncertainty ; develop confidence, for you need it in your
business relations with others. You should
have brilliant ideas, and if you carry them
out, you may be on your way to attaining
your life's goal. Love affairs come under
changing aspects of your ruling planet,
the Moon, this month. Be careful that your
heart does not rule your head, for you are
easily influenced by the one you love — if
you choose wisely it should be someone
born in Pisces, Scorpio, or Capricorn.
Change cf residence is favored this month ;
also travel by land or water. Favorable

days are : 2nd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 10th, 14th, 17th,
18th, 20th, 21st, 23rd, 24th, 27th, 30th. The
other days are somewhat negative, especially for new or daring action in business.
Leo — July 23 to August 22
An excellent month for social events.
Entertain friends, and attend public entertainments or social functions. Progression
may come through the influence of one or
more friends. Favors the romantic side of
your life especially. Some person from the
past may seek you out, but avoid becoming involved for the stars favor progression. The terrific cycle of sun spot afflictions is abating somewhat, and your nerves
and mind should be calmer and more settled. On the 12th and 27th, be cautious of
vehicles ; on the 1st and 16th, use caution
in finances, avoid speculative investments,
and be aggressive in seeking favors from
superiors. Favors the following occupations :Teachers, secretaries, clerks, salesmen, nurses, and those connected with the
entertainment world. Favorable days are:
2nd, 4th, 7th, 8th, 10th, 13th, 15th, 18th,
20th, 21st, 23rd, 25th, 28th, 30th.
Virgo — August 23 to September 22
The planet Mercury, your ruling star,
showers you with surprising events this
month. Some will be good, some rather
negative; you will need to be alert and
aggressive if you wish to make the most
of the positive vibrations bombarding the
earth at this time. Guard your finances, and
avoid indebtedness. An increase in salary
is likely during this month. Change in
business is favored if you are dissatisfied
where you are now working. The home
may come under some disturbing vibrations
on the 5th, _9th, and 18th of the month.
Those married may have some quarrels,
mostly avoidable. Health should be guarded,

hen Weissinaii
Lovely Linda Darnell and her beau, Bob Shaw, were caught by our cameraman at one
of the side tables in the Cocoanut Grove, flashing these smiles. Bob never fails to send
Linda a corsage of fresh flowers when he's taking her out to dine and dance.
especially avoiding over-eating, or overworking. Banking, dealings with public institutions, utilities corporations, and lawyers are favored for Virgo-born this month.
Venus, planet of love, brings you several
splendid chances to find love happiness.
Stop seeking the perfect man or woman,
for you may attract unhappiness in marriage ifyou try to change your choice too

much. A good month for love and marriage in general. Favorable days are : 1st,
3rd, 4th, 7th, 9th, 11th, 12th, 15th, 18th,
19th, 22nd, 23rd, 25th, 26th, 28th, 29th.
Libra — September 23 to October 22
A month about equally divided between
positive and negative vibrations. Favors
steadier vibrations for romance. You should
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be able to make up your mind regarding
the one you love, but the trick is to keep
YOURSELF
it made up. Venus makes you a little fickle
in love, and temptations to flirt may exist.
Meet members of the opposite sex at this
time, attend dances, theaters, and public
places. Jupiter brings some persons of
NATURAL
! prominence into your life. Mars brings
caution on the 3rd and 12th of the month,
especially regarding travel by water. Hold
on to your money — avoid impulsive action,
speculation, and loaning money to friends.
Does not favor investing in real estate or a
business of your own. Better to attend to
the present business venture than to try
and make a change. Favorable days for
general activities are : 1st, 2nd, 5th, 7th,
10th, 14th, 17th, 20th, 21st, 22nd, 25th, 27th.
Other days somewhat adverse ; avoid complications with others, and dangers through
vehicles.

4f In make-up, as in all things, it is
best to "Be Yourself ... Be Natural". Use
Tangee for a glorious lip color which is
jours and yours alone. Tangee changes
magically from orange in the stick to the
one shade of red your skin-coloring
demands. That's the Tangee way to —

■♦f Your Tangee lips will be smoother
...evenly and beautifully made-up because
there is no grease-paint in Tangee ... its
pure cream base ends that "painted
look" and helps you —

For complete make-up harmony
useTangee Face Powder and Tangee Rouge,

Scorpio — October 23 to November 22
Your cycle of luck is due to change from
bad to good during this month. The afflictions you have known in finances may be
overcome at this time if you go about
solving your problems in an intelligent
manner. Try te get into something where
you may use the creative ideas you have
for making money. The month favors radical
changes in business and new undertakings.
Money should come from some unexpected
source — Jupiter, planet of good fortune,
sends positive planetary vibrations to you
this month that may bring you the most
unusual opportunities for self-improvement. The romantic side of your life is
fairly safe at this time. You can win the
one you love, but you must school your
nature so you do not tire so easily of your
sweetheart. Early marriage is advocated
for this sign. This month is good for accepting aproposal of marriage. Also favors
the home and relatives. Good days are :
1st, 3rd, 4th, 7th, 10th, 13th, 14th, 16th,
18th, 19th, 21st, 23rd, 25th, 28th, 30th.
Sagittarius — November 23 to December 21
Your ruling star is Jupiter, one of the
most kindly of all planets. This month,
aspects of Jupiter, the Sun, and Venus
bring you favorable opportunities in many
ways, but some opposition planets bring
warnings of impending events that may be
avoided if you are forewarned. Routine
business affairs are favored, but radical

Clark Gable and Marian Martin go into a
first-rate huddle for this gay scene in "Boom
Town," new film in which Gable gets rich
on oil and celebrates with an old friend.
changes should be undertaken cautiously.
Map out your future course carefully, select
the career you want, and then begin to
prepare for the biggest changes of your
life. This period of your life may be a
decisive one. Your determination and independence may cause you to branch out for
yourself in business. This is a desirable
course of action. This sign favors the following professions and occupations : Nurses,
teachers, designers, artists, musicians, radio
workers, editors, writers, dancers, dental
assistants, hostesses and office executives.
Your romantic life may be unsettled and
undecided — because you so often attract an
unhappy love life choose carefully this
month before making a decision in love.
Favorable days are: 1st, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 8th,
11th, 15th, 18th, 19th, 21st, 24th, 25th, 26th,
27th, 28th.
Capricorn — December 22 to January 19
Vibrations for this month may be somewhat mixed — use caution in finances, avoid

compact or creme, as well. Then you'll
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Spencer Tracy and Clark Gable go into a different kind of huddle on the "Boom
Town" set and take up the tri-cornered pants situation. The baby, Chum, plays
the son of Gable and Claudette Colbert, who is also one of the stars of the picture.
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speculating in your investments, and attend to debts rather than accumulate more.
The key-word this month should be conservatism. Although you may not yet know
it, your stars are preparing to shower you
with some blessing in disguise. Some unfortunate turn of events may be used to
advantage later, so do not regret anything
that may happen during this month. Social
events should be encouraged ; avoid loneliness and despondency on the 1st, 4th, 18th
and 27th. The romance in your life at
present may not be the right one, but do
not consider making radical changes — your
mind may be somewhat unsettled, and you
may not yet know if you have met the one
great love of your life. You may still be
suffering from disappointment and defeat
in love ; this often happens to those born
in Capricorn, but it is the dark before the
storm. Your life can take a brighter turn
during the last two weeks of the month in
every department of your life. Favorable
days for aggressive action in business are :
2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th, 10th, 13th, 14th, 17th,
19th, 20th, 22nd, 23rd, 25th, 28th, 30th.
Aquarius — January 20 to February 1 8
The stars give you the 'go ahead' signal
this month. Many of your ideas for pro-

gression should begin to materialize. Good
time for seeking favorable position with
some concern where your talents will be
appreciated. If you have been having trouble
financially, this month should take you a
step closer to being free of debt, but your
rather extravagant nature is apt to disregard this warning, and it may work to
your regret later. Financial freedom is essential this month to mental happiness, so
work with that constructive idea in mind.
All creative ventures such as music, writing,acting,
_
etc., are highly favored. Be
cautious not to involve yourself with family
or friends in such a way as to cause confusion or discord. Romance will seek you
at this time. Members of the opposite sex
will find you pleasant company, and some
entanglements are sure to occur unless you
decide which is infatuation and which is
the real thing. Favorable days this month :
1st, 3rd, 6th, 7th, 9th, 12th, 14th, 16th, 18th,
20th, 22nd, 23rd, 24th, 26th, 27th, 29th,
30th. Other days negative.
Pisces — February 19 to March 20
Financial matters may cause concern at
this time, but this is only a temporary precaution. Avoid speculation, especially anything connected with "wild cat" oil or gold

schemes. Concentrate on lightening your
burden — good month for sale of property,
or other holdings that prove burdensome.
Money may come from some source you
counted as lost ; a long-lost friend may return suddenly. On the 1st, 4th and 29th,
beware of losses through fire, theft, or
dishonesty. Some person close to you might
become a secret enemy, so avoid causing
jealousy. The romantic side of life is
brighter for you this month. Fate may
present you with several opportunities in
love and you may be called upon to make
a decision regarding an engagement. Be
hopeful this month, for your mind is clear,
and you have the benefit of helpful planetary aspects all month in the personal
side of your life and should come out of the
slump you have been in during the past
year or more. Best days are : 2nd, 3rd, 5th,
7th, 9th, 12th, 14th, 16th, 18th, 21st, 24th,
25th, 26th, 28th.
Every person comes under varying planetary vibrations. Find out what the stars
predict for you by consulting your individual astrology horoscope based on the position of the Sun. You may find out some
interesting things from this reading.
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Just as Betty Grable's does here, your expression
takes on new meaning. Your face has perfect colorbalance. And your eyes are glorious ! For they look
larger, more luminous. The long, sweeping loveliness
of your lashes is.enchanting. Your eyebrows are graceful and expressive. Try these famous Maybelline
Eye Beauty Aids today and see what they'll87do
for you. Attractive purse sizes at all 10c stores.
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The

Foibles

of Fontaine

Continued from page 34
That was Fontaine at four in the afternoon. At five, she was presiding over the
silver tea service and talking, as you shall
presently learn, not as other girls. At six
I sat with her in her enchanting green
and silver and dim rose bedroom, with its
silk-panelled walls and antique mahogany,
and water-Jilies ,in .crystal bowls, and
Brian's picture, a room resembling something seen under water, moony and quiet
and gentle as the chalices of the lilies,
while she changed into a watered silk hostess gown preparatory to dining at home,
alone with Brian. They always have "nice,
dress-up dinners" (Joan's expression) the
two of them, giving to each other the same
respect, fastidiousness, and formality they
would give to guests at the Court of St.
is still "agony" (Joan's exJames. Andpression) foritthem
to be with other people,
so precious to them is their time together,
so much do they still, after nearly a year
of marriage, have to say to each other.
When Joan talks about Brian, she isn't
"Fontaine," sought after by producers, acclaimed by critics as "The Most Important
Young Actress in Hollywood," she is a girl
in love, so much in love. And uniquely in
love, too, for these days. Because one of
her "differences" is that she belongs to the
vanishing school of maidens who believed
in their Dream Prince, their Hero, the
One Love, the Great Love, They Lived
Happily Ever After, all those quaint forgotten, far-off things which girls today
laugh at or pretend to laugh off but which
Joan believes in with all her eager heart
and, what is more important, with her cool,
informed young mind.
Oh, yes, different ! But Joan has always
been different. After the release of "Rebecca," among the hails and hosannas,
there were a few implications that, before
"Rebecca," Joan had been just another
little Hollywood cutie to be reckoned with,
if at all, as Olivia de Havilland's sister,
as Brian Aherne's wife. Director Alfred
Hitchcock, said the iconoclasts who always
have to quarrel with someone else's luck,
had played Pygmalion to the little pliable
Fontaine's Galatea, and her success was his
sagacity. Well, you can just imagine the

skyrockets some gals would send shooting
at that kind of a smack. But not Fontaine.
"Hitch is responsible for my being good
in 'Rebecca,' " she told me. "He literally sat
at my feet and I, how humbly, at his, all
through the picture. I never knew such
kindness, such confidence as he gave me.
All I was thinking of was being Galatea
and letting him be Pygmalion. I needed
the confidence he gave me. I certainly didn't
have any of my own. I knew people were
saying, 'What is David Selznick thinking
of, giving a part like that to her?' I knew
what people were thinking when they'd say
to me, 'You're doing all right, I suppose!'"
You see? She makes her own pattern —
like "A Wampus Baby Star was Joan" as
one weekly sheet misinformed its readers.
Joan never belonged to the Wampus at all.
Joan, in fact, never "belonged" at all, in
the Hollywood sense. She never nightclubbed or "hearted" with the young blades
around town. She was reported engaged
just once (B. B. — Before Brian, I mean)
and that was to Conrad Nagel. Whether
they were technically engaged or not, there
was foundation for the rumor because Joan
did go out with Conrad, constantly and
exclusively, for quite a time. Partly because she liked him and they were congenial companions ; partly because she preferred having one escort and that escort
a gentleman, and something of a scholar,
rather than risk unpleasant experiences by
casual experiments, rather than be an inconstant, ifpublicized, Juliet.
When she did meet a new young man
she always took him home for tea with
Mother and Livvy. And he passed inspection, with honors, or — he passed out of the
picture. She was, so quaint, people said,
a home girl ! She never dressed like a
movie starlet or talked like one. She never
called people by their first names unless
she knew them well. She never dyed her
tan-gilt hair or used make-up on the street.
She never capitalized on the name and
fame of Olivia who, the elder of the two,
had got the head start. It was Joan, remember, who laid down the law that
neither she nor Olivia should mention each
other for publicity purposes ; it was Joan

Len Weissman
Deanna Durbin and her beau, Vaughan Paul, can always be counted on to attend the races.
The cameraman caught them at the gala opening of the Hollywood Park Turf Club.
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who insisted on taking a different name
and took the name, Fontaine.
A shy sort of girl because of the neurosis
and inhibitions her childhood illnesses gave
her, she fought with different weapons,
making her liabilities serve as her assets.
For instance : "My illnesses," she said,
"were really what made it possible for me
to
playtothepretend
second toMrs.
Winter. and
I didn't
have
be deneurotic
shy,
I was neurotic and shy. Then, I can and
do thank God that I was raised in the
country. It gives you a certain simplicity
of soul, childhood in the woods and fields,
it's bound to. At twelve, I mean, you don't
have red finger-nails, permanents, and advanced ideas. So that you would quite
naturally, be shy and over-eager and a
little awkward if you really became the
wife of a Maxim de Winter, the mistress
of a Manderley.
"Even now, if I am among unpleasant
people, it is no trouble at all for me to
become a perfect mouse again, retreating,
nervous, ready to be offended, silly. Why,
in 'Rebecca,' when Mrs. Danvers said to
me, 'No one wants you here,' I found myself being hurt about it, believing it, sort
of pouting when Judith Anderson spoke
to me, looking injured! When I play Jane
Eyre, Rochester
which is will
my next
Mr.
have picture,
to look I'm
for sure
me
after he shouts at me; I simply shan't be
(Yetat this
there
all !"timid little trellis flower, this
shrinking violet flies cross-country with
Brian in their private plane ; this summer
they plan to go on picnics, Joan and Brian,
Olivia, and Jimmy Stewart, in Brian's and
Jimmy's planes!)
"I'm much, much better than I used to
be, of course," Joan was unnecessarily explaining. "But I had to get over fear before
I got happiness. The minute I got rid of
fear I got rid of illnesses. The minute I
got the right frame of mind I got the right
person. I might almost say I got life. Because before I rid myself of fear I lived
only a half-life, I lived in a twilight, peopled with shadowy figures and dim voices
and fantasies, half beautiful, half nightYes, very different — different, you see,
before she made "Rebecca," different after
she made "Rebecca." Like the way she
reacts to her 100 per cent, undisputed
smash hit as the second Mrs. de Winter,
mare."
like
her answer to those who say "But
now you are Somebody !" that's different,
too.
"You don't become somebody," she told
me, perched on the top of the back of the
davenport have
(if we'd
probably
been been
up a out
tree)of a doors
cup ofshe'd
tea
in one hand, a crumpet in the other — (both
sisters, Livvy and Joany, eat like nothing
modern!) — "you don't become somebody
with the success of a picture, you know.
No, nor with the success of many pictures.
You arc somebody if you are a nice person.
Being well-mannered and well-bred, being
humble and kind is, I consider, being
somebody. I don't think you have any
difficulties in life if you have had, and if you
remember, those nice, kind home-teachings.
Just the other night Brian said how funny
it is, how rather sad, that we go most of
our lives only to find that those hometeachings are right, are all the wisdom
there is. You have got to be humble," said
Joan who could be so proud, "you have got
to be kind," said Joan, who could be so
cruel, to _those who didn't think she was
anybody
until their
electric
lights
and for
printers'
ink
changed
sheep
minds
them.
"You can stop being humble," she went
on, "you can stop being kind ; but if you
do, you get out of step with life. And when
you get out of step with life, you stumble !
"No, I'm not overwhelmed with the suc-

cess of 'Rebecca' because I knew it would
be a success before I did it, I knew it would
be a success while I was doing it. As we
worked I began to realize, too, that pretty
nearly any girl who played the part I
played would have a personal success.
That's why I wanted to back out of it
after we started."
"Let me get this straight." T interrupted.,
"correct me if I'm wrong — but are you
telling me you wanted to back out of the
picture because you knew it would be a
success?"
"Yes," said young Fontaine.
I thought, "My dear Editor, are you
getting something a little out of the ordinary, or am I wrong?" Aloud I said, "This
is my last interview. I've heard everything
now. I've nothing left to live for and there
will be nothing new to write. Stars who
want to back out of pictures because they
fear the pictures will not be successful are
common as ox-eyed beans; but stars
who — " I gave it up.
Joan laughed. Then gravely she said.
"But I was afraid of success. Too much
success for a woman may endanger her
personal happiness. I've seen too many
marriages put to death by a career, particularly bya woman's career. A career," .
said Joan, and now the gravity changed to
ferocity, yes, to a startling ferocity, almost
with bared teeth, you might say, she continued, "a career is not going to be the
death of this marriage— it's NOT! The
only thing that matters is Brian's happiness, and mine. Our happiness, together.
The oneness we have nothing in this world
will take away from me, not while there
is breath in my body, not while my mind
functions.
"I've got everything," she said, then,
more
"I've got
a fireplace,
a good
cook, quietly,
books, lovely
clothes.
I love clothes.

hen Weissman
Sonjo Henie and Dan Topping, recently divorced from Arline Judge, have become
a pretty steady twosome. Above, they're seen attending the races at Hollywood Park.
I get that from my mother. But though I'm
clothes-conscious, I'm not clothes-crazy.
I'm not extravagant with clothes. I buy
'em all at sales or get them, half-price,
from the studios after I've worn them in
pictures. $17.95 is a good price for me to
pay for a dress. I've never paid more than
$59.75 for one in my life and that was to
wear to the premiere of 'Rebecca.' And I

UtoTwocW

didn't get to wear it on account of how I
was in the hospital having my major operation. I make my dresses over, too, make
pockets out of collars and collars out of
pocketsside
andabout
things.
I think
I'm do.on Like
the
clever
making
things
I bought a $3.00 evening bag, fastened a
$5.00 clip I had to it and it made the most
wonderful thing — but as I was saying, I've
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AND IT'S YOURS WITH THIS FACE POWDER
YOU CHOOSE 6Y THE COLOR OF YOUR EYES!
The glorious naturalness of gay, young
So, whether your eyes are blue, gray,
"collegiennes" — that's the modern
brown or hazel, it's easy now to find the
trend in makeup! And Richard Hudnut
shade that's right for you! Just ask for
Hudnut Marvelous Face Powder . . .
brings it to you in Marvelous Face
Powder, the exciting new powder you>
the pure, fine-textured powder that
choose by the color of your eyes!
you choose by the color of your eyes!
For eye color, you see, is definitely
You'll love the way Marvelous Face
related to the color of your skin and
Powder goes on smoothly . . . the way it
to the color of your hair. It is the
clings for hours . . . agrees so well with
even the most sensitive skin! Try this
simplest guide to powder that matches
wonderful face powder today! For
and glorifies your own coloring . . .
complete color harmony, use matching
gives you that appealing natural look
men so admire!
Marvelous Rouge and Lipstick, too.
Hudnut Marvelous Face Powder and harmonizing Rouge and Lipstick
at drug and department stores — only 55i each. (65<t in Canada.)
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FACE
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RICHARD HUDNUT, Depl. M, 693 Fifth Ave., New York City
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got a fireplace, a good cook, a good, kind
romantic
husband. Doforyou
this
heaven-on-earth
the think
chanceI'dof risk
be-
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A PHYSICIAN'S FORMULA
STOPS PERSPIRATION— and banishes
odors for one to three days.
SIMPLE TO USE — just smooth a
finger-tip of cream under your
arms, and ZIP! — you're free from
all danger of offending others.
HARMLESS TO CLOTHING— a snowwhite cream. Use freely. Nonirritating. Delightfully refreshing.
ATTRACTIVE JAR — an exquisitely
lovely, wide-mouthed urn-shaped
container that you'll be proud to
have on your dressing table.
MY GUARANTEE — your money refunded ifnot satisfied that ZiP is
the best Cream Deodorant you can
buy and the most for your money.
Large jar 19$ — Extra large jar 33$
At All Good Stores

ing, at thirty-five, one of the big stars I
see around town, women with vestiges of
a career and not a vestige of happiness?
Women who make their lives out of wearing a new gown, a new diamond, a new love
affair? Women who try to warm their
hands and their hearts at the names in
electric lights? Oh, no, oh, no — oh, what
kind of a life is that? What pitiful substitutes for happiness are those?
"I haven't," Joan added, "a single piece
of real jewelry except the pearls my husband gave me when we were married, and
my engagement ring. Brian is always
wanting to buy me jewels. I beg him not to,
I don't want them. What for, when you
can buy a hunk for two dollars, just as
attractive as the real thing?" (Well, I
thought, casting my mind's jaundiced eye
over the diamonds of Marlene, the emeralds of Colbert, the star sapphires of Lombard, this is certainly
— and no
gilt swimming
pools, "different"
either, rippling
in
the Aherne back-yard; just a little collapsible projector, too, that sits up on a
chair when the young Ahernes run their
"home-movies" — why, Fontaine didn't even
suggest that her bridegroom build her a
mansion but just moved into his house
and, with the exception of her own room,
didn't do it over, either). •
"Are you about to tell me," I said, then,
"that you are going to retire? After
'Jane Eyre,' perhaps ? Because if you are,
you're letting me down, and badly. Because that's what they've all told me; for
99 years the stars have been telling me
they're
goingretired
to retire
of themof
have been
but and
none some
of them,
their own free will and volition — if you
tell me you're going to retire," I finished,
crossly, "you'll cease to be different, if

Thiscare."
time Joan interrupted. "Keep calm,"
you laughed,
she
"I'm not going to tell you
anything of the sort. I'm NOT going to
retire. To say so would be merely to make
an extravagant statement which I'd know
in my heart I wouldn't go through with,
JL£y& (49th ST.]
wouldn't want to go through with. For if
I retired, what would happen? Well, in
about two years I'd begin to let down.
I'd go about wearing two-year-old clothes.
Brian, meanwhile, would still be acting,
SONG POEM WRITERS
Write
free inspiring for
booklet outwhich means he'd be working with fascininingforopportunities
songwriters.
ALLIED MUSIC,amateur
INC,
ating women. He'd come home and there
Dept. 10. Box 507, Cincinnati, Ohio I

I'd be no make-up on, darning Junior's
socks. I know myself. I'm an extremist.
So are most of my sex. We go career or
we go cosy-sit-by-the-fire, the whole hog,
either way. I," said Joan, blessedly sustaining her "difference" (and my story)
"shall compromise. I'll break the jinx of
the extremist by being moderate in all
things. I'll continue to work because I love
my work, it fascinates me, it liberates me.
Butmymyall.work won't be my all, just a part
of

"I'll continue to work, too, because if I
stopped our interests would be divided,
Brian's and mine. It's different with us,
you see, we're in the same job together.
We read scripts together. We discuss them,
Brian saying, 'This is a story for you, and
this is why' ; or I saying. 'Now, this is a
part for you.' We read the script of
'Rebecca' together. I had to be good in
'Rebecca' because of Brian ! He helped me
so much. When we were first married, you
know, he told me I could keep on being
an actress if I wanted to, but that I'd jolly
well better be a good one. I will always
be so humble with Brian because I know
he is so much more gifted than I, I can
only ask his advice and his help.
"What we plan to do is buy a ranch one
of these days. I want to have four children— one of these days — and when I do,
I want to keep them on the ranch in the
country. I want to make two or three pictures a year, Brian wants to make the
same number. We hope to arrange our
schedules so we'll be working at the same
time. Between pictures we'll live on our
ranch, farm, raise our children, read, talk,
play, paint fences, live and love and learn.
"I am completely happy," Joan said now,
her voice a cross between a child's voice
saying its prayers and a woman's voice
counting her sacred blessings. "There isn't
one thing I want that I haven't got. There
isn't one dream I've ever dreamed that
hasn't come true. There isn't one prayer
I've ever made that hasn't been answered.
Why, even Livvy, when she's at our house
says, 'Oh, Joany, I really envy you! And
that means something, coming from Livvy
who is so beautiful and was Melanie and
all.
"Look at me!" Now, as Joan issued her
light command, she was laughing, exultation ringing out, wild bells, in her laughter.
"Look at me ! Touch me ! Make a wish on
me! I'm something very rare — the completely, perfectly happy person!"

..AND I USED TO BE SUCH
A SAUSAGE IN THIS DRESS
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I've Lost!
Now you may slim down
your face and figure without
starvation dieting or backbreaking exercises. Just eat
sensibly and take Marmola
under the conditions and according to directions on the
package.
Marmola Tablets have been
sold to the public for more
than thirty years. More than
twenty million boxes have been distributed during
that period.
Marmola is not a cure-all. Marmola is only for
adult fat persons whose fatness is caused by a
thyroid deficiency (hypothyroidism) but who are
otherwise normal and healthy. We do not make
any diagnosis as that is the function of your physician, who must be consulted for that purpose. Why
not try to lose those ugly, uncomfortable pounds
the Marmola way? Get a box of Marmola today
from youx druggist.
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Edward Arnold is welcomed to the World's Fair of 1940 in New York by Earl Blackwell
(left) and Ted Strong, Fair's official hosts to celebrities of screen, stage and radio.
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What

Is Your

Summer

Beauty
Problem?

Continued from page 69
usually through the use of a cream type of
protector. Our faces are really very tough,
no matter how delicate we prefer to think
them, but upper arms, back, the diaphragm,
now so smartly exposed, and thighs are
truly often delicate, simply because they
are not constantly exposed to the hardening-up process. Therefore, be careful of
these areas. They need even more protection than your face, unless you want to be

Ann Rutherford, seen waving a cheery
"Hello, there!" to her friends, can't wait
to show them her new knitted playsuit. The
suit is pink and features a skirt gored with
insets of blue, shirred waistline, and bolero.
herded off to bed with a burn when you
wanted to enjoy your vacation. It won't
be too long, either, before you'll be thinking of glamorous formal clothes for fall,
so beware the two-toned back skin effect.
In October, it will look like the last leaf,
and a very seared one, at that. When possible, remove back straps or any clothing
that might leave a mark on your back.
Better an all-over tone than a print design,
any time. When you get really burned,
apply at once a healing preparation. There
are those designed especially for sunburn,
but lacking these, any aid that you would
apply to an ordinary burn should be used.
In case of severe sunburn, call a doctor at
once. Bad burns can be very serious.
For face protection, I am a strong believer in a more than liberal application of
a foundation and plenty of powder. The
two give you an excellent barrier against
the sun and Hollywood uses this method.
If you will apply this protection carefully,
you
look down
too made-up
for play.
seemswon't
to wear
at contact
with Ifsaltit
water, apply another coat. Of course, your
usual sun oil or cream will work well on

face, too, but somehow I get better results
facially the Hollywood way. However, the
rest of me would feel a forlorn lamb, indeed, without liberal use of sun cream.
An important thing to remember is that
burn on burn is what sometimes scars and
leaves marks that take a long time to fade.
As burned skin peels, it exposes a new
and excessively tender skin. When this skin
burns, it is often serious. The smart thing
to do is to recover as much as possible
from that first burn, if you were careless,
and take every precaution with this newer
skin. You will need plenty of cream, especially of the night variety, which will help
soften and smooth any exposed skin. Howremember
just so
much ever,
cream
andthatthatskina can
light"use"
application,
just enough to make skin feel slightly
creamy or moist, as the type of cream indicates, is sufficient, and that too much
cream simply piled upon the skin may help
retard its normal functioning. Cream used
as I suggest will not encourage blackheads
or other annoyances, even on skin inclined
to these. However, such skin will benefit
more by one of the mildly medicated
creams. With the summer skin, the purpose here is to return to the skin surface
as much lubrication as possible, because the
sun dries it out. Even the young get little
squint and expression lines from sun
drenched seas, snores and scenery generally.
Ann Rutherford, young as she is, is being
very sensible on the first page of this
story. She is using emollient cream about
her eyes. Press or smooth the cream lightly
from the inner eye corner to the outer,
gently circling the finger at about where
Ann has hers placed. Smooth a little cream
over the upper lids, too, well up to where
the brow begins.
In the way of cream, there is a splendid
cleanser made especially for warm weather
use. When you apply it, it gives the skin a
cool sensation, welcome on a torrid day. A
great Hollywood trick is keeping face lotions in the refrigerator. They feel twice
as refreshing when cool and the coolness
has a slight contracting effect on pores.
Keep make-up fresh and dust-free, advises Perc Westmore. Keep your powder
box covered, the tip on your lipstick and
always cover your creams immediately after use. Joan Bennett is showing a new and
appealing case that comes complete with
powder, lipstick and rouge. The case holds
yo"r make-up for day compactly ; there is
no hurrying through a crowded bag to find
this and that, and the case may serve on
many a casual occasion without benefit of
bag. It comes in smart stripe combinations
and in solid colors to match your costume.
As you can see from her picture in the beginning, Joan is puzzled as to which case
to choose for her smart costume. These
cases offer not only efficient ways for you
but they make lovely little gifts, especially
to your hostess for summer week-ends.
There are a variety of tones in the makeup, and all are harmonized with each other.
Truly, one of the nicest thoughts of the
season.
If your hands have become discolored or
deeply tanned, change to a dark nail polish.
By contrast, your skin will appear lighter.
Keep the nail polish in harmony with your
lips, basically if not in depth, and if you
lacquer your toe-nails, let them match your
fingers.
Use your eau de Cologne and dusting
powder lavishly. These will keep you feeling fresh and sweet. Change your face
powder tone as your skin deepens or takes
on a ruddier note. You will probably need
less rouge at this season, so don't over-do.
Modify eye make-up now. Wear clear,
fresh colors, and sail through this trying
period of summer on high. What with harvest moons and your conquest of the summer, you can't afford to let down now !
Screenland
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FOR
more than twenty-six. Thirty was considered as un-glamorous as curlers and a
percale kimono. Much better to be twentysix for ten or twenty years. And there was
Bette, the dope, announcing to the whole
world that a movie star could be thirty !

SUMMER
TEETHING

EXPERIENCED Mothers know that
summer teething must not be
trifled with — that summer upsets due
to teething may seriously interfere
with Baby's progress.
Relieve your Baby's teething pains
this summer by rubbing on Dr. Hand's
Teething Lotion — the actual prescription of a famous Baby specialist. It
is effective and economical, and has
been used and recommended by millions of Mothers. Your druggist has it.
Buy Dr. Hand's fromyour druggist today
Just

rub

it on the gums

DR.HANDS
TEETHING

LOTION

SONG-POEMS WANTED AT ONCE
to be set to music
IMMEDIATE PLACEMENT
with Legitimate Publishers. NO CHARGE
for Examining, Recording, or Publishing.
ROBERT POLLACK
Mus. B. Hollywood Studio Bldg.
6560 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

BIG

But
enough
seem strangely
to like her
any Bette's
the less fans
for didn't
being
thirty. It was a perfectly normal thing to
be. Shortly afterwards, several of the
Glamor Girls broke down a little and
casually admitted that they really weren't
twenty-six, they were twenty-nine.
Instead of dressing up in ermines and
orchids, Bette makes a habit of underplaying it when it comes to clothes. She is not
considered chic in the way of Hollywood,
but she is extremely chic in the way of
people who have had money all their lives
(which Bette hasn't). At a recent committee meeting of one of Ouida Rathbone's
famous charity parties all the Glamor
Girls, knowing of course that there would
be photographers galore, arrived in their
latest John Frederics and their newest
Irenes and were just too glamorous to
do any work. Bette arrived in a simple
sports dress, sans hat, and worked herself
into a lather. The first time she received
the Academy Award she fairly shocked
the daylights out of the banquet guests,
who had paid ten bucks a plate and were
dressed to their teeth, by appearing in a
demure, very simple, short print. She is
a total loss to the jewelry salesmen of
Hollywood, who grow rich and sleek off
of the stars, because she quite candidly
admits that she loves costume jewelry and
can find all she wants on the bargain
counters in the Los Angeles department
stores.
It has long been accepted in Hollywood
that no star needs to get herself all mussed
up in a picture. Through floods, fires,

storms, earthquakes, and Indian raids she
flits without upsetting a hair of her pretty
head, not to mention a pleat of her pretty
dress. But Bette changed all that. When
she was supposed to look bedraggled in a
picture, boy, she looked bedraggled, even
if she did
one of
witches.
Joan resemble
Bennett might
comeMacbeth's
through
a jungle or a tornado with every wave
in place, but not Bette. When the elements
raged, or the emotions surged, Bette was
right in there pitching, and in the closeup, my dear, even in the close-up, she
looked a mess. Though the Glamor Girls
criticized her, the fans and critics never
did. It is Joan Bennett with her perfect
coiffure who gets laughed at on the screen,
not Bette Davis.
At the studio she is never fussy, and
always gives her fellow workers credit for
knowing their business, which is more than
most of the Glamor Girls do. She never
asks to okay her portrait proofs because
she feels that George Hurrell knows much
more about portraits and photography than
she does — and he does. She never tells
Orry-Kelly how she wants her dresses
designed for her next picture, because she
knows that Orry-Kelly has been an eminent designer for years and knows much
more about clothes than she ever will. Because of her wit and intelligence she is
quite a favorite of Orry's but even he was
surprised out of a year's growth recently
when she came in for a fitting on the "All
This, and Heaven Too" wardrobe and
calmly announced that she liked a certain
dress that
she she
wore would
as Carlotta
"Juarez"
so
well
like to inwear
it again
in her next picture. No, absolutely no
movie star has ever done that before. The
idea is to cause the studio as much expense
and trouble as possible. Certainly not to
make it easy for them. Did you ever hear
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Bette Davis and David Lewis, associate producer at Warners, with some of the guests
at the party Bette, David and director Anatole Litvalc gave the cast of "All This,
And Heaven Too," at the Beverly Tropics, to celebrate completion of the film.
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of Garbo, or Dietrich, or Shearer wearing
anything they have worn before? Why,
Marlene in the old Paramount days would
let the studio spend thousands of dollars
on a dress for her (if there was fur on it
it had to be sable, as Miss Dietrich was
allergic to imitations) and then five minutes before she was to appear in it before
the camera refuse to wear it. Well, really !
The other day I dropped in on Bette,
who had just returned from a vacation
spent in Honolulu, at her new home out
in the un-chic part of the Valley, or rather
the wrong side of the tracks in the Valley.
After years of renting, this is the first
home that Bette (who has always boasted
that she didn't want to own anything in
Hollywood she couldn't pack in a bag)
has "bought, but it's such a homey home
that she couldn't resist it. She promptly
called it River Bottom because it nearly
got washed away in California's big flood
of several years ago. (If we have another
flood don't be a bit surprised to see Bette
sailing along merrily in her big fourposter bed on her way to the Pacific.) I
was quite startled when I saw a "For
Rent" sign on the front porch and wondered ifthose rumors that she would marry
Bob Taplinger, Warner Brothers number
one publicity man, were true. But Bette
giggled that it was only a gag — she's going
in for gags now — and anyhow she's just
putting in a swimming pool.
Bette is still keeping up the old tradition of kicking glamor in the pants. As
you well know every Glamor Girl has to
have herself a boy friend (naturally I mean
the unmarried Glamor Girls) to escort
her to premieres, previews, parties and
night clubs, as there are always plenty of
photographers and columnists around. And
every Glamor Girl wants Cary Grant or
Jimmy Stewart, top-notch actors, or Jock
Whitney or Dan Topping, top-notch millionaire sportsmen. If they can't get the
tops they get the best substitutes they can
find. But Bette has thrown glamor to the
winds again and chosen as her best boy
friend — of all people — a press agent! By
far the most intelligent men in Hollywood
are press agents but they are usually looked
down upon with scorn by the glamorous
great,
possiblythey
because
the p.a.'s
madeis
them what
are today,
andhave
there
nothing so mortifying as gratitude.
So wouldn't you just know that Bette
would chose the well-informed, amusing,
likeable Bob Taplinger, press agent de
luxe ! Ever since he accompanied her, and
Mrs. Byron, her secretary-companion, on
her Honolulu vacation there has been much
speculating about the Davis-Taplinger
romance. When I asked her if she expected
to marry Bob she didn't say yes and she
didn't say no, she just laughed, which is
as pretty a way as any of getting out of
that. But if I am a judge of 1'am our, and
I think I am, I would say that Bette's in it.
I have never seen her look so happy and
carefree, and I commented on it. "Yes,"
she said, "I have never been so happy in
all my life. I have discovered that there
are other things in this world besides
work, work, work. I believe I'm actually
frivolous."
And I believe so, too. On the bed beside
her was a copy of the script of her new
picture "The Letter" (which will give
Bette a chance to go dramatic in a big
way) but Bette seemed far more interested
in a gag she was planning to play on Bob
that night than she was in her script. And
giggling like a sub-deb at her first prom.
Why, Miss Davis, and you the First Lady
of the Screen ! It just all goes to show
what love can do to a serious young
actress.
When I asked Bette if she was mobbed
in Hawaii (so many of the Glamor Girls
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Zasu Pitts abandoned her quavering "oh,
dear," and substituted this broad smile when
she visited the World's Fair of 1940 in
New York. Patrolman Joseph Donaghue
(left) and Sergeant Andrew Barabas of the
World's Fair Police found Zasu very amusing.
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have reported that they were mobbed
within an inch of their lives by the enperspiration.
thusiastic Hawaiians) she very frankly
4. A pure, white, greaseless, stainless
vanishing cream.
(and un-glamorously) admitted that despite the fact that 40,000 sailors and a
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Shrine Convention were in town at the
time that she was there that she went
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for being
every place without the slightest confusion.
harmless to fabric.
"It's the most sincerely cordial place I have
ever seen," said Bette. "The nights are
More than 25 MILLION
indecent,
they are so beautiful." Uh-huh,
I'amour again.
jars of Arrid have been
Unlike Ginger Rogers, who was severely
sold... Try a jar today.
criticized for up-staging the people there,
and other movie stars, Bette joined in the
fun and took in everything from the hula
dancers to a luau) where she ate as if she
didn't care how many pounds she put on.
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and Bette claims they are quite the loveliest
things you could wear of a summer evening. As soon as she gets her trunks unpacked Hollywood will be treated, via
Ciro's,
a "holloku."
As I toleft
River Bottom I thought once
more that it is really little wonder the
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had plenty
to feedto on,"
Helene said.
"Alice
and
Tony tried
be sensible
and ignore
it,Just
but it
the same."
howhurtbigjust
a part
unthinking gossips
played in separating them, would be hard
to say.
they is
didn't
easier
for But
Alice that
and Tony
easy make
to guess.it
"Of course," Helene went on, "all married
couples have occasional misunderstandings,
but as
Alice toused
me : 'All
Tony
and
I have
do to
is say
walkto down
the street
in serious discussion and right away people

Almost Everybody Asks for DeLong
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POEMS
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TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Free Examination. Send Your Poems To
J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC
510-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles, Calif.

Here's relief any
asthmatic sufferer can afford. Dr. R.
Schiffmann's ASTHMADOR is puri
fied by our laboratory controlled process
so that it has a uniformly high medicinal value. The average ASTHMADOR
treatment costs less than 2c-a small price
indeed for the grateful relief
it provides. Insist on Dr. R.
Schiffmann's ASTHMADOR in powder, cigarette or pipe mixture form
atOryour
writedruggist's.
today for
free sample to
R. SchiffmannCo
Los Angeles,
.Dept. E-5

say we're going to be divorced.'
"But they tried not to let it get them
down," Helene repeated, "and most of the
time they succeeded. They had a lot of
fun together, planning for the future. They
were like two kids about their new house.
It was their first real home together, you
know, and Alice was proud as punch when
sheBut.selected
the lived
furniture."
they had
in that San Fernando
Valley house less than a month when it
burned down. Alice was working" in "Little
Old New York" at the time.
"Her brother and his wife rushed to
the studio to break it to her gently," Helene
said, one"but
reached
blurtedbefore
out thethey
news.
Alice her
criedsomelike
The accident left her with literally
nothing
a child." to wear, and no time to shop until
she had a day off. In the meantime she
borrowed clothes from Helene, her sisterin-law, and the studio wardrobe. Then she
went on a shopping spree, starting from
scratch. "Alice loves to shop," Helene said,
"but that was one time she wasn't enthusiastic. The house meant too much."
It was while they were rebuilding that
Alice paid her last visit to Tony in the
East, before her divorce action. Helene
didn't accompany her that time, but she
was along on what must have been a much
happier trip for Alice, last year.
"Alice has a combination shyness and
natural desire to be left alone — it's her
nature," Helene said. "She had to fight
them both on that trip. One night we were
going out, and Alice phoned down to the
desk to make sure the road was clear. The
hotel clerk informed her there were about
four hundred fans waiting, so we went
down in the freight elevator. Some of them
were waiting at that exit, too, and our

of Insect
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itching of insect bites, heat
from
For quick relief
other externally
rash, athlete's foot, eczema and s,
anticaused skin troubles, use world-famou n. cooling,
septic, liquid D.D. D. Prescriptio Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes irritation and quickly stops intense
itching. 35c trial bottle proves it, or money back. Ask
your druggist today for D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION.
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taxi had an awful time getting through.
One of the fans pinched Alice," Helene
added, "which didn't help to lessen her
fear
crowds
Butofshe
doesn'tany."
get flustered if the crowd
is orderly, as she proved on that same
trip. "We returned to the hotel about 2 :30
one morning to find a mob of small boys
waiting," Helene said. "Alice looked them
over. 'You ought to be home in bed,' she
said. 'Not when you're in town,' said the
leader. Alice laughed and told them to line
up," Helene continued, "and then signed
autographs and talked with them for an
That same shyness is responsible for
Alice's being called "high-hat," according
to her friend. "She's a little bit ill-at-ease
when she meets people for the first time,
and
they imagine she's aloof," Helene exhour."
plained. "But anyone who has worked with
her can tell you differently. She knows
most of the electricians and other set workers on her pictures by name. More than
that, she always knows if one of their
wives is sick, or whose baby is having
a birthday and when. But Alice is overcoming that shyness," Helene went on.
"She is certainly more sure of herself than
she used to be. However, she hasn't yet
realized her pet ambition," she laughed,
"which is to be really fearless in a crowd.
Every time she has a new experience with
one, she takes a pose and says : 'At last,
I am a woman of the world.' I like to kid
her about that," Helene smiled. "Whenever she's upset or moody, I say : 'Come
on, now, where's that woman of the world
That spirit is most noticeably absent
when Alice meets other celebrities for the
first time. It failed her completely when
she was introduced to the late Alice Brady
at the start of "In Old Chicago."
"Alice had always admired Miss Brady
spirit?"
as an actress," Helene said, "and this made
her more shy than usual when they met.
But before the picture was completed, she
came to admire her equally much as a
"Miss Brady spent most of her time
person.
in
wheelchair,"
Helene
went have
on, "and
we arealized
later that
she must
been
suffering intensely all through production.
But she never complained, just pretended
it was an injured ankle that kept her conto the ofchair."
In fined
spite
Alice's nervousness at the
beginning, the two became warm friends.
When Alice made one of her numerous
trips East to visit Tony, after the picture
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^TATTOO
The Kind That Are Never Forgotten!

Fashions featured on Page 78 will be
found in the following stores and in
others in principal cities throughout
the country.
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Cute Anne Baxter, who seems to be up to
her neck in what appears to be wheat, has
a role in "The Great Profile," the star of
which, needless to add, is John Barrymore.
was completed, Miss Brady sent gifts of
candy and champagne to the train.
Speaking of "In Old Chicago," the part
Alice played in that was one of her favorites. She likes to play such roles, parts that
she can "sink her teeth in."
"Like most people, Alice wants to throw
things occasionally, when she's angry,"
Helene smiled. "Naturally, she doesn't give
in to such temperamental impulses. But
when pictures like 'In Old Chicago' or
'Lillian Russell' come along, which give
her the chance, she puts plenty of feeling
into them. As wouldn't we all !" Helene
added: "It's good for the pictures, and it's
good for Alice, too.
"She doesn't become angry very often,"
Helene continued, "and then she doesn't
stay that way long. She 'gets it off her
chest' at once, and then forgets about it.
Alice and I have never had any arguments
because we make it a rule to 'talk it out'
when we find we are not in agreement.
Usually Alice will start such a discussion
with : 'I know you would tell me, if the
situation were reversed, so — " And we go
on from there," Helene explained, "until
the matter is straightened out to our mutual satisfaction.
"But one thing Alice does have to put
up with in me," Helene continued, "and
that is my tardiness. She herself is very
punctual, and one day she decided to teach
me a lesson. We were going out to dinner
together, and I was to call for her. When
I drove up, late as usual, her maid met
me at the door to tell me she thought Miss
Faye had already left. As it happened,"
Helene
"I had window
caught aas glimpse
of Alice went
at heron,bedroom
I came
up the stairs, so I knew it was a gag.
'All right,' I told the maid, 'sorry I missed
her,' and made a dash for my car.
"The maid came running after me,"
Helene laughed, "to ask me to wait. 'Go
back and tell Miss Faye you couldn't
catch me,' I whispered, and drove off,
making a circle of the block. By the time
I returned, Alice was at the door, peering
frantically down the street in the direction
I'd taken. But it taught me a lesson in
punctuality just the same," finished the
girl who became her best friend when the
star was an unknown, and who is still her
best friend now that Alice Faye is listed
among the top ten at the box office.
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Men just can't behave when
they get close to lips wearing
the new Tattoo! It does
things to them — with a shocking new odor — so delicious,
so enticing, so intriguing and
compelling that when you wear
it you are in constant danger
of being kissed. The new
Tattoo, in nine thrilling
shades — live, translucent, the
startlingly beautiful colors of
South Sea Island flowers. If
you aren't afraid to take a dare,
go to the nearest cosmetic
counter — select the one shade
that does the most for you,
and be a siren — 49^ is now
the price of the regular $1.00
size Tattoo — the lipstick
you know will stay on!
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send us your poem for immediate consideration.
RICHARD BROS., 28 Woods Building. Chicago, III.
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Bring
Kidneys

Often
Sleepless
Nights
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 miles of tiny
tubes or filters which help to purify the blood and
keep you
When they
tired have
and todon't
work
right healthy.
in the daytime,
many getpeople
get
up nights.
Frequent
or
scanty
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with
smarting and burning sometimes shows there is something
wrongcondition
with your
or bladder.
this
and kidneys
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restfulDon't
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_
When disorder of kidney function permits poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it may also
cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains,
loss of pep and energy, swelling, puflBness under
the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don't wait ! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years.
They give happy relief and will help the 15 miles
of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
your blood. Get Doan's Pills.
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picked
time walls.
ago. I'll hang some
of
them upon some
the light
"The bar goes over here. I shall get a
regular dresser with shelves for the back
of the bar, with cupboards at each side
that will lock. Then I shall have a plain
shelf for the bar, with a swinging door
at the side and a place for glasses below.
I'll use wooden pegs instead of nails — you
can bore holes and cut your pegs from a
long stick and the result is quite nice.
"I like color ! That's the chief reason
I'm interested in my 16 mm. movie outfit
— because I can use color. But that is pracical y a newthetoy,
it. To tme,
ideaandof I'm
colorno isexpert
the usewith
of
color contrast. If you take a scene where
everything is green, you might as well take
it in black and white, and you might even
do better with it that way ; but if you take
the same scene in the autumn when there's
a spray of yellow here, perhaps a purple
leaf or a brown bush here, and a stretch
thing.
of green just fading there, you have some"Speaking of color — here's that home
owner again ! When I bought this house,
my bedroom was painted a particularly dull
brown. It would give anyone the glooms.
So I had it painted white, woodwork and
walls, and had only one side papered in
this ivy wallpaper." He exhibited the results proudly, pointing out that pelmets
were still to go on over the Venetian blinds,
over which strips of the ivy paper would
be used and green curtains hung.
"The bed, though, I'm especially proud
of
thatforbedit.! ItI had
don't
know
looked
to be
built how
at lastlong
fromI
an antique — those are the original four
posters, and this footboard has the original
carving on it. The sides had holes in them
so that ropes could be laced through as a
mattress,
new."
It was a so
widethebedsides
that are
looked
big enough
to comfortably hold half a dozen.

Richard Greene
may be keen
about his camera, but he must
be twice as keen
about lovely Virginia Field since
she's the only girl
he's been dating
for a long time.
They're shown at
a recent preview.

New York City

Send me a full year's subscription to
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"It's maple underneath the mahogany
stain," Richard told me, "so I can have it
restored to light maple, and the stain will
tell me."
they room
rich color,
a deep back
give
We itstrolled
to the soliving
and
the little pile of prints.
"I like shooting pictures of animals because they are never self-conscious. It's sort
of like skeet shooting — you have to shoot
slightly ahead of the clay pigeon if you
are to hit it to account for movement, you
know. So you encourage an animal to
move and try to center your camera where
you hope he'll be when you click the shutter. It's discouraging when you find you've
centered the flying legs of a horse, though."
The gardener appeared beyond the patio
in the oblong of lawn and flowers that is
enclosed on three sides by the house, and
inquired about grass cutting. He was of
the opinion that new grass should be kept
long till it gets its strength. Richard was
of an equally firm opinion that long grass
should be cut. Richard won.
He returned to the chintz chair.
"Playing juveniles gives one no scope
for character work. Otherwise a home
movie outfit might be valuable to work out
special make-ups and study them on yourself afterwards. Do you know, until I was
twenty I had never played a juvenile? I
always played old men, and I loved it. My
first part was a gray-haired butler ; my
second an old sea dog, captain of a derelict,
with a full black beard ; next I did a pirate
on the Spanish main with a small goatee
and a feathered hat, and then I was an
old man in a wheel chair. Fun, that!"
Mrs. Kathleen Gerrard, Richard's mother, came in with the cocker-spaniel just
then, and laughed when she saw us poring
over the strips of film. Mrs. Gerrard is
not only the willing victim who poses for
endless studies for her son, but she has a
camera herself. One of these days she hopes
to outdo Richard at his own hobby.

Inside

the

Stars'

Homes

Continued from page I I
with a final pat to a vase with one hand
while the other waved toward the prints.
"They are collectors' items, I was most
fortunate to get them. I am mad about
collecting, but the things must be good.
Using the Chinese plates as reflectors for
the wall lights was another of my ideas,"
she pointed out. "I love decorating!"
But Ida's dining room is her real pride
and joy. It looks like an old English
tavern, with its shining oak floor, specially
tiled by the corner fireplace. The heavy
oak dining-table was designed and made
for the Haywards ; there are arm chairs
for Louis and Ida at the head and foot
of the table ; and two long settles on each
side tiled
for end
guests.
a large
rack at
the
of theThere's
room for
her collection
of pewter mugs. On one side of the fireplace is a wagon wheel mounted on an old
sea chest and on the other a small beer
keg with tiny mugs.
"This is where we serve our favorite
English high teas," said Ida. "That is
really our best way of entertaining, and we
do it frequently Sunday nights. By day,
though, we have what we call lazyman's
cheese spreads and iced drinks on the terrace, as we're doing today."
The drinks, served in tall iced pitchers,
were orange juice with cherries and slices
of orange floating in it ; grapefruit j uice
with tiny green olives ; iced beer for the
men ; and Stone's ginger pop, which turned
out to be a beverage something like our
ginger ale.
The -"cheese spreads" are small openfaced sandwiches, cut in various shapes
with a cookie cutter and spread with Pabstette cheese, Kraft's Velveeta, Philadelphia
Cream Cheese and an English cheese. Some
of the cheeses were colored pink and green
with vegetable coloring. On Sunday evenings, the Hayward friends like to gather
early. Among them are Billy Bakewell,
Natalie Draper, Cesar Romero, Ann Sheridan, Peter Cushing, Ralph Forbes, Heather
Angel, Reginald Gardiner and Frances
Robinson. They are great discussers and
enjoy talking, talking, talking, in groups
and in couples. Louis and Ida have a recording machine, on which they record
radio roles in order to study their own
inflections and improve on them. The machine looks like a radio microphone and
Louis likes to leave it casually open when
these discussions are going on, so that at
the end of the evening, the guests may be
surprised to listen to themselves in the
heat of argument.
"Speaking of English high teas," said
Ida, thoughtfully, "our favorite dishes include such things as Melton Mowbray pork
pies and English sausage rolls — you know
the delicious sausage wrapped in pastry and
served hot? Pork pies are not good for
serving in hot weather, so we substitute
English ham and veal pie for the hot dish
so necessary to a good high tea.
"We always serve English breakfast tea
— Americans don't know how to make tea.
It MUST be right. Water boiling— but
boiling — before you pour it on the tea.
"We serve cottage loaves ; they are made
in two layers with a knob on top and taste
more like cake than bread. Nobody can
get enough of that bread ! I wish I could
tell you how it's made, but it's a trade
secret. We buy it in Laguna.
"Then we have hard-boiled eggs, not
stuffed, just plain eggs. Cucumber sandwiches, crisp and cold. Watercress sandwiches. Plenty of scallions — those long
green onions — and red radishes. And toast
and cheese — every kind of cheese. English

muffins and jam, Banbury tarts and Maids
Honor."
of Ida
and Louis like to patronize "Bit O'
England," a quaint tea-shop in the valley,
and from Nannie, its hostess, brought
home recipes for the high tea specialties.

Thousands of
sunbathers use
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because it brings
such cooling,
soothing relief
for
sunburn.
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its help
ing in
morepromotrapid
healing. fective
Equally
effor chafed
skin and prickly
heat.
tubes — In
onlyjars
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MENTHOLATUM
Gives
COMFORT
Daily
Ida Lupino posing with the recording set
which she and husband Louis Hayward
use to record their radio roles in order
to study and improve their inflections.
ENGLISH HAM AND VEAL
3 lbs. neck or breast of veal

PIE

lb. ham
2Ya,hard
boiled eggs
Dumplings
Grated rind of 1 lemon
Pinch of ground mace, salt, and pepper
Puff paste
Cut the meat into small square pieces
and put into a fireproof dish ; season with
salt and pepper, cover with cold water and
cook gently in oven for two hours.
In the meantime, cut ham in narrow
strips and make regular chicken or turkey
dressing, roll into balls and fry lightly in
hot dripping.
Make pastry and roll out to suitable
thickness. Invert pie dish in center and cut
around, leaving a ^4-inch margin. Line
edge of pie dish with trimmings of pastry.
Cover bottom of pie dish with meat and
add a few strips of bacon and slices of
egg. Sprinkle lightly with mace, pepper,
salt, and lemon rind and intersperse with
tiny dumplings. Repeat until dish is full.
Pile the meat high in the center. Half fill
the dish with gravy. Put on pastry cover
and moisten and press the edges together.
Make a hole in the center of the top,
decorate with pastry leaves and brush over
with egg. Bake from 45 to 60 minutes in a
moderate oven. As soon as the pie is baked,
add a little well-seasoned gravy through
the hole in the top.
SAUSAGE ROLLS
Use good, spicy well ground pork sausage meat. Put between long strips of puff
SCREENLAND
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Clark Gable, Claude+te Colbert, SpenLamarrcer Tracy,
andHedy
Frank
Morgan,
perched
the
rail from
left on
to
right, are the five
big star
names
which
the new
film,
"Boom Town," has to
boast about, besides
such supporting playas Minna Martin,
Gombell,ersMarian
Lionel Atwill and
Sara
Haden.
an
actionful
story It's
about
oil men and the
women they love.
With tion
this
combinaof story
and
cast it can't miss.

pastry which has been rolled out, brush
over with beaten egg and mark off with
back of knife and bake for 25 minutes.
Serve by cutting off into two-inch strips,
or wider if desired.
Sometimes Ida serves cinnamon buns instead of muffins so she gave Screenland
the recipe for those, too.
CINNAMON BUNS
Dissolve
1 or 2 Flcischmann's yeast cakes and
2 tablespoons sugar in
2 cups of lukewarm milk and add
3 cups Swansdovm flour
Beat until perfectly smooth. Let rise in
a warm place until double in bulk.
Then add
2 tablespoons sugar, creamed with
4 tablespoons Crisco
1 teaspoon salt and
2 tablespoons honey
Slowly add enough flour to make a
moderate stiff dough. Knead. Let
rise. Roll to %-inch thickness. Brush
with butter, sprinkle with mixture of
34 to 1 cup brown sugar
1 teaspoon cinnamon
Ya, cup currants
J4 cups raisins.
Roll as for jelly-roll and cut in twoinch lengths. Arrange, cut side down,
in pie pans lined with a mixture of
1 cup brown sugar and
2 tablespoons melted butter
Bake
in a moderate oven (400°) about
20 minutes.
MUFFINS
2 cups flour
4 teaspoons Royal baking powder
J4 cup sugar
Y\
teaspoon salt
1 egg
1 cup milk
34 cup melted butter
Sift the flour, baking powder and salt
twice and then add the sugar. Mix the egg,
milk and butter together and then combine
with dry ingredients. Fill oiled muffin tins
two-thirds full. Bake in moderate oven 15
to 20 minutes.
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These muffins can be varied by adding
one of the following suggestions :
Apple — add 1 cup finely chopped fresh
apple to the sifted ingredients
Cheese — add y2 cup grated cheese
Jelly — drop l/2 teaspoon jelly on each
muffin when placed in the oven
Orange — put spoonful marmalade on
top, or add 1 cup diced orange to
the sifted ingredients
BANBURY TARTS
For a family dessert, use a buttered pie
dish. Peel and core some juicy apples and
line the dish with them. Then make a layer
of mixed peel (orange and lemon) and
currants which have been cut finely and
sprinkled with cinnamon and ginger. Pour
a little warm butter over it. Alternate layers of apples and peel to fill the dish and
then pour over it a cup of boiling water
mixed with a cup of sugar. Cover with a
short crust and bake in a hot oven for 45
minutes. Remove and cover with warm
milk and sprinkle with sugar, returning to
fire to brown.
However, these are usually made up as
tarts or turnovers.
MAIDS OF HONOR
Puff Pastry
4 oz. sugar
2 oz. almonds
y2 oz. Swansdown flour
2 yolks of eggs
2 tablespoons cream
1 tablespoon orange flower water
Blanch and dry almonds and pound with
sugar until fine. Add yolks of eggs, one at
a time. Mix in flour, cream and orange
flower water.
Then line 8 or 9 small tablet molds with
paste and fill with almond mixture and
bake in a moderate oven for 15 minutes.
PUFF PASTRY
1 lb. flour
1 lb. butter
1 tablespoon lemon juice
Ys pint water

Wash and squeeze butter in cold water.
Dry well in floured cloth and shape into
square about the size of slice of sandwich
bread. Keep in a cool place while paste is
being"
prepared.
Sift flour
slab
or board
and make
a wellontoin marble
the center.
Put in lemon juice and add water gradually
until a smooth paste is formed. The condition of the butter determines the consistency. When the butter is soft, the paste
must be equally soft. Knead the paste into a
smooth ball ; then roll it out into a strip
a little wider than and better than twice
the size of its length. Place the butter on
one-half the paste and fold the other half
over, enclosing the butter entirely and press
the edges together. Keep in cold place 15
minutes. Then roll it out three times its
original length, but keeping the width the
same, and fold exactly in three. Turn paste
around so that the folded edges are on the
right and left ; then roll again and fold
again and put aside for 15 minutes. Follow
this same procedure, over and over again,
until paste has been rolled out 6 times. The
rolling should be done as evenly as possible and the paste kept in a long, narrow
shape which when folded forms a square.
When the paste has had its 6th roll it is
ready to use. It should be baked in a hot
oven and the door of the oven never opened
until paste has partially baked — from 8 to
10 minutes.
The hammering of workmen, which had
been keeping up a steady thunder during
our confab, grew louder, and Ida put her
hands over her ears. "We're building a
playroom," she explained. "Will they ever
be done? Day after day, we endure this —
this noise, this dirt, this horror ! But it
will be beautiful when it is finished, and
then you must come and see how I plan
to decorate — oh, this breakfast room — it
nauseates me ! It is going to be completely
She glanced with a shudder around the
cheerful
room with its ivory woodwork and
done over."
cool green
shall papered
have the inwoodwork dark walls.
and the"I walls
deep
green wallpaper, solid color, and the pads
on the chairs will be bright yellow. You
shall see when you come again!"
PRINTED IN TH£ U.S.A. BY THE CUNEO PRESS. INC.
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Ship ahoy, mates — aye, captains too! — did you ever see such bewitchingly beautiful fingernails anywhere — on land or sea or in
the air? A striking new beauty that you've never known — your
own fingernails can have it with Dura-Gloss, the nail polish that

Look for the life-like fingernail bottle cap — colored
with the actual polish ! No
guess-work : you get the
color you want!

has swept America because it's different, better! For Dura-Gloss
goes on more evenly, keeps its gem-hard, glass-smooth lustre longer,
resists chipping longer! Your fingernails — the most beautiful in the
world! Go to any cosmetic counter today — no, it's not a dollar, as
you might expect, — but 10 cents! — so buy — enjoy Dura-Gloss.
The

New

and

Better

Nail Polish

by LORR

Lorr
Laboratories
Paterson,
N. J.
Founded by E. T. Reynolds
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contain
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Here's

the natural result of buying
finer, selected cigarette tobacco for
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average nicotine
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that
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any
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You
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that is rich and

has been

and low

less than the average

of the four other leading brands^- —
less than any one of them.
This fact is proven by authoritative tests and confirmed, from time to
time, by independent

With

men

who

laboratories.

know

tobacco

before

purchase.

our buyers can select the leaf

content of Luckies, for over two years,
12%

brand!

see, each year we exhaustively

analyze
Thus

finer tobaccos

mellow,

in nicotine

yet mild

content— then

buy it up.
The result — a cigarette of finer,
rich and mellow tobaccos with a
naturally lower
Have

nicotine

you tried a Lucky

best- it's luckies

content.

lately?
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ing 9.8 2% less nicotine content than Brand A;
21.09% less than Brand B; 15.48% less than
Brand C; 3.81% less than Brand D.
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Romance:

DUMB!
George

says
Brent

LOUIS
and

BROMFIELD

Ann

Sheridan

The

of the

End

Chapter

The papers were signed . . .the decree granted
. . . it was the end of the chapter for Jim and
Marion. And so her wedding ring, in accordance with the Reno tradition, went spinning
into the bleak little river below, as if to wipe
out forever the whole sorry business of Jim's
charges and her counter-charges. Incompatibility .. . what a harmless-sounding word to
separate two people. As she watched the ring
disappear, some of Jim's accusations kept
creeping back into her troubled mind: . . .
that the said Marion was quick-tempered
and unreasonable . . . that the said Marion
did willfully, and intentionally, humiliate
the plaintiff before friends and business
associates . . . that on numerous occasions

Her breath! Why, she hadn't even thought
about that when they were married. It didn't
seem possible that such a commonplace could
be so important a factor. Yet, come to think
of it, mate
thethings
breath*
of life.was one of the really inti-

the defendant Marion's breath was objectionable and offensive to a high degree.

If you're happily married and want to
protect your happiness, don't neglect

Don't

your breath. Keep it fresher, sweeter,
and purer with Listerine Antiseptic,
notable for its antiseptic and deodorizing effect.
Anyone 3tau Offend. Some cases of
halitosis are due to systemic conditions.
But usually and fortunately, it is due,
say some authorities, to the fermentation
of tiny food particles in the mouth. Excessive smoking is also a contributing factor.
Before Meetina Others. Why not
take the delightful precaution that so
many fastidious people rely on? Why not
get in the habit of using Listerine morning and night and between times before
business and social engagements? This
wonderful antiseptic and deodorant first
freshens and invigorates the entire mouth,

Talet- Cure, 3Mr. anil Mrs. If you
ever came face to face with a real case of
halitosis* (bad breath), you can readily
understand why it would be almost impossible to"live with." Even the law has
been petitioned to recognize this condition in a bill for divorce filed in Cook
County, Illinois.

let halitosis end

the chapter

for you ...

quickly halts fermentation, then overcomes the odors fermentation causes.
Almost immediately the breath becomes
sweeter, purer, less likely to offend.
This pleasant precaution takes only a
minute or two, and you are more than
repaid by the sense of security and well
being it gives you when you are out to
appear at your best. Put Listerine on
your shopping list right now. Lambert
Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.

try Listerine

It hurts
where

Helen
ANOTHER

could

WEDDING

win

to

find

you

hoped

happiness

INVITATION!

"So," thought Helen, "they will soon
be married." Some other girl— no more
attractive, no prettier— had won the man
that Helen loved.
Yes— circumstances
it happens! And
it's so easy
blame
for loneliness
... to
so
hard to admit that you may have been to
blame. But a fault like underarm odor—
a simple thing like forgetting Mum each
day— can spoil even a pretty girl's charm!

another's

— if she'd

to

see

learn that Mum

MUM SAVES TIME! You're through in 30
seconds with Mum.
MUM SAVES CLOTHES! Mum won't harm
fabrics— the American Institute of Laundering Seal tells you that. Use Mum even
after you've dressed. And after underarm
shaving Mum won't irritate your skin.
MUM SAVES POPULARITY! Mum makes
underarm odor impossible— not by at-

POPULAR

GIRLS

MAKE

Don't expect even a daily bath to keep
you fresh all day! Bathing removes only
past perspiration. Future odor must be
prevented each day, if you want to be
sure underarms are fresh. Mum after
your bath prevents odor. Mum

name
your

own!

each

guards

day

charm!

tempting to prevent the perspiration— but
by neutralizing the odor. Today— get Mum
at your druggist's. The daily Mum habit
means that underarm odor can't spoil your
charm!
*
=h
*
SANITARY NAPKINS NEED MUM—
More women use Mum for this purpose than any
other deodorant. Mum is safe— easy to use— makes
you sure you won't offend.
A DAILY

HABIT

OF

MUM

HERSELF:
'MTO SET
FOR TOTHEKNOW
IT'S WONDERFUL
WHOLE EVENING

every

day makes you certain you won't offend!
More women use Mum than any other
deodorant. Mum is so easy to use ... so
dependable .... that women find it a
"must" for day-to-day charm!
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in

one

picture

CLARK

it's a

sensation!

GABLE

SPENCER
GLAUDETTE
HEDY

and

TRACY
COLBERT

LANARK

• Based on a Story by James Edward Grant • Directed by
ygC/ffi Screen Play by John Lee Mahin
• Produced by Sam Zimbalist • A M E TRO-GOLDW YN-MA YER PICTURE
JACK CONWAY
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Gets

Down

to

We're fed up, frankly, wifh the long-standing myth that Hollywood is a hectic playplace or glamor factory, quite different and
apart from the rest of the world. That has
not been true for a long time; it is still less
true today when Hollywood is facing facts,
getting down to earth, and discovering it has
a heart beating in tune with all of us. We
don't mean Hollywood will not continue to
turn out the world's most exciting and glamorous entertainment — it will still do that, but it
will also develop its human side, live its own
private life, appreciate its kinship with — just
people. And so Screenland in a radical departure in motion picture interviews is asking
leading questions of leading picture personalities— and getting surprisingly sane and constructive answers. For example:
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Some of "you kids," as Pat addresses you,
may not relish his pointed remarks at American youth — but you'll be forced to admit their
justice and timeliness; and your parents will
applaud O'Brien's firm stand.
FATHER'S DAZE!
Ray Milland may be a suave lover and manabout-town on the screen; but in real life he
is Hollywood's newest and most ecstatic
father. His son's arrival was more important
to him than the biggest picture role; he's
more thrilled than the average young father
over the heir's daily progress. From the extremely amusing — and touching — feature in
next month's issue you will gain a fresh and
valuable viewpoint on movie stars.
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Paul C. Hunter,

Publisher
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HOLLYWOOD is most ingenious when
it comes to inventing ways to thrill
fans with new, intimate contacts with the
stars. All you girls who have always
dreamed of the "oomph" you could put into
a scene with guys like Taylor, Flynn, or
Gable will now have your chance. You no
longer have to wonder what it would be
like to play a love duet with, say, Tyrone
Power. A brand new recording idea brings
the love-making of any glamor boy right
into your own home. The records are reproductions oftheir big love moments on
the screen. They play their own roles. The
voice of their feminine vis-a-vis is neatly
deleted — and that's where you come in!
You dub in your voice in the blank spots.
The new racket is called "Act With the
Stars." You get your dialogue from the
original movie script. More fun, and what
a thrill !
THIS doesn't sound at all like the Carole
I Lombard we kno-7 today, but once she
got a much-needed job as a life guard at a
girls' summer camp and was the only one
in the group who, on an average of twice
a week, had to be rescued from actual
drowning. . . . Brenda Marshall has named
her honey-colored cocker-spaniel Golden
Boy afterHutton
Bill Holden's
firstof picture.
Barbara
spent most
her time. .in.
Hollywood denying rumors that she was
here to okay a film version of her life
supposed to be played by Loretta Young.

How to shatter
your
nerves
in one wife's
easy lesson!
William Powell
and Myrna Loy,
above, in a scene
from their new
comedy, "I Love
You
At
first Again."
glance did
youell mistake
Powfor that prankster Mischa Auer?
Left, land
Judy
Garand Mickey
Rooney are all
set to swing
"Strike
Up itthein
Band," new tunefulcomedyof
high
school youths and
their swing band.

NO

MATTER how annoyed Katharine
Hepburn was with Hollywood when
she left more than a year ago, and no matter how firmly she has refused to discuss
the old days since her return, she had a
most welcome surprise waiting for her
when she arrived. Katy, before her departure from Hollywood, never hesitated to
tell off studio bosses when she felt she was
being handled stupidly. There weren't many
things that,
given toa suit
chance,
she She
wouldn't
attempt
to change
herself.
kept
the RKO lot in the throes of one new excitement after another. One of the last big
fusses she kicked up before she left the
lot was over the loss of a worthless bracelet of sentimental value to her. She was
very
irked the
because
studio
couldn't
find
it. Now,
reasonthewhy
comes
to light.
Just the other day Douglas Walton, who
played in the film with Katy at the time of
the loss, found the trinket in the bottom of
a trunk that has been in storage these many
months. How the lost keepsake got there
he doesn't know, but he personally presented itto Katy, and now she has at least
some little thing to be pleased about in
connection with her return to Hollywood.
(Please turn to page 12)
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Oscar Levant • Lillian Cornell • Oscar Shaw • Charley Grapewin
Jean Cagney • William Frawley • John Scott Trotter
Directed by Victor Schertzinger • Screen Play by Dwight Taylor • Based
on a story by Billy Wilder and Jacques Thery
• A Paramount Picture
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Charles

Bette
Boyer

of

HoNGR

EvGE

the

Davis
in the

somberly
This,

compelling "All
Too"
And Heaven

Bette Davis as the governess, Henriette Deluzy-Desportes, in the ill-fated
household of the Due oe Praslin, played by Charles Boyer, principals
in the broodingly dramatic picturization of Rachel Field's notable
novel, "All This, And Heaven Too." At top left, close-ups of Miss
Davis and M. Boyer, the co-stars. Miss Davis with the remarkable child
actor who plays the de Praslin son and heir: young Richard Nichols.

"W^E DON'T say that the newest "big" picture, "All This, And
Heaven Too," is today's "Gone With the Wind" — although it
is causing almost as much controversy and comment as the Margaret Mitchell masterpiece. We do say, however, that you will not
want to miss this costly, if cumbersome, screen adaptation of the
Rachel Field book. Thanks to magnificent performances by the costars, Bette Davis and Charles Boyer; to the penetrating direction by
Anatole Litvak of an excellent screenplay; and to a scintillating gallery of secondary performances, particularly Barbara O'Neil's tragic
Duchesse, Virginia Weidler's Louise, and Richard Nichols' appealing
Raynald, "All This, And Heaven Too" is your outstanding cinema
entertainment
of the summer,
truly
a distinguished film.
8

ERROL

FLYNN
in the thrill-swept story of 'The
Robin Hood of the Seas'

mm
M

A New WARNER BROS. Success
With More than a Thousand Players, including
BRENDA

MARSHALL

CLAUDE
DONALD
/

RAINS

CRISP • FLORA
ALAN HALE

ROBSOM

Directed by MICHAEL CURTIZ
Screen Play by Howard Koch and Seton I. Miller
Music by Erich Wolfgang Korngold
A Warner Bros.-Firsc National Picture
Your theatre manager will tell you gladly the date of this engagement
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I Want a Divorce — Paramount
This vorce
preachment
the dievil co-starsagainst
the happilymarried Dick Powels (Joan Blondell). It's a made-to-order part for
Joan, and Dick proves his adaptability by playing a straight role.
Dick plays a struggling lawyer
who's unsuccessful until he begins
handling divorces, which indirectly
leads his wife to seek a divorce.
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Tom Brown's School Days — RKO-Radio
The screen presentation of
Thomas
widely-read
juvenile bookHughes'
about life
in an English
boarding school, with its pranks,
hazings and fistfights, rings true.
It's typically boyish filmfare, but
good entertainment for grownups
too. Cedric Hardwicke gives a brilliant performance as Dr. Arnold,
headmaster, who introduces the
honor system to Rugby. Jimmy
Lydon omew
plays
Tom.Halop
Freddie
and Billy
also Bartholin cast.

The Last Alarm — Monogram
This is the story of a retired
fireman, J. Farrell MacDonald,
who finds it monotonous until he
comes out of retirement to aid capture a pyromaniac, George Pembroke, who's excellent as the mad
firebug. His diabolic leer will give
you the creeps. Newsreel shots of
some of the biggest fires have been
inserted
film and
if you're
who
likesin tothewatch
roaring
firesone
or
see the
you'll get
vour
fill engines
of both. goHasby, excitement.
(Please turn to page 13)

The

Bride

It's sensational

Is Dizzy

— it's screwy

The

. . . HH

— it's a

the part-time bride he won on
have there been such laughs

scream

— this story of a substitute

a sweepstake ticket. Not
for sale
at the movies.

"L^CKY

Bridegrooms

Busy

bridegroom

and

since "My Favorite Wife"
Come
on . . . have fun!

PARTNERS"

With SPRING BYINGTON
• JACK CARSON
• Cecilia Loftus • Billy Gilbert • Hugh O'Connell
HARRY EDINGTON, Executive Producer • Produced by GEORGE HAIGHT • Directed by LEWIS MILESTONE • RKO Radio Picture
Screen Play by Allan Scott • Adapted from the story "Bonne Chance" by Sacha Guitry
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MONTHLY
PROTECTION
(WORN INTERNALLY)

Imagine getting a smaller, easier-to-use
tampon— with truly astonishing absorbency — at
Holly-Pax' low cost! Super service — moneysaving price — here's double economy! Do try
Holly-Pax.

THE H
ECONOMY
— 1 0 for
o 1
1TAMPON
li - Pa
x2
AT DRUG. DEPARTMENT AND
TEN-CENT STORES
A natural blonde with clear, friendly blue eyes, five feet nearly six inches tall, weighing a perfect 113 pounds — that's how Elaine Shepard's publicity describes her, but we
can sum it up in one word — luscious. Watch for Elaine in "You Can't Fool Your Wife."
Accepted forctdvertishig in the Journal
of the American Medical Association.
f
A

UNIVERSAL COTTON PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Box H41, Palms Station, Hollywood, California
I
For [he enclosed lOt" please send me trial packit'-'
age
HollyNew
Lv
Factiof You
ShouldPax,Knowin plain
Aboutwrapper,
Monthly also
Hygiene.
■
NAME. .
I
SONGS
WANTED
Completed manuscripts considered for publication. Poems if
found suitable. Legitimate talent encouragement. Dept. E,
CINE-MART MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., Hollywood, Calif.

Hot from Hollywood
Norma in every room of his home and he
RIGHT now it looks as if Norma Shearer
always carries his favorite poses of her
may turn out to be just another big
with him. Life is one big disappointment for
heartbreak for George Raft, George is the
him and he plainly shows it. He has everyguy who has been handed more trouble rothing to offer yet can give it to no one. His
mantically than any actor ever to hit Hollywood. Wedding bells never rang for him
case is pitiful and so few people underand Virginia Pine because there was still
stand !He has a huge, comfortable, lavish
the first Mrs. George Raft in existence,
home yet he never entertains. He has a
who refused to discuss a divorce. Now
fancy, perfectly
appointed
but hepools
doesn't
drink.
He has one
of the bar
biggest
in
there can be no wedding bells for George
and Norma because the amount of money
town but it's never used — he doesn't swim.
necessary to bring about his legal freedom
Success is a somewhat bitter pill for Raft.
(Please turn to page 16)
has steadily grown. George has pictures of

WANTED
300 girls
to try NIX, the amazing NEW Deodorant Cream, FREE if
not delighted. NIX checks perspiration; ends underarm
odor 1 to 3 days. NIX protects your clothes from underarm
stains and strong, stale odors or money back. A jar of NIX
lasts weeks, used by thousands. Get NIX today at 10c
stores. Large Jar NIX 10c. Extra Large Jar 25c.
Ask for sample new NIX Bleach Cream at
NIX Bleach Cream is the NEW
FREE: stores.
amazing skin lightener Large Jar only 10c
GRAY

U

AID
FADED
DAI
If
Ask famous expert from Fiance how to shampoo and color
your
hair
the
same
time
at
home
with
"SHAMPO-KOLOR"
Any shade. No dyed look, most lasting. Permits perm. wave.
Free Book. Ualligny Prod. Inc., Dept 20-K, 254 W. 31 St., New York.

earer

Compl exion
by using
Mercolized

Wax
Cream
This dainty Skin Bleach helps fade
freckles and lightens a dull, drab
sun-tanned complexion. It speeds
up Nature's
of flaking
off
lifeless, unattractive surface
skin inprocess
tiny, almost
invisible
particles. Exposes the lighter, clearer skin beneath. Start
using Mercolized Wax Cream tonight as directed for a
fairer, prettier complexion and enjoy new skin beauty.
SAXOLITE ASTRINGENT tightens 1 oose surface
skin. Gives a delightful sense of freshness. Reduces
excess surface oil. Dissolve Saxolite Astringent in one-half
pint witch hazel and use this tingling face lotion daily.
PHELACTINE DEPILATORY removes superfluous
facial hair quickly. Easy to use. No unpleasant odor.
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Above left, Maureen O'Hara, Constance Worth, and Helen Whitney examine Sir Cedric Hardwicke's golden key of Delta Kappa Alpha, national cinematography fraternity,
at the party following his induction as an honorary member. Above right, five excellent
reasons why Jeffrey Lynn loves his "work." They're a few of the bevy of gorgeous gals
who play bits in "My Love Came Back," whjch also features Olivia de Havilland.
SCREENLAND

(Continued
from page 10)

"There's

Charm

in Soft

HANDS"

Martha

(Lovely f
Sc
of
Hollywood
Star)

Talked Too MuchMan Who Warners
"The Mouthpiece," about an attorney who defends gangsters and
whose activities nearly send his kid
brother to the chair, has been remade with George Brent as Stephen
Forbes, the role played by Warren
William in the original screen version. Virginia Bruce plays the
faithful secretary, Richard Barthelmess, the gang boss. Good suspense
sustained in scenes leading up to
the brother's last-minute reprieve.

The

Wagons Westward — Republic
Chester Morris plays the dual
role of twin brothers— one (Tom),
a bandit, and the other (David), a
law-enforcing officer, who poses as
his twin to capture the outlaws.
Too many things happening at one
time, coupled with trying to keep
the identities of the twins straight,
make film seem a bit involved, but
those who like hard fighting, fast
mind that. Ona Munridingandwon't
Anita Louise play dance
son
hall sisters. Cast has Buck Jones.

A few

seconds'

care a day

helps prevent
unalluring rough hands

Exposure to weather and use of

Private Affairs — Universal
A romantic farce about the black
sheep (Roland Young) of a
straight-laced Boston family, who
returns to his home town after an
absence of twenty years, during
been a board "boy"
time he's
which
York brokerage house.
a New
in
Nancy Kelly plays the daughter,
whose snooty grandfather objects
to her marrying Robert Cummings.
Hugh Herbert's in the cast and
it's your guarantee of an evening of
fun. Has hilarious scenes, witty lines.

water tend to dry nature's softening moisture out of your hand
skin. But apply Jergens Lotion. It
furnishes new refreshing moisture
for your skin. And— remember— in
Jergens you apply 2 ingredients
many doctors use to help soften and
smooth harsh skin. No stickiness!
Quick and easy! Thousands of
women keep the allure of soft,
smooth hands by regular use of this
famous Jergens Lotion. Get it today.

FOR SOFT,
ADORABLE: HANDS

ffiE£f YOUR START TOWARD SOFT HANDS
MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
(Paste on penny postcard, if you wish)
The Andrew Jergens Company
3915 Alfred St., Cincinnati, Ohio
I want to see how Jergens Lotion helps me have
charming,
size bottle. soft hands. Please send my free purse13
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Name
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Address

New
Cream

under-arm
Deodorant

safely

IStops

Perspiration

1. Does not harm dresses — does not
irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly checks perspiration for 1
to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration.
4. A pure, white, greaseless, stainless
vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for being
harmless to fabric.

Hamburgers, toasted buns, and the makings
of succulent salads — Margaret's idea of
a supper that's fun for everybody, including the hostess. Try asking your guests to
make their own favorite salads for a change.

More than 25 MILLION
jars of Arrid have been
sold .. .Try a jar today.

ARRID
a \ar
ALL STORES WHICH SELL TOILET GOODS
I Also in 10 cent and 59 cent jars )
*
39<

-A Beautiful Set ^
^Fancy knurled linked,
^nap, 3 tinkling bells, lovely de^ap=£.tt
^sign, plated with 24-k gold. BotnN
'given FOR selling 4 boxes of Rosebud
[Salve
at 25cwilla box.
Order 4 salve today.
"Post Card
do. Send-No-Money.
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. BOX 54, W00DSR0R0, MARYLAND.
WAKE

LIVER

UP

YOUR

BILE

-

Without Calomel — And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pints of liquid
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food may not digest. It may just
decay in the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach.
You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and the
world looks punk.
It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills
to get these two pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Amazing in making
bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills
by name. 100 and 250 at all drug stores. Stubbornly
refuse anything else.
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"Serve-yourself Meals"
By
are popular in Hollywood. Margaret Lindsay is your charming
hostess for informal
Summer

Betty

supper

Boone

p G
ss.
hillto
homearoun
is da preca
businey's
ret Lindsa
Margarious
KIN
PAR
The last time she gave a party, police
had to come over to untangle the guests'
cars and help the drivers negotiate the
grades, one at a time, to safety. Calling
on Margaret is a test that less popular
girls might fear.
She lives in a Mediterranean house. Tall
iron gates guard the entrance, and rock
steps lead up the steep hillside to the door.
"It should be called the house of the thirtynine steps," observed Margaret, who skims
SCREENLAND

up the flight without losing a single breath,
"the count is exactly thirty-nine."
Margaret's mother and young sister,
Mary, better known as Mickey, share
the hilltop house with her. They are all
mad about books ; three walls of the living
room have built-in bookcases to hold some
of the library, and books, periodicals and
papers
where. crowd shelves and tables everyIvory walls, soft green rugs and flowered
draperies make the living and dining rooms
pleasant places but the room the Lindsays

really live in says Mickey, is the sunroom
upstairs. This room seems virtually all
windows and has what every Californian
considers vitally important — a view. Not
Catalina for a change. There's a fireplace,
too, so that even in a chill rainy season
the room is delightful. Today, however,
the grate was filled with flowers.
"The picture above it was embroidered
by Mother when she was twelve years old,"
said my hostess, indicating a sampler of
red roses with the inscription When the
SUZANNE

rosesing isbloom
neatlytoo.
framed.
"Stitchstill in again,
the blood,
This is
a rug
I'm in process of making on this frame.
I've done a lot of needlepoint, but this is
heavier and goes faster."
Margaret looked cool and gay in a garden print dress, her brown curls framing
her face, her eyes very blue. "We're having
a maid's night out set-up this evening,"
she said. "Informality is fun when you entertain a group, and I love impromptu
{Continued on page 98)

SOMMERS,

Making hooked rugs is a real, not a
"publicity" hobby with Margaret
Lindsay. Above, working on a new
design. At left, Miss Lindsay in her
garden with Colin, her cocker-spaniel.

SENIOR AT DUKE UNIVERSITY, SAYS:
MEN

LIKE

YOURS WITH THIS
SE
U DCHIT'
OOS
YOAN
BY THE COLOR
Women today are learning a secret from gay,
young "collegiennes." They're discarding
obvious makeups — and following the modern
trend to natural beauty with Richard Hudnut
Marvelous Face Powder . . . the flattering new
powder you choose by the color of your eyes.

FACE POWDER
OF YOUR EYES!

powder that matches your own coloring . . .
gives you that natural look men admire.
So, whether your eyes are blue, gray, brown

or hazel, you'll find the shade that is exactly
rig/it for you . . . the shade that is most natural
to you ... in Hudnut Marvelous Face Powder,
the pure, fine -textured powder you choose by
They're learnthe color of your eves!
ing that eye color
is closely related
Marvelous Face Powder goes on so smoothly
to the color of
. . . clings for hours . . . agrees with even the
your skin, your
most sensitive skin. Try it today! And for comhair. It is the
plete color harmony, use matching Marvelous
Rouge and Lipstick, too.
simplest guide to
Hudnut Marvelous Face Powder and harmonizing Rouge and Lipstick
at drug and department stores — only 55i each. (65i in Canada.)

HUDNUT

ITIflRVELOUS
FACE
POWDER
AND
MATCHED
MAKEUP
SCREENLAND

RICHARD HUDNUT, Dept. M, 693 Fifth Ave., New York City
Please send me tryout Makeup Kit containing generous
metal containers of harmonizing powder, rouge and lipstick.
/ enclose 10$ to help cover mailing costs.
Check the color of your eyesi Brown □ Blue Q Hazel O Gray Q
Narae.

.City-

Street15
(Good only in U.S.A. and Canada, except where legally prohibited.) SU-940

CHIRLEY TEMPLE'S adieu to active
O participation in movie-making was not
without a few unkind comments on how
much money the Temples could now sit
back and enjoy. The unkindest cut of all,
though, was the mistaken statement that
the playhouse that the Temples built adjoining their home was to be a museum,
open to the public, and the source of more
income. Nothing is further from the truth !
The bungalow is to be Shirley's very own
and will house all her playthings, her hundreds of dolls, and her many gifts from
admirers. Shirley will give all her parties
in this new home. The misunderstanding
may have arisen from the fact that twice a
year
Shirley's
willaffairs,
be open
to
the public.
Two doll
yearlyhouse
charity
given
by the Temples, will be a custom hereafter.
One, for the Motion Picture Relief Fund,
and the other for the Children's Hospital.

Beautifully gowned in white chiffon and
ermine wrap, Bette was escorted to the
big event at the Carthay Circle Theatre
by her cousin, John Favor, and her mother.

Bette Davis greets her leading man. Thousands of fans were on hand to cheer Bette
and Charles Boyer, co-stars of "All This,
and Heaven Too," at premiere of their film.
Hot

from

WELL, now Hollywood has seen everything !Doting screen mamas have always been plentiful in the movie capital,
but they always had under-age glamor
queens or precocious moppets as their
charges. Now, Hollywood has signed its
first glamor boy to have a doting parent.
All of our town's lovely ladies have had
an awful time trying to date Desi Arnaz,
a 23-year-old Cuban who, it has been
promised, will soon burst upon feminine
America as a new number one heart throb.

Hollywood

Continued from page 12
THE most insistent buzz of gossip around
town at the moment is that Betty Grable
isn't as grateful as she should be for the
whopping role she has been handed in
"Down Argentine Way." After being given
a chance of a lifetime, it is rumored that
Miss Grable is being very difficult. On the
matter of dying her hair she was adamant.
The whole production machinery took an
awful jolt when Betty refused to alter
the shade of her locks. Someone timidly
brought home the fact that Alice Faye,
who was set for the role and lost it because
of her illness, had been perfectly willing to
go brunette. At the suggestion of a wig
Miss Grable, it's reported, again firmly
stamped her feet and said absolutely no.
From the way it looks now, we'll see a
platinum senorita in "Down Argentine Way."

Desi is under contract to RKO, and you'll
see him in "Too Many Girls." You'll see
him with every vestige of his good looks
intact. Desi's mother came all the way to
Hollywood
just to
be sure
cuties didn't
put any circles
under
his our
handsome
eyes.
It has been her foremost interest to see
that our newest Latin lover got to bed
each night long before midnight. It's been
hard on the girls but as Desi's mother
says, "he's still my baby."
Above, cute four-year-old Richard Nichols,
who played his first screen role as the
son of Bette Davis and Charles Boyer in
"All This," attended the grand opening too.

1

_im

Dana Dale made all the girls envious when
she arrived at the big opening of the DavisBoyer picture on the arm of handsome Jeffrey
Lynn, who's prominently featured in the film.
16

Above, Boyer arriving with his wife, Pat
Paterson, and his mother. Left, Andrea
Leeds and her husband, Bob Howard, in the
Carthay lobby have eyes only for each other.

SCREENLAND

Crossword

By

Alma

S

Puzzle
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Talley

Amazing
suppositories
continuous in
TS
action Vfor
hours.
AS
S
SAFE inOaction!
H UR
# Wherever you go you hear women willing to
rave about a wonderfully advanced method of
feminine hygiene. A dainty method that is safe
— gives continuous action for hours without the
use of poison — yet kills germs at contact.
Called Zonitors — these dainty, snow white
suppositories spread a greaseless protective
coating. To kill germs, bacteria on contact. To
cleanse antiseptically. To deodorize — not by
temporarily masking — but by destroying odor.
Zonitors are most powerful continuous-action suppositories. Yet entirely gentle to delicate tissues. Non-caustic, contain no poison.
Don't burn. Even help promote healing.
Greaseless, Zonitors are completely removable with water. Nothing to mix, no apparatus
needed. Come 12 in package individually sealed
in glass bottles. Get Zonitors at druggists. Follow this amazingly safe way in feminine hygiene
women are raving about.

FREE

ACROSS

~-5.1. Co-star of "Susan and God'
She plays 'Anne of Windy
TardPoyplars"
13.9. Contented
14. Spiritual being
15. Smell
16. Actress once married to Bruce
Cabot
17. She's featured in " 'Til We
ess Again"
19. PossMeet
20. Revoke
22. Co-star of 'My Son, My
24. A wSoornm!i"an
25. An Ind s
27. Pointrles e
28. Poke stak
29. This goes with ice cream
30. Printers' measure
32. "The
Singapore,"
with Bing toCrosby
35. Wing of a house
37. To make over
39. A low female singing voice
40. To cry
42. Short poems
43. Co-star of "My Little
r dee"
evecka
46. HowChi
48. Wands ; poles
49. Toward
50. To beseech
52. Marlene Dietrich is famous
for these
54. Glistened
55. Part of to be
56. Existed
59. Protection
61. Howie Newsome in "Our
63. PrecTed
owedn"
64.
He played Ashley in "Gone
With the Wind"

68.
69.
71.
72.
7374.
75.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
17.
18.
21.
23.
26.
27.
28.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
36.
38.

A burning pile
41.
44. He's
Comicalfamous for horror roles
Not working
To hold in check
45. He plays The Saint
47. Curt
He played Mr. Chips
Many stars have this done to 51. Biblical pronoun
their hair
53. Obtain
To hunt for
54. To move sideways
Individuals
56.
in "Flight Angels"
57. He's
Tapestry
DOWN
58. Let it stand — printers' term
59. Glided
Co-star
of
"The
Mortal
Storm"
60. Co-star
of "Boom Town"
Uncloses
62.
On top of
Part of a church
65. To observe
66. Falsehood
Eastern state (abbrev. )
with a star signs a contract
67. What
Man's name
Neither
Woman dedicated to religion
70. Man's nickname
Co-star of "Broadway Melody 72. To act
Behold
To. oflove
greatly
1940"
Answer to
"Our
Martha Scottwith
Last Month's Puzzle
An eagle
He plays Lord Amherst
in "Northwest
HHI1HH HHHH
BOBB
Co-star of "All This,
HHH0ISHE
0HII3QHH
Passage"
and
Heaven
Too"
A sunny
spot that is not
bhhhh
imm
A weapon
Endears
hhqi hhhhh
dHiiHrg
Slippery fish (plural)
Exists
HEDEIIQH
Featured in "TurnHUBS
EDO
EHHHE3
Pieced out
HEESH
QEEHB
HUB
Officers' meal
Co-star
of
"The
House
about"
□OB
OHCSHHH
Across the Bay"
Medley
EHHEQEH
HHEHIIE1B
Dined
She is Mrs. Arthur
BEDB
\mmU
DEBHB
Hornblow
HQHB
SHHH
EBEEO
Fuss
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revealing booklet, sent In plain envelope, write Zonitors, Dept 1909-A
Chrysler Bldg.. New York City

KILL THE HAIR
ROOT
Remove superfluous hair privately at home,
following directions with ordinary care and
skill.hair
The from
Mahlergrowing
Methodagain
positively
prevents
the
by killing
the
hair root. The delightful relief will bring
happiness,
freedom
of
mind
and
greater
sucBacked world.
by 45 Send
years 6cof successful
use
all overcess.the
in stamps TODAY for Illustrated Booklet, "How to Remove Superfluous Hair Forever."
D. J. Mahler Co., Inc., Dept. 29K, Providence, R. I.
il

Mr

1^

COMPOSED

TO POEMS
lfiydi%
Send
poem for consideration.
Rhyming
pamphlet
free.
Phonograph
«.......:. ...:.> ...... I t? H nn t ....... eleetrical
....... word
....... .-1
KEEIVAN'S MUSIC SERVICE
Box 2140, Dept. SC
Bridgeport, Conn.
con-

AT

AIL

5-AND-10*
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Jesse James

was

shot in

the back! If the law won't
take care of his murderers,
I will — or my name's
James!"

Frank
THE

not

SPECTACULAR

CLIMAX
DARING

TO

THE

EXPLOITS

OF

THE
WORLD'S
MOST
FAMOUS
OUTLAWS!

GENE

HENRY

JACKIE

• COOPER
TIERNEY
hn Carradine
♦
J. Edward
nald

Meek

• Eddie

Produced

Collins

• HULL
Bromberg

• George

Barbier

by Darryl F. Zanuck

Associate

Producer Kenneth Macgowan
Directed by Fritz Lang
Original Screen Play by Sam Hellman

A

MORE
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EXCITING

AND

COLORFUL

20th

Century-Fox

Picture

THE UNFORGETTARLE
THAN
SCREENLAND

"JESSE

JAMES

"!

An

Open

Letter
to

Olivia

De

OLIVIA-UP-A-TREE:
Come on down to earth!
No reason for a fine actress and a charming person
like you to be out on a limb, but I think you are — and
I don't mean merely in the publicity picture, above.
I mean in your career. Having just seen you in your

DEAR

first picture since "Gone With the Wind" — a little
number named "My Love Came Back" — and having
been very much interested in you ever since your first
movie performance in "Midsummer Night's Dream" —
I can't help wondering what's happened to you.
At first, when you were a fresh new face on the
screen in Warner Bros.' big Shakespearean bust, all
you had to do was to appear, and audiences applauded.
You were so lovely, so refreshing, so wholesome that
you were like a breath of Springtime — and we moviegoers took long grateful sniffs — we'd been needing
some fine fresh air. And everybody said, "Here's the
New Star of Tomorrow," and hurried to your later
pictures expecting to see at least a baby Shearer. Well,
we were slightly disappointed when we saw you as a
charming but vapid vis a vis to Errol Flynn's robust
posturings, but we put it all down to innocuous roles.
What could any girl do with the parts they gave you?
we'd mutter, remembering you were still new, still a
gentle sniff of Spring and no emotional hurricane.
Meanwhile, those of us who'd met you became your
boosters; gradually you emerged as a Hollywood Personage; your well-bred beauty and high intelligence

Havilland

triumphed over your mediocre roles. Then came your
chance as Melanie — and you justified, with one splendid, shining performance, all our faith in you. At last,
the exquisite newcomer was an Important Actress.
Well — and I hate anti-climaxes as much as you do —
then so what? So, after your triumph in the big picture
of the year, you refused to play any more tepid roles,
and were suspended by your studio. I think some of
us cheered your stand; surely Melanie deserved the
best. Came a truce: your studio gave you another part,
in this piece called "My Love Came Back." Not a "big"
picture, but rather a nice one. Certainly your role was
far from another Melanie, but it did offer you a chance
for characterization. And you didn't, to my mind, take
it. Your little violinist in the new film is charming,
and pretty, and rather poetic — but she's very far from
being a real girl. She's no full-length portrait at all,
only a very pale pastel. And this time, I think it's your
own fault. Why didn't you sink your pretty teeth in
that part and tear it to pieces, make it mean something? Why did you let Jane Wyman and Eddie Albert
steal so many scenes? No — being a breath of Spring
19
isn't enough, after Melanie.

Anita Louise, Arleen Whelan and Penny Singleton gave their
services as clothes models for a fashion show and luncheon to raise money to buy an ambulance for the Allies.

Simone Simon was a cigarette girl at the luncheon — she
is seen here selling a pack to Irene Dunne. With her cute
French accent and provocative grin Simone got $5 a pack!

The stars shine brightest when they give their
time and talents to the Red Cross for war relief
Among other activities,
Hollywood stars participated in a broadcast for
the Red Cross from Warners'Jimmy
HollywoodCagney,
studio.
At left,
Mary Martin, Irene Rich
and Pat O'Brien make up
quartet at microphone.

ALL HOLLYWOOD
WHIRL PHOTOGRAPHS
BY LEN WEISSMAN
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Charles Laughton, Shirley
Temple, and Paul Muni
took part in the benefit
broadcast and had fun
doing it. Below, Tyrone
Power is seen speaking to
a crowd of two thousand
women at the Red Cross
luncheon. Not only master-of-ceremonies Ken
Murray, but all the listeners were moved by
Ty's heartfelt words which
undoubtedly did much to
help the ambulance fund.
Edward G. Robinson borrowed a spare sombrero and guitar from
Gene Autry and indulged in some impromptu melody backstage as
they waited their turn to go on the air at the benefit broadcast.

George Burns and Don Ameche lend an ear to Eddie G. as
he tells 'em a new story just before the trio went on the air
at the stars' Red Cross radio show. Where's Gracie, George?
21
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Cross-section of you movie fans, above, at Hollywood opening of
"All This, and Heaven Too." Left, author Bromfield meets star
Ann Sheridan of his story, "It All Came True." Below, two scenes
from "Brigham Young," latest big picture written by Bromfield,
showing heroine Linda Darnell and Dean Jagger in title role.
WELVE-YEAR-OLD
mentality, my foot!" said
Louis Bromfield rudely.
He was in process of puncturing Hollywood's
pet alibi. Charged with immaturity, the industry's glib
reply for years has been : "We've got to give the public
what they want, and they want something to suit the
collective twelve-year-old mind of a movie audience."
"Movie fans aren't so dumb,"
Bromfield retorts. "Not that I'm
casting aspersions on the twelveyear-old mind. I've met many
that are more alert than those of
their elders. But the inference is
patronizing, and that's what I
dispute. It's the movie fans who
are primarily responsible for the
fact that Hollywood's growing
Bromfield is the publishers'
delight. From "The Green Bay
Tree" to "Night in Bombay,"
his novels have been consistent
up now." He is tall and lithe.
best-sellers.
He talks with stimulating vigor,
with the authority of one who
has studied his subject and with
an absence of pomp not always
to be found in the successful.
"I've seen the same thing
22

happen," he says, "in Radio City,

in little midwestern towns, and right in Grauman's Chinese Theatre on Hollywood Bonlevard. I've watched audiences giving" pictures the bird, turning a half-million
dollar production into burlesque. The comments they
make
are as
funny
as hell, and there's nothing more
destructive
than
ridicule.
"In Radio City I sat through a picture in which one
of the biggest stars was playing opposite one of the most
highly publicized. The man was a popular favorite, but
the story was so phony that he got razzed along with the
rest of it. They'd tell him when to kiss the girl and how.
They'd anticipate the dialogue and improve on it. The
picture was no fun, so they made their own.
"The small towns are the worst. I know, because I live
in one myself. 'Anything will go in the sticks,' is a fallacy.
Our high school kids are as knowing as they come.
They'll go to the Saturday afternoon show and turn the
place into bedlam, if they don't like the picture. And their
judgment is sound because they're honest. They won't
put up with old formulas or cheap sentiment or bad production or threadbare gags. You may say, what's the difference as long as they go? It's money at the box office,
whether they hiss the picture or applaud.

"But it's not that simple! Sally and Johnny report at
the dinner table, and their parents, who'd planned to go
to the movies that evening, stay home with the radio or
visit a neighbor. And the following Saturday the kids'll
decide to spend their money at the skating-rink, where
they can't be fooled. Hollywood knows all this and
Hollywood's worried. Worried enough to take action."
Bromfield spent much of the last fifteen years abroad.
Soon after his return to America, Darryl Zanuck sent
him a wire, asking if he would go to Hollywood to write
the scenario of "Brigham Young." Ten years ago he had
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UIS

BROMFIELD
In

this

exclusive

interview,

noted

author punctures Hollywood's pet alibi
and pays high tribute to YOU, the
motion

picture

By

audience

Ida

of

America

Zeitlin

served a Hollywood term, which he failed to enjoy. That
engagement had been terminated when he went to his
boss and said : "Look ! You're paying me twenty-five hundred a week. You said it was because I had something
the public liked. But ever since I got here, you've been
trying to force me to write what yon think the public
likes. So why don't you save your twenty-five hundred
and why don't I go home?"
Two considerations prompted him to accept Zanuck's
offer, and neither was financial. With magazines bidding
against each other for serial (Please turn to page 78)

'Our Town"
on to new
"The

girl marches
triumphs in

Howards

of

Vir-

ginia." Read all about this
actress whose sudden

new

success has all Hollywood talking about her
By

Gene

Schrott

r ability as a screen
WITH
actresshealready established in
"Our Town," Martha Scott
finds it amusing to tell about the difficulties besetting the making of "The
s
of Virginia."
Howard
"Most of it," she relates, "was filmed
right in Williamsburg, Virginia. And
though the town gets its usual share of
visitors because of its historic interest,
the attendance was never as large as
when the film was being shot there.
Oh, ves, Cary Grant was responsible

Martha Scott co-stars with Cary Grant in big new picture,
"The Howards of Virginia." Above, a merry moment on the
set with the two youngsters who play the stars' children
in film: Richard Lyon, son of silent screen stars Bebe
Daniels and Ben Lyon, and little June Hedin. Opposite
page, top, a torrid love scene between Cary and Martha.

for the greater part of that influx — especially the girls !
For one thing, William and Mary College is in Williamsburg and somehow on the day Cary arrived in town, it
seemed that ninety-nine per cent of the co-eds suddenly
developed convenient ailments to keep them from attending classes. Everywhere you cast your eyes you saw wideeyed, breathless girls eagerly clutching autograph books
and diligently searching for a glimpse of Cary's six feet
of bone and muscle. And when they did sight him — well,
you know how a fox feels {Please turn to page 80)
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By

Up

Impertinent questions
are asked and answered
latest interview,
below, with handsome,
hard-to-get

on

A FEW years ago a perfect epidemic of free-lancing
/-\ hit the big players of Hollywood. None of them
/
\ would re-sign on long term contracts. They all
wanted to "pick" their parts. A few of them — notably,
Lombard, Colbert, and Fredric March — bettered themselves materially. The rest fell pretty much by the wayside.
Cary Grant had been five years at Paramount but when
his contract was up he joined the merry throng of freelancers, declining to consider a new contract. Having
known Cary fairly intimately ever since he hit Hollywood,

s.

Grant

R , Mook

I felt called upon to put in my two bits' worth and give
him the benefit of my august advice. Not wanting to hurt
his feelings, I went about the matter rather subtly.
"You're crazy," I told him. "You've been in pictures five
years and you've never done anything outstanding.
You've never had a role that enabled you to show you
could act — if you can. What makes you think producers
are going to offer you any part — let alone enough parts
25
forOne
you ofto the
choose
from?"
things
I like best {Please turn to page 82)

Hollywood stars are giving —
not only gold, but generously
of themselves to the Red Cross

Lcn Weissman
26

Top, Connie Bennett, Claudette Colbert, Dolores Del
Rio assemble clothing. Above, Simone Simon, Mrs.
Harry Brand, Carmel Myers, Barbara Stanwyck, Mrs.
Samuel Goldwyn, and Mrs. Louis B. Mayer all helping.

Heart

been
THE movie stars of Hollywood have always
grand about lending a helping hand in times of great
sorrow and tragedy. Acting folk, for the most part,
are born big-hearted. They give as long as they have it
to give. Too, most of them came from very poor families
and they know all about hunger and hardship and the
struggle to live without having to read about it in a book.
In every dire catastrophe in this country, or Europe,
Hollywood has contributed generously, much more generously than any other community. Match the Hollywood
stars with any group of Wall Street bankers, or wealthy
socialites, and you will see that their charity donations
make all others look like so much petty cash. Hollywood
gives impulsively from the heart, not prudently from the
mind.
So when the Nazis invaded Belgium and France and
the American Red Cross made its heart-rending appeal
for the poor refugees driven mercilessly from their homes,
I knew that Hollywood would again generously give
money. But what I didn't know was that this time they
would also give themselves.
In this wonderful land of make-believe, where blood
is chocolate sauce and tears are glycerin, where battles
are fought comfortably on the back lot with extras getting
paid for overtime, warring Europe with its dictators and

It's easy to cry, perhaps, it's easy to sign a check, but
it isn't so easy to change your manner of living. And
that's just what the Glamor Girls of Hollywood did. With
almost one accord they said, "I've got to do something
to help." Now you and I know that the Glamor Girls,
when they are not working in a picture, are the most
pampered people on earth. They sleep late in the morning,
they spend endless hours over manicures, hairdos, and
massages, they lounge around in the afternoons taking
sun baths and dips in their swimming pools, and they
very carefully change their phone numbers so that no
one from the outside world can intrude upon their
privacy. But that was before they saw the anguished face
of little Jacques whose mother lay dead in the ditch beside
him. That was before they saw a bewildered old couple,
their clothes in shreds about their poor gaunt bodies,
trudging wearily on and on to heaven only knows where.
Sleep was forgotten ; so were manicures, hairdos, massages, sun baths and swimming pools — and the movie
stars who had been the most inaccessible suddenly bethem. came the most accessible. In fact, you just couldn't avoid
I began to suspect something was up the morning I
called Dolores Del Rio's publicity agent and asked for a
fashion layout on Dolores. The publicity agent called me
back later and said that Dolores was so sorry but that
she was busy packing blankets for the Red Cross. I then
called Claudette Colbert about (Please turn to page 94)

hen WeUsman

Above, Carmel Myers (Mrs. Ralph Blum), Simone
Simon, and Barbara Stanwyck work in the good cause.
Right, Dolores Del Rio, Claudette Colbert, and Constance Bennett are shown matching shoes for refugees

dupes seemed a million miles away. Hollywood danced and laughed and gossiped.
Would Norma Shearer marry George Raft?
Was Garbo slipping? What did Joan Bennett say to Hedy Lamarr? Buzz, buzz, buzz.
And then — crash ! Hollywood's dream
world became one of dreadful reality. Hollywood heard and read about the little children
and the old men and women dragging their
broken bodies along the machine-gunned
roads of France. And Hollywood wept.
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Though Jackie Cooper is only 17, alhe's a famous
movie readystar
and a
rich man. The girls
are after him, as illustrated at left by
Leila Ernst in a
scene
from"Life
Jackie's
new film,
with
Henry" — but his
wise mother, Mrs.
Mabel Cooper Bigelow, shown with him
below, understands
youth lems.
and Facing
its page:
probJackie beats the
drums for Bonita
Granville, studies his
script for his mother.
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Boy

Hollywood

JACKIE

COOPERS

MOTHER

to
THE years have been so kind and considerate
Jackie and me that I'm a little surprised to realize
that he is growing up and facing problems that inevitably must come to a boy of seventeen. I don't mean to
imply that he's now a man. He's not. He's still just a kid.
But with that significant age of seventeen come meaningful problems that must be met with graciousness, tolerance, and understanding. I am happy to be able to say
that because of the closeness between us, the hurdles he
is now trying to jump are not going to stump us.
We've had our trials and our worries, Jackie and I.
Lots of them. Just as many, and possibly more, as any
other mother and son who find themselves working hard
and long to live decently. But because we have tried to
keep our sense of values and our idealism in the face of
such trials and worries, we are both able to meet and to
evaluate the things that now confront us and the things
that lie ahead of us. Jackie, as a son who is puzzled, at
times, by the responsibilities he is now beginning to face.
I, as his mother, who must help him to realize the many,
many duties and obligations he has to fulfill with grace as
he finds himself on the threshold of young manhood.
There is nothing so confusing to a young man as the
perplexities that bewilder him when the romantic age
begins to assert itself upon him. Here lies the test that
every boy must pass and every mother must help him

to pass. And here lies before me, suddenly and quite
abruptly, the hardest and most exacting phase of my life
as a mother. I know any mother will know what I mean
when I say this.
The most difficult thing about making a boy realize
what is involved when he reaches seventeen is that of
trying diplomatically to make him feel like a man and yet
to keep him from doing things a man of twenty-five would
do. I could belittle him and remind him he is just a child.
But, to me, that is absolute murder. I have never made
Jackie conscious of being a child. I have never believed
in the idea that "children should be seen and not heard."
I have always been convinced that children should be
heard as long as they have enough sense to make sense.
It is far better that they enter into conversation at home,
and learn things straight, than to go out on their own for
information and get it from the wrong source and from
the wrong company.
All this may seem beside the point. But it has direct
bearing, for if I had never taken Jackie into my confidence, ifI had never made him an. integral part of every
family discussion, my job as a motherly adviser of his
romantic moments might be extremely difficult. I very
seldom dictate to Jackie about the girls with whom he
goes out. I feel that his training in the past has given
him enough intelligence to be (Please turn to page 96)
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THERE was a time when Kendal Browning had
loved spring, every exciting part of it. Robins in the
park, crocuses and tulips crowding the flower peddler's cart, the first warm, languorous days, hurdy-gurdys,
spindly city trees taking on glamor with their pale, new
leaves and she taking on glamor too with the silliest
new hat she could find.
But that was over now. Kendal had fallen in love. And
now she hated it, with the same fervor she once had used
in loving it. For the man she loved was allergic to spring.
30

It wasn't anything so simple as hay fever. Kendal
could have taken that in her stride. But she couldn't
combat blonde fever. Not when it affected Stephen Dexter in its most virulent form. Come spring and there was
a new blonde on Stephen's list. She arrived with the
regularity of the first robin and during the five years
Kendal had been his secretary she had learned the signs
and dreaded the day Stephen would come bounding into
his office with his hat pulled jauntily over one eye, a
flower in his buttonhole and a burst of song on his lips.

Yes, the Secretary married
her Boss — but she went
right

on being his Secretary as well as his Wife,

which

led to complications, including a Certain

Blonde!

Read

our

sparkling

story

of the new screenplay featuring Rosalind
Russell,
Brian
Aherne
FICTIONIZED

BY

Elizabeth

B.

Petersen

love, but after she'd married the boss
(Brian Aherne), she discovered she was
just a poor, weak woman. Phyllis Waldon
(Virginia Bruce) was Stephen'snew blonde.
What if the new passion waned with the end of summer,
what if fall and winter were given up to the whirl of
husiness activity that had made the Dexter Cement Company such a prize plum that the Cement Combine was
plotting means of absorbing it, spring was always there
waiting and so was the blonde.
Kendal stiffened as she came to the door of Stephen's
office. There hadn't been a sign of spring about him when
he came in that morning, full of plans to combat the
Combine. Business had been in {Please turn to page 72)

At first her oomphy reputation, as exploited below in "It
All Came True," and other films, scared off elusive bachelor
Brent. But then Ann's own wholesome charm won him over.

'S
HOLLYWOOD
a.

o*9

romances
why Hollywood
know minute
I don't The
WELL,
each
two stars find
so stuffy.
have toI'mbe sure
other they immediately tuck in at a table for two at
*
*Day)
Ciro's (the equivalent of the old parlor sofa of Grandma's
y *
each
into
and spend endless hours just gazing monotonousl
*
**
other's eyes. Before they met they were probably two of the
most popular young people in town, gay, witty, friendly, and
fun-loving. But as soon as love's rigor mortis sets in they become
just a couple of dull jerks, and I mean dull. It's a good thing
they have each other. No one else would have them.
Even that grand screwball Carole Lombard, who could put a
boiler factory to shame by merely lifting her voice, became the
Mouse Girl of all time when she and Clark Gable discovered that
they cared. One of our better columnists went in for a little
clocking one night at the Beverly Brown Derby and has it on
record that for two hours and forty-five minutes Barbara Stanwyck (whose wit is second to none) and Robert Taylor uttered
not one word. I myself did some snooping on Olivia de Havilland and Jimmy Stewart at Ciro's, and had to be revived with
. three aspirin tablets. After a session of Sonja Henie and Dan
Topping I required three Martinis. Stuffy as a feather bed.
As Grade Allen says, I don't get it.
So when I heard that Ann Sheridan {Please turn to page 86)

Lowdown

on

'S

JOHN

BARRYMORE

Barrymore returns to
the screen in a picture
which parodies his own
hectic career — "The
Great
Profile,"
with
Mary Beth
Hughes,
who's been dubbed
"The New Harlow," as
his leading lady (left).

Back
Profile

in

Hollywood,

gives
To

The

his wittiest

Charles

a windy scene in "The Great Profile." Both the character
and the title of the picture commended themselves as
permanent fixtures of his fame. Yet even more interesting
was the physical appearance of the matchless actor himself. He was as slight, as slender, and as alertly lightfooted as on that memorable night in New York when
first he looked every inch the Prince of Denmark and
swept his way along the road to glory with grace and
power unequalled since the day of Edwin Booth.
Here, then, was the renewed, the rejuvenated John
Barrymore come into his own, if travestied, estate and
having another time of his life as the comedian no less
than the tragedian he can be at the drop of the hat or
the rise of the curtain. I marvelled at his resilience, personal and professional alike, as he swung into a chair at
the edge of the set. So free was he, too, from any of the
vagaries of his recent wayfaring adventures in "My Dear
Children" that I instantly suspected his riotous ad libbing
to have been done for a shrewdly businesslike purpose.
He lifted a quizzical eyebrow. "The play lent itself to
ad libbing. It was a pratfall comedy, anyway, not 'King
Lear.' So why not? Audiences liked the liberties taken
with it, and who was I not to give them what they
wanted ? I played it straight the first night in New York.
But the audience was disappointed. Accordingly, I decided that when they came the following night they
wouldn't be. That helped. Indeed, it helped enormously,
just as it had in Chicago. We did good business. In my
seeming madness, therefore, (Please turn to page 92)
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interview

Darnton

RETURNED from the theatrical wars, John Barrymore bore no marks of battle, only certain significant
dollar-marks. Once more the unpredictable zany of
his world had confounded Hollywood wiseacres by proving himself to be, of all things, an astute businessman ! It
was surprising, too, though eminently fitting, to find Mr.
Barrymore again in the inky garb of Hamlet as he played

Great

i Joan

Blondell

Dick

Powell,

and

her husband,

have

fun

life, fun on the screen
starring

in new

film, "I Want
vorce." Don't worry,

in real

A

coDi-

they don't!

Dick Powell is a busy man these days,
combining a business career as real
estate operator with movie stardom, and radio work on the side.

Colman,

cheer

up!

Now

that you're co-starring
with gay Ginger Rogers in
Lucky Partners," give us
a grin (see opposite page)

It's a light, romantic comedy, this new
film which brings Ginger and Ronnie
together as screen lovers for first tir

-mi

MngHH

1

pen*

(tyatn!

Seven years later! Not since they co-starred in
"It Happened One Night" have Clark Gable and
Claudette Colbert worked together. You remember that picture which earned for each star an
Academy Award, sent Colbert sky-rocketing to
fame and the fortune which made her 1939's
fourth largest U. S. income earner, gave Gable
his great chance. Now, "Boom Town" brings
them together again, as screen husband and wife.

-

It's a 4-Star show, this "Boom Town," and a big battle for
acting honors — for Gable must buck the terrific competition
of Spencer Tracy, and Colbert's charm must overcome Hedy
Lamarr's disturbing loveliness. However, the truth is that
Gable and Tracy relish such rivalry, since the men are good
friends in real life and good sports on the studio sets; while
Claudette's talent, as well as the importance of her role, permits her to outshine the dazzling Lamarr, who plays a part
of secondary strength. You'll note Hedy's new, shorter coiffure, Claudette's bangs which hark back to the way she
looked in "It Happened One Night." Gable and Tracy resort
to no such sartorial tricks, but get themselves mussed up
in real he-man fashion for several stirring fight scenes.

Clarence Bull

It's good to see aJ
grand actor like
Donlevy come into
his own,

as he

as-

suredly does in "The
Great McGinty," a
swell, salty cinema
that's always ex*
cellent entertainment

le patrician

Miss

itrick has played "the
other woman"
in
two recent screen
successes: "My Favorite Wife"
Doctor Takes a Wife."
One of these days
she'll get her

man!

(Gorgeous
GAIL

Jimmy

Stewart

and Rosalind Russell have the time
of

their

lives

clowning their
scenes in screen
version

of Kath-

arine Cornell's
Broadway
play

No, pictures below are not scenes from the film. "No Time for
Comedy" is a witty, urbane comedy of manners. Candid shots of
Stewart and Russell, below, are just clowning on the set, as "Roz"
and Jimmy practiced a dance routine. Tallest young actors in
Hollywood, Miss Russell and Mr. Stewart are also among film
colony's
most energetic steppers. First time they've danced together
since Olivia
de Havilland crashed in on their easy comradeship.
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Accessories
Marvin

NO

matter what career claims you, choose
clothes to suit the scene ... to play up

your personality ... to be the cornerstone of a smart wardrobe. Fashions that can't
be enjoyed for more than one season are luxuries few can afford! Styles that are basic
and undated are much the best investment
for bright budgeteers! First on every career
girl's Fall list, a threesome tailored suit, here
in chevron-weave tweed. The reefer has boxpleats and fits snugly so it's better on slim
or average figures. If you're fuller-sized,
choose your suit with a box coat. This one,
about $27.00 at Arnold Constable & Co.:
Best's Apparel, Seattle. With it, a felt brim is
best, like this gay young cloche, about $4.00
at Lord & Taylor. Classic pigskin slip-ons,
about $2.00 at Bucknall Bros., Milwaukee.
STRAIGHT
TO SCHOOL
Velveteen Scotch cap to
wear with simple wools
and silks but never with
furbelows and frills. All
colors, about $4.00 at
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago. The petal neck is
news on this Dalmera
cardigan. About $4.00.
For
business,only
the slip-on's
smarter,
$3.00,
Kresge's Dept. Store,
Newark; Betty Blanc,
Hollywood, California.

Career
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Clothes

DAY in, day out, casual styles are
best.that
Forstand
campus
fabrics
stamina
hard, wear
and "with
are

a: -s

bulky enough to balk Old Man Winter.
For at-homers, thinner woolens and
rayon fabrics that are not too warm in
steam-heated dwellings. Touches of
white are nice behind the coffee pot!
For the office, fabrics that resist mussing and keep a crisp, executive air.
White touches, too, but only when immaculate. Note — for that last-minute
Monday morning rush when there's no
time to press, jerseys are a life-saver!

OFF TO
OFFICE

THE

Fashion dictates plaid wool
on trim shirtwaist lines.
Nobody's smart secretary
will ever spoil the effect
with fancy shoes or a fussy
hat. About $8.00 at LaSalle
& Koch Co., Toledo; The
H. C. Capwell Co., Oakland.

HAPPY

AT

HOME

Order of the day — a miniprint on nicely launderable
rayon crepe. Good-looking
enough for casual calls or
the movies. About $4.00 at
R. H. Steam's, Boston; T.
A. Chapman, Milwaukee.

SUBURBS

OR

CITY

Who'd resist this hood coat? It's a turncoat, too! Plain navy tweed on one side,
gay
navy
and red
stripes onfrock.
t'other.
over a plain
solid-shade
Its Better
boxy
lines are becoming to almost all figure-types. About $20.00 at R. H.53 Macy
& Co., Inc.; the May Company, Cleveland.

Dressed-up enough for important dates but dressed-down enough for everyday. Fine Julliard woolen sculptured with swirling lines. About $20.00 at
The Win. Hengerer Co., Buffalo; Kline's, Cincinnati; Meier and Frank, Portland. The tall-draped turban of chiffon velvet adds inches of height. About
$5.00 at Saks Fifth Avenue ; Marshall Field & Co., Chicago. Hand-stitched capeskin gloves, about $2.00 at Gimbel's, Pittsburgh; C. F. Hovey Co., Boston.
No matter how many clothes are hanging in your closet, you're only judged
by what you're wearing! Bear this in mind when you ensemble an outfit.
Don't mix too many patterns and textures. If one accessory is extreme,
keep the rest classic. Understatement in dressing is always smarter than
elaborateness. This year, the trend is definitely for casual clothes, glamorized by interesting accessories. This coat can be further dressed up by removing the belt, adding a gold lapel accent, substituting suede accessories.
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FUN

After

FIVE

A costume that goes to
business, then on for
good times! Thin wool
princess dress with
whirligig skirt, topped
by a matching coat of
fine twill-back velveteen. Its twin headlight
button fastening duplicates the buttons on
the dress. Wine, green,
black, brown. About
$23.00 at Bloomingdale's; The J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit; Bullocks, Los Angeles.
Little Corporal visor of
velveteen, more becomto a petite little face,
about $5.00 at Lord
& Taylor. Long suede
pouch, about $3.00 at
Gimbel's, Pittsburgh ;
The Lindner Co., Cleveland. Dancing-girl jewelry by Lisanda of
pearls and gold, bracelet about $2.00, necklace about $3.00 at Saks
34th Street, New York ;
The William H. Block
Co.,

Indianapolis.

To make this
outfit tailored,
the smart plateau beret of
felt, about
$5.00 at Joseph
Home
Co.,
Pittsburgh ;
Livingston
Bros., San
Francisco.
Shirred tophandle bag of
capeskin, about
$3.00 at James
McCreery
;
Pearl twist
only $1.00,
Bonwit Teller,
Philadelphia.
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e! Sideways in dull crepe,
Fashion turns sideways and all eyes are on this slimmer, arresting silhouett
sleeves make this extremely smart
softly draped with sleeves intricately beaded to catch the light. The
lines to best advantage. About
for theater and dinner-parties as well as dances. Taller figures carry the
Pirie Scott Co., Chicago.
Carson
$15.00 at Franklin Simon & Co., in New York, Greenwich and East Orange;
Manchester, Madison.
S.
Chiffon kerchief starry with rhinestones, about $1.00 at Bonwit Teller; Harry
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C[ Sideways in Celanese Rayon Jersey. Side-satldle skirt plus
sleek-fitting topper to match. White, red, luggage tan, Wedgewood hlue or hlack. Topper about $5.00, skirt about $7.00 at
Stern Brothers; B. Forman & Co., Rochester; F. & R. Lazarus
Co., Columbus. Locket of pearls, about $1.00 at Denholm &
McKay, Worcester; Home Store, Dayton. Black silk dress bag
about $2.00 at Mandel Bros., Chicago. Cluster jewelry of pearls
with cabochons, necklace about $2.00, bracelet and earrings,
about $1.00 each. At B. Lowenstein, Inc., Memphis; the Higbee
Company, Cleveland. Huge chiffon square with sequins, under
$3.00 at Kauff man's Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh ; Bonwit Teller, N. Y.
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More
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eye!

fashions solve everyday underwear problems

The too-long slip? Dur-O-Seam Clipper
slips are adjustable in four lengths.
You clip excess length, leaving a cleancut, tailored hemline that won't fray
or rip. Of Crown-Tested rayon taffeta,
in pastel or brilliant colors, at $1.69.
The too-short slip? Dur-O-Seam Yankette solves' that in a minute. You
pull a thread, down drops your slip
length, leaving your pretty, pleated
ruffle intact. Styled of Crown-Tested
rayon taffeta in many colors, at $1.69.
C Your underwear is the foundation for
your finished costume appearance. First, it
should fit. You must feel comfortable and
A good restrainer in a
pantie girdle? The
Munsingwear garment
shown really controls
bulging hips because
of length. Of two-way
stretch fabric, with
front and back satin
panels and detachable
garters. Priced at $4.
Easy to adjust
dress shields?
Then wear Kleinert's Junior Braform, bra and
shields in one.
Bra is of double
net, shields of
nainsook. Bow
for adjusting and
up-lift. Price $1.
58

you must look smooth.
C Second, your underthings should be
pretty and you should keep them that way.
On this page are four of the most practical fashions we could find — and also
pretty. Here's how to keep them so.
C Launder them frequently and carefully.
Use mild soap flakes, like Lux. Make a rich
suds in luke-warm water, never hot, and
squeeze the garment through. Rinse carefully. Roll in a towel to dry. Press with a
just-warm iron. Iron all silks on the wrong
side, and all bias parts in the direction of
the grain. In laundering girdles, follow
carefully the directions that come with
most. Smooth into shape but do not iron
any elasticized parts. In fact, no ironing is
necessary anywhere. Put your things away
with sachets or, lacking these, slip a cake
of your favorite fragrant soap in the
drawer. All in the interest of sweetness beneath! C. M.

CLOSE-UPS

ON

CLOTHES
f
s«to V

f

FASHION

FABRIC-ATION:

Fabrics for dress coats go much smoother-surfaced, this season, though some needle-point
textures are seen. Casual coats swipe from
men's wear. You'll see covert cloth widely
used . . . many kinds of fleeces . . . bold glen
plaids. For dresses, satin stages its perennial
revival and the jersey urge gets stronger yet!
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HAIR

DO'S
Your face is the
frame,

so

By

see

AND
picture, your

that

Courtenay

You are a roundRound:
faced darling. But you
hate it. You want a slim, more
chiseled look. Then opposite,
you see your answer in hair
arrangement. Avoid a center
part, bangs and a fuss at the
sides. These only make you
rounder. Instead, wear a low
side part, slanting it outward,
and keep your hair closely
cropped. An upward trend
makes your face appear slimmer. If you insist upon hair
low at the back, then at least
keep sides and front up for
slimming effect. The fullness
of the round face is often
charming with the right hair-do.

extreme up
: Avoid
Long
lines,
like the wrong lady,
opposite. They make you look
too thin and sad and old. Break
face length by a soft halo, by
brushing hair off cheeks, a low
side part and softness at forehead and over temples. The
face thus achieves a frame that
adds to its width, making it
more youthful and appealing.
You can see the surprising
change wrought by
portions, decidedly
ing to the eye. The
often marked by an
and elegant note.

better promore pleasslim face is
aristocratic

Heart-shaped: An appealing,
dainty type. Do not crush
the beauty of shape beneath
gobs of bangs and temple locks,
like the wrong deb, opposite.
Have soft curls about the face
but brush them backward.
When the line is becoming,
keep forehead and temples free
of hair. This gives a clear,
fresh accent to any face, when
harmonious, generally. If you
of the heart-shaped face, have a
widow's peak, do not hide it,
but show it to advantage, for it
is a distinct mark of beauty and
none too common.
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the

two

DON'T'S
hair the

harmonize

Marvin

want
d: And
Lowto forehea
ow! you
Well, it
look highbr
can be done. First, brush all
your hair upward, so the natural hairline shows, then let
your curls begin an inch or two
above. Part your hair on the
side, slanting the part toward
the crown of the head, then
brush curls forward. Keep your
eyebrows fairly thinned; wear
high flowers or bow for evening
in front hair. Courtesy for use
of hair chart is acknowledged
to The Nestle-LeMur Company,
which also stresses proper, frequent thinning, a reliable permanent and shaping to face
type for beauty.

Triangle: This is the broad
upper face with tapering
chin. Here you must truly disguise the natural line of your
face, and what a pleasing difference you can make! Break
the forehead line with a center
curl; draw up the hair from
your temples, to reveal the tip
of your ears. Brush forward
from the back a fringe of curls
to partly cover the jawbone
near the ear. You have then
broken a decided shape into a
symmetrical, charming one. Do
not extend your eyebrows too
far at the sides.

the
You areThey
High
girlforehe
for ad:
the bangs.
will break that bald, high forehead space, and few can wear
them, so you can be different
with style. Claudette Colbert is
an excellent exponent of the
bang to advantage. Wear a distinct side part, your hair closely moulded to your head. Brush
hair up, off your cheeks and in
conjunction with bangs, keep
curls soft and smooth. Bangs
plus too fussy curls are just
too, too much of everything to
no good purpose. Fairly heavy
brows help, too.

A jewel for your hair
— that's the new Prophy-lac-tic hair brush
— a gem. It's beautiful, easy to wield and
easy
to keep elean.

Rose Laird knows all
the answers to young
skin problems, and
they're contained in kit
shown. Bumps can be
avoided or corrected!

HYLACTIC
PROP
proves that a brush
can be a thing of beauty.
You are reminded of

voted much of her
ROSE LAIRD has detalent to young skin problems, especially acne and
its related ailments, oiliness, blackheads, white-

jewels when you see the
new Jewelite brushes,
made of crystalite plastic in gem colors — water-clear
crystal (and this is a beauty), rose-quartz, light sapphire
and light emerald. Fine white Exton bristles promise efficiency and durability. This is an easy to grasp brush because of the fluted back and handle, and light to wield.
Even the price is nice. A decided asset for dormitory
dressing-table and definitely more beauty for hair!

yau/te
Beauty

news

YOU

It's what you need, girls and boys. Go to it!

fat
of the minute!

tory dressing-table

IF

heads and bumps. If you're smart, you won't let that problem skin worry you another moment and you won't let it
spoil your popularity. But you will avail yourself of Miss
Laird's little kit, Essentials for Young Skin, with basic
preparations to correct your heartache; you will use it
conscientiously and you will see some glorious results.

as

well

as

Keyed
your

to

the

needs

at

dormihome

want another
us twins
us,
campRump
T and
RIOnew
by Cutex, are definitely

face, if you're tired of
your own, or simply don't
like it, then opposite is
truly another face for you
and a lovelier one. You
can make it the Hollywood way, with the new
n Cosmogenics
pde
Ham
Kit, based on the use of
color and tone to accent
your lovely points, subdue
your less lovely. There
are fifteen colors in this
kit, including foundation,
rouge, lipstick, eye
shadow and mascara.
Brushes are also included.

shades for dates. They're
lively and give that extra
something to costumes
and occasions. Riot is a
rich, deep red, that you
will match with perhaps
a red velveteen frock or
one note of costume accessories. Rumpus is an
electric red, quick, young,
Hampden's Cosmogenics
Kit holds fifteen colors
and three handy brushes
for your loveliest face.

FOR beauty beneath, Revelry makes real treasures of
matched accessories, including combinations of perfume, eau de Cologne, talcum, bath powder, water softener,
soap and satin-covered sachets. One of our favorite combinations issketched, eau de Cologne, bath powder and soap.
It will give you a pampered, sumptuous feeling to have
these beauties all matched,
so take one back to college with you, keep Revelry in mind for that
next hostess gift or give
yourself one, just for fun.
Revelry does some
smart combinations of
toiletries for your
beauty beneath. A favorite contains eau de
Cologne, bath powder
and two cakes of soap.

Riot and Rumpus, campus twins, are, like their
names, young, brilliant
and eager finger colors.

eager. It will thrill you
to change from the so-so
shade you use in the classroom to dashing color
when it's time to play.

1 DON'T know where you'd ever find such a dollar's
worth of beauty as in the "Motto" kit by Daggett &
Ramsdell, illustrated. It is a surprise. Here are five lovely
preparations, cleansing cream, skin lotion, foundation
cream, face powder and hand lotion in the loveliest of containers. The motto on this special package is, "Beauty Is
as Beauty Does." The
preparations have a fine
reputation, and whether
you're a schoolgirl or a
grandmother,
need
and
love them you'll
all ! CM.
Read and heed the
motto on Daggett &
RamsdelPs "Motto"
kit. There's quantity
and quality within for
all ages and all tastes.
Truly,
a good buy.
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Now

is the

Hollywood's
future and
best

suited

time

to find out

what

Norvell,

astrologer, forecasts for your
what astrological signs are
for

you

in love

and

marriage

Will the Charles Boyers. left, and Fred MacMurrays be able to stay happily
married? Read what Norvell has to say about their future marital status

EACH month I receive on the average of twenty-five
thousand letters. Twenty-five thousand persons with
, that many problems !
It has always fascinated me that with all the worries,
desires, and hopes that beset mankind, the most urgent
and frequent questions put to me relate to love and marriage. Even in these desperate days the question they ask
is: "Will I find happiness in love and marriage? When?"
And so it is in Hollywood, among the movie stars. In
this citadel of ambition and achievement, you would think
Cupid would take a back seat. But the glitter girls seldom
ask
about their options. It's their romances that
botherme them!
No one ever asks if Garbo will win a belated Academy
Award. They want to know if she will marry Gayelord
Hauser. I answer to that question: "Garbo is typical of
her sign, Virgo. Her birthdate is September 18. She is
faithful to one ideal. Garbo's love is her career, and her
wedding certificate is a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract."
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I've often thought, passing Garbo walking alone on.
country roads, that her walks were symbolical of her
life — solitary. Companions attracted to her natural gayety,
her genius or fame, may join her for a piece along the
road, but she will continue on — all alone. I don't think
Garbo will sacrifice her emotional integrity at this point,
just to rest in the shade of matrimonial "security." If
Garbo does marry, it will be a mistake and cannot last.
Her career is the only one that could last as long as she
lives. When she made her debut in "The Torrent" at the
age of seventeen, she might well have been forty, so ageless did she seem. So it is now and so will it always be.
Garbo's genius will make her seem young if she wishes.
This is typical of those born between August 23 and September 22 in the Sign of Virgo. Youth is their gift. They
never lose it if true to their inner selves.
Another question that is being pondered by Hollywood
these days is, will Fred MacMurray divorce his wife?
Fred was born in the Sign of Virgo. My answer is, "No."

YOUR

HOROSCOPE

SENT

FREE!

Norvell, the screen stars' astrologer, offers you a FREE
condensed version of your individual reading based on your
birthdate. Your horoscope contains pleasant surprises or
warnings that may help you avoid some unfortunate situations. Fill out the coupon below and send it with a stamped,
addressed envelope to NORVELL, Box 989, Dept. M, Hollywood, Calif.
Please send me NORVELL'S Horoscope. I enclose self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
MY NAME IS
MY ADDRESS IS .
CITY
MY BIRTHDATE IS
ily.
Norvell, left, with some of the rr
from our readers that pours in da lail
He receives about twenty-five th
sand letters each month and
+o
quires the help of several sec
taries to care for the many perso nal
inquiries and requests for ho Id.
scopes and advice which are sent
him from a\ parts of the woi
;reouWill Garbo,
their careers

left, and Geraldine

Fitzgerald sacrifice happiness and permit

to stand in the way

This is one of the few Hollywood marriages I have steadfastly maintained would last. It is so perfect astrologically.
Lillian MacMurray is to Fred what career is to Garbo.
He has already proven that he would sacrifice for it. His
devotion during his wife's long illness was classic. Once
again the stars prove the Hollywood gossips mistaken.
Fredric March, born in the Sign of Virgo, deserted the
screen for the stage. His success on Broadway was quite
pronounced, but now Freddie is back on the screen, and
his chart shows that he will continue successfully in pic-

of love and

matrimonial

"security"?

ro-

re-

tures for quite some time to come. Recently when I read
his chart on the set of his latest picture, "Victory," at
Paramount Studios, Fredric March was more concerned
about his career than his marriage. As everyone knows he
has been happily married for some time to charming
Florence Eldridge, and I predict that his marriage will
continue being happy and successful. As to his career, he
can continue right on through his past and present cycle
of romantic hero into comfortable middle age roles,63 without losing any of his romantic {Please turn to page 87)
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IF you care, it has been proven that dancer
I George Murphy can actually thread
a needle while doing an extra hot tap
routine. . . . Lois Andrews Jessel struts her
stuff : she visited her former classmates at
Huntington Park High, rigged out in her
silver foxes and all her jewels. The youngsters were left gasping. . . . Mrs. Otto
Kruger has started a new fad by wearing a
shiny, brilliantly colored trout fly on the
lapel of her tailored suit. . . . I've never
heard of it being done before but the
thought is well taken. Rita Hayworth has
two types of fan pictures. For girls, a picture of her in simple sports clothes looking
naive and wholesome — for men, a vision of
slinky allure. . . . That attractive mountain estate you'll see in "Dulcy," starring
Ann
Sothera, isHe
really
Lewis
Stone's
home
at Arrowhead.
rented
it to
his studio.
All the screen Glamor Girls are going western, Now it's Kay Francis
who's a western heroine. She's shown, above, with co-star Randolph Scott
in a romantic scene from "When the Daltons Rode," saga of the frontier's
most famous band of outlaws. Kay has role of Bob Dalton's sweetheart.
YOU'VE read only fleetingly of he-man
Victor Mature's dating big stellar names
— or any girls at all as a matter of fact.
His studio has quietly banned any mention
of his choice in feminine companions. In
the future you'll hear even less about his
romancing. His bosses are planning to
make a male Garbo of him. They mean to
build him into a tall, dark, and devastating
male whose cynical indifference will only
make the gals more maddeningly possessive.
It is the plan to have women chasing
Mature, not Mature, the great lover, pursuing the girls. So far things have panned
out rather well, only it is now developing
that Vic is quite content to give all the
girls the go-by if he can only date Margaret Roach, who happens to be his big
boss' daughter. If Hal Roach puts his foot
down, cause
here,
trouble,
it looksthere's
as if going
no oneto isbe going
to betell
Vic what he is to do about Margaret but
himself.
THE

other noon the crowds waiting outside the M-G-M commissary door kept
bunching up and growing larger and more
annoyed. Everyone was waiting to get in
and no one seemed to be coming out. The
whole room was filled with males eagerly
craning their necks, but you could hardly
blame them — you cquldn't get the treat they
were getting thrown in with your lunch
anywhere else in the world but in Hollywood. The reason for all the obstruction
and interest was a round dozen' of very
shapely models, who were working on the
lot in a short. The day being a particularly
livid scorcher, the twelve beauties had removed their wraps to be comfortable. Their
only underneath coverings were their costumes for the picture — the sheerest, most
frivolous step-in and underthings imaginable. The males kept duplicating orders
over and over, but not paying much attention to the food. Later in the day Jimmy
Stewart, who had the equivalent of a frontrow seat for a solid hour, couldn't for the
life of him remember what he had eaten
for lunch. The next day the girls got orders
to eat their lunch in their dressing rooms
or refrain from taking off their coats in
the dining room.
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T'S a rare treat to watch Bette Davis
work. It's very much like seeing proof
that emotions can actually be caged and
released at will for any fitting occasion. In
the twinkling of an eye she can whip up
any height of feeling for the camera. She
can build a rage to the fury of homicide
in a split second. I watched her pump five
bullets into the body of her lover (David
Newell) on the set of "The Letter." The
scene made you cringe with reality. After
the ordeal had been shot a number of times
and the camera stopped grinding, Betty let
loose a hearty, infectious peal of laughter.
That raucous howl could have been heard
out at the front gate of the studio. That's
Bette's method of release and of kidding
Miss Davis, the tragedy queen. This new
version of "The Letter" will have Herbert
Marshall again in the cast, this time playing the husband instead of the other man
as he did with the late, eminent Jeanne
Eagels. This version will also give you a
new ending. Miss Eagels went scott free
for all her misdeeds. The Hays office, in
this remake, makes Bette suffer — and
plenty.
IT ISN'T usual for a young fellow to get
I a chance on the screen and a movie contract because he is, primarily, a gentleman
in every sense of the word. Hollywood's
requisites are, somehow, much more dashing and far more flashy. But George Brent
is responsible for the start of Richard Clayton's career on the screen because that
young man,deserving
in George's
mind, Brent
is a saw
real
gentleman,
a break.
him first on the set of "The Fighting 69th,"
working as an extra. His manners, carriage,
appearance and acting ability impressed
Brent so much that he was instrumental in
getting a bit part for him in that picture.
When George's newest story was being
cast, he saw an excellent role for Clayton
and personally recommended him. The new
fellow not only got the part but a contract
as well. The support of his mother and
brother became much less a burden. Now
he's well on his way to success and all because he had such impressive manners. It
still pays to have an ingratiating presence
in Hollywood.

Above, Bette Davis gets ready, aims and
(on opposite page) fires! This is how Bette
looks in "The Letter," in which she plays
Leslie Crosbie, who murders her lover.

DIDthat
you Sonja
know Henie
that theisjobtheis only
so strenuous
actress
who has a man for a stand-in? ... At
Slapsie Maxie's the other night a diamond
threw
theThe
entire
place weighted
into a gossipers'
field day.
sparkler
down the
finger of Raquel Schneider. She was, of
course, with James Roosevelt. ... It only
happens in Hollywood: Mitchell Leisen
personally
redecorated
his servants'
ters as a surprise
and present
for his quarmaid
and chauffeur. They were on their honeymo n. .. . The fan who stole one shoe and
sock from
the patio
Grant's
beach
home
can come
back ofandCary
collect
the mates.
One of a pair is of no use to Cary and he'll
gladly give up the other shoe and sock.

Presenting
Highlights
Film

Alan Mowbray's grand piano. It's enameled
in fire engine red with the autograph of
every important person in town scratched
into it. Jeritza,
. . . They
it'sbecome
a sight ato real
see
Mme.
whosayhas
farmer on her Hidden Valley ranch, dressed
in dungarees and singing Wagner at the
top of her voice, while she plows up her
garden behind r team of magnificent horses.

of the

City's News

Weston
DON'T forget about these two people
because you don't hear much about
them. Ginger Rogers and Howard Hughes,
quietly playing footie-footie under the table,
were gnawing chicken right off the bones
at
the other
night.is . without
. . The gaudiest
bit Eaton's
of furniture
in town
a doubt

the

East

Deanna
Durbin's new film,
"Spring Parade," has a lot of
surprises for her fans. She
plays a Hungarian peasant
girl of the I890's and wears a
period costume for the first
time. She has never performed
anything but ballroom dances
on the screen, but in this picture she does a wild Hunarian folk dance. And, for
e first time, Deanna will be
eard in a duet, with her leadig man, Robert Cummings.

Note change of expression on Bette's face
as gun goes off, above. Movie stars are
supposed to be able to do all things with
ease, but firing a gun is hard on them too.
SOMEONE dubbed it a very clever gag
— Richard Greene was the most popular
young buck at Ciro's the other night, only
he wasn't there. He got a half-dozen telephone calls and was paged all evening. . . ,
Did you know that at the 20th CenturyFox studio you can't drink beer with your
lunch? No liquor is allowed to be served
in the commissary. . . . Dorothy Lamour
has recently been stopped twice by motorcycle policemen and each time given a
ticket. All of her sarong appeal didn't mean
a thing to the arm of the law. ... A wag
has appropriately dubbed the projection
rooms located in the basement of the new
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer office building as
"The Whine Cellar."
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"Man from Fleet Street," starring Edward G. Robinson, gets under
way. It's a dramatization of the career of Julius Reuter, founder
of a world-wide news service. Top scene shows Nigel Bruce,
Edna Best and the star; above, Albert Basserman and Robinson.

yOU don't hear much about Roy Rogers
in Hollywood. He's not in the society
news, he doesn't shine at night spots.
I don't think he ever attended a premiere.
He's not a playboy, and he doesn't appear
in sophisticated comedies, so in Hollywood
he doesn't make very startling copy. To us
he's
just another
to a million
schoolboys
he is cowboy,
an idol. but
Recently
it has
been made known what a tremendous influence he had on his youthful followers.
Roy never had, his foot-prints embedded in
the world-famous forecourt of the Chinese
Theatre to furnish another bit of curiosity
to thrill seekers. He has something worthier than that for a memento. At the Garfield School, here, a cement block has been
set up as a constant warning to every student to be careful when crossing the street.
Embedded in the plaque is Roy's signature
and the hoof-prints of his famous horse,
Trigger. Every student heeds and is benefited. My hat's off to Roy Rogers.
T was the wonderful team-work between
Erich Remarque and Josef von Sternberg
that quickly boosted the price of that now
famous kiss that Marlene Dietrich sold for
$1025. The Red Cross needs more of that
kind of cooperation. Remarque started the
bidding at $100 and von Sternberg doubled
it. Between them they tossed it up to a
thousand dollars in a twinkling. Then a
timid voice in that gay garden party throng
at
Edward
G. Robinson'sauctioneer
meekly shouted
offered
$1025.
The flabbergasted
"sold," and promptly collapsed. Then came
the oh's and ah's for the kissing itself. That
smack would never have passed the frigid
scrutiny of the Hays office, nor the okay
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Humphrey Bogart believes in playing safe in this scene from
"They Drive by Night." He knows that night driving is a dangerous
sport and he mustn't take his hands off the wheel, so — when he
has a yen for some sparking with Ida Lupino, he parks the car.

of the wife of the lucky stiff who got it if
it hadn't all been for sweet charity. It was
the wife, herself, of that fortunate New
Yorker, who actually prodded her spouse
into the bid. They were in Hollywood on
a vacation and she wanted her husband to
have contribution
a really goodwill
time.
Marlene's
osculatory
be long
remembered.
Although he didn't win it, her cavalier,
Remarque, tossed in a five hundred dollar
note for, "just thinking about it," making
the
total for
$1525all for
a mark
youjust
galsonetosmooch.
shoot atThere's
!
I EANETTE MacDONALD is really a
J rabid old fussbudget when it comes to
arranging events down to the smallest,
most trivial details. She must have everything mapped out very correctly or she
can't enjoy it. That's why her friends got
a good laugh at her expense when she
asked them all to see a movie with her the
other night. Jeanette was at the appointed
spot precisely on time and paced up and
down in the foyer of the theater, waiting,
for at least twenty minutes — to the delight
of all the other theater-goers. Finally she
left her friends' tickets at the box office and
went in by herself, just to teach them to be
punctual. To her dismay she found that the
picture
wasn't
plannedto
to see. showing
She found
the the
billonehadtheymoved
another theater across town. She hustled
up a taxi in double-quick time. Her friends
are still kidding meticulous Jeanette for
keeping them all waiting for a full hour.
You can imagine her annoyance at having
to explain her lack of attention to details
when she even forgot to check to see where
the picture was playing.

NOW
it comes out that Jean Arthur
might have saved all her breath and
energy in her fight not to play opposite
Bill Holden in "Arizona." The truth is that
all her kicking didn't deter director Wesley
Ruggles one iota once his mind was made
up. Holden, a natural for the role, came to
director Ruggles very unexpectedly after
he had once turned him down, and when he
most needed him. Nothing could have
changed his mind — even Miss Arthur's pleas
that if she played opposite him she would
be mistaken for his mother rather than his
girl friend. Ruggles was desperately in need
of a he-man to play the role and had discarded Holden as inexperienced and an
unlikely bet. Bill left town for a complete
vacation in the desert. He hadn't shaved
for three days when he was accidentally
spied
by ClaudewhoBinyon,
Wesley
Ruggles'
ace scenarist,
was also
vacationing.
The beard caught the writer's eye. Until
Binyon hauled Bill bodily back to Hollywood, he never left him out of his sight.
He arranged a test and showed it to Ruggles. That's how Bill Holden, by the hairs
of a beard, got the important role of the
young army sergeant, Peter Muncie, that
even Jean Arthur couldn't talk him out of.

THE touch that makes a perfect host :
Whenever Pat O'Brien has guests and
oysters on the half shell at the same time,
he puts an artificial pearl or two in
each shell. . . . Rover boy to the rescue :
Cary Grant winced in abject pain when his
studio publicity department announced that
his newest sport coat had a pocket to hold
lipstick, hair curlers, comb, perfume bottle,
etc. — for the convenience of his girl friends.

And who can blame George Raft for breaking one of the rules —
the one about not taking your eyes off the road — when Ann
Sheridan snuggles up and turns on the glamor, as in this scene from
"They Drive By Night"? Anyway, George's hands are on the wheel,
NO

one ever got the best of George
O'Brien in a gag or a bit of horseplay.
George has a quick working brain as well
as a swell sense of humor. When he
recently got back from his very enjoyable
tour of South America, he was welcomed
home by a typical Hollywood joke. An urgent long distance call from New York was
waiting for him, charges reversed. He took
the call only to have a friendly voice drool,
"George, my pal, I just wanted you to
know that I'm well and happy, in perfect
health, and I hope you had a wonderful
time. Goodbye now." George lost no time
in searching his back yard for a thirty
pound rock. He crated it and sent it air
express, collect, to his New York ribber
with the accompanying note : "Wonderful
to hear from you ! This is the load that
fell off my heart when I found you were
in such perfect health. Your friend —
George."
ANOTHER milestone in the George
> Brent and Ann Sheridan affair has been
favorably passed — for Ann. She came
through with flying colors. Everyone says
that each week these two get a great deal
closer to an understanding that can mean
only marriage
in the
friends
insist that
he end.
is a George's
changed close
man,
that for the first time in years he is as
happy and carefree as a puppy. Ann always
seems to fall conveniently in with his ideas
on living, his balmy attempts at spontaneous fun, and his whole conception of
how to enjoy life in general. George is very
fond of Hawaiian music. So fond, in fact,
that he has a favorite native band in the
islands that he practically lives with when
he is there. They come to the states to

Mrs. Edward G. Robinson, fop, chats with her husband, who's dressed
for his Reuter role in "Man from Fleet Street." Above, Robinson
and Edna Best entertain Noel Coward, who flew to Hollywood for
a visit while on a short furlough from the British war service.

record once a year and all fourteen are always his guests for their stay here. This
trip they met Ann for the first time and
the mutual appreciation that cropped out
was wonderful to see. George gave a luncheon for Ann and his Hawaiian friends
and shedicted made
tremendous
hit.agree
It's with
prethat now aAnn
has only to
George on the color of shirts and ties and
it will be wedding bells.
EARLY risers in Beverly Hills these
warm summer mornings miss a very
familiar and heart-warming sight. Lately
they haven't been seeing fragile, little
Maureen O'Sullivan in her charming
crack-of-day routine. Crucial world events
have dealt harshly with her marriage and
her strong family affections. The early
months of the war parted her from the
light of her life, Michael Damien Farrow,
her son. She was " in England when war
was declared. When she returned safely,
she and Michael spent every possible moment together. Those happy morning walks
started then. When Michael awakened,
which was very bright and early, Maureen
would slip into slacks and with her hair
combed out loosely she and her strong
young son would walk around and around
the bright flowering walks of Beverly Hills
— Maureen softly cooing about the happy
little birdies and all the pretty waking
flowers. No Hollywood actress was ever
more becoming to marriage and motherhood than Maureen O'Sullivan. These days
you
don't and
see her
thatson
gratifying
little
scene.to
Maureen
have both
flown
Canada to be with husband and father, John
Farrow, who is serving his country.

IF YOU have a horror of being called
I upon to entertain in some harebrained
manner
at a party,
or if you can't
play club
the
clown before
a sophisticated
night
audience you wouldn't enjoy the movie
colony's new brand of entertainment. Grace
Hayes Lodge has a new laugh-getter.
Someone got the idea from wondering what
had become of that old "caution" at parties— the gentleman who wowed the gatherby trying
all theforwomen's
can ingnow
win on
a prize
being ahats.
panicYouas
a manikin. I saw Big Boy Williams take
all money the other night by striking a
hilarious pose wearing none other than
Mary Brian's little wisp of nose veil and
forget-me-nots.
There's
sophistication in
Hollywood for you
!
WHAT ture
would
your
reaction
be to Jimmy
a picstarring
Fred
Astaire,
Cagney and George Raft? There are plans
afoot to put these three topnotchers in —
guess what — a whopping musical drama
with each one of them tripping the light
fantastic ! Astaire, of course, would have
the edge on Cagney and Raft because we
know him for his ability as a dancer. However, Jimmy was a chorus boy in many a
New York show, is intensely proud of it,
and still trips a mean routine. Everyone
knows that George Raft was a 69Texas
Guinan tango sheik. In his day there wasn't
aa night
York that
get
load ofclub
his in
hotNew
Charleston.
He didn't
still feels
he could dance on the screen and make
you like it. The only fly in the ointment
now is for Warner Brothers to find, or
have the right story written, to combine
the other valuable talents of these three,
with their ability to dance.

Jack and Harry Warner, big men behind Warner
Bros, pictures, address mass meeting of film
workers, combating
un-American activities.
JACKIE COOPER wants to change his
J name. It's a very serious step for him,
and he knows his career may depend on it.
He will sincerely appreciate any aid anyone
can give him to help him out of his difficulty. He feels that he is getting old enough
to drop the name of Jackie, and all its suggestion of youthful immaturity. He knows
that he could never play the type of mature
roles he hopes to grow into if his name
remains the same. To truthfully show in
which direction his future acting ambition
leans it is only necessary to know that a
few years back he secretly took Richard
Dix as a middle name because Dix is his
idol. Jackie hopes in a few more years to
be playing the kind of he-man, outdoor
roles that Dix made famous, but he just
can't see himself being a two-fisted hero
with the name of Jackie. Can you offer any
suggestions that will help him?

WHEN
a Russian falls hook, line, and
sinker for the game of baseball there
are apt to be fireworks. Especially when the
Russian is a blue-eyed curvacious blonde
with a bit of temperament. Just such a
package of potential dynamite sat in a
choice box immediately behind the home
plate at the Hollywood Ball Park a few
nightssion ago
and the umpire's
everyblonde.
deciwas challenged
by the fiery
She made her disagreements known in a
vociferous manner. The poor fellow couldn't
understand a word but he knew he wasn't
being thrown any bouquets. Before the
game was over he would much rather have
looked down the piercing muzzles of a firing squad than confront that blonde, but
she didn't let him escape. She told him exwhat he didn't
know more
about the
game.
The actly
umpire
was even
surprised
to find he was face to face with Anna Sten.

Newlyweds! After all those denials, Sonja Henie
said yes to Dan Topping, married him in Chicago,
spent honeymoon at East Hampton, Long Island.
7,0

Ann Sheridan, who's more of a Nice Girl than
an Oomph Girl when cameras aren't cranking, attends big meeting with boy-friend George Brent.
IT'S a real Hollywood love story and it
I reads like a movie scenario. It all started
more than twenty-five years ago. Marjorie
Rambeau was a young and exceptionally
talented stock company actress when it
started. She was playing in an old theater
in Los Angeles. She fell in love very suddenly with a young up-and-coming film
executive by the name of Francis Gudger.
Francis gave her a simple engagement ring
that he had slaved and saved to buy. Before
their different careers would allow them to
marry they quarreled and she returned his
ring. Later she married another. He married, too. After many years they met again.
Divorce and death had left them single once
more. This time Francis Gudger offered
Marjorie the same engagement ring she had
once worn — twenty-five years before. The3'
were married, and here's one marriage that
I'll bet my hat will last.

Keeping up with Jackie Cooper is a full-time job
for our cameraman. He's with Bonifa Granville
above; tomorrow the girl may be Jimmie Rogers.

When Brent's head is turned, Annie turns around
to say hello to fellow red-head Jimmy Cagney, her
co-star in "Torrid Zone" and "City for Conquest."
THERE
worsethan
for to
a player's
prestige isin nothing
Hollywood
have a
studio announce big starring plans for him
and then in the rush and excitement of
talking about it, forget to do anything at
all for their find. It gives a player's career
a very tired look, and a pathetically letdown feeling keeps him in a rut. Twice
now, RKO studios have announced a big
build-up for Lucille Ball, and both times
forgot all about it. Lucille has been the
victim of drastic changes in big bosses and
studio policy. However, a third time may
prove the lucky chance that will click for
her. At least this time Lucille definitely
rates star billing in her big promise, "Too
Many Girls." It's the George Abbott show
from Broadway and will feature most of
the members of the original New York
cast. Lucille is an exception, and also Ann
Miller, who will do the top dancing honors.

Spencer Tracy and his wife may be enjoying the
baseball game in Hollywood Park but they certainly don't look it here! They're fans, though.

HOLLYWOOD relaxes in the most novel
and sophisticated surroundings in the
country. Someone is always topping someone else in new ideas for decorating playrooms and outdoor entertainment quarters,
even swimming pools. Ida Lupino and
Louis Hay ward have just introduced a new
and unique illuminating feature in the
rumpus room of their Brentwood Canyon
hilltop home. The lighting fixture is a
combination of two ancient blunderbusses,
crossed, and made into an impressive center
chandelier. The room is diffused in light
coming from the barrels of the guns. The
rest of the room is lighted by genuine antique coach lanterns. The most novel and
modern lighting experiment, however, is
embodied in an on-and-off neon marker at
the door of the powder room. When the
door is closed the sign reads, in blazing
red letters, "recording."

Bill Powell must like wacky hats — anyway, he
loves wifey Diana Lewis, so any crazy chapeau
she chooses, and she does, looks good to him.

JUST to give a party with a still more
different twist, the "Charlie Chan at the
Wax Museum" company, tossed off a gay
bit of whimsy (they thought) by having a
chamber-of-horrors as their setting. Director Lynn Shores was the host, and it
was his idea to use the scary set he had
used in the picture. The dark and creaky
stage was lit only with dim blue lights.
Distorted and horrifying wax faces leered
from everywhere. Strange unearthly noises
screeched and moaned. (Sidney Toler manipulating the sound effects machine.) When
a gigantic headless figure seated at the head
of the table very unexpectedly reached over
and
the much
food from
JoanSheValerie's
plate snatched
it was too
for her.
fainted
dead away ! Joan's roommate is suggesting
parties with a little less realistic motif —
then Joan could have her fun and they'd
both be able to get their night's sleep !

Two of Hollywood's happiest people: big Andy
Devine and his pretty little wife, among the ringsiders at Cocoanut Grove. All photos by Weissman.
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"Hired

Wife

Continued from page 3 I
his firm tread. But now he was humming.
It took all the courage Kendal could muster
to look at him when she opened the door
at last. He was wearing a gardenia.
It was ridiculous to love a man the way
she loved Stephen. To love him so much
that fear came crawling into her eyes and
her throat and her heart, so that the outrageously pretty picture of the blonde on
the billboard across the street became a
living thing when she saw Stephen looking
at it.
"Kendal, who is that girl?" Stephen
asked, his gray eyes glowing. "I should
know." Kendal knew only too well, but she
managed to keep her voice- under control,
to inject that little note of aloof amusement
which she hoped would keep Phyllis
Walden where she belonged — on a billboard. "She's on the canned tomatoes I
use."
"Find out who she is and get hold of
her." Stephen was trying to be very businesslike but there was the look in his eyes
to defeat his purpose. "We could use that
girl. She'll be our symbol, our trademark."
"Little Annie Cement?" Kendal managed
a giggle that sounded forlorn even to herself. She knew she couldn't laugh off that
blonde. After all, wasn't she Phyllis Walden, the cream of this year's model crop?
Kendal found herself loathing the color
photography that had brought Phyllis to
that billboard and Stephen's attention as
she wentsank
to the
model's
heart
when
she apartment.
saw her, And
for her
the
photograph hadn't lied. There was the
same buttercup yellow hair curling around
her forehead, the violet blue eyes, the soft
wild rose pink and white of her skin.
Phyllis looked like a whole meadow full
of flowers. She looked like spring itself.
None of the others had been so lovely as
she.
They were enemies from the beginning,
cool, dark Kendal with her flip manner
concealing the panic in her heart, and this
soft, dewy-eyed girl just managing to conceal a flicker of interest when she heard
Dexter's name.
"I'll get in touch with him tomorrow,''
Phyllis said and Kendal found her heart
sinking down to her slim little feet.
"You'd better let me call you and arrange an appointment," she said quickly.
Kendal wasn't one to go down to defeat
easily. So her voice was very firm when
she called Phyllis the next day. She had
to wait while the operator at the apartment house switched the call to the terrace
restaurant where Phyllis was lunching, but
the pause gave Kendal time to think of
some more devastating things to say to her.
"I'm afraid I have rather disappointing
news for you," she said when Phyllis' voicecame over the wire at last. "That job is
off. Mr. Dexter changed his mind. He's
going back to his old style of advertising.
He decided just before he left for Chicago
by Kendal
plane this
morning."
grinned
as she heard the little
gasp on the other end of the wire, and
blessed herself for being such a good liar.
She didn't even quibble and call it imagination. After all, she'd kill and steal for
Stephen, why wouldn't she lie for him?
"I'd like awfully to know what Mr. Dexter said about me," Phyllis said softly.
"And will you speak a little louder, please?
We seem to have a poor connection."
"He said — " Kendal winked and stuck
her tongue' in her cheek, although there
wasn't a soul there to admire her technique
but herself. "Now, remember you asked
me, he said, 'call up this Miss Goofypan
and tell her she can't peddle her puss to
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Kendal could
never be
through caring
what Stephen
did, not while
Phyllis, below,
was around.
Van Horn
(Robert Benchley)
gave Stephen
the idea of getting married
and putting
everything in
his wife's name.
So dal
it whowas
Kenbecame
Mrs. Dexter, although it was
a business proposition. Right,
William
(Hob-)
artCavanaugh
with newlyweds.

All you need is
a woman you
can trust, Roger
explained to
Stephen, after
seeing how he
had been
tricked by the
Combine. There
was a hurried
wedding with
Kendal phenand
Steas bride
"You're
a
real
and groom.
Stephen
told her
friend, Kendal,"
after the ceremony. "Yes, yes,
good old pal
Kendal,"
she
ocked back.

"HIRED WIFE"
Produced and directed by William
A. Seiter. Associate producer, Glenn
Tryon. Original story by George
Beck. Screen play by Richard Connell
and Gladys Lehman. Following is the
cast of principals :
Kendal Broivn'mg. .Rosalind Russell
Stephen Dexter
Brian Aherne
Phyllis Walden
Virginia Bruce
Roger Van Horn. . .Robert Benchley
Jose
John Carroll
Mmnford
William Davidson
William
Hobart Cavanaugh
McNabb ,
Richard Lane

Steve Dexter. Now that I've sobered up I
can see it won't sell cement to have that
silly-looking blonde sittting on a dam, danShe glinghung
up "hastily, for over Phyllis'
her gams.'
protesting
voice
cameshethe looked
sound of
Stephen's
cough. But when
around
she
saw she was still alone. It frightened her,
imagining she had heard Stephen that way.
Sheenough
was losing
her grip
herself.
Wasn't
it
to think
about onhim
all day
and
dream about him all night without hearing
hisItvoice
he later
wasn'tbefore
even there
?
was when
an hour
he came
in
and it was the way it always was with her
heart turning somersaults at the sound of
his voice.
'When is the poster girl coming in to
see me?" he asked.
"She isn't," Kendal said. "The man she's
going to rnarry won't let her. He said,
"Tell Sehor Dexter, my lovely Pheelis she
geev up her career to leev on my rancho
and"Chinaman?"
be mia mujer,Stephen
how youvolunteered.
say? — wifes — "
"Peruvian," Kendal corrected him without flickering an eyelash. "Sehor Jose de la
Whoozis de las Watzit, or something like
that. Rich. Has his own plane. I caught her
at the airport just before they — "
"I suppose they flew to Chicago too?"
Stephen said pleasantly. "So we won't have
any silly-looking blondes sitting on my
Kendal felt herself freeze as she looked
at him and saw the knowledge in his eyes.
"I happened to be lunching with Miss
Walden when you phoned," Stephen exdams."
"Happened!" Kendal looked her indignaplained.
tion. "You leave it to me and then you
sneak off and date her behind my back,
as "She
if you phoned
don't trust
!"
my mehouse
last night. I
thought it was just another example of
your efficiency," Stephen said evenly. "Now
listen,
right
I'm
not at Kendal,
all sure you're
I couldmy run
thishand.
business
without you. But I think I can run my own
life. I'm going to see Phyllis tonight, the
night after and every night and day she'll
see"Ime.don't
How like
do you
that Kendal
?"
it atlikeall,"
said
quietly. "But if she's the one you want, if
you're sure it's the right thing, my blessings, Stephen. I won't try to stop you. I'm
She started toward the door but he
reached it first and stood there looking
through."
down
on her. Kendal was tall but Stephe -i
towered over her and again that panic took
hold of her as it always did when he was
near her. It took every bit of courage she
could muster to keep from throwing herself
in his arms.
"But you're not going to leave me with
73 and
the Combine cracking down on me
everything," protested Stephen.

"I'm not through working for you,".
Kendal said evenly. "I'm just through caring what you do outside of office hours."
They were brave words and Kendal tried
to live up to them. But she couldn't. She
could never be through caring what Stephen
did, not as long as there was a sun to beat
down on his head as he cantered through
the park with Phyllis on the horse beside
him, not as long as there was a moon and
stars to shine softly over them as they
danced at smart terrace restaurants, not as
long as there were florist windows to remind Kendal of the orchids Stephen sent
Phyllis day after day. Not as long as there
was that panic in her heart. And every evening there was the new fear that maybe
that night it would happen and Stephen
would ask Phyllis to marry him, and every
morning
new relief
that hethathadn't,
and
her heart the
jockeying
between
fear and
that relief until it felt as if it had been
caught in a revolving door.
But in the end it wasn't Phyllis who
married him. It was Kendal. It happened
so quickly, after the board meeting when
Stephen saw he had been tricked by the
Combine and they could force him into
bankruptcy and Roger Van Horn, who was
Stephen's best friend as well as his lawyer,
getting the idea of putting everything
Stephen had into his wife's name. But of
course, as Roger suggested with that like-

Filled with misgivings, Kendal, above,
gives Stephen a pin for his lapel flower
which usually signifies that he has
fallen in love with another blonde.
Left, the next day the office force
gathers around to pelt the bride with
rice and congratulate the groom.
tongue of a shrew. It frightened her to
think that he would be putting everything
he owned into her lovely, gold-digging little hands.
It was easy, almost too easy. Phyllis'
eyes narrowed as she listened to the things
Kendal was saying, the words no woman,
however calculating, would take as a proposal from any man.
"I wish I had your luck," Kendal went
on easily, ignoring Phyllis' baleful stare.
"You put in a week of easy work and zip,
you're Mrs. Stephen Dexter. Just between
us you can write your own ticket. Dexter's
in a spot where it would be very convenient ifhe got married to someone. Oh,
not just anybody. You're his first choice.
It's a wonderful chance for a girl like you."
"You can tell him, no!" Phyllis said.
"But in your own way. You've got so much
The plane was ready to take off when
Kendal
reached the airport. She had been
imagination."
sure
face. she was doing the right thing but her
first qualms came when she saw Stephen's
able grin on his face, Stephen would have
to get a wife before midnight.
Kendal's heart contracted when she saw
the look in Stephen's eyes, the look that
said "Phyllis" as surely as any words
could. And her world stopped as he went
to the telephone and gave Phyllis' number and began again, slowly, falteringly,
when he found she wasn't there. So of
course it was up to Kendal to find her.
There was so little time, for the marriage
would have to take place in a few hours
and South Carolina was the nearest state
in which an immediate ceremony could be
arranged. Kendal went in search of Phyllis,
while the others drew up the necessary
papers
for the transfer of Stephen's property.
There was only that hour before she was
to meet them at the airport and it took al74

most all of that before she found Phyllis.
She
was
posing
at a aphotographer's
studio
and though
it was
sweltering day,
she
was dressed in ski clothes, a fur cap poised
jauntily on her head, a woolen scarf
flung around her throat, her slender body
crouched as if for the jump, silhouetted
against the pines and the snowy slope of
the prop background.
She was hot and tired and the sight of
Kendal looking so cool in her smart spring
outfit was too much. And Phyllis was
never one to choose her words when there
was no man around to impress. Afterwards
Kendal didn't really know if she had
planned to trick Phyllis. She only knew
that when she saw her all the old fears
and resentments came back again. She
couldn't bear to think of Stephen marrying
this girl with the eyes of an angel and the

"I couldn't get her to come," she said,
and for the first time since she had known
him she couldn't meet his eyes. "You
mustn't blame her. No woman wants to
get married
just toasbea fair.
favor." She felt she
had
to add that
Stephen turned away trying to hide his
chagrin. "Well, it was a nice business when
I had it," he said bitterly, and his words
were little enough to cling to, but Kendal
found solace in them. After all, it was his
business he had thought of first.
Roger Van Horn looked at Kendal and
grinned. "All you need is a woman you can
trust Stephen," he suggested and with his
grin and his eyes looking at Kendal, there
wasn't a doubt who he meant. "It's just a
formality you know. Any girl who can say
'I do' will do."
Stephen looked at Kendal and a curious

into the garden and walking to the farthest
end of it, stood leaning over the terrace
overlooking the East River. Then in a little while Stephen joined her.
"You're a rare sort of woman, Kendal,"
he said. "You don't let people down. And
I— well, I want to thank you for marrying
"You're welcome, I'm sure." Kendal
forced the casual lightness to her voice.
Then suddenly she became serious : "Oh,
Stephen I don't feel like kidding about this.
It's nothing, of course. No more than the
sort of thing I do every day, seeing people
for you, signing your letters, but — but those
kids we saw, down there tonight — her eyes.
Do you remember how she looked at
And how could she know she was lookme."
ing at Stephen
in that same way, her eyes
darkening under her tears so they looked
so vulnerable and young that Stephen seeing them felt a quick rush of tenderness
toward her. Suddenly he took a quick step
toward
him?" her and she was in his arms, and
his lips were finding hers in the darkness.
"No !" Kendal said then, and her small
hands
went out pushing him away from
her.
Stephen's eyes showed their bewilderment and hurt as he looked at her. "You're
my"No!"
wife,"Kendal
he said.shook her head. "I'm only

Above, Stephen has a hard time trying
to
his secretary's
phone
callexplain
to Phyllis
when he(Kendal)
takes her
to
dinner at the exclusive Swan Club. Right,
Van Horn looks on as Mumford (William
Davidson), of the Combine, learns he's
been beaten by Stephen with Kendal's help.
thing happened, for it was almost as if he
were seeing her for the first time, seeing
her not as a part of his office, but as a
girl. A girl he had always liked in his
maddening, taking-for-granted way.
"Well," he looked at her, his gray eyes
crinkling in the corners the way they did
when he smiled, "what do you say,
Kendal?"
"I do," Kendal said. And then she turned
away to hide the quick tears that came
to her eyes, the silly tears that had no right
to be there, knowing as she did that it
didn't mean anything and she was a fool
to feel the ridiculous happiness giving
wings to her heart and her words.
A fool too, after that quick ride through
the clouds, to feel that emotion almost of
shyness as she stood beside him on the
porch of the small white house where the
local Justice of Peace lived. Over them
were the stars, so close Kendal felt she
could touch them just by reaching up her
hands, and around them was the honeysweet scent of flowers. It seemed so real,
she almost forgot the reason Stephen was
marrying her.
Then as his hand reached out to the
fragrant shrub growing near the railing,
she remembered, and the old laughing
mockery came back in her voice.
"Go ahead," she nodded as his hand
hesitated. "It's mock orange."
But when he picked the flower and gave
it to her, she put it in his buttonhole and
as they stood there, close, without speaking, listening to someone playing the wedding march on the parlor organ inside, it
seemed almost real again.
A night bird sang in the garden and
from the house inside came the solemn
words of the wedding ceremony. And
through the lighted window they saw a girl
and a boy, their adoring eyes and breathless voices making a farce of the other
ceremony that was to come. Stephen's face

became grave as he heard the girl's whisper, the man's steady voice repeating the
vows. "Kendal," he said then, "I don't
know
— " Stephen," she said stead"It's— perhaps
all right,
ily, taking his arm.
He smiled down on her. "You're a real
friend, Kendal Browning," he whispered,
his hand covering hers.
"Yes,
Kendalhis!" trembled.
She mocked
him.
But yes,
her good
hand oldholding
Again there was to come the sharp realization of how little it meant when they
returned to New York and went to Stephen's
house, for Roger was waiting for them and
Kendal learned he was to live with them.
It seemed so ridiculous, having a chaperone.
And Roger Van Horn at that ! Kendal
could
laughed
if she
been out
so
close tohave
tears.
She left
them hadn't
and went

the woman you married. I'm not here because you want
me. I'm
just asaid
substitute."
"That's
not so,"
Stephen
quietly.
"Phyllis failed me."
"She didn't," Kendal whispered. And she
knew then she had to be honest with
Stephen even though he would despise her
for what she had done. "She'd be here now
if I hadn't lied to her. Well, now I've run
coldly.
"Then she did say yes," Stephen said
out of lies."
"She said no," Kendal whispered. "I
made her. It wasn't a very nice trick, the
way I put your bid. No woman likes to
admit
is forPhyllis
sale." believe I thought I
"Youshemade
could buy her?" Stephen looked at her incredulously. "You treated her as if she
were cheap ! It was contemptible of you."

Kendal felt she had said goodbye to him
forever when she went to her room that
night. She was ready to tell him so and
offer him his freedom. But the next day
when the office force clustered around,
pelting them with rice and congratulations
and they stood side by side pretending they
were as happy as everyone thought they
were, Kendal knew she wouldn't give in so
easily. She loved Stephen and she was going to fight for him. For his sake as well
as her own. For if the Combine suspected
their marriage had been collusion they
could win their case in any court in the
country.
Even when he stood so stiffly at his
desk, his eyes antagonistic as he told her
he was going to see Phyllis wherever and
whenever he wanted to, she swallowed her
pride and took it.
"I know you're in love with me," Stephen
said quietly.
"I am," Kendal's words came without
either emphasis or emotion.
"I'm not going to marry you." Stephen
told her and, as her eyebrows lifted, "that
is — well, you know what I mean."
"Sure." Kendal still managed to keep
that casual matter-of-fact tone in her voice.
"You can lead a horse to water and so
forth."
"You know this can't go on."
to the papers on his desk and
to
you
thatlook
if Ithem
live over.
to be "Ia give
hundred

they were supposed to be a honeymoon
couple,
weren'tat her
they,andanddance
so what
he
do but smile
with could
her and
pretend not to Care when Jose turned the
full force of his charm on Phyllis.
Phyllis might have combated the charm
but
she saw
couldn't
combatHer
his conversation
importance.
Kendal
to that.
sparkled with Jose's strings of polo ponies,
his suite at the Ritz, his haciendas in the
Argentine, his yacht — Kendal caught herself just in time. "Wasn't it too bad the
yacht was in dry dock?" she asked. She
congratulated herself for that aside. Maybe
she could manage the other things. But a
yacht. That would have been too much.

white whiskers down to my knees I'll
never lay hand on you, except maybe in

But she couldn't go on with the tears so
be—"
close.
She turned abruptly and went into
her own office, and she tried not to listen
as she heard Stephen call Phyllis and ask
her to the Swan Club that evening. But
she might as well have tried to avoid listening to a steam shovel. Stephen wanted
her to hear that conversation !
"Of all the men in the world, why did I
have to fall in love with you !" Kendal
thought resentfully. It wasn't as if she had
to go begging for love. It wasn't as if men
didn't
like like
her. that!
Why, Jose
she could
namewhodozens
right off
for one,
was
a bona fide count, even if he didn't have a
penny to his name. Jose had a great respect
for Kendal, for she was practically the only
woman he'd ever met who had failed to
succumb to his charms. Kendal couldn't
help a triumphant chuckle as she called
him and asked him to meet her at the
Swan Club for dinner. Why hadn't she
thought of Jose before !
It was a different Kendal who swept
into the Swan Club that night on Jose's
arm. A Kendal whose dark hair was caught
back from her forehead with a coronet of
camelias, a Kendal wearing a glamorous
evening gown and ermine jacket that accentuated the feminine softness of her new
personality. She had checked her flip wisecracks with her office clothes and her smile
was all sweetness as it met Stephen's scowl
when they walked over to the table where
he was sitting with Phyllis.
_ Stephen felt as if he was in a hideous
nightmare. He hated Kendal at that moment but he couldn't show it. After all,
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"Have asked
you told her about yourself?"
Kendal
"Certainly," Jose drew himself up
proudly. "Of course, not everything. But
today I planned to take her to a bench in
time."
theHepark
and tell
her I amas poor
and now
— "
stopped
suddenly
the door
opened
and Stephen came out of his office, a sheaf
of cancelled checks in his hand, his face
furious as he looked at Kendal.
"These yours?" he asked, and his mouth
was set in a stern grimace as he gave them
to her and she saw they were the checks
she had made out to Jose. "You cut-rate
Casanova!" he glowered looking at Jose.
"I like Jose!" Kendal warned him.
"Go ahead ! Like him, love him, marry
him ! But I don't want him hanging
around!" Stephen thundered.
Jose started to say something and stopped
as
Phyllis walked slowly in from Stephen's
office.

He turned
pretended
my word
and
have

anger."
"If I believed that, Stephen, I'd quit
right now," Kendal said steadily. "But I
can't. I love you and I'm going to go on
loving you and some day you will come to
me and say, 'Kendal, darling, / love you.' "
"I might have. Once upon a time. But
now!" Stephen jerked at his trouser legs.
"See these?" he asked. "They're pants!
They're
still men
a symbol
are a few
who of domasculinity.
not like There
to be
kicked in them — especially by a lady punter.
It hurts their manly pride."
"Guess I have been a bit too athletic,"
Kendal managed a gamin grin. Then suddenly her voice softened. "Stephen, may-

imagination or was his voice really unhappy? But of course if couldn't be, she
told herself practically." Wasn't Stephen
getting everything he wanted?
Jose was waiting for her when she went
to the office next morning. "Kendal, she is
in there with him," he said dramatically
"And I am in love with her. On my own

Kendal's heart lifted to her shining eyes
when she heard Stephen say, "I'll follow
you clear to heaven or wherever you go."
It took aoflotPhyllis
of checks
finance signed
Jose's
courtship
but toKendal
them cheerfully. So Jose was lavish and
Phyllis was interested and Stephen was
jealous
and how
Kendal
well,these
Kendal
dare think
she— felt
days.didn't
For
though Jose was making progress Stephen
was still far in the lead and there was no
doubt in her mind of his feeling for the
lovely Phyllis.
Then came the day Kendal had feared
from the beginning. She tried to be glad
when she knew Stephen had won and the
Combine was licked. But how could she
even pretend when she knew it was the
end of everything between herself and
Stephen. If only there had been a little
more time, a month, a week, even a few
days !
Stephen came to her in the garden that
night and for a long time they stood on
the terrace overlooking the river and neither
of them spoke. Then Kendal looked up at
him.
"You've beaten them, haven't you?" she
asked. "Nice work, Stephen."
"You've been a big help," Stephen said
slowly.
"Have been?" Kendal asked.
"Yes, it's all over now." Stephen looked
down at his cigarette flickering in the darkness. "Kendal, look," he went on abruptly.
"I want you to have the best of everything, the best suite in the best hotel, anything you like, and when you — when it's
over, well, Reno isn't far from Los Angeles
and Los Angeles isn't far from Hawaii — "
"And Hawaii isn't far from Japan," Kendal put in bitterly, but Stephen went on as
if she hadn't interrupted.
"I want you to have a swell, long, restful vacation," he finished, and was it her

"Oh, Jose, how could you?" she asked,
and Kendal was surprised to hear her
voice trembling, to see the smudge of
mascara her tears had left under her eyes.
"You've been taking money from her! Oh,
how could you be so cheap !"
"But Phyllis," Jose looked at her appealingly. "My pockets were so empty and
my heart was so full. I love you."
"You spent her money on me!" Phyllis
persisted.
"She thought I was investing it for her
in a gold mine." Jose looked triumphantly
at "No!"
Kendal.Kendal
"Didn'tlifted
you?"her head. She was
through with quibbling now and forever.
"I knew he was spending it on her."
Stephen looked at her furiously. "I
thought at least you had pride," he said,
"but to marry me to get money to give to
a man knowing he'd use it to win another
He looked at her, and suddenly he understood. So this had been part of her
game, too, introducing Jose to Phyllis,
woman !"the courtship that was intended to
planning
ominously.
cut
him out. "I get it now," he said
Kendal
arm. thing
"Come happened,
on," she
said,
and took
then Jose's
a strange
for Stephen, watching, knew his happiness
was going with her. Infuriating, maddening
as she was, he knew he loved her, seeing
her walk away from him like this, her hand
on another man's arm, her small head
lifted in that proud gesture of defiance.
They were as far as the elevator when
he reached them. And this time it was
Kendal who retreated, squeezing her way
to a corner of the elevator as Stephen
came in after her. There was that quick
glimpse of Jose and Phyllis jubilant as
they stood looking at each other before the
elevator started its descent, and then
Stephen's voice grim in her ears.
"You'll never get away from me !" he
threatened. "I'll chase you clear to heaven
or wherever you go, but mind, I'm not givKendal's heart lifted to her shining eyes.
"No, darling," she whispered demurely.
"See these?" she lifted the edge of her brief
dress.
"They're
in."
Of ingcourse
sheskirts
was !" lying through her
teeth. Skirts would never mean anything
more to Kendal than the latest lines, the
latest flare, the smartest length. She was
predatory and scheming and dominating.
But somehow it didn't make any difference,
not with her eyes shining and her smile
coming breathlessly as she looked at him.
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Beret by Hinchley Hats, Inc.
Atlanta, Rich's, Inc.
Cincinnati, H. & S. Pogue Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Gimbel Brothers
Pittsburgh, Pa,, The Joseph Home Co.
San Francisco, Livingston's
Washington, D. C, Woodward & Lothrop
Necklace by Omar, Inc.
Baltimore, Hochschild, Kohn & Co.
Boston, Wm. Filene's Sons Co.
Buffalo, The Wm. Hengerer Co.
Cincinnati, Rollman & Sons Co.
Cleveland, The Higbee Company
Columbus, The Morehouse Martins Co.
Dallas, A. Harris & Co.
Dayton, Home Store
Detroit, The J. L. Hudson Co.
Ft. Worth, Monnig's Dry Goods Co.
Houston, Sakowitz Bros.
Indianapolis, The Wm. H. Block Co.
Kansas City, Mo., Harzfeld's
Memphis, B. Lowenstein, Inc.
Minneapolis, Powers Dry Goods Co.
Newark, L. Bamberger & Co.
Nezv Haven, Hamilton & Co.
New Orleans, Maison Blanche Co.
New York, Saks 34th Street
Oklahoma City, Halliburton's
Omaha, J. L. Brandeis & Sons
Philadelphia, Snellenburgs
Providence, Cherry & Webb Co.
Rochester, E. W. Edwards & Son
St. Louis, Scruggs, Vandervoort Barney
St. Paul, Golden Rule
San Antonio, Joske Bros. Co.
San Francisco, Liebes Company
Syracuse, Flah & Co.
Toledo, LaSalle & Koch Co.
Tulsa, Brown Dunkins Dry Goods Co.
Washington, D. C, Lansburgh & Brother
Worcester, Denholm & McKay
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Suit by Fierman & Kolmer Co.
Los Angeles, The May Co.
New York, Arnold Constable & Co.
Seattle, Best's Apparel
Cloche by Betmar Hats, Inc.
Chicago, Marshall Field & Co.
New York, Lord & Taylor
New York, Saks 5th Avenue
Pigskin Gloves by Sand and Siman
Boston, C. F. Hovey Co.
Boston, R. H. Stearns
Bridgeport, D. G. Howland
Bridgeport, Meigs & Co., Inc.
Brooklyn, Namms Dept. Store
Chicago, The Boston Store
Hartford, G. Fox & Co.
Milwaukee, Bucknall Bros.
Milwaukee, A. A. Goldman & Sons
Pittsburgh, Gimbel Brothers
Providence, R. I., The Shepard Co.
Scotch Cap by Betmar Hats, Inc.
See Preceding List — Page 52

Guide

Cardigan by Shepherd Knitwear, Inc.
Hollyivood, Cal., Betty Blanc
Nezvark, Kresges Dept. Store
Salt Lake City, Grace P. Hawks
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Plaid Dress by Mayflower Dress Co.,
Inc.
Baltimore,
Boston, R. Stewart's
H. Stearns
Chicago, Carson, Pirie, Scott Co.
Cincinnati, H. & S. Pogue Co.
Cleveland, The Halle Bros. Co.
Detroit, The J. L. Hudson Co.
Los Angeles, Bullocks
Milwaukee, T. A. Chapman
Minneapolis, The Dayton Co.
Nezvark, Kresge Dept. Store
New York, Arnold Constable & Co.
New
York, R.
Bloomingdale's
New York,
H. Macy & Co.
Oakland, The H. C. Capwell Co.
Pittsburgh, The Joseph Home Co.
Portland, Oregon, Meier and Frank
Rochester, McCurdy & Co.
St. Louis, Stix Baer & Fuller
San Diego, The Marston Co.
Toledo, LaSalle & Koch Co.
Washington, D. C, Lansburgh & Brother
Hood

Coat by Siegal Bros.

Boston, Wm. Filene's Sons Company
Cleveland, The May Company
Detroit, The J. L. Hudson Co.
New York, R. H. Macy & Co.
RayonInc.Dress by Mayflower Dress Co.,
See Preceding List — Page 53
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Dress Coat by Barkin-Levin
Buffalo, The Wm. Hengerer Co.
Cincinnati, Oregon,
Kline's Meier and Frank
Portland,
Turban by Betmar Hats, Inc.
See Preceding List — Page 52
Gloves by Sand & Siman
See Preceding List — Page 52
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Velveteen Suit by Berkeley Juniors, Inc.
Detroit, The J. L. Hudson Company
Los Angeles, Bullocks
New York, Bloomingdale's
Visor by Betmar Hats, Inc.
See Preceding List — Page 52
Bag by Westerman-Rosenberg, Inc.
Chicago, Chas. A. Stevens
Cleveland, The Lindner Co.
Detroit, Himelhoch Bros. Co.
Hollyzwod, Cal., Broadway-Hollywood
New York, Franklin Simon & Co.

Fashions
New York, James McCreery & Co.
New York, Saks 5th Avenue
Pittsburgh, Gimbel Brothers
Pearl and Gold Jewelry by Lisanda
Boston, Wm. Filene's Sons Co.
Brooklyn, Abraham & Straus
Canton, Ohio, Stern-Mann
Chicago, Chas. A. Stevens
Cincinnati, The John Shillito Co.
Cleveland, The Higbee Co.
Detroit, The J. L. Hudson Co.
Indianapolis, The Wm. H. Block Co.
Milwaukee, The Boston Store
New
New York,
York, Bloomingdale's
R. H. Macy & Co.
New York, Saks 34th St.
New York, Stern Bros.
Philadelphia, Bonwit-Teller
Philadelphia, John Wanamaker
Pittsburgh, Joseph Home Co.
St. Paul, Emporium
Felt Beret by Hinchley Hats, Inc.
See Preceding List — Page 51
Suede

Pouch
Bag
Rosenberg, Inc.

by Westerman-

See Preceding List — Page 55
Marvella Nature-Dipped Pearl Twist
by Weinreich Bros.
See Preceding List on Lisanda — Page 55
PAGE
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Beaded Sleeve Gown
Dance Frocks

by Columbia

Chicago, Carson, Pirie, Scott Co.
East Orange, Franklin Simon & Co.
Greenwich, Franklin Simon & Co.
Nezv York, Franklin Simon & Co.
Rhinestone Studded Kerchief by J. H.
Kimball, Inc.
Brooklyn, Frederick Loeser & Co.
Madison, Wise, Harry S. Manchester
New York, Bonwit-Teller
Pittsburgh, Kauffman's Fifth Avenue
PAGE
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Skirt & Topper by Jon Barry
Boston, Wm. Filene's Sons Company
Cincinnati, The John Shillito Co.
Columbus, F. & R. Lazarus Co.
Nezv York, Franklin Simon & Co.
New York, Stern Brothers
Rochester, B. Forman & Co.
Pearl Locket by Omar, Inc.
See Preceding List — Page 51
Jewelry by Omar, Inc.
See Preceding List — Page 51
Sequin Kerchief by J. H. Kimball, Inc.
See Preceding List — Page 56
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Movie
Fans Aren't So
Continued from page 23

rights, with orders from booksellers pouring in before publication, with syndicate
and translation markets guaranteed, he can
work quietly at home and make more money
than even Hollywood pays.
But the subject held a special appeal for
him. Before writing "The Strange Case of
Miss Annie Spragg," he had delved deep
into Mormon lore, and probably knows
more about Brigham Young than anyone
outside the Mormon church. Without the
necessity for research, three quarters of the
work was already done. Besides, he was
eager to discover what ten years had
wrought in Hollywood, whether he, as an
American writer — back in his own country
for good — could establish with the movie
center a working relationship that would
satisfy both. He found he could — partly because he was in a position to make his own
terms, partly because Hollywood is in the
throes of transition.
"For myself," he says, "I would still
never work under contract, but only between novels and only if I get a picture
I like." That he's kept himself free of
studio ties is amply evidenced by his having
written "Brigham Young" for Twentieth
Century-Fox, sold "It All Came True,"
the recent Ann Sheridan number to Warners, "Night in Bombay" to Metro, and
"A
Story
of Old New Orleans" to
Columbia.
The Columbia deal was an unusual one.
They bought film rights while Bromfield
was still at work on the book. The picture
will go_ into production simultaneously
with serial publication in a magazine, and
will be released when the book comes out.
Thus picture and book will each profit by
the exploitation value of the other. It's an
ideal business arrangement, possible only
when the writer is assured of publication
78
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in a popular magazine and of wide book
sales.
Bromfield flies to Hollywood for a conference or two in connection with each
script, but the bulk of his writing is done
at home in Ohio. He can't work on the
West Coast. "It's not my kind of country
or my kind of life. I find it distracting.
There are too many people wanting you to
do too many extraneous things, and even
just saying no takes a lot of time."
He realizes that his own case isn't typical,
but he sees a change in attitude toward
writers generally. "For the first time the
screen is becoming a real medium for them,
which is why I'm chiefly interested. Not,"
he grins, "that people like my old boss like
them any better. Fundamentally, it's a
question of economics. As long as you have
a business — which Hollywood is — and as
long as that business makes money, nobody's going to be allowed to try innovations. In the old silent days you couldn't
lose money in pictures. It was' a new kind
of cheap entertainment that couldn't go
wrong. Then, after ten years, the silents
went into a slump. People got tired of the
gags and the formulas. Hollywood was
scared to death. Then along came the talkies
— another novelty and another lease on life.
Ten years more, and it happened all over
again. The public got to know the answers,
and they weren't good enough.
"You can't feed them pap any more.
They're adults. You can't live in the world
as it is today without growing up. You
can't escape realities. They hit you between
the eyes every time you pass a newsstand.
Incidentally, I'd like to make a bow to
Warners for facing live questions. In that
grand picture, 'Zola,' they soft-pedalled the
anti-Semitic issue. There was just one shot
of a record that said Alfred Dreyfus-Jewish.

Many oh's and ah's were heard when Joan
Valerie arrived, with Edgar Bergen, above
left, at a recent gala opening looking exquisite inthis dainty sheer, white frock and
the latest thing in evening wear for the
head. Judy Ford went on the arm of Bruce
Cabot, above, and all onlookers remarked
about what a handsome couple they made.
But in 'Dr. Ehrlich' they brought it out
into the open, where such infamies belong
so they can be throttled. It's the movies,
not the fans, who've been guilty of the
twelve-year-old attitude. Now they're beginning to be dragged into maturity by
their audiences. They've seen the handwriting on the wall. For wall, in this case,
means box office.
"They're beginning to realize too that no
star can carry a bad story, not even Tracy.
All they have to do is look at the figures,
and the answer's there. For the first time,
picture business is headed for the place that
the theater started at five thousand years
ago. The public will come if it's a good picture and won't if it isn't. It's no good
saying any longer, 'We've got to give
them sweet entertainment.' Especially after
'Grapes of Wrath' and 'Of Mice and Men.'
You couldn't get a more unpleasing story
than 'Of Mice and Men,' or one starker in
its realities than 'Grapes of Wrath.' Yet
people flocked to see them while fifty sweet
entertainments perished by the wayside.
"It hasn't been entirely the fault of producers. Exhibitors have a lot to answer
for. They've brought pressure on Hollywood to produce so many pictures a year.
They refuse to stop double billing. They'll
show a picture, clear eight thousand dollars and pull it out the following week, because itcan't make more than three thousand,
which is also a profit. Instead of squeezing
every last drop out of it, they skim off the
cream and toss the milk away. If the
owner of a legitimate theater ran his business that way, he'd be called crazy, and
rightly so.
"It's the famous vicious circle. It means
that Hollywood has to produce five hundred pictures a year. Well, since the world

began, there haven't been more than five
hundred stories and at that, I'm beingoptimistic. So how can you get that many
bound
There's
and year
atoyear,
be dross,
as after
long year?
as such
conditions
hold. Lots of producers know that lots of
stories are rotten, but they have to make
'em to feed the insatiable maw.
"The result is that stars make too many
pictures a year and shorten the term of
their earning capacity. The same thing's
true of screen writers under contract. It's
impossible
for a heman
or woman,
I don't
care
how gifted
or she
may be, to
turn
out seven or eight good scripts a year.
Nine out of ten overwork. I myself know
several excellent screen writers who've
been ruined by the intolerable pace.
"That's one reason why I won't work in
Hollywood at three thousand a week. I
work on a specified guarantee for a specified job. Suppose you feel you need another
week or two to perfect the script. There's
always that three thousand dollars hanging
over your head. Another week's polishing
will cost the studio a pile of money, which
makes you uneasy. If you're a gyp writer,
who's trying to string it out, the cost is
awful. Either way, everybody comes out
wrong in the end.
"But now it's beginning to be different.
Writers are chosen more carefully. Even
the most backward companies are willing to
experiment. It used to work something like
this. A, the producer, would hire B, the
writer. A might be the kind of executive
who knew how to produce a good picture,
who really had ideas. If B's ideas didn't
square
the
boss andwithB his,
was out
the they'd
hired go.
help.A Bwas
would
have to suppress or warp to unnatural ends
the very creative ability he'd been hired for.
The thousands of movie fans who gathered
to see their favorites arriving for the premiere were treated to this friendly sight of
Connie Bennett, waving gaily, and accompanied by Richard Ainsley, below right.
Olivia de Havilland stood by smiling approval while Jimmy Stewart, below, addressed crowd in his shy, boyish manner.

Which was bad enough. It was worse when
A happened — and happened quite often — to
be a man who didn't know what was a
character
He'dto fire
and
hire Cand
and what
so onwas
downa plot.
the line
X, YB
and
Andend instead
a story, he'd come
out inZ.the
with a ofsausage.
"Well, the day for that kind of stupidity
is just about over. With the European market shot and Americans growing choosier,
they're not going to be allowed to throw
money around the way they used to. But
that's only the most recent factor. Things
started changing before the war. All the
younger
who've their
grown influence
up with felt.
the
business, men,
are making
They know that you can't survive without
a story. They respect the writer and what
he has to offer. They leave him alone. They
let him work with the director.
"For years the Capra-Riskin combination
has been turning out intelligent pictures
which that
havewould
also have
been given
majorthehits.
You'd
think
others
an
idea long ago. It's true we can't all be
Capras and Riskins, but what's wrong with
being John Ford and Dudley Nichols?
"I said a while back that there weren't
more than five hundred stories in the
world. But there are five thousand ways of
telling the same story, good, bad and horrible. The Spewacks didn't pretend to have
an original situation in 'My Favorite Wife.'
They lifted Enoch Arden out of the nineteenth century, reversed the sexes, stuck
their tongues into their cheeks and wrote
one of the most enchanting comedies that
ever came out of Hollywood. If you'd had
forty-two minds working on the same situation, all thwarting each other, you'd have
got cheap hash. The Spewacks were permitted to use unhampered what they'd been
engaged to use — their wit, their imagination, their individuality. That's what storytellers are for — to give a story distinction,
the flavor of their own style, without which
it's bound to be a hackneyed formula. The
producer's
is to
pickbusiness
writersand,
and once
directors whojob
know
their
he's picked
their
work. them, to keep his hands off
"The writer-director combination, which

is growing more and more popular in Hollywood, is ideally suited to screen technique. That combination used to be the
exception. Now RKO specializes in it, and
other studios are following suit. Ten minds
with nothing but gags to contribute are ten
too many. Two minds, working in harmony, will produce a sense of reality and
that unity of feeling which is essential to
any art. And I don't apologize for using
the word art. Story-telling is an art, whether
through the medium of the printed word
or the screen.
"What's more, one good writer costs
less than ten mediocrities. That seems so
obvious that the layman stands aghast before the old hit-or-miss method, with salary
piled on top of salary, till two hundred
thousand for a piece of tripe becomes a
commonplace. Well, it's not a commonpublicworth
isn't
paying place
twoany longer,
hundred because
thousandthedollars
of quarters to see tripe.
"There's even hope that they'll put an
end to the double bill nuisance. How ? By
proving they'd rather sit through one good
picture than an evening of stew. I've yet to
hear a man or woman I know speak one
good word for the double bill. Either you
get two lemons, which are supposed to
make up in quantity what they lack in
quality, and that's like saying that two
bowls of slop are tastier than one — or the
picture you do want to see goes on at a
time that interferes with your normal dinner hour or keeps you up till one A.M.
"Now there are signs pointing to the
possibility that within three or four years
all pictures, instead of a few, will be made
the way they should be made. Every story
has its own length. They can't all be squeezed
into an hour and twenty minutes. 'Gone
With the Wind' needed four hours. Rebecca' and 'Grapes of Wrath' needed two.
When I saw the latter, they were shown
with a short and a newsreel, and the audience went home happy. I didn't hear anyone
yell that he'd been cheated.
"Whoever's dumb, it isn't the people !"
His tone was grim, as if he had more than
the movies in mind, when he added : "I still
believe in democracy."
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down on how she regards this rumored
romance, she's likely to give you one of her
clever, though confusing answers, by saying "What, me in love with Grant ! Why,
the competition in Williamsburg alone
would be more than I could endure. Maybe I'm a bit selfish but when I fall in love,
I don't feel much like sharing the man of
my dreams with a million other women.
I want
himof all
myself." there are some
In spite
thisforstatement,
who advise a close watch in those love
scenes between Martha and Cary in "The
Howards of Virginia." That, they say, will
give you a pretty fair hint of the romance —
especially if you watch the gleam in their
And so Martha Scott of Jamesport, Miseyes.
souri, who started out in life with every
honest intention of embracing the dull,
humdrum existence of a small-town schoolmarm, finds herself in a world of glamor
and excitement and breathtaking drama —
a world where anything can and many
things do happen as quickly as the flicker
of an eyelid. The diverting finger of fate
pushed her gently out of her chosen path
and steered her from a quiet, peaceful existence to a hectic Hollywood career.
"It wasn't until I started going to high
school," she explains, "that I was really
bitten by the teaching bug. Ida Lilly, one
of my instructors, was responsible. She took
me under her wing. I adored her and
thought the teaching profession was the
greatest in the entire world. So I decided
then and there that was what I was going
to be. In a measure, Miss Lilly is the one
who is really responsible for my becoming
an actress. It was she who sent me to the
University of Michigan — my own family
being too poor to afford it. But when I was
graduated, I taught for six months. That
convinced me, I just wasn't cut out to be a
school teacher. And because I had been active in the play production department at
the
University, I decided to become an
actress.
This scene from "The Howards of Virginia,'1 gay and romantic story of the early days
of Virginia, shows Cary Grant and Martha Scott as Matt Howard and Jane Peyton.

Catching
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with

Martha

Scott

Continued from page 24
when the hounds finally corner him. That's
how Cary must have felt when the co-eds
surrounded him.
"After a few days, the situation became
so upsetting to the actors that the Dean
had to issue special orders that none of the
students were to molest the production
unit. He permitted extras to be chosen from
the group of honor students at the College.
But in spite of that Cary was the most popular man that ever visited Williamsburg
within the last hundred years. They even
woke him at two and three o'clock in the
morning asking for his autographs and they
bombarded him with invitations to all sorts
of parties and receptions. But if he accepted
them all, he wouldn't have had a minute
in which to work. And I daresay, if you go
back to Williamsburg right now, you'll find
that most of the feminine population of the
town have lost their hearts to Cary — and
I can hardly blame them.
"There's something very dashing and gallant about him. Something that appeals to
every girl. And as for me — well, playing
with him in 'The Howards of Virginia'
makes me readily understand why most of
the women in the country are so crazy
about him. He certainly seems to have all
the requirements for the ideal man."
Martha is too shy to tell of Cary's first
80

reaction when he saw her. For a time, there
was a great deal of uncertainty as to who
was to play the leading feminine role in
this film. At first, Joan Fontaine was scheduled for it but she became ill and had to
be replaced. When Director Lloyd told
Cary about the possibility of using Martha
for the part and showed him some of the
tests, Cary's eyes popped open in interest.
"Say," he whistled approvingly, "she's swell.
You'd
of her inona hurry!"
And better
when get
he hold
met Martha
the set,
Cary was sure that his impression of her
from her tests was even less favorable than
the one he got meeting her in person. There
was the same wholesome look about her
that sets her apart from most of Hollywood's actresses. And her intelligence was
a continual delight to Cary. Of course,
there were immediate rumors that Cary
had found a brand new girl — and anything
or anyone that interests Grant always interests the entire film colony. There was a
rush to view Miss Scott and there were
nods of approval at his good selection.
Whether a romance develops between
Martha and Cary is something that is being
discussed all the way from Beverly Hills
to Broadway. But neither Martha nor Cary
will confirm or contradict the inferences.
When you ask Martha for the real low-

"But what weight did my decision carry
against fate?" Martha laughs. "Instead of
appearing before the footlights, I soon found
myself behind a department store counter.
That was in Chicago. But then I heard
that the Bonstelle Theater in Detroit was
going to have a winter company. I immediately jumped on a bus and when I landed
in Detroit, I convinced the manager to give
me bits and walk-on parts. When the season
was over, back I went to Ann Arbor and
became head of the properties department
in the college repertory company. They
paid
learnedme a just
lot. ten dollars a week— but I
"The following season I returned to the
Bonstelle Theater and after that I toured
the state with the Aimee Loomis stock
company. Then I joined the Globe Theater
and for five months we played abbreviated
versions of Shakespearean plays in Chicago. We put on seven shows on week days
and eight on Saturdays and Sundays —
with no days off.
"If I ever doubted that actors and actresses had to work hard, if I was just
showing the world that I was from Missouri, then this turn was certainly showing me what I wanted to be shown ! It was
hard work at the Globe. Rehearsals started
at eleven in the morning. The first show
went on at one-thirty. The final curtain
dropped at ten-thirty. Then rehearsals until midnight. For all this I received twentyfive dollars a week. After two years of
this, I was determined to get to New York,
the goal of every struggling young actress.
As soon as I saved $150, I packed my bag
and took a train East. I landed in the big
city with
dollars
and there
a lot Ioffound
enthu-a
siasm. fifty
The second
week
place in a summer i'tock company but_ that
lasted only two weeks. For the remainder
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of the summer I was without work. Then
came a bit in a radio show with Orson
Welles — a nightly presentation of ghost
stories in the well-known eerie style of his.
"1 thought I was all set. But I wasn't!
All I was able to get during the next few
months was a little radio work. As far as
the theater was concerned, no one seemed
to want me. Again I signed up for summer
theater work and my big break came when
I met Evelyn Warden. To her, I owe a

A

At about that time Jed Harris, the
Broadway
great
deal." producer, was casting "Our
Town" and needed an Emily. Miss Warden
got the part of Mother Gibbs and when
Harris asked her if she knew anyone who
could play the girl, Miss Warden immediately suggested Martha Scott.
Martha almost lost out on that assignment which was to bring her talents to the
attention of the world. Harris had a time
finding her. When he finally did, she was
already rehearsing for another play. But
she leaped at his offer and jumped into the
part that turned out to be the pivotal point
in her career.

qualify? Don't bother to search your wishful
soul for the answer — here's a little chart
that Tells All!
CHECK

UP

ON

YOUR

APPEAL!

(Mark "yes" or "no" to these 8 questions — then learn
your score from the answers on the opposite page.)

YES

1

Do busy young men hold open the doors in
public buildings for you?
. cK§,

2

When you buy a new hat, does the djijjjji^Cvj^l
salesgirl assure you that it looks
aW/ fumi
"youthful"?

NO

Do you ever have to he introduced
to the same man twice?

4

Do your "blind dates" say you're a knockout
at the beginning of the date, but forget your

\

name before the evening's out?

5

Are you versatile? Can you play a hard game of
tennis with Tom in the afternoon and be Dick's
glamorous dancing partner in the evening?

6

Does forgetting your powder compact on an
important date throw you into a panic?

7

Do you ever go to bed with stale make-up on?

appear
the road was
company
of "Our
Town."
Whenin Martha
signed
for her
first
screen role, she was happier than the most
stage-struck youngster getting her first
part. Deep in her heart there was a reason
for it. She knew that a lot of people back
home might have scoffed at her attempts
to get to be an actress — and being a bornand-bred Missourian, Martha waited a long
time before she could show them.
The first person to learn the good news
was Miss Lilly, the Kansas City High
School teacher who had loaned her the
fifteen hundred dollars to get an education.
The minute Martha signed her contract,
she asked for an advance of a hundred
dollars. "Why do you want it?" asked
Lesser. "To finish paying a debt," Martha
answered. And as soon as she got the
money, she wired it to Miss Lilly — the last
installment on the fifteen hundred dollar
loan.
As she sits before you telling her story,
simply and sincerely, without any reservations, without any desire to hide the facts
or embellish them, she immediately strikes
your fancy. She makes you think of a
trusting child who starts through life with
an overwhelming faith in everything and
everybody. Martha springs from hardy,
simple people, people whose lives are lived
honestly, who trust their fellow men and
have no use for sham and pretense. In a
land like Hollywood, where sham and pretense seem indispensable, it will be interesting to see whether the environment
changes
onment. Martha or she changes her envir-

y.M )

3

When David Selznick was casting "Gone
With the Wind," someone suggested her
for the role of Melanie. She even flew to
Hollywood and was tested. But she didn't
get the assignment. So back she went to
New York and did some more radio work.
After that, she returned to the coast to

Checking
Do men ever tell you that you remind them of
their favorite flower?
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about Cary is his appreciation of what anyone does for him. He doesn't wear his feelings on his sleeve, but down inside his
emotions boil and seethe like Charybdis. At
that time he didn't say much but I could
tell from the way he looked at me how
deeply he felt about my frankness. As a
matter of fact, what he said was, "Shut
Another thing I like about Cary is that
he'll stop at nothing to prove a point — even

HERE'S

YOUR

RATING
ANSWERS

The honor of being the youngest holder
of a Social Security number belongs to
three-day-old Kathleen Jewell, who plays
Cary Grant's daughter in "The Howards
of Virginia." A professional nurse is always on hand when the baby's on the set.
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PAGE

Your Score

Yes? Then you must have that radiant complexion men notice
right away! If you must push your own doors, try daily Pond's
treatments to soften blackheads, make pore openings less noticeable . . . give a fresh, glowing look!

20 for Yes
0 for No
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Has dry, lined skin stolen your youthful sparkle? Use Pond's Cold
Cream regularly to soften skin, help postpone superficial lines.

10
for Yes
No
0 for

OPPOSITE

10 for No
0 for Yes

If "yes," notice that end-of-date letdown is often the fate of the
poor girl who looks "greasy" as the evening wears on. Warning:
Before make-up, remove all cleansing cream and excess oiliness of
ekin with Pond's Tissues. They're softer, stronger, more absorbent!

10 for No
0 for Yes

You're no smarter than you look! While wielding the racket, protect your face with Pond's Vanishing Cream. Before the dance
this cream will "de-rough" your skin in a trice!

10 for Yes
0 for No

It shouldn't — and won't if you've used Pond's Vanishing Cream.
Gives skin a soft finish that holds make-up for ages. Hates a shiny
nose worse than you do!

10 for No
0 for Yes

20 for No
0 for Yes

7

You're a silly girl if you do. That's the worst beauty crime you
can commit! Every night: Pat in gobs of Pond's Cold Cream. Mop
up with Pond's Tissues. Finish with Vanishing Cream for overnight softening.

10 for Yes
0 for No

8

Only a flawlessly lovely complexion inspires such poetry in the
masculine heart. If you'd like to be some man's ever-burning inspiration, bear down hard on your Pond's homework — night and
morning — Monday through Sunday!
WHAT'S

YOUR

Your Total

SCORE?

If you made 80 or more — congratulations! You're a full-fledged
menace to men. If you rated 60 to 80, you have possibilitiesget to work and build your rating up. And if your total is under
60 — you can't afford to wait another minute! Begin right now to
/
give your skin the care that will spell SUCCESS,
CLIP THIS

COUPON

POND'S, Dept. 7S-CVJ, Clinton, Conn.
Please send me — quickly — so I can begin at once to build
up my "lovely-menace" rating — a Pond's Beauty Kit containing a generous 9-treatment tube of Pond's Cold Cream,
special tubes of Pond's Vanishing Cream and Pond's LiqueCream (quick
-cleansing
cream),
and 7andshades
of Pond's
Face fying
Powder.
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postage
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We hope not! You should make such an indelible impression at the
first meeting that the poor fellow can't get you out of his head.
And here's a pointer — nothing about a girl makes such a thrilling,
lasting impression as a lovely, fresh Pond's complexion.

if he has to make a liar of his best friends
to do it. He started free-lancing and almost
immediately became one of the highestsalaried and most sought leading men in
the business. The drab routine of his performances atParamount was supplanted by
a zip and sparkle that even I, who always
look for the worst in everybody, never
suspected he had.
"It sure makes a difference whether
you're under contract and know you're
going to get paid regardless, or whether
you have to depend on each day's work to
make sure you're going to eat the next,
doesn't it?" I suggested amiably.
"Do I have to break your neck to close
that trap of yours?" Cary snapped murderously-— but his eyes caressed me — in exactly
the
same
way onHumphrey
caress his gun
the screen.Bogart's hands
"Well," I temporized, "as long as you've
gone and made a liar of me, perhaps you
won't mind telling me how you did it?"
Cary grinned. "If you mean how did I
make a liar out of you, it's the easiest thing
in the world. You can't keep your trap
closed so all anyone has to do is sit back
and let nature take its course. It's only a
question of time until you put a verbal
noose around your own neck."
"Ha-ha," I laughed. "Very funny. Ve-ry
funny, indeed. I meant how did you fool
producers into giving you all these fat parts
when your portrayals at Paramount were
drab, rou — "
"You've been over all that before," Cary
interrupted briskly. "My story runs something like this : at Paramount when I arrived on the lot, they had Gary Cooper,
Dick Arlen and Fredric March — all topnotch names. When they had a picture
going into production they tried to interest
one of those boys in it. If they could
not sell one of them the idea of doing
that particular script they called me in
and, in a very indifferent voice, said,
'Grant, here's your next script.' That
meant I was doing all the pictures nobody
else wanted to do. They were mostly 'B'
pictures and not very good ones at that.
Moreover, they were would-be dramas and
I knew I should be playing comedies."
"Ah," I murmured, "a voice crying in the
wilderness."
Cary toyed absent-mindedly with a paper
knife as he continued — once more. "The
first decent part I ever had in pictures was

TO

years later and he was manager you'd
shake your head and say, 'Holy smoke!
Why, that guy's as dumb as they come.
How did he ever get to be manager ?'
Possibly he isn't the brightest person in
the world but you wouldn't stop to consider he'd been there ten years and would
have
know to something
almostto have
know, moreabout
thanshoes.
some He'd
new
man. And so I— even if I were as dumb
as you seem to think I am — would, in ten
years, have had to learn something about
the technique of picture-making. Timing,
etc. If I've improved I think it's a natural
evolution coupled with the fact I'm getting
better parts." He paused a moment. "Wnite
you're doing an interview, there's someelse I'd like torappings
get off from
my chest.
I've
taken thing
considerable
the press
for supposedly turning down good parts.
Well, I don't turn down good parts. You
see, when an actor free-lances he is what
is known
as 'Public
Any What
producer can announce
him Domain.'
for any part.
they mean is, they're going to try to get
him forwho
thatispart.
can't announce
an
actor
underThey
contract
to a studio
because they first have to take up the matter of a loan-out with the heads of his
studio.
the executives say 'no' that ends
it
right Ifthere.

"We Who Are Young," a story of two youngsters who fight for existence against the
rush of a great metropolitan city, introduces the new romantic team of Lana Turner
and John Shelton. Lana, you know, recently separated from her husband, Artie Shaw.
in 'Eagle and the Hawk' and then I was
playing second fiddle to March and Carole
Lombard. It was a good part, though, and
the front office patted me on the back. Then
Mae West came along and gave me the
lead in 'She Done Him Wrong.' "
"I remember," I nodded encouragingly.
"You were the original 'Tall, Dark and
Handsome.' "
Cary made a gesture of despair. "If it
weren't for this interview," he informed
me, "the Mook voice would have been
stilled forever, long 'ere this. I hadn't much
to do in the picture but it was an important
picture."
"Important !" I echoed. "Why, my boy,
do you realize that picture gave buxom
women a new lease on life — and men?"
"And I was borne along on the tide,"
Cary admitted.
"On the corset," I amended.
"Well, anyhow," he resumed, "producers
began to notice me. I was borrowed by
M-G-M for the lead with Jean Harlow in
'Suzy.' And then RKO borrowed me for
the lead with Hepburn in 'Sylvia Scarlett.' "
"I heard you were the only good thing
about that masterpiece," I conceded. "I
didn't see it because Hepburn was in it."
"You keep her name off your filthy
tongue," Cary screamed in a mock falsetto. "She's a lady — and a swell egg.
Moreover, she has talent."
"Go right ahead," I urged him, picking
the knife out of my back. "Did you ever
hear that poem about 'the stolid saint and
the sparkling sinner ?' "
"I'm not interested in smokehouse poetry," he rejoined virtuously. "But the picture gave me a start — finally. Then I went
back to Paramount and when I had to do
'The Last Outpost' I thought it was time
to call 'quits' — especially as my contract
expired before it was released. I figured
I could get a job or two on the strength
of 'Suzy' and 'Sylvia.'"
"Hiding behind women's skirts, eh?" I
jibed.
"Why people put up with you I've never
been able to figure out," he snapped. "Do
you want an interview or do you merely
want someone to listen to your feeble wisecracks ?"
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"Go on," I begged meekly.
"All right. But," he admonished, "keep
a civil tongue in your head. An actor's
career is nothing to be made mock of."
"Not when it pays off like yours does.,"
I agreed.
"After I left Paramount I had quite a
little time on my hands. I was living at
the beach. Hal Roach likes to swim and
he likes to play backgammon. So do I.
So he used to spend quite a little time at
the house and he mentioned that he was
going to do 'Topper.' He also mentioned
it was a comedy. I got the book and read
it and from then on out I knew I was
going to play 'Topper.' Hal wasn't so sure.
It was his first feature-length production
and he didn't know how it would go. He
was having
to cutpaycorners
and my
he didn't
know
if he could
the salary
agent
had thoughtfully placed on my services. I
offered to do the part for nothing. He
didn't know about that. So I learned a
couple of scenes and acted them out for
him. I finally sold him on the idea of giving
me the part and agreed to wait for my
salary until he began to get some returns
from the releases. Since 'Topper' it's been
smooth sailing. I did 'The Awful Truth,'
with Irene Dunne, 'Bringing Up Baby,'
with Hepburn, 'Holiday,' with Hepburn,
'Gunga Din,' 'Only Angels Have Wings,'
'In Name Only,' with Lombard, 'His Girl
Friday,' 'My Favorite Wife,' with Irene
Dunne, and now Frank Lloyd's 'Howards
will say," Cary," I remarked seriously,
of "IVirginia.'
"you have certainly made a believer of me.
When I saw you on the New York stage
in 'Nikki' (and it was a comedy, too) if
anyone had ever told me you could turn in
the performances
you have pass
I'd judgment
have demanded that a psychiatrist
on me or my informer and I don't mind
telling you I'd have been the loser."
"Thanks, Jerk," Cary acknowledged the
compliment. "You don't seem to realize
that was ten years ago. Anyone who is in
a business that long has to pick up some
knowledge of it. The trouble is, people always remember a person as he was when
they first met him. You might know a shoe
clerk in a store. If you: went back ten

"When you're free-lancing, it's different.
I've been announced for more pictures than
I can remember. / knew, and the studios
knew, I couldn't do them. But they announced me for the leads, all the same.
For instance, M-G-M announced me for the
lead with Garbo in 'Ninotchka.' My commitments wouldn't permit me to do the
part, much as I should have loved doing
it. Both the studio and I knew it was impos ible— but they announced me, nevertheless. When the film was released and
was a big success all the columnists hopped
on me and said, 'He picks his parts, eh?
What does he know about scripts, turning
down
one of
the happened
best parts when
of theDeMille
year !'
The same
thing
was casting 'North West Mounted Police.'
He did speak to me about it but he'll be
shooting at the same time I'm working on
'Howards of Virginia' so it was impossieven though
I've always
work ble,with
him because
he is an wanted
importantto
director. Paramount announced me notwithstanding and I took another razzing."
"Why do they do it if they know you
can't make the picture?" I queried.
"It creates advance interest in the picture," he explained.
"When you're free-lancing why can't you
do these parts?" I persisted.
"I have a contract with Columbia for
two pictures a year and another contract
with RKO for three pictures every two
years. In other words, I do1 three and a
half
pictures I'll
a year."
"Perhaps
be lucky enought to catch
just the half picture sometime," I suggested.
"The best way to treat an insult," Cary
informed me, "is to pretend not to understand it. We'll proceed. Columbia have
the preference on my services. If neither
they nor RKO have a story ready for
me I can do an outside film. Understand
what
I mean
?"
"Sure,"
I agreed
magnanimously. "But
what I don't understand, after seeing you
in 'Nikki,' is how you turn in performances

"Excuse me," Cary interrupted briefly,
"this is where I forget you came in." He
started away, turned and glared at me.
"I'll see you next year sometime — if you're
not in the bughouse by then."
"Yah !" I jeered, "me and Hepburn.
You'll get us together yet, Cary."
like—"
But
all at once I realized I was talking
to myself and they really do put people in
the bughouse for that.
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She can't sit down ! Movie stars rest by reclining against
padded leaning-boards ... to avoid wrinkled skirts. And to avoid
"tell-tale" bulges, glamorous women of Hollywood do just what
most American women do . . . choose Kotex sanitary napkins!
For Kotex has flat, form - fitting ends that never show . . . the
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It's nip and tuck to make the stars look slim ... for the
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. . . that parapet only thirty inches off the studio floor! For
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it. Anyway, it was during the production
of "It All Came True" and news sort of
drifted around the studio that Ann Sheridan
was going to do her corset scene that afternoon and, oh boy, Ann in a corset was
something ! The boys from the mail department, from the story department, from the
publicity department, from the art department all managed to find an excuse to
wander
to executives,
the "It AllandCame
True"of
set. Dittoover
a few
a batch
actors.
Among the latter was Pat O'Brien who
had just finished a scene with George in
" 'Til We Meet Again" and who whispered
to him, "Come on over to the Sheridan
set." "Oh, all right," said George reluctantly. "Just for a moment." Needless to
say, he spent most of the afternoon.
When she had finished a "take" and was
jumping into her robe, much to the dismay
of a bunch of tourists who had at last found
something in Hollywood to write home
about, poor Ann was almost startled out
of her wits by Mr. Brent who was casually
saying, "What are you doing Saturday
"Well," said Ann, telling about it later,
"I thought, what fun does he get out of
life? I should go out with a face that
She said to him, "All right, Joe. I'll be
night?"
Carole Landis basks in the caresses of Old Man Sol as she rests at the pool's edge,
following a good half-hour of strenuous swimming, in her favorite, new printed swimsuit.
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and George Brent were in the throes of a
romance I said, darn it, there's another
gay girl gone dreary on us ; I said, how sad
Hollywood night life will be without Ann's
hearty laugh, not to mention her dream of
a rumba, which has made the trip for
many a tired tourist. (There was no point
in crying over Brent because George is on
the gloom side and never has been exactly
a Laughing Boy.) Those two, we Hollywood gossips said in disgust, those two
will probably get the award — several volumes of the Congressional Record — for
being the dullest romantic couple of the
year. What a pity. Ann was always such
fun.
Well, imagine my surprise when I
bumped into them in the Green Room on
the Warners lot at lunch one day and found
them simply laughing their heads off like
a couple of charming maniacs. And not
just Ann, mind you — George, too! Bette
Davis and Olivia de Havilland, ex-girl
friends of the fascinating Mr. Brent, looked
up from their green salads in baffled amazement. George had never laughed like that
before !
And then when I ran into them at La
Conga one night and found George, still
laughing, dancing a hot rumba with the
Oomph Girl — and pretending to be very
angry when he failed to get the prize — I
decided that there was something decidedly
novel about Hollywood's newest romance.
It wasn't stuffy. It bore out my old theory
that two young people could be in love and
still have a sense of humor. This is a
romance, I said, that's well worth investigating. Aromance not in keeping with the
Hollywood tradition, a romance that's "different."
The George Brent-Ann Sheridan romance
got off to a fine start by the exchange of
glares, chilling, insulting, and deadly.
George was having a cultural interlude with
beautiful Olivia de Havilland who was
going through one of those serious arty
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phases that all young actresses go through,
and Ann was having herself a merry time
of it in the better night clubs with genial,
likeable Cesar Romero, the best dancer
among
Hollywood's
males.
George and
Ann were unattached
constantly running
into each other on the Warner lot where
they were both working. George would
glare at Ann and she would glare right
back at him.
"He always looked so serious," said Ann,
"that I was afraid to speak to him. So I'd
just glare. Sometimes he wouldn't even
bother
to glare
back."
Because
Ann had
a way of throwing back
her head and laughing when she heard or
saw something funny George decided that
she was loud. And because she was always
wearing a sexy, all-revealing dress (the
wardrobe department's idea of what the
public wanted) on her way to her set
George decided that she was vulgar. He
was fully convinced of it when she suddenly became the "Oomph Girl." That was
too much for Mr. Brent. Anybody with a
title like that would have to be cheap and
common. Of course if George hadn't been
so busy disliking Ann he would have
realized that she had absolutely nothing to
do with having Oomph Girl tossed at her,
that it disgusted her sensibilities just as
much as it did his. George had been around
studios long enough to know that when a
publicity department decides to stick a
trade-mark on a player there's nothing the
poor
first
one togal
tellcan
you donowabout
that it.
Ann(He's
is thethevictim
of bad publicity.)
So George thought Ann cheap and vulgar
and Ann thought George the original sourpuss, and the Brent-Sheridan romance
might never have got started if George
hadn't decided one day to go "slumming."
Now George is much too much of a gentleman to call visiting a Sheridan set "slumming," but Ann says that's what he thought
and if he thought it he might as well say

"Where
you live?" asked George.
seeing
you, doJoe."
"Way out in the Valley," said Ann with
long."
her
tongue in her cheek. "Miles and miles
away from everything. On an old dirt road.
It takes days to find the place."
"Well," said Ann, telling about it later,
"I thought that was the last of Mr. Brent.
He disappeared
and Ionedidn't
him
again for a abruptly,
week. Then
day see
he
turned up on the set again. I was rehearsing so he made signals. He pointed to himself and to me and then pretended to be
eating. I thought he meant for me to have
lunch with him so I nodded yes. I arrived
in the Green Room, and no George. I ate
my lunch, and still no George. So, I said
to myself, I'm being stood up."
And I'm afraid that's not all Miss
Sheridan said to herself. Ann may have the
sweetest disposition of any actress in Hollywood, but you never would have guessed it
that day. That night Ann took her ruffled
feelings out to dinner with Director Anatole
Litvak and when she returned was informed
by her maid that "that Mr. Brent had been
there to take her to dinner, and that he
wasExplanations
awful put out."
were in order at the studio
the next day and George kept a luncheon
date with her, and she kept a dinner date
with him. Ann discovered that George had
a grand sense of humor and could laugh
just as loud, and often, as she could. And
George discovered that those horrible
clothes the studio made her wear in her
pictures and that nauseating Oomph Girl
publicity had nothing to do with the real
Ann at all — the real Ann being one of the
nicest girls he has ever known. And sq,
at long last, the Brent- Sheridan romance
gotWhen
going. the Hollywood gals fall in love
they invariably go overboard about it. They
become so absorbed in their beloved that
they completely lose their own personality.
They lose all those charming traits that
attracted the male to them in the first place.
Now Hollywood actors may be conceited,
I'm not the one to say they are or they
aren't, but no matter how much they love
themselves they certainly don't want their
girl friends to be exact replicas of themselves. It must be awfully boring to be in
love with an echo, and a mirror. Well,
Ann
haveAnn
to worry
about
that. and
Ann George
Sheridandon't
is still
Sheridan
no
matter how much she loves George Brent
and he loves her. Their romance is one of

those happy compromises, just like all
romances should be. George likes nothing
better than to sail his boat off the coast
of Catalina, so on Sundays when she has
a day off from the studio (Ann is about
the busiest actress in Hollywood) Ann
goes sailing with George. Ann likes to
dance, so one or two nights out of the
week she and George will show up at one
of the night clubs, or perhaps at one of the
Mexican jernts down town where the music
is grand, but not the guests. George was
never one for night clubs (he prefers the
Beachcombers, or Harry's Steak House out
in the Valley) and Ann's description of
her first date with him at Ciro's is most
amusing. "When we got out of the car
he put on his dark glasses," said Ann.
"Imagine Sheridan in Ciro's with a man
who doesn't want to be seen."
Neither one of them likes Hollywood
parties
gala premieres
so they
don'tGeorge
even
have toor compromise
about
those.
has promised Ann never to see any of her
pictures (fancy that — Mr. Brent has never
seen a Sheridan picture !) which all goes to
prove that she is not at all pleased with
the kind of parts she is having to play on
the screen now. He has also promised not
to tease her about the Harvard Lampoon,
and not to take the world too seriously as
the world will still be here long after he
is dead and buried.
I usually run a mile when I see a couple
of romancers as I know everything will be
quite dull
stuffy,of but
I simplythat
couldn't
resist
the and
sounds
laughter
were
coming from the Brent-Sheridan table in
the commissary the other day at noon. I
ordered a salad, like any well-mannered
fan writer, and was informed by Miss
Sheridan that she would not eat that "rabbit
food." Miss Sheridan was eating meat and
potatoes. Furthermore she took her pat of
butter, made a nest in her mashed potatoes,
and dropped it in. Furthermore, she had a

second order of mashed potatoes. She never
gains a pound. There is no justice in this
world. "George has just been telling me,"
she said, "that because I have a good disposition Ilet people take advantage of me.
He should talk. He has been a sucker for
a sob story three times in just this one
With a cheery, "Hello, Joe, what do you
morning."
know?" to half the people in the commissary Ann was off to her set and I was left
with George. I wanted him to talk about
Ann. And he did, without the slightest conniving on my part. "She's such a direct,
honest person," he said, "and far less confused than most people in Hollywood. She
is self-sufficient and thoroughly independent,
without being obnoxious about it. Not excitable. Though her publicity is cheap there
is nothing cheap about Ann. She is half
Irish and Scotch and part Indian, which is
stabilizing.
She doesn't
get She
all never
twistedsays
up
inside like other
actresses.
anything unkind about a person. Has none
of those catty feminine traits. Her publicity
could have destroyed a much better actress.
But Ann takes it all quite philosophically.
Ann is one of the few down-to-earth levelheaded people in Hollywood."
"And her acting is improving by leaps
and
in. bounds," said Jimmy Cagney barging
"If I were a man," said the waitress
(waitresses always take part in the interviews and discussions in the Warners
commissary) "I certainly would fall in love
with Ann Sheridan. She offers no probAnd I think the waitress hit the nail on
the head. After a decade of temperament,
tears,
scenes and dramatic complilems."storms,
cations it must be awfully refreshing for
George to get a girl like Ann. With a disposition as beautiful as her face and figure,
sane, sensible, and easy-going, Ann certainly offers no problems.
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Continued from page 63
appeal to the ladies. Remember, Fredric
March is a youthful Virgo, and like Garbo
— age will never touch him.
Regardless of what else we may say
about those born in the interesting Sign of
Virgo, they DO have^ staying power. One
outstanding star who carved a career from
very little is Joan Blondell, born August
30. Twelve years ago when Joan and I
were new to Hollywood, we lived in the
same sad boarding house. Blondell, I knew,
was looking for movie work, but I didn't
think she'd make it. There was nothing
particular about the pert little flapper,
(sorry, kids,
I don't
the jitterbug
equivalent
of the
word !know
) to distinguish
her
from thousands of other screen aspirants.
One night, however, I set up her chart
and was amazed at the good things in store
for
her. her.
"Why,The
you're
going was
to be all
famous
I told
surprise
mine.!"
Joan Blondell had known it all the time.
I predicted two marriages for Joan
Blondell. She is now engaged on her second. I think, from the evidence in her
chart, that it will last. Blondell would
sacrifice her home and love for her work,
if
necessary ; but in this case it won't be
nitely.
necessary.
Her career will continue indefiCharles Boyer, whose birthdate is August 28, bears out what is known about
Virgo being a sign of youth. Quite past
his twenties, he is the most perfect symbol
of romance, if his fan response be accurate.
The women of the world seem to sense his
great youthful spirit in spite of disillusion-
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Famous

astrologer
Norvell
visited Fredric
March on the set
of his new picand read
his
ture, "Victory,"
chart which
pointed tinued
to happiness
conand success in
marriage and
screen career
for Freddie.

ing candid camera studies of Monsieur sans
his toupe, consuming spaghetti ! To these
adoring millions I am forced to say his
marriage is perfect and will last.
The dramatic intensity and fidelity of
purpose of Virgo is typified by Geraldine
Fitzgerald, whose distinguished career has
just begun. Geraldine was born on September 18, and I predict that she has the ability
to rise to great heights on the screen. She
will sacrifice everything for her career, including her current marriage to Squire
Lindsay-Hogg. Another marriage is shown
for this charming and beautiful young actress in the coming years.
Virgo also presents Richard Greene.
Born August 24, this comely lad inherits
the best his sign has to offer. Constant in
their service of an ideal, the Mercury-ruled
Virgo people are apt to be fickle where
the little affairs of the heart are concerned,
and many a young lady is heading for a
broken heart to be delivered in person by
Master Greene. Let this be their compensation : Richard's chart shows much emotional anguish, and he too will suffer
greatly on this score. He shouldn't, under
any circumstances, marry until 1946. (After
all,
girls, will
he's stop
just his
achieved
majority!)
Nothing
career,hishowever,
for
years to come. As Tyrone Power advances
in maturity and histrionic skill, he will
relinquish the banner of Romantic Lover
to Richard Greene, who will bear it for
many a day.
Let's step out of the glamor department
for a moment and consider Jackie Cooper,
another Virgo-born. Born directly under
the influence of the planet Mercury, ruler
of the mind, Jackie had an early start. He
is a careerist and will brook no delays or
interruptions in his advance to fame. He is
destined to become a dependable leading
man of the Fred MacMurray type. Marriage will come to Jackie about the age of
twenty-four.
Virgo is a sign that makes exacting demands on its subjects. Unless one is prepared to. give up everything for his stargiven destiny, he can seldom attract the
brilliant fate usually reserved for these
lucky persons. An example of what happens to Virgo subjects when they neglect
the main issue is the current status of that
fine actress, Gladys George. Miss George
has been neglecting her screen career for
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auxiliary interests. When she resumes her
duties, she will concentrate more on her
career, and great honors, perhaps even a
coveted Oscar, will come to her. Gladys
George is star caliber, and to the honors
she has already won on the stage she will
add new laurels in the future on the
screen.
The other night at a Hollywood private
party the host, as a joke, showed "The
Valiant," Could
Paul Muni's
screen debut.
was
amazed.
this wooden
actor I who
photographed like Joe E. Brown, have become in a decade the greatest actor on the
screen? Muni had the sense to follow his
Virgo destiny, to be true to a great ideal.
While his marriage is a happy one, it is
because his wife caters to his major interest. While working, Muni assumes in
real life the character of the man he is
playing, so that at various times Mrs. Muni
has found herself married to Scarface,
Juarez, Zola, and assorted criminals and
geniuses. It must be hard on the little lady
but it certainly is fortunate for Muni to
have a wife who understands that a Virgo
must concentrate, must be content with one
thing at a time.
If YOU too were born between August
23 and September 22, it might be interesting to check up on yourself, astrologically, and see if you have lived up to your
destiny. This is the sign of progression,
and unless you are fighting and winning
battles in life you are miserable. Although
peace-loving, you never like leaving anything the way it is ; nothing short of perfection must do for you. This is why you
can rise rapidly in any field of endeavor —
you are satisfied with nothing but the best
in life.
You are a career type, but that doesn't
mean you will never find marriage happiness. It merely means that it is a little
more difficult for you to be contented in
love and marriage. Then too, you are a
little harder to understand and live with
than most of the signs in the Zodiac. It is
vitally important, if you want to avoid a
divorce, for you to marry someone who is
mentally and physically compatible to yourself. Your greatest faults ? You are constantly trying to change the person you
love, and this may mar the perfect conjugal bliss you might otherwise know.
What si^ns are best suited to you in love

or marriage? The Sign of Taurus, April
21 to May 20, is first on the list. Perfect
examples are: Sigrid Gurie, Bing Crosby,
Alice Faye, and Gary Cooper. The Sign of
Capricorn, December 22 to January 19, is
second best. This sign is typified by actors
Ray Milland and Lew Ayres, and actresses
Loretta Young and Anita Louise. Third
best is the Sign of Cancer, June 21 to
July 22. George Murphy and Ginger
Rogers are typical of this sign.
Following are a few more Virgo subjects for whom we'll predict briefly.
Claudette Colbert. I cannot add anything
to what I've written so many times in
Screen land about this lovely star. She
will continue successfully in her career and
marriage. Margaret Lindsay is destined to
get better roles, and stardom is possible
for this "English actress from Dubuque."
Penny Singleton, whose charm decorates
the "Blondie" series, but whose talent is
lost therein, will win freedom from them
eventually and surprise you with her
ability. Martha Raye, who has already
walked through two marriages, will skip
matrimonial adventures for awhile and do
some work on her career. It needs it ! The
most surprising come-back for Virgo will
be Frances Farmer, who made the mistake
of letting outside interests interfere with
her career, thinking her beauty and ability
would carry her without extra effort. Miss
Farmer has finally learned a lesson and
will now show us what a good little Virgo
can do when she sets her mind to it.
Those of you born in this fortunate Sign
of Virgo can readily see that the future
months hold more pleasant surprises for
you than unpleasant ones. The main thing
to remember is this : keep your good mental balance and rule your emotions with a
firm hand. If you do find that you've made
a mistakehesitate
in lovein orseeking
marriage,
don't
moment
further
for for
lovea
happiness. Like the Hollywood stars born
in Virgo, your ultimate love destiny must
be a blissful one.
The future astrological indications for
those of you born in signs other than Virgo
is fraught with many changes, surprises,
and some warnings during this month.
With the world unrest that exists and the
changing order we all face socially and
economically, it is important to live our
lives by some unchanging guide, and for
thousands that means the flickering stars
in the skies. The Sun gives our planet life,
and so do the other planets send out their
vibrations at varying wave lengths. Each
person born is said to come under the influence of the star highest in the heavens
at the time of birth. There is a birthpath
for YOU too, so read your own section
dealing with your birthdate below, and find
out what this month holds for those born
in that section of the Zodiac. You may
learn surprising news, or receive a warning that might cause you to avoid unfortunate situations in your life.
Aries — March 21 to April 20
Planet Mercury favors all mental activity this month. Your plans and ideas
may meet with sudden success, for the stars
favor new ventures, especially those connected with the mental processes. Give renewed attention to money matters, for you
may be struggling with a financial problem. Keep your present position until something better comes along, as this month
does NOT favor uncertain employment
conditions. On the 2nd, 5th, 18th and 25th,
be cautious of health, avoid danger in
vehicles and dark places. The vibrations
favor romance, new friendships, marriage,
and all matters connected with the home.
Toward the last of the month be cautious
of legal involvements, avoid signing papers
without looking at them first, and be careful of investments. The best davs for action
this month are: 1st, 3rd, 4th, 7th, 10th,

12th, 13th, 14th, 10th, 19th, 21st, 22nd,
26th, 28th and 30th. The other days are
somewhat negative in nature.
Taurus — April 21 to May 20
As usual, your sign may be involved in
a romance which causes you concern. This
is evident when we consider the influence
of Venus in your life during this month.
Be extremely careful that you do not make
a mistake. Choose a Virgo, Capricorn, or
Pisces in love, if you want to play safe.
The month is good for settling down to
work — stop chasing rainbows, and get down
to facts. You are inclined to day-dream at
this time, but you'll still have to roll up
your sleeves and wade right into the job
if you want to get anywhere. The planets,
Jupiter and Saturn, may bring you help,
and yet you may lose money or squander
it, if not cautious. Money may go through
the negative influence of friends. Watch out
lest you help others and hurt yourself
thereby. Your generous Taurus nature
often gets the best of you. Mars brings a
disturbance in the home or in love. Watch
your temper and tongue on the 10th, 15th,
and 27th. These days may be important,
so don't do anything to ruin them by hasty

action. A good month for short trips, moving to a new residence, or making a change
in business. Favors those engaged in restaurants, beauty parlors, interior decorating,
secretarial work, telephone operators, bookkeepers and insurance or investment
workers. Also good for music, acting,
writing, and drawing or painting. The days
most favored this month are : 1st, 3rd, 4th,
6th, 9th, 11th, 13th, 16th, 17th, 19th,
21st, 22nd, 24th, 26th, 29th, 30th.
Gemini — May 21 to June 20
Owing to extravagance you may be worried
about finances this month. You generally
know how to make money, but seldom do
you know how to hold onto it. This is typical of those born in your sign, but this
month you should be able to make your
share of it and hold it. Warnings? There
are several. Avoid involvements with other
people, especially strangers. You are apt
to become involved in such a way as to
cause unpleasantness. Social contacts are
favored, but be somewhat aloof from others
at this time. Saturn and Uranus bring you
disquieting vibrations that might bring an
unusual situation in the home. A relative
or close friend might be ill. Avoid disturbances of the digestive tract; watch out
what you drink, (and how much!) ; keep
your head clear for emergencies, especially
on these days : 1st, 7th, 15th, 22nd and 24th.
Romantically, if you have not yet found
your true astrological mate, be alert for
changes. If unhappily married, (as some
Geminis are sure to be,) do nothing drastic
under these vibrations. Await a calmer
month. The following days are positive
ones: 3rd, 4th, 6th, 10th, 11th, 14th, 16th,
17th, 18th, 21st, 23rd, 26th, 29th. The other
days are negative in nature and favor only
routine activity.
Cancer — June 21 to July 22
Some rather important event is scheduled for your life this month. Jupiter brings
a man into your life who may help you in
attaining some ambition. Social events are
favored highly. It is even possible that the
love life may be altered somewhat by some
person who comes into your life during
this important month. During the first week
be careful of your finances ; avoid debts,
and obligations. Investments are apt to be
somewhat disturbing; a better month for
working conditions, however, or for making a change. The health should be watched
closely on the following days : 7th, 16th,
18th, 25th and 30th. The stomach is the
sensitive spot for you, so be careful of diet.
Watch out for theft or loss of valuables
during the last week of this month. Romantic affairs are interesting, and may
prove upsetting to your present plans. Remember— the changeable Moon is your ruling star, and it might cause fickleness. The
favorable days are: 1st, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 8th,
10th, 12th, 14th, 15th, 17th, 19th, 21st, 22nd,
24th, 27th, 31st.

How's your memory? If it can take you back
to 1924, you'll recall Gilda Gray, above,
champion shimmy-shaker who's appearing in
an old-timers show at Billy Rose's Diamond
Horseshoe in New York. Gilda originated the
shimmy and knows how to shake a grass skirt.

Leo — July 23 to August 22
There is no doubt but that the stars will
begin to treat you better in all ways at
this time. Things could hardly be worse
for Leo than they were in the past few
months. Be aggressive this month. Ask
favors, and seek out those in positions to
help you. Finances improve somewhat under this good cycle, and your business efforts will be rewarded with success. Do not
commit yourself to debts, and be careful in
regard to investments. If your interests lie
in real estate or property development this
is NOT the time to sell but hold on to
your property. A good month to go into
business for yourself, or into a partnership.
Favors dealing with the public, selling, advertising, newspaper work, clerical or secretarial routine and work connected with
financial institutions. In romance you will
SCREENLAND
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Yes, you need a new shade to match
your Summer

Complexion!

A re YOU MAKING the most of the lovely
new complexion that Nature and the
Sun have given you? Or are you using
your old winter shade of 'powder and risking
the chance of looking older than you are?

For today, you have a new summer
complexion that demands a new shade of
powder— one that will bring out all the
richer, younger-looking tones of your skin!
Yes, right now the SHADE of your powder
can be of tremendous importance. But . . . the
QUALITY of your powder can count even MORE!
For in summer, you need a grit-free
powder that helps hide tiny wrinkles— a
powder that will cling to your skin for 4
long hours! Why, you can put my powder
on say after dinner at 8 . . . and at midnight
it will still be bringing you compliments!
Lady Esther asks— Won't you please try
my powder? I offer you 10 glorious new
summer shades. Mail the coupon— find the
one and only shade for your summer skin!
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REDEEM THOSE LOST DAYS FOR
ACTIVE LIVING . . . WITH MIDOL
What confidence it gives, to go through the
,month without dread of "regular" pain.
And what comfort, not having to give-in
when trying days come I
Midol, a new formula developed for its
special purpose, relieves the functional pain
of menstruation for millions of women. Why
not try it? It contains no opiates. One comforting Midol ingredient is prescribed frequently by thousands of doctors. Another —
exclusively in Midol — further fortifies its
relief by helping to reduce spasmodic pain
peculiar to the menstrual process.
If you have no organic disorder calling
for medical or surgical treatment, you
should find Midol effective. If it doesn't
help you, see your doctor. All drugstores
have Midol. Five tablets — more than
enough for a convincing trial — 20^; 12
tablets, 40?L

WOOL
RELIEVES

FUNCTIONAL

PERIODIC

PAIN

Lovely Louise Piatt believes in acquiring a sun tan in comfort — that's why she brings
her padded beach roll to the edge of the pool and puts on dark "no squint" goggles.
Her blue, black and white striped three-piece play suit features the bare midriff.
do well to watch your heart interests. Remember you are extremely emotional, and
until you definitely know you're in love
don't commit yourself to an engagement.
Marriage can be happy under these vibrations ifyou choose an Aries, Sagittarius, or
Aquarius-born. Warnings are held for you
in health this month, for the high-strung
vibrations from the stars still bombard the
earth. Watch the diet and nerves ; rest and
relax. Good days this month are : 1st, 4th,
6th, 7th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 14th, 16th, 19th,
20th, 22nd, 24th, 25th, 27th, 30th. Other
days are neutral.
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antiseptic, liquid D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes irritation and quickly stops intense
itching. 35c trial bottle proves it, or money back. Ask
your druggist today for D. O. D. PRESCRIPTION.

Virgo — August 23 to September 22
This month opens under auspicious vibrations from Jupiter, planet of good fortune.
Profit may come through a close friend. A
new romance may bloom at this time, and
even though you are not yet through with
the old, you may consider a change of heart
interest. As usual, your life may be lived
on the "installment plan." You snatch a few
moments here and there in your hurried existence, and are constantly on the move. It
SONG POEM WRITERS
Write forlining
freeopportunities
inspiring for
booklet
outwould pay you this month to settle down
amateur
songwriters. ALLIED MUSIC, INC. I to a steadier rhythm. Your health will be
m
Dept. 10. Box 507. Cincinnati, Ohio
better if you avoid nervousness and excitement. This is a good month to change your
. . AND I USED TO BE SUCH
home or job but you are in a position to
A SAUSAGE IN THIS DRESS
profit by staying in one place, if you can
)bring yourself to do so. Social events should
be few and more time given to personal development. Finances are improved, and
Look
at
money may come from a member of the
family or friends. This month favors music,
writing, radio and advertising work. Also
the
Fat
good for sales and secretarial work. Be
cautious on the 3rd, 5th, 9th and 18th of
disturbing vibrations from Mars ; watch the
health, avoid accidents. The following days
I've Lost!
Now you may slim down are favorable: 1st, 2nd, 4th, 7th, 11th, 12th,
your face and figure without 15th, 17th, 19th, 22nd, 23rd, 25th, 26th, 30th.
starvation dieting or backbreaking exercises. Just eat The other days are apt to be negative and
sensibly and take Marmola
do not favor aggressive action.
under the conditions and according to directions on the
Libra — September 23 to October 22
package.
Marmola Tablets have been
A few warnings exist in business and rosold to the public for more
mantic relations this month. Be careful lest
than thirty years. More than
some
person
take advantage of you in busitwenty million boxes have been distributed during
that period.
ness ;avoid loss of money or valuables on
Marmola is not a cure-all. Marmola is only for the 3rd, 7th and 20th. Be especially careful
adult fat persons whose fatness is caused by a of the love life, for you may attract two
thyroid deficiency (hypothyroidism) but who are
otherwise normal and healthy. We do not make persons who will be in love with you, and
any diagnosis as that is the function of your physi- they may or may not be the right ones.
cian, who must be consulted for that purpose. Why
not try to lose those ugly, uncomfortable pounds This month is more favorable for old love
the Marmola way? Get a box of Marmola today rather than new. Not an especially good
from your druggist.
time to make a decision about marriage.
SCREENLAND

Some disquieting vibrations may exist in
the home and personal life. Some warnings
are given for health ; kidney and nerve disturbances are prominent with this sign. A
good month to meet the public or do work
where the personality is being used. Salesladies, secretaries, teachers, and nurses are
favored. A business change may be contemplated but be sure that it is the right
step. Caution must be the watchword this
month, but during the last week the vibrations are steadier and bring much better
fortune. Write letters, sign papers and consider legal activity on the 6th, 9th, 13th and
28th, as the vibrations are steadier. Good
days are as follows : 1st, 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th,
9th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 16th, 18th, 22nd, 24th,
25th, 27th, 28th, 30th.
Scorpio — October 23 to November 22
Nothing much to worry about this month,
for your worst afflictions are just about
over. Unexpected surprises may arise in
finances. Money you have long expected
may come to you through another person.
The home should be under better conditions,
and the influence of Mars is less quarrelsome at this time. Be practical in everything you do and do not expect a great
fortune overnight. You will have opportunities inbusiness for making changes and
should seriously consider them. Romantically you are coming into a good cycle.
Your emotions should be under control, and
do not give up someone you love because of
obstacles. Saturn may interpose some obstacle, but if you hold firm you can overcome this negative cycle in love. Not a good
month to become engaged or married.
Those already married face disquieting
news in connection with relatives and "inlaws." Avoid going in debt. Be careful not
to let others impose on your generosity this
month. Also watch out on the 2nd, 5th, 8th,
14th and 22nd, for legal involvements.
Favorable days are : 1st, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 10th,
13th, 15th, 16th, 18th, 20th, 21st, 24th, 25th,
26th,
28th, 30th. The month is mostly
fortunate.
i
Sagittarius — November 23 to December 21
Love affairs may take up much of your
time this month, and are especially stressed
in your horoscope. A good month for
changing the heart interest, (only if you
so choose,) or for continuing with someone
who has been in your life for some time.
Your ruler, Jupiter, favors most everything
you do at this time, so you can hardly go

wrong in love or marriage. If plans have
already been made you can rest on your
laurels. If married, this month presents you
with splendid opportunities for making
changes in the home, refurnishing, redecorating, and even moving. Relatives, especially children and elderly persons, are
highly favored this month. Finances may be
unsettled but they show signs of improving.
Avoid investing money in speculative ventures ; guard your interests, beware of
treachery from some business concern.
Watch out on the 4th, 9th, 13th and 29th
for accidents, illness, or losses. Social events
in your life should blossom this month. A
new friend may come into your life who is
important in the future. Good days are :
1st, 2nd 3rd, 5th, 8th, 11th, 14th, 15th, 17th,
20th, 22nd, 25th, 28th, 31st.
Capricorn — December 22 to January 1 9
This month is more cheering than last
month, but you must still make an effort to
get the most out of life. Those born in this
sign are often hard hit financially but if
you use your money intelligently you can
avoid this tendency of your sign. You have
many chances this month to make friends,
to elevate yourself mentally through selfstudy. Be alert to opportunities, and avoid
feeling that your lot is a hard one in life.
If you change your mental attitude to one
of expectancy instead of criticism you will
undoubtedly attract a more brilliant destiny.
This month should be fairly fortunate in
a business way. In love and marriage caution must still be used. Unless you attract
the right person you may make a romantic
change soon. Try to select someone born in
Taurus, Virgo, or Cancer, for the greatest
love happiness. A good month for investments in real estate, or for dealings with
banks, institutions, or individuals. Good for
buying or selling. Favors the home. Also
good for music, writing, dancing, singing,
radio and stage work. Favorable days this
month are: 1st, 3rd, 5th, 6th, 8th, 10th,
12th, 13th, 15th, 18th, 19th, 20th, 21st, 23rd,
25th 27th, 29th, 30th. Other davs slightly
negative.

You must still give attention to the health,
however, watch the diet, rest and relax, and
avoid overtaxing the nerves. You may find
yourself in love with two persons and not
quite know which to choose. Your heart
must guide you in this matter. If married,
there is no reason why you should not stay
married — although if you married someone
born in the wrong sign you may be somewhat disturbed. The best sign for marriage ? They are : Gemini, Libra, and, in
some cases, Aries. This month is a good
time for personal development. Study psychology and philosophy so that you will
obtain a better understanding of self and
others. Avoid involvements with friends, for
this month is rather disturbing if you let
yourself be influenced too much by others.
Travel is favored, also change in residence
or business. The dangerous days are: 1st,
4th, 15th and 28th. The rest of the month
favors investments in real estate stocks, and
other securities. Good for writing, or other
creative effort. Favorable days are : 3rd,
5th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 12th, 14th, 17th, 18th,
19th, 21st, 22nd, 24th, 25th, 27th, 29th, 31st.
Pisces — February 19 to March 20
This month favors dealing with the public, seeking promotion or favors from superiors, making friends among educational
leaders and professional, or business men.
Some person quite close to you might profess love for you. Unexpected things arise
this month, some good, some bad. Be progres ive-minded, but let your daring be in
the right direction. If interested in business,
this month is good to make a change in
situation. If your finances are still muddled
you will have to exercise adroitness in
handling your affairs. Help may come from
a friend or member of the family. The
month is dangerous in romance and marriage ;unless you have chosen the right
marriage signs, or the right sweethearts,
this month may bring you some disappointment. If in love with a Leo, Aries, or
Sagittarius, you may have
forncecon-.„ „ cause
„.noH rna
cern ;if in love with a Taurus, Virgo,
Can-to
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there was commercial method. After all,
the box office is an important factor in the
theater, and truth, to which I ever have
held with the tenacity of a bulldog to a
succulent bone, compels me to say 1 recognize it as of first importance to the family
budget. Audiences, I realized, were out
for a Roman holiday, not just a calendar
holiday, but one with the lions thrown in
and me thrown to the lions."
As he drew a grateful breath, a strange
young lady with rosy cheeks, carmine nails
and red bag came apparently out of nowhere and serenely composed herself in a
chair on the immediate right of Mr. Barrymore, who now was saying: "Yet the play
did give me one moment of my own, so
to speak, and reaching it was like taking
off a false nose. That moment came with
Hamlet's soliloquy."
"You play Hamlet, Mr. Barrymore?"
blithely inquired the Strange Young Lady
with startling abruptness and dismaying
lack of histrionic lore.
"Let us say," he amended, darting a keen
glance at his unknown interlocutor, "a
suburban
To save Hamlet."
the embarrassing situation from
possible bloodshed, I hastily asked whether
Mr. Barrymore had been surprised at the
success of "My Dear Children."
"Frankly, I was surprised," he admitted.
"But the play itself was not without its
surprises. Most of them, on my part, were
designed to break up Elaine, though she
was always quick on the come-back. One
night I brought on a dog in a scene, while
on another occasion I came briskly in with
her maid on my arm. I would lie awake
nights thinking up things I could do the
next night to upset Elaine. But an attempt
to bribe the imposing
where •
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York and Philadelphia. I was scared stiff
on the opening nights in both those cities
because of the home-town feeling I had
for them. This is a good thing for an actor,
as it's apt to make him give a good performance. He's keyed up to a point where
he is keenly, even painfully, aware of everything he says and does. But in those cities
where I had lived I was fearful as to how
they'd take me now that I'd come back. I
experienced the same feeling that Enoch
Arden must have had when he returned a
bit tardily and knocked on the door. He
doubtless expected his wife to open it and
say, 'Well, you poor old gaffer, who are
you and what do you want?' I know it's
awful to face a wife you haven't seen for
"You have had a wife, Mr. Barrymore?"
the Strange Young Lady brightly observed.
"Without gross exaggeration," he earnestly assured her, "I may venture to say
Shifting the shirt of mail he was wearing as if it were of the hair variety, the
years."
noted
husband permitted himself a reminisI have."
cent shrug before going on : "Like old
Enoch, I wasn't at all sure of my reception.
It was an exciting, a thrilling experience.
Fortunately it turned out to be also a
happy one. Even so, it made me resolve
never again to be so long in going back
to the theater. It keeps you alive. And I
love combining the two, stage and screen.
I love, too, working with Zanuck again.
He was at Warners when I was there
several years ago, and he certainly knows
what picturegoers want — and how to give
it to them. I am delighted also to work
- - -J^n producer
likewise ofa
with Ray Griffith, associate
the picture, for in my earlier Hollywood

into a wheel-chair. Tell me, by the way,
is the World Almanac still being published ? Indeed ! Admirable as it is as a
record of interesting and important facts,
it is a ghastly book for actors and actresses no longer in their flaming youth, and
they probably feel it ought to be suppressed.
For no matter how many years they may
annually clip off their ages, all that anybody has to do is to open the World
Almanac and find out exactly how old they
are. I shudder to think it may even tell
when I first played Hamlet."
"You mean, Mr. Barrymore," put in the
Strange Young Lady, "that Hamlet must
have youth?"
"He may, indeed frequently does, have
hardening of the arteries," she was duly

that I felt it all to be uncannily truthful.
In fact, I felt much the same as Henry
Miller did when he saw himself in his first
screen test. We were talking about it at
supper one night in Boston. Laughing,
Henry Miller said, 'I did everything in
it that I'd been firing actors for doing for
the past thirty-five years !' But as longas I'm going to be kidded, I'd rather do the
kidding myself. After all, that's only fair,
though usually actors are considered fair
game for anyone. They have to work very
hard,
just as
otherthepeople
do, but of
there's
something
about
atmosphere
the
theater or the screen that makes anyone
connected with either seem like one apart
and different from others. It is for this
reason that anything an actor does is
dragged into the searchlight of publicity,
with the result that everybody knows about
it. But if the grocer or the butcher does
exactly the same thing, nobody pays the
slightest attention to it. Explanation of this
differing attitude is to be found in the indisputable fact that the actor is regarded,
not as a human being, but as common
property. Yet if you permit this one-sided
view
to get
Was
it Cooper
whoyour
said goat
that you're
a sense sunk.
of humor
is like a sense of proportion ? Anyway, I
have always tried — and sometimes it hasn't
been altogether easy — to keep my sense of
humor. But it no longer is possible for an
actor to keep any sense of illusion so far
as the public is concerned. He has no private life. The public has got into the way
of thinking that it has a perfect right to
know what he has for breakfast and who he
has"Like
it with."
he eats it in the front window,
Mr.
Barrymore?"
Strange Young Lady.chattily suggested the
"Or the back room," was his discreet
alternative.
Groping for something to bring out into
the
I seized
Barrymore's
justlyopen,
famed
profile,upon
now Mr.
that it
was being
glorified in the title of his forthcoming
picture, and was curious to know whether
he himself had ever been conscious of it.
"Never," he declared. Then: "Wait,
that's a lie. Yes, I did become conscious
of
once. That
after doing
and itreading
what was
Heywood
Broun'Raffles'
wrote

Above, John Barrymore, wearing the garb
of Hamlet, and Gregory Ratoff, who
plays Barrymore's manager, as they appear in a scene from "The Great Profile."
enlightened. "Not that this is absolutely
essential. Today Hamlet is played by either
very young boys or very old gentlemen."
This time the Strange Young Lady
didn't stop at a single question. She
glanced down at the momentary Hamlet's
sable legs, then brought herself up with,
"Do you always wear black tights., Mr.
Barrymore ?"
"Not on Sundays," was his wearied answer. "Then I wear white ones."
It seemed high time to find out how Mr.
Barrymore felt about playing himself in
"The Great Profile" and whether he considered the character authentically biographical. "He's a complete nut," came the
authoritative and unqualified opinion. "But
I don't mind that by now. Indeed, I like
the picture tremendously. The part is a
burlesque of one's own character, exaggerating ones' own idiosyncrasies. This is
a good thing, for it is a bad thing to try
to conceal them. Everybody is on to them,
anyway. I never took myself quite seriously,
thank God, for if I had I'd have been dead
orty years ago. But I must admit I'd
ave hated to see anyone else playing the
irt. I didn't mind when Fredric March
d me in 'The Royal Family,' because he
ad everything that I recognized in myslf, even to the hinges in the knees, so

about me. He said, 'John Barrymore went
through the performance like a sharpedged paper-knife.'
I didn't
know
whether
he was referring
to quite
my gait
or
my pan. My so-called profile, heaven help
it, may have helped, or may have hurt,
me. Whatever the Case, I never paid much
attention to it. But there is one thing I am
proud of — no matter how often it has been
punched, it has always bounced back. I
don't know what it's made of, but it must
be India rubber. I never size myself up — not
if I can avoid it. And in sizing up actors,
as he did so completely, Shakespeare certainly never considered profiles."
"Do you think, Mr. Barrymore," begged
the Strange Young Lady, "that with my
French-Spanish-Rumanian accent I could
play
"A Shakespeare
number of?" actresses with foreign
accents have played Shakespeare," he helpfully advised her, "Modjeska, Rhea, Januschek and others, including the celebrated
Eskimo tragedienne, Mme. Igloo."
"Thank you," she said, bounding up.
"And now I must go."
"So good of you to come," murmured
her involuntary host, rising and gallantly
bowing from the waist.
For a moment Mr. Barrymore watched
the Strange Young Lady tripping lightly
towards the door of the vast stage, then
half-turned regretfully with the words : "I
greatly fear, my dear fellow, that anything
further I might say at this time would
sound unutterably flat without the lifting
note of yon fair obligato."
SCREENLAND
I
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a story and was informed by her maid
that Miss Colbert had left her home at
eight that morning and was canvassing
grocery stores for refugee supplies.
(Claudette is a notoriously late sleeper,
and I knew she had never been up that
early in her life.) I then called Irene
Dunne and learned that she was out cleaning out the closets of all her friends for
clothes to send to France. Virginia Bruce
I learned was at the headquarters of the
Motion Picture Auxiliary of the American
Red Cross, Chapter 2, and sewing away
on little flannel nightgowns on a backbreaking sewing machine. After that I sort
of got the idea that Glamor Girls now are
far more interested in helping suffering
humanity than they are in their publicity.
It makes it hard for me, but I like it that
way.
In a short article, as this must be, I
naturally cannot tell you all the things
that the movie stars are doing in their efforts to alleviate suffering in war-torn Europe. Nor can I name all the stars who are
giving so generously not only of their
money, but what is far more important, of
themselves. I can only mention the ones I
have come in personal contact with. Believe me, there are dozens of others.
Connie Bennett — whom you never would
suspect, or would you? — has been working
like a dog. Connie has been famous for
years as Hollywood's most luxury-loving
star, but since she became interested in
refugee work Connie is out of bed at the
crack of dawn almost, and puts in a good
fourteen hours a day. She does everything.
Personally, she picks up old clothes and
packs them, she begs for medical supplies
from the large drugstores, she raffles off
anything she can get her hands on, including her newest ermine coat (some lucky
dame is going to get an ermine coat for a
fifty-cent raffle ticket), and she arranges
radio broadcasts in which the star's check
goes to the Red Cross. And it was Connie,
with Mrs. Ann Warner, who in June organized the Hollywood Chapter of the International Committee for Refugees in
France. Included on the Hollywood committee are people who will work, and work
hard. Connie saw to that.
"The Hollywood committee is not asking
for large cash donations," Connie told her
committee, "but is asking for continued supplies of needed articles. At present the committee is equipping hospitals at Montbron
and Chateauneuf, a children's hospital at
Capbreton,
sanitarium
Poitiers."
Shoppers and
in aall
the Los near
Angeles
and
Hollywood stores did double-takes the other
day when they saw Connie, Claudette Colbert, Barbara Stanwyck, Simone Simon,
Hedy Lamarr, Ann Sothern, Jeanette MacDonald, Myrna Loy and many others marching in and plunking milk bottles down on
the counters. The milk bottles were to receive contributions from a penny upwards
for the relief of refugees.
Besides being on the committee of everybody else's pet charity in town Claudette
Colbert has her own charity which she runs
all by herself, as she claims she is not the
organizing type. Claudette feels that with
fall and winter coming on the refugees will
need warm sweaters more than anything
else. She furnishes the wool and the needles
and the instructions, and anyone who wants
to knit has but to notify Claudette and she,
or her secretary, will take the wool and
needles to them immediately. At present
she has four hundred and twenty-five
women knitting for her, and the list is constantly growing. There are so many people
Screen
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who want to help, Claudette discovered,
but they can't afford to buy the wool. At
present the wool costs her about a thousand
dollars a month. The sweaters are shipped
for her by the American Red Cross.
Several years ago when she married Dr.
Joel Pressman Claudette thought it would
be a cute idea to knit him a sweater. She
did two inches in exactly two months, announced that she would never be a knitter,
and ran out and bought the Doctor a
sweater. But now Claudette is one of the

Because Robert Conway's ability stood
out in his first small part — that of a
stormmore
trooper
Sons" — ere
you long.
will
see
of himin on"Four
the screen
most skilful knitters in Hollywood, though
she has only been at it since June. When
she isn't knitting she is rolling bandages,
donating ambulances, and wheedling clothes
out of her friends. The thing she hates
most, and forces herself to do, is ask the
grocery stores for supplies.
so frightened even on an
said Claudette, "as I was
to the Westwood market

"I've never been
opening night,"
the day I went
and begged for

Two prunes."
other girls who have proved themdried
selves all heart are Barbara Stanwyck
and Jeanette MacDonald. As soon as she
read of the German invasion of Belgium
and France, Jeanette's first thought was,
"Those poor little refugee children ! They
must have milk." So Jeanette has arranged
to send 425 pounds of powdered milk to
Europe every year, until things are normal
again, if ever.
Barbara, of course, has always been
known as one of the most generous stars in
Hollywood, and when children are concerned poor Barbara just goes all to pieces
didn't
if she Connie
dime When
last her.
give her
and would
have
a manager
to stop
Bennett called her for old clothes Barbara
said, "I've just cleaned out my wardrobe
for an orphanage. But I'll get something
there by
afternoon."
She did.andA slacks,
whole
bunch
of brand
new sweaters
and six very handsome^ suits from Mr. Taylor's wardrobe. Poor Bob, he probably
won't know what he has, arid what he

hasn't, for months to come. But what really |
broke me up was when I saw Dion's little
baby shoes. Dion, as you know, is Barbara's
adopted son, who is getting to be quite a
big boy now, and goes to military school.
Barbara, like all sentimental mothers was
hanging
on kids
to her
baby's will
shoes.
guess those
in France
need"But
themI
pretty
saidgoodbye.
Barbara, and told her
dearest badly,"
possession
The Motion Picture Auxiliary of the
American Red Cross, Chapter 2, was organized by Kay Francis, Mrs. Phil Berg,
and Mrs. Milton Bren. The Beverly Hills
Hotel donated their garden room and every
day movie stars and producers' wives
gather there to sew, and believe me, they
sew under the eagle eye of Miss Francis.
Kay took lessons in cutting, button-holing,
and the mastery of sewing machines and is
only too willing to give her professional
advice to beginners.
Sylvia Fairbanks has been in deep mourning ever since the sudden death of the late
Douglas Fairbanks, and she shut herself
away from the world in his Santa Monica
beach house. She rarely saw even her
closest friends. But once more Doug, Sr.'s
house rings with gay laughter and chatter
for it is open from early morning to late
at night to anyone, and Sylvia means anyone, who wants to sew for the Red Cross.
She furnishes all supplies.
Mrs. Charles Boyer (Pat Paterson) and
Mrs. Ronald Colman (Benita Hume) have
their own committee which is kept busy
sending sweaters and shirts, and checks
and ambulances, to the Anne Morgan
Friends of France organization in France.
It is very difficult for me to believe, both
of them being male Garbos, but the rumor
is that both Charles Boyer and Ronnie Colman are planning to go on personal appearance tours this fall — with the proceeds going toward Allied Relief,
Alan Mowbray is the head of the British
Allied Relief War Association in Hollywood and has for his co-workers Cary
Grant, Herbert Marshall, Nigel Bruce, C.
Aubrey Smith, Ronnie Colman, Basil Rathbone, Henry Stephenson, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. To date
they have sent $40,000 to England, plus
eight ambulances, and unnumbered packing
cases full of surgical supplies.
Director Tay Garnett started the raffle
idea in the various night clubs, and has
already cleared thousands of dollars for
refugee relief. Helping him sell his tickets
at Victor Hugo, Ciro's, and Lamaze, have
been such attractive stars as Joan Bennett,
Ann Sothern, Bette Davis, Ann Sheridan,
Olivia de Havilland, Una Merkel, Florence
Rice, Polly Ann Young and Dorothy Lamour.
The winner of the raffle will receive
it's the
a movie
star whobucks
wins will
it's
a$500,
safe and
bet ifthat
five hundred
also go to the refugee fund.
The garden party given by the Edward
G. Robinsons at their lovely home in
Beverly Hills pulled in a pretty penny for
the refugees as it was packed and jammed
from early afternoon until late at night.
Paulette Goddard did a hula dance that was
worth the price of admission alone, and
Mai lene Dietrich swelled the fund considerably by getting $1025 for one of her kisses.
Another successful party has been given by
Carmel Myers with the popular Tyrone
Power acting as master of ceremonies. The
highlight of the party was a fashion show
with fall fashions modeled by Anita Louise,
Carole Landis, Virginia Field, Penny Singleton, and other lovely ladies of the
cinema.
A number of charity concerts and balls
are being planned for the next few months,
with the super-colossal Allied Relief Ball
scheduled for August 3rd. How Hollywood's money will hold out I don't know,
but it couldn't be going to a better cause.
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able to judge for himself as to the Tightness and the wrongness of the young ladies
he escorts. Only once did I disapprove of
a girl that Jackie asked to our home. While
she was our guest, I had a chance to observe and study her. She claimed she was
only sixteen, but I doubted that very much.
I felt that she was too old and sophisticated. When Jackie returned, after taking
the girl home, he was excited and elated
about her. He, as he always has, asked me
what I thought of her. We talked for a
while, and I told him I didn't really care
for her, that she was not sincere or truthful. Jackie was vitally disappointed at first,
and as I watched him go to his room that
night, I knew exactly what was on his
mind. In his slow, plodding steps I could
tell he was hurt a little and emotionally
confused. But it was his fight, his judgment. Ivoiced my opinion and left the rest
up to him. I knew what his decision would
be, for Jackie has never gone against my
advice. The next morning his mind was
clear. He never saw her again.
When Jackie was young and when he
went through the puppy-love era, I never
laughed at him. I tried to understand how
a young boy his age felt and to talk to
him in a way that he would grasp quickly.
I didn't talk dou'ii to him though. I talked
with him and helped him to see where he
was wrong and where he was right.
Ever since he was six years old, he has
a girl
so you can
see we've
had
ahadgood
manyfriend,
confidential
sessions.
His first
crush was Mitzi Green. This came when
he was making "Skippy." One day he came
home to me, crying as though his heart
would break. After I managed to calm him,
he told mc how awful it was to be too
young to marry. He wanted to marry Mitzi
so badly.
I comforted himIanddidn't
told laugh
him notat tohim.
worry,
that
he could marry her when he grew up. Jackie
felt much better about it after I had given
my "consent" and assured me he would
always love her.
That eventually passed, as I knew it
would. But it wasn't long before he was
back in the same throes again and a bit
more intense about his new crush. She was
Helen Parrish, Universal starlet today.
Jackie was eight at the time. He used to
take Helen to Saturday matinees, accompanied by his body-guard. He bought her
several gifts, all out of his allowance which
at that time was one dollar a week. He remained in his youthful seventh heaven for
quite awhile, but eventually this waned too.
But, ever since those early and impresstages in aJackie's
life,Wehe have
has
never beensionable
without
girl friend.
always entertained them, along with his
boy friends, at our home. Consequently,
there has never been any novelty to his
having a girl. There has never been that
awful confusion and fright that confront
many boys who have not associated with
or been around girls. Jackie was taught
that it was natural to be with them. That
his friendship with them was fine and part
of his normal training. I haven't felt that
he should be segregated from girls until
he reached a riper age. Such an idea, to
me, is the cause of many embarrassments
between young boys and girls of today.
I don't want to be misunderstood in this
connection. Jackie has never been allowed
to do entirely as he wishes when it comes
to going with girls. I always know where
he goes and what he does. For example,
he and Judy Garland have been the closest
of friends on and off for five years. They
don't go around together so much now.
S C R EENLAND

Their interests are different. But in the
days past they had many good times. Naturally, they would quarrel and break up,
and then they would start going out together again. I never paid any particular
attention, only to know in a casual way
what was going on.
Often, after he and a girl have quarreled,
Jackie has come to me looking for sympathy and understanding. When such moments occur, we go to my room and talk
the whole '':hing over. He tells me what
happened, what his part in the argument
was, and then asks for my advice. I talk
to him quietly and with understanding, and
soon we come to the solution that eases his
mind. I am very grateful that Jackie has
come to me for this help voluntarily. There
has been no embarrassment in talking to
me. He does so freely and honestly. He
wouldn't be able to if we hadn't been as
close as we are and so honest with each
other.
In fact, when Jackie returns from a date,
he always tells me all about the evening,
just as soon as he comes home. He tells
me where he went, whom he saw, what he
and the girl did, what gave him the most
pleasure, and anything else that pops into
his head at such times. This may sound as
though Jackie has no secrets from me. As
far as I know, he hasn't. But then, everyone has had a few very personal secrets
that he has kept from his mother and
father, so I expect Jackie has too. I have
no desire to know what they are. He has
a right to them. If he ever wants to talk
to me about them, that is his business.
Some mothers find their children's questions embarrassing. I never have. Principally, Iassume, because from the very
first question Jackie asked me, I tried to
be honest in my answer. I have never lied
to him. Sometimes I had to be diplomatic
or make comparisons in some other phase
of life, but he has always been told everything straight. Such honesty pays in the
long run and brings about a better and
more definite basis of understanding and
accord between mother and son. It is better
that a boy's mother answer his questions
tactfully and honestly than that he should
learn the answers from less creditable
sources.
Today, Jackie has no steady girl, but his
current interest — call it romance if you
wish — is Jimmy Rogers. Yes, I know
Jimmy is a peculiar name for a girl, but
that doesn't prevent her being a very fine
young
of Jarvis
Rogers, lady.
ranch She's
ownerthein daughter
Palm Springs.
She
is an excellent rider — in fact, she lives on
a horse — and she is quite adept at roping
steers. With all of these athletic abilities,
though, she is quite feminine and lovely,
though perhaps not as sophisticated as the
girls Jackie has known in Hollywood. He
met her on one of our frequent visits to
the desert resort. He became so intrigued
by her skill that he immediately took an
interest in her and made up his mind to
ride as well as she could, and even to rope
steers as well. I suppose it was the old idea
of a "man" never wanting a "woman" to
do anything better than he could. Well,
anyway, Jackie entered his first rodeo a
while back and rode his first steer, with
some success, I must admit. I can't say he
was entirely at ease, but he did an excellent
job considering that he was new at it.
Jackie and Jimmy are together constantly while we're in Palm Springs. He
kids her a lot about being unsophisticated.
When he asks her if she wants to go to a
movie, she'll reply indifferently, "I don't

care." Then Jackie will proceed to inform
her of the correct ways to answer, accept,
or reject a gentleman's invitations. Once,
a few weeks ago, Jackie and Jimmy rode
into town to get a Coca-Cola. They loosened
the strap that held the horses and went
inside. Jackie told her that he hoped the
Coca-Cola wasn't too strong for her, kidding
her along. She said nothing. When they
came out, Jimmy cinched the strap of her
horse and got on. Suddenly, Jackie turned
very red. He had forgotten how to cinch
the strap ! He fumbled around but wouldn't
ask for Jimmy's help. Finally, .she got disgusted, got off her horse, fixed the strap
on Jackie's horse, mounted her animal, and
said, "There are some things I can do that
you can't, aren't there?"
I would like to bring Jimmy to Hollywood and put her in pictures, but Jackie
tells me not to. He says she's happy where
she
right.is, so why bother her? Perhaps he's
Jackie's association with girls has its
limitations,
though.
given This
too
much freedom
to do He's
as henotwishes.
may surprise many of you who have pictured him as a boy who has anything and
everything he wants. But I believe in letting him hurdle the responsibilities of
seventeen with ease and with a certain
amount of thrill. He will never be bored
with life because he has seen too much and
done too much. I'll see to that. He's always
going to get a kick out of everything that
happens to him. Therefore, there are rules
that he must observe. I usually ask him to
be in at twelve. Sometimes this may be
hard to do. Occasionally, a special show
will just be going on at the Cocoanut
Grove, for instance, or some other typical
place. In this event, he always calls me
and asks if I mind if he stays out a little
longer. If his request is plausible, he is
allowed to remain, but with the understanding that he is not to be later than
one o'clock. However, no matter where
Jackie is, he never fails to call home during the course of the evening.
I allow him to go to all of the first class
night clubs and hotels to eat and dance.
I forbid cocktail bars unless he is with his
elders,
we don't
bars.
Most of and
his dates
are atlike
the cocktail
Victor Hugo,
where he often entertains with his band,
the Grace Hayes Lodge, or at the Tropics,
where he goes to dote on their chicken
curry, his favorite dish. When he has
saved two weeks' allowance, he may go to
some very exclusive night club. However,
he usually goes to the places that serve the
best food, for he loves to eat. And because
he has found all the entertainment and
pleasure he wishes in these dignified surroundings, he has never wanted to go to
the less respectable or elevating places.
Recently, Jackie got a new car for a
present, and Mr. Bigelow and I wondered
what new problems this would give us.
Happily, the car has not brought us any
undue gray hairs. We've had no trouble
with his driving. I think he's a good driver,
even though he is a little huffy at times.
I have tried to show him, however, that
it does no good to lose his temper in traffic.
Jackie's dates are limited to one a week
with a girl. That is enough at his age.
Sometimes other affairs come up unexpectedly, such as a birthday party, premiere,
or any other similar occasion. But as a
rule, he only dates a girl on Saturday
nights,
andthat
he rule.
doesn'tOf expect
tion from
course, any
we deviaallow
him to entertain at home once in a while.
Usually, on Sunday afternoons, he has his
friends in for a get-together. He holds his
"jam sessions" with his orchestra then, and
he gets rid of a lot of natural energy in
such a way. He loves his drums so much,
and he likes swing with a vengeance. In
fact, he takes his orchestra so seriously
that he is contemplating a personal appear-

ance tour through the country with it and
may even do a radio series. So, any natural restlessness he may have is dispelled
easily and harmlessly during his noisy
afternoon swing sessions.
He also has friends in during evenings,
but his
twelve feel
o'clock,
for
I amguests
sure must
that leave
most at
parents
that
that hour is late enough for their boys and
girls to
I've had
had to
veryaskfewany
occa-of
sionsbewhen out.
I have
Jackie's friends to leave. They usually
know when it's time to go. On the evenings when there is nothing important interfering, he goes to bed at his usual time
of ten-thirty. I see to it that important and
unexpected events do not occur too often.
Jackie has always felt free to bring his
girl friends to our house at any time.
Often he has had them for late Sunday
breakfast with us and equally as often for
dinner. I encourage his bringing the girls
he knows
the his
house,
tried for
to
make
Jackieto feel
homeforis I've
as much
his pleasure and as much for his friends
as it is for Mr. Bigelow's and mine. I
know that
of have
some their
of Jackie's
friends
neverparents
like to
homes
"cluttered up" with a lot of youngsters.
This is a great mistake to me, for if a
home isn't for their benefit and their pleasure, they will be more apt to find other
unsavory places for their fun. And some
parents wonder why children frequent what
is Jackie
commonly
known aasnormal
"joints."boy who is
is today
puzzled about the same things, including
girls, that puzzle any other young man. He
has been hurt as often as has any boy by
disappointments in romance. But there is
one thing that he has not had to worry
about when it comes to escorting young
ladies. He has never had to wonder
whether they were going with him because
he was in pictures or because they really
liked him. I have tried to raise Jackie to
feel that his work is not unusual and that
he is like any other boy. I know his position as an actor hasn't influenced his ideals
or hismal kid
making
friends.
norand asofmuch
like He's
your just
nexta door
neighbor as your own son is. His desires,
his hopes, and his interests are simply those
of any boy who is seventeen.
Jackie is interested in girls naturally
enough and he likes their company, but he
has too much sense to think of marriage.
I know that many reports have gone out
that he is thinking of marching to the altar.
I have even had persistent calls from newspapers asking me to confirm the story that
Jackie is going to elope. This is all very
disturbing and very untrue. What may
seem like serious intentions to some columnists are only natural expressions of any
seventeen-year-old boy out with a girl.
And, besides, if he were thinking of marriage, Iknow he would talk to me first.
He
wouldn't
keepfrom
anything
as important
as that a secret
me. Not
when he
has come to me for help on far less imthings.such
Jackie
he's too
young forportantany
step.realizes
And besides,
at
the moment his acting and his love for his
career are the most important things.
I'm very proud of the life that has been
Jackie's and mine. I'm proud of the job
we both have done. He isn't a mama's boy,
and he's not tied to my apron strings. I
wouldn't want that and neither would he.
We are — let me say — pals and the best of
pals at that. Yes, the years have been kind
and considerate to us, and it is with a sigh
of relief that I look back at what is past
and look ahead hopefully at what is in the
future. I know that neither of us has failed
or ever will fail the other. For behind us
lie sympathy, understanding, and honesty.
Ahead of us lie matured comradeship and,
above all, respect. Without these qualities,
no mother and son can ever fully appreciate the happiness that should be theirs.
SCREENLAND
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moderate oven. Cool, cut in half and fill
with nut cream and sprinkle with sugar.
CHEESE CAKE
Line a deep layer pan with cookie dough.
Beat 4 tablespoons sweet butter to a cream
and beat into it gradually y2 cup of sugar
and the yolks of 3 eggs. Mix well, add the
grated rind of 1 lemon, Ya cup of seedless
raisins, pinch of salt, cups of cottage
cheese (Sealtest) that has been rubbed
through a sieve and just before pouring
into the lined tin add the stiffly beaten
whites of 3 eggs. Bake until set in a
moderate oven, sprinkle with sugar and
cinnamon and serve cold.
Gay rugs hanging from a small balcony
that led to a still higher floor, strings of
red chili peppers and corn, small Mexican
dolls scattered about the sunroom reminded
Margaret of recent trips.
"I love to hop into a car and head for
Mexico," she observed. "My souvenirs
aren't all as tangible as these. Some of
them are recipes. I like collecting odd dishes
on my travels. Ever taste palanquetas?
They're really pralines."
PALANQUETAS
Boil rapidly together 1 cup of white and
brown sugar and 4 tablespoons butter.
When it hardens when tested in cold water,
drop in tablespoons on an oiled slab or
tin, pressing halves of pecans or walnuts
around the edges of each quickly before it
gets cold. They should be about three
inches in diameter and rather thin.

W-h-e-e!! screamed Dana Dale when she dipped her pretty Trilbys into the water and
found it a trifle chilly while relaxing at the Beverly Hills Hotel Sand and Pool Club.

Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page 15
affairs. I mean the sort of things where
you call up your friends in the morning and
say : 'How about coming over to a serveyourself
ning for meal
weeks tonight?'
ahead forNone
me. of this plan"I like small groups or else very large
ones. Last week at our cocktail party we
had a hundred guests, but for informal affairs Ithink four or six is a good number,
so we can talk intimately. If it's a large
group, they can split up into small circles
and enjoy themselves, but if you have eight
or twelve, there can be no general conversation and someone is certain to feel left
out. I hope my guests always come here
and have such a good time they look forward to coming again."
On a card table, there were the makings
of various salads — tomatoes, lettuce, sliced
onions, grated cabbage, carrots, radishes,
with French dressing and mayonnaise in
separate containers. There was a large
plate of toasted buns and a grill for frying
the hamburgers that were stacked on another plate close at hand. A dish of
Brownie completed the table. Nearby, a
gay pottery jug of coffee with cups.
Margaret plugged in the grill and began
to fry hamburgers. "Now each of you can
select and make your own salads," she said.
"The variety depends on your own taste
Each guest is supposed to fry his own hamburger, pop an onion on it, slap it between
halves of the toasted bun, assemble a salad
and coffee and get to work.
"Sometimes we have cake and sometimes
98

a favorite dish of mine, gingerbread with
whipped cream. We scoop a small piece out
of each square of gingerbread, put a spoonful of orange marmalade in and cover with
whipped cream.
"Mock Biscuit Tortoni is another excellent dessert I've never tasted anywhere else."
MOCK BISCUIT TORTONI
Soak 1 tablespoon Knox's gelatine in Y
cup of cold water for twenty minutes. Beat
1 egg and beat into it % cup of sifted
sugar and add gradually beating constantly
1 cup of scalded milk. Place in the top of
a double boiler and stir over the fire until
the mixture is creamy and clings to the
spoon. Remove from the fire, add the gelatine, cool slightly and stir until it starts
to thicken. Add 1 cup of macaroon crumbs,
Y cup seedless raisins and 1 teaspoon
Burnett's vanilla extract; fold in 1 cup
whipped cream and pour into a wet mold,
set in a cold place to harden. When ready
to serve, unmold on a cold plate and
garnish with whipped cream.
VIENNA

CREAM

CAKE

Beat the yolks of 6 eggs until light and
lemon-colored with 1 cup sifted sugar. Sift
Ya cup Swansdown flour with Ya cup
Baker's chocolate (finely ground) and add
to the yolk mixture. Beat well and add
the stiffly beaten whites of 6 eggs and IK
teaspoons Burnett's extract of vanilla. Pour
into a deep, well-buttered (or use Crisco)
round pan and bake thirty minutes in a

"Speaking of traveling, when I was back
East this time, my pleasantest experience
was a day I spent at the House of Seven
Gables. See, this is a miniature replica of
the house. It's in Salem, Massachusetts, and
now it's run by four women who do settlement work. They were so sweet to me. We
all had lunch together and when I left one
of them gave me this little doll she had
dressed for me. It's Hepisibah, the character Iplayed in the picture.
"I adore New England cooking. There's
Lobster LOBSTER
Portland."
PORTLAND
Mix in a bowl rubbed with a clove of
crushed garlic 2 cups cooked lobster meat
cut in dice, 3 tablespoons capers, 1 cup
chopped celery, 1 chopped sweet green
pepper, 1 chopped pimiento, 1 teaspoon salt
and Y cup of tarragon French dressing.
Drain off the French dressing, mound on
cold lettuce-covered plates, cover with Russian dressing and garnish with ripe olives.
RUSSIAN DRESSING
1 cup Hellman's mayonnaise
Y23 tablespoons
cup chili sauce
chopped pimientos
1 tablespoon chopped, stoned olives
2 tablespoons chopped celery
2 teaspoons Tastetone sauce
Mix well together.
"When I was in Nassau and Key West,
they served one dish that was especially
luscious, Pompano a la Bimini, a delicate
white fish served with a white sauce
flavored with American cheese."
Colin,sistedMargaret's
now inthat we take cocker-spaniel,
him out. Margaret
led
the way down more rock steps to a patio
which was walled in on three sides. The
muralled walls enclosed a ping-pong table,
but Colin objected to our attempts at playing, and this time we followed him up
more steps to a small formal garden. From
this vantage we could see the outside of the
patio and note that on it were painted two
windows, complete with green shutters and
flower-filled windowboxes.
"That's a whimsical touch," observed
Margaret. "If you have no windows, where
you want 'em, just paint them on!"
PRINTED IN THE U.S.A. BY THE CUNEO PRESS, INC.
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SHADES
BY

CUTEX

The liveliest, most flattering nail polish pair in many a moon! RIOT RED,
so clear and bright itself, is right in the spirit of the clear,. vivid trend in
fashion colors — greens, gold, reds, royal blue and turquoise ... A bright
accent with brown, black and coverts. RUMPUS — the gayest, loveliest
blue-red to date — marvelous with the new amethysts, wines, evergreen
greens, blue of every hue — with conga brown and somber neutrals. Get
Riot Red or Rumpus today and take the town! Other popular Cutex shades:
Old Rose, Cedarwood, Laurel, Clover, Cameo and Tulip. Guaranteed to wear
longer ... or your money bach! Simply return the bottle to us (with at least
three-fourths of its contents) during 1940.
NORTHAM WARREN, NEW YORK, MONTREAL, PARIS. LONDON

L.
THE ALEXANDER TWINS... Dorothy
and Grace, Famous Drum Majorettes
for American Legion Post 42, Martins
ville, Virginia
salute

you
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A /VD
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REAL

AND

MflD/VFSS

BETTER

TASTE

These are the twin pleasures you look for in a cigarette.
You'll find them in every Chesterfield you smoke... and it takes the right
combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos united in Chesterfields
to give you the added pleasure of a cooler smoke ... Make your next
pack Chesterfield and join the millions of smokers who say

Copyright 1940, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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HOLLYWOOD

BRIDE

TELLS

LOVE . . . LAUGH AND WEEP WITH THEM!
Live their wondrously exciting romance! Let
yourself be swept along by the relentless
tide of a struggle so mighty the screen has
never seen its equal...Created by Frank Lloyd,
who gave you memorable

"Cavalcade",

"Mutiny on the Bounty" and "Wells Fargo"!

present*
CARY

GRANT

MARTHA

SCOn

Jtl

of

w

mrauvi

tom 'THE TREE OF LIBERTY" by Elizabeth PAGE. Screen ploy by SIDNEY BUCHMAN
with Sir Cedric Hard wick e • Alan Marshal • Richard Carlson
JACK H. SKIRBALL Associate Produtci
Produced and Directed by FRANK

WATCH

FOR

IT

AT

LLOYD

YOUR

LOCAL

i

MAN OF THE PEOPLE
Swashbuckling son of the
raw, untamed frontier . . .
proud alike of his pioneer
forebears and the lovely,
high-born girl he lovesl
THEATRE!

Protect your

own

help guard
SHE HAD ALWAYS HOPED it would happen this way— soft lights, smooth music,
his eyes speaking volumes: "You're beautiful," they said, "beautiful" !
But then— she smiled! And his eagerness gave way to indifference. For beauty
is always dimmed and darkened under the
cloud of a dull and dingy smile.

bright smile.
against

Let Sparta and

Massage

"Pink Tooth Brush"!
And take the advice he
gums. So, massage a little extra Ipana onto
your gums whenever you brush your teeth.
gives you.

WHAT "PINK TOOTH
BRUSH" MEANS.
"Pink" on your tooth
brush may not mean
serious trouble, but let
your dentist decide.
Chances are he will say
that your gums, denied
chewing by the many soft, creamy
we eat today, have become tender,
from lack of exercise. And, like so
dentists these days, he may suggest

The pleasant "tang" you'll notice— exclusive with Ipana and massage— is evidence
that gum circulation is increasing— helping gums to become firmer, healthier.

"the healthful stimulation of Ipana Tooth
Paste and massage."

Tooth Brush, too— spe-

"pink tooth brush"!
The minute you see
that tinge of "pink" on
your tooth brush— make
a date to see your dentist.

FOR IPANA, WITH MASSAGE, is specially designed not only to clean teeth
thoroughly but to help invigorate the

DON'T TAKE CHANCES with your own
priceless smile
. with your own happiness. Give your gums
as well as your teeth
the daily care they
need. And never ignore the warning of

hard
foods
weak
many

IPANA

TOOTH
SCREENLAND

GET A TUBE OF IPANA TODAY! Start the
healthful dental habit of Ipana Tooth
Paste and massage . . . and see how much
it helps your gums to become stronger,
your teeth brighter,
your smile
antly lovely.more radiGet the new D. D.

R^N^iMM

twisted handle for
1 cially designed with a
more thorough cleansing, more effective
gum massage.

PASTE
3
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Romancing with Ann Rutherford
ESCAPE
Certainly!

STUFF?
Why

Not?

In giving you, in our next issue, the complete
fiction story of a frankly romantic new movie we're
well aware that the charge of escapism will come
our way! We don't care. We believe you want
diversion these days — and a swell, swashbuckling
screen story is just the thing to give it to you. So
we're presenting a beautifully written, really romantic and exciting fictionization of "The Son of
Monte Cristo," starring Joan Bennett and Louis
Hayward, with that grand "villain," George Sanders,
at his best, and we know you're going to like it.
COMPLETE
"SON

FICTION

STORY

OF

OF MONTE
CRISTO"
IN NEXT ISSUE!
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Merriest

with

Pair

PAUL

on

The

Screen

WHITEMAN

in a Great

and

ORCHESTRA

Mickey's marvelous! Judy's
a joy! If you thought they
reached

the top of the entertainment heap in "Babes

in Arms", wait till you see
them go over the top now!
With

catchy songs and

screenful
a grand

of howls

A

a

and

heart-warming

story! What

a show, folks!

METRO-GOLDWYN- MAYER

PICTURE

Musical

with

JUNE PREISSER • WILLIAM TRACY
Screen Play by John Monks, Jr. and Fred
Finklehoffe
• Directed by Busby Berkeley
Produced by ARTHUR FREED
Great Song Hits: "Our Love Affair",
'Strike Up the Band", "Nobody" and many more!
SCREENLAND

Show!

IEAVE it to Bette Davis to be a good
L. sport and yet manage to do a kindly
turn at the same time. Bette, as you know,
is past the stage in her career when she
has to rely on bathing suit art to place
her in the public eye and mind. Yet, she
quite willingly took it upon herself to pose
in a razzle-dazzle, custom-built, $100 swim
suit — if the century note for the revealing
togs was sure to be turned over to the
Red Cross.
THE rumors around town persist that
the Ilona Massey-Alan Curtis romance
is definitely on the skids since she parted
with her studio. Gossips insist that now
there will be no marriage for the Hungarian song-bird. Alan Curtis is by no
means left out on a limb. He is the sex
appeal
the divorced
moment. first
Priscilla
son, hisboynotof yet
wife,Lawstill
carries a terrific torch for him and lets
everyone {Please
know it.turn to page 12)

IN THE upper star brackets in
I Hollywood, lavish gifting has
become de rigeur for limelighting gilt-edged friendships. Bigtime names spend a lot of money
on expensive gifts for their families and friends. The Countess
di Frasso has just added another
glittering trinket to her < eyeopening collection of amazing
jewelry. The reason behind her
acquiring the diamond and ruby
brooch (fashioned in the shape
of a cupid) sets up a new occasion for present giving, too.
Cary Grant and Barbara Hutton
presented it as a token of their
gratitude for bringing them together. That should give you an
idea of how Babs and Cary feel
about each other.

-goers are in
youa movie
ALL for
treat, or maybe I
should call it a surprise, because
without a doubt it will be that
and more. After a lot of wrangling it has been definitely set
that Katharine Hepburn, in the
screen version of "Philadelphia
Story," will wear in one scene a
form-fitting, abbreviated bathing
suit. Her studio has gone to bat
and has begun propagandizing
that she is twelve pounds heavier
now than she ever was before.
I can't
Katy!wait to see that leg art
of
THERE was a great hubbub
and to-do in a smart night
club the other night when Marlene Dietrich glamored and elbowed her way to a be-seen and
see-all vantage spot smack on
the dance floor. The buzzing
was occasioned by her pathetic
lack of escort man power. She
looked practically deserted accompanied by only one man, a
complete stranger — until somebody took another look, remembered, choked on his champagne
and snouted, "It's her husband !"
6

A blonde senorita
does
rumba in
"Downthe Argentine
Way." This is the
role for which
Betty fused
Grable
reto dye her
golden tresses.

■ In what picture does Bing
* Crosby croon "That's for
Me" to a lovely lady who used
to admit publicly that her "Heart
Belongs to Daddy?'
0% Who are known as "the
most happily married couple
in Hollywood?" And in what
romantic comedy do they play
the roles of very quarrelsome but
very loving newlyweds?
B Bing Crosby sings "That's for Me" to Mary
™ Martin in Paramount 's "Rhythm on the
River," the big streamlined musical which also
stars Basil Rathbone, with Oscar Levant.

What nationally known
screen and radio character
has a new girl, not to mention a
new pal who is a terrific scene
stealer?
3

2

Joan Blondell and Dick Powell, of course, the stars
of Paramount's "I Want a Divorce," the picture
Hollywood is raving about as setting Joan and Dick
firmly on the comeback trail

What girl is fortunate
enough in what moving picture version of a Joseph Conrad
masterpiece to spend a week alone
on a South Sea Island with Fredric March?
4

5

3

Who is the lovely Englishborn beauty who steals Fred

MacMurray's heart in the big
new outdoors adventure picture

RANGERS
FORTUNE

directed by Sam ("Goodbye, Mr.
Chips," "Our Town") Wood.
And what Daughter of the Dust
Bowl makes news by playing a terrific kid role in the same picture?

Of

Henry Aldrich, America's new' Peck's Bad Boy,
played by Jackie Cooper, has Boston and Broadway's cute little Leila Ernst, success of "Too Many
Girls" for a girl friend, and Eddie Bracken, also a star
of the same New York hit show, as his pal in "Life With
Henry" starring the Aldrich Family.
Fredric March in Paramount's all-star production
of Joseph Conrad's immortal "Victory" welcomes
Betty Field to his private island paradise in the South
Seas and starts a thrilling series of romantic adventures
in which Sir Cedric Hardwicke and other famous name
players play exciting parts
5

Patricia Morison corrals the hard-boiled heart of
Fred Mac Murray in Paramount's "Rangers of
Fortune," the Sam Wood action adventure drama of
three rough, tough sons of the Old Border Country,
"Rangers of Fortune." Betty Brewer, the little Okie
kid, discovered singing on the Los Angeles streets
makes her film bow in this picture.

YOUR

theAhs^to;entertMh^IN
Fit**

SCREENLAND
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Tribute
herself

to

LAST,

Lupino,

who

finest of Hollywood's

actresses
AT

Ida

in "They

Drive

By

HONOR

proves
younger
Night"

little Lupino comes into her own. Her brilliantly

/-\ vicious performance of an unscrupulous siren in "They Drive
/
\ By Night" inevitably invites comparison with Bette Davis'
Mildred in "Of Human Bondage." But, barring certain mannerisms,
Miss Lupino's acting is definitely her own. She is one of Hollywood's few "originals," and we predict an important career for her
if she is smart enough to resist the temptation to "do another Davis."

Don't call her "a
second Bette Davis
Ida Lupino in "They
Night"
Drive a By
plays
part similar
to that enacted by
Davis several years
ago in ''Border
Town," but she has a
style all her own.
Close-ups above show
Lupino in harrowing
scenes from the new
Warner picture in
which she establishes
herself as the most
promising of all the
current crop of
screen actresses.

8

PAGE

Norman
Reilly

Raine's

It's the happiest new- hit news
in an age!
...And the happiest WARNER
BROS, hit of all!
Just

wait

till you

see it!

SCREENLAND

MARJORIE RAM BEAU
as Annie
ALAN HALE
as Bullwinkle
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The Man I Married — 20th Century-Fox
This anti-Nazi film is a stirring
indictment of cruelties practiced
under the swastika. Joan Bennett
her best characterizagives one ofAmerican
girl who actions as an
companies her husband, Francis
Lederer, on a trip to Germany and
sees him won over to the Hitler
doctrine and the wiles of Anna
pleasant
It's not
Sten, female
no
it pulls
because
but Nazi.
filmfare,
punches, everyone should see it.
Lederer convincing as the husband.

Scatterbrain — Republic
In- -tro- -due- -ing Judy Canova !
auradio
convulsed
makes
Judy, who
clowning,
diences has
with her
backher movie debut with a fine
woods characterization. Through
mistaken identity, a hillbilly girl
to Hollygets aattrip
(that'swoodJudy)
By
stardom.
and a chance
the time the mistake is discovered
she's clicked. Supporting cast is a
wow— Eddie Foy, Jr., talent scout ;
Alan Mowbray, a screwball director ;Billy Gilbert as a voice coach.
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Carolina Moon — Republic
As a rule, the Western plains are
Gene's stamping grounds, but in this
te, Chamone Autry, Smiley Burnet
the
pion, and all their pals travel todeed.
Scout
South to do their Boy
They help the poor land owners save
their tax-burdened plantations from
hands of unscrupufalling into the
lous speculators. The scenery change
doesn't make it any less exciting
what
than Gene's other filmsit and
makes up
it lacks in fast riding
in hard fighting, tuneful numbers.

Soothing Listerine Treatment

gives hair and scalp antiseptic bath . . .

kills millions of germs associated with infectious dandruff
If infectious dandruff has got you in its
grip ... if you are constantly embarrassed by all the ugly, distressing symptoms of this stubborn disease — the humiliating flakes and scales, the itching,
or even inflammation . . . here's news —
grand news!
Listerine kills millions of germs associated with the infectious type of dandruff— an all too common form of this
scalp condition. It destroys, on contact,
countless numbers of these tiny, almost
invisible parasites, including the queer
"bottle bacillus," called Pityrosporum
Ovale, which outstanding specialists recognize as a causative agent of infectious
dandruff.
First Listerine treats hair and scalp to
a cooling, soothing antiseptic bath. The
scalp tingles and glows, ugly flakes and
scales begin to go . . . inflammation and
itching are alleviated. Then Listerine
Antiseptic gets to work on the germs

LISTERINE

...THE

themselves. In test after test, in laboratory and clinic, Listerine Antiseptic's
germicidal action brought amazingly
quick results.
Improvement in 76% of Test Cases
When rabbits were inoculated with Pityrosporum Ovale in laboratory research,
they quickly developed the usual dandruff symptoms. Within 14 days, on the
average, these symptoms disappeared
when Listerine Antiseptic was applied
daily to the affected areas.
Clinical tests on men and women who
used Listerine Antiseptic and massage
twice a day brought even more impressive results. In one series of tests, 76%
of dandruff sufferers showed either complete disappearance of or marked improvement inthe symptoms of dandruff
within 30 days. So, if you have the
slightest sign of a dandruff condition, do
not neglect what may be a real infection.

MEDICAL

TREATMENT

SCREENLAND

MEN: Douse full strength Listerine Antiseptic on the scalp morning and night. WOMEN: Part the
hair at various places, and apply Listerine Antiseptic right
along the part with a medicine
dropper,
to avoid wetting the
hair
excessively.
Always follow with vigorous
and persistent massage with
fingers or a good hair brush.
Continue the treatment so long
as dandruff is in evidence. And
even though you're free from
dandruff, enjoy a Listerine massage on ce a week to gu ard against
infection. Listerine is the same
antiseptic that has been famous
for more than 50 years as a mouth
wash and gargle.

Start right now with Listerine Antiseptic
and massage. Neglect may aggravate the
symptoms. Lambert Pharmacal Company, Sr. Louis, Mo.

THOUSANDS

EMPLOY!
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THAT loud call of SOS coming from
' the RKO studios the other day was
from a designer who got into a tangle with

rfc
SCROLL Set 75.50
Engagement Ring 62.50

HOLtlSTER Set J 50.00
Engagement Ring 1 00.00

7^ get'ine-Registesed t|

e
DIAMOND e
ENGAGEMENT
^sakRING
J^e
I F you're heading for a wedding, a genuine registered Keepsake Diamond Ring will make your
happiness complete. You'!! always take pride in
Keepsake's brilliant beauty and distinguished
styling. The Certificate of Quality and Registration isyour protection against an unwise choke.
There's a Keepsake for every taste and purse. Extended payments can usually be arranged. Ask
your jeweler to show you the new matched sets.
Rings enlarged to shbw
details.

tEROY Set
Engagement Ring

Madame
He workdidn't
know what Maria
kind ofOuspenskaya.
a woman he was
ing with when he dealt with this indefatigable Russian. The sequence called for
Ouspenskaya to be seen in a photograph
as a ballet dancer in her youth. She threw
out her chin and snorted when he suggested
they fake it. No halfway measures with
her ! In nothing flat she was in black
tights and ballet tulle. She postured tirelessly, and suggested one new pose after
the other. She's immensely proud of her
trim figure and agility. The designer finally
telephoned for help. "Somebody do something," he yelled, "I can't get Ouspenskaya
out of the gallery, she's been on her toes
for hours — and I'm exhausted !"

69.50
SO. 00

BAGUETTE Set
Engagement
Ring 325.00'
250.00

HOWARD
the by
experience
JJOHN
that landed
him in got
pictures
singing
on the radio and with a dance band. He
led an orchestra, did some professional
dancing, and he can play most any instrument, yet he has never been called upon to
do any of these things on the screen . . .
The variety of a film star's environment
and appeal changes strangely with the
years. In a small, out of the way church
in Denton, Texas, there is a plaque enwith Ann
name. She
honored graved
there
with Sheridan's
a perfect Sunday
schoolis
record.

Before you announce
your engagement ,
write for Book!
eepsake Diamond Rings
. H. Pond Co., Inc., 2H S. Warren St., Syracuse, N. Y.
lease send valuable book, "Etiquerte of rhe Engagement
id Wedding." I enclose 10 cenrs ro cover mailing expense.
Name.
nd No.
SL 10-40

Hot

from

Hollywood

Continued from page 6
r\ OLORES DEL RIO had all the girls in
town in another dither when it was
announced that a prominent artist was
coming all the way to Hollywood just to
paint her portrait. But every feminine star
felt better when someone found out that
the famous painter was a bosom friend of
Orson Welles and was really here vacationing until Orson persuaded him to paint
Dolores. That should give you some idea
of how hot the Welles-Del Rio interest
really is.
IT WAS a swank and important preview.
' Crowds milled, huge searchlights pierced
the inky sky. Stars leaving the theater
were wildly cheered by their admiring
throngs of fans that packed the forecourt
of the theater. As each celebrity's car was
called a wail of acclaim rose and blatantly
filled the night. Across the street and out
of the limelight but cheering wildly and
louder than anyone else, Charlie Chaplin,
Paulette Goddard, and a group of pals had
the time of their lives helping applaud their
friends and favorites.
MOVIE-MAKING is in no wise all
beer and skittles. Pity poor Gary
Cooper ! In "North West Mounted Police"
you'll see excitement, romance and the
splendor of dashing uniforms. But Gary
had to wear a red flannel undershirt, and
he's allergic to flannel longies.
12

price authenticity in HollyWHAT
wood ?You'll
some ofidea
you
find out what
the get
amount
thewhen
bill was
that Walter Wanger got for vehicles used
in one sequence of his new film, "Foreign
Correspondent." The setting is Amsterdam, Holland, and almost every foreign
made car in Hollywood was used. The
bill came to $4940.
ELSIE, that famous cow RKO used in
"Little Men," was treated with far
more consideration than any actor who
ever came to movie town to play only one
role. She arrived in a special baggage suite
on the Chief, no less, attended by two
valets and a maid. She was personally met
by Gene Towne and Graham Baker. That
alone is a privilege that would give any
actor a brilliant send-off in Hollywood.
She was whisked off to her specially built
dressing room quarters at the studio. Her
cocktail
party at Ciro's
a command
social appearance.
Withoutwasbeing
given a
tremendous panning, Elsie swanked it up
as no actor or actress ever dared.
THIS
season's last film
glorious
and most
uncomplimentary
assignment
for
an ambitious young actor has just been
handed Richard Denning. Over at Paramount he has been assigned to play Wayne
Morris' twin brother in "Touchdown" —
only Wayne, in reality, plays that part
himself. He'll do the stint of both twins
in a dual role. Denning is the same height
as
had only
his hair
the
sameWayne.
color, He's
but the
shots dyed
of him
that will appear in the picture will be
those of the back of his head. He resembles Morris so closely that he will be
used as a glorified stand-in.
SCREENLAND

THE
colony's
past and
presentin
loves movie
could easily
be written
entirely
the language of flowers. In Hollywood
when words fail, you simply send a profusion of appropriate
blooms.
rumored
that Tony
Martin still
sends It's
an unending
chain of forget-me-nots to Alice Faye. Bill
Powell still keeps Jean Harlow's memory
close by having her favorite flowers always
at her bier. Still in the flush of their
romance, Dorothy Lamour never fails to
get her two exotic white orchids from
Greg
each
day.without
Tyronea Power's
dressingBautzer
room is
never
bowl of
deep red roses — Annabella supplies them.
In the language of flowers they mean "I
love you !"
MAYa singular
ROBSONand has
just been
awarded
touching
honor.
Her
insatiable taste for seeing new pictures has
been recognized with a fitting tribute.
Every important preview always had May
right down in the front aisles. (She won't
like this, but her eyes aren't what they
were.) May vents her choicest bits of
cussin' on studio press agents if they forget to let her know when their new pictures are being shown. Now, all the popular preview houses have banded together
and have made two seats available for
May at every new picture showing. She
won't have to worry any more about missindustry.
ing any up to the minute trend in the

THE
amusing
nickname
been town's
pinned most
on Cary
Grant.
Since has
his
ardent company-keeping with blonde Barbara Hutton Reventlow he's been dubbed
"Count." . . . The young film player models at a recent charity fashion show could
gleefully have choked Irene Dunne. Irene,
not modeling any of the smart rags, stole
all the attention anyway. She arrived in
a knockout creation. The ensemble was
in a smooth putty color from head to
heels, accentuated only by sleek narrow
lines of black trim.
(Please turn to page 14)
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Orchestra leader, with Bonnie
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Again"

s.o.s.
Swell

"Too Many Girls" may be the title of Ann
Miller's new film, but there never can be
too many girls if they're as lovely and curvacious as the raven-haired, dancing Ann.

Hot

from

Hollywood

Continued from page 14
DICHARD CROMWELL proves again
l\ that he is one of the most versatile of
Hollywood's
bloods. Heto has
done enough talented
of his young
own canvases
be
able to give a one man show, which has
just set the town on its ear. Not only did
he get the praise of connoisseurs of line
and detail, but he sold the picture that he's
particularly proud of to song-writer Cole
Porter.
EVEN

Elsa Maxwell's enemies are feeling a little sorry for her these days.
Her role in "Legacy" makes it necessary
for her to do little else than puff on odoriferous black cigars throughout the picture.
On the set, Elsa looks as wan and forlorn
as Hedy Lamarr at a Joan Bennett party.
Tobacco smoke gives her a desperately unstable feeling in her stomach. For once she
isn't the life of the gathering !

THOSE pesky photographers just never
leave the golden girls of the screen
alone. They can't even eat lunch in peace.
Every appearance at a popular Hollywood
restaurant means a series of flashlights
popping in their faces. But Lucille Ball
can fix 'em. Lucille sat in the Brown
Derby, chic as a Schiaparelli model. Soon
a photographer was pushing a camera
right up into her face. Quick as a flash
Lucille popped off her sleek John Fredrick's bonnet and
topsy,
her strawberry hairthere,
tight a tola her
headwasin
curlers. The amazed and frightened bulber
backed away without as much as one shot.

Stay
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Music-but

popular!
prevent

Every

day.. and

underarm

IT WAS such swell music — and such a
should-have-been swell girl! But just
a hint of underarm odor— even in a
pretty girl— and men are quick to notice
. . . certain to disapprove!

date

Mum

SAFETY! The American

Institute of

Laundering Seal tells you Mum is harmless to any kind of fabric ... so gentle
that even after underarm shaving, it
won't irritate your skin.

Mum. It's never wise to expect your bath
to keep underarms fresh! A bath removes
only past perspiration, but Mum prevents
risk of future underarm odor. Mum every

LASTING CHARM! Mum keeps underarms fresh— not by stopping the perspiration, but by preventing the odor. Get

daybesaves
to
near! you worry— makes you "nice"
More girls use Mum than any other
deodorant . . . and Mum makes new, deEVERY

with

every

SPEED! Only 30 seconds to prevent underarm odor for hours!

ning of the evening till it's time to go
home . . . smart girls make a habit of

AFTER

odor

before

Girl

lighted users every single day! You'll be
sure to like Mum for dependability and—

To stay popular . . . from the begin-

MUM

Wrong

Mum today at your druggist's. Use it every day. Then you need never worry that
underarm odor is spoiling your charm.

BATH

SAVES

POPULARITY

BUT.. WHY TAKE]
SUCH CHANCES,
PES? MUM
AFTER YOUR
BATH PREVENTS
UNDERARM
ODOR! _ ..J

For Sanitary Napkins
More women prefer Mum
for this use, too, because
it's gentle, safe . . . guards
charm. Avoid offending—
always use Mum!
SCREENLAND

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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Now made
possible
by amazing
suppositories

■— invites
Southern
breakfast,
and

• Women have long wanted it. Scientists have
struggled to find it. And here it is at last! A
dainty, safe method in feminine hygiene that
gives continuous action for hours without use
of poison. Yet! — has the remarkable ability to
kill germs on contact.
Called Zonitors — these dainty, snow white
suppositories spread a greaseless protective
coating. To kill germs, bacteria on contact. To
cleanse antiseptically. To deodorize — not by
temporarily masking — but by destroying odor.
Zonitors are most powerful continuous-action
suppositories. Yet entirely gentle to delicate
tissues.
Non-caustic,
contain
no poison. Don't
burn. Even
help promote
healing.
Greaseless, Zonitors are completely removable with water. Nothing to mix, no apparatus
needed. Come 12 in package individually sealed
in glass bottles. Get Zonitors at druggists.

FREl

Hardy's

Big
Cecilia
Sister" —
Parker in private life

X

you to a
California
with

tempting

new

recipes

Pretty Cecilia Parker welcomes
friends at the quaint gate of
her home. At right, In her gay
yellow kitchen with the pumpkin
chiffon pie her guests cry for.

revealing booklet, sent In plain envelope, write Zonitors, Dept. 2009Chrysler Bldg., New York City

SlCWlNOBatteriesRadi0
DURABLE PLASTIC CABINETS
Dua! Bands - Magic tenna • Micro ttiaB
Fits
pocket cigarette
or purse—packWt.
6 ozs.your
Small
Receivesasstandard
some
shortage.wave.
Patented & Power
Rectifier. No tubes, batteries.
Hi-ratio easy tuning slide
"tVlicrodial".
of III.
says:
"MidgetYEAR
radioM.L.
works
fine"!
ON£
GUARANTEE!
Sent complete ready to listen with instructions & tiny
phone for use in homes, offices, hotels,
bed, etc.
Simple
operate—Pay
no electricity
needed!
Send Notoon Money!
postman
only
postage
J* $2.99M.O.,plusCash)
charges
arrival
or
send
$2.99
(Check,
and
yours will be sent postpaid. A most unusual value! Order
now! FREE! Plug tn " Mag ictenna"— Eliminates outside
Kearney, Nebr.
Dept. SC-10,
SONG POEM WRITERS
Write
free inspiring for
booklet outliningforopportunities
songwriters.
ALLIED MUSIC.amateur
INC,
Dept. 10, Box 507, Cincinnati, Ohio
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■
■

Gorgeous Birthstone Ring;
Bracelet or Pendant to match
in solid sterling silver, Your
Size and Month, your choice
FOR selling 4 boxes Rosebud Salve at |
25ceach. Order 4 salve and new catalog. Send No Money,
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO., BOX 22, WOODSBORO, MARYLAND.
Completed manuscripts
considered
forif publiSONGS WANTED
cation. Poems
found
suitable. Legitimate talent encouragement. Dept. A,
Cine-Mart Music Publishing Company, Hollywood, Calif.
KILL

THE HAIR
ROOT
Remove superfluous hair privately at home,
followingwith positively
ordinary care
and
skill. The directions
Mahler Method
prevents
the
hair
from
growingagain
by
killing
the
hair root. The
delightful
will bring
happiness,
mind ofrelief
andsuccessful
greater
success. Backedfreedom
by 45 ofyears
use
all over the world. Send 6c in stamps TODAYmovefor Superfluous
IllustratedHairBooklet,
"How to ReForever."
feJLLMAHLEfil
D. J. Mahler Co., Inc., Dept. 29M, Providence, R. I.
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it. No,
to d sell
don'tMy want
! We no.
NO please,
husban
won't
sell
it. We're going to keep it, see?
That it!"
was Cecilia Parker speaking, very
KEEP
much flushed and earnest, as she stood
under the lantern at her rustic front gate.
"It" referred to her house, a pretty little
Mexican-style place with deep flowered
window-boxes and patios decorated with
colored tile. The delegation of eager women drove away and Cecilia greeted me
somewhat shakily. It appeared that whenever the young Baldwins (Cecilia is Mrs.
Dick Baldwin) buy a place and get it
fixed up according to Dick's ideas, a line
of purchasers springs up from nowhere
intent on snatching it away from them.
They had been coaxed to let their honeymoon house go because the offer was too
good to turn down; and only last week
Dick sold a favorite place up the street.
"We're building on our ranch in the
valley," Cecilia confided. "It isn't finished
and I don't know when it will be, but already people camp on our doorstep here
and try to buy this house. We don't want
to sell it ; we're crazy about it ! When we
SCREENLAND

finally move to the valley, we may rent
it, but neither of us can bear to part with
Everything about the place means something to Cecilia. The post under the lantern
came from
Barbara itStanwyck's
house and
Dick painted
to match old
his
rustic fence. The pansies in the front window box were grown by Cecilia and
have "stems as long as your arm." (I took
some home — of course everyone says my
arms are a bit long.)
It's a small home, a livable place, with
the sort of things your real estate agent
tells you to look for — entrance hall, plenty
of closets, a big fireplace with a mantel,
lots of windows, airy bedrooms and a
kitchen any bride would gloat over. The
kitchen's in yellow, yellow tile and washit." curtains, electric stove
able paper, crisp
and every conceivable gadget.
"We all have hobbies in this house —
Dick's is fixing up houses, mine is

of scarlet — scarlet leather cushions on the
chairs, scarlet in the lamp shades on the
chandelier, repeated in the hunting coats
of the sports prints on the wall. The colors
in kitchen and dining room have all the
brilliance and gaiety of Mexico, but the
living room is "pure Baldwin." It has
cream-colored walls, a soft green rug, a
grand piano set in a studio window, a fine
mantel over the fireplace, plenty of deep
comfortable chairs, low tables with lamps

at
good reading height, books and fresh cut
flowers.
On the mantel are a pair of baby shoes
with copper toes that once belonged to
Dick and a tiny white kid shoe of Cecilia's infancy. Ey 1941 there should be
another pair of booties there. Some time
around Thanksgiving John Robert Michael Baldwin is expected to join the family. "I can't
seemturnto tothink
(Please
page of
90) any girls'

Cecilia isn't kidding about her cooking
hobby — she collects not only recipes but
kitchen gadgets. Above, with old wooden
lemon squeezer. At right, she serves a
special Southern California breakfast to
her guests, including our Betty Boone.
cooking, and Dick's mother's is antiques.
She doesn't live with us, but she has had
a big part in helping us find what we
want," said Cecilia. "She adores hunting
up quaint and beautiful things. Sometimes
it's silver — she gave me all my lovely antique silver pieces — sometimes it's lemon
squeezers." She brought out a china figure
whose head lifted off to disclose the squeezing ribs, and a wooden squeezer something
like a nutcracker.
■ The silver was on the buffet in the
dining room, a gay place done with touches
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IT'S EASY WITH THIS FACE POWDER
CHOOSE BY THE COLOR OF YOUR EYES!

Powder that follows the modern
trend in makeup — that gives you
the fresh, natural look of gay, young

So, whether your eyes are blue,
brown,
or hazel,that
it's iseasy
now
to
find gray
the powder
exactly
right for you. Just ask for Richard
Hudnut Marvelous Face Powder . . .

"collegiennes"' — that's what Richard
Hudnut has created in Marvelous
Face Powder, the powder you choose
the powder that's keyed to the color
by the color of your eyes!
For eye color is definitely related
of Marvelous
your eves! Face Powder goes on
to the color of your skin, your hair.
so smoothly . . . clings for hours . . .
It is the simplest guide to powder
agrees so well with even the most
that matches and glorifies your own
sensitive skin! For complete color
coloring . . . gives you that enchantharmony, use matching Marvelous
Rouge and Lipstick, too.
ing natural look that men adore!
Hudnut Marvelous Face Ponder a nd harmonizing Rouge and Lipstick
at drug and department stores only 5St each. 65t in Canada.
HUDNUT

ITlARVELuUS
FACE
POWDER
AND
MATCHED
MAKEUP
SCREENLAND

RICHARD HUDNUT, Dept. M, 693 Fifth Ave, New York City
Please send me tryout Makeup Kit containing generous
19
metal containers of harmonizing powder, rouge and lipstick.
/ enclose 10£ to help cover mailing costs.
Check the co/or of your eyes! Brown □ Blue □ Hazel □ Gray □
Name
.City.
Street
(Good only in U.S.A. and Canada, except where legally prohibited.) SU-1040

TYRONE

POWER
Biian Donlevy * Jane
Mary

Astor • Vincent

and DEAN

LINDA

* DARNELL
Darwell • John Carradine

Price • Jean

Rogers

JAGGER

• Ann

Todd

Brigham Young

Directed by Henry Hathaway
Associate Producei Kenneth Macgowan
• Screen Play by Lamar Trotti
A Twentieth
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Century-Fox

Picture

You know this man for his many fine film performances. Even though he has never been a star.
actors.
important
of Hollywood's
is one this
Haleearned
Alan
at left shows
tribute! Scene
He has
him with Ida Lupino in "They Drive By Night."
WONDER-BOY:
I've been owing you this letter for a long,
long time — although I must say you certainly don't
look it. Tell us your secret of eternal youth, will
you, buddy? Guess some of the Hollywood Glamor
Girls would give a lot to know it, too.
Now the reason it has taken me so long to write
DEAR

you this letter is that somehow you just aren't the
sort of movie star who gets fan mail. You deserve
as many letters as Nelson Eddy, but you don't get
'em. And it's about time something was done about
recognizing you as the important person you really
are.
Frankly, I think you, and other character actors
like you, mean more to motion pictures than a
dozen Glamor Boys. They may have more hair,
and less chin — but you have the artistry, whether
it's appreciated or not. I was reminded of how much
we movie-goers owe you in the way of entertainment when in the past few weeks I saw you in two
pictures: "The Sea Hawk," in which you did a
grand job once more as Errol Flynn's right-hand
strong man; and "They Drive By Night," in which

you achieved a genuinely fine characterization of
a ridiculous but lovable good-time-Charlie in the
clutches of Ida Lupino. Somehow we've been seeing
you around so long that we've been taking you for
granted; we've got so used to your cherubic countenance and genial laugh or awful roar that we
overlook you and concentrate on the newer,
younger faces — and figures. But that's not fair and
I want to make it up to you. That is, I'm trying.
I wanted to print a nice, dignified portrait of Hale
— you know, one of those with tricky lighting and
a soulful look. I wanted to — but I couldn't find
one. All I could dig up was the funny-looking picture you see here — wearing a straw hat, of all
things, and a broad grin!
Well, that's what I get for trying to glamorize
a grand guy like you.

Robert Bette
Montgomery
couldn't
find words
withonwhich
thank
Davis for
her tireless
efforts
behalfto
of the Red Cross, but his expression was enough.

Maybe the William Powells, shown dining at the Grove
are no longer considered newlyweds but DLana still looK
at Bill with that adoring
bridey look in her eye
22

Roi Russell, shown with Bette, also took part in the
Red Cross Benefit Party at the Tom May estate in Beverly Hills. Workers wore distinguishing ribbon sashes.

Looking strangely unfamiliar with his long moustache,
Fredric March attended the party for raising Red
Cross funds with Mrs. March and Richard Barthelmess.

Alan Hale, Brenda Marshall and Bill Holden attending
the "Sea Hawk" preview, where Brenda announced her
engagement to Bill, who's wearing a beard for "Arizona."

All young lovers like to be by themselves and Jimmy Stewart and Olivia de Havilland are no exception. They've
found a quiet corner table at the Cocoanut Grove, above.

Whether it's a Red Cross fund raising party or a private
little party for two, like the Stewart — de Havilland one,
SCREENLAND'S

cameraman,

Len

Weissman,

catches

them

all
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Irene Dunne, Jeanette MacDonald, and Myrna Loy, three of
the Hollywood beauties who solicited subscriptions for
the Red Cross, seem happy over their generous receipts.

Claudette Colbert made Gene Raymond come through with
another contribution as his wife, Jeanette MacDonald,
who got Gene's first liberal donation, looks on smilingly.
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How

Marriage

My

Why

in

Heartbreak!

Hollywood

two

terribly

grand

young

in love,

tried

Bride

Tells

people,
to

lick

the movie-marriage jinx — and
failed. The inside story of the
Wayne

By

Morris

Elizabeth

separation

Wilson

homes in Brentwood is now
beauti
ll
knoful
asthigh
for sal
e mo
ofe.thOn
ONE
facing the blue Pacific it stands,
lonely and aloof, wrapped in the
brooding stillness of a love that is
lost forever, a happiness that will
never come back.
It is the home of two grand young
people
whoIt couldn't
make ofa blond,
go of
marriage.
is the home
broad-shouldered Wayne Morris,
and of his lovely, dark-eyed wife,
the former Bubbles Schinasi. They
no longer want their home. Hurt
and heartbroken, and terribly bewildered by it all, they no longer want
each other.
To this home, a wedding present
24

from his gracious and attractive mother-in-law, Wayne
brought his eighteen-year-old heiress bride less than two
years ago, carrying her across the threshold in the wellknown tradition of bridegrooms. And to this home last
December he brought his infant son, Michael, who even
at
the old
earlyman.
age of two weeks was the ''spittin' image"
of his
Not so many months ago there was laughter around
the Morris' luxurious swimming pool where gathered on
hot afternoons Hollywood's younger set — Jane Wyman
and Ronald Reagan, Anne Shirley and John Payne,
Frances Robinson, Patricia Ellis, and others. There was
laughter and the sound of music in the huge playroom
on the second floor where Bubbles played Gershwin and
Pretty New York heiress, Bubbles Schinasi, marries movie actor Wayne Morris,
tries to fit in Hollywood's hectic whirl
Eddy Duchin records, and Wayne
at billiards or ping pong.

took on all comers

But now all is silence. Wayne has moved to an apartment hotel in Hollywood. Bubbles, heartsick in a house
filled with memories, stays for the most part with her
mother and grandmother, her young sister and brother,
who are spending the summer and early fall near the
beach at Santa Monica. The imposing Morris estate in
Brentwood, with its spacious rolling lawns, the honeymoon home of Wayne and Bubbles, is for sale.
When Bubbles (her real name is Leonora, but no one
ever calls her that) married Wayne at the Victor Hugo
in Beverly Hills on January 8, 1939, exactly two months
Their luxurious honeymoon house, gift
of the bride's mother, is now for sale.
Kids couldn't find happiness in it
and three weeks after their first meeting, the Hollywood
writers and columnists fairly drooled all over their typewriters. To be sure, big, blond, twenty-four-year-old
Wayne and his slender brunette Bubbles, who looks very
much like a fairy princess from a childhood story book,
were quite the youngest and most handsome couple Hollywood had seen in many a moon. No wonder the columnists cooed and gurgled. "These two young people
have everything," they wrote. "Wayne is one of Hollywood's most liked movie stars, and Bubbles is one of
New York's most popular young socialites. With Wayne's
fame and Bubbles' fortune, with their youth and attractiveness, their marriage is bound to be a happy one." And
so we all believed.
The young wife tried desperately hard
'^BBBSKKt
^^^^^^^

^° ac'ius^ herself to personal appearance
tours, other movie publicity duties

Why then did their marriage end in heartbreak? It's
rather a pity to have to blame Hollywood — poor Hollywood gets blamed for everything these days — but I'm
afraid Hollywood must be blamed for the failure of another marriage. Bubbles herself refuses to place the blame
on Hollywood where she has spent seventeen of the most
eventful months of her young life. "I like Hollywood,"
she says. "Of course I like New York better. I was born
there, it's a part of me, it's my home. I shall return there
this fall, but Michael and I will spend a part of every
I first
met Wayne and Bubbles on the train which was
in Hollywood."
year
25 76)
taking a bunch of writers and (Please turn to page
Last pathetic efforts to recapture their
lost romance found Bubbles and Wayne
making the gay rounds with friends

tC

I HE only time I ever feel like quitting motion picI tures is when I think of you kids."
I That's how Pat O'Brien began to give his advice
to you kids. And although he was, presumably, talking
to me, at least I sat across the luncheon table from him,
he almost seemed to forget I was there, he seemed to be
talking right over my shoulder to YOU.
As for me, I neither resented his detachment nor felt
any surprise. For Pat was in his incredibly realistic
make-up as Knute Rockne and so uncannily did he resemble the late, great: coach that it's no wonder Mrs.
Rockne wept when she saw him make love to Gale Page,
who plays Mrs. Rockne in the picture ; no wonder it was
eerily easy for me to confuse the two men in my mind
so that the detachment of O'Brien's (?), Rockne's (?)
manner seemed natural, even a trace supernatural.
Why, when Mrs. Rockne first came to Hollywood to
advise on "Knute Rockne — All American," Pat, with
that sensitiveness of his which, unfailingly, touches the
hearts of people gently, invited her to dinner at his home
the nisrht she arrived. There he showed her a series of
stills taken of his Rockne make-up in successive stages
so that when she saw him actually before her, the shock
would not be too great.
So, then, his eyes beyond me, somewhere out there in
the world where all you kids live and learn, he was

Above, Patrick William O'Brien, in Knute Rockne make-up, met
his namesake, John Patrick O'Brien (holding football), in Notre
Dame's football stadium. Johnny plays Right End on Notre
Dame's 1940 first-string. Pat played sub-quarterback at Marquette University and competed against Notre Dame in 1921.
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saying : "You've got one big danger to meet and overcome, kids. It's this : It's too easy for youth today to get
soft, inside and out. That's what I had in mind when I
said I sometimes think of quitting motion pictures. Just
because you kids see fellows like us, making big dough,
getting a lot of fame and hand-clapping and spotlight, you

Listen,

you

kids!

telling you out
rience how you
good

isn't preaching,

he's

of his own 40 years' expecan make the most of being

Americans

As

Pat

in this

told

troubled

to Gladys

world

Hall

may think it all came so easily. You may think, 'When
those guys get it soft and easy like that, why try?' Matter
of fact, kids, for guys like Cagney and Tracy and Brent
and Gable and lots of us, it came so hard. And you kids
can believe it or not, can tell me I'm a fine one to talk and
you won't buy, but I tell you the harder it comes, the
greater the glory and, what is more important, the deeper
the satisfaction.
"Sure, some of us in this business do a sky-rocket act,
get Up There in that well-known 'overnight' time. But
check on it, kids. Watch and wait and see how long the
easy-does-it fellows stay up there before you make snap
judgments. It's always a darned sight easier to fall down,
you know, than it is to climb up, especially if you haven't
built a good, strong ladder under you. Make a note of
that, too.
"I'll come back to myself in a minute, tell you a few of
the chores I did before, long before I ever saw my name
in electric lights or fat figures on a pay-check. Why, I
remember like it was yesterday standing on the corner
of 42nd Street and Broadway, hungry as a hyena, and
watching fat old dodoes rolling (Continued on page 91)

Above,
acrossUniversity
pages, Patof O'Brien
addressing
Notre
Dame students in dining hall on
the campus, during his location
stay at Notre Dame while shooting scenes for "Knute Rockne —
All American." Right, Pat relaxing between scenes with his two
greatest rooters — his two children,
Patrick Sean and Mavourneen.
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Jtautta

By

/

Liz

a

New portraits of Loretta Young
by Columbia Pictures, for tolioui
she appears in "He Stayed for
Breakfast," with Melvyn Douglas.

THE happiest girl in Hollywood today is Loretta
Young. Loretta's usually a very calm, matter-offact sort of person, with more poise than an Irene
Dunne ; but today I found her actually fluttering from
telephone to hair brush to memo pad. "I know it's wicked
to be so happy," she said, briskly brushing her lovely
hair, which she will tell you is horrible hair because it's
so soft it will never stay in place. "I know I shouldn't be
so happy with all this suffering and sorrow in the world.
But I am happy. I can't help it."
Loretta, whom I have known for eight years, and I
were talking in the bedroom of her charming" Colonial
house in Bel Air. Her wedding day was only a few days
off. (By the time you read this Loretta will have knelt
before the altar at St. Paul's Catholic Church and become
the bride of good-looking radio executive Tom Lewis.)
The room was in delightfully feminine confusion. On the
chairs and on the bed were scattered boxes and tissue
paper, heavenly French nightgowns, divinely beautiful
negligees, lingerie, hosiery, slippers, and all the odds and
ends of a clothes-loving young woman's trousseau.
But the piece de resistance was the wedding

dress.

Created by "Irene," and guaranteed to take your breath
away by its sheer loveliness, it is made of a layer of pink
net, a layer of purple net, a layer of light blue net, a layer
of darker blue net — and gives the effect of smoke. Hollywood has never had a wedding dress as beautiful as that.
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Wide World
While

I was oh-ing and ah-ing, Loretta was called to

tell one of Hollywood's
I heard her
againsheandappreciated
the phone that
it and all that, but please
hostesses
don't give her a shower. "No showers," she said sweetly
but positively. "I think the Red Cross is more important."
Turning to me she said, "Isn't that dress a dream ! I'm
going to carry blue and purple water lilies with a spray

be so happy."
I could
I never knew
of pink
or Itsowill
be a lilacs.
small wedding,
I (Please
turn to page 88)

"To think she had
sense enough to pick
a

swell

that!"

guy

like

says Hollywood of the roman-

tic marriage of the
screen's most glamorous bachelor girl

The real thing this time! Loretta
Young as the bride of advertising
executive Tom Lewis (with her on
facing page) finds all her dreams
coming true. After her elopement
at 17 with Grant Withers (below)
and her annulment, Loretta's life
was a series of gay parties and
handsome escorts — Brod Crawford, David Niven among others.

girl thought it was enough for anybody, this
THE
roof and the stars and the moon. What if she
couldn't see the stars for all the smoke spreading
skyward over the city and the moon behind the murky
mist was scarcely more than a luminous shadow — they
were there, weren't they, any fool knew that. And she'd
seen them often enough in the movies to know what they
looked like, not to count the time they'd been scattered
all over Jimmy's and her head coming home on the Hudson River boat after the office outing.
And the roof! What more could anyone ask? When
she didn't look down so her eyes avoided the crazy crisscross of the washlines hung on their pulleys from one
house to the next and she didn't see the kids playing in
the alley or Mr. Murphy in his shirtsleeves and policeman's pants reading his paper on the fire-escape or Mrs.
Schwartz and Mrs. Casey leaning out of their kitchen
We all want to
when an office
girl friend find
Ftctionized from

win!
boy
their
the

windows

instead looked straight up at the sky so she didn't really
see anything, but only felt the cool breeze from the river
fresh on her face, and with music coming out of Jimmy's
portable radio — why, with just imagining a little she
could almost swear she was on one of those cruises she
saw advertised in the papers all the time.
But the boy wasn't so easily satisfied. He didn't like
being poor and he was always trying to think of ways
of bettering himself. That's why he was forever going in
for all the contests he heard about on the radio. Not only
going in for them, but believing right up until the very
end when the contest winners were announced that some
of those easy riches were going to tumble right into his
arms. Right now it was the Parker House Coffee slogan
contest he had entered, and the winners were to be announced that night.
{Please turn to page 72)

Here's what happens
and his stenographer
dreams coming true.
Paramount picture by

Preston Sturges, who also wrote "The Great
McGsnty." It's good reading and good fun
Copyright, 19.40, 6j/ Paramount Pictures. Complete caxt and credits on Page 72.
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and shouting their animated conversations ; but

Complete

Fictionization

Elizabeth

B.

by

Petersen

HMMMMHttinaBni

We're

Rich!

Suppose YOU suddenly won a prize
of $25,000. What would you do
with it? Read how Dick Powell
and Ellen Drew spent the money
in our fictionization of grand
new

film, "The

New

Yorkers"

Let's
people
Milland

be

different

and

not

bore

about the baby," said Ray
to Mrs. Milland. She smiled.

You'll see why when you read this
heartwarming story, with exclusive pictures from the family album
By

Jerry

Asher

,ARLING," said Ray Milland tenderly, "let's not
be like everyone else. Let's be different and not
D bore
people with long drawn-out stories about the

walls. It was one of those sacred moments — almost- embarrassing totwo people deeply in love. Lounging across
the foot of the bed, Ray gazed adoringly into the eyes of

baby. We'll just talk about him when we are alone here
at home. Promise?"
Mrs. Milland made a lovely picture lying there in her
four-posted white organdie-canopied bed. The late afternoon sun streaming in through the bedroom windows
seemed to warm the petals of the vivid rose-patterned

his son's mother, who had just that day returned from
the hospital.
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"I'll try my best, Jack," said Mrs. Milland, using the
only name she knows for him. Her voice was sincere.
She appreciated the honest emotion that accompanied her
husband's words. But she smiled knowingly to herself.

The date of this intimate little peek into the private
life of a Hollywood father is March 16th, just ten days
after the precarious and premature birth of Daniel David
Milland. Time marches on. We find the youngest of the
male Millands hale and hearty, completely unimpressed
by the importance of his existence. His famous father,
it seems, is enjoying a change of heart.
This time we catch up with proud papa at a party
given by the Jack Bennys. The huge drawing room is
crowded with famous people. In one corner the host is
working himself into a lather, telling a story to Robert
Taylor, Tyrone Power, and Cesar Romero. Just as
Benny reaches a hysterical climax, Ray Milland crashes
the group. "Did you see these new pictures of the baby?"
he cries. Completely ignoring his cool reception, he drags
out a portfolio. Now Gary Cooper carries around snapshots of his youngster in his wallet. Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., sports a miniature of daughter Daphne in a locket
on his watch-chain. But Ray Milland, completely undaunted, exhibits huge life-size portrait heads !
"I'll finish that story when Mr. D.ionne relaxes,"

cracks Benny, with
natured sarcasm.

good-

Amusing as it is, Ray's
paternal pandemonium is not
without justification. Eight
years of married life transpired before the advent of
little "Dee-Dee." They were
building their new Beverly
Hills home (built with mellowed wood from a scuttled
ship) when their cherished
dream one day became a
reality. Hurried last minute
plans included repapering the
(Please turn to page 84)

When

Charles

Laugh-

ton, mighty man of
movie drama, talks
out

of turn,

the

re-

sult is a salty interview packed with
dynamite,

like

this!

"I'm no good at these
blasted Laughton.
stills," says
Charles
But,
above, he seems to be
enjoyingLombard,
this onewhowithis
Carole
his co-star in the new

Gentle

picture, "They Knew
What
They Wanted."

TITAN

By

doesn't like Hollywood
HTON
CHARLE
other respect considers it an
in every
societySbut LAUG
honest place. This reverses the usual reports on
the mad Mecca of the movies. It is customary to curse
the front office, the producers, the supervisors and the
terrible demands of the publicity department, then coo
about Norma, Marlene, Connie and Ronnie. But this
Laughton is different.

Malcolm

H.

Oettinger

He is a large, spreading man with pendulous lower
lip, lop ears and unruly hair, who makes you forget his
appearance once he begins to talk. He is evocative, stimulating, witty in a sly fashion, and at home in many
fields.
Since we had met in Hollywood

five years ago, when

"Fear rules Hollywood," he said. "And snobbism of
the most vicious sort. People hesitate before accepting
a mere dinner invitation for fear the right people may not
attend. They debate going to a premiere. Who will be

he was doing one of his lesser portrayals in "The Barretts," he had taken a fling at producing his own pictures,
Mayflower Productions, with Eric Pommer, once the
guiding genius of Ufa, as his partner. The war put an
end to this activity, with both partners contracting with
RKO to deliver two pictures a year.

there? Who is behind it? It's all very silly and a trifle
nauseating. Elsa and I go where we please, choose our
friends with a free hand, and confine our acting to the
screen.

"In London we tried to do
liked," said Laughton, "and
enthusiasm born of belief in
place in our productions nor

"If I may say so, 'we'll live and pray and sing and tell
old tales and laugh at gilded butterflies and hear poor
rogues talk of court news ; who loses and who wins,

with that mystic control, box office."
Did he find producing with his own
ferent from previous picture work?

who's in, who's out, — as if we were God's spies.' " He
smiled at the patness of the quotation. "That bit from
King Lear, act five, scene three, indicates that Shakespeare had a horrible premonition of present day Holly-

"Certainly not," said Laughton blandly. "I've always
had a pretty fair understanding of production problems.

wood.';
To interpolate a speech from Lear into ordinary conversation might seem presumptuous, not to say hammy,
in any one but Laughton, or perhaps Barrymore. But the
British star rendered it so naturally that it fitted in.
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only the sort of pictures we
we approached them with
them. Propaganda had no
were we concerned unduly
money

very dif-

I've seen the advisability of shooting fifty men from such
an angle as to make them look like a mob of five hundred,
marching troops past the camera and photographing them
five ways for a montage effect — similar economic strokes
of genius. And I've always realized that time is money.
That a shooting schedule had to be maintained. My
people have always been (Please turn to page 89)

EVERYBODY'S

TALKING

"ESCAPE"!

Most powerful new screen drama, from
sensational novel by Ethel Vance,
co-stars Robert

Taylor,

Norma

Shearer

ABOUT

LOMBARD

^

LADY

INTO

GAMIN!

or
Why

sometimes

she

Carole

is

Mrs*

Clark

Gable

s

the elusive beauty;
then she'll be a gay
outdoor girl. No
wonder she still
fascinates

Clark!

Fred Hendrv
son, RKO-Bai

Irene Dunne, Hollywood's Best Dressed
Woman, gives us exclusive pre-view
of her new precious furs and jewels

Miss Dunne, on facing page, wears a long coat of crossed fox
over her tailored tweed suit of golden pheasant tones. Her
hat, an autumn leaf felt, is trimmed with golden pheasant
tail feathers. The lapel of her suit is accented by a stunning
gold branch with diamond and topaz blossoms. Her alligator
bag, doeskin gloves and cashmere sweater are of a matching
dark brown. Below, a close-up of Irene Dunne in her most
glamorous afternoon ensemble. A huge gold and diamond
poppy is clipped to one side of her mink cape; her hat and
bag are of orange, green, and brown plaid faille. At right, she
brightens her black faille dress with an unusual clip of moonstones and a diamond dove in flight, carrying a diamond
olive branch. Her soft gray-blue velvet hat is trimmed with
ashes of roses feathers. Her short jacket is of blue fox.

A

LITTLE

OF

BOTH,

PLEASE

!

Patricia Morison's provocative beauty and definite acting talents have made her
an actress to be watched with
more than usual interest.
See her in "Rangers of Fortune," with Fred MacMurray

Here you are, girls!
The most lively and
likeable new portrait
— and in uniform,
too —i of your favorite, Robert Cummings. He has his
best role in a long
time opposite Deanna Durbin in
"Spring Parade."
And — news — he
sings with Deanna

BETTE

in

DAVIS

Modern

Dress

After her two costume dramas — "Elizabeth and Essex"
and "All This, and Heaven Too" — Miss Davis wears
today's clothes and coiffure in the 1940 version of
Somerset Maugham's "The Letter," with Herbert Marshall

it

GARY
U
The

Weste:

(

r
Cooper is seen as you like him in
atypical hard-ridin', hard-shootin'
role in Samuel Goldwyn's production of "The Westerner."
Gary's femme following will rejoice toknow that romance is not
neglected in this new picture —
the star shares his shy love scenes
with two lovely ladies: Doris
Davenport, left; and Lillian Bond

IS

This still, photographed in Williamsburg, Virginia, was selected by Cary Grant for our page.
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COAT

CUES

Reversible hoodcoat, ultra useful! Over-plaid tweed on one side, natural
gabardine on the other. The hood unbuttons off, for town. Wear it over a
plain wool dress with tailored accessories. Its boxy lines look well on
all figures. About f 11.00 is all, at J. Goldsmith & Sons, Memphis; The Dayton Co., Minneapolis; Frederick & Nelson, Seattle. Hold everything — in a
grand carry-all like this half-circle feedbag in cowhide, calf or suede. About
$3.00 at Bonwit Teller; Field-Schlick, Inc., St. Paul; Neiman-Marcus, Dallas.
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Two more eountry-cily coats, high in style,
low in price! First, subtle colored stripes in
a fitted topcoat. News because of the button
interest . . . the pockets in tiers . . . the
fashion-first fabric, patterned fleece. Best
on slim or average figures because of the
bold design and snug waistline and best
worn over a plain dress with no conflicting
print or stripe pattern. All you pay is about
$11.00 at Sattler's, Inc., Buffalo; FamousBarr Co., St. Louis. The calot is of felt
braid, punctuated by a fluffy quill. Just simple enough to complete the costume smartly,
since the coat has so much color and detail.
Only $2.00 at Ohrbach's; B. Forman Company, Rochester; The May Co., Cleveland.

The fleece is in, very much in for Fall!
Here, it's that talked-about plaid-back
fleece, cozy enough for the coldest days.
Oatmeal color with cheerful yellow and
brown plaid on the reverse. Because of
its thick fabric, this coat is best for
slim figures. Pleasantly enough, only
about $17.00. Write for store names.
Her backward halo is softly draped in
rust felt, better on regular-featured
faces. About $5.00 at R. H. Macy & Co. ;
Jordan Marsh Co., Boston; Livingston's,
San Francisco; The glad plaid bag, very
schoolbag in style, has complete fittings,
even to a memo pad! Wool and rayon
fabric. A find for $1.00! Strawbridge
& Clothier, Phila. ; Sibley, Lijidsay &
Curr, Rochester; Sanger Bros., Dallas.
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She marries — in a charming dark crepe frock with draped bodice and front-full skirt.
The pastel lace yoke and cuffs are exquisitely jewelled with tiny pearls and rhinestones. After the wedding, it's perfect for bridge parties and dressy evenings.
About $30.00 at Dana de Paris, New York; John Wanamaker, Philadelphia; Carson,
Pirie, Scott Co., Chicago. Little bonnet of black velvet with baby bows massed over
the brow. $7.00 at Dana de Paris; L. S. Ayres, Indianapolis; J. W. Robertson, L. A.

FALL
BRIDE54 ,

ON-A-BUDGET

m

She dances — in a dramatic Spanish-influence
gown of satin-striped Celanese rayon moire
of vivid emerald green and white. Enormously
effective and only about $20.00 at Dana de
Paris, New York;
Himelhoch
Bros., Detroit.

ill
She goes shopping in a short jacket of skunkdyed opossum with tuxedo front, good with tailored or frivolous clothes and even as a formal
wrap. About $40.00 at R. H. White Company, Boston; Erlangcr Dry Goods, Alliance; Herman's,
Milwaukee. Felt Buster Brown beret with peephole
crown, about $5.00 at John Shillito Company,
Cincinnati; Famous-Barr Co., St. Louis. The
shirred suede bag has insertions of faille, is only
$3.00 at Higbee Company, Cleveland; Wanamaker's, Philadelphia. She goes calling in a rayon
crepe frock with a wide belt studded in turquoise
and gold. Good economy — it's only about $8.00 at
Ed. Schuster & Co., Milwaukee; Frederick Nelson, Seattle. Baker-cap beret in felt with contrast
belting, only $2.00 at J. L. Hudson Company, Detroit; Kauff man's, Pittsburgh; Paris Company,
Salt Lake City. Her broadcloth bag, studded in
gold, $3.00 at Best & Co.; Halle Bros., Cleveland.

Wr
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Lots of talk about slacks. Hers on the left are the new flyfront kind, topped by a mannish bush jacket with huge
pockets and brass buttons. Very grand in rayon-and-wool
gabardine. Perfect for slim or average figures, but every"ling underneath should be under panty-girdle control!
Slacks and jacket, each about $4.00 at Saks 34th Street.
Corduroy can take it! Miss Spirit-of -Halloween cuts up in a
kneecap-skirt of washable pinwale corduroy with lightertoned lumberjack top. Kneecap skirts should never hit above
the knee, you know! About $3.00 for the skirt, about $4.00
for the topper at Hochschild-Kohn, Baltimore; S. Camp,
Washington, D. C. ; Falk Mercantile, Boise. With kneecap
skirts, short socks are taboo. The right kind are knee-high,
like these of cablestitched wool. Only $1.00 at Lord & Taylor; the Blum Store, Philadelphia; Sage-Allen Co., Hartford.
Felt calot with chipper quill, about $2.00 at John G. Meyers
Co., Albany; John W. Thomas Co., Minn.; A. Polsky, Akron.
Tan cowhide moccasins, $4.00 at Davison-Paxon, Atlanta.

Economy
56

Angle

on

the

Great

Outdoors

Gabardine gels around for
sports. Dutch-treat juniper of
rayon-and-wool gabardine,
buttoning down the back for
perfect fit. With it, a lightertoned little shirt of the gabardine. This outfit's ideal on
slim young things ; larger sizes
should wear jumpers with unbroken princess lines, gored
from top to hem. Jumper
about $4.00 and shirt $3.00 at
Robertson Bros., Des Moines;
George B. Peck, Kansas City;
Hall Bros., San Francisco.

Below left: Gadget bags like
this fat little capeskin pouch
are convenient as well as cute.
They'll hold all your odds and
ends and are not extravagant
at $2.00. Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, D. C. ; Hess
Brothers, Allentown. Spunrayon beauty of a blouse in
knockout bold stripes. Gray
with red, kelly or copen or
cinnamon with brown. $2.00!
Saks 34th Street ; Carson,
Pirie,
Scott
Co., Chicago.

Below right: Duet in plaid.
The little jacket's of wool
plaid with knit sleeves and
scallop-edging. With it, a gay,
gored skirt of the plaid. Red
with brown, blue with natural.
About $4.00 for each at L.
Bamberger, Newark ; Grace
P. Hawks,
Salt Lake City.
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1

NEARLY

HAD

This is the story of a girl who bought a dress, even as you and I.
It was a nice one she found BUT because alterations always annoyed
her, she never bothered with the little adjustments that would have
made the dress really flatter her figure. False economy! See her
sad story told in pictures, the horrid examples on the left and the
right versions on the right. And all purposely exaggerated to
show the pitfalls that can keep you from really having a fit!

SHOULDER
Very sad and sorry. When it's left too
low, as here, you get a dejected, downin-the-mouth air. This fitting fault completely ruins an otherwise smart appearance. See that your shoulder seams fall
precisely at the shoulder-bone. Pick
them up with tiny darts if they don't!

SLEEVE
Whoa, there! Much too long and not
even a whit fitted in. Another very common oversight. Sleeves must never droop
down but come just to the wrist-bone.
Then, the arm portion should never be
sloppy and loose (unless it's a loosefitting sleeve) but snugly close-fitting.

f I I I j
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SKIRT
What a whirl, too much in fact! Overfullness spoils a garment's lines, distorts the way it hangs. Too much flare
is as bad as too little. All excess width
should be taken out at the side seams
so there's nary a hint of awkward bulge.

WAIST
Just too low-down! Another too-frequent fault. Low-slung waistlines make
you look dumpy and dowdy. The waist
should be indicated at the figure's natural in-curve with all extra fabric removed to give a sharp, incisive line.

Here, our heroine really has a fit. Her
young-minded dress is of spun-rayon,
all sprightly checks. The skirt's nicely
full and there's a clever sideways neck.
Little tab pocket and touches of soutache braid are other new notes. Blue,
earth, oxford or green, all with white.
The price is unexpectedly less than
$7.00 at The John Shillito Co., Cincinnati; Carson, Pirie, Scott Co., Chicago ; Schuster's, Milwaukee. Buttonbutton bracelet, a Martha Sleeper design. Catalin buttons strung on cord.
Only $1.00 at Saks Fifth Ave., New
York; The F. & R. Lazarus Company,
Columbus; The May Company, L. A.

YOURS

FOR

Barry Face Freshening
Fillip is the face formula
for Fall! First you cleanse
with the Dry Skin Cleansing
Cream. Next you mix a little
Special Cleaning Preparation
with water, applying the paste
to face and neck. When almost dry, scrub briskly, then
wash off. Weather-worn skin
flakes away, revealing fresh
"baby" skin! Yours for $1.00
which the cleansing cream
alone usually costs. So you
really get a "buy." At better
drug and department stores.
Du

LOVE

LINESS

r.
l wear
adouon,
you'l
pompfashi
up awith
keep
To
To keep up your pompadour,
there's Ben Hur's Coiffeurette, on the left. A roll of
woven horsehair on a hairroller, worn fore or aft. About
$.50 at R. H. Macy & Co.
Handy indeed is MiLady's
Turban of processed Pliofilm.
Wear it in the shower or
house-cleaning. Light as a
feather and lightweight price,
too! Two in the little round
box at the right, only $1.00.
Department stores, everywhere.

Finding the precisely correct shampoo is important ! Admiracion has all the answers. Foamy Oil Shampoo for average
hair leaves the hair immaculate. For hair that needs conditioning, Non-Lathering Olive Oil Treatment cleanses without
lathering and the olive oil base lubricates. Non-Lathering
Pine Tar Treatment is ideal for oily hair. Its astringent effect
helps counteract oiliness. On sale at drug and department
stores. There are several sizes, too — $.50, $.75 and $1.25.

You'll whoop with glee over Elmo's new ''Indian Love Call"
colors in Climatized Lipsticks and Creme Rouge inspired by
the rich tones of Indian pottery and beaded leather. Indian
Paint Brush, a light flame, for copper, brown. Navajo, a true
crimson, for blues, black. Pow-wow, a deep red, for purple,
wine. Elmo's Climatized cosmetics are especially blended and
contain ingredients that help offset the effects of the wind,
cold and sun. Cosmetic counters and drug stores, $1.00 each.

For a limited time, enjoy two fine beauty aids at the price of
one! Free with each fifty cent jar of Woodbury Cold
Cream, Facial Cream, Cleansing Cream or Dry Skin Cream
... a twenty-five cent bottle of Almond Rose Hand Lotion.
Smooth it on daily for lovely silky hands. Take advantage
of this special value at chain, drug and department stores.

Perfumed nail polish remover by Barbara Gould is a new
note, pink-tinted and lightly scented. Because of its oily
base, it will not have a drying effect. Neither will it dry or
impair the nails and cuticle in any way at all. Ask for it at the
cosmetic counter of your favorite store or at drug stores. Not
an extravagance, either. The price is only $.25 for two ounces.

For American beauties, an enticing new series of American
Beauty bath luxuries. Fragrant bath crystals and airy dusting powder in glass jars with an old-time rose pattern. Sparkling cologne in a lovely matching decanter. Each, $1.00. Two
drams of the perfume, $1.00, and four nine-ounce bars of
the Savon Sachet for $1.00. At drug and department stores.

Time to sleuth for a smart new Autumn nail-polish shade.
Dura Gloss has two that are definitely different! True Red
is clear, brilliant, a perfect splash of color with deep browns
and forest greens. Red Wine has the mellow vividness that
blends beautifully with winter blues, purply tones, black.
The bottle "nail" cap shows the color, on. Chain stores, $.10.
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PEARLS

PREFERRED

FOR centuries, lovely women have worn pearls as their preferred
ornament. Today, too, their classic charm and correctness with all
clothes gives them a stellar role in the style scene. Here we show
you how to pick your pearls, just what kind are most flattering for
just what type. Coro Pearls, illustrated, at Franklin Simon & Co.,
New York; William F. Gable, Altoona; Mabley & Carew, Cincinnati.
On the right — To be smart is to be sideways. These are the very
new side-draped pearls, designed to wear with the new one-sided
silhouette scheduled

to be a fashion "first." The

price is $3.00.

Below — For slimmer, longer
necks, massi.ve jewelry is ideal.
Bulky ornaments foreshorten
nicely. The smart thick twist of
pearls is excellent, giving quite
an optical-illusion effect by disguising scrawniness and lending
rounded contours. Only $1.00.

Above — For broad, square jaws,
earrings of double pearls in a
downward row are good. These
carry the eye down, thus add
length. Dangling pearl earrings
are also flattering. For this broader face, a simple one-strand necklace is best. The earrings are
$.50 and the necklace is $1.00.

Above — For the thicker, shorter
neck, clumpy ornaments are bad.
Massive jewelry subtracts from
height. To add height, a simple
classic 3-strand necklace is ideal,
worn with a low v-neckline which
helps create the longer line so
needed. The price of the necklace illustrated is only $1.00.
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May

Mann

^

MAGINE

going to Wyoming

for a couple of weeks on

a dude ranch with Ann Rutherford, who's weighted
down with frat pins as "honorary sweetheart" of Sigma
this and that fraternities ! Not to mention ridin' and ropin'
in the great open spaces — dude wranglers and cowboys.

Ann and I had been doing a good job of imagining ever since she heard she was going to Wyoming to be in Wallace Beery's picture, "Bad Alan
of Wyoming." Ann was doubly thrilled. This picture marks a milestone {Please turn to page 95)
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RECENTLY when I was visiting Mickey Rooney he
said, "You know, Norvell, I read everything you
write." I've known the boy wonder a long time and
I've never known him to handle the truth lightly either in
the interests of publicity or the prosecution of charm, so
that statement appalled me.
"Come, Andrew," I said in my best Judge Hardy
manner, "man to man, you wouldn't give an old pal the
business, would you?"
"Really I do," Mickey insisted. "You see, I believe
66

you've got something in astrology !" With that incentive
I could do no less than set up Mickey's chart. He was
born on September 23 in the air Sign of Libra. This sign
rules all those born between September 23 and October
22. Mickey is typical of those born in Libra. He is highstrung, intuitive, stubborn, strong-willed and discriminating. This sign is symbolized by the scales, and its subjects are forever weighing life's values, usually choosing
the best bargains.
When his boss, Mr. Mayer, told Mickey to choose

between being a playboy or an actor, Mickey, as we
know, renounced the fleshpots of Broadway and the Sunset Strip to settle down to some really fine work. Since
that time his greatest success has come to him. This
proves a very important thing: when Libra subjects once
settle on the things they want to do, nothing in the world
can stop them. As time has shown, Mickey was wise in
his choice. In fact, he will always choose what is best
for him except in affairs of the heart.
Mickey was born under the rulership of Venus, planet
of love, and his chart shows danger of early disaster in
romance. This always seems to be the bete noir of Libra.
They always find romantic happiness later, but only after
a great deal of mistaken effort. {Please turn to page 78)

YOUR HOROSCOPE SENT FREE!
Send for your FREE astrology reading according to your
birthdate. Norvell forecasts for the screen stars of Hollywood. His predictions have come amazingly true for them in
the past. What will Norvell predict for you? Fill out the
coupon and send to NORVELL, Box 989, Dept. G, Hollywood, Calif. Be sure to enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope for your reply.
Please send me NORVELL'S Horoscope. I enclose self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
MY NAME IS
MY ADDRESS IS
CITY
MY BIRTHDATE IS
67

/fated
IT'S YOUNG!
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IT SEEMS as if Peter Ashley, he's the
I young fellow Warners are giving such
a build up, is just never going to get his
messages delivered to Bette Davis. Pete
has lived in China and knows some mutual
friends of Bette's there. These distant
friends keep sending messages to him to
deliver
Bette two
for them.
all is
a plot
to haveto these
meet.) (It's
Peter
not
bashful by any means, he's a paragon of
poise and good breeding. He's been taken
to Bette's set a number of times and was
determined on each visit to make himself
known. However, when once in range of
her compelling personality, he loses all
confidence. He decided to wait until another time to make a better impression.
Meanwhile, all those messages are getting
very stale.
I T'S a new gag for getting a big shot's
I attention at a stellar party and will almost always get results — provided, of
course, you can manage to crash the party
in the first place. A little girl tourist
pulled it very successfully at a recent big
social event. She brazened her way into
the crowded drawing room and got her
clutches on the first unattached stellar male
she met. With tears in her eyes she begged,
"Please, won't you talk to me a little bit?
My boy friend is making a fool of himself over another girl. People are whispering. Won't you help me brave it out —
make
it seem you're
me atherushline.
?"
Any gentleman
wouldgiving
fall for
This particular girl made all the big columns the next day as the mystery woman
in the hero's love life. A week later she
was back in Topeka.
T LOOKED like Miriam Hopkins had
a date with the police or something
equally urgent when a gentleman came
up and tapped her on the shoulder in the
middle of a hot rumba at Ciro's not long
ago. Miriam left the dance floor and the
night club like a shot. She had been asked
to substitute for an actress who had suddenly become ill and who was scheduled
to appear on a nation-wide dramatic broadcast in exactly twelve hours from then.
She sat up the rest of the night digesting
that script. After the performance the
thankful director gave her prolific praise.
"And to think," he said, "that I've always
heard you were unreasonably temperamental." Miss Hopkins gave him that knowing
twinkle that she can whip into her eyes.
"W ell," Miriam giggled, "there wasn't very
much time for temperament, was there?"
HOLLYWOOD
can be unintentionally
but bitingly cruel sometimes only because itwants to help its newcomers along.
Everyone knows that Martha Scott is one
of the very finest young actresses to hit
Hollywood in a long time. No one can
question her ability, but when a sincere
but blunt woman writer announced her
taste in clothes was abominable, Martha
was very hurt. She never intended to give
the Hollywood gals a race for their money
as far as clothes went. She has become
so self-conscious about her wardrobe that
she dreads _ any public appearance. But
Martha's wise enough to catch on quickly.
Soon she'll
be as
groomed
as the
best sleekly
of them.gowned and

JACKIE COOPER, if anyone, should
J
to pose
a picture
lie's
beenknow
doinghowit for
quiteforsome
time. —Only,
after having it drummed into him for
years not to look into the camera, he just
couldn't
the birdie
a head-on
His wholegive
graduating
class
took it onstare.
the
chin while the photographer took shot
after shot trying to get a natural-looking
pose from the most photographed member
of the class.
MOVIE sets never stay serious for long,
no matter how sober the action for
the camera may be. A light and amusing
atmosphere on any sound stage results in
twice as much work completed. Director
Anatole Litvak, during the filming of "All
This, and Heaven Too" found Bette Davis,
after many rehearsals, getting too dramatically worked up for the most tragic scene
in the whole picture. Litvak called for
still another rehearsal of the difficult sequence. Bette once more tragically entered
the bedroom of the Due, who lies on his
death bed. But there, instead of Boyer
heroically dying, lay Litvak himself. Bette
screamed with laughter. He was dressed in
a frilly old-fashioned night gown and
wearing a flaming red wig. The tomfoolery
broke the too brittle tension and the next
take put the scene "in the bag."

THE whole town is whispering that, in
I every respect, the Gene Markey and
Hedy Lamarr split up was by far the
most Emily Post separation ever to hit
Hollywood. These two didn't leave a single
ragged edge to their break. Everything
was ended most correctly. Their social
commitments were by no means lost in the
shuffle to set up new, separate households.
Hostesses who had future acceptances from
them were politely notified on neutral, unmonogramed note paper. "We regret we
cannot dine with you — we have come to a
parting of the ways as Mr. and Mrs. Gene
V/OUNG Bill Lundigan was really given
Markey."
' a turn when he sat down and put the
cold facts on paper. The amazing, regular
repetition that his film roles have taken to
date is uncanny. In his first film, "Three
Smart Girls Grow Up," he got married.
In "Dodge City" he died. He got married
again in "The Old Maid" ; in "The Fighting 69th," he died in "Three Cheers for
the Irish" he married, and now in "The
Sea Hawk," he dies once more. That untoward repetition has him worried — what
with becoming typed the bogey it is in
the industry. Bill would like a role with a
different twist for a change.

Hey, hey!terbugThe
jitboys and
girls have
second
wind their
and
are ready to swing
it some more in
"Youth Will Be
Served," with
Withers
and Jane
Joe
Brown, Jr. The new
film shows promise
of being a real
peppy screen show.
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Desi Arnaz, Hollywood's new number one heartbeat from
Broadway musical shows, is pictured at the Cocoanut Grove
showing a romantic preference for Lucille Ball, above. You'll
see this latest Latin lover on the screen in "Too Many Girls."
Lucille is in it, too. Right, Nino Martini, the singing star, plays
a game of ping-pong with Natalie Draper on the grounds of
the smart Sand & Pool Club of the Beverly Hills Hotel.

|T'S a scene in "Escape." Robert Taylor,
* as a young American, is being questioned
about his suspicious presence in Germany.
He is supposed to be very frightened. As
the questioning goes on he breaks into a
perspiration from fear and anxiety. His
forehead becomes wet, and a drop of sweat
runs to the end of his famous nose. The
scene is excellently done in every detail.
Taylor is a nervous young fellow frightened as he never was before. When the
shot is finished he leaps from his chair
and shouts,
I'm onthefire!"
With
inquiring"I'm
handsburned,
he examines
seat
of his pants. Director Mervyn LeRoy, for
realism, had installed a super-efficient gas
heater under Taylor's chair.

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND, against
her better judgment, took Jimmy
Stewart with her when she went shopping
for a new car. She had spent a week picking out all the models she liked and she
wanted him to help her decide. She was
positive he couldn't influence her. Livvie
got home an absolute contradiction of all
the determination she started out with. She
not only eliminated all of her choices completely, but she is now driving a car exactly like Jimmy's, even down to the same
paint job. She bought the car from the
same agency that Jimmy did. Now Olivia
is wondering about it all. She's about to
accuse boy friend Jimmy of getting a cut
on the sale. How about it, Jimmy?

The Chaplin family — Charlie, Paulette Goddard, Charlie, Jr.,
and Sidney — dining at the Grove. My, my, how the boys
have grown! It seems only yesterday that they were babes.
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A WAG'S
description
a date romp
with
Greer Garson
as aofbroad-A
through the dictionary, has the town
chuckling ... A novel approach to glamor
gets
trial by The
Warner
juvenile,
Peter a Ashley.
studioBrothers'
has arranged
for
him to come to work each day in a Rolls
Royce to attract attention ... A popular
local tailor pertinently opines that you are
surely a success in Hollywood when your
name appears in everything but the telephone book . . . Things that make Hollywood actresses even less understandable :
Jean Arthur, a bear for realism in any
characterization, ordered her shirts for
"Arizona" from the most expensive male
couturier. They have padded shoulders.

Elsie the Cow, decked out in glamor girl style, gives undignified Jack Oakie a haughty stare. Miss Cow makes her
screen debut in "Little Men," in which Jack also appears.

Bruce Cabot's no slouch when it comes to picking beauties.
He's practically certain always to have a gorgeous blonde
or brunette along. Left, brunette Irene Colman is with him
here. They've just had a ping-pong session at the Sand &
Pool Club. Above, Marlene Dietrich and Erich Remarque
dining informally at the Beverly Hills Brown Derby. Marlene
is said also to be interested these days in Broderick Crawford.

DANA ANDREWS. is the most grateful
of any young fellow ever to be picked
up by the movies. He never thought about
acting as a career and has never had any
training. When he got out of school he
had a terrible time finding any kind of
work. The owners of a gas station gave
him the only job he ever had. Sam Goldwyn drove into that station one day, took
one look at Dana, and began dickering
for his services. Now he's a leading man
to reckon with. No, he hasn't forgotten
those gas station employers of his. Onefourth of his check every week goes to
those two men who gave him his first
chance. You'll see Dana in "The Westerner," which stars Gary Cooper.

IT'S a standard wail around town that if
' you look too much like an established
star there will be no room for you in
Hollywood. That may be true as far as
acting goes, but one Betty Masseur, a
make-up woman at M-G-M, owes a great
deal of happiness in her life to the fact
that she's the spitting image of Joan
Crawford. Betty wears her hair exactly
as Joan does. She uses the same shade of
lipstick and applies it in the same manner.
People
quitelot.a Vis"jolt
wheneverinsist
thesethat
two Joan
meet gets
on the
itors at the studio seeing Betty invariably
whisper, "There is Joan Crawford." Betty
really looks more like the celluloid Crawford than Joan does herself.

Gladys Swarthout, Frank Chapman, and Patricia, his child
by a former marriage, attend a preview. It's a rare picture since Chapman does not approve of exploiting Pat.

THERE'S many a slip twixt the cup rnd
' the lip that the public never hears about
in deals between players and their studios.
Everyone shook their heads when Paramount announced that Lynn Overman
would end his contract deal with them.
Everyone was still more surprised when
out of a clear sky he was re-signed with
asense
sizable
in salary.
make
to antilt
outsider.
It didIt todidn't
the studio.
They found that C. B. De Mille had made
up his mind to use Lynn in his next big
time
the Wild
They production,
also knew "Reap
that Lynn
would Wind."
ask a
whopping free-lance salary. They jumped
at a chance to settle with a brand new
contract, for much less per week.

John Boles' wife listens to her spouse attentively, but
tries to restrain a grin, as John gestures for the cameraman. All photos on these two pages by Len Weissman.

"THE NEW YORKERS"
A Paramount Production
Produced by Paul Jones. Written
and directed by Preston Sturges.
Following is the cast of principals :
Jimmy MacDonald

Dick Powell

Betty Casey
Ellen Drew
Dr. Parker
Raymond Walburn
Mr. Baxter
Ernest Truex
Mr. Bildocker. ... William Demarest
Mr. Schindel
Alexander Carr
The Announcer . . Franklin Pangborn
Mr. Hillbeiner
Alan Bridge

At first Jimmy (Dick Powell) was stunned. He'd won first prize of the contest,
$25,000. "Yippee!" he yelled, leaping on a desk and grabbing a phone to call his
mother to tell her the good news. Betty (Ellen Drew) was on the desk, too, when
the boss, Mr. Baxter (Ernest Truex) came in and asked what all the fuss was about.

Hooray —

We're
Rich from
!— uThe
Continued
page 30 New

The girl waited with a catch in her
throat for the end of the program when
the winners would be announced. It was
always so hard for her waiting like this,
for she didn't believe in things the way
Jimmy did. So she sat there with the comforting words and the tenderness waiting
to come out like a cushion to ease the dull
thud of his disappointment. It always took
a little while before Jimmy could buoy
himself up again after one of those disappointments and begin to believe in a new
contest all over again.
But this time the waiting didn't end. Just
as they both strained forward, tense, excited, the announcer suddenly became embarrassed and said the jury had been unable to reach a decision. "So." he went on
glibly, "the winners will be notified by post,
telegraph, pony express, or what have you.
I wish I could give you the news you were
so anxious to hear, but since I cannot,
I will conclude with what the prisoner said
when the hangman couldn't find the rope,
'No noose is good noose,' heh, heh, heh !
This is Don Hartman, heh, heh, heh, wishing you all goodnight."
The boy looked indignantly at the Parker
House sign blinking in electrics in the distance. "Well, how do you like that one!"
he exploded. "They build you up for a big
finish, then leave you hanging on that meat
hook."
"Well, you heard what he said," the girl
said comfortingly. "No news is good news."
"He said 'No noose is good noose,' " the
boy corrected her. It was the only fault he
could find with her, this inability to get a
pun. "I wish it was over one
the
other. You start thinking way
aboutor that
twenty-five thousand dollars or even the
five thousand dollars or — "
"Or even anything," the girl said quietly.
"And then when you've practically got
it in your mitts," the boy went on heatedly,
"they just leave you there with your tongue
hanging out. It's not fair. There ought to
be a law against things like that."
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"Did you really think you were going to
win it, Jimmy?" she asked softly.
He glared at her indignantly. "I haven't
lost it yet, have I?" he demanded.
"Howin that
manysame
havesoftyou
lostvoice.
?." the girl
asked
little
"I don't know." He was always cross
when he was reminded of the other times
when he hadn't won. "But I do know that
every time I've lost a contest I've doubled
my
next one.like
It's Iwhat
call chances
the lawonoftheaverages,
lost you
the
'How many peanuts in the window' contest— well, that just doubled my chances on
"They put boxes under the peanuts," the
girl put in quickly, defensive for him as
ever.
"They have a right to do that," the boy
the—"
said. "They didn't say there weren't any
boxes under the peanuts. Anyway, I lost
and that doubled my chances on the 'You
fill in the missing words contest.' "
"But you lost that one, too," the girl
said practically.
"Fine. So I was eight to one on the
Limerick contest."
"But you didn't win it, Jimmy," the girl
was close to tears. If Jimmy would only
stop this foolishness and not want things
so much. Then maybe he would be able to
enjoy the things he had, the things they
both had.
Jimmy beamed his satisfaction. "That's
what makes me such a cinch in this one,"
he pointed to the Parker House sign.
"Can't you just see it over there in lights?
The guy swallows his coffee and it says :
'It isn't the coffee, it's the bunk.' You got
to admit, that's some slogan."
"Uuhuhh," the girl nodded doubtfully.
you get
the suddenly
point, don't
you?"
The"Well,
boy looked
at her,
suspicious.
"It's as clear as crystal. If you don't sleep
at night, it means it isn't the coffee it's the
bunk — the BUNK — when you don't sleep
know what it says !" The girl showed
at "Inight."

she could be exasperated too. "I've heard it
a thousand times. I just don't understand
"I should think a child of two could
understand it," the boy said indignantly.
"It's a play on words. Don't you see, it's
funny ! People are going to laugh when
they hear it. It means if you don't sleep
at night it isn't the coffee that's keeping
was trying
hard to understand.
it's the sobed."
youSheawake,
It wasn't her fault if puns just didn't mean
a thing to her. "You know I want you to
win,anxious
Jimmy,"
she are.
said You
staunchly.
"I'm And
just
as
as you
know that.
when you lose this one just think how much
better your chances will be on the next
one." Suddenly she caught some of his
fervor.
"What
ivould you do if you won?"
she asked
breathlessly.
"I'd stick it in the
it." bank," the boy said.
"Wouldn't you even buy a little ring or
something?" she asked wistfully.
"I don't like rings on a man," he teased,
and then at her crestfallen face he went
on quickly, "aw, honey, I was kidding.
You know I'd spend it all on you and
Mom. I'd get you a big shiny car and a
swell penthouse and some hired help and
maybe a trip to the Grand Canyon and
we'd be happy all right."
"Weurgently.
could be happy anyway," the girl
said
"That's where you're wrong," the boy
said. "Everything that means happiness
costsa money.
Mom. or
She's
never
had
vacation Look
or niceat clothes
furniture.
The dream of her life is a davenport that
turns into a bed with a crank. Where do
you"Well,"
get thatshe'wepointed
don't need
money'
?"
out to
him, stuff
"I get
eighteen and you earn twenty-two and
"Sure!"
that's
fortytheandboy
— " cut in. "And you got
your Ma and I got mine and then you get
a kid and have to quit work and we're
right back to twenty-two again except
there's you and the kid and the two old
ladies
wrists and
like me.
thatNix.
and They
handsdidn't
like give
that you
to
spoil 'em in a wash-tub for some sap like
"But Jimmy," she insisted.
"You got to look out for yourself in this
world," he went on ignoring the interruption. "You got to see the main chance and
grab it— a chance with plenty of money. A
girl's got to do the same instead of fooling
away her time on a guy like me — unless
he Itcrashes
was thethrough."
way all their quarrels started.
Money, that was the only thing they
couldn't agree on, the thing that made
me."

them
thosethat
bitter
wordsatthey
mean, say
the allthing
nagged
themdidn't
and
caught at them until suddenly the fear
would come back, that this time the quarrel would be real and end everything. So
it was the way they always made up too,
with his arms holding her tight in that
scared way as if he had really lost her and
found her again. And she loving him for
that crazy smile of his and the way his
hair waved and the way his eyes smiled
with his lips and he loving her for that
soft smallness of hers and for her curly
brown hair and her wide eyes that looked
like violets in the early morning when the
dew was still on them, the way they looked
at him now through her tears. But loving
her most of all because she was Betty and
because she was still wonderful and mysterious to him even if they had grown up
together and played in that alley as kids,
even though they did work in the same

black and white. He'd won the first prize
of the contest, twenty-five thousand dollars. "Yippee!" he yelled, leaping on top
of his desk and waving the telegram in
the air. "Ladies and gentlemen — wow —
yippee !" Then he saw Betty's eyes looking
at him so queerly and she steadied him so
he could really talk.
"Boys and girls and you, honey," he
said, "there are times in everybody's life
when you have to climb up on the desk
and let 'er go. In other words, boys and
girls, and especially you, honey, I've just
won the twenty-five thousand dollar
Somebody lifted Betty up on the desk
beside him and he held her with one hand
and grabbed the telephone with the other
and
gave
a number.
is this
prize."
Mrs.
Schwartz
? Mrs."Hello,
Schwartz,
thisyou,is
Jimmy MacDonald across the hall. I hate
to bother you, but could I talk to my

mother? It's very important. Thanks a lot,
Mrs. Schwartz, I'll let you use my phone
all you like, when 1 get one."
He couldn't keep his hand still and his
feet tapped excitedly on the desk. "Give
me
cigarette,
will you?"
he
askeda and
one of somebody,
the boys stepped
forward
and handed it up to him. Jimmy flipped a
match with his thumbnail and lit the cigarette and then began shouting in the phone
again. "Hello, Ma ! No, of course I'm not
hurt. Would I call you up from under a
street car? Listen, Mom, are you a rich
woman
or a Betty
poor woman?"
He pulled
closer, so that her ear
was right up against his at the receiver
and she could hear his mother's indignant
sputtering. "You're all wet !" he shouted
then. "You're a rich woman. You can buy
yourself anything you want — automobiles,
breathlessly.
"The electric washer !" the girl put in
new dresses — "
"Listen," he shouted. "You know that
electric washer you saw, the green one?
It's"The
yours, Mom !" !" the girl prompted
breathlessldavenport
y.
"And mom," the boy went on, "that davenport that turns into a double bed at
night — it's yours, Mom, and anything else
you want. All you got to do is tell me, and
it's all yours."
The three boys from the stock-room
looked at each other unhappily. This was
one joke that had back-fired all right.
They didn't think it was very funny now.
"That's going to cost us just one davenport that turns into a double bed at night,"
one of them said shamefacedly. "Come on,
let's
him they
out of
his get
misery."
Butput
before
could
to Jimmy the
door of Mr. Baxter's private office opened.
"What's this, a football game? You're
fired !" he shouted. "And you too, young
lady." But when the office manager explained what it was all about the Boss
held out his hand to Jimmy. "More power
to
he grinned.
suppose
I'll
haveyou,"
to hire
you back"Now
at a I fat
increase.
You didn't ever happen to get any ideas

office now and saw each other every night
and quarrelled like this because underneath all the wonder of it was the fear of
never really being able to get married at
all.
Jimmy was whistling when he went into
the men's locker-room at the office next
morning. His enthusiasm was at boiling
point
again.cupHadn't
there been
money in
his coffee
at breakfast
that morning?
And didn't all signs point to the fact that
it was coffee that was going to bring him
his luck? Why, even the office where he
worked was a coffee concern, a rival of
Parker House.
The three boys from the stock-room
looked at each other and grinned when
they saw his jauntiness. They were great
guys, those boys, always up to some fun
or other, and they could think of more
ways to kid, like leaving a message for
someone to call up a Mr. Fish and giving
the telephone number of the Aquarium.
And seeing Jimmy now, one of them got
an idea for the best joke yet.
It would be so easy to fake a telegram.
They'd done it before. All they needed was
a telegraph blank and some scissors and
some glue and the message typed on a
piece of paper and cut into strips. When
it was all finished they agreed it looked
like the real thing. And it looked that way
to Jimmy, too, when the office boy left it
on his desk when he went to get a drink
of water so he'd pass Betty sitting at her '
typewriter.
First he was stunned. There it was in
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Top, looking at the $25,000 check which Dr. Parker (Raymond Walburn) had Just handed
him, Jimmy mumbled something about being poor and unknown one minute and sitting on
top of the world the next. Above, Jimmy insisted that Betty pick one of the biggest
and most beautiful diamond rings in the Schindel Brothers' collection, after Mr.
H f llbein er (Alan
Bridge)
had verified the matter of the check with Dr. Parker.

beautiful diamonds in the place, though
the clerk was supercilious enough about
taking it out of the case until Jimmy
showed him the check and he called Dr.
Parker to vouch that it was all right.
After that the store belonged to them,
with one of the Schindel brothers themselves showing them around, and everything was charged against the check. First
there was the davenport, a davenport beyond Mom's most extravagant dreams,
which not only turned into a double bed,
but came fully equipped with a radio, an
ash tray and a reading lamp as well.
"Now we'll pick something for your
mother," Jimmy announced happily. "And
say, we got to get something for Mrs.
Schwartz and a doll for Sophie and then
there's old Mr. Zimmerman and the Casey
kids
and Patrolman
the FinneganMurphy,"
kids—" Betty sug"And
"And Tony Mazeppo and Mr. Rosengested.
Left, Jimmy bought gifts for everybody, but
the his
most
elegant
present wasbeyond
a "davenola"
for
mother
— a davenport
her most
extravagant dreams, fully equipped with
radio, ash tray, and reading lamp. Below, the
neighbors had gathered and were waiting for
Jimmy to distribute the gifts, when Mr.
Schindel
on one
of the
trucks
and told arrived
Patrolman
Murphy
to store's
arrest Jimmy.

for Baxter and Sons, did you, while you
were inventing slogans for our competitors? We make coffee too, you know."
Jimmy saw his chance and took it.
Funny, how self-confidence had come with
that telegram so he could stand there talking to the Boss and telling him what he
thought of advertising and things like that,
and how the Baxter Company certainly
was behind the times when it came to selling coffee. And with Betty standing there
beaming at him he talked himself right
into a private office with his name on the
door and with Betty as his secretary
where he could think out slogans and
other ideas for the Baxter Company. And
then he and Betty were given the day off
to go to the Parker House Company and
collect his check as it had said he should
in the telegram.
One of the boys from the stock-room
tried to stop him as they dashed off but
Mr. Baxter came out of his office again
and so the practical joker stood there dejected and crestfallen, watching Jimmy go
to his doom.
Jimmy was still grinning when he
showed the telegram to the reception clerk
at the Parker House Company and was
ushered right into Dr. Parker's office.
The the
"doctor"
wasDr.a Parker
courtesyglared
title at
andhim.
it was
only
courtesy about Dr. Parker. Right now he
was so furious he could only mutter something under his' breath. It wasn't more
than an hour ago he had been down seeing
the contest judges and found them still
hopelessly deadlocked with eleven wanting
the slogan "Parker's peps the palate" to
win the prize, while the twelfth was just
as determinedly holding out. And now
they had decided and sent for the contest
winner without even telling him ! But he
had no choice ; he wrote out the check,
though he was breathing hard.
"I don't know if you've ever had anything like this happen to you, Dr. Parker,"
Jimmy
be poor
unknownsaid
one happily,
minute "but
and beto sitting
on and"
top

of the world in the next, that's a feelingno one can ever take away from me. To
know I won this contest because I thought
up a better slogan than anyone else in the
world means more to me than anything
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else on earth. You see, I used to think
maybe I had good ideas and was going to
get somewhere in the world, but now I
know it. And that's what I want to thank
you for, Dr. Parker, even more than the
Then there was the $25,000 check in his
hand
and there was Betty and the whole
money."
free, beautiful day stretching before them.
A day to remember forever and ever.
First there was Betty's ring, bought at
Schindel Brothers, one of the biggest and
most expensive department stores in the
city, and the ring lived up to the store,
too. None of those tiny chips that looked
as if the man who carved things on a pin
head might have cut it. No, siree, not for
Jimmy. It was one of the biggest and most

blatt," Jimmy went on ecstatically. "Look,
we'd better just work down one side of
the street and then up the other, that way
we won't forget anybody."
They took everything with them except
the davenport, for even the biggest, newshiniest for
taxi that.
JimmyButcould
didn't
have est,room
Mr.find
Schindel
promised faithfully to deliver it that afternoon and so there they were in the taxi
surrounded by packages and three other
cabs full of stuff following them and
Betty keeping on wiggling her finger so
the diamond would sparkle in the sunlight
and Jimmy not being able to take his eyes
away from her, the way she was looking
now with her cheeks all flushed and her
eyes as bright as the diamond itself.

"It's like Christmas in July," the girl
whispered.
"Maybe I should have bought a beard,"
the boy grinned. Then he pulled her over
so her cheek was against his and he felt
her heart pounding against his. "Well,
happy New Year," he said as he kissed her.
"It will be a happy New Year too," the
girl said fervently. "From now on. Everything new and clean and different, and no
more worry. That's the only terrible thing
about being poor. Oh, Jimmy, will you
keep on loving me for always and always?
That might be a long time, you know."
"The longer, the sweeter," the boy
whispered.
All the neighbors were crowded in Mrs.
MacDonald's flat, waiting for Jimmy to
get home, and there was his mother looking as if she were sick or something, as
she told them about him.
"I know," Mrs. Schwartz said sympathetically. "My Irving drinks too, a little
After Mr. Schindel explained that Dr. Parker
had called saying Jimmy was an imposter,
Parker arrived. Jimmy asked him to tell Schindel
that the check was all right, but Parker tore
it in pieces, below. Then the boys from the
office admitted they'd sent the phony telegram about Jim being the winner. Right,
when Jimmy and Betty go to the office a sign
painter is putting Jimmy's name on the door.
would be. For Mr. Schindel, who had
been so wonderful to him in the store,
was sitting beside the driver and when he
saw Jimmy he shook his fist and shouted
to Patrolman Murphy to arrest him.
"What for?" Murphy demanded. "I've
known this kid since he was knee-high to
he done?"
a cockroach.
But beforeWhat's
Schindel
got through explaining that Dr. Parker had called saying Jimmy was an imposter and the
contest hadn't even been decided yet, the
excited head of Parker House coffee himself appeared on the scene. "Dr. Parker,"
Jimmy
"there's
kindgentleof a
mix-up pleaded,
here. Would
you some
tell this
Theman older
it and tore it into
you gaveman
me took
this check?"
little pieces.
It was all the crowd needed, seeing that
check torn up. Even Mr. Schindel was on
Jimmy's
sidefornow,
sue
Dr.
Parker
the declaring
payment he
of would
the things
the boy had bought.
Jimmy was bewildered. He was sure
there had been a mistake and that he had
still won. Then he looked up as the three
boys from the stock-room came up to the
house at a funeral pace, carrying a second-hand davenport. As they set it down,
the crank fell with a loud clank to the
sidewalk.
"Is this the kind of davenport your Ma
wanted ?" one of them asked. "We — we
kinda hoped it would make up for the
bit, once in a while. I know how it is."
"But Jimmy doesn't!" Mrs. MacDonald
cried. "I can't think of his taking a drink
unless something" terrible happened. But
that's what he said : 'Mom, are you a poor
woman or a rich woman' !"
Suddenly Mrs. Casey called from the
window where she had been keepingwatch and as they all crowded around they
saw the four taxis stopping at the door.
"Hey, Mom, come on down!" Jimmy
shouted. "We've got presents for everybody."
"Jimmy MacDonald came home in a
taxicab !" Sophie, the little lame girl next
door, cried ecstatically. And then her eyes
widened as Jimmy gave her the doll he
had bought for her. She had never seen

anything like that doll, much less dreamed
that anything so wonderful would ever be
hers,
fell atover
smile and
as shetears
looked
it. her tremblingThe street had never seen anything like
it. It was much more exciting than the
block party they'd had last year with
everybody opening their packages. Then
suddenly Betty remembered something.
"Jimmy," she said, "you forgot to get a
present for yourself.
"What do I want a present for?" he
protested. "I've got you." Then he
whooped
Schindel
Brothers'
truck
turn asintohethesaw
street.
This was
going
to be the best part of it, seeing Mom get
that davenport.
But it wasn't the way he thought it

"Oh, I get it," the boy said slowly, and
phony telegram."
turned
away.
didn't want
see
him like
this,He gulping
like aBetty
guyto who
couldn't take it.
"It was supposed to be a joke," one of
the boys explained. "Only it didn't turn
out"Oh,
very Jimmy
funny."!" Betty whispered in a
stricken small voice.
He turned then and began walking
quickly up the street with Betty right behind him. There was only one thing to do
and Jimmy was going to do it, go right to
the office and see Mr. Baxter now, while
he still had the courage.
The porter had begun, cleaning up, but
there and
was Jimmy
still a started
light in
Mr. it,
Baxter's
office
toward
when
75

beautiful diamonds in the place, though
the clerk was supercilious enough about
taking it out of the case until Jimmy
showed him the check and he called Dr.
Parker to vouch that it was all right.
After that the store belonged to them,
with one of the Schindel brothers themselves showing them around, and everything was charged against the check. First
there was the davenport, a davenport beyond Mom's most extravagant dreams,
which not only turned into a double bed,
but came fully equipped with a radio, an
ash tray and a reading lamp as well.
"Now we'll pick something for your
mother," Jimmy announced happily. "And
say, we got to get something for Mrs.
Schwartz and a doll for Sophie and then
there's old Mr. Zimmerman and the Casey
kids
and Patrolman
the FinneganMurphy,"
kids — " Betty sug"And
"And Tony Mazeppo and Mr. Rosengested.
Left, Jimmy bought gifts for everybody, but
the his
most
elegant
present wasbeyond
a "davenola"
for
mother
— a davenport
her most
extravagant dreams, fully equipped with
radio, ash tray, and reading lamp. Below, the
neighbors had gathered and were waiting for
Jimmy to distribute the gifts, when Mr.
Schindel
on one
of the
trucks
and told arrived
Patrolman
Murphy
to store's
arrest Jimmy.

for Baxter and Sons, did you, while you
were inventing slogans for our competitors? We make coffee too, you know."
Jimmy saw his chance and took it.
Funny, now self-confidence had come with
that telegram so he could stand there talking to the Boss and telling him what he
thought of advertising and things like that,
and how the Baxter Company certainly
was behind the times when it came to selling coffee. And with Betty standing there
beaming at him he talked himself right
into a private office with his name on the
door and with Betty as his secretary
where he could think out slogans and
other ideas for the Baxter Company. And
then he and Betty were given the day off
to go to the Parker House Company and
collect his check as it had said he should
in the telegram.
One of the boys from the stock-room
tried to stop him as they dashed off but
Mr. Baxter came out of his office again
and so the practical joker stood there dejected and crestfallen, watching Jimmy go
to his doom.
Jimmy was still grinning when he
showed the telegram to the reception clerk
at the Parker House Company and was
ushered right into Dr. Parker's office.
Dr. Parker glared at him. The "doctor"
was a courtesy title and it was the only
courtesy about Dr. Parker. Right now he
was so furious he could only mutter something under his breath. It wasn't more
than an hour ago he had been down seeing
the contest judges and found them still
hopelessly deadlocked with eleven wanting
the slogan "Parker's peps the palate" to
win the prize, while the twelfth was just
as determinedly holding out. And now
they had decided and sent for the contest
winner without even telling him ! But he
had no choice ; he wrote out the check,
though he was breathing hard.
"I don't know if you've ever had anything like this happen to you, Dr. Parker,"
be poor
Jimmy
top
on and"
and beto sitting
minute "but
one happily,
unknown said

of the world in the next, that's a feeling
no one can ever take away from me. To
know I won this contest because I thought
up a better slogan than anyone else in the
world means more to me than anything
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else on earth. You see, I used to think
maybe I had good ideas and was going to
get somewhere in the world, but now I
knoiv it. And that's what I want to thank
you for, Dr. Parker, even more than the
Then there was the $25,000 check in his
hand
and there was Betty and the whole
money."
free, beautiful day stretching before them.
A day to remember forever and ever.
First there was Betty's ring, bought at
Schindel Brothers, one of the biggest and
most expensive department stores in the
city, and the ring lived up to the store,
too. None of those tiny chips that looked
as if the man who carved things on a pin
head might have cut it. No, siree, not for
Jimmy. It was one of the biggest and most

blatt," Jimmy went on ecstatically. "Look,
we'd better just work down one side of
the street and then up the other, that way
we won't forget anybody."
They took everything with them except
the davenport, for even the biggest, newshiniest for
taxi that.
JimmyButcould
didn't
have est,room
Mr.find
Schindel
promised faithfully to deliver it that afternoon and so there they were in the taxi
surrounded by packages and three other
cabs full of stuff following them and
Betty keeping on wiggling her finger so
the diamond would sparkle in the sunlight
and Jimmy not being able to take his eyes
away from her, the way she was looking
now with her cheeks all flushed and her
eyes as bright as the diamond itself.

"It's like Christmas in July," the girl
whispered.
"Maybe I should have bought a beard,"
the boy grinned. Then he pulled her over
so her cheek was against his and he felt
her heart pounding against his. "Well,
happy New Year," he said as he kissed her.
"It will be a happy New Year too," the
girl said fervently. "From now on. Everything new and clean and different, and no
more
worry.
the only
terrible
about being That's
poor. Oh,
Jimmy,
will thing
you
keep on loving me for always and always?
That might be a long time, you know."
"The longer, the sweeter," the boy
whispered.
All the neighbors were crowded in Mrs.
MacDonald's flat, waiting for Jimmy to
get home, and there was his mother looking as if she were sick or something, as
she told them about him.
"I know," Mrs. Schwartz said sympathetically. "My Irving drinks too, a little
After Mr. Schindel explained that Dr. Parker
had called saying Jimmy was an imposter,
Parker arrived. Jimmy asked him to tell Schindel
that the check was all right, but Parker tore
it in pieces, below. Then the boys from the
office admitted they'd sent the phony telegram about Jim being the winner. Right,
when Jimmy and Betty go to the office a sign
painter is putting Jimmy's name on the door.
would be. For Mr. Schindel, who had
been so wonderful to him in the store,
was sitting beside the driver and when he
saw Jimmy he shook his fist and shouted
to Patrolman Murphy to arrest him.
"What for?" Murphy demanded. "I've
known this kid since he was knee-high to
he done?"
a cockroach.
But beforeWhat's
Schindel
got through explaining that Dr. Parker had called saying Jimmy was an imposter and the
contest hadn't even been decided yet, the
excited head of Parker House coffee himself appeared on the scene. "Dr. Parker,"
Jimmy pleaded, "there's some kind of a
mix-up here. Would you tell this gentleTheman older
it and tore it into
this check?"
me took
you gaveman
little pieces.
It was all the crowd needed, seeing that
check torn up. Even Mr. Schindel was on
Jimmy's side now, declaring he would sue
Dr. Parker for the payment of the things
the boy had bought.
Jimmy was bewildered. He was sure
there had been a mistake and that he had
still won. Then he looked up as the three
boys from the stock-room came up to the
house at a funeral pace, carrying a second-hand davenport. As they set it down,
the crank fell with a loud clank to the
sidewalk.
"Is this the kind of davenport your Ma
wanted ?" one of them asked. "We — we
kinda hoped it would make up for the
bit, once in a while. I know how it is."
"But Jimmy doesn't!" Mrs. MacDonald
cried. "I can't think of his taking a drink
unless something terrible happened. But
that's what he said : 'Mom, are you a poor
or a rich woman' !"
woman
Suddenly Mrs. Casey called from the
window where she had been keeping
watch and as they all crowded around they
saw the four taxis stopping at the door.
"Hey, Mom, come on down !" Jimmy
shouted. "We've got presents for everybody."
"Jimmy MacDonald came home in a
taxicab !" Sophie, the little lame girl next
door, cried ecstatically. And then her eyes
widened as Jimmy gave her the doll he
had bought for her. She had never seen

anything like that doll, much less dreamed
that anything so wonderful would ever be
hers,
fell atover
smile and
as shetears
looked
it. her tremblingThe street had never seen anything like
it. It was much more exciting than the
block party they'd had last year with
everybody opening their packages. Then
suddenly Betty remembered something.
"Jimmy," she said, "you forgot to get a
present for yourself.
"What do I want a present for?" he
protested. "I've got you." Then he
whooped
Schindel
Brothers'
truck
turn asintohethesaw
street.
This was
going
to be the best part of it, seeing Mom get
that davenport.
But it wasn't the way he thought it

"Oh, I get it," the boy said slowly, and
phony telegram."
turned
away.
didn't want
see
him like
this,He gulping
like aBetty
guyto who
couldn't take it.
"It was supposed to be a joke," one of
the boys explained. "Only it didn't turn
out"Oh,
very Jimmy
funny."!" Betty whispered in a
stricken small voice.
He turned then and began walking
quickly up the street with Betty right behind him. There was only one thing to do
and Jimmy was going to do it, go right to
the office and see Mr. Baxter now, while
he still had the courage.
The porter had begun cleaning up, but
there and
was Jimmy
still a started
light in
Mr. it,
Baxter's
office
toward
when
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he felt something brush against his legs.
He looked down and there was the porter's
big, black cat, rubbing against him and
purring. "Hello, pussy," Jimmy said dispiritedly.
"Is it bad or good luck when they rub
against you?" Betty asked.
" 'At all depends on what happens afterward," the porter said.
"You said it !" Jimmy agreed mournfully and then he stopped suddenly, for
there was a sign painter just finishing putting his name on the door of the office that
was to have been his.
"Pretty nifty, huh?" the sign painter
chuckled. "Say, who is this MacDonald
who won the whatcha-call-it contest? Private office, secretary to himself — hot dog !"
"With mustard," the boy said bitterly.
But he walked in anyway, just to see what
it would feel like, this once. He even sat
down at the desk that would have been
his.
Suddenly Betty broke. "It was going to
be nice, wasn't it?" she asked.
"Quitherit, face
will in
ya?"
demanded
as she
buried
her he
arms
and started
to
cry. It
Butwashe just
didn'tthatmean
to beso harsh
her.
he felt
much with
like
crying himself, and so he took her in his
arms and did all the things, the tender
ones, the sweet ones that a boy will when
the girl he loves is crying.
They were standing there in each other's
arms when the door opened and Mr. Baxter came in. Jimmy took a deep breath. It
was pretty awful to have to go through
the whole thing and explain the way
things were.
"If you thought my ideas were good
this afternoon, you think they're good now,
don't you?" he said at the end. But his
voice didn't sound as confident as his
words. "It wouldn't make any difference
in the ideas that I didn't win the contest."
"Of course it makes a difference," Mr.
Baxter said. "I thought your ideas were
good because they sounded good to me, but
the fact that you won the contest made
me sure they were good. And now you
haven't won the contest."
_ It was Betty who stepped forward then,
timid little Betty who would have been
scared to say "Boo" to the Boss, if it
wasn't Jimmy she was fighting for. "He
belongs in here until he proves himself or
fails !" she said earnestly. "I don't know
how to put it in words the way Jimmy
could, but all he wants is a chance to
show what he can do, to find out if he has
anything while he's still young and burning. You know it's one thing to muff a
chance when you've got it, but it's another
thing never to have a chance." She
couldn't help the tears that came in her
eyes then or the trembling in her voice.
"His name's already on the door, too."
Maybe Mr. Baxter could have overcome

her logic. But he couldn't do a thing about
her tears. He'd always been soft about a
woman crying, especially a girl like this,
so soft and so pretty; she made him think
of spring and the way it feels to be in
love when you're young and a lot of other
things he had forgotten. So he cleared his
throat and in a very brisk, businesslike
tone said that Jimmy might as well stay in
that new office, but that he certainly
wouldn't
getting any more salary until
he proved behimself.
The girl couldn't help rushing to him
and giving him
a shy, quick kiss on his
cheek, and he was terribly embarrassed,
but pleased too, as he backed out of the
office and left it to them.
"Isn't it wonderful?" the girl asked, her
eyes shining.

"You were wonderful," the boy said
slowly. "You'll always be wonderful. But
I'm a little bit leery about me."
And it was true. For the first time in
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Jimmy was holding Betty in his arms when the
door opened and Mr. Baxter came in. It was
pretty awful to have to go through the whole
thing and explain just how things were.
his life Jimmy MacDonald knew what it
felt like not to believe in himself. He
looked down, for he felt something rubbing against
his leg
the black
cat again
! — and if there wasn't
Some people said a black cat was bad
luck. Others were just as sure it was good.
Oh well, Jimmy knew just what kind of
luck that cat was. All kinds, and all of it
bad. And just to make him feel worse than
ever there was the Parker House sign
blinking at him from the distance. Did
they have to make that sign so big you
could see it all over the city?
And of course Jimmy was just a boy,
and an awfully nice boy, too, and a boy
terribly
love, to
butseeeven
him the inpower
intothat
the didn't
futuregive
or
even the present, so he couldn't know what
was going on in that building.
For the contest had been decided at last.
The twelfth judge had won over the other
eleven and the winning slogan was "It
isn't the Coffee, it's the Bunk." And at
that very moment they were sending a
telegram to the lucky man who had won.
His name was James MacDonald.
But of course Jimmy didn't know that
and so he felt just plain sunk, looking at
that sign and thinking that of course Mr.
Baxter was right when he said it was winning the contest that proved his ideas were
"Aw, cheer up, will you ?" Betty said
good.
softly. "Smile, will ya? Who wants a penthouse anyway? Way up high where it
catches all the soot and makes you dizzy
when you look down. Come on — smile !"
"I am smiling," the boy said, but it
wasn't
smile, the way he was
forcing really
it that a way.
"Look," the girl said. "There's that cat
again." And there was the cat, sure
enough, purring and rubbing against
Jimmy's legs. Maybe it was true what
some people said and the cat was good
luck. It certainly was funny the way he
kept sticking to Jimmy that way.
"What
you suppose he's doing that
for?"
she doasked.
"Probably got fleas," the boy said.
"Probably — ah, cheer," she urged him.
_ She flung her arms around him and
kissed him and then she was happy again
with Jimmy' arms tightening around her
and she knowing that whatever had happened or would happen they were together and had all the rest of their lives
ahead of them, contest or no contest.

stars to the premiere of "Dodge City" in
Dodge City, Kansas, four months after the
young Morrises were married. Wayne with
his wholesome looks, his ruffled hair, and
his good-natured grin I liked at once, but
I was a little wary of Bubbles. "A child
bride !" I screamed when someone suggested Imeet her. "Heavens, no ! Spare
me that." I thought she would be too too
young, too too silly, and too too awful.
When I finally did meet her she turned
out to be perfectly swell. Sane, sensible,
most intelligent, unusually attractive, and
with a sense of humor that even a Lombard
might envy. When I told her that I was
going on to New York from Dodge City I
noticed a rather sad look in her eyes.
"Poor kid," I thought, "I do believe she's
homesick. She probably finds Hollywood
strange,
verythelonely."
I who and
loathe
non-professional wives
of Hollywood movie stars found myself
liking her very much. I called her "My
favorite Hollywood wife" in a story I
wrote. She liked that. She and Wayne and
Ireason
became
greatI know
friends.enough
And that's
I feel
about the
the
break-up of their marriage to place the
blame on Hollywood, despite the fact that
both
Wayne andIncompatibility,
Bubbles insistofthat
it's
incompatibility.
course,
had something to do with it, for here were
two young people from entirely different
worlds ; but once again Hollywood, that
deep-dyed villain with the black mustache
who says "Curses" to happy marriages,
must play the heavy.
"I first met Wayne on a Saturday night,
the 22nd of October, 1938," Bubbles once
told me. "We were on the same party at
the Persian Room of the Plaza Hotel in
New York. I had never met a Hollywood
movie star before, and I thought he was
the most wonderful thing that had ever
happened to me. A few weeks before I had
seen him on the screen in 'Kid Galahad.'
One of my friends, down from Yale for
the week-end, had taken me to see the
picture, and there I was holding hands with
my Yale boy when suddenly Wayne came
on the screen. I completely forgot Yale
from then on. So you can imagine how
thrilled I was when I met Galahad in person in thea Persian
Room."
Wayne,
struggling
young actor whom
the Warner Brothers had discovered in the
Pasadena Playhouse and turned into a star
practically overnight, had been sent East,
accompanied by plenty of press agents, to
make personal appearances with his latest
picture, "The Valley of the Giants," which
was playing one of the Brooklyn movie
houses. "After I met Wayne," Bubbles said,
"I made two trips to Brooklyn every day.
Thanks to Wayne's personal appearances
I certainly learned about Brooklyn."
Wayne, in Hollywood where movie stars
are
no novelty,from
and such
where guys
there'sasplenty
competition
Jimmyof
Stewart, George Brent, Robert Taylor and
Clark Gable, was just another likeable and
agreeable young leading man (though he
did all right with the gals) ; but Wayne in
New York, without competition, and
swathed in Hollywood glamor, was the
Biggest Excitement in town. He lunched
at "21," and he danced at the Stork Club,
and all the little debs simply went mad
about
chums
learnedhim.
thatWhen
she Bubbles'
had met schoolgirl
Wayne Morris,
from Hollywood, at a dance at the Plaza

they were hysterical. When they learned
that she had a date with him, they swooned.
Naturally, Wayne took it big. Who
wouldn't? And Bubbles was terribly impressed. Every place they went there were
crowds of adoring fans, photographers, reporters, autograph seekers — and every
morning she'd read her name in the gossip
columns and see pictures of herself dining,
dancing,
gingerwith
ale, the
at New
smartest sipping
night clubs
Lion York's
of the
Moment. It was a great thrill for Wayne,
who had never known anything like that
before. And for Bubbles it was "the most
divine two weeks I had ever known."
In the midst of the excitement the kids
fell in love. It was all too perfect, the
popular movie star idol and the beautiful
daughter of a millionaire. "I liked his
broad shoulders," said Bubbles, "the way
his hair was never quite combed. I liked
the way he looked in blue suits, and the
way he laughed." As for Wayne, he was
so in love he was walking on clouds.
After two weeks of fairly sweepingBubbles off her feet, Wayne was ordered
back to Hollywood to start production on
"The New
Kid York
from her
Kokomo."
Wayne
left
beloved When
town became

were made, interviews were given, and
Warner Brothers magnanimously told
Wayne that now he could have his trip. A
boat trip to New York, the kids decided,
would be romantic as everything — and on
a boat the studio couldn't possibly call
Wayne.
they
didn'ta know
Hollywood.
When theButboat
docked
few days
later at
Havana there was a publicity man from
Warner Brothers with instructions to fly
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Morris to Washington at once to attend the President's Birthday Ball. "Of course we liked the President," said Bubbles, "but we liked our
honeymoon more. We were very upset."
Wayne had to do personal appearances all
over Washington, and Bubbles sat and
twiddled her thumbs in their hotel suite.
When they finally arrived in New York
Wayne decided that inasmuch as they had
only two more weeks left to his vacation
they should buy a car and drive back to
the Coast. Bubbles would much rather have
stayed in New York, her adored New
York, but she was the perfect little wife
and said, "All right," even though it was
a little reluctantly. In every town that they
passed through inevitably an exhibitor
would track them down and drag Wayne

as flat and tasteless as champagne that
has been uncorked too long. And Wayne,
back in Hollywood, discovered that picexciting Girls
as itwere
had
been before, ture-making
and wasn't
thatas Glamor
very artificial and silly when compared
with Bubbles Schinasi. She'd have to marry
him.have
Wayne
just between
couldn't them,
bear
to
three decided,
thousand hemiles
and since the studio wouldn't let him go
to New York again, she'd have to come to
Hollywood. There followed pleading wires,
phone calls, special delivery airmail letters.
Bubbles, with her attractive young mother,
Mrs. Ruby Schinasi, arrived in Hollywood
on the fourth of December. "I was so exsaid Bubbles,
bought
a most cited,"'
stunning
new "and
dressI to
wear myself
when

offBubbles,
to meet bored
the "gang."
with twiddling her thumbs
by now, started buying all the movie magazines she could find on the hotel newsstands. Now far be it from me to blame
my bread and butter for causing the youngMorrises to separate, but I have to be
frank and admit that movie magazines got
in a little dirty work too. All magazines,
as you know, go to press six weeks or
more before they appear on the newsstands.
So fast had been the courtship and marriage of Wayne and Bubbles that the magazines had not been able to catch up with
them. So Bubbles in her lonely hotel room
had the horrifying experience of reading,
"My Romance with Wayne Morris, By
Priscilla Lane," and "Wayne Morris Mad
about Jane Wyman," among other little
goodies. She was already jealous of
Warner Brothers, press agents, and exhibitors, and now she had to be jealous
of "Wayne's women." It was too much
for an eighteen-year-old bride — she just
broke down and cried.
They arrived in Hollywood in a pouring
rain, which sort of took the edge off their
home-coming. And of course Warner
Brothers summoned Wayne to the studio
right away to take publicity pictures. That
was to be expected. By now Bubbles was
quite used to having her husband dragged
away by press agents any time of day or
night. Movie stars in Hollywood are often
much more married to their studios than

I got off the train and fell into Wayne's
arms. But Wayne ruined my entrance."
Instead of waiting at the station like a
well-mannered expectant bridegroom, Wayne
had someone drive him to San Bernardino
where he secretly boarded the train to surprise his darling Bubbles. It was early in
the morning and Bubbles had her hair in
curlers, cold cream on her face, and was
giving herself a manicure in her compartment when the door opened and in burst
Wayne. Expecting to find Bubbles in a
swirl of chiffon the way he had left her
at the El Morocco, Wayne immediately
assumed he had the wrong compartment.
"I beg your pardon," he said politely, "I'm
looking for Miss Schinasi." Well, you can
imagine how his little fiancee felt. "I could
have murdered him," said Bubbles savagely.
They were married on January 8th, and
the bride wore white and silver. The
original plans had been to leave on a honeymoon at once, but it was suddenly discovered that a part of "The Kid from
Kokomo" had to be re-made. So Bubbles
spent her honeymoon at the Garden of
Allah apartments. Hollywood had donned
its mustache and was beginning to play
the heavy, even before Bubbles had gotten
the rice out of her hair. Wayne had to
get up every morning at six o'clock to get to
the studio in time, and every night he came
home late from the studio and would have
to go to sleep right away so he could get
up at six the next morning. Bubbles'
mother returned to New York. "I didn't
know a soul in Hollywood," said Bubbles,
"not even a stray
And Hollywood,
without friends, can cat."
be the loneliest place
in the world. Bubbles fought back the tears
and told herself over and over again that
it wouldn't be like this for long. It was the
loneliest honeymoon a girl ever had.
Finally the picture was previewed, stills

There's nothing so
refreshing as a
nice cold drink
of soda to relax
you. Here, at the
right, pretty PeggyparesMoran
to enjoypre-a
bottle of pop between scenes of
her newest picture, "Slightly Tempted."

they arc to their wives. Especially young
actors like Wayne who are genial and easygoing and eager to do the right thing.
There arc always visiting editors, columnists, exhibitors and politicians to be
entertained and likeable Wayne was trotted
out on every occasion. "Boredom set m,"
said
Bubbles.
you can
welltoimagine.
It's
no fun
for aAsyoung
bride
sit around
home all the time, even though it is one
of the most, beautiful homes in Brentwood.
And Bubbles, remember, had always been
used to gaiety and laughter. It was a decided let-down.
She
alsostars
madein New
the startlingthat movie
York are discovery
far more
glamorous than they are in Hollywood. In
New York they play. But in Hollywood
they work. And no work, even picturemaking, brings out glamor in a guy. Wayne
in a blue suit dancing at) the Stork Club
was far more exciting than Wayne, two
hours late for dinner, in a rumpled shirt
open at the neck, telling her what Pat
O'Brien said to Charlie Einfeld.
Bubbles gradually made friends among
the Hollywood younger set, thougn she
didn't like them nearly so well as the
friends she had in the East, and Wayne
had a lay-off from the studio and they
could go out to dinner occasionally and see
previews. But no matter how hard she
tried
Bubbles
just mother
couldn't and
get New
over York.
beinghomesick
for her
Naturally that annoyed Wayne, and disagreements followed.
When the baby arrived in December
Bubbles and Wayne were deliriously happy
again. But it didn't last.
"I tried every way I could to make a
success of our marriage," said Bubbles. "I
really
hard. Wayne
tried too."
Aftertried
numberless
disagreements
that only
brought on heartbreak and tears Bubbles
decided that it would be better that she
and Wayne call off their marriage, now
while they are still so young, while they
can still respect each other, and not dragit out through the years until they loathe
and despise the sight of each other. She will
sue for divorce on the grounds of incompatibility inLos Angeles where it takes a
year for a decree to become final. Neither
of them is even thinking about getting
married again so there will be no quick
dash to Reno. A year is a long time. Maybe during that year Bubbles and Wayne
will be able to recapture their lost love. But
I doubt it. Both are swell people, but their
backgrounds are too different, their worlds
too far apart. And they are much too
young to be tolerant and understanding.
Believe me, even when you're ideally mated,
marriage in Hollywood's no bed of roses.
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"If you marry before twenty-five," I told
start putting
Mickey, "you might as wellalimony.
Venus
a little away each week for
emos,
impetuou
your
with
and
you,
rules
tional nature you are apt to think you are
in love with every likely-looking lass you
meet. Better just be true to your ideals for
a while longer. After several broken
romances," I continued, "your chart shows
the one great love of your life will finally
come and you will settle down to being a
family man." Mickey beamed at this.
"Children?" he asked.
"Your chart shows two fine strapping
sons," I replied, but I suddenly realized
that we were getting the astrological cart
way before the horse, so I drifted into a
of Mickey's emodiscussion life.
more analytical
tional and professional
"Your career will last as long as you
Mickey, "for Venus
wish it to," I assured bring
you a fortune
favors you and will
to fear from life,
nothing
is
in life. There
and if you avoid marriage until you have
reached the age of twenty-five you will be
playing on the safe side."
Mickey wouldn't promise anything, but
mind, I'm
with his
sure
he well-balanced,
will take life analytical
in his stride as it
comes and do the right things at the right
times.
him ! At least he can't say I didn't warn
With that off my chest I grabbed up my
astrological paraphernalia and dashed
across town to issue another warning to
Marshall, Warners' and heaven's
Brenda gift
latest
to underprivileged men. After
setting up Brenda's chart (she was born
on September 29) I started to warn her
about love and marriage when she cut in,
"Would I be happy with a man born in
the month of April"?
Caught off guard, I could only mumble,
"Well, yes and no."
"That's all I wanted to know!" she exclaimed. "I believe in astrology implicitly,
and I want to be quite sure I'm right in
falling in love with someone I think is
just perfect."
It didn't take a mind reader or cosmic
philosopher to realize that Brenda Marshall was talking about handsome Bill
Holden of "Golden Boy" fame. Bill was
born in April, in the Sign of Aries, and
from
what are
I have
Bill'sbe feelings
for Brenda
mutual.heard,
It would
a wonderful thing for this young and enthusiastic couple to find love's fulfillment with
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each other. There are so many things m
their favor, and by pulling a few astrological strings, I felt that the entire thing
could be amicably arranged. Brenda was
jubilant. "There are warnings in both your
charts," I said, "that make it very difficult, but with caution they can be overBrenda laughed. "I'll bet you're the sort
of person who makes scenes at formal
come."
weddings
the minister
: 'Let hold
him
now speakwhen
or else
hereaftersays
forever
his peace,' " she said.
"I don't want to shatter your idealistic
conception of Bill Holden, for he's a splendid chap," I said, "but the fact remains
that there are problems between Aries and
Libra people that are apt to cause unhappiness. They are both apt to be too dominating for their own good, and when two
volatile, explosive qualities come together
things are apt to happen. There are ways
of overcoming this danger, however. Decide beforehand that each will allow the
other his freedom; arbitrate rather than
go to battle ; avoid in-law trouble, and each
of you continue with your separate careers.
By following these few simple laws you
can overcome the planetary influences in
3rour chart and find happiness in marriage
with Bill Holden."
What of Brenda Marshall's career? Although comparatively new to pictures she
has already captured the favorable attenof Hollywood
I'm
sure tionwhen
you see and
her movie-goers.
in her recently
completed
picture,
"Theagree
Sea with
Hawk,"
Errol Flynn,
you will
me with
that
she definitely has something on the ball,
and is slated to go places. It is her stargiven destiny.
In a general way, I should warn all
Libra subjects to beware in love and marriage. The Hollywood by-paths are strewn
with the carcasses of dead Libra loves.
Some tragic, some humorous, and most of
them avoidable. Years ago I warned Carole
Lombard, another beauteous Libra-born,
against marrying William Powell. Their
charts were incompatible. I asked Carole to
wait a few years until fate brought her
a compatible companion. Like all Libra
girls, she rushed in and soon found out
her mistake.
After all, when one is a movie actress,
financially independent and thrown constantly in contact with opportunity, a mistake or two along the emotional lines is

It's the Mexican Machicha! Ann Sheridan and
Anthony Quinn introduce it on the screen in
"City for Conquest." From left, Bobby Vreeland, originator of the dance, shows Ann and
Tony how to do it; Tony and Ann have situation well in hand; a graceful step of the dance.
not so important. But for the rest of you
born under Libra, to whom marriage is
an irretrievable economic and social step,
I urge you not to marry impulsively. Examine your head as well as your heart first.
Choose wisely, and, above all, choose scientifically. In other words, choose an astrological mate. The compatible signs for
Libra are: May 21 to June 20, the_ Sign
of Gemini — Jimmy Stewart and Priscilla
Lane types. Aquarius, January 20 to February 18— Ronald Colman and Clark Gable
types. Virgo, August 23 to September 22
— Fred MacMurray and Claudette Colbert
types ; and as last choices, Aries, March
21 to April 20, or Leo, July 23 .to AuYou'll
gust 22. note that most Libra-born have
had two marriages : Janet Gaynor, Constance Bennett, Carole Lombard, Allan
Jones, Miriam Hopkins, Virginia Bruce.
It practically seems an astrological law
that Libra must know the bitterness of a
broken first marriage before they find
happiness in a second.
Second marriages are so successful with
Libra persons because by having been
severely burned they select a mate more
carefully the second time. That's why
Carole's marriage to Clark Gable is such
a perfect thing and will last. Clark was
born in Aquarius — a perfect marriage sign
for Libra.
While Hollywood wouldn't give you
great odds on the marriage of Adrian and
Janet
another
I'd the
bet
on its Gaynor,
permanence,
for Libra
Janet girl,
learned
hard way that love is not something^ enand Adrian's
tered into
marriage
waslightly.
a trueJanet's
love match.
Anyone
who has heard Adrian's enraptured recital
of how cupid's darts first struck his heart,
could hardly believe otherwise. Astrologically they can surmount all problems and
continue in perfect wedded bliss. The new
addition to the family can do much to perpetuate the bliss of this very-much-in-love
couple. Janet will return to the screen several times, but the most important role in
her life from now on is wife and mother.
While all Libra subjects hurtle themselves into romance for its own sake at an
early age, not all of them carry it to its
illogical
Joanengaged
Fontaine,at
born
on conclusion.
October 22,There's
who was
least a dozen times before Mr. Aherne

MRS. MARY ELIZABETH WHITNEY (THE
FORMER
MRS. JOHN HAY WHITNEY)

BEAUTY

CREED:

"I'd rather have a beautifully-cared-for skin than
Beauty." So you asserted pridefully — rightfully.
And, contrariwise, this beautifully-cared-for skin
of yours proclaims you a Beauty!
For no girl who exercises such care of her skin
— joyously and meticulously — ever fails to exercise
similar care of two other aspects of her person
which, indeed, set off her skin's beauty. Namely,
the shining sculptured glory of her well-kept hair,
the chic simplicity of her dress.
All three are matters of Taste. Games of Skill!
Play your part in the exciting game of skin care with enthusiasm and with a wise head — and you will have exciting rewards.
Play it, as do many members of our foremost families, according to the authoritative rules laid down by Pond's:
There are five moves in this stimulating Game. Each has
its definite intention, its ample rewards.

WOMAN-SKIN
so different from a man's in its
compelling softness ... its ineffably tender look and feel.
Instinct-wise, women since time
began bave nurtured and protected tbe priceless heritage of
flower-fresb skin, made it a true
and natural accent of their essential femininity.

MRS. MARY

ELIZABETH WHITNEY

QUICK RELEASE — Bury your face under lush, luxurious
Pond's Cold Cream, and spank it forthrightly for 3 full minutes
— yes, even 5 minutes — with cream-wreathed fingers. Pond's
mixes with the dried, dead cells, make-up and foreign accumulations on the surface of your skin, softens and sets them free.
REMOVAL — Clean off the softened debris with the white
tenderness of Pond's Tissues. Wiped off also are the softened
tops of some of the blackheads, making it easier for the little
plugs of hardened sebum to push their way to the surface.
REPEAT-a second time spank your face with creamsoftened fingers. This spanking increases both the actions of
Pond's Cold Cream — cleansing and softening. Again wipe off
with Pond's Tissues. Notice that superficial lines seem less
noticeable — pores look finer.
COOL ASTRINGENCE — Now splash with cool, fragrant
Pond's Skin Freshener, slapped on with cotton dripping wet.
SMOOTH FINISH — Last, mask your face with a downy
coating of Pond's Vanishing Cream. This cream's specific duty
is to disperse remaining harsh particles, aftermath of exposure, leaving your skin silky, smooth, pliant! ^Yipe off
after one full minute for the richest rewards. Then observe
with what ease your skin receives its powder, how surprisingly itholds it.
Play this through at least once daily— before retiring or
during the day. Repeat it in abbreviated form when your
skin and make-up need freshening. Act now to start your
new daily rules for a fresh and flower-soft skin.
Send for Trial Case. Forward at once the coupon below.
Pond's, Dept. 7S -CVK, Clinton, Conn. Please send me a complete Pond's kit of Ihe 3 Pond's Creams and 7 Pond's Powder
shades. I enclose 100 for postage and packing.
Name_
Address-
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like many other members of

distinguished American families, has for years observed the Pond's rules for skin care
SCREENLAND

came along. This is a marriage that can
last, for Brian was born in the Sign of
Taurus, ruled by Venus, and this sign has
much in common with Libra. Miss Fontaine may have to forego her brilliant
career to preserve her marriage, but I feel
she will do this because love is Libra's
whole existence, and real love is what
Olivia's little sister has found at last.
The other day Gene Autry phoned me.
"Come on over and read my horse's horoscope, Norvell, I want to find out if we're
compatible."
A Hollywood astrologer has to be ready
for any demand, so I lost no time getting
out to the Valley. Gene is a Libra subject
too, and while he is never allowed to kiss
his leading ladies in pictures, I know from
a recent incident that he stirs strong emotions in female members of his audience.
I was attending a Gene Autry picture in
a small town recently, and when the fadeout came, Autry tenderly gathered his
leading lady in his arms. They held the
pose quite a few moments while Gene gazed
into the girl's eyes with what can only be
described as a "Libra look." A woman in
the theater rose from her seat and
screamed, "Don't, Gene! Don't kiss her!
Please don't!" Of course Gene didn't (it's
in his contract) and the woman settled
back in her seat embarrassed but satisfied.
The Boy Scouts of America were still safe,
and all was right in the world.
When I told Gene about this he blushed.
"Shucks," he said, "I'm just a cowboy. I
wasn't cut out for that love stuff." Be that
as it may, Gene's wife is a very happy
lady with
and Irope
don'ttricks.
suppose he won or holds
her
Gene's career is all set for the future,
and as for his marriage there is nothing
but happiness reflected in his chart. As for
his horse, (who is a Leo subject) I predict a close friendship between Gene and
Champion that will be long lasting and
cinematically perfect.
You will remember two months ago in
Scree nl and I warned George Raft, a
Libra, that a marriage between him and
Norma Shearer was unfeasible. The day
the magazine hit the newsstands in Hollywood, they officially called off their
romance. Happiness for both lies ahead,
separately'.
butProof
that Libra-born generally attract
a great destiny lies in the brilliant stage
and screen career of Helen Hayes. Miss
Hayes has truly soared to the great heights
shown in her horoscope, and by no means
is her screen career finished. Hollywood
has long clamored for more of Helen
Hayes'
art, andto despite
the
fact
that magnificent
she seems reluctant
make more
pictures, her chart shows that she will
make not one, but many more in _ the
future. Her return to pictures is definitely
scheduled this year, and her chart shows
that she will be more popular than ever
before. The mature and dignified type of
classic art presented by the intelligent and
cultured Miss Hayes is sadly needed by
the screen ; in fact, it might almost be said
that it is the only type of future art that
will keep pictures from swooning into a
blissful, saccharine state from which they
may never revive. Miss Hayes' career has
been great despite the fact she has given
normal time to her marriage with Charles
MacArthur. She was an exception to the
Libra rule of two marriages, in that she
married very young, and is still married to
the same man after many years of perfect
happiness. Her indomitable Libra will does
not permit Llelen Hayes to fail in any
department of her life.
Now let us consider the most gorgeous
of the Libra subjects. Ladies, and particularly gentlemen, I give you — Linda Darnell !Here is a movie queen in the classic
SO

tradition. Fated for a spectacular career,
this child of destiny may have to pay a
high price for it. Like all Libras, Linda
is apt to let her heart rule her head, and
with the brilliant prospects ahead of her
she would be foolish to consider marriage
for several years. (I know at least six
young bachelors of Hollywood who could
kill me for this but it's my bounden duty,
boys.) "Wait until you are twenty-three
or
four Linda
before when
you consider
warned
I visited marriage,"
her recently.I
"Why, I'll practically be an old maid by
that time!" Linda pouted.
"You can be extremely happy in love
and marriage if you marry someone in
the motion picture industry," I continued.
"Either an actor or producer is slated to
be your future husband, but above all else,
your chart shows that you must place
career
— at leastis inone
the girl
next who
five years."
LindafirstDarnell
really
knowscall what
wants instories
life. Ifabout
you'll her,
rethe trueshepublicity
she was sent back to Texas at the tender
age of sixteen to grow up before continuing her career. But like all Libra-born,
Linda knew that her first great love, the
screen, would be her life's work. She
waited, studied, worked, and returned to
Hollywood at the still youthful age of
seventeen and began what Hollywood and
movie audiences have discovered already
is a spectacular career. Linda Darnell will
not retire from pictures for many a year,
and her chart shows that she can combine
marriage and career later with success.
The world faces rapidly changing conditions. These changes are often reflected by
the positions of the planets months before
they show themselves on the earth plane.
By studying YOUR own planetary indications, by charting your course in life, you
can often avoid the heartaches and disappointments that come to thousands.
Those of you whose birthdates do NOT
come in the Sign of Libra might be interested in knowing what the coming weeks
hold for you. Check below for the section
dealing with your birthdate and see what
the pattern of events is for YOUR life.
Aries — March 21 to April 20
Mars is your ruler, and this planet has
been afflicted for some time. Your life may
be unsettled, and financial disturbances may
arise unexpectedly. The watchword this
month must be caution. Avoid legal entanglements, and be especially cautious in
business affairs. Romantic matters come

The Stuart Erwins
are shown ringsiding at the
Cocoanut Grove
recently, where
they went to applaud Eddie
Duchin, popular
maestro of the
piano, who
opened his engagement there.

Lcn Weissman

under more pleasant vibrations as Venus
sends compatible rays this month. A new
love affair is offered and you may feel
free to accept it at this time. Any decisions you make in regard to love or marriage are bound to be for your future progression, for Uranus, planet of changing
conditions, causes your life to reflect more
romantic happiness this month. On the 3rd,
8th, 18th, and 29th, use caution in diet and
health. Neptune brings mysterious messages, or underhanded doings from some
stranger, be careful of your acquaintances,
and avoid unconventional actions.
Taurus — April 21 to May 20
Venus favors romantic activity this
month — and if you have not yet found the
solution to your love problem, you may
suddenly find yourself falling in love with
some person who comes into your life in
the coming weeks. Some Taurus persons
have found difficulty in marriage- — if you
are among those, it may make you happy
to know that you are being assisted by
your ruling star in finding happiness in
marriage. Some cases will, naturally, be
solved by divorce, but in instances where
this can be avoided effort should be made
to save the marriage. One of the principal
difficulties for Taurus persons has been in
a financial way — it has been difficult to
make money, but this problem appears to
be dissolving under the strong planetary
rays of Jupiter. You will profit financially
from a transaction now pending.
Gemini — May 21 to June 20
Good month for all personal and business affairs. May be in line for a legacy
soon. Neptune brings a possible short trip
by water and the Moon gives you romantic
vibrations this month. Make the most of
social contacts, for some person you meet
at this time may mean much to you in
the future. Romance is still undecided,
avoid jealousy, and keep out of family entanglements. Avoid accepting new responsibilities financially, and curb your extravagant nature at present. A change in
business after the 15th, with money coming through an investment.
Cancer — June 21 to July 22
You are under calmer conditions this
month and will have time to consider your
actions more carefully than you have in
the past few months. Owing to agitation
of the Moon from time to time, you have
not acted wisely in romantic matters — that
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IT'S A DATE! You have a rendezvous with romance in one of
these glamorous Fall nail tones.
RIOT is rich red — gay, clear,
irresistible! Marvelous with
your stadium furs and woolens
... a flashing accent for "big
IN.

RUMPUS is red with a deep
evenings."
blue overtone — very young,
immensely flattering. Lush
Dance into his heart with

CUTE

X

with gray and black ... an
added heart throb with all the
new colors with a hint of blue
or purple — by day or by night!
Get set for a gay and glamorous Fall! See the new Cutex
glamour duo — Riot and Rumpus— this very day! Other
Cutex favorites: Old Rose,
Cedarwood, Laurel, Clover,
Cameo, Tulip. Guaranteed to
wear longer or your money back!
Simply return the bottle to us
(with at least three-fourths of
its contents) during 1940.
NORTHAM WARREN
New York, Montreal, Paris, London

fingertips in gay Cutex RIOTl
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is, if you are typical of most Cancer persons. You should act with confidence in
all matters of romance or marriage, and
YOURSELF
fear nothing. Money comes from two
sources, either an investment, or business
venture — or possibly the return of money
owed you. Sign papers, attend to real estate
NATURAL
! matters, literary ambitions, or musical ac1 tivities this month. Travel by land, avoid
overdoing, and watch the health.
Leo — July 23 to August 22
Heart interests are always prominent in
the minds of Leo-born, and you may come
under the somewhat active rays of your
ruler, the Sun, this month, causing you to
j pay more attention to romance than usual.
ITwo persons may stand out in your affecI tions and you may have a choice to make.
Be very cautious, and do nothing too' drastic, for decisions should not be made this
j month in romance. The month favors secre; tarial work, teaching, sales and promotion
work, writing, and artistic effort. Make
j the most of new contacts at this time, and
attend to social activities. Health is better,
and you are over the slightly dangerous
tendencies that your stars inflicted on you
for a time.

Virgo — August 23 to September 22
Mercury is well aspected during the first
two weeks of this month. You face surprises and changes in all departments of
your life. Legal affairs may be favorably
4r In make-up, as in all things, it is settled, and leases can be safely signed.
Stocks and bonds are faring well for
best to "Be Yourself ... Be Natural". Use
Tangee for a glorious lip color which is Virgos, so if you have investments at this
yours and yours alone. Tangee changes i time do not worry about them. After the
fifteenth of the month you have excellent
magically from orange in the stick to the
romantic vibrations and can take any acone shade of red your skin-coloring
tion you wish in regard to your love life.
Some confusion may exist, a problem in
demands. That's the Tangee way to —
love or marriage may seem impossible to
solve, but before the month is ended you
should see the solution in sight to romantic difficulties. If you wish to go away, or
change residence, do so this month.
"i* Your Tangee lips will be smoother
...evenly and beautifully made-up because
Libra — September 23 to October 22
there is no grease-paint in Tangee... its
Your
ambitions may seem to be curtailed
pure cream base ends that "painted
this month, for your mind is stimulated
look" and helps you —
and you are impatient to rush ahead to the
fulfillment of all your desires. Exercise
some restraint in your personal life, and
avoid entanglements in love. Some Libra
persons have unfortunately had one or more
-K For complete make-up harmony
unfortunate experiences in love, or maruseTangee Face Powder and Tangee Rouge,
riage and if you come in this classification
compact or creme, as well. Then you'll
you must realize that you come under
rulership of Venus, planet of love, therefore, you are inclined to changes and frustrations in the romantic life that often
threaten your future happiness. Finances
hinge on your ability to curb expenses, and
seek work worthy of your true talents.
Your mind is keen and clever; executive,
secretarial, or clerical work is favored.

"WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS LIPSTICK"
SEND FOR COMPLETE
MAKE-UP KIT
The George W. Luft Co., 417 Fifth
Ave., New York City. . .Please rush
"Miraclein both
Make-up
Kit" and
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Scorpio — October 23 to November 22
This month may present problems for
you that cause some discouragement, but
do not permit yourself to become depressed. Some plan you formed may not
turn out quite right, or then again, you
may face a romantic disturbance that keeps
your mind in turmoil at present. Mars is
your ruler, and as it has been afflicted for
some time it has upset your life. You are
facing changing conditions all during this
month. In fact, during the remainder of
this year, you come under changes and disturbances that seem rather violent. You
will emerge from them however and go
on to better things. Finances are not yet
fully settled, but if you follow through
with your bright ideas for personal progression you should be able to make money
from any venture you undertake.

Sagittarius — November 23 to December 21
_ Business is favored at this time. Make
big plans for your future, because Jupiter
and Saturn have moved into a good position and may suddenly elevate you as high
as they have previously depressed you in
past months. This cycle of good luck begins this month and continues for some
time. Venus and the Moon bring romantic
vibrations, and some old love may return,
or a_ new one may blossom into a serious
relationship. If single, this month is good
for engagements and courtship; if married, do not seek changes unless it is absolutely necessary. The month favors office
routine, independent business ventures,
signing papers, real estate, and work conmusic. nected with the public, radio, acting, and
Capricorn — December 22 to January 19
Mistakes may follow you this month in
romance so beware lest you break off a
romance of long standing and jump from
the frying pan into the fire. The emotions
are somewhat
unstable
owing
afflictions
to your
sign, and
you tomaySaturn's
make
moves that you will sincerely regret in
the future. Avoid hurting friends, and
watch your tongue, for you can be caustic
at times. Precipitous action may take you
moving to another locality, and entanglements with relatives incline you to some
worry. You may hear from a former lover,
and regret certain words or actions of the
past. The month favors restaurants and
public places, vehicles, mechanical activities, travel, and finances.
Aquarius — January 20 to February 18
In keeping with your wonderful sign,
you now come into an era of fulfillment,
after months of frustration in all departments of your life. Romance thrives, and
even though you may be forced to take
action to end a lingering romance or marriage, do not be discouraged. You deserve
some relaxation, so rest and seek pleasures
with friends. You have been under burdens
that you should put off this month ; this
includes leaning relatives, or borrowing
friends. Your work brings you money and
inventive ideas thrive this month. Give
some time to literary efforts, or musical
and dramatic activities if your mind works
in that direction.
Pisces — February 19 to March 20
This month is not very good for new or
original lines of thought. Stick to routine
until the 15th of this month; you will profit
in business by not making too many
changes. Promotion should be sought where
you now are. The home life is under good
aspects, with Neptune and Venus helping
you come into a cycle of social activity.
Members of the opposite sex will find you
magnetic and charming at this time, and
if not already engaged or married, two or
more chances will come this month to find
contentment in romance. A visit from a
■ friend or relative may enliven the month,
and purchasing something that may be
costly but necessary may cause you some
apprehension, but do not fear, for money
will be forthcoming with which to pay
debts and meet other obligations.
There are different planetary indications
for every sign in the Zodiac. No matter
when you were born, there is a birthpath for you that may reveal vital facts
about your life. Do not depend on chance
when your future destiny is so vitally
important. Your chart discusses such important things as finances, business, love,
health, and other matters that vitally
affect your life. The movie stars of Hollywood are guided by their astrological
charts.
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OVELY SCREEN STARS, clever
women everywhere use Lux
Toilet Soap as a daily bath soap, too.
Its ACTIVE lather carries away perspiration, every trace of dust and dirt
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toe. You'll love this luxurious, sure
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Father's Daze
Continued from page 33

guest room with happy tumbling clowns,
gingham dogs and calico cats. In his new
electrically-equipped workshop (one of the
reasons why they built a new home), Ray
himself made the first cradle for the future
heir to Milland Manor.
It was the darkest moment in Ray's life
when the baby was born while, he was a
thousand miles from home. Because he had
worked hard in three consecutive pictures,
Mrs. Milland suggested that Ray take a
vacation "while there was yet seven weeks
time." In Sun Valley, Idaho, Ray had comthe call came
one day's
doctor.skiing when
in from pletedthe
"Come at once, your wife is in the hospital and needs you, ' was the message.
That was all. You know how doctors are.
ion.
Ray pleaded for a wisp of informat
None was forthcoming. It was too soon to
tell.
Not knowing and not daring to think
what might be waiting, Ray flew home. In
Salt Lake City the weather was so bad
there was a two hour delay. Huddled in a
lonely corner of a deserted airport lunch
room, Ray dropped nickels in one of those
record-playing machines. So intently was
he
he thinking of his wife, he didn't realize fifArc_
had repeated All the Things You speciall
y
teen times, until the pilot of a
chartered mail plane announced they could
take off.
Just before they left Ray called the hospital and was connected directly to the delivery room. As if some great unseen power
had planned it thus, as the nurse answered
the phone, Ray's son cried out for the first
time in this world. Ray, in Salt Lake City,
heard that plaintive cry coming all the
way from Hollywood. Too dazed to think
coherently, too choked to murmur a prayer
of thankfulness, Ray hung up without even
didn't realize this
his wife.
about
asking
into Heher hospital room
walked
until he
early the following morning. Just why
people say what they do under the stress of
great emotion, no one really knows. "I'm
going to send him to military school," were
Ray's first words after he had been assured of his wife's safety. Then he went
out and bought her an armload of sables.
Days of heartbreaking anxiety followed.
Their tiny mite of a son was in an incubator fighting for his life. Ray gave his
own blood. Mrs. Milland had never even
seen the little fellow she had ushered so
painfully into the world. Ray gave more
blood. Eight days later they knew their
baby was going to live. Holding his clinging wife at his side, Ray supported her out
to the nursery. Through the glass window
for the very first time they saw a shock of
black hair. Shining bright blue eyes peered
up at them and blinked. It was one of those
moments in life that make up for everything.
Daniel David Milland arrived home about
ten days after his mother. Mrs. Milland
was still too weak to go with him, so Ray
went along with her sister, Harryette
Weber. Coming home in a taxi, Ray held
his son in his arms. Not once but at every
intersection, he'd lean over to Harryette
and say, "You tell the driver to drive carefully. Itsounds sappy for me to keep saying
Their arrival home was nothing short of
it!"
a Hollywood premiere. Mrs. Milland's
brother, Bobby, photographed it with Ray's
sixteen millimeter camera. The Jack Bennys,
Joan Crawford, (bearing sterling silver
monogrammed baby military brushes) Ann
Dvorak, Leslie Fenton, George and Julie
Murphy, Ann Sothern and Roger Pryor
84

were all on hand to see the little stranger.
Even Harpo Marx, their next door
neighbor, decided this was as good an
excuse as any to get acquainted. When
Ray rolled up with his precious possession,
out: "How's
called
TimeBenny
is still
marching
on andMax?"
the cares
Jack
of fatherhood weigh heavily but happily on
Ray Milland's strong shoulders. For one
who vowed he would never be one of those
fathers, Ray is doing all right. The first
thing in the morning and the last thing at
he's
room. When
his son'sbreakfast
visitsbetween
night
at
the hestudio,
and lunch
he calls home and says : "What's new with
the baby?" In his spare time, Ray is building his son a new fifteen foot kayak. He's
calling it the "Daniel Dee" and all he has

back and forth on the sidewalk, his face
a mask of unhappiness.
"What is it— has something happened to
the baby?" she cried, as she ran toward
the house without waiting for an answer.
There, gurgling in his crib and looking
the picture of health and masculine beauty,
snuggled
younga Daniel
David.
Mrs. Ray,
Milland breathed
huge sigh
of relief.
standing beside her, gazed down at the
baby in a sheepish, bewildered manner.
"Honest, dear, I know I wasn't imaginRay went
tried right
to explain.
home
earlying it,"and
up to "I
seecame
the baby.
Oh, it was awful ! I looked at him — and
boththehismemory.
eyes were crossed." Ray shuddered
at
"But darling," Mrs. Milland replied
patiently, "I thought you knew. A baby
never has control of its eyes up to the first
Thenmonths
there !"was the time Mrs. Milland
three
had the girls over to sew for the Red
Cross. Once again Ray got away from the
studio early. Not wishing to disturb, he
tip-toed in through the back way and of
course right up to Daniel's room. Several
seconds later a wild-eyed, slightly hysterical father burst into the sewing room.
"Get the doctor — call the doctor," he
yelled. "Don't stand there. Do something.
The baby's been hurt." He waved his arms
pleadingly and tore around the room.
Six excited young matrons dropped their
sewing and raced upstairs. Calm but
alarmed, Mrs. Milland pulled the shutters
in the nursery. In the well-lighted room
she took a good look at her son. He was
sleeping beautifully and peacefully. But on
his neck was a huge smear of lip-stick —
left there by one of her guests, who had
secretly stolen a kiss. Ray suddenly
remembered that he had business in the
When the George Murphys presented the
garage.
Millands with a nice new baby buggy, it
was Ray who trundled his son through the
streets of Beverly Hills. At the Murphy
house he placed Dee-Dee in his buggy and
proudly wheeled him home again. At the
studio where he is playing opposite

Carmen Miranda, the sensational South
American night club dancer, makes her
screen debut in the Technicolor film,
"Down Argentine Way," in which she costars with Betty Grable and Don Ameche.
to do is wait ten or fifteen years for his
son to grow up and launch it.
One day Mrs. Milland was in the beauty
under the drier. The operparlor,atorsitting
informed her that Mr. Milland was
on the phone and must speak to her at
once — as it was very important.
"Listen, dear," Ray cried excitedly. "I
was just talking to Henry Kraft. He says
that Dee-Dee should weigh six ounces
more for his age. I think you'd better
take
up to thehere
doctor."
Lethim
it right
be explained
that Henry
Kraft
is
Ray
Milland's
stand-in.
also a new father himself, and likeHeRay,is
considers himself quite an authority on
child raising.
Ordinarily Mrs. Milland is terribly
amused and certainly pleased at Ray's reaction to his new responsibility. But one
day he did give her quite a scare. She had
been out to a charity affair given by the
Edward G. Robinsons. Driving up in front
of her house she discovered Ray pacing

Claudette Colbert
My Every
Love," time
the
commissary
serviceinis"Arise
very bad.
he takes new pictures of the baby, all the
waitresses congregate around the table
while he shows them off.
The sixth of every month is a birthday
occasion for celebration as far as Ray is
concerned. He already has a store-room
filled with mechanical building sets, books
and electric trains. Ray has started piano
lessons because he thinks the influence of
"good music" should be strong in the home.
He takes moving pictures of Daniel David
every month and plans to make this a life
record. When Ray's son grows to be a
man — wonder how he's going to appreciate
those Technicolor nudes ?
There's no doubt that ever since he discovered he was about to become a father,
Ray Milland has been a changed man.
From a travel-loving soldier of fortune, he
has become a settled sane citizen. Once an
escapist who struggled against a confining
routined way of living, Ray has learned
that home is the place where the heart is.
And his heart definitely belongs to Danny
— to say nothing of his wife.
In the meantime his friends are seeing
to it that Ray never forgets that he is one
father who was going to be different from
all the rest. Recently the Fred MacMurrays
spent an evening with the Millands. As
they said good-night, Fred turned to Mrs.
Milland and said: "May we come over
when Ray isn't home? When he took me
upstairs to see the baby, he stood right
in front of me so I couldn't see him anyway. Well, I can put up with that. But
when he offered to show me how to fold
one of those three-cornered sarongs — that's
carrying fatherhood too far for me !"
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"Lysol" could have helped . . .
Romance is all bound up with feminine
daintiness. Even the most loving husband
may find it difficult to forget — or forgive
•— a wife's carelessness, or ignorance, about
intimate personal cleanliness. That's why
so many women use "Lysol" regularly.
Mary was such a perfect home-maker
and mother. When her marriage with John
ended, people called him a brute. They

BY

HUSBANDS

CAN

FORGIVE

product is so widely known and used by
women for this purpose, for 6 reasons:

3. Spreading . . ."Lysol" solutions spread because of low surface tension; virtually search

I. Non-Caustic ... "Lysol", in proper dilution, is gentle, efficient; contains no free
caustic alkali. 2. Effectiveness . . . "Lysol" is
a powerful germicide, active under practical
conditions; effective in the presence of organic matter (dirt, mucus, serum, etc.).

out germs. 4. Economy . . . "Lysol" is concentrated, costs only about one cent an application in proper dilution for feminine hygiene.
5. Odor . . . The cleanly odor of "Lysol" disappears after use. 6. Stability . . . "Lysol"
keeps its full strength no matter how long it is
kept, or how often it might be left uncorked.

never knew John's side of the story. Be
sure that Mary's heartbreak does not become yours. Do YOU use "Lysol" for
feminine hygiene?
Thousands of women, for almost 3 generations, have used "Lysol" disinfectant
for feminine hygiene. Probably no other

FEW

FOR FEMININE HYGIENE
SCREENLAND

■ PASTE THIS COUPON ON A PENNY POSTCARD • •
What Every Woman Should Know
SEND COUPON FOR "LYSOL" BOOKLET
Lehn & Fink Products Corp.
Dept. .S-410, Bloomfield, N. J., U. S. A.
Send me free booklet "Lysol vs. Germs" which tells
the many uses of "Lysol".
Nan
Address..
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Hoodcoat from Philip Shlansky & Bros.
Chicago — Carson, Pirie, Scott Co.
Cleveland — Wm. Taylor Son & Co.
Los
Angeles
Bullock's & Sons Co.
Memphis
— J.— Goldsmith
Miami-— Burdine's Inc.
Minneapolis — The Dayton Co.
Feedbag by R. Appel, Inc.
Buffalo — L. L. Berber
Chicago — Chas. A. Stevens
Cleveland — Halle Bros. Co.
Dallas — Neiman Marcus Co.
Bullock*s
Los Angeles — PAGE
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Reefer by New York Girl Coat Co.
Write for store names

1. Does not harm dresses — does not
irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly checks perspiration for 1
to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration.
4. A pure, white, greaseless, stainless
vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for being
harmless to fabric.
More than 25 MILLION
jars of Arrid have been
sold... Try a jar today.

Beret by Brandt Millinery
Boston — Jordan Marsh Co.
Chicago — Carson, Pirie, Scott Co.
Cincinnati — The John Shillito Co.
Cleveland — The Wm. Taylor Son & Co.
New York — R. H. Macy & Co.
Plaid Bag by Lowy & Mund
Cincinnati — The John Shillito Co.
Dallas — Sanger Bros.
Denver- — Daniels & Fisher
Detroit — The J. L. Hudson Co.
Minneapolis — The Dayton Co.
Striped Topcoat by Julius Nelson
Denver — Neusteter's Suit Co.
Indianapolis — The Wm. H. Block Co.
Philadelphia — Lit Brothers
Calot by Crane Hats
Albany — John G. Meyers Co.
Cleveland— The May Co.
Columbus — The F. & R. Lazarus Co.
Minneapolis — John W. Thomas Co.
New

ARRID
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AT ALL STORES WHICH SELL TOILET GOODS
(Also in 10 cent and* 59 cent jars )
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SONG
POEMS
WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Free Examination. Send Your Poems To
J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC
510-V So. Alexandria
Los Angeles, Calif.

WAKE
LIVER

Your

under-arm

UP

YOUR

BILE

-

Without Calomel— And You'll Jump Out
of Bed
the pour
Morning
Go into
The
liver in
should
2 pintsRarin'
of tile to
juice
your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just decay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stomach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.
It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to
make asyoudirected.
feel "upAmazing
and up."in making
Get a package
Take
bile flowtoday.
freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 100 and 250.
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Dress by Daymour, Inc.
Cliicago — Carson, Pirie, Scott Co.
Cleveland — Halle Bros. Co.
Detroit — The J. L. Hudson Co.
Minneapolis — The Dayton Co.
Ph iladclph ia — John Wanamaker
Hat by Davidson Hats
Boston — Wm. Filene's Sons Co.
Columbus — The Fashion Co.
Indianapolis- — L. S. Avres & Co.
Los Angeles — J. W. Robinson
PAGE 55
Evening Gown by Murray Hamburger
Detroit — Himelhoch Bros. Co.
Lynchburg — J. R. Milner
Memphis — B. Lowenstein & Bros. Inc.
Fur Jacket by Allen Blond
Alliance — Erlanger Drv Goods
Boston — R. H. White Co.
Milwaukee — Herman's
Buster Brown Beret by Brandt Millinery
See Preceding List — Page 53
Suede Bag by R. Appel, Inc.
See Preceding List — Page 52
Loma Leads Dress by Loma Dress Co.
Atlanta—]. M. High & Co.
Cincinnati — Mabley & Carew Company
Detroit — Crowley-Milner & Co.
SCREENLAND

Guide

Fashions

LosStore,
Angeles
Inc.— Broadway Department
Seattle — Frederick & Nelson
Profile Beret by
Boston — Jordan
Cleveland — The
Detroit — The J.

Sperling & Spector
Marsh Co.
May Co.
L. Hudson Co.

Los
Angeles — Bullock's
Minneapolis^-]
ohn W. Thomas Co.
Pittsburgh
—
Kauff
Portland, Oregon —man's
Meier & Frank Co.
San Francisco — The White House
Nailhead Pouch by R. Appel, Inc,
See Preceding List — Page 52
PAGE 56
Freshy Playclothes Slacks by Goldman
Baltimore — Hochschild Kohn & Co.
Boise — Falk Mercantile Co., Ltd.
Canton — Halle Bros. Co.
Cleveland — Halle Bros. Co.
Dallas — Sanger Bros., Inc.
San Francisco — Hale Bros. Stores, Inc.
Washington, D. C. — Lansburgh & Bro.
Corduroys by Goldman Co.
See list above
rop
Cablestitched Socks by Mavis Hosiery
Hartford — Sage, Allen & Company
New York — Lord & Taylor
New York — Bonwit Teller, Inc.
Washington, D. C. — Woodward & LothMoccasin Playshoes by A. Sandbr
Chicago — The Fair, Inc.
Los Angeles — The May Co.
Milwaukee — Boston Store
New York — R. H. Macy & Co.
Portland, Ore. — Meier & Frank
St. Louis — Famous-Barr Co.
San Francisco — The White House
Calot by Crane Hats
See Preceding List — Page 53
PAGE 57
Jumper by Goldman Co.
See Preceding List — Page 56
Joan Kenley Blouse by Mitcheft &
Weber
Chicago — Mandel Bros.
Nezv York — James McCreery & Co.
Gadget Bag by Lesco Ltd.
Baltimore — Hochschild Kohn & Co.
Indianapolis — The Wm. H. Block Co.
Newark — L. Bamberger & Co.
New York — Franklin Simon & Co.
Plaid Outfit by Shepherd Knitwear
Newark — L. Bamberger & Co.
Salt Lake City — Grace P. Hawks
PAGE
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"Georgiana" Dress by Tabin-Picker
Chicago — Carson, Pirie, Scott Co.
Cincinnati — The John Shillito Co.
Cleveland — The May Co.
Columbus — The F. & R. Lazarus Co.
St. Louis — Famous-Barr Co.
PAGE
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Coro Pearls by Cohn-Rosenberger
Cincinnati — Mabley & Carew
Cleveland — -The May Co.
New York — Franklin Simon & Co.
San Francisco — The White House
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"A

Miracle

A

for

is happening

to You

right

now

'NEW-BORN-SKIN'

your

OLDER

Skin
P'^^^^^S^
YlVVM/VVW
Is that possible? Yes it is! It is not only possible, it
is certain. For right now, nature is bringing you a
wonderful gift, a gift of a New-Born

Skin. It can

make you look younger, it can make you look lovelier and my 4-Purpose Face Cream can bring to this
New-Born Skin a newer and more flattering beauty.
JUST BENEATH your present skin lies a younger and a
lovelier one! Yes, with every tick of the clock, with
every mortal breath you draw, a new skin is coming to life
on your face, your arms, your entire body.
Will it be a more glamorous skin ? Can it make you look
more youthful? Yes, says Lady Esther, it can! If . . .
If only you will let my 4-Purpose Faoe Cream help you
to free your skin from those tiny, almost invisible flakes
of worn-out skin that must be removed gently before
your new-born skin can be revealed in all its glory!
Why should any woman risk this menace to her youthful loveliness? Yes, why should she be a victim of her old,
her worn-out, her lifeless skin? asks Lady Esther.
My 4-Purpose Face Cream gently, soothingly permeates
these lifeless flakes . . . and the tiny rough spots vanish!
Impurities are lightly whisked away . . . your skin looks
fresh as youth itself ... so smooth that powder stays on
for hours! Lady Esther Face Cream cleanses so thoroughly
and 50 gently that it actually helps nature refine the pores !
All the world sees your skin in all its New-Born Beauty!
Ask Your Doctor About Your Face Cream
Only the purest of creams can make your budding skin as
beautiful as it should be.
Ask your doctor, and all the better if he is a specialist
on the skin. Ask him if he has ever, for any skin condition,
administered vitamins or hormones through the medium
of a face cream.
Ask him if every word Lady Esther says isn't true— that
her cream removes the dirt, impurities, and worn-out skin
beclouding your new skin about to be born!
Try my 4-Purpose Face Cream at my expense. See if it
doesn't bring you New-Born Beauty— if it doesn't keep
your Accent on Youth!

Lady Esther,
7132 West 65th St., Chicago, III.
(60)
Please send me your generous sample tube of
Lady Esther Face Cream; also nine shades of
Face Powder, free and postpaid.
Name
Address.
City_

The Miracle of Reborn Skin
Your skin is constantly wearing out —
drying — flaking off almost invisibly. But
it is immediately replaced by new-born
skin — always crowding upward and outward. Lady Esther says you can help
make each rebirth of your skin a true
Rebirth of Beauty!

-State- 87
OZ/ you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)
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Although Loretta
Young and Tom
Lewis, left, had
hoped that their
wedding would not
be
has typical
come oftowhat
be
known as a "Hollyturned wood
out wedding,"
to be it
a
real movie star affair. More than three
thousand persons
milled about outside
the church to catch
a glimpse of Loretta.
International

Loretta

Young

Finds

Real

Love

At

Last!

Continued from page 28
learned, with only their families and a few
very
Following breakfast
the wedding-at
there close
will friends.
be a wedding
Loretta's home. Georgianna, Loretta's
youngest sister, will be her only attendant.
Dr. Charles Lewis, New York physician,
will be his brother's best man. Inasmuch as
her last venture into matrimony was ten
years ago when, little more than a child,
she eloped with tall, handsome Grant
Withers (her mother later had the marriage annulled), Loretta is very eager this
time to be married in a church. Both Loretta and Tom are Catholics.
After a month's honeymoon — in Mexico
City, they hope — Loretta and Tom will
move into their new home on Camden
Drive in
Beverly
Hills. It's
about
their
new house.
Tomveryis amusing
a radio
executive with the advertising agency of
Young and Rubicam and has to spend his
time commuting back and forth from New
York to Hollywood. About six months
ago when he and Loretta decided to get
married he was suddenly called back to
New York before they could make many
of their plans. But he phoned her from
New York that he wanted to buy her a
home and would she please go ahead and
select it so they could have it ready to
move into after the honeymoon. Although
he is quite a big shot in the advertising
world, Tom's salary is nothing like a
movie star'sbetter
salarythan
— butLoretta
he hadselected.
expected
something
As soon as business permitted he flew
back to Hollywood and Loretta gleefully
drove him over to Beverly Hills. "It was
night," Loretta told me, "but of course
with the lights he could see perfectly.
When we drove up in front of the house
his face fell a mile. 'Are you sure this is
it, darling?'
he disappointment.
said, trying awfully hard
not
to show his
" 'Oh, come on inside,' I said cheerfully,
'you'll
be crazyeach
about
it.' the
Whensizeheof saw
the bedrooms,
about
an
office desk, he tried awfully hard to smile,
but he actually looked sick. When we were
leaving we ran into a man in the driveway who just made the evening complete.
The man said, 'You folks won't like that
house. It's terrible. I moved away from
the neighborhood on account of it.' "
But what poor Tom, a bachelor of
thirty-seven, didn't realize is that a house,
as is, never means anything to Loretta.
She can take a shambles, and this little
bungalow on Camden Drive was as near a
shambles as you can find in Beverly Hills,
and change it in a few months' time into
one of the most attractive and charming
homes 88you could ever wish for. Loretta

and her mother both have the knack of
home-making, and both of them know interior decorating from A to Z. For several
years Loretta and her mother have been
buying ugly old houses and transforming
them into model homes, as sort of a sidebusiness.
But poor
Tom sick
didn't atknow
that.lineNo
wonder
he was
his
stomach when he saw those teensy-weensy
bedrooms, that horrible Mexican stucco,
and those early California tiles. But just
wait until he sees it when he arrives for
his wedding! The eight bedrooms (it was
formerly owned by a Mexican family who
added a new room every time they had
a baby) have now become three very large,
airy bedrooms, with wonderful bay windows. It's still one of the smallest homes
in Beverly Hills, it's all on one floor, but
it's decidedly one of the most charming.
Loretta is as pleased as punch. So is little
Judy, the baby Loretta adopted in 1936.
And Tom is due for a surprise.
Loretta met Tom Lewis two years ago,
and it wasn't love at first sight. Tom was
sent out by Young and Rubicam to manage the Screen Guild Show. He always
appeared at dress rehearsals and it was
at a dress rehearsal of her first appearance
on the Screen Guild Show that Loretta
met him. Tom and Glenda Farrell were
going together at the time, and Loretta
was going with Bob Riskin, so when they
met they merely said, "How do you do"
quite casually. A year later — Loretta was
going with David Niven, Jock Whitney,
Broderick Crawford and her agent, Myron
Selznick, at the time — they met again at
a radio rehearsal, and this time Tom
wasn't quite so casual. He asked for a
date, and got it. But before the romance
got off to a good start he had to return
to New York. But on his next trip out
he made up for lost time. He and Loretta
were able to keep their engagement a
secret in gossipy Hollywood because he
was out of town so often. But we who
know Loretta knew that little minx was
up to something several months ago.
Always a live, vital person, with more
energy than any fifteen Glamor Girls,
Loretta suddenly seemed to take on a very
soft mellow glow. On the set of "A DocTakes admitted
a Wife" tooneme day
downtor and
thatsheshebroke
had
never been so happy, and so much in love,
in all her life. "But I can't tell you about
it," she said, "I'm superstitious." I saw
her
Ciro's
Tom allone
night and I
knew atthen
whatwith
it was
about.
Mrs. Belzer, Loretta's mother, announced
Loretta's engagement to Tom Lewis three
weeks before the marriage at a gay lunch-

eon tiful
in the
garden
of Loretta's
veryasbeauBel Air
home.
(As soon
the
Camden Drive bungalow is complete Loretta will sell this estate.) There, of course,
were Loretta's three sisters, all famous for
their beauty, Georgianna, Sally (Mrs.
Norman Foster), and Polly Ann (Mrs.
Carter Hermann). Also her best friends
among
stars and
producers'
wives.
Will movie
Tom Lewis
be happy
married
to
a Career Woman? Will Loretta Young be
happy married to a man who must spend
part of his time in New York? Even before
those two nice young people reached the
altar, Hollywood was beginning to ponder
over their future. Those long distance marriages have a habit of breaking up pretty
quickly in Hollywood. But I think I can
safely tions.
answer
both of those
quesTom has "yes"
been to
associated
with movie
stars and career women in his radio and
advertising business long enough to understand thoroughly their temperaments and
idiosyncrasies. Loretta has been acting before the camera for twenty-two years (she
made her first picture at the age of five)
and taking her away from pictures would
be like cutting her heart out. Fortunately,
Tom is a very understanding person. He
admires Loretta as an actress and has no
intention of interfering with her career.
Loretta realizes that she probably will
not have Tom with her all the time but
she is planning things so that it will certainly be for most of the time. Loretta is
a very important star now, she is under
contract to no studio, and she can pick and
choose her pictures as she pleases. Like
most top-notch stars she plans to make only
two, or three at the most, a year. (About
eight years ago she made fourteen in one
year.) That will give her much leisure
time which she can spend with Tom in
New York. "I've never lived any place
except Hollywood since I was a four-yearold kid," said Loretta. "I think I shall like
living
New York
Both in Loretta
and for
Toma change."
are crazy about
children so it's my bet that they'll be adding
a nursery to the Beverly Hills house before
another fall rolls around. When Tom told
Loretta that his brother, Charles, was an
obstetrician Loretta was quite pleased. "It's
a When
good omen,"
told me.
Loretta she
becomes
Mrs. Tom Lewis,
Hollywood will lose its most glamorous
and popular bachelor girl. Loretta has been
"in society" in Hollywood for the past
four
or fivestar
years
and dare
no producer's
wife
or movie
would
give a party
without inviting her. Not that they were
always so terribly fond of Loretta but
because all the eligible young men would
rebel. Every place that Loretta went she
always found plenty of escorts, and this in
a town where males are at a premium. But
life in Hollywood hasn't always been just
a series of gay parties and handsome
escorts for Loretta. She has had more than
her share of heartaches. There was her
first tragic heartbreak when she discovered
that she had acted too impetuously when
she eloped with handsome Grant Withers at
the age of seventeen. There was the
nervous breakdown she had the year after
she made those fourteen pictures, when for
months and months she had to stay flat on
her back in bed without talking to anyone.
Being romantically inclined she has fancied
herself in love several times with men who
were not worthy of her, and the resultant
publicity has caused her plenty of shame.
Yes, lovely Loretta has had her share of
heartaches in Hollywood and all her many
friends are now so pleased that she is
marrying a man on whom everyone places
a stamp of approval. As one of her closest
friends, a girl who loves Loretta dearly,
said, "Isn't it wonderful that Loretta is
marrying Tom? To think that she had
sense enough to pick a swell guy like that !"

Gentle

Titan

Continued from page 34
owner-drivers, you see. The family has
three hotels in England. 1 was supposed to
be a hotel-keeper myself but I was a vast
disappointment; I became a strolling
player." He rubbed his face sheepishly. "In
a Mother Goose panto, of all things!"
When he talks he phrases his thoughts
precisely, and clothes them in diction that
is a caress to the ear. He swears only
occasionally, but salts his observations with
original, bawdy passages that linger in the
memory. "I don't believe anyone has ever
accused me of temperament," he says.
"Only Leo McCarey, a fine director if ever
there was one, planned with me to rid ourselves of a peculiarly odious supervisor by
having me feign temperament. That worked
out very satisfactorily. This meddling fellow had no ideas to offer, you see. He
simply botched things. Mind you, most of
the men in charge are efficient chaps. But
this lad was a bounder. We agreed that
whenever he came on our set Leo would
take him to one side and explain that I
was one of those terribly temperamental
foreigners, hard to handle, touchy, all that.
Then he would escort me, storming, from
the set, and we would retire to my dressing room for a drink. By the time we returned to the set our friend the termite
would be gone."
After our interview there was a portrait
sitting scheduled. "Why should anyone
want to take my picture?" groused the
tubby tragedian. "Why should I ask?" he
countered. "If there were no dismal tasks
like sitting for stills and the like, acting
would be altogether too perfect. I suppose
it's the law of compensation. We have fun

"We've

been

doing 'Sidewalks of London' and scaring
little children in 'Hunchback,' then we must
pay for it by participating in the bloody
Outside a horde of autograph seekers
ballyhoo."
rose
out of the ground to plague Mr.
Laughton for his signature. Silently, rapidly, he wrote his way into the waiting car.
En route he entertained us with a repertoire of limericks classic in concept and
pregnant with double entendre* One short
observation I remember :
There are two parts to every horse
One of which is rather coarse.
"There is, you know, a distinctly British
brand of humor," Laughton commented,
"that I should like to try in a picture some
time. There is the story, for example, of
the old duke who was virtually a fixture
in the window of a swank, conservative
club, and was finally induced to travel
in the subway to see how the other half
lived. He was led down the stairs, all
amaze, bought his ticket, and watched the
ticket-chopper punch it. 'I say, my good
fellow,' he asked, 'how long have you been
down here?' 'Ten years, sir,' said the
ticket-chopper. 'And you've been doing this
all that time?' queried his lordship. 'Yessir,' says the attendant. Me lord gazes at
the ticket in his hand in admiration. 'Well,
I must
say, accompanying
you do it very nicely.'
To the
polite "laughter
Laughton explained that that was the
essence of British humor. It's off-beat, he
pointed out, ending in a thud, while American humor ends at the top of the laugh.
That he understands American humor as
well as British was beautifully demonstrated
by his performance of Rugglcs in "Ruggles
of Red Gap." He had to fight to be permitted to make that picture and the company was shunted to leftover sets and

vacant corners of the lot to do it. "All during the memorable Gettysburg address,"
said Laughton,
from
the 1<K0 "hammering
lot next door,could
and be
onlyheard
one
take was free from this interference.
" 'Ruggles' is my favorite of all pictures,"
says the Englishman, "because it presents
British and American viewpoints sympathetically, and because it enabled me to
show my very genuine affection for America, although I wish you would consider
that off the record." So^ sincere was his
remark that it must stay in, nevertheless.
At the studio photographers were ready
in force, and a receptionist with pretty legs
waved Mr. Laughton toward an elaborately
arranged dressing-room. Where the average
star would have made a dash for the makeup table, the imperturbable Englishman
waved it aside, and stalked in to the
brilliantly lighted studio, looking like a
busman on a holiday. He was asked to pose
in a dark coat rather than the light one
he was wearing. His secretary produced a
brown, tweedy sport coat that looked as if
it had been slept in, kicked about, and
finally discarded.
"This should do, eh?" said Charlie, holding it across his arm in Bond Street salesman manner. "It's hairy and British, what
they
He slipped
on
withoutexpect,
furtherisn't
ado.it?"
A lock
of hair it
hung
over one eye, his face was shiny, his tie
rumpled, but that was the way Laughton
was going to be photographed, if at all.
They had unearthed a prop Corinthian
column which they suggested he lean
against, pensive chin in hand, eyes seeking
a far-off land. "Yes, yes, of course I understand," said Laughton agreeably, "you want
good old number three." He eyed the
camera with a fine sneer. "When I was a
King in Babylon, and you were a Christian
slave," he murmured softly.
After the portrait had been completed,
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For over 35 years delicious,
wholesome Pepsi-Cola has been
a family favorite. Now a favorite
with millions— the big, 1 2-ounce
bottle is packed with flavor . . .
and one handy Home Carton

And this is the big,
new, streamlined
89
bottle of PepsiCola,
favorite
with
millions. . . because
it's bigger and
better I

takes care of a big family. Pleasing to the taste . . . easy on the
purse . . . that's Pepsi-Cola.
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Aac* on your ACTM
/ist/
Do you still give up activity and give-in to
suffering at your time of functional menstrual pain? Millions of women no longer
do — for they've learned about Midol !
For your own comfort and release from
calendar slavery, try this new formula.
Midol contains no opiates. One ingredient
is prescribed frequently by thousands of
doctors. Another ingredient, exclusively
in Midol, reinforces the relief most users
enjoy by reducing spasmodic pain peculiar
to the menstrual period.
If you have no organic disorder calling
for medical or surgical attention, Midol
should give you the comfort for which
you've often hoped. If it doesn't, consult
your doctor. All drugstores have Midol.
Five tablets, more than enough for a convincing trial, only 20^; 12 tablets, 40^.

RELIEVES

FUNCTIONAL
Clear,

PERIODIC

PAIN

Soothe

TIRED®
EYES
IN SECONDS!

Laughton was asked to do a series of character shots, and sitting cosily at a table he
proceeded to recall Captain Bligh, Javert
and others in an unforgettable gallery of
characterizations. When lie wanted one
particular expression he repeated a speech
from "Payment Deferred," which set him
perfectly for the pose he was seeking.
"I'm no good at these blasted stills," he
remarked, "and I hate to do them."
His picture in work is "They Knew
What They Wanted." He wants most of
all to do a domestic comedy with his wife,
Elsa Lanchester. "Something honest and
simple, similar to 'The First Year' but with
deeper
implications,
please."
Address
your scripts
to Mr. Laughton,
and rest assured that if he gets his hands
on the one he has in mind, the resulting
picture will be worth seeing. When he's
good, he's the best.

Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page 19
names," twinkled Cecilia, "so we're sure
he will be a boy. All my family go in for
strings of names — mine is really Cecilia
Mary Elizabeth. Not a bad idea, because
if you don't like one you have a choice."
Cecilia wasn't kidding about her hobby.
When she and Dick were married, her
mother-in-law presented her with a bound,
typewritten book containing the Baldwin
family recipes, with complete details of
the preparation of each dish.
"I'd never cooked until then," reported
Cecilia, "but the book was so intriguing
and I felt so hungry as I read it that I
decided to see what I could do. The more
you cook, the more interested you get.
Some of the dishes we're having for breakfast today came out of the Baldwin book.
"If you entertain with a breakfast, the
meal is usually served so late that your
guests
enormous
appetites.
I've
found itwork
best up
to have
at least
one hearty
dish and surround it with plenty of varied
breads, lots of coffee and jellies and jams.
This is my menu today :
Fruit
Mexican
Eggs Ham

Only
TWO are
DROPSneeded
of this to
eye SOOTHE
specialist's
formula
and
REFRESH dull, tired eyes ... Its special
EXCLUSIVE ingredient quickly CLEARS eyes
red and inflamed *(from late hours,
fatigue, driving, overindulgence, etc.).

Thousands prefer stainless, sanitary,
safe EVE-GENE, because it is quickly
EFFECTIVE in making EYES FEEL GOOD.
WASH your eyes with EYE-GENE
today. On sale at drug,depart
ment and ten-cent stores.
USE

EYE-GENE
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Pecan Caramel Rolls
Orange Bread
Boysenberry Jam
Gingerbread Men
Coffee
As we live in a Mexican house, I feel
I'm keeping up the atmosphere when I
serve Mexican ham, and lots of our guests
are quite mad about it."
MEXICAN HAM
Trim off the fat from a good-sized slice
of ham and put it in the skillet and cook
until crisp. Then add the ham and cook
until brown on both sides. Make the following mixture and sprinkle on ham.
2 tablespoons sugar
Yi teaspoon chili powder
Continue to cook slowly until glazed on
both sides. Remove to a warm platter and
keep hot. Drain off all the fat except
4 teaspoons. Blend in 4 teaspoons flour,
Yz teaspoon salt and a few grains of pepper and l/i cup water. Boil two minutes
stirring constantly. Then stir in Yi cup
Pet milk. Heat thoroughly and serve with
the ham.
"We'll eat Baldwin Orange Bread with
the ham. I had the dough made into rolls
today because they make a prettier picture,
SCRE

ENLAND

and the Pecan Caramel Rolls are wonderful with jam. The recipe for the Gingerbread Men is not new."
PECAN CARAMEL

ROLLS

1 cup boiling potato water
Yz
cup butter
sugar and Crisco mixed
Yz cup
teaspoon
salt Swansdown flour
4Yz cups
of sifted
2 tablespoons warm water
Y* teaspoon sugar
Fleischmann's
yeast cake
21 beaten
eggs
Mix potato water, sugar and butter and
salt and cool to lukewarm. Soften yeast
in warm water and sugar and add to the
first mixture. Add the beaten eggs and
stir in 2 cups of flour and beat thoroughly. Add the remaining 2 cups flour, stir
in and do not knead. Place this in the
refrigerator. When ready to use, roll dough
on floured board to Y? inch thickness.
Spread with pecan mixture and let stand
and rise for three hours. Bake at 400
degrees for thirty minutes.
PECAN CARAMEL
1 cup brown sugar

FROSTING

Y*
Ya teaspoon
cup water Burnetts Vanilla
Y2 cup chopped pecans
2 egg whites
Boil sugar and water to the soft ball
stage. Pour gradually on stiffly beaten
egg whites. Add vanilla and beat until
stiff enough to hold its shape. Add nuts,
mix well and spread on top and sides.
ORANGE BREAD
4 cups sifted flour
4 teaspoons Royal Baking Powder
1 teaspoon salt
2 eggs
cup sugar Crisco
4Yz tablespoons
1 y} cups water
1 cup candied orange peel *
Mix and _ sift dry ingredients. Cut the
shortening into it as for baking powder
biscuits. Add eggs, water and orange
peel and stir well. Place in a greased loaf
pan and let stand for ten minutes. Preheat your oven at 375 degrees and bake at
350 for one hour.

"We're serving grapes today, on account of we raise grapes on our valley
acreage. _ Do I seem to boast? Half our
land is in grapes out there and Dick calls
it's
him have
I tell we
Wrath.
of that
Grapes
the
because
call it
fair to
not place
three peach trees, two nectarines, an apricot and simply scads of boysenberries.
We made our jam from our own ranch.
I've come to the place where I look at
growing fruit and mentally figure out
what to do with it, instead of sitting there
admiring the picture it makes, as I used
to do before I became a cooking fiend.
"I made a fruit pie from the ranch
fruit today which you may eat if you
have any New England blood in you. New
Englanders always like pie for breakfast.
The pastry is a sacred Baldwin recipe and
I have marvelous luck with it. Dick's
so fond of pie, and almost the first thing
I tried to make was apple pie. Everyone
had told me to be sure to use green
apples for pie and I looked for the greenest I could find. They were so sour I
couldn't swallow them, but Dick ate that
pie, to his everlasting glory, and said he
PASTRY A LA BALDWIN
liked it!"
1Y cups of sifted flour
Y cup Crisco
salt
2Yi toteaspoon
4 tablespoons
ice water
To insure flaky pastry, cut in the Crisco

to the size of peas with a fork or knife.
Do not handle too much or it will be
tough. After adding the ice water, let
it stand for a while or better still put
it in the refrigerator for a time. Then roll
out with a light motion to Y& inch thickness. Bake at 425 degrees until the filling
is cooked.
"I have two delicious recipes for pies
that are a grand success this- time of the
year, oi- any time through the holidays,"
she went on. "The gingersnap crust to the
pumpkin pie is something you shouldn't
miss !"
PUMPKIN CHIFFON PIE
(Filling for one 9" pie)
1 envelope Knox unflavored gelatine
Y\ cup cold water
\%. cups canned pumpkin
Yz cup milk
Yz teaspoon ginger
Yz teaspoon nutmeg
Yz teaspoon cinnamon
Yz teaspoon salt
1 cup sugar
3 eggs
Soften gelatine in cold water. Beat egg
yolks, add Yz cup of the sugar, pumpkin,
milk, salt and spices (Burnetts). Cook in
double boiler until custard consistency,
stirring constantly. Add softened gelatine
to hot custard and stir until- dissolved.
Cool, and when mixture begins to thicken,
fold in egg whites beaten stiff and to
which remaining one-half of the sugar
has been added. Pour into baked pie shell
or crumb crust and chill. When firm, garnish with whipped cream if desired.
GINGERSNAP CRUST
XYz cups gingersnap crumbs
Y\ cup powdered sugar
Yz cup butter
Cream butter and sugar together and

blend in crumbs. Pack firmly into pie
tin and chill before pouring in filling.
HONEY

LEMON CHIFFON TARTS
(Serves 6)
1 envelope Knox unflavored gelatine
4 eggs
Ya cup cold water

Yz cup honey
Yz cup lemon juice
Yz teaspoon salt
cup sugar grated lemon rind.
1Yi teaspoon
Beat yolks, add honey, lemon juice and
salt. Cook in double boiler until custard
consistency, stirring constantly. Soften
gelatine in cold water and dissolve in hot
custard. Add grated lemon rind. Cool and
when mixture begins to thicken, fold in
stiffly beaten whites in which J/3 cup sugar
has been added. Pour into baked tart
shells and chill. May be garnished with
whipped cream just before serving.
"Speaking of food, you should listen in
on the women in the Hardy pictures. During our latest picture, 'Andy Hardy Meets
Debutante,' Fay Holden and Ann Rutherford and I were always telling each
other how to fix some dish in a new way.
One dish we evolved together and Dick is
simply mad about is a potato salad."
POTATO SALAD
4 medium sized potatoes sliced
1 small onion sliced
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
cup Heinz
4Y2 slices
diced vinegar
bacon
2 tablespoons sugar
Yz teaspoon Gulden's mustard
Yz
Saltcupandwater
pepper to taste
Combine ingredients and cook at high
heat for five minutes, low heat for twenty
minutes and off heat for S to 15 minutes.

Pat O'Briens

Message

to American

Youth,

Continued from page 27
home in their chauffeur-driven limousines
and thinking to myself, 'You horses' necks,
you !' That's why I always drive my own
car. I'm scared some of you kids might
see me, as I rolled by in a limousine,
with the same bitter, scathing thoughts
in your minds.
"But this danger of getting soft, inside
and out, that's what I want to emphasize.
It's cars
the age
in, and
of course;
it's
the
and we
the live
radios
the motion
pictures and all the cushions and shortIt's because
have cutstoof civilization.
use our brawn
and beefwe asdon't
we
once did, don't have to get the bread we
eat by labor that makes us sweat. I tell
you, kids, I wouldn't give a hoot for a
man that didn't have some sweat in his
"Well,
anyway,
you ofkids,
there's soft
not
much
excuse
for any
us getting
today, is there, with America needing all
we've got to give? There's a stiffer game
past.
than football going on. I am no warmonger, kids. I don't want my children
to grow up believing that the goose-step
is more beautiful than the waltz or that
the bugle call is better music than Irish
folk-songs. But I do feel that we've got
to face the facts of existence as they
are in the world today. And I do feel
we can't be softies, don't dare to be softies,
or we'll get our faces pushed in.
"The facts being what they are, it seems
to me to be of vital importance that you
kids have some knowledge of war and
of how to take care of yourselves, how
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You'll soy It's so good so long . . . for you will enjoy BeechNut's tastier flavor a longer time. Why? It's delightfully
different. That's because the finest flavors that go into
Beech-Nut Gum are mixed through and through. You
have your choice of 7 tempting varieties.
Full-flavored Peppermint, Spearmint, Oralgum
4 flavors of BEECHIES (Candy Coated)
Peppermint, Spearmint, Pepsin, Cinnamon
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HURRY! HURRY I SEE THE N.Y. WORLD'S FAIR
Be sure to visit the Beech-Nut Building. If you
drive near the lovely Mohawk Valley of New
York, stop at Canajoharie and see how BeechNut products are made.
SCREENLAND

SHE OFTEN

FELT "LEFT OUT OF

THINGS" ... HER GLASS

SAID

Orphan Skin? What's that? Briefly, OrphanSkin is neglected skin . . . dull, sallow, often
cily skin with its true, natural beauty masked by
a film of deep-down dirt. Yes, dirt! What to do?
Try this, as many women have with excellent results. Put a hot towel on your face to open the
pores. Then, with the tips of the fingers, apply
Pompeian Milk Massage Cream. Work it gently
into the pores . . . massage it off, and with it the
dull, dingy film. Use another hot towel, then a
cold one or an astringent. Repeat the treatment as
directed and let your mirror tell you what a blessing Pompeian Massage Cream can be. Send 10c for
generous jar! Begin treatments now!
Send 10c for big sample
The Pompeian Co., Baltimore, Md.
Enclosed is 10 cents. Please send
jar of Pompeian Massage Cream.
Name

Address...

City..

.State..
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HOLLYWOOD STARS ARE
THRILLED BY "YOU" THE
LATEST SENSATION MAKE-UP
"YOU" — the magic discovery is
replacing" old methods. Follow the
"Stars"
bv leading"
own set.
1.
"YOU"
is a 3your
fold
beauty
aid — cleanser,
hand liquid
lotion
and
powder
base
in
one.
2. A waterproof liquid powder
and rouge giving"
comloveliness toradiant
dancers, plexion
exercisers.
Twoswimmers^
full size
bottles of "YOU" for l.OO.
Abbot Mfg. Co., Inc., 551 5th Ave., New York, N. Y.
I enclose
make-up
set. $1.00. Kindly send "YOU"r 2 bottle
Na
me
Address .
■
(Please Print)
SO
ORIGINAL SONG POEMS
any subject for immediate consideration.
WANTED
Don't delay — send your
poem at once to —
RICHARD BROS., 28 Woods Building. Chicago, III.
KIDNEYS
MUST

REMOVE

EXCESS
ACIDS
Help IS Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste
If you have an excess of acids in your blood, your 15
miles of kidney tubes may be over-worked. These tiny
niters and tubes are working day and night to help
Nature rid your system of excess acids and poisonous
waste.
When disorder of kidney function permits poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning sometimes shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.
Kidneys may need help the same as bowels, so ask
your
Pills, give
used happy
successfully
by
millionsdruggist
for overfor40Doan's
years. They
relief and
will help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.
92

to defend your loved ones if war comes.
And I mean first-hand knowledge, not the
kind you read in books. Any older man
who says less to you kids may eventually
regret his soft-heartedness and softheadedness. You kids, if you are unprepared, won't thank older men either, if
and when you need preparedness.
"It isn't a happy world just now kids,
let's
although
hereforin which
the United
Statesface
we it,
have
so much
to be
grateful we ought to make God Bless
America our theme song, our prayer, and
the tune we whistle while we work ! And
if it is necessary for Americans to preserve that happiness and that freedom
of right
thought
action
all
if weandever
lose which
it, then we'll
I, forvalue
one,
am in favor of fighting. And kids, what
I mean is— fighting. And I can only say
to yo.i kids that I want my son to be ready
to fight too.
"Don't misunderstand me, please. I
wouldn't
want myhe son
to beon a that
professional
soldier unless
fixed
career
for himself. But I do feel that every American boy should have some military or
naval training, enough to provide him
with a running start if his country needs
him. I have little patience with a father
who says he will never let his son fight
in a war. There are worse things than
wars and unhappier fates than being killed
in a war defending home, loved ones,
the rights of free men generally. Naturally,
I hope I may never be called upon to
sacrifice my own in battle. But if the
day should come when the fathers of
America must send their sons to war I
hope mine will be the first to go. I hope
I have courage enough and conviction
enough to give him1 my blessing when he
goes. In the meantime, and may it be a
long, long meantime, PREPARE! Of
course, prepare.
"That's why Knute Rockne believed in
football like he did. Not only as a great
game did he believe in it, but also as
a means of preparedness for a bigger and
greater game — Life. He believed football
was necessary to the progress of a nation.
He believed you kids could get rid of flaccidity by playing football. He said once,
addressing his team, 'Any of you young
high school stars who don't want to learn
to block and tackle, turn in your suits tonight. Football is a game for men who can
think and think fast. Any of you who are
slow on the uptake,' he said, 'cure it or
get out. I expect you to work hard on the
field but I also expect you to maintain a
high average in your studies.' And another time, 'Anyone who thinks he can
make the team because he can kick and

run, get out immediately.'
Mr. and Mrs. Edward G. Robinson were among
the music - lovers
who braved the
crowds to attend
the big opening
concert at the
Hollywood Bowl.

Len Weissman

SCREENLAND

"D'you get what he meant, kids? He
meant you can't have soft' brains any
more than you can have soft bodies. He
meant you can't just kick and run and
make
team.
meant
you've
be
keen at
the He
subtler
tactics
of got
blockto and
tackle,
He i:imeant,
thatwant
you'veto
got
to too.
be fit
every I'm
way sure,
if you
make only
any beef
team and
in life.
He didn't
think ita
was
brawn
that makes
football player he knew it was brains, too.
He wanted thinking men on his team. He
said so, often.
"So, you can take it from Rockne, kids,
don't let yourselves get soft inside or out,
body or brain. Athletic training is the finest
thing
to preventit just
that.
doesn'tso have
to
be football,
can be
anyIt sport
long
as
goodlike
at it.
And you
don't have
to you're
be built
Tarzan
or Gargantua,
either. Knute Rockne should make you
little fellers feel good, too, you kids who
aren't six-footers with muscles like ships'
cable. Just abecause
that brawn
it isn't;
altogether
matter heof knew
beef and
that brains, being quick on the uptake
count, too.
"Why he even took his team to a musical comedy one night to watch some chorus
girls work. And watching them, he conceived the idea for a backfield shift that
had all the grace and flowing rhythm of
a perfectly executed dance routine. Rhythm
on the field, he stressed that. And you
don't have to be Man Mountain Dean to
have rhythm. And if I'm not getting in
too
deep,
I might
it's
mighty
useful
to have point
rhythmoutin that
life, too,
in everything we do. Because rhythm is
poise and balance and stance and control.
"And let me tell you, kids, the fact
that I played football in my twenties has
saved me lots of embarrassment now that
I'm forty. In this picture I have to get out
there and throw passes, kick, run, even
score a touchdown against the Army. I
have to play with kids in their twenties,
too. And had I not, twenty years previous, got in this condition and kept in it,
I would have looked an awful bum out
there, at forty. It would have been pretty
embarrassing for me, too, if I'd had to
have a double do' my playing for me. I
didn't have to. I can thank football and
hard work for that. Because football always
kept me concentrating on the idea that I
should football
keep in you
condition.
played
never Once
entirelyyou've
lose
that idea. It's a good thing, too. Because
it isn't only on the field that you have
to make passes, run, kick, block and tackle,
if you follow me.
"What I want to say to you kids is
this : Do a little hard work. I mean HARD

* Joan Bennett and Francis Lederer
in 20th Century - Fox's new hit
"The Man 1 Married."

work. Even if you don't have to, even
you dodon't
are so well
if yourto folks
have
do anything,
go fixed
out and
it,
anyway. Know what it means to sweat
and strain and ache. Know what it is to
do work that uses you up, that takes
everything you've got to give. That's how
you find out how much you've got to give.
And if you don't have to work and work
hard, athletics are all the more necessary.
They make you work. And on the football field, on the baseball diamond, the
mama's boy gets kicked in the teeth, evenStephen, with the hard-boiled hooligan
from Hogan's Alley.
"I know I'm going to stress athletic
routine with my own son, to toughen his
fibre and his mind, also to counter-balance
too much going to the movies, listening
to the radio, taking it easy in a car.
Not that I don't think movies and radio
have their part in the lives of you kids.
They have. They're a part and a big one,
of our times. But the movies _ and the
radio, unless you're working in them,
are not your activities. You're just audience, watching the other fellows work.
It's
a
bad thing to be in the audience
too much.
"Just so you won't think I'm handing
you a line I didn't follow myself, I'll
tell you kids a few of _ the jobs I had
when I was a kid — just in case you have
any fancy ideas about us fellows in pictures springing, full-born, into stardom. I
sold newspapers, worked for the American
Express Company hauling heavy trunks
and crates. When I was 12 I had the
Saturday Evening Post route. When I
was 14 I had an early morning paper
route and had to get up at four o'clock
in
the morning
to be
in timeasfora
school.
I was 17so's
when
I worked
blacksmith's helper in Chicago, also in
a railroad shop. None of these were jobs
you could do wearing white kid gloves.
At 18 I enlisted in the Navy and found
myself on top of a coal pile, shovelling the
stuff. I played football at that time, too,
with the Signal School Football Team.
"I started to college after I got out of
the Navy. The summer preceding my
matriculation at Marquette University (I
only stayed two years) I laid concrete
sidewalks mixing cement and concrete by
hand. I studied law at Marquette. I was
night-clerk in a dry-goods store. I was
pin-boy in a bowling-alley. I worked my
way all through school.
" 'But,' you may say, 'I don't want to
do that kind of work. / want to be a doctor or a lawyer or an artist. I know what
/ . want to do.' So, all right. So did I
know what I wanted to do, I wanted to be
an actor. I wanted to be an actor ever
since I could think. But I had to eat. I
had to get some mental discipline first.
I had to live a little life before I could
make-believe. I had to learn we don't get
zvhat we want without working for it. No
kidding, kids, write that in your copybooks.
"Rockne didn't start life as a coach, you
know. And here's another thought : Don't
be discouraged if you're delayed in what
you want to do and be. Did you know
that Knute Rockne was about twenty-seven
years old when he first went to college?
He was, kids. He worked for years in
the mail-loading department of the Chicago Post Office in order to earn the
money to go to college. No words of mine
can add anything to that.
"Then, when he did make Notre Dame,
and although he knew right off that football was his stuff (hadn't he learned to
play in the 'sandlot' games in Chicago?
Wasn't
moments
his life one
the of
timetheheproudest
came home
with ofa
broken nose? — he was a Left End, he was
about seven at the time) so, although he
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WELL .HOW DO OTHER
GIRLS KEEP THEIR
HANDS SO NICE
AND SOFT 5
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help keep their HANDS
Adorable this EASY way. . .
AFTER OUTDOOR EXPOSURE, and TegUITx. lar use of water, some of nature's
softening moisture is gone from your
hand skin. Better let Jergens Lotion
furnish new beautifying moisture!
Jergens brings you 2 fine ingredients
used by many doctors to help rough,
harsh skin to smooth loveliness. Regular use helps prevent dismal rough
hands. No stickiness! Easy and quick!
Start now to use Jergens Lotion.
SCREENLAND

FOR
SOFT, ADORABLE HANDS

fftBEf YOUR START TOWARD SOFT HANDS
MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
I
(Paste on penny postcard, if you like)
The Andrew Jergens Company, 3916 Alfred St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio. (In Canada: Perth, Ont.)
I'd like to have charming hands. Please send my
purse-size bottle of jergens Lotion— free.
Nam e
Address-
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It's waiting for you — the very first time you
use HAMPDEN POWD'R^-BASE ! This
wonderful beauty foundation-. . .
• gives your skin a soft, smooth, more
youthful appearance
• keeps your make-up fresh and lovely
for hours
• helps conceal lines and blemishes
• prevents nose-shine.
HAMPDEN POWD'R-BASE "makes"
your make-up. It's the perfect powder base
because it is light, non-greasy, easy-to-use,
in convenient stick form . . . and most important, itcomes in your own complexion shade.
Be sure to try it today — for the make-up
surprise of your life!
2also
5c in
and 10c
Dept.(trial)
stores—
in Drug
30c and
size
More than 12 million sold
fcBRSE
POUJDPvBflSE
IT "MAKES"

YOUR

MAKE-UP

COMPOSED
TO POEMS
MUSIC
Send poem for consideration. Rhyming
pamphlet free. Phonograph electrical
transcriptions mnilc, $7.00 from your word
and music manuscript. Any subject considered, Love, Home, Sacred, Swing.
KEENAN'S
MUSIC SERVICE
Box 2140, Dept. SC
Bridgeport, Conn,

CALL0USE5
BURNING or TENDERNESS
on BOTTOM of your FEET
NEW
INVENTION
QUICKER RELIEF!
Away goes pain and off come
thosecallouses,eversoquick
with the New Super-Soft
Dr.
Scholl's
Soothe,
cushion,Zino-pads!
protect the
sensitive area. New in design, shape and texture.
630% softer than before! Patented thin Scalloped Edge,
heart shape. Easily applied
in inan bath
instant.
off
or Don't
stick tocome
stocking. Separate
Medications included
for quickly
removing callouses.
Cost
butatrifle
—
greater
value than ever.
At
Drug, Shoe, Dept.
Stores and Toilet
Goods Counters.
Insist on Dr. Scholl's.

D?Scholls
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knew football was his stuff and though
he and his roommate, Gus Dorais, made
football history with their Dorais-toRockne forward pass he was also an exceptional chemistry student, kids, so exceptional that Father Julius Nieuwland,
the great Notre Dame chemist (Albert
Basserman plays the part in our picture,
and how he plays it!) asked him to work
as his assistant during the summer vacation. Rockne, however, went to Cedar
Point, on Lake Erie, where he and Dorais
worked as life-guards cooking up a surprise for next season's game with the
Army. And in the Fall of 1913, the football world was startled by a major upset
when unknown Notre Dame decisively
beat the Army and the thanks went to the
Dorais-to-Rockne forward pass. That was
the beginning of the traditional Notre
Dame and Army series.
"But when Rockne graduated, with
honors, and when he was offered a chemistry teaching post, he accepted it with
the stipulation that he might assist Jesse
Harper
in coaching
It wasn't
until
Harper
left Notrefootball.
Dame, suggesting
Rockne as his successor, that the great
coach came into his own. Not 'overnight,'
his rise, you see.
"So, don't be too easily discouraged,
kids. You have got to learn not to be
discouraged at all.
"I know these are hard times. I know
all about depression and unemployment
and all the bogey-men of today. But remember one thing : For the guy who didn't
have any dough, whose family didn't have
any dough, it was always the depression,
whether it was in 1890 or 1940.
"And it's still the survival of the fittest,
kids. One of the worst effects the depression can have is that it may serve as an
alibi for you kids, as it has for some
older men. You may use it as an excuse
for not working, for not getting somewhere. But don't, because it is still the
survival of the fittest, just as it was in
Neolithic days, just as it was in past
depressions and past wars, just as it is
in this depression and, God help us all, in
this war.
"It's still not a matter of circumstances
or any
superficial
assets.
It'scircumstances
still a question of the
man back
of the
and under the skin. Why, in this business
of making pictures, good looks are supposed to be one of the greatest stocks
in trade. Well, there are three guys in
here pitching who don't get by on their
kissers, Cagney, Tracy and me.
"Even if you get jobs and lose them,
still hold fast to that Don't Be DiscourI've setting
been fired
from in alla
kinds aged
of life-buoy.
jobs, from
up pins
bowling-alley to setting up props in a
theater. And when I got fired I thought
my world had collapsed around me. And
so, for the time, my world had. But THE
world hadn't. There's a whale of a big
difference.
"And don't think Rockne didn't have the
knocks, too. There was the time when
one of his greatest players, the almost legendary George Gipp, was stricken by a
throat ailment and died. Ronald Reagan
plays the part of Gipp in our picture. And
I didn't have to pretend there was a lump
in my throat when, as Rockne, I kneel
by that chap's bed when the end comes.
There was the time Notre Dame took a big
defeat by the Army and the newspapers
laid the blame to Rockne's 'over-confidence'
— the time he was stricken with phlebitis,
an inflammation of the veins of the leg
but, despite doctor's orders, carried on
and, from his wheel chair watched his
team win one of their greatest triumphs
against the Army.
"What I'm getting at, kids, you can
go in there and win, from a wheel chair,
SCREENLAND

blind, deaf and dumb, poor as Job's turkey, handicapped in every way, so long as
you're not soft. Every kid without being
a pessimist and a sour-puss, has got to'
expect to get a lot of kicks from Life,
the tough old coach. And what is more,
he's got to learn to take them without
whining or wincing.
"Know how? Go to church, say your
prayers every night. I mean it, kids, I
never meant anything more. I've always
had a great deal of faith in prayer. So did
Rockne. If ever I feel blue, when sorrow
gets me by the throat as it gets most of
us, one time or another, as when my dad
died, last year, I get a lot of solace out
of prayer. I don't mean just spiritual uplift, either, great as that is. I mean practical solace, too, so that I feel like eating
a hefty meal again, giving out with a
little song, going to a show, having a good
belly laugh.
"And another thing, kids, keep in mind
think
important.
thatityour
of
only home
as a isplace
to eat Don't
and sleep,
as just a taking-off place for other places
that will be more fun. Think of it as a
place your mother and dad worked hard
to get and keep, think of it in terms of
the hours and years of their lives translated into rugs and kitchen stoves and
mattresses. Sure, it's up to parents to make
home the kind of a place you can love,
I know that. And most of 'em do. But
it's also up to you kids to contribute
your bit to making it the right kind of
place. Don't overlook that.
"I was very fortunate. I had a rare
family life to inspire me. I never heard
a cross word pass between my mother and
aren't
kids toward
you can
if some
But even do
dad.
so fortunate,
what ofyou
as right as possible. It's
conditions
makingtraining,
good
too. Because when we are
grown men we must make our own conditions, not let them make us. For if they
do, well,team.
we're not candidates for the
Rockne
"Make your dad your father-confessor
as far as you can. I was very fortunate
in that respect, too. My dad was such a
regular guy with me. It was my dad who
taught me to play marbles, how to throw
a baseball, handle a gun, a boat, a horse,
to have the respect for women he had
for my mother. Well, so maybe you say,
'But my dad isn't like that. My dad has
no time to give me, my dad's an old grouchface.' So, it's too bad. So you must have
a teacher, a dad of one of your pals,
some older man who is worth making a
pal of. Or you must have some public
figure you admire, a Lindbergh, a football
hero, someone you want to be like. Whoever he is, copy him all you want. Heroworship is good for a chap. But don't give
make
you of
up your
not
failingdadhimuntil
instead
the sure
otheryou're
way
around.
"And, kids, don't he ashamed to have
good manners. You can have an air of
independence without being arrogant or
fresh. Why, the toughest men in the Army
and Navy, whether they went to West
Point and Annapolis or came through the
hard way, were taught discipline and manners. Why, when you see Jack Dempsey
with the ladies you see a guy as cavalier,
as soft-spoken and deferential as any parlor-poet.
"And when you get near the age where
girls come into the picture, pick a girl
as near like your mother as possible. That's
about all I have to say, kids," said Pat (?)
Knute Rockne (?)— what did it matter,
really, which of them it was since it was
a man speaking to you kids, honestly, from
his honest heart. He added, "Just learn to
tackle and block. I guess that says it all,
tackle the things worth tackling, block the
things that aren't and you'll make team."
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Rutherford

Continued from page 65
in her career — her first straight lead even
though she's been leading lady in Andy
Hardy's
life for
seven movies.
Just like
hundreds
of debutantes who
come from the East, North, and South,
seeking thrills in the wild and woolly West,
Ann enthused : There'd be the grand
Tetons, the pine-covered mountains, the
open prairies, horses and corral fences and
cattle — ten gallon hats, spike-heeled boots
and cowboys who'd look like Errol Flynn
and sing like Gene Autry. We even
visioned a huge orange moon rising over
a haystack, and a star-spangled sky. And
we could almost hear baritone voices singing Wagon Wheels.
Ann promised faithfully she'd write me
all about it. Then — on the night of her
departure, two hours before train time, she
telephoned frantically, "Pack your things
— you're going with me to Wyoming !
Aren't you thrilled? The studio says you
can go with me. Isn't it wonderful?"
"Oh, my goodness, me? — but — but I'm
not ready. What'll I do?" I wailed.
Two hours later, Ann and I, bag and
baggage were on the Limited enroute to
Jackson Lake, Wyoming, some 1200 miles
away. The studio had given us a typed
schedule of our trip which clearly showed
it was a complicated affair of jumping off
and on trains all the way. We crossed our
fingers and hoped we'd get there.
Next day at Salt Lake City we changed
trains — and Ann would still have been
greeting her public on the station platform
if I hadn't been along to rush her after our

disappearing red cap and baggage. Ann's
so accommodating — she'd stand on her
head, I do believe, if she was asked to !
At four-thirty the following morning, the
porter stuck his head in our drawing room
and said, "You young ladies better all be
gettin' up. This is Pocatello, Idaho — and
you
changeinto
trains
Idaho
Scrambling
our for
clothes,
we Falls."
barely
caught the local, which stopped at every
crossing and for every stray cow on the
track. "You two girls are from that Hollywood studio," the friendly old conductor
said, when he collected our tickets. "I
recognized Polly — I mean Miss Rutherford
here. Yes, sir, we like them Judge Hardy
Family pictures up this way. Every day
for the past two weeks, actors have been
comin' up on this train for that movie
location. But you're the first girls."
"Tell us," said Ann, her brown eyes
dancing, with that Rutherford charm turned
on full, "are dude ranches fun? Are there
lots of nice-looking cowboys ? Do you think
we'll have a good time?"
"Well," said the conductor, slightly bewitched byAnn's vivacity, "Wyoming's got
twice as many men as females, according
to the census taker. You girls should cop
you one of them rancher fellers. They got
lots of cattle and they're well fixed. Their
paws home-steaded this state. Wouldn't be
no trouble for you to get one, unless you
got your eye on one of them actin'-fellers
back down there in Hollywood."
He probably didn't know that at Anita
Louise's wedding it was Ann who caught
the bridal bouquet — making her next in
line for a wedding march !
At Victor, Idaho, we said goodbye to
our friend the conductor, who sort of runs
a matrimonial bureau right on his train —
and found an automobile waiting to take
us the fifty miles to Jackson Lake. The
driver was a sandy-complexioned, homeSCREENLAND

spun boy of eighteen, with honest blue eyes
and freckles. But his blue levis and cotton
shirt were clean and he was most obliging,
even if he didn't remind us much of Bob
Taylor. We piled into the front seat — and
I noticed he couldn't keep his eyes off
Ann, who chattered like a little magpie all
the way, despite the hair-pin curves on the
high, winding mountain roads. Ann is as
effervescent as the bubbles on an ice cream
soda. Her interest is keyed to high-C — on
everybody and everything — and her spirits
and energy never let down. When she isn't
talking she's laughing or singing — and that
goes on all day.
"How's the picture coming?" Ann asked
by way of making conversation. The youth
replied that the company had spent the
morning shooting a stage-coach coming
down a mountain pass.
"Was there a hold-up and a robbery?"
queried Ann. And we both had to bite our
cheeks to keep from laughing at his frank
amazement. For he turned and looked at
us in surprise. "Well, yes, there was," he
said. "But how did you know? Gee, you
musta read the script." Ann nudged me
and we giggled — for who ever heard of a
held up !
Western with a stagecoach and it not beingA couple of hours later we were deposited at a beautiful dude ranch right up
in the mountains overlooking beautiful Jackson Lake with its magnificent range of snowcapped peaks — forming a back-drop unlike
anything ever conceived in a movie studio.
There was a big ranch house of native
logs and little log guest cabins. There were
horses tied to hitching posts, and a half
dozen or so cowboys seated on the wide
Ann and
sooner had
porch.
than two of
to help us

I stepped out of the car. No
our feet touched the ground
the wranglers were right there
with our bags. "Oh, this is
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beautiful," marveled Ann, taking in the
whole ranch. Sure enough, there were the
corral fences, the horses, chickens in a
coop, turkeys and a big haystack.
"Yes, sure is pretty," replied one of the
cowboys, looking at Ann. Only he wasn't
thinking about the ranch. "I'd sure like to
show you about the place."
After we'd been assigned our cabin, we
came out to find two of the boys waiting
to show us about. We went over to the
pump for a drink of water — and they suggested that if we really wanted to see the
ranch we'd have time to take a ride before
dinner. Ann had two divided riding skirts,
I squeezed my size sixteen into her size
thirteen — and a-riding we did go. We rode
until the sun set in a glow of red golden
splendor on Jackson Lake and all the while
the cowboys never once mentioned Hollywood or that Ann was a movie star. Instead they told us of the long days on the
range and the great outdoors and the trapping and fishing and hunting that is a part
of their lives. They said the only time they
leave Jackson is to take a load of cattle
east or to ride in the rodeos. Ann said she
didn't blame them for loving Wyoming.
"There's going to be a little dancing tonight at Wort's Lodge," one of the boys
said. "If you two girls would like to go,
me and my partner here'd be mighty proud
to take you." Ann and I thought that would
be wonderful. "Do you dress up much for
things like that up here?" Ann asked. And
the boy replied that "the most dressin' up
we do in these parts is to just put on a
clean
Backpairin ofourlevis."
cabin, Ann and I decided
since it was Saturday night, just for a
lark we'd make it a special occasion and
wear our long dresses — just as though we
were back in Hollywood and had dates
with Jeffrey Lynn and Bob Stack. "I
always love to wear a long dress on Saturday night," Ann said. "Won't we be the
ones, stepping out in style and everything
on our first night here !" But we weren't
the only ones — for you should have seen
those cowboys ! We had to look twice to
see if they were the same pair — they were,
as AtAnnthe said,
slicked
up !"
lodge"That
we four
found
a table and
were debating whether to have young steer
steaks, or Mackinaw trout fresh from the
lake or turkey gobbler from the ranch —
when Wally Beery and Paul Kelly came
along and sat down with us. They seemed
ing.
to think Ann and I needed a bit of chaperonAfter dinner, we gathered in the lodge
hall and made the rafters ring with our
clapping and singing as we executed the
square dances and the Virginia reel. We
swung enthusiastic
our partnerswasandlittle
"dosi-doed.''
And
most
Bobs Watson,
who's in "Bad Man of Wyoming" too. Ann
said he was a miniature dude wrangler —
for he wore spike-heeled boots and a shirt
louder than a fire-alarm.
In the midst of the revelry, our cowboy
heroes mentioned that outside the moon
was coming up over the mountain. We
stole out on the veranda to see. Bobs Watson came right along, even though I did
hear Ann's boy friend try to bribe him
with a quarter to stay inside with the
dancers. But you know boys of that age.
He decided to be our little brother and keep
posted on what was going on. One of the
wranglers brought out a guitar and we
sat for an hour looking at the moon, which
was terrific, and listening to the songs dear
to the hearts of the westerners — and the
rustling of the pines behind us. Sometimes
we'd hear a branch snap as a deer or a
moose ran through and we'd see eyes, like
two
ness. gold lights, staring out of the darkBobs almost went to sleep a couple of
times, lulled by the peace and quietness
SCREENLAND

and the beauty of the night and the music.
Ann was starry-eyed. Later we sat before
a huge log fire indoors and listened to the
stories of the cowboys. One who turned his
attention on me — seeing's how Ann was
claimed by his partner, as it were — was the
local hero. The week before he'd taken a
boat and gone down the rapids of Snake
River Canyon, a daring stunt that had
never been done before.
Ann asked him if he'd been frightened —
and he said it had been so fast he hadn't
had time to get scared. He'd had his picture
in the papers, too ! "You're very brave,"
Ann murmured. If she'd even hinted she'd
have liked him to do it all over again I
think he'd been on his way right then and
there to win her favor.
That night in our little log cabin Ann
and I lit the oil lamp, made a wooden fire
in the little stove to keep warm, washed
out our stockings and things — and talked
about everything that had happened. In
fact, we spent half the night just talking —
like girls do — about the things we dream
of, course
hope for,
of
boys. wish for, in our lives — and
In discussing mutual friends like Judy
Garland, Mickey Rooney, Linda Darnell
and a lot of kids we both like so well, Ann
and I suddenly discovered that we both
have dates occasionally with the same boy,
Rand Brooks. He played Scarlett O'Hara's
first husband in "Gone With the Wind."
"Well, fancy that," said Ann in true
feminine fashion. "I went bowling with
Rand and Helen Parrish and Forrest
Tucker and Mickey and Judy the Sunday
before we left to come up here. When did
when he and I and Maureen
you"Last
last week,
see him?"
O'Hara and John Hubbard and some
others went to a preview and then to La
Conga to rumba," I replied. "He's nice,
don't you think?"
"Very nice," agreed Ann. "Rand's only
twenty-one— but he has such poise and assurance, without being conceited. I like
boys that age — up to 25. And I don't care
if they're all as good-looking as Rand or
not, but I do want them to have personality
— so's they'll be interesting and have something to talk about, and not leave it all up
a few
more todon't-you-thinks,
we
to With
a girl."
turned
our
attention
some of the other
boys Ann dates. There's Don Kahn, son of
Gus Kahn, the song-writer ; Eddie Arnold,
Jr., and Charles Isaac, the latter who inherited three million dollars and a yacht —
and would like very much to marry Ann.
"But I'm not going to get married for
ever and ever so long," said Ann. "I simply
love my work, and it's going to be my
real love for a long time. Whenever a boy
gets too serious with me — well, I just
simply don't have a date with him for a
month. That's all."
Ann,fraternities
you know,thanis any
the girl
"sweetheart"
more
in America.of
She constantly wears an Alpha Tau Omega
frat pin from Kentucky University — and
she says it's doing double duty, if you get
what she means. But Kentucky's a long
way from Hollywood. Then she's "official
sweetheart" for Sigma Nu of Washington,
D. C, Sigma Alpha Epsilon of Ohio, and
Sigma Chi of Virginia, and ever so many
more.
"I think a girl who's in pictures is the
luckiest girl in the world," Ann said.
"Things just keep happening to her that
never would otherwise. I think the greatest
thrill of my life was last winter when I
went
to Washington
the President's
Ball. The
Senate gave for
a luncheon
for me.
Imagine that ! My next biggest thrill was
when I won the role of Scarlett's sister in
'G. W. T. W.' Of course the picture was so
much too long that most of my part was
cut out. But just being in the 'greatest pic-

ture of all time,' as the critics called it,
was terribly exciting.
"When I returned from the premiere in
Atlanta and the studio gave me a $1000
bonus I just couldn't believe it. Do you
know what I did with it? I begged Mother
to put some more money with it— and I
bought a mink coat. A real genuine mink !
"Mother has always made me save my
salary — that is, most of it. Of course it
hasn't been so very large. It's reached the
$500 a week mark now. I get about $25 a
week for myself. The rest goes into securities and bonds — unless I want something
like this, which was perfectly extravagant."
And Ann pointed to the large star sapphire
she wears on her right ring finger which
her mother bought for her last birthday.
"But really, I'm just about the luckiest
girl in the whole world," Ann said seriously. "My aunt left me a canning factory
up in Canada in her will. When I'm twentyone, I'll have full charge of it.
"Just before we left Hollywood to come
up here," Ann continued, "Mother and I
spent a week looking at houses. I'm going
to buy my own home. I want a cute little
white house with ramblin' shutters, and
white dotted swiss curtains — something like
Judy
if I can
find inone."
Ann,Garland's,
as everyone
knows
Hollywood,
is a definite double threat to every young
star on the Metro lot. For there's no end
to her versatility as an actress. Clarence
Bull, head of the portrait department, says
Ann is the most photogenic actress in
pictures. She can sing like a Judy Garland
and dance like a Ginger Rogers. And her
legs were voted lovely as Dietrich's. And
she can act. Just supposing Lana Turner
or Judy went temperamental — why, Ann
could step right into their roles. She's not
just Polly Benedict — in "Pride and Prejof them!udice" she proved she's as good, as the best
"I really fought to play Lydia in 'Pride
and Prejudice,'" Ann said. "It was between Maureen O'Sullivan and me. One of
us was to play the nice sweet girl, and the
other the young vixen. I just knew what I
could do with that little hellion Lydia — if
they'd let me. Well, I finally got the part,
because I kept after it every day until I
did. It was really the first time I fought for
anything in my life.
"Laurence Olivier is one of the grandest
actors I've ever worked with," Ann reflected. "He actually stooged for me — in
'Pride and Prejudice' — so's I would be
good. But," she sighed, "a lot of my part
was left on the cutting-room floor. In fact,
my best work in every picture usually gets
cut out. I'll work so hard to make my part
stand out and be so thrilled thinking maybe
this will be the one that will lift me to
stardom — and it'll be left in the cuttingroom. That's been my secret sorrow. I
wouldn't want anyone to know, but I've
shed plenty of tears about it. My one big
hope is that the day will come when they'll
leave all of me in a picture!" (Ann didn't
say so, but I'd heard the reason was that
she was too good — and with three prominent
girl stars in "Pride and Prejudice," one girl
couldn't
not
Ann!)have too much footage — at least
It was Ann's mother who decided when
Ann was a baby that she and her sister
Judith,
years Ann's senior, would be
actresses.twoMrs.
Rutherford was an actress
herself when she married Ann's father John
Rutherford, a Metropolitan Opera singer
whose stage name was Jaun Guilberti.
Ann was born in Toronto, Canada, November 2,just twenty years ago. When she
was a child her family moved to San Francisco— and it was when Ann was in the
first grade that her mother got her a job
in the stage production of "Mrs. Wiggs of
the Cabbage Patch." Ann and Judith became well-known child actresses on the
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stage about San Francisco. When Ann was
eleven they moved to Los Angeles, where
she attended the Alta Loma grade school,
the Virgil Junior high school and the Los
Angeles and Fairfax high schools.
"Ann was in all the school plays," her
mother once told me. "She'd always get the
lead — so everyone else would say it was
useless to try out for them. Ann and her
sister and I have always been great pals,"
Mrs. Rutherford went on. "Judith is like a
bombshell — and Ann's slow to anger — but
when she does fly off the handle she's
really deeply hurt. On the whole, though,
Ann's always full of life and happiness.
"My friends used to say to me, 'Why do
you encourage your children to go into pictures— when they haven't got a chance?'
Ann and Judith both resented that, naturally. Finally when Ann was getting featured parts, they'd say, 'Well, we saw Ann
in that picture — but she had such a little
part. Why doesn't she do more?' I've seen
Ann come into the room at such times —
when I knew she'd overheard. But she'd
choose to ignore such cattiness. If that had
been Judith, she'd have told them plenty.
Ann doesn't like unpleasantness. She loves
everyone and wants everyone to love her."
"How did you get into pictures?" I
asked Ann, after we'd finished discussing
our boy friends and were tucked in bed, but
too excited
to turn down the lamp's wick
and
go to sleep.
"Well, naturally, having been on the stage,
and living in Hollywood, I wanted to be in
pictures," Ann smiled. "I happened to hear
someone say the radio needed talent, so I
took myself right down and told them of my
stage experience and applied for an audition.
They gave me a role on a program called
'Gems of Destiny.' I was on the radio four
years, playing everything from wives to
crying babies. A talent scout heard me and
took me out to Republic. They signed me
for Westerns and I made twelve pictures in
eight months. Lew Ayres was out there and
he showed me camera angles — sort of made
me his protegee — for which I will always
be grateful. Then I went to M-G-M to play
a short, 'Annie Laurie,' and was signed. I
made several pictures including 'Dramatic
98

School' — and that's where I met Rand
Brooks. Then came my real chance, to be
Polly Benedict in the 'Judge Hardy' series."
That's how we got on the subject of
Mickey Rooney. "Have you ever had any
dates with Mickey off -screen?" I asked.
"No," said Ann. "But we're very good
friends. Mickey's so grown up and everyin givingmeadvice
I mean. something
And he's
always thing,
helping
or suggesting
I should do. I think he'll make a great
producer some day, don't you? He says
when he does, I'll probably star in one of
his productions.
"Mickey's in our crowd. Almost every
Sunday morning there's about a dozen of
us who meet at each other's homes for
brunch and then we go bowling or swimming. We have parties, too. The other night
at the Cocoanut Grove we hit upon a great
plan. We decided to write a book. We're
going to call it 'We DreamedT Each one
of us is writing a 3000 word chapter. Then
in
years
meet
andtensee
howfrom
manynowofwe're
our going
dreamsto came
true. There's Mickey and Judy, Bonita
Granville,, Rand Brooks, Jackie Cooper,
Bob Stack, Linda Darnell, Anne Gwynn,
Helen Parrish, Forrest Tucker and myself.
Forrest's dad has a publishing house in
New York and he'll publish it for us. We
asked John Barrymore to write the preface— and the cover will show all of us
dining at the Grove. Do you think it will
be Ia told
success
Ann ?" I was sure it would be. For
almost everyone in it has already achieved
success, even if they're still only kids.
Ann, who is five feet three and one-half
inches, weighs 110 pounds — and eats everything in sight, so she says. She ice-skates
and swims and loves to dress formal once
a week for a Saturday night date.
"Everyone seems to expect actresses to
wear clothes that are different, so I make
most of mine," Ann said. "I make most of
begantoo."
enumerating those I liked, inmyI hats,
cluding Ann's pink taffeta formal with the
black lace waist and elbow gloves. "You
surely didn't make that?" I said.
"Yes, I did," Ann laughed. "Sometimes

mother worries terribly, for I'll get an idea
during the night and wake up the next
morning and ask her to buy me twenty
yards of this or that material. She always
fears for the worst and hopes for the best
— but I usually come out all right."
"And can you fit yourself?" I asked,
wondering if there was anything this Ann
Rutherford girl can't do. I know she can
cook — as good as their family cook — for
I've eaten Ann's ice-box chocolate roll, her
waffles, her corn twists, and she's a whiz
at salads. In fact, it's lots of fun, after previews, to drop into Ann's house for a midnight supper, with the whole crowd pitching in and helping. The Rutherford ice-box
is always full — and Ann will scramble eggs
and fry ham at a minute's notice.
But getting back to the dressmaker — "I
never use a pattern — wouldn't know how,"
Ann admitted. "I just stand in front of a
mirror and pin the material up to me — and
snip and pin some more. I always make
everything big, so's I can whittle it down
to fit just so. I've only had one expensive
dress — that was a $150 model I bought in
New York when I was on personal appearance. Of course I buy clothes, too — I watch
the sales at the smart gown shops. Often
I get great bargains. For instance, the dress
I wore to Anita Louise's wedding was a
seventy-five dollar model that I bought on
sale for twenty-five.
"The only time I wish I was in love
and was married is when I'm with Anita
and Buddy Adler and Marsha Hunt and
her husband Jerry Hopper. We often go
about together. It must be wonderful having someone so in love with you as Buddy
is with Anita. But then, I've plenty of
time for that when I get my picture career— where I hope to get it," she smiled.
Ann and I had an exciting two weeks
in
Wyoming.
It was
all as
we'd imagined
it would
be — and
more.
If some
of those
dude
ranch
cowboys'
hearts
weren't
broken
a bit when Ann left it was because
she
wouldn't let them be. But I surmise several were badly bent.
Ann worked almost every day in the
picture — but we found plenty of time for
rides and camp suppers by a waterfall and
hikes up into the blue pine timbered mountains. Our favorite roosting spot was the
corral fence — and we became initiated at
rounding up cattle, not to mention participating in an impromptu rodeo, put on for
our special benefit. We saw Yellowstone
Park and all of its scenic grandeur before
our departure. At the train when we were
bidding everyone goodbye, our cowboy
friends said, "We're going to send you
girls a gift, come this fall."
Ann's eyes lighted. "And what'll it be
— you can't keep us in suspense until then
— now, can you?" she coaxed.
"Well," said the one, "we trap the best
marten furs in the world up here. And we'll
send you each three skins to wear around
"Honest?" Ann and I chorused.
"Butneck."
they wear them in sets of five
your
back in Hollywood," I said in my own
naive lantway
— thinking of Carole Lombard's.
"Then reply.
we'll send you five !" was the galIt wasn't until a couple of hours later,
when Ann and I were having dinner on
the diner with Addison Richards, a member of the company, that we told about
the furs — the martens. And he told us that
a good marten fur cost as high as $80 a
skin — which almost made Ann and I faint !
"And here you said we'd have to have
five!" Ann gasped. "Imagine!"
Imagining was just where Ann and I
began when we heard she was going to
Wyoming — and it became a reality. It
doesn't take much more imagining to imagine Miss Ann Rutherford one of Hollywood's most important stars — very soon.
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